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A

s one of the world's largest manufacturers of integrated
circuits, Signetics designs, develops, manufactures and sells
over 1600 different types of integrated circuits. Signetics produces linear circuits, utilizing both bipolar and metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) manufacturing processes.
The Analog division is a major broad line supplier of both
Signetics' original deSigns and industry standard devices. The
NE535 High Performance Operational Amplifier, the NE554 Dual
Tracking Regulator and the ST100 Codec (Telecommunications)
are among Signetics' original products. The breadth of.the Analog product line offers the designer, the component engineer,
and the purchasing agent a varied approach to linear circuits.
This broad analog circuit product line is backed by Signetics'
industry image as a quality manufacturer to whom the servicing
of the customer's needs is paramount.
The 1979 Analog Application Manual is intended to serve as a
single technical reference for designing with linear circuits by
presenting applications information necessary to implement
properly Signetics' analog products. The Applications portion is
updated and rewritten to reflect data on new products issued.
Additions and erratta will be generated at periodic intervals.
Your inputs to improve our publications will be greatly appreciated.
Ira Zingmond,
Manager, Linear
Applications
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Linear IC Processing

INTRODUCTION
NPN TRANSISTOR

Integrated circuits are divided into three
general categories: (1) linear, (2) digital,
and (3) MOS. Distinctly different design and
process techniques are used for each type.
The main difference between linear processes and other Ie processes is their diversity. While digital circuits are commonly
restricted to low voltage switching, linear
circuits may be fabricated with anything
from switching to linear characteristics,
high or low voltages, high or low frequency,
or any combination of these properties. To
cope with this range of applications, the
following processes are frequently used:

EPITAXIAL
LAYER

SUBSTRATE

Epitaxial- 0.25 ohm-cm gold doped and
non-gold doped
0.5 ohm-cm gold doped
1.0 ohm-cm Schottky and nonSchottky
2.50hm-cm
5.00hm-cm
Dielectric- 2 to 15 ohm-cm

Figure 1-1a

LATERAL PNP TRANSISTOR

.~

All epitaxial processes are similar. The
main difference is the resistivity of the
deposited epitaxial layer in which the components are formed. This provides the means of selecting higher breakdown voltages
or lower saturations by merely selecting an
epitaxial resistiv.ity.

C

For instance, the 5 ohm-cm process is used
for operational amplifiers and regu lators
because it gives the 50V LV ceo transistor
breakdowns required. Since the phase lock
loops need only 20V, and lower saturation
voltages are desirable, the 2.5 ohm-cm
process is used for their fabrication.

VERTICAL PNP TRANSISTOR

.~

SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-1b

BASE RESISTOR

CONTACTS

JUNCTION CAPACITOR

CONTACTS

C

B

C

SUBSTRATE

SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-1c

Figure 1-1d

SmDl!tiCS

SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-1e
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Transistor breakdown is not the only consideration in choosing a process. In products where fast switching is required, either the gold doped or Schottky processes are
used. Gold doping is used where medium
and high current operation is involved.
Schottky technology is desired where lower
currents or high transistor breakdowns are
needed in addition to speed. Dielectric isolation is used where breakdown voltages
must be in excess of 50 volts.

OXIDE CAPACITOR

SUBSTRATE

COMPONENTS
The components commonly formed in linear integrated circuits by junction isolation
are drawn in cross section in Figure 1-1.
Parasitic components are also shown in the
equivalent schematics. These parasitics can
occasionally cause "sneak" paths or fault
conditions in the circuit.

Figure 1-11

P-CHANNEL J-FET
o

"~

TRANSISTORS
It is instructive to compare, in a general
manner, discrete transistors with those
manufactured in integrated circuits. The
most important differences for npn transistors are the parasitic substrate transistor
and the top contact collector, as seen in
Figure 1-2.
The magnitude of the parasitic pnp beta
depends upon the process and geometry
used, but it ranges from about five for highresistivity processes to very much less than
one for gold doped processes. The parasitic
pnp only becomes active when the npn
transistor goes into saturation. Normally
such effects are not important, but in some
circuit configurations latching effects may
be observed. That is, a positive feedback
path may be established which is selfsustaining.Alternately, or perhaps coincidentally, this path may cause high currents
to flow. These potential problems are easily
avoided with judicious layout procedures.
The effect of the top contact is to increase
the saturation resistance. In small signal
devices this is not Significant, but at higher
currents (around 50. mAl this becomes an
economic factor as the die arc must be
increased and yields drop. This resistance is
lowered by means of the N+ buried layer
seen in the cross sections of Figure 1-1.
The normal npn transistor beta for linear
devices ranges up to 250. Occasionally
"super beta" transistors are needed with
betas as high as 2000. The processing steps
involved are the same as for regular transistors except for a longer emitter diffusion
time which gives a very narrow base width
and high beta. Care must be exercised in
this sequence to make super beta and regular npn devices at the same time.
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SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-1g

N-CHANNEL J-FET

o

.~

G

S

~.

Figure 1-1h

Tbepnptransistors in monolithic form, both
lateral and vertical, differ from discrete
pnps. The names 'lateral' and 'vertical' are
derived from the mode of transistor action
that occurs in the two components. Referring to Figure 1-18 it can be seen that
current flows laterally from emitter to collector through the N-epitaxial area. The
presence of the buried layer diffusion reduces to a comparatively low level, the
collection by the isolation area. It is not
eliminated entirely, however, .which gives

S(gnl!tiCs

rise to the parasitic diode snown in Figure
1-3.
The vertical pnp is simi larly constructed but
in this case the buried layer diffusion is
omitted resulting in the isolation diffusion
acting as the collector. The vertical cu rrent
flow in this device gives rise to its name.
Frequency response is the primary difference between these devices. The lateral pnp
is restricted to frequencies below 1 to 2 MHz
while the vertical pnp upper range is around

Linear IC Processing

BASE PINCH RESISTOR

LATERAL PNP WITH
COLLECTOR TIE-BACK

~"'~'"
TIE·BACK

COLLECTo~1

COLLECTOR

Figure 1-5

SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-1i

NPN TRANSISTOR PARASITIC
COMPONENTS

LATERAL PNP WITH
PARASITIC DIODE

A new development in resistors that will
offer great flexibility in design is the use of
ion implantation. With this technique, resistivities orders of magnitude higher and temperature coefficients orders of magnitude
lower than base diffused resistors are possible. We can expect to see this technology
used extensively in high voltage circuits,
low power circuits and in complex linear
functions where die areas would otherwise
be excessive.

SUBSTRATE

Figure 1-2

Figure 1-3

JUNCTION FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTORS

MULTIPLE COLLECTOR PNP
TRANSISTOR

,----f-------,

,~,~'

COLLECTOR 1
EMITTER
COLLECTOR 2

COLLECTORS

1 2 3

Figure 1-4

10 to 20 MHz. Another important feature of
the lateral pnp is its comparatively low beta
range and the low current at which beta
peaks. In addition, the lateral pnp collector
can be split to give multiple collector devices as shown in Figure 1-4.
This configuration can be used to give
fairly precise values of beta by tying one of
the collectors to the base. Figure 1-5 illustrates the tie back method used.
Recent process development allows the
addition of Schottky barrier devices to monolithic design (see Figure 1-6J. The advantage is very fast switching circuits without
gold doping. With this technique, the properties of non-gold doped devices are main-

Emitter resistors are usefu I where low value,
temperature insensitive resistors are
needed. This diffusion is also often used as
a "crosscunder," that is, a low resistance
connecting path. This can simplify layout
design considerably.

tained while switching speeds are greatly
improved. This is very desirable in devices
containing both analog and digital circuitry
such as voltage comparators.

RESISTORS
Resistors can be made from any of the n or p
type layers. In practice the base and emitter
diffusions are generally used. At times the
"epilayer" (the bulk material) in the dielectric isolation process is also used. The required characteristics of the resistor determine the material or processes used. The
most commonly used is the base diffused
resistor. Size is scaled for the value desired.
Base pinch resistors are used where high
values are required and the limitations of
accuracy and breakdown are not a problem.

SilloutiCS

The n-channel FET is fabricated in the epitaxial layers and is obtained by pinchingoff the epi with isolation diffusion. Because
of this construction, the nomenclature FET
is something of a misnomer since the gate is
not available as an input. Its usefulness is as
a bias circuit starting element. It is much
smaller in area than an equivalent value
resistor and has a sufficiently high breakdown voltage for this purpose.
The p-channel FET is a more useful general
purpose device. Its most important limitation is the breakdown voltage which is restricted to about 5 volts. Processing of both
field effect and super beta transistors is
similar. Changes in the regular process
flows is necessary for both deviCes.

CAPACITORS
Capacitors are made by using the capacitance associated with the various junctions
or by forming a thin silicon dioxide layer
between two plates. The plates are formed
by aluminum metalization and low resistivity emitter diffusion.
A number of problems are associated with
junction capacitors. They have low breakdowns for reasonable capacitance per unit
area, the capacitors formed are polarized,

Linear IC Processing

CROSS-SECTION

SCHOTTKY DIODE

COLLECTOR CONTACT

SCHEMATIC

Figure 1-6a

and they have high leakage currents. Oxide
capacitors are free from these problems but
the capacitance per unit area is comparatively low. Junction capacitors are used
primarily where decoupling capacitors are
needed, while oxide capacitors are used
where high quality is needed.

Figure 1-6b

OXIDE CAPACITOR CONSTRUCTION

OTHER DEVICES
There are a number of other components
such as SCR, SCS and Zener diodes that are
available coincidentally with the components discussed above. The Zener diodes
available are the emitter base junction and
the emitter-isolation junction. Other junctions have breakdowns that are high and
variable so they are seldom used.

ION IMPLANTATION
The ion implantation process is a room
temperature process.This process permits
the fabrication of very large value resistors,
otherwise economically unobtainable with
the standard diffusion process. The cost of
using implantation to fabricate resistors is
essentially that of one additional masking
step in the conventional monolithic process. The masking is done following the last
high-temperature diffusion-the emitter
diffusion. This is necessary since exposure
of the implanted wafers to high diffusion
temperatures will result in changes to the
implanted characteristics.
Figure 1-8 illustrates the compatible ion
implantation resistor process as applied to
otherwise conventional monolithic devices.
The implantation is done into the "N" type
epitaxial material wh ich is normally covered
by about 8 to 10kA of silicon dioxide.
Through the use of standard photomasking
techniques, this field oxide is opened to
permit the penetration -of the charged ions
into the semiconductor material. The base
diffused regions serve to provide lowresistance contact terminations for the implanted resistors. The resistivity of the implanted region is precisely controlled by
varying the dose of ions which is accurately
known by measurement of the beam current.
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Figure 1-7
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BASE DIFFUSION FOR CONTACT PAD

Sheet Resistivity
Maximum Resistance
TCR
Initial Accuracy
Matching

I

•

Figure 1-8
Base Diffused

Ion Implant

1500102
50KO
2000 ppm/oC
20 - 30%
<3%

200 - 10K 0/0 2
5Mn
Note 1
5 - 10%
< 1%

TABLE 1-1
NOTE
1. Dependent upon sheet resistivity & processing

2.

1M] = ohms per square

It is also interesting to note that the lateral
component of conventional diffused resistors, known as out-diffusion or side diffusion, is essentially zero with implantation
dueto its inherent low temperature processing. Hence, the accuracy and matching of
the resistors is primarily determined by
photomasking tolerances. Table 1-1 summarizes a comparison of ion-implanted vs
diffused resistor components.
The use of ion implanted resistors can act to
improve designs in several ways.

Smnotics

First, in a conventional integrated circuit
design with a significant amount of resistance, the use of ion implantation can significantly reduce chip area, improve yields, and
hence significantly lower the cost of manufacturing the device. This is true particularly
in the newer more complex circuits where
chip area exceeds 5000 sq. mils. Chip size
can be reduced by savings amounting to 20
to 30%. This is done at the modest cost of
one additional masking and subsequent
room temperature processing.
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Linear Ie Design Techniques

INTRODUCTION
The components available for linear ICs
were reviewed in the previous section. From
that discussion it was clear that many differences exist between IC components and
those available to discrete circuit design.
These differences may be conveniently
summarized as follows:

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED BIAS
NETWORK
+ Vee

The preceding circuits are valuable for high
and medium values of current. Low current
values are better developed by the popular
circuit of Figure 2-4.

A. Limited resistor accuracy and values

B. Lack of integrated inductance
C. Small integrated capacitance values
D. Poor PNP transistor performance
E. Limited power dissipation

R'

BIAS CIRCUITRY
In discrete designs the bias circuitry is
accomplished by high value resistor networks. In linear designs this is impractical
because of the die area required. The alternative is to use an n-channel FET as shown
in Figure 2-1.

LOW VALUE CURRENT SOURCE

R2

On the other hand, linear IC designs have
the advantages of excellent component
matching, both active and passive; and the
accessibility of a great number of active
components.
To cope with the limitations of monolithic
circuitry, designers have evolved special
techniques and practices, a number of
which are detailed in this section.

ers such as theNES31 and NES36, where
their presence assures that such parameters as coltage gain and offset voltage remain constant with temperature supply voltage variations.

Figure 2-2
diodes, buffering the load from the source,
and adjusting the composite temperature
coefficient to zero, are commonly found
where accurate references are required.
Current sources as well as voltage sources
can be easily obtained using similar circuitry. Both npn and pnp type current
sources are depicted by Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-4
If the geometries of 01 and 02 are identical,
the following equations hold:
VBE' = VBE2

NPN AND PNP CURRENT SOURCES
+ Vee

SIMPLE BIAS CIRCUIT
+ Vee
R3

R4

+ INA

(2-2a)

VBE, = -kT In (IB)
q
Is

(2-2b)

VBE2= -kT In (IN)
q
Is

(2-2c)

INA = kT
In (IB)
q
IN

(2-2d)

Where the subscripts refer to their respective transistors, beta is high, and other symbols have their standard meaning.
This is a transcendental equation which is
represented graphically by Figure 2-S.

R,
Vz

VB

R,

R2

CURRENT SOURCE FAMILY CURVES

R2

Figure 2-3
Figure 2-1
Zener Vz is fed current by FET 01. The
required bias voltage is then developed by
the resistor divider Rl and R2. This simple
technique can be elaborated upon if temperature compensation is required. Byadding transistor 02 shown in Figure 2-2, the
positive temperature coefficient of the zener
diode is offset by the negative one· of the
forward biased emitter-base diode.
More elaborate schemes, which include the
maintenance of constant currents in the

Assuming 01-02 and 04-0S are well
matched and of the same geometries it can
be shown that :
Equations

~'O 'A~r. l i'I·:I:mAl'~I'Ai'0 I'A~ ~ '·m1£~ =1

11_
~ ~,A
20 ",A

INPN = VB - VBE and
A2

(2-1)

10 ,A

10",A

_
IpNP -

[VB-VBEJ~
-A-1-

A4

(2-2)

These equations demonstrate that the circuit currents can be made independent of
external supply voltages and temperature
·fluctuations. Circuits such as these are used
extensively in modern operational amplifi-

9~nDtic9

Figure 2-5
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As can be seen, it becomes possible to
obtain very low currents with reasonable
values of resistance. This circuit is used in
the NE592 where Ibias is set by a single
resistor and the value oftheoperating power
supplies.

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER
V+

V+

This principle may be extended to provide a
particularly useful voltage reference. The
circuit of Figure 2-6 illustrates how this is
done.
NON ZENER VOLTAGE REFERENCE

Conventional Design Current Source Loads

Figure 2-6

From the same considerations as before,
the reference voltage can be shown to be:
(2-31

Figure 2-78

Figure 2-7b

vantages of the circuit in Figure 2-7b are
that the noise in the pnps is summed into
the npn input noise, and the self-biasing
scheme used in Figure 2-7b can introduce
some added offset current if the pnp betas
are low because pnps run at different current levels. A change in the circuit which
avoids this problem is shown in Figure 2-8.

to the pnp emitters to increase the output
impedance and, therefore, the gain.

IMPROVED DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

Use of the pnp as a collector load can be
extended by using multiple collector pnps
as indicated in Figure 2-9.
MULTIPLE COLLECTOR
TRANSISTOR LOADS
V+

V+

There are a numberof interesting and useful
properties of this circuit. Compared with a
zener reference, it is much less noisy and
can be used at lower supply voltages. With
judicious circuit implementation, the voltage can be controlled to about ±10% and
low temperature coefficients can be
achieved.

R1

R2

CURRENT SOURCE LOADS
Using current sources for load resistors is
another technique exploited in linear integrated circuit designs. The schematics of
Figure 2-7 show how this may be done. The
circuit shown is the simple differential amplifier. Figure 2-7a gives a conventional
circuit while Figure 2-7b is an IC implementation using pnp current sources.
The value of the current source as a collector load lies in its equivalency of an extremely high resistance while occupying a very
small die area. High stage gains are thus
obtained in a minimum of space. Other
advantages of the current source include
linearity of gain versus output swing (because gain is independent of current), and
large output swing capabilities. The active
load circuit also has the feature of summing
the gain from both output sides. The disad-

16

Figure 2-9

Figure 2-8

The current imbalance between 01 and 02
is now only:

This circuit could give a voltage gain of
many millions, which for linear amplification would be generally impractical due to
clipping. A practical realization would incorporate feedback to define gain, as shown
in Figure 2-10, where the voltage gain is
given by the ratio:
Av= RF

RE
12-41

12-51

LEVEL SHIFTING
The necessity for level shifting arises from
two general requirements:

Where 183 is 03 base cu rrent IC1 is 01 collector current and f31 and f33 are betas of 01 and
03 respectively. This imbalance is now
negligible. Resistors have also been added

Si!lOl!tiCS

A. Level interfacing from input to output
B. Maintaining voltages across transistor
collector-base junctions to avoid clipping.

Linear Ie Design Techniques

The latter situation can be seen in the circuit
of Figure 2-10, where the voltage across 01
is limited to a VBE minus an IR drop which
limits the voltage swing at the output. Discrete designers overcome this problem with
a liberal use of coupling and decoupling
capacitators which are not available to linear IC designers, unless incorporated externally.

RESISTIVE LEVEL SHIFTING
v+

INPUT
INPUT

0---,.----,
C1

R1

OUTPUT

R1

C1
R2

AMPLIFIER STAGE WITH FIXED GAIN

C2

f"----oOUTPUT

v+

IBIAS

Actual Circuit

Equivalent Circuit

Figure 2-11a

Figure 2-11b

The disadvantages of this circuit include:

(2-7)

A. Large die area for R1 and C1
B. Limited voltage range
C. Power consumption without gain
A level shifter which overcomes these problems is the zener diode. A reverse biased
transistor emitter base junction, giving a
voltage drop of 6 to 7 volts, is commonly
used for the zener since the voltage is in the
range generally required.

Figure 2-10
Resistive level shifting is one method used
in integrated circuitry. Figure 2-11 illustrates the actual and equivalent networks.
The DC voltage is level shifted down from
pOint A to pOint B through resistor R1 by the
current of 02. The Circuit AC performance
can be analyzed by the equivalent circuit of
Figure 2-11b with the gain of the circuit
being given by:
Z2
A1=-Z1 Z 2

(2-6)

These conditions can generally be met
since the output can be fed into an emitter
follower with high input resistance and low
input capacitance. R2 and C2 values would
be in the 5M andO.5pF range respectively.
These values place workable values of R1
and C1 at 10-20K ohms and 15-30pF respectively. Lower values of R1 consume excessive current while lower values of C1 degrade
the 50MHz frequency performance.

t------o v

v+

Figure 2-13

OUTPUT

Figure 2-12

R1 and C1 »C2

0---,.-....,..--,
V2

01

Z R1
and Z2 =
R2
1 - 1 + jwR1C1
1 + jwR2C2

R2 »

INPUT

ZENER DIODE LEVEL
SHIFTING

Where

Maximum gain and broad bandwidth are
dependent upon the following relationships:

VARIABLE LEVEL SHIFT

The most universally used level shifting
technique, however, uses the pnp transistor. The circuit of Figure 2-10 has been
redrawn to include pnp level shifters in
Figure 2-14.
LEVEL SHIFT WITH PNP TRANSISTORS
v+

Multiples of this value can be gained by
cascading more diodes. The benefits of this
method are speed and small die area, while
disadvantages include inflexibility to power
supplies and high noise. These drawbacks
restrict the use of this method to switching
circuits such as comparators and sense amplifiers.
A combination of these two methods provides a circuit which provides a variable
level shift. The zener of Figure 2-13 produces a constant voltage drop which is
modified by .resistors R1 and R2. Input to
output voltage is given by:

Si!lDotiCS

INPUT

OUTPUT

Figure 2-14
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Transistors 03 and 04 are current source
.Ioads as described earlier. With the addition
of 02 the level shifting has been accomplished across the gain stage itself. The
primary advantages are a large voltage
range and power supply insensitivity. Voltage ranges up to the breakdown of the
transistor are available with the additional
advantage of voltage gain for the current
consumed. Although not a problem in audio
and low frequency systems. the disadvantage of the pnp level shifter is lack of frequency response above 1MHz.

CLASS A EMITTER.FOLLOWER
v+
v+
INPUT
INPUT

OUTPUT
OUTPUT

BIAS

OUTPUT STAGES
The design techniques for driven stages
used in linear integrated circllits differ little
from those of conventional designs. In
cases where the power required is small. the
conventional class A emitter follower is
generally used as shown in Figure 2-15a.
The integrated form may vary in that RE is
generally replaced by a current source in
the interest of smaller die size. as shown in
Figure 2-15b. Where both sink and source
drive capabilities are required. the npn-pnp
arrangement is used. As shown in Figure 216a driver 01 feeds output transistors 02
and 03.
Diodes D1 and D2 are used to bias the
output transistors into slight quiescent conduction. Temperature variations make current control difficult with this method and
thermal runaway can result. The circuit of
Figure 2-16b is much better from this standpoint since the current through 04 and •
. therefore. the voltage across 04 and 05 can
be controlled fairly well. By adjusting the
value of R2. the current flowing through 02
anti 03 is likewise controlled. A further
advantage of this scheme is that 04. 05 and

Figure 2-15·8

Figure 2-15b

R2 can be placed in the same isolation tub.
An alternative to the use of the vertical pnp
is the compound npn-pnp circuit of Figure
2-17. Keeping in mind the poor frequency
and phase response of the lateral pnp. the
loop formed from 03 and 06 has the potential danger of instability. however.

r------------.--O w

OUTPUT

INPUT
OUTPUT

~------~--~-ov-

Figure 2-17

COMPLEMENTARY OUTPUT STAGE
WITH SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

INPUT

COMPLEMENTARY OUTPUT
STRUCTURE
V+

LATERAL PNP COMPLEMENTARY
OUTPUT STAGE

v+

v-

Transistor Biasing
Figure 2-16b
R1

OUTPUT. PROTECTION
OUTPUT

INPUT

v-

With Diode Biasing
Figure 2-168
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Output stages are commonly protected so
that the maximum current available does
not damage the device. A circuit achieving
this is shown in Figure 2-18.
As the output current increases. the voltage
drop across R1 rises sufficiently to turn on
01. which in turn removes some base drive
from 03. The output current is thus limited
to the value specified by the IR drop of R1.
Currents in the negative direction are likewise limited"by R2 and 02 acting upon 04.

Si!lDotiCS

R2

v-

Figure 2-18

Linear IC Design Techniques

Often times the current handled by 04 is
large. If th is is the case, the base d rive at 04
must be large to overcome low beta in the
pnp. Hence 02 must handle large currents
to effect output protection. For this reason
negative current limiting is often installed at
earlier stages of a design so that smaller 02
collector currents are required to control
the output.

(2-9)

SIMULATED INDUCTOR
Rt

Another consideration is component
matching in the presence of thermal transients. This is a common problem with
operational amplifiers where thermal transients of the output transistors can reflect
back to the input transistors. A layout that
could exj1ibit this effect is shoWn in Figure
2-21.

-

Lo--4-......-I

REACTIVE COMPONENT
SIMULATION
Earlier in this chapter component limitations of linear IC design were discussed.
These limitations restricted the values of
resistance and capacitance in addition to
the non-existence of the indicator for linear
design. Techniques circumventing the resistor limitations, such as current source
loads, have been covered. Methods of multiplying capaCitance and simulating inductance have also been developed for use in
linear IC design.
In both cases the general method is to
incorporate the oxide capacitors available
into an active feedback configuration to
synthesize the desired impedance.
Capacitive multiplication is done using the
circuit of Figure 2-19. The effective capaCitance is given by the relationship:
Caff =C,

(:~)

(2-8)

Values of resistance for R1 should be as
high as possible since the impedance appears in series with the effective capacitance.

CAPACITANCE MULTIPLIER
R2

R3

variations are minimized. In the case of
transistors this means placing them in adjacent isolation tubs. For resistors this means
running them parallel with identical numbers of corners and with identical endcontacts.

Figure 2-20
The 0 of this inductance depends upon R1
being equal to R2. At this point the 0 of the
inductor is maximum. At the. same time,
however, the positive and negative feedback pathsoftheamplifierareequalleading
to the distinct possibility of .oscillation at
high frequencies. R1 should therefore always be slightly smaller than R2 to assure
stable operation.

LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS
Of paramount importance to the layout of a
linear circuit is the chip size. Every possible
effort is made to reduce chip size for economic reasons.

As the output drives the load, the power
dissipation from output transistors 03 and
04 cause thermal gradients across the die.
Transistors 01 and 02 receive a thermally
generated voltage difference of 2mV per
degree centigrade. Since operational amplifiers such as the NE531 have voltage gains
in excess of 1OOdB, the voltage need only be
20-200 IN to produce output saturation.
The layout example of Figure 2-21 would
generate large offset voltages as well as
make accurate gain measurements impossible. The modifications required to eliminate temperature variations have been illustrated in Figure 2-22. Here the power
dissipating elements are situated on the die
center line. All temperature sensitive elements, such as 01 and 02, are placed symmetrically about the center line.

In general, the transition of a circuit design
to a layout of its monolithic form is by way of
design rules which give the minimum and
maximum spacing between oxide openings
of both the same and other diffusions.
These rules take into account various process parameters and tolerances. Besides
these general rules there are some particular considerations.

CHIP LAYOUT WITH
THERMAL SYMMETRY

§]

------8-8§l

First is optimization of matching between
similar components. This is accomplished
by placing components as close as possible
so that the differences due to micro-

Figure 2-22

R'

of
c
,~

POOR THERMAL LAYOUT

.. Figure 2-19

E]§l
INPUT

Virtual inductors can be synthesized from
active devices as well. With a constant current excitation, the voltage dropped across
an inductance increases with frequency.
Thus an active device whose output increases with frequency can be characterized as an inductance. The circuit of Figure
2-20 yields such a.response with the effective inductance being equal to:

§I [3
OUTPUT

Figure 2-21
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Die layout is also important with respect to
ground current feedback. A good example
occurs when both digital and linear circuitry
appear on the same chip, as with sense
amplifiers.

SENSE AMPLIFIER TRANSFER
CURVE

HYSTERESIS DUE TO GROUND
CURRENTS

A functional block diagram of the sense
amplifier with parasitic resistances R1 and
R2 is shown in Figure 2-23. Resistors R1 and
R2 represent the impedance of the die metalization.

PARASITIC RESISTANCE IN
GROUND LINES

Ideal

ANALOG

Figure 2-24a

Figure 2-24b

IMPROVED SENSE AMPLIFIER
LAYOUT

EMITTER FOLLOWER CIRCUIT

OUTPUT

V+

Figure 2-23
VOUT

When the TTL gate output switches large
ground currents occur on the gate ground
leads. This transient current flows through
R1and R2, raising the voltage at pOints A
and B. These potentials can cause positive
(or negative) feedback which can alter the
ideal transfer curve of Figure 2-24a to that of
Figure 2-24b. Both discontinuities and hysteresis are evident.

R1

A2

Figure 2-25

The improved method of grounding is illustrated in Figure 2-25. Ground paths have
been arranged so that currents sum only at
the common ground pad of the die. In addition, ground metalization has been widened
to reduce metal resistance.

The voltage drop in the N-epi region becomes larger, eventually forward biasing
part of the resistor. The circuit of Figure 228 applies should forward biasing occur,
adding a parasitic pnp transistor between
the resistor and the npn transistor base. If
the beta is high enough a regenerative loop
occurs causing latch up. The solution lies in

20

Figure 2-26

CROSS SECTIONAL OF
EMITTER FOLLOWER CIRCUIT

As stated earlier, minimizing die area is
important. One of the ways this can be done
is by placing many components in a single
isolation area. There are dangers in dOing
this, however, due to the presence of parasitic components. To illustrate, the emitter
follower circuit of Figure 2-26 will be used.
To save space both components are diffused in the same isolation tub as shown by
Figure 2-27. The transistor collector contact
serves the dual role of collector contact and
reverse biasing of the resistor as required.
Danger arises as the transistor current increases.

R,

Figure 2-27

locating the resistor out of the transistor
cu rrent path.

Summary:

EMITTER WITH PARASITIC
PNP TRANSISTOR
V+

The preceding two chapters have been devoted to a basic treatise of linear design and
processing techniques. Although severely
limited in depth, the knowledge presented
should provide a great deal of inSight into
understanding linear circuits, theircapabilities and limitations.
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Figure 2-28
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Operational Amplifiers

INTRODUCTION

THE PRACTICAL AMPLIFIER

The operational amplifier was first introduced in the early 1940's. Primary usage of
these vacuum tube forerunners of the ideal
gain block was in computational circuits.
They were fed back in such a way as to
accomplish addition, subtraction, and other
mathematical functions.

Tremendous strides have been made by
modern technology with respect to the ideal
amplifier. Integrated circuits are coming
closer and closer to the ideal gain block.
Input bias currents for instance are in the
pA range for FET input amplifiers while
offset voltages have been reduced to less
than 1 mV in many cases, in Bipolar devices.

Expensive and extremely bulky, the operational amplifier found limited use until new
technology brought about the integrated
version, solving both size and cost drawbacks.
Volumes upon volumes have been and
could be written on the subject of op amps.
In the interest of brevity this chapter will
cover the basic op amp as it is defined along
with test methods and suggestive applications. Also, included is a basic coverage of
the feedback theory from which all configurations can be analyzed.

THE PERFECT AMPLIFIER
The ideal operational amplifier possesses
several unique characteristics. Since the
device will be used as a gain block, the ideal
amplifier should have infinite gain. By
definition also, the gain block should have
an infinite input impedance in order not to
draw any power from the driving source.
Additionally, the output impedance would
be zero in order to supply infinite current to
the load being driven. These ideal definitions are illustrated by the ideal amplifier
model of Figure 3-1.
IDEAL OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

1
Figure 3-1

Further desirable attributes would include
infinite bandwidth, zero offset voltage, and
complete insensitivity to temperature, power supply variations, and common mode
input signals.
Keeping these parameters in mind, further
contemplation produces two very powerful
analysis tools. Since the input impedance is
infinite, there will be no current flowing at
the amplifier input nodes. In addition, when
feedback is employed the differential input
voltage reduces to zero. These two statements are used universally as beginning
pOints for any network analysis and will be
explored in detail later on.

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT STAGE
v+

Any device has limitations however, and the
integrated circuit is no exception. Modern
op amps have both voltage and current
limitations. Peak to peak output voltage, for
instance, is generally limited to one or two
base-emitter voltage drops below the supply voltage while output current is internally
limited to approximately 25mA. Other
limitations such as bandwidth and slew
rates are also present, although each
generation of devices improves over the
previous one.

02

v-

Figure 3-2

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Earlier the ideal operational amplifier was
defined. No circuit is ideal of course so
practical realizations contain some sources
of error. Most sources of error are very small
and therefore can usually be ignored. It
should be noted that some applications
require speCial attention to specific sources
of error.
Before the internal circuitry of the op amp is
further explored it would be beneficial to
define those parameters commonly referenced.

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE
Ideal amplifiers produce 0 volts out for 0
volts input. But, since the practical case is
not perfect, there will appear a small dc
voltage at the output even though no
differential voltage is applied. This dc
voltage is called the input offset voltage,
with the majority of its magnitude being
generated by the differential input stage
pictured in Figure 3-2.
An operational amplifier's performance is in
large part dependent upon the first stage. It
is the very high gain of the first stage that
amplifies small signal levels to drive remaining circuitry. Coincidentally, the input
current, a function of beta, must be as small
as possi ble. Collector current levels are thus
made very low in the input stage in order to
gain low bias currents. It is this input stage
also which determines dc parameters such
as offset voltage since the amplified output
of this stage is of sufficient voltage levels to
eclipse most subsequent error terms added
by the remaining circuitry. Under balanced
conditions the collector currents of 01 and
02 are perfectly matched, hence we may
say:

S!!IDl!tiCS

Eos

= IC2RL -

IC1RL

=0

(3-1)

In practice small differences in geometries
of the base emitter regionsof 01 and 02will
cause Eos not to equal O. Thus, for balance
to be restored a small dc voltage must be
added to one VSE or
Vos

= VBE1

- VBE2

(3-2)

where the VSE of the transistor is found by

_kT (IE)

VSE- _

q

In

_

(3-3)

Is

Reference is made to the input when talking
of offset voltage. Thus, the classic definition
of input offset voltage is 'that differential dc
voltage required between inputs of an
amplifier to force its output to zero volts.'
Offset voltage becomes a very useful
quantity for the designer because many
other sources of error can be expressed in
terms of Vos. For instance, the error
contribution of input bias current can be
expressed as offset voltages appearing
across the input resistors.

INPUT OFFSET VOLTAGE DRIFT
Another related parameter to offset voltage
is Vos drift with temperature. Present day
amplifiers usually possess Vos drift levels in
the range of 51'V to 40l'V per degree C. The
magnitude of Vos drift is directly related to
the initial offset voltage at room temperature. Amplifiers exhibiting larger initial
offset voltages will also possess higher drift
rates with temperature. A rule of thumb
often applied is that the drift per degree C
will be 3.3JJ.Vfor each millivolt of initial
offset. Thus, for tighter control of thermal
drift, a low offset amplifier would be selected.
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Even though the effects of offset are nulled
at room temperature, the output will drift
due to changes in offset current over
temperature. Many popular models now
include a typical specification for los drift
with values ranging in the .5nA per degree
C area. Obviously those applications requiring low input offset currents also require
low drift with temperature.

INPUT BIAS CURRENT

FIgure 3-3

INPUT IMPEDANCE

INPUT BIAS CURRENT
Again referring to Figure 3-2, it is apparent
that the input pins of this op amp are base
inputs. They must, therefore, possess a dc
current path to ground in order forthe input
to function. Input bias current, then is 'the
dc current required by the inputs of the
amplifier to properly drive the first stage.'
The magnitude of Ibias is calculated as the
average of both currents flowing into the
inputs and is calculated from
18= 11

+ 12

(3-4)

2

Bias current requirements are made as
small as possible by usinghigtl beta input
transistors and very low collector"currents
in the first stage. The trade-off for bias
current is lower stage gain due to low
collector current levels and lower slew
rates. The effect upon slew rate is covered
in detail under the compensation section.

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
The ideal case of the differential amplifier
and its associated bias current does not
possess an input offset current. Circuit
realizations always have a small difference
in bias currents from one input tothe other,
however. This difference is called the input
offset current. Actual magnitudes of offset
current are usually at least an order of
magnitude below the bias current. For many
applications this offset may be ignored but
very high gain, high input impedance
amplifiers should possess as little los as
possible because the difference in currents
flowing across large impedances develops
substantial offset voltages. Olltputvoltage
offset due to los can be calculated by
VOU!

= Acl(losRs)

(3-5)

Hence, high' gain and high input impedances magnify directly to the output, the
error created by offset current. Circuits
capable of nulling the input voltage and
current errors are available and will be
covered later ,in this chapter.

Differential and common mode impedances
looking into the input are often specified for
integrated op amps. The differential impedance is the total resistance looking from one
inputlo the other while common mode is the
common impedance as measured to
ground. Differential impedances are calculated by measuring the change of bias
current caused by a change in the input voltage.

COMMON MODE RANGE
All input structures have limitations as to the
range of voltages over which they will
operate properly. This range of voltages
impressed upon both inputs which will not
cause the output to misbehave is called the
common mode range. Most amplifiers
possess common mode ranges of ±12 volts
with supplies of ±15 volts.

COMMON MODE REJECTION
RATIO
The Ideal operational amplifier should have
no gain for an input signal common to both
inputs. Practical amplifiers do have some
gain to common mode signals. The'classic
definition for common mode rejection ratio
of an amplifier is the ratio the differential
signal gain to the common mode signal gain
expressed in dB as shown in equation 3-6a.
CMRR(dB) = 20 log eo/e;
, eo/ecm

(3-6a)

The measurementCMRR as in 3-6a requires
2 sets of measurements. However, note that
if eo in equation 3-6a is held constant,
CMRR becomes:
CMRR(dB) = 20 log ecm

(3-6b)

ej

A new alternate definition of CMRR based
on 3-6b is the ratio of the change of input
EFFECTS OF CMRR ON
VOL!AGE FOLLOWER

> _ - 0 EOUT

INPUT OFFSET CURRENT
DRIFT
Of considerable importance is the temperature coefficient of input offset current.
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Figure 3-4
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offset voltage to the input common mode
voltage change producing it.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the application of the
equivalent common mode error generator
to the voltage follower circuit. The gain of
the voltage follower with error contributions
caused by both finite gain and finite
common mode rejection ratio is shown in
equation 3-7
eo
1 ± 1/CMRR
(3-7)
1+1/A

where A equals open loop gain and is frequency dependent.

AC PARAMETERS
Parameter definition has up to this point,
been dealing primarily-with dc quantities of
voltages, currents, etc. Several important ac
or 'frequency dependent parameters will
now be discussed.
An ideal gain block was defined earlier as
one which would provide infinite gain and
bandwidth. Real circuits approximate infinite open loop gain with low frequency
gains in excess of 100dB. The very high
gains achieved with present designs are
possible only by -cascading stages. Although providing very high open loop gain
the cascading of stages results in the need
for frequency compensation in closed loop
configurations and reduces the open loop.

LARGE SIGNAL BANDWIDTH
The large signal or power bandwidth of an
amplifier refers to its ability to provide its
maximum output voltage swing with increasing frequency. At some frequency the
output will become slew rate limited and the
output will begin to degrade. This point is
defined by
FPL =

Slew Rate
27r. Eou'

(3-8)

where Fpl is the upper power bandwidth
frequency and Eout is the peak output swing
of the amplifier.

SLEW RATE
The maximum rate of change of the output
in response to a step input signal is termed
slew rate. Deviation from the ideal is caused
by the limitation in frequency response of
the amplifier stages and the phase compensation technique used. Summing node and
amplifier output capacitances must be kept
to a minimum to guarantee getting the
maximum slew rate, of the operational
amplifier. Circuit board layout must also be
of high frequency quality. Power supplies
should be adequately bypassed at the pins,
with both low and high frequency components to avoid possible ringing. A selection
of a proper capacitor in parallel with the
feedback resistor may be necessary_ Too
small a value could result in excessive
ringing and too large a value will decrease

Operational Amplifiers

frequency response. In general, the worst
case slew rate is in the unity gain non-inverting mode (see Figure 3-5a), Specifications
of slew rate should always reflect this worst
case condition with the maximum required
compensation network.
AMPLIFIER SLEW RATE
LIMITATIONS

120

eo

40

EOUT

Figure 3-58

Vs- ~ 1SV
TA ~ 25"C

100

60

~
EIN~

tion is depicted by Figure 3-9. Units may be
classed in several categories according to
selected parameters. Even failures may be
classified categorically depending upon
their mode of failure.

OPEN LOOP VOLTAGE GAIN AS
A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

20
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Figures 3-7, 3-8,3-10, and 3-11 illustrate the
general test set ups commonly used to
measure CMRR, average bias current, offset
voltage and current and open loop gain
respectively. In general the following parameters are tested under the following
conditions.

~
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COMMON MODE REJECTION
The test set-up for CMRR is given in Figure
3-7. Resistor values are chosen to provide
sufficient sensitivity and accuracy for the
device type being tested and the voltage
measuring equipment being used.

\\

,OOK

Figure 3-6

automatic test equipment. Large computer
controlled test decks test all data sheet
limits in a matter of milliseconds. Each
parameter is tested in a specific circuit
configuration defined by the test hardware.

The positive common mode input voltage
within the range VCM1 is algebraically subtracted from all suoplv voltages and from
Va. Then V, is measured (V,,), The most
negative common mode voltage within the
range, VCM2. is then subtracted from all the
supply voltages and Va, and V, is again
measured (V,2),
Then

A typical simplified op amp test configura-

CMRR

EOUT

= (R1 + R2l1R11(VCM1- VCM2)/ V"

- V,2

(3-9)
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM USED
FOR CMRR MEASUREMENT
R2
50K

Figure 3-5b

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Distributed capacitances and transit times
in semiconductors cause an upper frequency limit or pole for each and every gain
stage. Monolithic pnp transistors used for
level shifting possess poor upper frequency
characteristics and cascaded gai n stages,
used to approach the highest gain, subtract
from the maximum frequency response. As
shown in Figure 3-6 the open loop frequency response of the op amps shown crosses
unity gain at approximately 10MHz. Closed
loop response is unstable without compensation, however, so typical unity gain frequencies are readjusted by the. effects of
phase compensation, in this case 1MHz.
From Figure 3-6 it is also apparent that an
amplifier has a trade off between gain and
bandwidth. Higher gains are achieved althe
expense of bandwidth. This trade off is a
constant figure called the gain bandwidth
product.

Rl
100

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-7

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM USED FOR
AVERAGE BIAS CURRENT
MEASUREMENT
R2

.oK

IbAVG.·1!. IIbl+ Ib2)

"'

,do

vo·ov

SAMPLE & HOLD
1. SWITCH IS THROWN AT POSITION 1
2. SWITCH IS THROWN AT POSITION 2

All resistor values are in ohms.

TEST METHODS

Figure 3-8

Product testing of integrated circuits uses
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A TYPICAL OP AMP TEST CIRCUIT
(SIMPLIFIED)
5K,A=50

10K, A = lOa
1000o--"M~-"

20K, A = 200
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Figure 3-9

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM USE.D FOR OFFSET
VOLTAGE AND OFFSET CURRENT

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM USED FOR
LARGE-SIGNAL OPEN LOOP GAIN
MEASUREMENT

'2

50K
R2

'"
SAMPLE & HOLD

;>---<>---0 V I
RS=100(1 SWITCH ATPQSmON 1

RS'" 10KO SWITCH AT POSITION 2

VOS=~(VI)
lOS % Vos

@

Rl
100

10~O-/OS @1000

All resistor values are in ohms.

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-10
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Figure 3-11
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This operation is equivalent to swinging
both inputs over the full common mode
range, and holding the output voltage
constant, but it makes the VI measurement
much simpler.

BIAS CURRENT
Bias current is measured in the configuration of Figure 3-8.
With switches at position 1 and Vo = 0 volts,
measure V11. Move switches to position 2
and again measure V12. Calculate ISlAS
(average), by
IBl = _R_1_ (~)
R1 + R2 R3

(3-10a)

R1
(V1)
IB2= R1 + R2

(3-10b)

(avg)

TRANSFER CURVE OF 531
+15 V

~_-OEOUT

FROM PULSE

fLERATOR

Figure 3-13a
Figure 3-12a
EOUT (VOLTS)
16
12

+10V

OFFSET VOLTAGE
Figure 3-10 is used for both offset voltage
and current. With Vo at 0 volts and the
switches selecting the source impedance of
100 ohms, the offset voltage is measured at
VI and is equal to
R1V1
V - --os - R1 + R2

ov
I
I

(3-11 )

SLEW RATE =

0!
01

I

-10 V

-8

I - - 01-----.j

----12

VI2-V,

(3-12)

los= - - -

R3

SIGNAL GAIN
The Signal gain of operational amplifiers is
most commonly specified for the full output
swing.
This is referred to as large signal voltage
gain and can be measured by the circuit of
Figure 3-11. Usually specified under a
specific load determined by RL, a signal
equal to the maximum swing of the output
voltage is applied to Vo in both positive and
negative directions. VI1 and VI2 are measured values of VI and and Vo = maximum
positive and maximum negative signals
respectively. The gain of the device under
test then becomes

and +10 volts where it crosses the Ein axis,
the voltage gain and offset voltage may be
determined. It can be seen that the voltage
gain of the device under test, (D.U.T.), is
50,000 and its input offset voltage is 1.0mV.

(3-14)

The output of the D.U.T. drives the vertical
input of the scope. For providing V+and Vto the D.U.T., the tester uses two simple
adjustable regulators, both current limited
at 25mA. Input drive to the D.U.T. may be
selected by means of 8-2 as shown.

SR = "Vau! in volts/I's

"T

OP AMP CURVE TRACER

Many other parameters are checked automatically by similar means. Only the most

Figure 3-13 shows the transfer characteristic of a typical linear device, the 8ignetics
NE531. Note that the unit saturates at approximately +12 and -12 volts and exhibits a
linear transfer characteristic between -10

SLEW RATE

.~Om~ = 50K

Figure 3-12 shows a typical bench set up for
measuring the response of the output to a
step input. The input step frequency should
be of a frequency low enough forthe output
of the op amp to have sufficient time to slew
from limit to limit. In addition, Vin must be
less than absolute maximum input voltage
and the wave form should have good rise
and fall times. The slew rate is then
calculated from the slope of the output
voltage versus time or

(3-13)

Vll - VI2

AVO =

Figure 3-13b

Two of the most important parameters of
linear integrated circuits having differential
inputs are voltage gain and input offset
voltage. These parameters may be read
directly from a plot of the transfer characteristic of the device. This memo will describe a
very simple curve tracer which, when used
with an oscilloscope, will display the
transfer characteristic of most 8ignetics
linear devices.

+ R2) ( Val - Va2)

vas'" 1 mV

-16

Figure 3-12b

Offset current is measured by calculation of
offset voltage change with a change in
source impedance. With switches in position 1, measure V12. Calculate the contribution of los by

1-+--+--+-+-+--+---4~ EIN
3
4 (M! LLiVOL TS)
-4 -3 -2
-1
-4

I
TIME

OFFSET CURRENT

R1

From the slope of this linear portion of the
transfer characteristic, and from the pOint

MEASURING SLEW RATE

IBl + IB2
R1
VI1 VI2
= --- = --- --2
R1 + R2
2R3
(3-10c)

Avo = (R1

and +10 volts.

50

R3

IBIAS

important ones have been covered here. Of
great interest to the designer are other
parameters which do not necessarily carry
minimum or maximum limits. One such
parameter is slew rate. The configuration
used to measure slew rate depends upon
the intended application. Worst case conditions arise in the unity gain non-inverting
mode.

Si!lnOliCS

A simple circuit to display the curves of
Figure 3-13 on aQ oscilloscope is shown in
Figure 3-14. A 60Hz, 44Vp-p sinewave is
applied to the horizontal input of oscilloscope and an attenuated version of the
sinewave is applied to the input of the D.U.T.

To use the curve tracer, first preset the V+
and V- suppl ies with an accurate meter.The
supply voltages are somewhat dependent
on ac line regulation and should be
checked periodically. The horizontal gain of
the scope may be set to give a convenient
readout of the peak-to-peak D.U.T. input
signal corresponding to the setting of 8-2.
As some devices have two outputs, a second
output line (vertical 2) has been provided
for these devices. The transfer function of
such devices will be inverted to that of
Figure 3-13 of course.
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CURVE TRACER SCHEMATIC

SCOPE
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7

33

Figure 3-14

Simplicity and low cost are the two major
attributes of this tester. It is not intended to
perform highly rigorous tests for all devices.
It is. however. a reasonably accurate means
of determining the gains and offset voltages
of most amplifiers. It will in addition.
indicate the transfer curves of comparators
and sense amplifiers with equivalent accuracies.

AMPLIFIER DESIGN
Linear operational amplifier IC's were
introduced soon after the appearance of the
first digital integrated circuits. The performance of these early devices. however. left
much to be desired until the introduction of
the 709 device. Even with its lack of short
circuit protection and its complicated
compensation requirements. the 709 gained
real acceptance for the IC op amp. The 709
was designed using a three stage approach
requiring both input and output stage compensation. In addition the output stage was
not short circuit proof and the input stage
latched up under certain conditions. requiring external protection.
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Much better designs soon were introduced.
Among the contenders were the 741.748.
101. and 107 devices. All were general
purpose devices with Single capacitor
compensation. (some were internally compensated). and all heralded input and output
overstress protection. The basic design has
two gain stages. By rolling off the frequency
response of one of these. (the second stage).
so that the overall gain is unity at a
frequency below the point where excess
phase becomes significant. the device can
be stabilized for all feedback configurations. Further. by making the first stage a
voltage to current converter. with a small
gm and the second stage a current to voltage
converter with a high rm. the second stage
can be rolled off at 6dB octave with a small
value capacitor in the order of 30pF. which
can then be built into the device itself. This
concept is shown in Figure 3-15.
The frequency and phase response of the
pnp devices in the first stage dictate a roll off
in the second stage to give a loop gain of
unity at about 1.0MHz. For the unity gain

SmDotiCS

BASIC TWO STAGE OP
AMP DESIGN

Figure 3-15

feedback configuration. this implies an
open loop gain of unity at this frequency.
The capacitor Cc controls this parameter by
looking much smaller than rm at frequencies
above a few cycles. giving a clean 6dB/octave roll off over 5 decades.
The overall gain at frequencies where the
impedance of Cc dominates rm is given by
Av(w) =

QI Sl.
4KT

1

(3-15)

wee

Substituting the value given above. we find
that a capacitance of C c = 30pF gives a unity

Operational Amplifiers

SCHEMATIC OF 536
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Figure 3-16
gain frequency of about 1.0MHz.
First stage large signal current also defines
the slew rate for a specific compensation
technique. It is this current which must
charge and discharge the Cc by the expression
SR= dV
dT

Cc

(3-16)

where ILS is the largest signal current of the
input stage. Obviously, the slew rate can be
improved by increasing the first stage
collector current. This would, however,
reflect directly upon the bias current by
increasing it.
Two serious limitations, then, of these
devices for diverse applications are input
bias current and slew rate. Both may be
overcome with small changes of the input
structure to yield higher performance
devices.
Reducing the input bias current becomes a
matter of raising the transistor beta of the
first stage. Several current designs boasting
very low input currents use what is termed
super beta input devices. These transistors
have betas of 1,500 to 7,000. Bias currents
under 2nA can be achieved in this way. Even

though the Bvceo of such transistors can be
as low as 1 volt, the lower breakdowns are
accounted for in the input stage by rearranging the bias technique. Bandwidths and
slew rates suffer only slightly as a result of
the lower current levels.
Further reduction in room temperature
input bias current can be achieved by the
use of FET input devices. A, (slightly
simplified), schematic of the NE536 FET
input op amp is given in Figure 3-16.
The majority of the 741 circuitry is preserved with the appropriate input and bias
structural changes made to incorporate the
junction FETs. The biasing of 01 and 02 is
chosen to minimize offset voltage and drift.
The voltage across 01 is controlled by 028,
032, and R8 which is the same as that
across R6 via 042 and 043. The operating
pOints of 01 and 02 are closely controlled
by the IDss of 042 via their respective
current sources. Offset adjustment is accomplished by trimming the values of R1
and R2 externally to equalize the currents
through 01 and 02. Figure 3-17 illustrates
the technique required.
FET input structures of this type can provide
input bias, (gate leakage), currents on the

Si!lDotiCS

OFFSET VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT
OF THE NE536
v+

RI

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-17
order of 5pA at room temperature. However,
unlike the input bias currents of bipolar
devices, the input bias current changes
rapidly with temperature, doubling in value
for every 10°C rise in temperature. For high
temperatures the bias current of FETs
becomes only about 4 times lower than
super beta structures.
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The NE536 offers the advantages of very
high input impedance and higher slew rate.
The increase in slew rates for the NE536 is
about 6 times that of a 741.

INPUT STRUCTURE OF 531

The second limitation of 741 devices is slew
rate. As previously mentioned, the rate of
change is dictated by the compensation capacitance as charged by the large signal
current of the first stage. By altering the
large signal gm of the first stage as depicted
by Figure 3-18, the slew rate can be dramatically increased.

"

"

"

"

The additional current supplied during
large signal swings by current source 14
causes the first stage transfer function to
change as shown in Figure 3-19. The compensation capacitor is returned to the output of the NE531 structure because the
output driving source must be capable of
supplying the increased current to charge
the capacitor.
Large signal bandwidths with this input
structure will be essentially the same as the
small signal response. Full bandwidth
possibilities of this configuration are still
limited by the beta and ft of the lateral pnp
devices used for collector loads in the first
stage. Even so, the slew rate of the NE531
and NE538 is a factor of 40 better than
general purpose devices.
VOLTAGE/CURRENT CURVES OF
FIRST STAGE

Figure 3-18

From these definitions two important theorems are developed:

voltage sources and for impedance transformation.

1. No current flows into or out of the input
terminals.
2. When negative feedback is applied the
differential input voltage is reduced to
zero.

Only slightly more complicated is the noninverting amplifier of Figure 3-21.

Keeping these rules in mind, the basic
concept of feedback can be explored.

NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER

NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER

lOUT
NES31

r--

/

741

VOLTAGE FOLLOWER
Perhaps the most often used and simplest
circuit is that of a voltage follower. The circuit of Figure 3-20 illustrates the simplicity.

------,-7!'/""-------V,N

------r/

"

R'N

VOLTAGE FOLLOWER

---1

Figure 3-21
Figure 3-19

BASIC FEEDBACK
THEORY
At the beginning of this chapter the ideal op
amp was defined. The ideal parameters are
never fully realized but they present a very
convenient method for the preliminary
analysis of circuitry. So important are these
ideal definitions that they are repeated here.
The ideal amplifier possesses:
1.
2.
3;
4.

Infinite gain
Infinite input impedance
Infinite bandwidth
Zero output impedance
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The voltage appearing at the inverting input
is defined by
Eout· Rin

(3-17a)

E2= - - RF

Figure 3-20

Applying the zero differential input theorem
the voltages of pins 2 and 3 are equal and
since pins 2 and 6 are tied together, their
voltage is equal; hence, Eou! = Ein. Trivial to
analyze, the circuit nevertheless does
illustrate the power of the zero differential
voltage theorem. Because the input impedance is multiplied and the output impedance divided by the loop gain the voltage
follower is extremely useful for buffering

SjgnDtiCs

+ Rln

Since the differential voltage is zero, E2=Es,
and the output voltage becomes
Eout

= Es

(1

+

RF)
R,n

(3-17b)

It should be noted that as long as the gain of
the closed loop is small compared to open
loop gain, the output will be accurate, but as
the closed loop gain approaches the open
loop value more error will be introduced.

The signal source is shown in Figure 3-21 in

Operational Amplifiers

series with a resistor equal in size to the
parallel combination of Rin and RF. This is
desirable because the voltage drops due to
bias currents to the inputs are equal and
cancel out even over temperature. Thus
overall performance is much improved.

FREQUENCY COMPENSATION
0

INVERTING AMPLIFIER

IAI(dB)

0
TYPICAL
UNCOMPENSATED _
' \ . RESPONSE

0
0

By slightly rearranging the circuit of Figure
3-21, the non-inverting amplifier is changed
to an inverting amplifier. The circuit gain is
found by applying both theorems; hence,
the voltage at the inverting input is 0 and no
current flows into the input. Thus the following relationships hold.

0

'\

~ + ~

(3-18al

=0

RF

= -Es

AO

-6 <lB/OC'TAVE

1----.....,,-1..,

'\
\-12dB OCTAVE

0

\

\

0

\

0

0.1 fp

FREQUENCY [Hli

Solving for the output Eo
Eo

I

I\..

0

Rin

SINGLE POLE AMPLITUDE AND
PHASE RESPONSE

Figure 3-23
(3-18bl

RF
Rin

INVERTING AMPLIFIER

EOUT

Figure 3-22

I

As opposed to the non-inverting circuits the
input impedance of the inverting amplifier is
not infi nite but becomes essentially equal to
Rin. This circuit has found widespread
acceptance because of the ease with which
input impedance and gain can be controlled
to advantage, as in the case of the summing
amplifier.

COMPENSATION
Present day operational amplifiers are
comprised of multiple stages, each of which
has a 3dB point or pole associated with it.
Referring to Figure 3-23, the 3dB break
pOints of a two stage amplifier are approximated by the Bode plot.
As with any feedback loop, the op amp must
be protected from phase shifts in excess of
360 0 • A steady 1800 phase shift is developed
by the amplifier from output to inverting
input. In addition the sum of all additional
shifts due to amplifier poles or feedback
component poles will cause the necessary
additional 1800 to sustain oscillation if the

gain of the amplifier is greater than one for
the frequency at which the 1800 phase shift
is reached. By adding poles and zeros to the
amplifier response externally, the phase
shift can be controlled to insure stability.
Many op amps now include internal compensation. These are single capacitors of
30pF typically and the amplifier will remain
stable for all gains. However, since they are
unconditionally stable, the compensation is
larger than required for most applications.
The resultant loss of bandwidth and slew
rate may be acceptable in the general case
but selection of an externally compensated
device can add a great deal to the amplifier
response if the compensation is handled
properly.

Figure 3-24

TWO POLE CLOSED LOOP
RESPONSE
IA(jwl (dB)

In order to fully develop the point at which
instability occurs a fuller understanding of
phase response is necessary.
The diagram of Figure 3-24 depicts the
phase shift of a single pole. Note that at the
pole position the phase shift is 45 0 and that
phase shift becomes 0 0 for a decade below
the pole and -900 for a decade above the
pole location. This is a Bode approximation
which possesses a 5.7 0 error at 0 0 and 90 0
but this error is usually considered small
enough to be ignored. The single pole
produces a maximum of 90 0 phase shift and
also produces a frequency roll off of 20dB
per decade. The addition of the second pole
of Figure 3-25 produces an additional 90 0
phase shift and increases the role off slope
to -40dB per decade.
At this pOint phase shift could exceed 1800
because unity gain is reached causing
instability. For gain levels equal to Al or
11/,131. the phase shift is only 90 0 and the
amplifier is stable. However, the gain of A2
the phase shift is 1800 and the loop is
unstable. Gains in between Al and A2 are

smnotms

Figure 3-25
marginally stable. However, as shown in
Figure 3-26 the phase shift as it approaches
1800 causes increasing frequency peaking
and overshoot until sustained oscillations
occur.
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FREQUENCY PEAKING DUE TO
INSUFFICIENT PHASE MARGIN
IAI{dB)

IOPEN

lOOP GAIN

LOOP

FEED FORWARD
COMPENSATION

i,
t

tion to do the job assures the maximum
bandwidths and slew rates of the amplifier.
Additional in-depth information on compensation can be found in the reference
material.

\

External compensation has been shown to
improve amplifier bandwidth over internal
compensation in the preceding section.
Additional bandwidth can be realized if feed
forward compensation is used. Bandwidth
is limited in monolithic design by the poor
frequency response of the pnp level shifters
of the first stage.

\ ~"\"\,
CLOSED LOOP'

Figure 3-26
It is generally accepted in the interest of
minimized frequency peaking to limit the
phase shift of the amplifier to 135 0 or a
phase margin of 45 0 • At this margin the second order response of the system is critically damped and oscillation is prevented.

TECHNIQUE OF FEED
FORWARD AROUND 1st STAGE

REFERENCES
1. OPERA TlONAL AMPLIFIERS-Design &
Applications, Jerald Graeme and Gene
Tobey, McGraw Hill Book Company.

APPLICATIONS

Referring to Figure 3-27, the required compensation can be determined. Given the
open loop response of the ampl ifier, the
desired gain is plotted until it intercepts the
open loop curve as shown.
FREQUENCY COMPENSATION

Figure 3-28a

FREQUENCY RESPONSE WITH
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The concept of feed forward compensation
bypasses the input stage at high frequencies driving the higher frequency second
stl1ge directly as pictured by Figure 3-28a.
The Bode plot of Figure 3-28b shows the
additional response added by the feed
forward technique used in Figure 3-28c. The
response of the original amplifier requires
less compensation at lower frequencies
allowing an order of magnitude improvement in bandwidth. The typical feed forward
network for the LM301 is shown in Figure328c with its Bode plot in Figure 3-28b.
Standard compensation and feed forward
are both plotted to illustrate the bandwidth
improvement. Unfortunately, the use of feed
forward compensation is restricted to the
inverting amplifier mode.

0
0
0
0
0

I

I'\.

,

-6dS/OCTAVE

Volumes upon volumes have been written
describing circuits based on the operational
amplifier. Space prohibits a lengthy discussion of each application. Rather the following pages are intended as a reference point
from which one can digress to achieve a
specific response. The most important
things to remember were brought out in the
basic feedback theory section. No application of op amps need be terribly difficult if
the summing point restraints are remembered and applied.

RESPONSE WITH

FEED FORWAR~_
,,\OMPENSATION

f--

, "\"\
,, "\
" "\
, "\

,

0

FREQUENCY

VOLTAGE FOLLOWER
The basic configuration in Figure 3-29 has a
gain of 1 with extremely high input impedance. Setting the feedback resistor equal to
thesource impedance will cancel the effects
of bias current if desired.

"\

VOLTAGE FOLLOWER

IH~I

Figure 3-28b
Figure 3-27

The phase shift for minimum peaking is
1350 • Remembering that phase shift is 45 0
at the frequency pole the example of Figure
3-27 will be unstable at gains less than 20dB
where phase shift exceeds 180 0 , and will
possess excessive overshoot and ringing at
gains less than 60dB where phase shift
exceeds 1350 • Thus, thedesired compensation will move the second pole of the
amplifier out in frequency until the closed
loop gain intersects the open loop response
before the second break of the amplifier
occurs. Selecting only enough compensa-
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FEED FORWARD COMPENSATION
OF LM301
3pF

30K

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-28c

SmDotiCS

Figure 3-29
However, for most applications a direct
connection from output to input will suffice.
Errors arise from offset voltage, common
mode rejection ratio and gain. The circuit
can be .used with any op amp with the
required unity gain compensation, if it is
required.

Operational Amplifiers

INVERTING AMPLIFIER

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

With the inverting amplifier of Figure 3-30
the gain can be set to any desired value
defined by R2 divided by R1. Input impedance is defined by the value of R1, and R3
should equal the parallel combination of R1
and R2 to cancel the effect of bias current.
Offset voltage, offset current, and gain
contribute most of the errors. The ground
may be set anywhere within the common
mode range and any op amp will provide
satisfactory response.

A2.

A1

>-.......-oVOUT= (82-e,) (~)

A3

'20---""""_-1

R1 = R3,
R2 = R4

A4

Figure 3-33

NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER
Gain for the non-inverting amplifier is defined by the sum of R1 and R2 divided by R1.

SUMMING AMPLIFIER

.,

The amplifier does not phase invert and
possesses high input impedance. Again the
impedances of the two inputs should be
equal to reduce offsets due to bias currents.

.,0-_"""'-.,...--"1.,.....--,
'20-_"""'--i
.3
.2

INVERTING AMPLIFIER
A.2

Figure 3-34
A1

to the parallel combination of RF and all the
input resistors.

CURRENT TO VOLTAGE
CONVERTER

A3

The transfer function of the current to voltage converter is
Figure 3-30

NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER
A2

(3-19)

Vou! = InR1

Evaluation of the circuit depends upon the
virtual ground theorem developed earlier.
The current flowing into the input must be
the same as that flowing across R1, hence,
the output voltage is the IR drop of R1.
Limitations, of course, are output saturation
voltage and output current capability. The
inputs may be biased anywhere within the
common mode range.

INTEGRATOR
Integration can be performed with a variation of the inverting amplifier by replacing
the feedback resistor with a capacitance.
The transfer fun?tion is defined by
vou! = -

~

RC

J

Vin· dt

The gain olthe circuit falls at 6dB per octave
over the range in which strays and leakages
are small.
INTEGRATOR
S1

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

A1

(3-20)

a

This circuit of Figure 3-33 has a gain with
respect to differential signals of R2/R1.

C1

A1

Figure 3-31

CURRENT TO VOLTAGE
CONVERTER
A1

The common mode rejection is dominated
by the accuracy of the resistors. Other
errors arise from the offset voltage, input
offset current, gain and common mode
rejection. The circuit can be used with any
op amp discussed in this' chapter with the
proper compensation.

A2

Figure 3-35

SUMMING AMPLIFIER
>---OVOUT=IINR1

Figure 3-32

The summing ampHfier is a variation of the
inverting ampHfier. The output is the sum of
the input voltages, each being weighed byRF/Rin.
The value of R4 may be chosen to cancel the
effects of bias current and is selected equal

Since the gain at dc is very high a method for
resetting initial conditions is necessary.
Switch S1 removes the charge on the capacitor. A relay or FET may be used in the
practical circuit. Bias and offset currents
and offset voltage of the switch should be
low in such an application.

Sjgnotics
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DIFFERENTIATOR

RIAA EQUALIZATION

The differentiator of Figure 3-36 is another
variation of the inverting amplifier. The gain
increases at 6dB per octave until it intersects the amplifier open loop gain, then
decreases because of the amplifier bandwidth. This characteristic can lead to
instability and high frequency noise sensitivity.
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The preamplifier for phono equalization is

Low frequency boost is provided by the
inductance of the magnetic cartridge with
the RC network providing the necessary
break points to approximate the theoretical
RIAA curve.

RUMBLE FILTER

125jJ$

,F\

Following the amplifier stage, rumble and
scratch filters are often used to improve
overall quality. Such a filter designed with
op amps uses the 2 pole Butterworth
approach and features switchable break
points. With the circuit of Figure 3-40 any
degree of filtering from fairly sharp to none
at all is switch selectable.

\

0

TONE CONTROL
10K
FREOUENCY (Hz)

RIAA PREAMP

shown in Figure 3-39, along with the
theoretical and actual circuit response.

TURN OVER FREOUENCY
50 Hz, 1326 Hz

AUDIO CIRCUITS

Many audio circuits involve carefully tailored frequency responses. Pre-emphasis is
used in all recording mediums to reduce
noise and produce flat frequency response.
The most often used de-emphasis curves
for broadcast and home entertainment
systems are shown in Figure 3-38. Operational amplifiers are well suited to these
applications because of their high gain and
easily tailored frequency response.

Figure 3-38e

3.75 IPS TAPE
EQUALIZATION

Figure 3-37

More detailed information is available in the
consumer section of this manual.

fREOUf;NCY (Hz)

Figure 3-38b
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Rl
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\
Figure 3-38d

TURN OVER FREQUENCIES
50 Hz, 3180 Hz

~
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FREQUENCY (Hz)

NAB STANDARD
PLAYBACK 7 1/2 IPS

A more practical circuit is shown in Figure
3-37. The gain has been reduced by R3 and
the high frequency gain reduced by C2
allowing better phase control and less high
frequency noise. Compensation should be
for unity gain.
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0

Figure 3-38a

Figure 3-36
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I
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0

Rl

BASE TREBLE CONTROL
CURVE

Figure 3-38c
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Tone control of audio systems involves
altering the flat response in order to attain
more low frequencies or more high ones
dependent upon listener preference. The
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PREAMPLIFIER-RIAA/NAB
COMPENSATION
+15V

'NPUT~22
;>--------,--0 OUTPUT

fSL

NAB

16K

0.003

*Select to provide specified transducer loading.
Output Noise;,.. O.BmV rms (with input shQrted)

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-39a
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Figure 3-39c

Figure 3-39b

RUMBLE/SCRATCH FILTER
2DK
10K

100

0.1

o---j
220K
75K

2DK

47K

10K

27K

-=

.005.

6.8K

39K
2DK
10K

6.BK

RUMBLE
POSITION

SCRATCH

FREO.
FLAT

6.SK

POSITION

FREQ.
5 KHz
10 KHz
15 KHz
FLAT

30 H,
50 Ht
80Hz

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-40
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circui.t of Figure 3-41 provides 20dB of bass
or treble boost or cut as set by the variable
resistance. The actual response of the
circuit is shown also.

TONE CONTROL CIRCUIT
FOR OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

BALANCE AND LOUDNESS
AMPLIFIER

00033"F

OOD33 y F

~
All resistor values are in ohms.
NOTES
1 Amplifier A may be a NE531 or 301. Frequency compensation, as for unity gain naninverting amplifiers, must be used.
2. Turn-over frequency-1 kHz.
3. Bass boost +20dB at 20Hz, bass cut -20dB at 20Hz, treble boost+19dB at 20kHz, treble
cut -19dB at 20kHz.
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MAX

TREBLE
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BOOST

BOOST

'" /

V

/

~ ,/

~

/

CAPACITANCE MULTIPLIER
MAX
TREi3LE

BASS

CCT

1.000

10,000

100,000

Figure 3-41

SIMULATED INDUCTOR

BALANCE AMPLIFIER WITH LOUDNESS
CONTROL

1'

",0--1

~

LEVEL

lOOK

220pF

~A,"'
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

0'

I

~

'''~J

1

100K

VOLTMETER
Figure 3-43 shows a high impedance
voltmeter, using the NE536 op amp as a
non-inverting amplifier. The ranges, up to
10V full scale, have extremely high input
impedance, (up to 5x10 8 n!, with a guard
terminal available. The 30V and 100V scales
have 30 and 100Mn input impedance. The
input is protected against input overvoltage
by the diodes, but the meter cannot be
subjected to more than 50% overload.

The circuit in Figure 3-44 can be used to
simulate large capacitances using small
value components. With the values shown
and C = 1OJ.LF, and effective capacitance of
10,000J.LF was obtained. The Q available is
limited by the effective series resistance. So
R1 should be as large as practical.

'"

MAX

CCT

Figure 3-42 shows a combination of balance
and loudness controls. Due to the nonlinearity of the human hearing system the
low frequencies must be boosted at low
listening levels. Balance, level, and loudness controls provide all the listening controls to produce the desired music response.

I

lOOK

I

-1/1

"33'

BOUT

With a constant current exitation, the
voltage dropped across an inductance
increases with frequency. Thus, an active
device whose output increases with frequency can be characterized as an inductance. The circuit of Figure 3-45 yields such
a response with the effective inductance
being equal to:
L=R1R2C

(3-21)

The Q of this inductance depends upon R1
being equal to R2. At the same time,
however, the positive and negative feedback paths of the amplifier are equal leading
to the distinct possibility of instability at
high frequencies. R1 should therefore
always be slightly smaller than R2 to assure
stable operation.

POWER AMPLIFIER
For most applications. the available power
from op amps is sufficient. There are times
when more power handling capability is
necessary. A simple power booster capable
of driving moderate loads is offered in Figure 3-46.

All resistor values are in ohms.

The circuit as shown uses a 741 device.
Other amplifiers may be substituted only if

Figure 3-42

36
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VOLTMETER

CAPACITANCE MULTIPLIER

"2'M
POINT "A"

r---.,

",

o---"I>Iv-.......

Ceff"'lf3° C ,

RS= R3
F.S.ADJ.
15K

",'M

"3

'K

lmAMETER
MOVEMENT

All resistor values are in ohms.
lOOmV

Figure 3-44
GROUND o--.---!-----------+--~

VIRTUAL INDUCTOR

o
All resistor values are in ohms.

0 0

Figure 3-45
Figure 3-43

R1 values are changed because of the ICC
current required by the amplifier. R1 should
be calculated from the expression
Rl = 600mV
ICC

(3-22)

VOLTAGE-TO-CURRENT
CONVERTERS
A simple vOltage-to-current converter is
shown in Figure 3-47. The current out is lout
"'Vin/A. For negative currents, a pnp can be
used and for better accuracy, a Darlington
pair can be substituted for the transistor.
With careful design, this circuit can be used
to control currents of many amps. Unity
gain compensation is necessary.
The circuit in Figure 3-48 has a different
input and will produce either polarity of
output current. The main disadvantages are
the error current flowing in R2, and the
limited current available.

ACTIVE CLAMP LIMITING
AMPLIFIER
The modified inverting amplifier in Figure349 uses an active clamp to limit the output
swing with precision. Allowance must be
made for the Vbe of the transistors. The

swing is limited by the base-emitter breakdown of the transistors. A simple circuit
uses two back-to-back zener diodes across
the feedback resistor, but tends to give less
precise limiting and cannot be easily controlled.

ABSOLUTE VALUE AMPLIFIER
The circuit in Figure 3-50 generates a
positive output voltage for either polarity of
input. For positive signals, it acts as an noninverting amplifier and for negative signals,
as an inverting amplifier. The accuracy is
poor for input voltages under 1V, butfor less
stringent applications, it can be effective.

HALF WAVE RECTIFIER
Figure 3-51 provides a circuit for accurate
half wave rectification of the incoming
signal. For positive signals, the gain is 0, for
negative signals, the gain is -1. By reversing
both diodes, the polarity can be inverted.
This circuit provides an accurate output, but
the output impedance differs for the two
input polarities and buffering may be
needed. The output must slew through two
diode drops when the input polarity re-

Gi!lDotiCG

verses. The NE535 device will work up to
10kHz with less than 5% distortion.

PRECISION FULL WAVE
RECTIFIER
The circuit in Figure 3-52 provides accurate
full wave rectification. The output impedance is low for both input polarities, and the
errors are small at all signal levels. Note that
the output will not sink heavy currents,
except a small amount through the 10kO
resistors. Therefore, the load applied
should be referenced to ground or a
negative voltage. Reversal of all diode
polarities will reverse the polarity of the
output. Since the outputs of the amplifiers
must slew through two· diode drops when
the input polarity changes, 741 type devices
give 5% distortion at about 300Hz.

CYCLIC A TO D CONVERTER
One interesting, but, much ignored AID
converter is the cyclic converter. This
consists of a chain of identical stages, each
of which senses the polarity of the input.
The stage then subtracts V,ef from the input
and doubles the remainder if the polarity
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was correct. I n Figure 3-53 the signal is full
wave rectified and the remainderofVin- V,ef
is doubled. A chain of these stages gives the
gray code equivalent of the input voltage in
digitized form related to the magnitude of
V,ef. Possessing high potential accuracy.
the circuit using NE531 devices settles in
51-'s.

POWER BOOSTER
r-----~---o·V

'OK

LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFIER
Converting an input voltage to its log
equivalent is very useful in computational
circuits since two inputs can be multiplied
simply by adding their logarithms. The log
transfer curve of a VSE junction is used in
Figure 3-54 to achieve the transferfunction.
The 15.7kohm resistor and 1kohm thermistor provide a temperature compensated
scale factor of 1 volt per decade of input
voltage. Low input current devices such as
the LF356 should be used for best results.

,K

2N697

R'
375
All resistor values are in ohms.

~----------~----O-V

Figure 3-46

TRIANGLE AND SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR

VOLTAGE TO CURRENT CONVERTERS

The circuit in Figure 3-55 will generate
precision triangle and square waves. The
output amplitude of the square wave is set
by the output swing of the op amp A - 1 and
R1/R2 sets the triangle amplitude. The
frequency of oscillation in either case is

I=~

R

f = _1_
4RC •

Figure 3-47

R4

R~

R2

R:4

R,=R3
lOUT =

~15N: :~_

Figure 3-48

.--------0 - IV CLAMP -0.6) '" -2.4 V

'------+--0 + IV CLAMP "-0.6) = +2.~ V
VOUT

IC = 531 0' 535

Figure 3-49
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The useofthe NE531 inthis circuit will allow
good square waves to be generated to quite
high frequencies. Since the amplifier A1
runs open loop. there is no need for compensation. The triangle-generating amplifier must be compensated.The NE5535device
can be used as well. except for the I.ower
frequency response.

TWO-PHASE SINE WAVE
OSCILLATOR

ACTIVE CLAMP LIMITING
AMPLIFIER

>---<1>---0

(3-23)

The square wave will maintain 50% duty
cycle even if the amplitude of the oscillation
is not symmetrical.

VOLTAGE TO CURRENT
CONVERT-=R

R,

R2
R1

9i,gnotic9

This circuit (referring to Figure 3-56). uses a.
2-pole pass Butterworth filter. followed by a
phase shifting single pole stage. fed back
through a voltage limiterto achieve sine and
cosine outputs. The values shown using 741
amplifiers give about 1.5% distortion at the
sine output and about 3% distortion at the
cosine output. By careful trimming of CG
and/or the limiting network. better distortion figures are possible. The component
values shown give a frequency of oscillation
of about 2kHz. The values can be readily
selected for other frequencies. The NE535
should be used at higher frequencies to
reduce distortion due to slew limiting.
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VOLTAGE COMPARATOR

ABSOLUTE VALUE
AMPLIFIER
'OK

r-----~~-----.~~--_o-v

0,

'OK
'OK

10K

10K

D.C.

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-50

HALF WAVE RECTIFIER
'OK

Inexpensive voltage comparators with only
modest parameters are often needed. The
op amp is often used in this configuration
because the high gain provides good
selectivity. Figure 3-57 shows a circuit usable with most any op amp. The zener is
selected for the output voltage required (5.1
volt for TTL), and the resistor provides some
current protection to the op amp output
structure. Vre! can be any voltage within the
wide common mode range of the
amplifier-another advantage of using op
amps for comparators. If the LM101A devices is used as depicted by Figure3-58, the
clamp diode may be connected to the
compensation point directly. Clamping the
voltage at this point does not require a
series resistor because of the internal circuitry of the LM101A.

VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
OFFSET ADJUSTMENTS
Many IC amplifiers include the necessary
pin connections to provide external offset
adjustmel"jts. Many times, however, it becomes necessary to select a device not
possessing external adjustments. Figures359, 3-60, and 3-61 suggest some possible
arrangements for offset voltage adjust and
bias current nulling circuitry. The circuitry
of Figure 3-61 provides sufficient current
into the input to cancel the bias current
requirement. Although more simplified
arrangements are possible the addition of
02 and 03 provide a fixed current level to
01, thus, bias cancellation can be provided
without regard to input voltage level.

5.1K

-=

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-51

PRECISION FULL WAVE
RECTIFIER

THE LF 156, IMPROVED
FET OPAMP
'OK

Introduction
Advanced analog processing at Signetics
has led to the improved JFET input op
amp. The LF156 incorporates well-matched,
high-voltage JFET's on the same chip with
bipolar transistors. The design gives low
voltage and current noise and a low Ilf noise
corner. Specific applications which can
utilize the advanced characteristics of the
LF156 follow:

'OK

'OK

'OK

Applications
A change in capacitance must cause a
change in charge, and that charge is
displaced into the summing pOint, which
must be balanced by an equivalent displacement of charge across the feedback
capacitor, C!, caused in turn by a change in
the output voltage e. This circuit has the
desirable property of being virtually independent of shunt capacitance across the

-=

Figure 3-52

9i!1DOtiC9
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CYCLIC A TO D CONVERTER

+Vcc
'OK

20K
LOGIC OUT

--_.....

V,N

20K

Figure 3-538

Figure 3-53b

LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFIER

TRIANGLE AND SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR

,.

SQUARE WAVE
OUT

1~~;r,.~~LGJ~~UE)

"

TRIANGLE WAVE

OUT

.,
All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-54

Figure 3-55

TWO-PHASE SINE WAVE
OSCIL~ATOR

C,

.,

.006

10K

All resistor values are in ohms.

6V

6V

Figure 3-56
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VOLTAGE COMPARATOR

VOLTAGE COMPARATOR

UNIVERSAL OFFSET NULL
FOR INVERTING AMPLIFIERS
R3

V'

INPUT

VREF:$rV'

>-w'v-.....-o VOUT

lMl01A
VIN

+

R5
5DK

V-

v-

> - - + - 0 OUTPUT

'V

Your
8

f

Rl

200K
RANGE" IV

(~)

R2

-=-

100
-V

All resistor values are in ohms.

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 3-57

UNIVERSAL OFFSET NULL FOR
NON INVERTING AMPLIFIERS

!

Figure 3-59

Figure 3-58

'V

V'

R5

Rl
200K

R3

BIAS CURRENT
COMPENSATION

R1

R4

~gK~

OUTPUT

R2

100

-V

-=-

INPUT

>---<>--0

All resistor values are in ohms.

EINo--I---*_-+-----;

EOUT

SELECT R2 & R3 FOR

DESIRED CURRENT
V-

Figure 3-60

Gi!l0otiCG

Figure 3-61
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PIEZOELECTRIC CHARGE
AMPLIFIER

3-64. With S closed, the output will follow
the input. Note that the capacitor also fol~ .
lows the input. When S is open, the output
will equal the charged value of the capacitor. If we were using a perfect op amp, the
capacitor wou Id always stay at that charged
value. (Since the ideal op amp has infinite
impedance, there is no discharge path),

10 KHz BAND-PASS FILTER

RL
PIEZOELECTRIC
ACCELEROMETER

r----.............. - - j

I

I

Cl-.lC

300K

E

R1

Perfection does not exist, so we must concern ourselves with the sources of error in
the circuit.
Figure 3-63a
Figure 3-62
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
input, since such capacitance is connected
from the summing point to ground, and has
across it only the residual null voltage,
which should be negligibly low. This
independence of input capacitance permits
the use of long shielded cables between the
transducer and the amp, without significantly affecting accuracy. Leakage resistance in parallel with Cf must be deliberately
sustained, in order to prevent the amplifier
output from drifting to saturation. The
sensitivity is inversely proportional to the
value of Cf.
The smallest value of Cj that will be large
compared to "strays" will yield the highest
predictable sensitivity. At the lowest frequency, Xc must be small compared to RL
and the op amp's offset current is sufficiently small to prevent saturation with the
required value of R.
Another application for which the LF156 is
well suited is the high frequency, high
impedance active filter. An example follows:
Other applications for the LF156 include:
high impedance buffers, wideband low
noise low drift amplifiers, precision high
speed integrators, sample and hold circuits
and fast 01 A and AID converters.

DESIGNING A SAMPLE & HOLD
CIRCUIT
Ideally, a sample and hold circuit is designed to operate in two basic states. In the
first, or sample, state, an input signal is
applied to the circuit. The output will follow
the input. In the second, or hold, state, the
output will remain constant at a value equal
to the input when it went to the hold state.
The output will stay at that value for an
indefinite period of time, independent of
any change on the input.
Generally the sample and hold circuit consists of a driver(A1), a switch (S1), a capacitor
(CH) and an output buffer (A2J. The basic
operation of such a circuit is shown in Figure

42
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Output Buffer
To begin, let's examine the effects of a nonperfect output op amp (A2). As stated earlier,
When the switch (S1) is open, the only discharge path for the capacitor is into the
output buffer. The input bias current for A2
should be zero. The effects of a non-zero
input bias current results in the output droppi ng (sag) at a rate

a ::::20

-10
-15
-20
-25
-30

-35 L -_ _ _' - -_ _
1000

10K

--J~

_ ___'

lOOK

1000K

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 3-63b

(3-24)

CH

where 18 = Input bias current
CH = Holding capacitor

PHASE RESPONSE
100

By way of comparison, Table 3-1 demonstrates the effects of 18 on the output sag for
various types of op amps.

135

90~-1
45

dV = 18
dT

,

t

-45
-90
-135

-100L..----L------:-''::-:---~
1000

10K

lOOK

1000K

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 3-63c

Operational
Amplifier

Type
Input

As you can see by Table 3-1, the FET input
op amps are far superior in sample and hold
applications. Another observation is that
the 18 for a FET input op amp increases
considerably with an increase in temperature. As a rule of thumb, the input bias of a
FET input op amp doubles for every 1Q°C
temperature rise. To minimize the effect of
temperature variations, it is recommended
Worst
Case
IB

dV/dT
CH = .I!,F

dV/dT
CH = 1.0!,F
SO!,Vls

LF155A

FET

50pA

500!,Vls

LF355A

FET

50pA

500!,Vls

SO!,Vls

LF155/255

FET

100pA

1000!,Vls

100!,Vls

uA740C

FET

2nA

20m Vis

2mV/s

LF355A
at 70°C

FET

5nA

50mV/s

SmV/s

LF155A
at 125°C

FET

25nA

250mV/s

25m Vis

LM107

Bipolar

75nA

750mV/s

750mV/s

LM101A

Bipolar

500nA

500mV/s

Table 3-1

s~nl!tiCs

5V/s
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12V. When the switch turns off, the voltage
onthe gate changes 15V. Thus the capacitance takes a charge (AQ). This charge

TYPICAL SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT
IL

r--~I
I
"I I
I

6.Q = COG6.V = 3 X 10-12

x 15

I

I

IN

>---<)OUT

Q

= 45

X 10-12

(3-26)

This charge must come from CH. The voltage change on CH (tN) then can be calculated.
Figure 3-64
6.V = 6.Q/CH = 45 x 10- 12 /.001 x 10"'" = 45mV

that the FET input op amp be used with a
heat sink. This will reduce the function
temperature change and minimize Is increases.
Even with this increasing Is with temperature, the FETs are better than most bipolar
types. Compare the Is values of the LF155A
at 125°C with the LM107 at 25°C. It can be
seen by Table 3-1 that as the value of capacitance is increased, the sag during the holding time is decreased. Thus the holding cap
should be as large as possible. The limiting
factors for the size of CH is physical size,
cost, leakage, and,probably most important,
sample time. The ability of the driving
source also limits the maximum value of
capacitance. The qualities of the holding
capacitor that are most important are minimum leakage and no dielectric polarization.
For large capacitors teflon, polyethylene
and polycarbonate dielectrics should be
used. With small capacitor values, glass or
silvered mica capacitors work well.

some cases cause more than 100% of the
total output error. The switch, generally, is
connected with the drain toward the holding
capacitor and the source to the driver. This
drain to gate capacitance (COG) is a function
of the voltage difference between source
and drain and the voltage on the gate.

(3-27)
The voltage output drops 45 mV immediately after the FET is turned off.

Figure 3-65 shows the capacitance model of
the FET with the holding capacitor.

This offset can be compensated to a large
extent by injecting a charge from another
capacitance and voltage so that the net
effect of the charges cancel. Such a circuit
is shown in Figure 3-66.

When the FET switch is on, the gate is
positive with respect to the source. The
higher the potential, the lower the resistance path (i.e., with VGS in excess of +10
volts, RON is typically 30 ohms with the
SD5000 series of switch.! Byway of example
(see Figure 3-65), assume that COG is 3pF
and CH is .001I'F. CH is holding a charge of 3
volts. With the switch on, and +15 volts on
the gate, the potential across COG is (15-3)

Cc in Figure 3-66 is selected to be larger than
the COG. This allows the step voltage to be
lower than the step voltage on the FET
switch. Note that when the FET switch gate
voltage goes from high to low, the charge
cap voltage goes from low to high. Since
COG changes considerably (from 3 to 1pF)
as the difference voltage between the gate
and drain increases, the compensating network can completely cancel the charge

FET CAPACITANCE IN A SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT

Leakages
Any leakage path for the holding cap will
have the same effect as Is and add to the
dV IdT of the output. The board layout for
the circuit should keep a minimum distance
from the switch to the holding cap and input
to the buffer amp. Drain to source leakage
current in a FET switch is another source of
possible droop in the output. For D-MOS
FET switches (SD210-215 and SD5000 series) this leakage is typically '1 nA. The total
droop or dV/dT then becomes

dV/dT='~
CH+ Cs

where Is
IL
CH
Cs

=
=
=
=

(3-25)

Input bias current
Leakage currents
Holding capacitor
Stray capacitance

In reality, Cs is usually so small compared to
CH that its effects are negligible. The leakage currents generally do not total more
than 1nA and can be minimized.

Switching Errors
The leakage of the switch is not the on Iy
source of error generated by the FET. The
drain to gate capacitance of the FET can in

Figure 3-65

FET CAPACITANCE OFFSET CANCELLATION

~_l

!I

*
I

G

I

COG

I

_ _ _ _ oJ

15

~o
VG

Figure 3-66
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The charge rate for the capacitor is
25mV/l-'s. The time for the capacitor to
charge to 9.25 volts is

OUTPUT OF SAMPLE AND HOLD SHOWING EFFECT OF /laCC
SAMPLE

FET GATE VOLTAGE

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
(UNCOMPENSATED)

This, added to the time to charge 5 RC time
constants of 150l-'s, brings the total sample
time to 520l-'s minimum. The fact that current limiting occurs more than triples the
minimum sample time.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
~aOG "" .lee

Note that the charge rate is a function of the
size of the capacitor and the short circuit
current of the driver. Since the size of the
holding capacitor affects output accuracy,
it would be more desirable to provide more
current to shorten the sample time. If we use
the NE5534, we can shorten the minimum
sampling time. The output current IIscl of
the NE5534 is rated as typically 38mA. The
charge rate now becomes:

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

-"OOG

>

-"Qce

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

-"aOG > ...'iOee

Figure 3-67

dV/dT =

error for only one set of conditions. Figure
3-67 shows the comparative effects of C for
different hold voltages. Because of this
charge effect, the holding capacitor should
be as large as possible for the desired sampling time. With a holding capacitor of .11-'F
this error is only .45mV.

But the 5 RC time is based on an unlimited
current source. The current required is:
(3-29)
for a 10 volt step;

Ii

Sampling Time
The sampling time depends on how long the
circuit takes for the holding capacitor to
reach a full charge. This time is a minimum
of 5 RC time constants but can be considerably longer. Since the absolute minimum
sampling time is 5 RC time constants, it is
important to keep the series charge path
resistance at a minimum. Figure 3-68 shows
the charge path of the holding capacitor,
with Rs equal to the ON resistance of the
FET switch. Let's assume, for the moment,
that the slew rate of the driver amplifier is
not a factor. Since IB is only 50pA, we can
ignore its effect on the charge time. Typical
resistance of an ON FET is 30 ohms. With a
holding capacitor of 11-'F we would expect
the minimum charge time to be:

= 10V/30

=

333mA

When Iwlse, the voltage across Rs is
VR

= IscRs = 25 X 10"""" 30 = .75 volt

=

Vc = V,N - VR = 9.25V

dV/dT= i =

e

Isc = 25X 10- 3/1 X 10--6
e

2SmA

30n

I,
SINCE IB IS SMALL COMPARED TO
11fT CAN USUAllY BE NEGLECTED

Figure 3-68

S!!)nl!tics

38 X 10""""/1 X 10--6

=

38mV/;.<s

Thus, the time to reach 9.25 volts is 2431-'s.
The total charge time and thus minimum
sample time is reduced to 3931-'s. When
large holding capacitors are used, slew rate
of the op amp will not improve performance
significantly. The performance of a I-'A741C
in the circuit discussed above is about the
same as the NE535 since the Ise is typically
the same.
As the size of the holding capacitor is reduced, the slew rate of the op amp becomes
a factor. The 11-'F holding capacitor example
above had a charge rate of 28mV/l-'s. Since
the I-'A741 has a slew rate of 600mV/l-'s, it
was not a factor. If the holding capacitor is
.01I-'F, the charge rate is 2.8V/l-'s. It is obvious in th is case thatthe .6VI I-'S of the I-'A 741
would become a limiting factor.

(3-31)

The charge rate will be current limited until
the capacitor charges to 9.25V. Using the
relationship;

44

(3-30)

The voltage across the capacitor

CHARGE PATH OF SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT
ISC ~ IMAX

(3-29a)

Since the NE535 cannot drive 333mA, it will
take considerably longer to charge. The
short circuit current of the NE535 is 25mA
(typical).

(3-28)

5RC = 5 (30) 1 X 10-6 = 150;.<s

ohm

(3-32a)

9.25/25 X 10"""" = 370;.<s

(3-32)

Other Considerations
Some op amps used as a driver may present
problems of instability when driving the
capacitive load of the holding capacitor.
Figure 3-69 shows a method of compensating an op amp for large capacitive loads.
The capacitive load is isolated by ROUT
which is typically 500hms. CF should yield a
capacitative reactance of one tenth RF at the
unity gain crossover frequency of the driver.
It is important to note that ROUT will affect
the RC charge path and lengthen the sample time requirements. This is usually of no
concern for large holding capacitor circuits
which have long sample time requirements
anyway.

Operational Amplifiers

DRIVER COMPENSATED FOR LARGE
CAPACITIVE LOADS

VOLTAGE FOLLOWER WITH
SINGLE POWER SOURCE

Vee

The higher slew rate of the NE538 has made
this device quite appealing for high speed
designs and the fact that it has a standard
pinout will allow it to be used to upgrade
existing systems that now use the I'A741 or
I'A748.

10K

ROUT

o-jl--t--~
10K

Figure 3-69

With large holding capacitors, an isolation
resistor should be used between the input to
the FET amplifier and the holding capacitor.
This resistor prevents excessive input currents to the amplifier during power shut
downs with a full charge on the capacitor.

Figure 3-70

INVERTING AMP WITH
SINGLE POWER SUPPLY

Signetics also provides high-performance
Sample and Hold circuits which require a
minimum of external components. See the
data sheets for the NE5537 and LF398 series
devices.

SE/NE535, OP AMP
APPLICATIONS

10K

m

Introduction
The NE535 is a new generation monolithic
op amp which features improved input
characteristics. The device is compensated
to unity gain and has a minimum guaranteed unity gain slew rate of 10Vll's. This is
achieved by employing a clamped super
beta input stage which has lower input bias
current.

Applications
These improved parameters can be put to
good use in applications such as sample
and hold circuits which require low input
current and in voltage follower circuits
which require high slew rates. The circuit
that fOllows will yield maximum small signal
transient response and slew rate for the
NE535 at unity gain.

10K

,*1 F
Figure 3-71

NE538
Introduction
The Signetics NE538 is the undercompensated version of the NE535. The
NE538 has a typical slew rate of 50V / I's and
a gain bandwidth product of 6MHz.
The internal frequency compensation is
designed for a minimum inverting gain of 4
and a minimum non-inverting gain of 5.
Below these gains the NE538 will be unstable and the NE535 should be used.

It is always good practice in designing a
system to use dual tracking regulators such
as the Signetics NE5554 to power the dual
supply op amps. This will guarantee the
positive and negative supply voltage will be
equal during power up. With the NE535, it is
possible to degrade the input circuit characteristics by not applying the power supplies
simultaneously. The NE535 is capableofdirectly replacing the I'A741 with higher input
resistance which will improve such designed as active filters, sample and hold, as
well as voltage followers.

OFFSET ADJUST CIRCUIT

The NE535 can be used either with single or
spl it power supl ies.

Figure 3-72

VI

100K

v-

SmnotiCs
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INTRODUCTION TO NOISE
Since fabrication techniques in the integrated circuit industry have improved so tremendously in the past few years, input
offset voltages and bias currents are being
minimized and noise parameters (whether
measured at the output or referred to the
input) have become a major source of concern. Reducing noise by improved process
techniques and by use of peripheral component control will be the thrust of this application as a secondary effort, in understanding the noise components themselves.
An inspection of industry specifications
show several methods of rating amplifier
noise performance.
1. Output signal to noise ratio.
2. Output noise level (with specified loads
and bandwidth).
3. Output noise level referenced to normal
operating level.
4. Equivalent input noise (at a specified
gain, source impedance and bandwidth),
5. Noise figure.

BASIC NOISE PROPERTIES
Noise, for purposes of this discussion, is
defined as any signal appearing in an op
amp's output that could not have been predicted by DC and AC input error analysis.
Noise can be random or repetitive, internally or externally generated, current or voltage type, narrowband or wideband, high
frequency or low frequency; whatever its
nature, it can be minimized.

The first step in minimizing noise is source
identification in terms of bandwidth and
location in the frequency spectrum; some of
the more common sources are shown in
Figure 3-73. Some observations to be made
from Figure 3-73 are that noise is present
from DC to VHF from sources which may be
identified in terms of bandwidth and frequency, noise source bandwidths overlap,
making noise a composite quantity at any
given frequency. Most externally caused
noise is repetitive rather than random and
can be found at a definite frequency. Noise
effects from external sources must be reduced to insignificant levels to realize the
full performance available from a low noise
op amp.

1
1)10=--

(3-34)

21rRC

With such a filter, measurement bandpass
can be changed from 10Hz to 100kHz (C =
4.71'F to 470pF), attenuating higher frequency components while passing frequencies
of interest. Once identified, noise from an
external source may be minimized by the
methods outlined in Table 3-2, the external
noise chart.

POWER SUPPLY RIPPLE
Power supply ripple at 120Hz is not usually
thought of as noise, but it should be. In an
actual op amp application, it is quite possible to have a 120Hz noise component that is
equal in magnitude to all other noise
sources combined, and, for this reason, it
deserves a special discussion.

EXTERNAL NOISE SOURCES
Since noise is a composite signal, the individual sources must be indentified to minimize their effects. For example, 60Hz power
line pickup is a common interference noise
appearing at an op amp's output as a 16ms
sine wave. In this and most other situations,
the basic tool for external noise source
frequency characterization is the oscilloscope sweep rate setting. Recognizing the
oscilloscope's potential in this area, there
are available several preamplifiers with variable bandwidth and frequency which allow
quick noise source frequency identification.
Another basic identification tool is the simple low pass filter as shown in Figure 3-74
where the bandpass is calculated by:

To be negligible, 120Hz ripple noise should
be between 10nV and 100nV referred to the
input of an op amp. Achieving these low
levels requires consideration of three factors: the op amp's 120Hz power supply
NOISE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
RC LOW PASS FILTER

>---"""'----1r--

TO SCOPE
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Figure 3-74 .
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rejection ratio (PSRR), the regulator's ripple
rejection ratio, and, finally, the regulator's
input capacitor size.
PSRR at 120Hz for a given op amp may be
found in the manufacturer's data sheet
curves of PSRR versus frequency as shown
in Figure 3-75. For the amplifier shown,
120Hz PSRR is about 74dB, and to attain a
goal of 1OOnV referred to the input, ripple at
the power terminals must be less than 5mV.
Today's IC regulators provide about 60dB of
ripple rejection; in this case the regulator
input capacitor must be made large enough
to limit input ripple to .5V.
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Externally compensated low noise op amps
can provide improved 120Hz PSRR in high
closed-loop gain configurations. The PSRR
versus frequency curves of such an op amp
are shown in Figure 3-76. When compensated for a closed loop gain of 1000, 120Hz
PSRR is 115dB. PSRR is still excellent at
much higher frequencies, allowing low ripple noise operation in exceptionally severe
environment.
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POWER SUPPLY DECOUPLING
Usually, 120Hz ripple is not the only power
supply associated noise. Series regulator
outputs typically contain at least 150!-'V of
noise in the 100Hz to 10kHz range, switching types contain even more. Unpredictable
amounts of induced noise can also be present on power leads from many sources.
Since high frequency PSRR decreases at
20dB/decade, these higher frequency supply noise components must not be allowed
to reach the op amp's power terminals. RC
decoupling, as shown in Figure 3-77, will
adequately filter most wideband noise.
Some caution must be exercised with this
type of decoupling, as load current changes
will modulate the voltage as the op amp's
supply pins.

POWER SUPPLY REGULATION
Any change in power supply voltage will
have a resultant effect referred to an op
amp's inputs. For the op amp of Figure 3-75,
PSRR at DC is 110dB (3!-,VIV) which may be
considered as a potential low frequency
noise source. Power supplies for low noise
op amp applications should, therefore, be
both low in ripple and well-regulated. Inadequate supply regulation is often mistaken to
be low frequency op amp noise.
When noise from external sources has been
effectively minimized, further improvements in low noise performance are obtained by specifying the right op amp, and
through careful selection and application of
the peripheral components.

100

10

Figure 3-75

Figure 3-78

NOISE VOLTAGE, en, or more properly,
EQUIVALENT SHORT-CIRCUIT INPUT
RMS NOISE VOLTAGE is simply that noise
voltage which would appear to originate at
the input of a noiseless amplifier (referring
to Figure 3-78) if the input terminals were
shorted. It is expressed in nanovolts per root
Hertz nV1y'RZ at a specified frequency, or in
microvolts for a given frequency band. It is
determined, or measured, by shorting the
input terminals, measuring the output rms
noise, dividing by amplifier gain, and referencing to the input. Hence the term, equivalent noise voltage. An output bandpass filter
of known characteristic is used in measurements, and the measured value is divided by
the square root of the bandwidth VB, if data
is to be expressed per unit bandwidth or per
root Hertz. The level of en is not constant
over the frequency band; typically it increases at lower frequencies as shown in
Figure 3-79. This increase is 1/f NOISE
(flicker).
NOISE CURRENT, in, or more properly,
EQUIVALENT OPEN-CIRCUIT RMS
NOISE CURRENT is that noise which occurs apparently at the input of a noiseless
amplifier due only to noise currents. It is
expressed in picoamps per root Hertz
pA/vHz at a specified frequency or in nanoamps in a given frequency band. It is
measured by shunting acapacitor or resistor across the input terminals such that the
noise current will give rise to an additional

ssgDotms

100n

y-

Figure 3-77

NOISE VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT FOR AN OP AMP
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Figure 3-79

noise voltage which is in X Rin (or Xcin). The
output is measured, divided by amplifier
gain, referenced to input, and that contribution known to be due to en and resistor noise
is appropriately subtracted ·from the total
measured noise. If a capacitor is used at the
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EXTERNAL NOISE CHART
Source

Nature

Causes

Minimization Methods

60Hz Power

Repetitive Interference

Powerlines physically close to
op amp inputs. Poor CMRR
at 60Hz.

Reorientation of power wiring.
Shielded transformers.

120HzRippie

Repetitive

Inadequate ripple consideration. Poor RSRR at 120Hz

Thorough design to minimize ripple.
RC decoupling at the op amp.

180Hz

Repetitive EMI

180Hz radiated from saturated
60Hz transformers.

Physical reorientation of components.
Shielding. Battery power.

Radio stations

Standard AM broadcast
through FM

Antenna action anyplace in
system.

Shielding. Output filtering. Limited
circuit bandwidth.

Relay & switch
arcing

High frequency burst at
switching rate.

Proximity to amplifier inputs,
power lines, compensation terminals, or nulling terminals.

Filtering of HF components. Shielding.
Avoidance of ground loops. Arc suppressors at switching source.

Printed circuit board
contamination

Random low frequency

Dirty boards or sockets.

Thorough cleaning and humidity
sealant.

Radar transm itters

High frequency gated at
radar pulse repetition rate.

Radar transmitters from long
range surface search to short
range navigational especially
near airports.

Shielding. Output filtering of frequencies » PRR.

Mechanical vibration

Random < 100Hz

Loose connections, intermittent
metallic contact in mobile
equipment.

Attention to connectors and cable
conditions. Shock mounting in severe
environments.

'Chopper frequency
noise

Common mode input current
at chopping frequency

Abnormally high noise chopper amplifier in system

Balanced source resistors. Use bipolar input op amps instead.

Table 3-2

input, there is only en and!n XCIN. The Tn is
measured with a bandpass filter and converted to pA/v'Hz if appropriate; typically it
increases at lower frequencies for bipolar
op amps and transistors, but it increases at
higher frequencies for field-effect transistors and Bi-FetiBi MOS opamps.
NOISE FIGURE, NF, is the logarithm of the
ratio of input signal-to-noise and output
signal-to-noise.

eR2 =

NF = 10 log (SIN) in
(SIN) out,

where:

(3-35)

Sand N are power or (voltage)2
levels

This is measured by determining the SIN at
the input with no amplifier present, and then
dividing by the measured SIN at the output
with signal source present.
The values of Rgen and any Xgen as well as
frequency must be known to properly express NF in meaningxul terms. This is because the amplifier in X Zgen as well as Rgen
itself produces input noise. The signal
source in Figure 3-73 contains some noise.
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However, esig is generally considered to be
noise free and input noise is present as the
THERMAL NOISE of the resistive component of the signal generator impedance
Rgen. This thermal noise is WHITE in nature
as it contains constant NOISE POWER
DENSITY per unit bandwidth. It is easily
seen from Equation 2 that the en 2 has the
units V2/Hz and that (en) has the units
V/v'Hz

where:

(3-36)

4kTRB

T
R
B
k

is
is
is
is

temperature in OK
resistor value in ohms
bandwidth in Hz
Boltzman's constant

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
INTERNAL NOISE
OPAMP NOISE
SPECIFICA,TIONS
Most completely specified low noise op amp
data sheets specify current and voltage
noises in a 1Hz bandwidth and low frequency noise over a range of .1 Hz to 10Hz. To
minimize total noise, a knowledge of the

SjgOotiCS

derivation of these specifications is,useful.
In this section, the reader is provided with
an explanation of basic op amp associated
random noise mechanisms and introduced
to a simplified method for calculating total
input-referred noise in typical applications.

RANDOM NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
Op amp associated noise currents and voltages are random. They are aperiodic and
un correlated to each other and have Gaussian amplitude distributions, the highest
noise amplitudes having the lowest probability. Gaussian amplitude distribution allows random noises to be expressed as rms
quantities; multiplying a Gaussian rms
quantity 'by six, results in a peak to peak
value that will not be exceeded 99.73% of the
time.
The two basic types of op amp associated
noises are white noise and flicker noise (l1f).
White noise contains equal amounts of
power in each Hertz of bandwidth. Flicker
noise is different in that it contains equal
amounts of power in each decade of bandwidth. This is best illustrated by spectral

Operational Amplifiers

NOISE VOLTAGE
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Conversely, the rms noise value within a
given frequency band is the square root of
the definite integral of the spectral noise
density over the frequency band (Equation
3-38 A, Bl. This means that three things
must be known to evaluate total voltage
noise (En) or current noise (In): fH, fl, and a
knowledge of noise behavior over frequency.

WHITE NOISE

NOISE CURRENT

~

Spectral noise density
Total rms noise
Upper frequency limit
Lower. frequency limit

White nOise sources are defined to have a
noise content that is equal in each Hertz of
bandwidth, and Equation 3-38AB may be
rewritten for white noise sources as:

100

!Io,

en, in =
En, In =
fH =
fl =

50n

IMAXIMU

In

6z

where

08±.'::oC

;:':'!"-"-?5.

Enlwl = en ~

Inlwl = in~

(3-39)

~

It is therefore convenient to express spectral noise density in V/VHzor A/VHzwhere
fH - fL = 1Hz. When fH 21 0 fl, the white noise
expressions may be further reduced to:

~

Enlwl

= enVfH

Inlwl

= inVfH

1.0

10

100

1000

Figure 3-S1

noise density plots such as in Figure 3-80
and 3-81. Above a certain corner frequency,
white noise dominates; below that frequency, flicker (l/f) noise is dominant. Low noise
corner frequencies distinguish low noise op
amps from general purpose devices.

SPECTRAL NOISE DENSITY
To utilize Figures 3-80 and 3-81, let us considerthedefinition of spectral noise density:
the square root of the rate of change of
mean-square noise voltage (or current) with
frequency Eq. 3-37A

(3-37A)

FLICKER NOISE & WHITE NOISE
Since flicker noise content is equal in each
decade of bandwidth, total flicker noise may
be calculated if noise in one decade is
known. The .1 Hz to 1Hz decade noise content (K) is widely used for this purpose
because the white noise contribution below
10Hz is usually negligible.
Enlfl " K

-/!:f ' In IfI '" K ~f

= K.An

C:}

En =

j

/
fL

fH

2
en dF

Inlfl

= K Jln

G:)

In the spectral density discussions, the concepts of white noise and flicker noise were
introduced. In Figure 3-82, the complete
input-referred op amp noise model, internal
white and flicker noise sources are combined into three equivalent input noise generators, EN, IN1 and IN2. The noise current
generators produce noise voltage drops
across their respective source resistors, RS1
and RS2, The source resistors themselves
generate thermal noise voltages, Et1 and Et2.
Total rms input referred voltage noise, over
a given bandwidth, is the square root of the
sum of the squares of the five noise voltage
sources over that bandwidth.

Thermal (Johnson) noise is a white noise
voltage generated by random movement of
thermally-charged carriers in a resistance;
in op amp circuits this is the type of noise
produced by the source resistances in series with each input. Its rms value over a
given bandwidth is calculated by:
Et =

J 4kTR IIH -

Where: k =
T=
R=
fH =
fl =

fLI

(3-46)

Boltzman's constant = 1.38 x
10-23 jou leslo K
Absolute temperature, °Kelvin
Resistance in ohms
Upper frequency limit in Hertz
Lower frequency limit in Hertz

At room temperature Equation 3-46 simplifies to:

(3-42a and b)
When corner frequencies are known, simplified expressions for total voltage and
current noise, (EN and IN), may be written:
ENlfH - fLI = en

(3-37B)

(3-41 a and b)

When substituted in Equation 3-36, the expressions may be rewritten to:
Enlfl

NOISE SUMMATION

THERMAL NOISE

0.1
.10

The two most important internally generated noise minimization rules are: limit the
circuit bandwidth and use operational amplifiers with low corner frequencies.

(3-40>

'C'
.01

where: en= White noise voltage in a 1Hz
bandwidth
in = White noise current in a 1Hz
bandwidth
fee = Voltage noise corner frequency
fei = Current noise corner frequency
fH = Upper frequency limit
fl = Lower frequency limit

itce

In (ffHL \

J

+ IIH -

ILl

(3-43)

Et = 1.28 X 10-10 JRIIH - ILl

(3-47)

To minimize thermal n'oise (Et1 and Et2) from
RS1 and RS2, large source resistors and
excessive system bandwidth should be
avoided.
Thermal noise is also generated inside the
op amp, principally from rbb, the basespreading resistances in the input stage

(3-3SA)

9~nl!tic9
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OP AMP NOISE MODEL
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transistors. These noises are included in EN,
the total equivalent input voltage noise generator.

SHOT NOISE
Shot noise (Shottky noise) is a white noise
current associated with the fact that current
flow is actually a movement of discrete
charged particles (electronsl. In figure 3-82
IN1 and IN2, above the 1/f frequency, are
shot noise currents which are related to the
amplifier's DC input bias currents:
(3-48)
where: Ish = RMS shot noise value in
q = Charge of an electron =
10-19
IBIAS = Bias current in amps
fH = Upper frequency limit in
fL = Lower frequency limit in

amps
1.59 x

Hertz
Hertz

At room temperature Equation 3-48 simplifies to:
Ish = 5.64

X

10--10 JISIAS

(fH -

ILl

(3-49)

Shot noise currents also flow in the input
stage emitter dynamic resistances, (re), producing input noise voltages. These voltages, along with the rbb, thermal noise,
make up the white noise portion of EN, the
total equivalent input noise VOltage generator.

FLICKER NOISE
In limited bandwidth applications, flicker
(1/f) noise is the most critical noise source.
An op amp designer minimizes flicker noise
by keeping current noise components in the
input and second stages from contributing
to input voltage noise. Equation 3-50 illustrates this relationship:
in second stage
gm first stage

50

= en

input
(3-501

Another critical factor is corner frequency.
For minimum noise the current and voltage
noise corner frequencies must be low; this is
crucial. As shown in Figure 3-83 low noise
corner frequencies distinguish low noise op
amps from ordinary industry standard 741
types.

Figure 3-83

INPUT NOISE VOLTAGE
VS FREQUENCY
1000

POPCORN NOISE
Popcorn noise (burst noise) is a momentary
change in input bias current usually occurring below 100Hz, and is caused by imperfect semiconductor surface conditions
incurred during wafer processing. Minimization of this problem can be accomplished
through careful surface treatment, general
cleanliness, and a special three-step process known as "Triple Passivation".
Op amp manufacturers face a difficult decision in dealing with popcorn noise. Through
careful low noise processing, it can be significantly reduced in almost all devices;
alternatively, the processing may be relaxed, and finished devices must be individually tested for this parameter. Special
noise testing takes valuable labor time, adds
significant amounts to manufacturing cost,
and ultimately increases the price a customer has to pay.

TOTAL NOISE CALCULATION
With data sheet curves and specifications,
and a knowledge of source resistance values, total input-referred noise may be calculated for a given application. To illustrate
the method, noise information from a data
sheet is reproduced in Figure 3-84. The first
step is to determine the current and voltage
noise corner frequencies so that the EN and
IN terms of Equation 3-45 may be calculated
using Equations 3-43 and 3-44.

CORNER FREQUENCY DETERMINATION
In the input shot noise versus frequency
curves of Figure 3-84, it may be seen that
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Figure 3-84
voltage noise (Rs = 01 begins to rise at about
10Hz. Lines projected from the horizontal
(white noise) portion and sloped (flicker
noise) portion intersect at 6Hz, the voltage
noise corner frequency (feel. In the center
curve, excluding thermal noise from the
source resistance, current noise multiplied
by 2000 is plotted as a voltage noise: Lines
projected from the horizontal portion and
sloped portions intersect at 60Hz, the current noise corner frequency (fei). Equations
3-43 and 3-44 also require en and in for
calculation of EN and IN. To find en and in,
use the data sheet specification a decade or
more above the respective corner frequencies; in this case en is 9.6 nV/y'Hz (1000Hz),
and in is 0.12 pA/y'Hz (1000Hz).

BANDWIDTH OF INTEREST
To be summed correctly, each of the five
noise quantities must be expressed over the
same bandwidth, (fH - fLl. At this time, assume fH to be the highest frequency compo-
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nent that must be amplified without distortion. Note that en, in, corner frequencies and
bandwidth are independent of actual circuit
component values. When doing noise calculations for a large number of circuits
using the same op amp, these numbers only
have to be calculated once.

TYPICAL APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Figure 3-85A shows a typical X10 gain stage
with a 10kO source resistance. In Figure 385B, the circuit is redrawn to show five noise
voltage sources. To evaluate total inputreferred noise, the values of each of the five
sources must be determined.
en = 9.6 nV/YHZ
In = .12 pA/y'Hz
fee = 6Hz
fei = 60Hz

V 4KTR

V 1900m 1100Hz) -

OAIN rms

Next, calculate IN using Equation 3-44

(~)

+ IIH - IL)

=.12pA JeD In (100Hz )+ 1100 -0.01)
\0.01 Hz
= 3.066pA rms
and:
IN1 . RS1 "3.0eepA 1900m = .00271'V rms
IN2' RS2 = 3.06epA 110km = .030e1'V rms
Finally, EN from Equation 3-43
EN = en

Jlee In (~) + IIH - IL)

= 9.6nV

J6 In

>--<>-----0 EO
10K!)

RS1 =

R~~R~2

= gOOf)

RS2 = R3 = 10Kfl

Using these corner frequencies and noise
magnitudes, EN and IN are calculated to be
0.88!,V rms and 68pA rms respectively. Multiplying this noise current by the source
resistance gives terms 2 and 3 of Equation 345 as shown below.

Figure 3-85A

NOISE ANALYSIS
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

13~45)

V 1.120I'V)2 +1.0027I'V)2 + 1.030e1'V)2
+ 1.041'V)2 + (.1281' V)2

Using the factor of 6, total input-referred
nOise = 1.1!'V peak to peak (0.01 Hz to
100Hz)'

-=

Substituting in Equation 3-45

= 1.121N

'H = 100Hz
fL = .0001 Hz

= V 10.88I'V)2 + C0611'V)2 + 1.681'V)2 + IOAI'V)2
+ 1.1281'V)2

Figure 3-858

rms

Total input-referred noise = 6.7!,V peak to
peak (0.01 Hz to 100Hz)

The total output noise can now be computed by Eq uati on 3-41.

This is 5.9 times that of the low noiseop amp
example.

et = len2 + in2 Rs2 + 4KTRs) V2B V2 A rms volts
(3-41)

The calculation examples illustrate three
rules for minimizing noise in operational
amplifier applications:

'assuming Rs small compared to amplifier
input.

RULE 1. Use an op amp with low corner
frequencies.
RULE 2. Keep source resistances as low as
possible.
RULE 3. Limit circuit bandwidth to signal
bandwidth.

NOISE PERFORMANCE
(100HZ) + 1100 - 0.01)
0.01 Hz

Substituting in Equation 3-45

=

.2

fee = 200Hz: fei = 2kHz: en = 20nV/y'Hz: in =
.5pA/y'Hz

IfH - fLI

Et2 = 1.28 X 10-10 V11 OKO)(100Hz) - .128J.N rms

IN = in Jlei In

NOISE ANALYSIS CIRCUIT

ENT IfH - fLi=
V EN2 + IN12 RS,2 + IN22 RS22 + E,,2 + Et22

Using Equation 3-47: Et =
Etl = 1.28 x 10'0

741 CALCULATION EXAMPLE
The preceeding calculation determined total noise in a given bandwidth using a low
noise op amp. To place this level of performance into perspective, a calculation using
the industry-standard 741 op amp in the
circuit of Figure 3-85 is useful. Once again
the starting pOint is corner frequency determination, using the data sheet curves:

This segment shall be concerned with determining the signal to noise characteristics
and the noise figure of amplifiers.
The amplifier noise is composed of thermal
noise generated in the base resistance shot
noise caused by the arrival of discrete
charges at diode junction and 1If noise.
For simplification these noise sources can
be combined and the amplifier modeled by a
noise source and a noiseless amplifier as in
Figure 3-86.
en = Amplifier's equivalent mean square
noise voltage 1y'HZ
iN = Amplifier's equivalent mean square
noise currently'HZ

Si!lnotiCs

If we now compare the total output noise to
the output signal, A-Es, we find the output
signal to noise ratio.
Es
SIN

= -----------

len2 + in2 Rs2 + 4KTRsIV2BV2

(3-46)

The denominator of the SIN ratio is the total
output noise divided by the midband gain or
the equivalent input noise as shown on
NE542 specification sheet.
EIN = len2 + in2Rs2 + 4KTRsIV2BV2 rms volts
(3-471
The SIN ratio may now be computed independent of the amplifier gain. However, the
gain should be chosen to maintain linear
operation of the amplifier. For example: If
the input signal to the NE542 is 400!'V rms
from a source resistance of 680 ohm with a
bandwidth i:Jf 100Hz to 10kHz, the SIN ratio
becomes, in dB:
SIN = 20 log 400 I'V
0.771'V
= 54.3dB
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operational amplifiers and low noise preamplifiers.
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where IN = total current noise over a specified bandwidth.
EN = total voltage noise over a specified bandwidth.
Eli = thermal IJohnson) noise of the
source resistance.
*Rs = equivalent input source lor generator) resistance.
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If Rs is a complex function, Zs, then this function must
be calculated for the Ass mean of each bandwidth
considered. For example the input is a capacitor in
parallel with a resistor, the input impedance is therefore:

NOISELESS
AMPLIFIER

L _______ ...J

R

Zin= _ _~.

1 + jwCR

Therefore as the frequency varies the absolute value of Zin will vary and will affect the
INRs*, input noise value.

Figure 3-86
An amplifier gain of 68dB yields an output
signal voltage of 1V rms.

115.7 kHz equivalent noise bandwidth) and a
source resistance of 5K ohms is:

For an input signal of 10mV rms, 40dB of
gain, and 1V rms output, the NE542 gives a
SIN ratio:
SIN = 20 log 10,000 = 82.3dS
0.77

Another popular figure of merit for measuring the noise performance of an amplifier is
noise figure. We first define noise factor IF)
as
F = NOise power input( TaU
Thermal noise power
in terms of voltage this can be expressed as:

F=

4KTRs+(en2 + in2Rs2)
. = 5.34, Rs = 680n
4KTRs
13-48)

N.F. = 10 log (1 + en 2 + in2Rs2)
13-50)

4KTRS

~

(7) 2 X 10-18 + 1.25)2 X 10-24 X RS2)
NF = 10 log 1+ - - - - - - - - - - - = - 75 X 10-18
4X 1.38X 1523X 300 KxRs
= 10 log X

GENERAL EQUATIONS
Total Spectral Voltage Noise
EN IIH- IL) = enjlcE In (~) + IIH - IL)

13-51)

Total Spectral Noise Current

0

= 7.27@ RS = 680n
= 2.07@ Rs = 5Kn
= 1.25@ Rs = 10Kn

13-52)

Thermal

To this point, the discussion has been limited to flat band response and no mention of
the effect of equalization networks has been
made. In instances where the gain of the
amplifier is changing significantly across
the frequency band of interest, as is the case
for NAB and RIAA equalization, the noise
performance is significantly improved.

Et = 4 KTR (IH - IL)
13-53)
K = 1.38 X 10-23 joulesloK
T = abs. temp in oK
k = ohms
It = 1.28 X 10-10 JRIIH - fL) at Room Temp.
13-54)

Shot at Room
ISH = 5.64 X 10-10 Jlbias IIH - IL)

Total Noise*

The noise figure is now defined as:
N.F. = 10 log F (dS)

The following table lists the spectral voltage
and current noise densities and the respective corner frequencies for several different

I

ENTI IH = JEn2+IIN RSt)2+IN2 RS22+Et12+Et22
IL
13-55)

or
SPECTRAL VOLTAGE AND CURRENT NOISE DENSITIES

N.F. = 10 log 4KTRs + en 2 + in2Rs2(dS)
4KTRs
13-49)
A noiseless amplifier will, therefore, have a
noise figure of "0" dB. Although the bandwidth has been eliminated from this calculation, it is still an influencing factor on the
noise figure since the value of en and in will
be dependent on the bandwidth of interest.
This is especially true if Ilf or high frequency
noise is in this bandwidth.
From Figures 3-87 and 3-88 we can calculate
the noise figure. For the NE542 the noise
figure for 100Hz to 10kHz, 3dB bandwidth
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en Inv/-jHz)
in Ipal-jHZ)
en fce 1Hz)
in fci 1Hz)

I'A741

NE535

5534

LF357

NE542

LM387

40
.25
200
1.5k

15
.15
15
90

4
.6
90
200

12
.01
50
1

7
.25
800
700

9
0.7
850
2

TABLE 3-3
NOTES
1.
2.

The current spectral noise is omitted for the LF series since current noise levels in J-FET devices are
insignificant.
The spectral current noise for the LM387 is relatively linear over the frequency spectrum of 100Hz to
10 kHz and is not specified below 100Hz.
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INPUT NOISE CURRENT VS. FREQUENCY

INPUT NOISE VOLTAGE VS. FREQUENCY
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Figure 3-88

Figure 3-87

TOTAL NOISE CONFIGURATION

4. Using Equation 1, 2, and 4 and using
Figure 3-73 as a basic block, we then
can determine the total current and
voltage noise at the input ports.
5. Employing Equation 5 we can then determine the total RSS voltage noise referred to the input of the amplifier.
6. If the closed loop gain of the system is
known, then the total output noise is
then
ENaut = ENin X ACL

Using the factor of 6
fnoise p_p = 3.00/LV p-p will never be exceeded in
99.73% of all cases.
For the second band 11 kHz to 10kHzI
'EN = 4 X 10-9 .j 9000 = .38/LV rms
'INRs = .6 x 10- 12 .j 9000 x 11041 = .58/LV rms
Et= 1.28 X10-10

Given: From Table 3-3: the NE5534 operating over the range of 10Hz to 1 kHz and 1kHz
to 10kHz, with RS = 10kfl: determine total
input noise over each bandwidth.

NOTE
• For frequencies above 1kHz only white noise is a
conSideration.

I ETH 1

Figure 3-89
EN IfH - fLI = en

Jfce In

fH
fL

+ IfH - fLI

10kHz
RSS

1. Determine the spectral voltage noise
value en and the 3dB corner frequency.
Ilf the value is not listed, but a curve
given, the spectral noise value will be
that value above the 3dB corner frequency on the flat portion of the curve.)
2. Determine the spectral current noise
value Tn and the 3dB corner frequency.
IThe same note holds true as for the
spectral voltage noise, except that the
corner frequencies are generally not the
same).
3. Determine the thermal noise of the input
port source resistances by using the
basic equal at room temperature of
ET = 1.28 X 10-10 v'R/v"Hz

IN IfH - fLI = in ltelln fH
fL

+ IfH - fLI

ET = 1.28 x 10-10 ~

I ENT I :: = J IENI2 + IInlRs,I2 + IEtl 2

(3-521
(3-541

13-551

For the first band (10Hz to 1 kHzI
EN = 4 X 10-9.j 90 1n 11001 + 19901 = .15/LV rms
INRs = .6 x 10-12.j 2001 n 11001 + 19901 x 110 41=
.26/LV rms
ET = 128 X 10-8

10kHz
= JI.381 2+1.571 2+11.211 2/LV rms
1kHz

(3-511

Example:
In order to determine the total noise of any
device the following basic procedures can
be used.

J 990 = OA/LV rms

J 104 190001 = 1.21/LV rms

I ETH 1

= .j1.39/LV rms
1kHz
ETH

max

= 8.34/LV p-p

CONCLUSION
The designer should look at the previous
application note as a reasonable approach
to determine system noise levels. Thevariations of parameters, such as resistance
values, temperature, bandwidth are controllable by design procedure; however, the
parametric variations of the monolithic op
amps are controlled by the Ie manufacturer.
Signetics manufactures a wide variety of
operational amplifiers designed to meet all
contingencies.

1000
ETH

=.j IENI2 + IINRsl2 + ET2 = 0.50/LV rms

10

SmDl!tiCS
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NE5534 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
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Voltage Regulators

INTRODUCTION
The wide use of integrated circuits in systems has frequently led to the power supply
and regulator portions taking a disproportionate share of the volume of the system.
The introduction of flexible, high performance regulator ICs such as the NE550 has
made it possible for a designer to produce a
highly regulated power supply in a small
space with greatly reduced design effort.

A schematic of the NE550 is present in Figure 4-1. For the sake of brevity this discussion will deal with the NE550 but in most
cases will apply also to the /lA723 device.

THE REFERENCE SOURCE

Supply regulators contain four basic elements: a reference source, an error detector, a control device, and protection circuitry. For the devices discussed here, the
reference source is a constant voltage, the
control device is a pass transistor, and the
protection is primarily by current limiting.

The NE550 reference voltage is developed
across the zener diode 02. The voltage is
temperature compensated by the baseemitter drops in 04, 05 and 06, in combination with the resistance divider R2-R6.
The voltage appearing at the em itter of 05
has a temperature coefficient of approximately +7mV;o C while that at the base of 06
is approximately -2.3mV/oC. Thus, by
choosing, e appropriate tap on the resistor
R2-R6, it is possible to obtain a zero
temperature coeffient. Naturally, the actual
value of the temperature coefficient will
fluctuate from unit to unit, but accurate
compensation is easier to ach ieve here than
with other methods. The effective impedance at this point is predominantly the parallel impedance of R2 and R6, increased by
the diode impedances, and is typically 2k
ohms.

Because the application of voltage regulators depends a great deal upon the internal
workings of the integrated circuit, a brief
discussion of the design is included before
actual applications are presented.

The reference circuit as it stands is not self
starting, necessitating the addition of FET
01, 01, 04, and 05. When there is no current in 02, 01 will feed current through 04
and 05 into the base of 04, thus starting the

The objective of a voltage regulator is to
provide a constant output voltage independent of input supply voltage, output load
current, and temperature. In general, it is
desirable that the regulator should limit its
own dissipation and its output current so
that fault conditions and overload will not
damage the regulator or the load.

current sources. When these are operating,
01 drops approxi mately the same voltage as
02, so 05 has no voltage across it and it no
longer affects the reference circuit. The
current through 01 drives the base of 017,
with 01 and 04 providing the correct bias
point for the proper operation of 04 and 05.

ERROR AMPLIFIER
The error amplifier in the NE550 is a differential amplifier composed of 011 and 012,
with biasing provided by 07, 08, 09, 010
and 013. 07 and 08 act as equal current
sources, driven by 02, with R4 and R5
improving the balance and output impedance characteristics. The current from 07 is
inverted in 010 and 013. 013 has twice the
area of 010, so the current sink of 013 is
twice the value of the source 07 and 08.09
eliminates the error term caused by the
basic currents of 012 and 013. Thus, the
sum of the emitter currents of 04 and 012 is
twice the current in source 08. In balance,
the current flow into the base of 014 can be
neglected, so the collector current of 012 is
equal to the current from 08. Ignoring the
base current of 012, the emitter current of
012 is half the collector current of 013, so
011 must carry the remainder. Hence, the
currents in 011 and 012 are equally
matched at balance, or no error condition.
An unbalanced condition where the base of

550 REGULATOR SCHEMATIC
r-----._----~----~----------------._--._------------_oV+

Vc

VOUT

D3
Vz
COMP

CL

CS
R2

S.4K

INV
40K

NON-INV

VREF
R6
2.5K

D,

D2

v-

Figure 4-1
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BASIC REGULATOR CONFIGURATION

CURRENT LIMITING CURVES

0.2 f-- VourVIN~+12V+--+--++-1+-+-+--+--1
+5V
I--I RSC 'llOU +--+--++-1+-+-+--+--1
o~~~~~~~~L-L-~~~

o

~

Figure 4-2b

011 is· more positive (negative) than that of
012 will lead to an increase (decrease) of
current in 011, a decrease (increase) of
current in 012, and a rise (fam of the voltage at the base of 014 and 015. Thus, a
positive voltage change on the base of 011
will lead to a higher current from VOUT, the
emitter of 015. The effect of voltage
changes on the base of 012 is, of course, the
opposite. The voltage gain of the error ampi ifier is given by
AV= RC =RC1211Rc8
2r
2kT/q1E

(4-1)

e

This is typically 5000 at room temperature,
rising a little at low temperature, and falling
slightly at high temperature. High frequency stability is ensured by connecting a
capacitor from the compensation pin to the
inverting input, giving the amplifier a
6dB/octave roll off. In this manner, external
pass elements with arbitrary phase characteristics at high frequency can still be compensated for by rolling off the amplifier.
The error voltage is derived by resistor
division of the output voltage. Since the
error amplifier inputs will seek a balance
between them, the output voltage will attain
a value equal to the reference voltage multiplied by the amplifier gain.
The collector voltage of 012 is set by the
nearly constant output voltage. Power supply rejection of the amplifier may be improved by taking the collector of 011 to the
constant voltage of 014 also.
The availability of both the inverting and
non-inverting inputs to the error amplifier
allows the regulator to be used in a wide
variety of applications.
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In some applications where the output is fed
back to the non-inverting input, a nondestructive latch-up can occur in 011. By
feeding current into the compensation pin
through a diode this phenomenon can be
avoided. Those applications requiring the
additional diode are shown with the necessary connections.

turns on removing the 120j1.A base drive
provided by 08 to 014, thus isolating the
load.
After the SCS turns on, 016 need only
provide the small base current required by
018 to sustain current limiting. The current atwhich current limiting occurs is given
by:

CONTROL DEVICE
The control element is formed by the pass
transistor Darlington pair 014-015. The
ultimate current capability of this pair is very
high, but the usable current is restricted by
packaging and assembly limitations to
about 200mA. In general, power dissipation
factors lead to more severe limitations, and
applications requiring currents in excess of
50mA are best handled with external pass
transistors. To this end, the collector of 015
is brought out separately, allowing an extended range of pass transistor connections
to be utilized. These are discussed in the
applications sections.

PROTECTION CIRCUITRY
Up to this point the design discussions have
applied both to the 550 and j1.A723 devices.
The short circuit protection sections differ
slightly. Therefore, the following discussion
will not necessarily apply to the j1.A723.
Isolating the regulator from the load during
periods of overload is the function of 016
and 018. These two transistors are arranged to form a 5CR device.
Figure 4-2 shows the basic positive voltage
regulator configuration. The sense resistor
Rsc is connected between emitter and base
of 016. When load current increases to such
a value as to turn on 016 the 5CR device

Si,gnotiCs

Isc

= Voensa

(4-2)

RSC

where Isc is the short circuit current and
Vsense is the VBE of 016.
Since the VBE of 016 falls with increasing
temperature the short circuit also falls, a
desirable trait.
The advantage of incorporating the 5CR
device for current limiting lies in foldback
limiting the output. That is, the output current under overload conditions drops to a
value far below the peak load current capability. This is essential in high current regulators to protect the regulator from excessive power dissipation. The technique of
foldback limiting and the resultant locus are
illustrated by Figure 4-3. In normal operation of the circuit no current is sourced, but
when shut down, a current
ICL ~ 108 • hFEL / (HhFEL)

4-3)

is sou rced. Bypassi ng this currentth rough a
resistor RFB as in Figure 4-3, a portion,
(lcLRFB), of the Vsense shutdown voltage can
be generated regardless of current in Rsc,
once the device is shut down.
Thus, when 016 - 018 are conducting the
major portion of 108, the shutdown condi-

Voltage Regulators

FOLD BACK CURRENT LIMITING

FOLDBACK CURRENT LIMITED OUTPUT
VOLTAGE AS A FUNCTION OF
OUTPUT CURRENT
!

VIN -15V

RSC= lOll
CFB - ,01

~fd.

,..1_
Cc

~

100pFJ

I

OUTPUT CURRENT IN rnA

Figure 4-3b

tion changes from equation 4-3 to, (ignoring
small terms),
(4-4)
IscRsc

+ ICL • RFB = Voense

Thus, the actual short circuit current can be
much less than the peak load current given
by equation 4-2. The load current-voltage
characteristics of Figure 4-3 are shown in
the curve for various values of RFS.
Since the input impedance of the CL terminal is negative over some range of voltages,
it is normally necessary to by-pass RFS with
a capacitor to maintain stability if operation
in this range is desired. A value of 0.01 J1.F is
generally satisfactory.
By increasing RFS to such a value that RFS.
ICL > Vsense, the circuit will shut down completely under overload, and not come back
into operation unless the voltage between
the CL and Cs terminals is reduced below
Vsense by some external means. In general,
this is most useful in remote shutdown
applications discussed later.
The final feature available in the dual in-line
package versions of the NE550 and the
J1.A723 is the zener diode D3 between VOUT
and Vz, (the Vz output is not available in the
L package since there are insufficient pins),
This diode is useful in certain applications
such as negative regulators, where it is
desirable for the output of the amplifier to be
level shifted to a point more negative that
VOUT is permitted to go (+2V referred to V-I.
The Zener voltage is typically 6.4V. The use
of this feature is discussed in the next section.

straightforward. Each functional block of
the regulator should be considered as to its
contribution to the system. Basic regulation
of an output voltage is achieved by multiplying a reference voltage by the gain of an
amplifier. Thus, the error amplifier may be
treated as an operational amplifier where
the 'virtual ground' and 'zero differential
voltage' statements developed in section
three apply. The reference voltage is applied to the positive input and a sample of
the output voltage is fed back to the negative input via a resistor divider network.
Since the junction of R1 and R2 in Figure4-3
will equal the reference voltage (zero differential rule), the output will be set by the ratio
of the resistors. Specifically the output voltage becomes:
Rl + R2

VOUT=VREF~

(4-5)

Each input to the error amplifier requires a
small bias current of typically 1J1.A. Since
these currents will be flowing through the
input impedances to the amplifier it is possible to generate an error voltage if the impedances to the amplifier are not equal. In
addition temperature changes will cause
fluctuations in bias current causing the
output voltage to drift. Thus, the final design
should provide a match of the input impedances both to improve accuracy and
temperature stability of the output voltage.
The effective impedance of the internal
reference voltage of the NE550 is 2kohm.
Therefore for best temperature stability the
parallel combination of R1 and R2 should be
2kohm.

APPLICATIONS
Designing basic voltage regulators with
high performance Ie regulators is relatively

R = 2k = Rl • R2
s
Rl + R2

Si!lDotms

(4-6)

The design of the regulator should satisfy
both equation 4-5 and equation 4-6 simultaneously. Solving both leads to equations
4-7 and 4-8 which express the resistor values as a function of output voltage.

R2 = 2000VOUT OHMS
VOUT-VREF

(4-71

Rl = 2000VOUT OHMS
VREF

(4-8)

Having determined the required resistor
values, the designer may find that they are
not readily available in standard values and
some adjustments are necessary. Such
changes should maintain the ratio:

VOUT _ Rl + R2
\liN - --R-2-

(4-9)

The reference voltage of the NE550 is 1.63
volts typically, with a spread of 1.53 volts
minimum to 1.73 volts maximum. This variation from unit to unit may require that some
portion of R1 or R2 be made adjustable for
exact output voltage trimming.

PASS TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
The next major subject concerns the use of
external pass transistor options. These can
readily extend the usable output current
range of the regulator to many amps and
reduce power dissipation in the IC as well.
In this way, thermal effects, (discussed later
in detail), are minimized.
The simplest circuit is that shown in Figure
4-4. Here, the internal Darlington pass transistor configuration is extended to a triplet
by the external npn transistor. For further
extension, this external device can be a
Darlington, extending the string to a quad.
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USE OF EXTERNAL NPN
PASS TRANSISTOR

USE OF PNP PASS TRANSISTOR

v+

REGULATED
OUTPUT

REGULATED
OUTPUT

N.I.

v-

ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN OHMS

Figure 4-4

Figure 4-5

USE OF PNP-NPN PASS TRANSISTOR

OVERLOAD PROTECTION OF THE
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT AND THE
PASS TRANSISTORS

"3

600

v+
v+

REGULATED
OUTPUT

NESSO

csl---"

ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN OHMS

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 4-6

This arrangement hasthe merit of economy,
since npn power transistors are generally
cheaper than pnp, but has the disadvantage
that the minimum differential voltage between input and output is increased by the
VSEs of the external transistors. The load
regulation is also somewhat degraded since
the error amplifier gain is finite and the VBE

60

REGULATED
OUTPUT

NESSO

Figure 4-7

drops of the external transistors is a function of load current.
An alternative circuit avoiding the disadvantages mentioned above is shown in Figure
4-5. This circuit uses the pnp transistor
whose base drive is obtained from the Vc
terminal.

Si!lDotiCS

The resistor R3 is used to ensure 01 turns
off under no load conditions, avoiding the
excessive buildup of leakage current that
can sometimes occur at high temperature.
The effect of 01 is to multiply the hFE of the
output transistor in the IC, withoutincreasing the VBE, hence this circuit optimizes the
load regulation also. Once again, this device

Voltage Regulators

can be replaced by a Darlington pair, butthe
VSE buildup begins to affect the differential
voltage l.imit. The best arrangement is that
shown in Figure 4-6. The npn pass transistor
is driven from a pnp device to enhance beta.
Thus, large output currents are gained without sacrificing minimum input to output
voltage differential.
The short circuit and overload protection
techn iques discussed later can all be applied to these pass transistor circuits. The
currents can be scaled by altering the value
of Rsc.
This will protect the entire regulator against
overload but will not protect the IC from
pass transistor failure. The limit is set at
several amperes- enough to destroy the IC
- should the transistor fail. Protection from
such failure can be provided by the circuit of
Figure 4-7.
RSCl performs the main short circuit protection, but Rsc21imits the IC output current to
a safe value if the pass transistors fail. The
normal voltage drop in RSC2 should be small
compared with the voltage drop in RSC1.
This circuit may be modified to include all
the protection techniques discussed next.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION
The simple short circuit protection arrangement of Figure 4-2A gives the typical output
characteristic illustrated in 4-2B. This
shows the variation of limit current with
temperature and the sharp knee between
the constant voltage and constant current
regions. Adequate for most applications,

this method has the benefit of simplicity.
The value of the short circuit resistor Rsc is
given by:

Isc ~ vsense

(4-10)

Rsc

Many variations of the basic circuit exist.
Since the regulator is shut down when the
voltage difference between CL and Cs
reaches Vsense, a set of resistors to achieve
limiting or a locus other than that given by
equation 4-10 can be chosen. For instance,
it might be beneficial to limit one supply to a
lower current level than another.
The arrangement of Figure 4-8 produces a
limit relationship

IL1RsCl + IL2 (RSCl + RSC2) < Vsense

(4-11)

This allows a higher limit on output 1
[Vsense/RsCl if I L2=0) than on output 2
[Vsense/RsCl + RSC2) if 1L1 = O),but protects
both outputs to less than these limits if the
other is carrying current. The price paid is
that only one output can be well regulated.
The other output has an effective output impedance derived from the Rsc's. If output 1
is stabilized (by tying R1 to it), then the
output impedance of output 2 will be RSC2
higher; if output 2 is stabilized, then output 1
has a low output impedance, but a high
mutual impedance from the load current IL2.
In general, any linear combination of load
currents and input or output voltages can be

used to set the overload operating conditions. In extreme cases the use of an op-amp
summing amplifier to drive CL or Cs could
be considered. However, the simple limit
scheme depicted in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 is
adequate to cover most cases.

FOLD BACK CURRENT LIMITING
The primary limitation on the use of the
simple protection of Figure 4-2 arises from
the power dissipation under short circuit
conditions. The power dissipation allowed
depends on the package type. For simplicity, we will discuss the L package (10
lead TOS) values, but the other package
limits can be substituted readily. At ambient
temperatures below 30°C, this limit is
800mW, giVing a junction-to-ambient
temperature difference in the neighborhood
of 120°C. Above this temperature, derating
at 6.8mW/o C, we find at an ambient of Soo C,
680mW, at 7SoC, S10mW, at 100°C, 300mW,
and at 12SoC, 170mW.
Clearly, under short circuit output conditions, the dissipation becomes the product
of the full input voltage and the short circuit
current. Consider a device with 20VIN,
1SVOUT, and 60mA current limit, operating
at ambient temperature of TA = 2SoC. The
standby current will be assumed to be 2mA
or a dissipation of 40mW. The pass transistor dissipation just before overload is SV at
60mA, or 300mW, for a total of 340mW, well
within ratings. But under short circuit conditions, the initial pass transistor dissipation
is 20V at 60mA, or 1.2W (a total of 1.24W), in
excess of the allowed ratings. If the 340mW

SCHEMATIC OF 10 VOLT-1
AMP REGULATOR

MODIFIED SHORT
CIRCUIT PROTECTION
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=
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Figure 4-98

Figure 4-8
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FOLD BACK LIMITING OF
10 VOLT-1 AMP REGULATOR
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Figure 4-10

Figure 4-9b

REMOTE SHUTDOWN REGULATOR
WITH CURRENT LIMITING

NESSO

this type of circuit. The basic NE550 foldback circuit is shown in Figure 4-3. The
internal operation of this circuit was de.scribed earlier and will not be repeated here.
The current that can be drawn without significant drop in VOUT called the knee current, ((kneel, can be considerably greater
than the short-circuited output current, Isc.
The equations controlling the currents are,
for I knee.

Iknee = VsenseiRsc

csl----~

14-121

and for Isc,

Isc = IVsense - IClRFS)/Rsc

= IVsense -

1/48T80

Figure 4-11
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14-131

where ICl is 1251'A.

SHUTDOWN

dissipation is maintained to reach equilibrium, the junction temperature will rise to
about 75°C, and the short circuit current
will fall to about 52mA. so the short circuit
dissipation is then 1.0SW, still in excess of
ratings. Eventually, the junction temperaturewill reach 150°C, where the short circuit
current will be about 37mA, and the total
dissipation about SOOmW, just acceptable at
an ambient temperature of 25°C. High ambient temperature will degrade the situation. Taking a worst case situation, with VIN
= 40V, TA= 125°C, and I standby=2.0mA,

RFS. 1251'A)/Rsc

the allowable package dissipation is
170mW, of which SOmW is taken by standby
current, leaving 90mW for the pass device.
Thus, the short circuit current must not
exceed 2.2mA. However, with VOUT at 35V,
the allowable output current is lSmA. The
same problem arises in circuits using pass
transistors, except that the dissipation is
transferred to the pass transistor itself.
The solution to this problem is found in
foldback current limiting circuits. The
NE550 device is particularly well suited to
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The primary disadvantage of this scheme is
that for certain load lines the circuit will not
start. Large capacitive loads may trigger the
fold back circuit causing the regulator to
prematurely shut down. Momentary overloads such as start up may have to be
tolerated in this case by shorting out Rsc
until the capaCitance has charged. The advantage of this circuit is that the dissipation
under all types of overload is markedly
reduced and by careful design, the knee
current can be set at the dissipation limit
value without exceeding this limit under
overload.
An alternative circuit, with advantages and
disadvantages of its own, is shown in Figure
4-9. This circuit can be used with the 550
and the p.A723 devices, and is basically a
variant of the "linear combination of voltage
and .currentn type.

Voltage Regulators

Here, the combination is of load current and
output voltage, such that
(4-141
Vsense =

[VOUT

+ Iknee

- VOUT

(where Icl

0

RSC]

Iknee =

(4-15)
(R3 + R41 (Vsense - iclR31 + VouTR3
RscR4

The short circuit current is less than the full
load or "knee" current and is described by

Ise = (R3 + R41 (Vsense - Ic/R31
RscR4

(4-16)

The parallel combination of R3 and R4 form
a feedback resistor so the impedance
should be less than 1 kohm. Values larger
than 1 kohm cause the inherent foldback
characteristic of the N E550 to latch back
before assuming the linear load line of Figure 4-9.
Ignoring small quantities the resistor values
of R3 and R4 are selected from the ratio

R4
R3

(VOUT

Iscl

_1

(4-17)

Vsense (/knee - Isc)

A design example is included here to illustrate the design procedure.
Design Example
18 Volt Input
10 Volts Output @ 1 Amp
Foldback Current Limiting
Step 1 Compute minimum
with Iknee = 1 amp by

short circuit

~>
2Vsense
>~> 113mA
Iknee Vsense + VOUT 10.6
Step 2 Select Ise at 150mA
Step 3 Calculate R3/R4 ratio using equation
4-17

B4
R3

=

(101 (1501 _ 1 = 2.94
.6 (,8501

Step 4 Because R3 in parallel with R4 must
be less than 1 kohm select R3 at 1k. Thus, R4
becomes 2.94K. Rounding to standard values select R3 = 1K and R4 = 3K.

Step 5 Using equation 4-16 and solving for
Rse by
Rse = (41 (,475) + 10
3

=

(41 1.475) + 10
4.3

= .991

amp

NE5501

Solving for Iknee we find

Iknee

Step 7 Recalculate Iknee using the selected
standard values by equation 4-15

rLR3+R4
~J

+ IclR3

= 1251lA for the

Step 6 Select standard value of Rse = 4 ohms

3.9611

Step 8 Recalculate Ise using selected values
by equation 4-16
Isc

= (4) 1.475) = 158mA
12

Figure 4-9a illustrates the final regulator
arrangement with the shut down locus given
by Figure 4-9b. Excellent alignment of calculated and measured results was obtained.
The foldback characteristic is of the type
shown in Figure 4-9b and should be contrasted with that of Figure 4-3.
Two distinct disadvantages of this circuit
are readily apparent. First, the voltage drop
across Rse becomes large and adds directly
to the minimum differential voltage required
between VIN and VOUT. This in turn causes
excessive power consumption in the regulator since the power dissipated by the pass
transistor is equal to the input-output voltage differential multiplied by the peak load
current.
Secondly, since Rse is larger than normal,
and must handle all load current, its wattage
must be increased. It should be noted that
load regulation will be adversely affected as
well.
With these disadvantages in mind, large
peak current regulators are usually best
protected by the foldback characteristic
shown by Figure 4-3. This circuit is advantageous because Rse is small and therefore
affects load regulation to a smaller degree
and the latch back characteristic instantly
switches the regulator from an overload
condition back into one of safe power dissipation.

REMOTE SHUTDOWN
Quite often, especially in large systems, a
circuit failure or alarm may be required to
remove power from the main system. Remote control of the NE550 is relatively easy
as shown in Figure 4-10. A current injected
into Rx sufficient to develop Vsense across R'x
will shut down the regulator.
Note that for the NE550 if lei. Rx is greater
than Vssnse (lei = 125IlA), the regulator will
latch in the shut down mode until Rx is
sufficiently reduced. This action can be
beneficial in avoiding the requirement for an
external latch should the initial remote com-
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mand be removed when the supply shuts
down. Use of this technique will be discussed in more detail later.
A remote control circuit which retains any of
the current limiting protection schemes so
far discussed and adds control via a standard TTL logic level is shown in Figure 4-11.
The gate listed in the figure is a suitable
open collector gate with high voltage breakdown.
Selection of any other open collector gate
should be based upon a breakdown at least
2 volts higher than the maximum VOUT and
with output leakage well below 50IlA.
Naturally, no gate inputs or other loads
should be tied to the line, but any number of
gates meeting the above needs in total may
be used in a wired-OR configuration. Tristate outputs may not be used. Note that if
the normal VOUT is high, the load capacitance may be discharged through the reverse emitter base diodes of the pass transistors and the gate. This current can be
limited by a series resistor not to exceed 2
kohms. Remote shut down is especially
useful to ensure turn off of multiple supplies
if anyone supply becomes overloaded.
A schematic showing one possible technique for doing this is shown in Figure4-12,
where the use of open collector AND gates
gives a simple logic structure. The diodes
are not needed for supplies not exceeding
the Vee logic level, and it has been assumed
that each supply has a load adequate to turn
on the gate input.
The string may be reset by shutting down
the Vec supply to the gates, which must be
separate from the string of controlled supplies.
Another circuit technique giving linked
shutdown of regulators is given in the NonBasic Configurations Section, (Figures4-17
and 4-181.
Figure 4-13 shows another use of the latch
capability of the NE550 regulator in a remote latching shutdown regulator. The circuit is operated by TTL gates, with separate
inputs for shutdown and unlatch (or resell.
In normal operation, the shutdown line is
high, so the output of the shutdown gate is
low, and regardless of the state of the unlatch gate, VOUT is set at the normal level.
If the unlatch input is low, and the shutdown
input goes low, the CL input will be pulled
up by R3 (and R4 if needed), the regulator
will shut down, and the current sourced from
the CL terminal will latch the regulator
shutdown, even after the shutdown line
goes high again, while the unlatch input
remains low. When the unlatch line goes
high, the sourced current is taken through
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REMOTE SLAVING OF MULTIPLE SUPPLIES

VOUT

-'1.""'_--RSC

CL /--.....

REGULATED

OUTPUT

550

550

cs /--------i

C,
100 pF

cs/-----~

C,

R,

R,

100 pF

TO OTHER REGULATORS

Figure 4-12

LATCHING REMOTE SHUTDOWN REGULATOR

BASIC NEGATIVE REGULATOR

1

REGULATED

OUTPUT

r-

Vec

v+

Vc

,---<

R,

r-

'OK

v'

Vc

VREF

VOUT

Va
",'

Vz

R,

VOUT

R3
2K

1K

550

R3
10 K

~ N.!.

CL

f--o

cs

f---o

,\7

,,,

COMP

v-

T

UNLATCH

C,
500 of

R,

REGULATED
OUTPUT

Rl + R2

VOUT'= -VAEF X - - -

All resistor values are in ohms

R2
Rl X R2

- - - = 2kn for minimum temperature drift

Rl

+ R2

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 4-14

Figure 4-13

the unlatched gate, the CL terminal drops
below Vsense, and the regulator resets. The
figure lists some suitable gates, but any
open collector gate can be used for the
unlatch gate, and any gate at all for the
shutdown gate. If an active pullup gate is
used in the latter position, R4 may be omitted. Using 8T90 gates, a pulse width into the
shutdown input of 50ns was found adequate
to ensure latched shutdown, although the
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regulator output in the configuration tested
did not decay fully until more than 1!J.s after
the pulse. Since this circuit uses the internal
shutdown components, additional short circuit protection would require an external
transistor, connected to the compensation
terminal. This basic arrangement can also
be used with MOS logic driving the CL input,
although diode gating will normally be
needed to ensure correct operation.
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NON-BASIC CONFIGURATIONS
All the circuits discussed so far have been
variations on the basic positive voltage regulator. There are many other circuit configurations that can be used, however, including negative voltage regulators, floating
reg u lators (for voltages exceed i ng the maximum voltage ratings) and switching regulators for highly efficient regulation. Many of
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NEGATIVE REGULATOR (LESS THAN -8.5 VOLTS)

PROVIDING NEGATIVE
REGULATOR OVERLOAD PROTECTION

POSITIVE
SUPPLY

V'N
10K

~~

Vc

10K

VOUT

Vzf----+-~-I:.a,
550

.,

'K

vzl--+-.....-c a,

Cl
550

CL

cs
·sc

.,

c,

500pF

c,

'--_6--_-+____t -_ _..............,~~~~~~~TED

L-_ _~>__----"'50"'O'''-F---_4___ ~~~~~:TED

All resistor values are in ohms
All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 4-15

Figure 4-16

CASCADING REGULATORS

·so

SECOND

THIRD

LEVEL
REG. OUTPUT

lEVEL
REG. OUTPUT

·so

·so

.,

.,

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 4-17

the pass transistor and overload protection
circuits discussed in the previous section
are applicable to these configurations also.

NEGATIVE REGULATORS
The basic negative voltage regulator circuits are shown in Figure 4-14.
Note that for units not having the Vz terminal (those in 10 pin packages) an external
6.2V Zener can be used.
The inverting and non-inverting input connections are reversed. and the pass transistor 01 acts as a level shifted em ilter follower
from VOUT to drive the output. The regulator
is driven from its own output, so the line
regulation is excellent. the load regulation is
controlled by the hFE of 01 and the load

regulation of the IC. R3 must be of sufficient
value to drive the maximum load current
through 01 at the minimum input voltage.
and large enough not to draw more than
10mA through the internal Zener (the Vz
terminaf) at minimum load and maximum
VIN. This places a lower limit on the hFE of
01. which for large currents may need to be
a Darlington pair or equivalent.
The supply voltage for the regulator is derived from the output voltage. For this reason the output voltage available is limited to
values more negative than -8.5 volts.
A circuit such as in Figure 4-15 overcomes
this limitation but assumes the presence of a
positive supply. This is usually acceptable
since the majority of negative regulator
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requirements arise from the need for symmetrical positive and negative voltages.
The diode and resistor frequently shown in
negative regulator applications is necessary
to avoid a possible forward base-collector
bias on 012 of Figure 4-1. Should forward
base-collector bias occur. the regulator will
latch up preventing regulation at initial power up. The diode can be a small signal type
with a forward current of 100!-,A. Diode
current flows only during initial turn on and
sees approximately two volts reverse bias
under normal operation. The resistor
should be of sufficient value to allow approximately 100!-,A to flow into the VOUT
terminal.
Short circuit protection of negative regula-
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tion can be overcome by using noating
regulator techniques.

POSITIVE FLOATING REGULATOR

R3

R4

20K

'OK

The limits on VINcan be overcome by using
a preregulator to feed the V+ and Ve lines,
but the VOUT limitation requires greater
sophistication. The circuits of Figures 4-18
and 4-19 show two techniques that can be
used to give output voltages well outside the
range of the IC device .

J.

...... 02

V

~O,

~r '2V
01

V+

VOUT
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-----,

Vzl--

r - - - VAEF

*

ell--

I

R5
50

560

REGULATED
OUTPUT

R,

I
I

esl--

i

~

~
COMP
N1
•

V-

Short circuit protection can be arranged by
removing base drive from 02 is desired.

In.

J;-

NOISE, TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS, AND TRANSIENT
RESPONSE

R:i

500pF

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 4-18

NEGATIVE FLOATING REGULATOR

.
'

12V

y+
VREF

Vc
VOUT

Vzl--~--t:
R,

a,

All resistor values. are in ohms

Figure 4-19
tors cannot be implemented IN.ith the circuits previously described because of the
inve~ion of the error amplifier inputs.
Protection can be provided with the addition of a transistor as illustrated by Figure 416. Note that the saturation voltage of 02 at
the maximum current through R5 must be
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In both circuits, R3 and CRl provide a low
voltage supply to preregulate the input voltage to a level within the IC ratings. The
circuits of Figure 4-18 connects the internal
pass transistor in the grounded emitter configuration through the 6.2 volt zener Vz with
overload protection provided by R5. Cascaded into the pass transistor is the high
voltage transistor 01 which provides level
translation and voltage control to 02, the
pass transistor.

less than the VBE of 01. Other components
are not critical.

FLOATING REGULATORS
SO far only output voltages less than the 40
volt maximum ratings of the NE550.have
been covered. The maximum voltage limita-
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An almost inherent property of reverse biased junctions of the emitter base type is
voltage noise at breakdown as a result of socalled microplasmas. The noise arises as a
result of space-charge induced instability of
the breakdown of localized minor imperfections and irregularities. The inherently
clean and defect free processing used for
integrated circuits reduces this effect to a
minimum, butthe.statistical inevitabilities of
diffusion processes have sufficient irregularity to lead to some small noise generation. The characteristic noise pattern is
displayed as step-function current change
as each microplasma switches on and off.
Each microplasma switches at roughly constant voltages, leading to approximately
constant voltage transitions.
Since the reference voltage for the NE550 is
derived from the breakdown of the emitterbase junction, this noise will appear at the
reference terminal. Transformed by the internal network between the zener diode and
the reference terminal, this is the major
component of noise in the regulator. For
applications where the noise level could be
troublesome, it can be reduced by putting a
low pass filter between the zener and the
amplifier input. The low frequency component of the noise is quite small. Since the
internal reference impedance of the NES50
is 2Kn, placing a capacitor between VREF
and ground will generally be all that is required.
In circuits where the reference is divided
down, the divider impedance provides some

Voltage Regulators

There are three effects to be considered,
then, upon imposition of a line or load step
to a regulator circuit; the initial reaction is
controlled by the transient response. After a
few microseconds, the transient dies away
and the response becomes the data sheet
defined regulation. After a time of many tens
of milliseconds, the changing die temperature begins to take effect. After perhaps one
minute, the die temperature stabilizes and
no further changes occur. As mentioned
above, each of these effects is effectively
separate, and should be allowed for separately.

effective series resistance, but in other applications better results may be obtained by
the use of a simple series RC network.
Suitable circuits are shown in Figures 4-86A
and 4-86B.
The line and load regulation performance
discussed in previous sections and presented in the data sheets are all values defined
and measured under such conditions that
the die temperature is constant. The circuit
dissipation is changed by changes in input
line voltage and load current. Therefore, the
consequent changes in die temperature,
which primarily affects the reference voltage, must be accounted for separately. The
temperature effects are certainly not negligible in many applications.
A regulator operating at 10Vin and 5Vou l
with a load current that steps from 1mA to
50mA will have a short time (1-10msec)
output voltage change of typically under
3mV. The dissipation increases, however,
by 250mW, leading to a temperature rise of
about 25° C at the die. With temperature
coefficient of 0.005%/° C, this leads to an
output voltage change of 6mV, twice the
short time value. If the input voltage had
been higher, say 15V, the same load step
would eventually result in about four times
the voltage change, though the short term
change would not be affected significantly.
The effects of transient line and load
changes are primarily concerned with the
impulse response of the amplifier, which in
turn depends on the compensation and
external connections involved in the particular circuit being used. Typical transient
responses for simple configurations are
given for the NE550 in Figure 4-20.

3 TERMINAL REGULATORS
Introduction
The 78HVOO series regulators are monolithic three terminal devices intended for fixed
voltage outputs. Since no external elements
are required they are excellent candidates
for PC card and subsystem regulation. With
the use of these devices much system crosstalk and power supply distributed noise
can be eliminated. These devices are available in 5, 6,8,12,15,18 and 24 volts, positive
or negative, with 3 output current ratings.
The "A78HVOO has a unique process which
gives an input breakdown voltage greater
than 60 volts. Transients and momentary
inputs may be as high as 60 volts without
damaging the regulator. Under these high
input conditions, the regulator may go into
current limiting or thermal shutdown.

Applications
As with any voltage distribution system,
effort should be expended to keep the out-

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

put impedance of three terminal regulators
as low as possible.
Possessing 20 to 30 milliohms output impedance at low frequencies, the regulator's
output impedance will increase with frequency. This becomes significant, especially in TTL systems, where current impulses
from the logic are in the Megahertz regions.
Thus it becomes necessary to bypass the
supply lines for high frequencies to insure
stability and error free operation. The best
technique for achieving low impedance at
all frequencies is to use a large tantalum (10471'fd) in parallel with small (O.01I'fd) disc
ceramics. In systems where fairly large
printed circuit boards are used, the disc
ceramics should be disbursed upon the
board to neutralize the trace inductance. No
other stabilization techniques should be required.

Thermal limitations
The maximum allowable junction temperature and the ambient temperature expected
determine whether a heat sink will be required for a particular regulator application.
As seen from the derating curves of Figure
4-32 the maximum no heatsink powerdissipation allowable for the TO-3 is 3 watts and
for the TO-220 is 2 watts. Above 25°C this
must be derated according to the relationship
TJ (MAX) - TA

(4-18)

0JA

Figure 4-21 summarizes the maximum junction temperature and thermal resistivities of
the TO-3 and TO-220 packages. The power
dissipation qualities of heat sinks are usually well established by the manufacturer.

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

LINE TRANSIENT RESPONSE
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Figure 4-208

Figure 4-20A
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SERIES
PACKAGE

78HVOO
TO-3

78HVOOC
TO-3

78HVOOC
TO-220

78MHVOO
TO-39

150

125

125

175

175

125

°C

-55

0

0

-55

0

0

°C

Maximum junction temperature,
TJ(MAX)
Minimum ambient temperature,
TJ(MIN)

78MHVOOC 78MHVOOC
TO-220
TO-39

UNIT

Thermal resistance
junction-to-case, E)JC
Thermal resistance
junction-to-case, E)JA

4

4

4

20

20

5

°C/W

35

35

50

150

150

50

°C/W

Maximum allowable dissipation,
Po(MAX)

15

15

15

5

5

5

W

Figure 4-21
infinite heat sink were possible, the junction
temperature would exceed 125° C. If the
required E)JA is greater than E)JA for a package, that package may be used without a
heat sink. In all other cases a package/heat
sink combination is necessary. Subtract
E)JC for the preferred package from the
requiredE)JA to arrive at the necessary heat
sink thermal resistance E)HS.

Since the common terminal of these devices
is common they may be bolted directly to
the chassis, using the surface area as the
heat sink.
Figure 4-22 provides a selection chart which
relates surface area of the chassis material
to the thermal resistivity. It should be noted
that the surface area refers to both sides of
the material.
In order to find a thermal resistivity scribe a
vertical line from the surface area across the
appropriate material.

To use the nomograph, selectthe maximum
load current on Line A and the maximum
input/output voltage differential on Line D.
The line joining these pOints intersects Line
B at a point representing the maximum
power dissipation. Join this Line B intersection to a pOint on Line C representing the
maximum expected ambient temperature.
Extend this line so it intersects Line E. The
Line E intersection represents the total
junction-to-ambient thermal resistance required for the particular application. If the
Line E intersection falls above the junctionto-ambient thermal resistance, E)JA, no heat
sink is required.

Heat Sinks
As a further aid in determining which package/heat sink combination is best suited to
a given application, the following nomograph (Figure 4-24) solves for E)JA from basic
current, input/output voltage differential
and ambient temperature information. The
package thermal resistances have been superimposed on the E)JA line E.lfthe required
E)JA is less than E)JC for a package, then that
package cannot be considered. Even if an

HEAT SINK MATERIAL SELECTION GUIDE

To determine the thermal resistance of a
heat sink, subtract the junction-to-case
thermal resistance, E)JC. of the selected
package from the Line E intersection.
• For TO-39, subtract 20°CIW
• For TO-3, subtract 4°C/W
• For TO-220, subtract 4°C/W
Example:
Choose a regulator to supply 275mA (max)
with an input/output voltage differential of
6V (max) at an ambient temperature of 50°C
(max). Join the 275mA pOint on Line A to the
6V point on Line D. The intersection with
Line B gives a power dissipation of 1.7W.
Join 1.7W to the 50° C point on Line C and
extrapolate to an intersection with Line E.
This gives a total junction-to-ambient thermal resistance requirement of 45° CIW. The
regulator package choices are
• A TO-39 package with a heat sink of
25°C/W thermal resistance (subtract
20°C/W E)Jc).
• A TO-220 package with a heat sink of
41 ° C/W thermal resistance (subtract
4°C/W E)Jc).
• A TO-3 package with no heat sink
(45°C/W falls above E)JA for the Toc3)'
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The versatility of the I'A78HVOO family of
regulators may be increased beyond the
basic 3-terminal use by the addition of external components. The following applications contain circuits which cover the range
of 0.5V to 30V output, and output currents in
excess of 10A. Note that apart from power
considerations the I'A78HVOO and
I'A78MHVOO devices are interchangeable in
all applications.
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Fixed Output Regulator
In this basic application of Figure 4-24, the
last two digits of the device code specify the
nominal output voltage. The insulating
washer normally used when heat-sinking a
power transistor may be omitted when
mounting the regulator since the case of the
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A

PACKAGE/HEAT SINK NOMOGRAPH

MAXIMUM
CURRENT
A

25
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INPUTJQUTPUT
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Figure 4-23

device is at ground potential. This is true
unless circulating ground currents are a
problem.

Current Regulator
The circuit shown in Figure 4-25 supplies a
regulated current to a load, its value being
determined by an external resistor. The
minimum input/output differential in this
application is (minimum regulator input/
output differential voltage) + (maximum
regulator output voltage). For currents up to
1A O°C to 70° C, this voltage is typically 2.2V
+ 5.25V, or 7.45V.

High Current Voltage Regulators
Currents in excess of the output capabilities
of the basic regulator can be obtained with
the circuit shown in Figure 4-26. The value
of R1 determines the point at which 01
begins to conduct and hence bypasses the
regulator. This supply can be protected
against a short circuit load by adding a short

circuit sense resistor, R2, and a pnp transistor 02. In this circuit 02 must be able to
handle the short circuit current of the
regulator, since when 01 is bypassed, the
regulator goes into its short-circuit mode.

Variable Output Voltage
Regulators
In Figure 4-27 a voltage pedestal is developed across R2, which is then added to the
normal regulated output Vxx, such that
Vo

=

vxx

(1+ :~) + IqR2

The current through R1 should be set much
higher than the quiescent current IQ to
minimize the effects of the change in IQ
which occurs with a change in VIN.

Switching Regulators
A switching regulator may be used in those
cases where the dissipation of a linear
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regulator is excessive. Figure 4-28 shows
that when power is first applied, current
flows through R3 and the IlA78HVOO device
to the output. As soon as the current generates a voltage drop sufficient to forward bias
01 's base-emitter junction, 01 is driven
toward saturation. The increase in voltage
at the collector applies powerthrough L 1 to
the load and provides positive feedback
through R1 and R2 toassurea full switching
action. As the output voltage approaches
the sum of IlA78HVOO regulated output plus
the voltage developed across R2, current
flow through the IlA78HVOO decreases.
Input voltages in excess of the maximum
input voltage rating of the regulator may be
accommodated by the inclusion of a voltage
dropping Zener (01), This reduces the voltage appearing across leads 1 and 3 of the
IlA78HVOO to an acceptable level.
When the base current drops below the level
required to keep 01 in saturation, the
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BASIC FIXED OUTPUT REGULATOR

BASIC CURRENT REGULATOR
INPUT <>--_~

v'No--.__--'I

f-!----r--o Vo

R1

L----~-oOUTPUT

C2

Output Current ==

5.0 V)
(R1

+ 10

Figure 4-25
Figure 4-24
VARIABLE OUTPUT REGULATOR
HIGH CURRENT REGULATORS

O_ _ _ _ _
·VIN

V'No-_ _ _,

~lr jJA78HVXY ..
I2'--""---1_~

-1

jJA7BMHVXX

r

iT

1vxx

3, 1'0

' ; ' ' - - - - - - - - - " T ' - - - < l Vo

Vo

R1

R2

Figure 4-27
C2

JOl "F
SWITCHING REGULATOR
a
~------_-~Vo

Q2

R3
47

2N6124

R1
30

!.

• C2

R2
05

b

Figure 4-26
collector voltage starts to decrease and the
positive feedback loop completes the
switching action.

/.lA78HV14
There is a sufficient requirement for a power
supply output voltage of 13.8 Volts. Therefore, Signetics Analog now offers the
~7814 type 1 amp three terminal regulator
with 13.8 volts nominal output.
One of the main requirements for this 13.8
volt regulator is for AC line operation of
automotive type equipment With the increase in the number of CB sets and the
servicing required on CB, AM/FM stereo
radio, the battery substitution powersupply
is becoming more prevalent. Another major
need for battery substitution power supplies
is in the home operation 01 the portable
automotive equipment. The portable CB
can be removed from the vehicle to prevent
theft and also utilized in the home with a
battery substitution power supply using the
I'A78HV14.
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Figure 4-28

NEGATIVE REGULATORS
Introduction
The J.LA79 series regulators are monolithic
three terminal devices intended for negative
fixed voltage outputs. They are an excellent
choice for PC card and subsystem regulation due to their self-contained simplicity.
These devices are available in negative 5, 6,
8, 12, 15, 18 and 24 volts. The voltage and
power output ranges are designated as fol"
lows:
7905

~1Amp
SOOmA

79M 05

T

Output
Current _ _ _~~

5 Volt Output

T
L - - 5 Volt Output

Voltages other than those listed are also
available upon special order.

Applications
As with the I'A78 voltage regulators, effort
should be made to keep the output impedance as low as possible. This is accom-

Si!lDotms

plished with bypass on the supply lines for
high frequencies to insure stability and
error-free operation. Use a large tantalum
(10-47I'fdl in parallel with a small C011'fdl
disc ceramic. Output bypass capacitors will'
improve the transient response of the
regulator. A good high frequency ceramic
or tantalum of 11'f will generally suffice.
Keep lead lengths as short as possible.
All of the applications for Signetics positive
regulators can be used with the negative
regulators. The polarities are inversed, the
sense diode is reversed and the pnp's are
replaced with NPN transistors. Specific circuit configurations are shown in figures 429 and 4-39.

PROGRAMMABLE
REGULATORS
Introduction
The I'A78GHV and I'A79G are positive and
negative programmable regulators respectively. They are identical. to their I'A78HV
and I'A79 counterparts with the excepti.on
to the reference to the error amplifier being

Voltage Regulators

FIXED OUTPUT REGULATOR

BATTERY SUBSTITUTION
POWER SUPPLY

1-'=-.-0 v OUT
lpF

~II

YOUT= 13.8V
@3A

r------+--~

Figure 4-30

BASIC CURRENT REGULATOR

Figure 4-29

S.ov

Output current =

brought out and the voltage determining
divider being supplied by the circuit designer rather than internal to the regulator. The
voltage may be adjusted over the range of S
to 30V for the "A78GHV and "A79G from
-30 to -2.2 volts. They have the same inherent feature that other devices in the series
have.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
SERIES

R1 + 10

Figure 4-31

~A79XX

VARIABLE OUTPUT
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

HIGH CURRENT
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
lOUT

r------_<> v OUT

Applications
The basic programmable voltage regulator
circuits and design considerations follow.

R2

VBEIOll

The "A78GHV and "A79G adjustable voltage regulators have an output voltage
which varies from VCONTROL to typically
VIN-2V by VOUT = VCONTROL(R1 + R2). The
R2
nominal reference in the "A78GHV is S.OV
and "A79G is -2.23V. If we allow 1.0mA to
flow in the control string to eliminate bias
current effects, we can make R2 = SkO in the
"A78GHV. The output voltage is then:VouT
= (R1 + R2) V, where R1 and R2 are in KOs.
Example:

Both "A78G and "A79G regulators have
thermal overload protection from excessive
power, internal short circuit protection
which limits each circuit's maximum current, and output transistor safe area protection for reducing the output current as the
voltage across each pass transistor is increased.
Although the internal power dissipation is
limited, the junction temperature must be

Figure 4-33

Figure 4-32

HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT,
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED

,.-------<> V OUT

."
R'

If R2 = 5kil and R1 = 10kil then
VOUT = 15V nominal, for the "A78G:
R2 = 2.2kil and R1 = 12.8kil then
VOUT = -for the "A79G.

By proper wiring of the feedback resistors,
load regulation of the devices can be improved significantly.

iNBE (01)

Rl = ~ = IREOIMAXI l/l+ II -IOUTIMAXI
101 = /l1011 IREG

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Rl

=

IQ:....1_1 - - _ _ _iN::....;:B::.E.c:
IREQIMAXI III + 1I - IOUTIMAXI
R;c

= VBE(Q2)
Ise

Figure 4-34

HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT, F"'-DBACK
CURRENT LIMITED

O.1IJ.F

Rl = _ _.....:..iN_B:c:E:....IO_ll_ __
IREOIMAXI l/l + II - IOUTIMAXI

Figure 4-35
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VARIABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE,
-30V TO -7V

0--.-....-'1

V IN

NEGATIVE OUTPUT VOLTAGE CIRCUIT

~-----r-----'----'-~VOUT

,?!-33V

O.lK
O.1uF

'Ok

Figure 4-37

Figure 4-36
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE TRACKING
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
VARIABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE,
-0.5V TO -10V

r"""--"""'''''''---o -VOUT

!-=-..----t-----.....--.-<l VOUT
4.7K

R4
<:::

9'0

1,Ok

COMMON1..

1.. COMMON
4.7K

'Ok
IIA741

+V

~--------~~-o+VOUT

~~Vo-----------------~

Figure 4-38

Figure 4-39

kept below the maximum specified temperature in order to meet data sheet specifications. To calculate the maximum junction
temperature or heat sink required, the following thermal resistance values should be
used:

Package

TYP

MAX

TYP

MAX

8JC

8JC

8JA

8JA

~~';iER

7.5°C/W 11°C/W 75°CIW 80'CIW

TO-3

4.0'C/W

~

Bcs

+ BSA

Solving for TJ: TJ ~ TA + Po
PoBJA (Without heat sink)
Where

/lA78GHV
In many ",A78GHVapplications, compensation capacitors may not be required. However, for stable operation of the regulator
over all input voltage and output current
ranges, bypassi ng of the input and output
(0.33",F and 0.1 ",F, respectively) is recom-

mended. Input bypassing is necessary if the
regulator is located far from the filter capacitor of the power supply. Bypassing the
output will improve the transient response
of the regulator.

I'A78GHV AND I'A79G
POWER TAB (U1) PACKAGE
WORST CASE POWER DISSIPATION
AS A FUNCTION OF
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

I'A78GHV AND I'A79G TO-3 PACKAGE
WORST CASE POWER DISSIPATION
vs
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

6'C/W 44°C/W 47°C/W

PD (MAX) ~ TJ(MAX) - TA or TJ (MAX) - rA
8JC + BCA
BJA
(Without a heat sink)
BCA

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS FOR

(BJC

+ BCA)

or TA

+

TJ ~ Junction Temperature
T A ~ Ambient Temperature
Po ~ Power Dissipation
BJ-A ~ Junction to ambient thermal
resistance
BJC ~ Junction to case thermal
resistance
BCA ~ Case to ambient thermal
resistance
Bcs ~ Case to heat sink resistance
BSA ~ Heat sink to ambient thermal
resistance

'00
IUMIT 78G179G-

100

,J.

flvFUvrrE
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(If.!

IiE4r
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$'1\1
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It
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'.0
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Figure 4-40
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'00
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Figure 4-41
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TEST LOAD CIRCUITS
I'A78GHV TEST CIRCUIT 1

POSITIVE HIGH CURRENT
SHORT CIRCUIT
PROTECTED REGULATOR

VOUT

OUT
o--~ IN

CONTROL
COMM

0.3 3iJF

Rse

R1

).lA78GHV

!-----<

1j

POSITIVE 5 TO 30V ADJUSTABLE
REGULATOR lOUT> 5.0A

O.1u

R2

'0

COMM

+ 32V

D-....JVv..............

..1
Your =

R1 + R2)
( ~
VCONTROL

5.

VCONTROL Nominal = 5V

[01])
(R8 e- VBE
---Ise

Recommended R2 current = 1 rnA
:.R2 ~ Skn (78G)
R2 ~ 2.2kil (79G)

-=-

NOTE: External series pass device is
not short circuit protected.

Figure 4-42

Figure 4-45

Figure 4-48

I'A79G TEST CIRCUIT 2

± 10V, 1.0A
DUAL TRACKING REGULATOR

POSITIVE HIGH CURRENT SHORT
CIRCUIT PROTECTED REGULATOR

OUT I-~-.---Q

OUT I---.---.---Q + 1OV

V,No--.--------------,

)JA78GHV

R1

5.

+ 15V o--4r---1IN

OUT 1----<.---.--1"

r~F

R2

723'1+

COMMcr~~---~~---~-+---Q

Vour

~(

J.1A78GHV

O.1.u F

R1 R: R2 )

~79G

VeONTROL
-15V o-.......~--1IN

VCONTROL Nominal = -2.23V

Your

7.77k

OUT 1--4---+---Q -10V

Recommended R2 current = 1 rnA
:. R2 ~ Skll (78G)
R2 ~ 2.2kn 179G)

If load is not ground referenced, connect reverse biased
diodes from outputs to ground.

Figure 4-43

Figure 4-46

Figure 4-49

POSITIVE 5 TO 30V
ADJUSTABLE REGULATOR

OUTPUT WAVEFORM

BASIC POSITIVE REGULATOR
OUT

+VOUT

f,A78GHV
+VINcr~----l IN
O.331JF

IN

OUT

R1

30V----------------

+VOUT

pA78GHV

CONTROL

O.1/.LF

COMMON
R2

IN

+VIN

1/

25.
/

CONTROL

O.33J.1f

O.lJ.1F

COMMON
5.

R1

+ R2)

VOUT = Yeo NT ( ~

Figure 4-44

-=-

Smnl!tiCS

~4STEPS

5vI
-=-

Figure 4-47

/

ov - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 4-50
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NE/SE5554 DUAL TRACKING
REGULATOR
The Signetics. NE/SE5554 is a monolithic
dual tracking regulator designed for use
where dual supplies must track with close
tolerances. It was designed with ease of
production and high performance in mind.
The intent was to supply a product which
has performance surpassing its intended
need and no additional features.
The device is composed ota negative, zener
referenced regulator with an inverting
amplifier-follower. The zener regulator has
a zener controlled current source and a
forward biased diode for temp. compensation. This classical reference was used for
one main reason ... simplicity. The main
justification to use this is the devices intended use. Considering 4 basic contributors to output voltage change, (1) Line regulation, (2) Load regulation, (3) Temperature
Coefficient, (4) Popcorn noise, all of these,
and combinations of them, are small considering the uses this device is intended for:
1. Op-Amp Supplies
2. Sense-Amp Supplies
3. Analog Signal Processors (Driver-Gates,
Mpx, etc')
4. MOS-LSI Systems
5. Communications Circuits
These applications all have excellent power
supply rejection or limited need for very
close control of slight variations on supply
lines. In short, it is an attempt to supply a
customer with a device designed for his
uses, but not costing money for features he
doesn't need.

needed. This is a great advantage as mostof
the currently available devices require 10",1
output capacitors or other cumbersome
externally compensation.

exact positive and negative voltages are
necessary external balance potentiometer
may be added as shown.

The performance expectations reflect the
intended use:

BALANCED DUAL TRACKING
REGULATOR

Your
Your
Your
Your

Tolerance
Regulation
(Load & Line)
Temp. Coefficient
Noise

5%

+VIN

1%

5554

The intended use being power supplies, not
reference supplies. Most devices these regulators would be driving have excellent
power supply rejection, such as operational
amplifiers, Analog switches, MOS logic,
communication circuits, and will not be
adversely alfected by the output voltage
tolerances, including noise and temperature coefficient.
The initial output voltages of the NE5554
will track exactly butthe absolute pos voltage will be different from the absolute neg
voltage. This is due to small process variations in the internal balance resistors.

NE/SE5554 DUAL TRACKING
REGULATOR APPLICATION
NOTE
For most applications, this difference is of
no concern. For those applications where

CONTROL

11 ....-----;~O-VOUT

Figure 4-52
This output balance control may be used to
change the positive regulated voltage from
about 0.2 volts to ~ 16 volts without changing the negative regulated voltage.
To change the negative regulator voltage
from its fixed value it is necessary to use the
control function. With zero resistance between the control pin and -Your, the output
will be ±5.0 volts. Increasing the resistance
to 50K will give full output. This control, in
conjunction with the balance, can give output voltage of ±5V to about ±VIN - 3 volts.
In order to prevent instability in this circuit
when the control resistance approaches
zero ohms, it is necessary to use a filter
capacitor on -Your of 0.1Mf or larger to

NE/SE5554 DUAL TRACKING
REGULATOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

,----------------------1

+IN

I
I
I

I
~----~+_o+OUT

1.

R5
15K

L------------<t---t-OBALANCE
13
R6
15K

5K

GNoo-4--+--......---"\M-...,....-------.......--++_oCONTROL
3

R1

12

R'

10K

R'

5K
~-~--~+_o-OUT

11

R3
2.2K

-INo-..!......-~------------'

4

L ______________________

The regulators were designed to be on-chip
compensated so external capacitors are not
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"

1

The output current limit of 200mA was chosen as a compromise. The 100mA limit of the
",A78LXX Family is only marginally useful
for many systems, where 0.5 amp is too
much dissipation for two regulators in a TO5 package thus, the 200mA limit.

BALANCE

NE/SE 13

65PPMfOC
1OO",VRMS
10Hz - 10kHz

Both actual regulators are differential amplifiers followed by a gain stage followed by
a Darlington with current limit. The negative
regulator is the complement of the positive
with the exception that the output stage is a
compound PNP. The ",A 5554 is essentially
a dual ",A78M regulator.
The voltage dividers arou nd the zener set
the actual reference at 5 volts and allow
positive and negative output voltages to be
programmed conveniently. The various resistor values available with metal mask options, allow many different output voltage
options as well as externally controlling
output voltages by programming resistors
to +Vout, -Vout, control and null.

+VOUT

"

Figure 4-51
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ground. A 10l'f from +VOUT and -VOUT to
ground will improve transient response,
where this is of concern.

Increasing output above
±15 volts on NE/SE5554

HIGH CURRENT DUAL
TRACKING REGULATOR

. : : - - - - - - -.....- - 0
VIN =
+20 VOLTS

+15 VOLTS

01

To increase the regulated output above ±15
volts, it is necessary to trim the op amp
negative input reference resistor (R1 in the
NE/SE5554 equivalent circuit),

14
0.1

NE/SE

3

5554

0.1
11

VARIABLE OUTPUT TRACKING
REGULATOR

02

' - - - - - - -......- - 0 ~ 15 VOLTS
,. I---~-(I+VOUT

+V'ND-_1--j

BALANCE

13

IOUTIMAX)

illO) <' IREQIMAXI

50K

NE/SE

3

5554
12

-V'ND-~--j

CONTROL

R1 ~ R2 ~

ilVBE
IAEG(MAX) ({3
1) -IOUT(MAXj

+

11 1---4~""'-(I-VOUT

1..-_--'

Figure 4-55
Figure 4-53

DUAL TRACKING REGULATOR
WITH ±VOUT > 15 VOLTS

+VINo--t--i

,. J------o+VOUT
NE/SE

3

5554

CONTROL

10K

12

11 ~-~--(I+VOUT

Figure 4-54
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SWITCHED MODE
POWER SUPPLY

during the remaining segment of its operating cycle.

Introduction
From the designer's concept, there exist
three basic approaches to obtaining regulated dc votages from raw ac power sources.
The three basic sources have a common
denominator; they require a rectification
media when operating from an ac line, in
order to obtain raw unregulated dc voltage.
The three sources of obtaining dc regulated
voltages are:
•
•
•

Shunt regulators
Series linear regulators
Series switched mode regulators

(The series switched mode regulators will
be referred to as switched mode power
supplies (or SMPS) during the course of this
article')
Briefly stated, if all three types of regulation
can perform the same function, following
are some of the key parameters to be addressed:
•
•
•

From an economical point of view, cost
of the system is paramount.
From an operations point of view, weight
of the system is critical.
From a desig n criteria, system efficiency
is the first order of business.

The series and shunt regulators operate on
the same principle of sensing the DC output
voltage, comparing to an internal reference
level and varying a resistor (active device) to
maintain the output levels within prespecified limits.
Switched mode power supplies (SMPS) are
basically DC to DC converters, operating at
frequencies in the 20kHz and higher region.
Basically the SMPS isa power source which
utilizes the energy stored during one portion of its operating cycle to supply power

Linear regulators, both shunt and series,
suffer when required to supply large currents with resultant high dissipation across
the regulating device. Efficiency suffers
tremendously. (Efficiencies less than 40%
are typical.)
Switched mode power supplies operate at
much higher levels of efficiency (generally
in the order of 75% to 80%) thereby reducing
significantly the energy wasted in the regulated supply. The SMPS does, however,
suffer significantly in the ripple regulation it
is able to maintain as opposed to a much
higher degree of regulation available in
series (or shunt) linear regulators.
The linear regulators obtain improved regulation by virtue of the series pass elements
always conducting, as opposed to SMPS
devices having their active devices operative only during a portion of the overall
operating period.
This section is designed primarily to introduce the Signetics NE5560 Switched Mode
Power Supply and its features; however,
before discussing this particular device,
NE5560, the author feels that some definitions and comparisons between linear regulators and switched mode power supplies
should be stated.
REGULATION
Line Regulation:
(Sometimes referred to as static regulation)
refers to the changes in the output (as a
percent of nominal or actual value) as the
input AC is varied slowly from its rated
minimum value to its rated maximum value
(i.e., from 105VACRMS to 125VACRMS).
Load Regulation:
(Sometimes referred to as dynamic regulation) refers to the changes in the output (as a

percent of nominal or actual value) when the
load conditions are suddenly changed 0. e.,
no load to full 10adJ
NOTE
The combination of static and dynamic regulation are'
cumulative; care should be taken when referring to
the regulation characteristics of a power supply.

Thermal Regulation:
Referred to as changes due to ambient
variations or thermal drift.
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
The ability of the regulator to respond to
rapid changes in either line variations, load
variations, or intermittent transient input
conditions. (This parameter can often be
referred to as "recovery time.")
AC PARAMETERS
Voltage Limiting:
The regulator's ability to "shut down" in the
event that the internal control elements fail
to function properly.
Current Limiting:
Often referred to as "fold-back" where the
amplifier segment of the regulator folds
back the output current of the device when
safe operating limits are exceeded.
Thermal Shutdown:
The regulator's ability to shut itself down
when the maximum die temperature is exceeded.
GENERAL PARAMETERS
Power Dissipation:
The maximum power the regulator can tolerate and still maintain its operation within
the safe operating area of its active devices.
Efficiency:
The ratio On percent) of the usable versus
total power being dissipated in a regulated
supply. (The losses can be ac as well as dc
losses,)

LOSSES IN REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES

P,

L ___

J

18E~~~';J~NG

LINEAR OUTPUT
REGULATOR

i

IiTRANSISTDR II
L
_____ J

(b)SWITCHED-MODE SUPPLY - 80% EFFICIENCY

(a) CONVENTIONAL SUPPLY - 45% EFFICIENCY
Figure 4-56
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EMI/RFI:
Generation of radio frequency interference
signals and magnetic field disturbance
especially in SMPS devices. (Transformer
and choke design available which reduced
both RFI & EMI to safe acceptable regions,)
The balance of this section will be dedicated
to the discussion of the general operation of
Switched Mode Power Supplies (SMPS)
with emphasis on the Signetics NE5560
Control and Protection Module.
Switched-mode power supplies (SMPSs)
have gained much popularity in recent
years because of the benefits they offer.
They are used now on a large scale in desk
calculators, computers, as instrumentation
supplies, etc., and it is confidently expected
that the market for this type of supply will
grow.
The advantages of SMPSs are low weight
and small size, high efficiency, wide AC
input voltage range, and low cost.
•

•

•

•

Low weight and small size are possible
because operation occurs at a frequency
beyond the audible range; the inductive
elements are small.
High efficiency because, for output regulation, the power transistor is switched
rapidly between saturation and cut-off
and therefore has little dissipation; this
eases heatsink requirements, which also
contributes to weight and volume reduction. Conventional linear-regulator supplies may have efficiencies as low as
50%, or less, but efficiencies of 80% are
readily achievable with SMPSs; see figure 4-56.
Wide AC input voltage range because of
the flexibility of varying the switching
frequency in addition to the change in
transistor duty cycle makes voltage adaptation unnecessary.
Low overall cost, due to the reduced
volume and dissipation, means that less
material is required and smaller semiconductor devices suffice.

Switched-mode power supplies also have
slight disadvantages in comparison with
linear regulators, namely, somewhat greater circuit complexity, tendency to r.f.i. radiation, slower response to rapid load
changes, and less ability to remove output
ripple.

HOW SWITCHED-MODE POWER
SUPPLIES OPERATE
The switched-mode power supply is a modern version of its forerunner, the electromechanical vibrator, used in the past to supply
car radios. But the new concept is much
more reliable because of the far greater

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SWITCHED-MODE
POWER SUPPLY

RECTIFIER

.J.. 1-----1
T

I

I
I
I

~
60Hz

D.C.

NOTE
Switching frequency is between 20kHz and 50kHz.

Figure 4-57

lifetime of the transistor switch. Figure 4-57
shows the principle of the ac fed SMPS. In
this system the ac voltage is rectified,
smoothed, and supplied to the electronic
chopper, which operates at a frequency
above the audible range to prevent noise.
The chopped dc voltage is applied to the
primary of a transformer, and the secondary
voltage is rectified and smoothed to give the
required dc output. The transformer is necessary to isolate the output from the input.
Output voltage is sensed by a control circuit, which adjusts the duty cycle of the
switching transistor, via the drive circuit, to
keep the output voltage constant irrespective of load and line voltage changes. Without the input rectifier, this system can operate from a battery of other dc source.
Oepending on the requirements of the
application, the dc-to-dc converter can be
one of the three basic types: flyback converter, forward converter, or push-pull (balanced) converter.

converter types discussed below, which
require two. As the VCE waveform shows,
the peak collector voltage is twice the input
voltage, Vi, for 0 equal to 0.5.

The Forward Converter
A major advantage of the forward converter,
particularly for low output voltage applications, is that the high-frequency output
ripple is limited by the choke in series with
the output. Figure 4-59 illustrates the circuit. During the transistor-on (or forward)
period, energy is simultaneously stored in
the choke Lo and passed via 01 to the load.
While 01 is off, part of the energy accumulated in Lo is transferred to the load through
free-wheeling diode 02. Output capacitor
Co smoothes the ripple due to transistor
switching. After transistor turn-off, the magnetic energy built up in the transformer core
is returned to the dc input via the demagnetizing winding (closely coupled with the primary) and 03, so limiting the peak collector
voltage to twice the input voltage Vi.

The Flyback Converter

The Push-Pull Converter

Figure 4-58 shows the flyback converter
circuit, and the waveforms of transistor
voltage, VCE, and choke current, iL. reflected to the primary (choke double-wound for
line isolation), Cycle time and transistor
duty cycle are denoted T and 0, respectively.
While Q1 conducts, energy is accumulated
in the choke magnetic field (iL rising and 01
reversed biased), and it is discharged into
the output capacitor and the load during the
flyback period, that is, while 01 is off (iL
falling and 01 forward biased), During 01
conduction, Co continues delivering energy
to the load so providing smoothing action. It
will be noted that only one inductive element is needed, in distinction to the

This converter type, given in Figure 4-60,
consists of two forward converters operating in push-pull. Diodes 01 and 02 rectify
the rectangular secondary voltage generated by 01 and 02 being turned on during
alternate half cycles. Push-pu II operation
doubles the frequency of the ripple current
in output filter LoCo and so reduces the
output ripple Voltage. The peak transistor
voltage is 2Vi.

!ijgn~tiC!i

MAKING THE BEST CONVERTER
CHOICE
There exist several versions of the three
fundamental circuits described earlier.
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FL YBACK CONVERTER CIRCUIT
DIAGRAM AND WAVEFORMS

D1
Co

NOTES
1. {) is the duty cycle of Q1; T is the cycle time
2. L is a double-wound choke

t
vr

Figure 4-58

FORWARD CONVERTER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
D3

t

r

Converter choice depends on application
and performance requirements. The flyback
converter is the simplest and least expensive; it is recommended for multi-output
supplies because each output requires only
one diode and one capacitor. However,
smoothing may be a problem where ripple
requirements are severe. The push-pull type
has the most complex base drive circuit but
it produces the lowest output ripple with
given values of La and Co.

Figure 4-59

PUSH-PULL CONVERTER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

t

D1

Co

These are shown in Figure 4-61. Circuits lA,
IIA and lilA are the basic types. In the twotransistor circuits, I B and II B, transistors 01
and 02 conduct simultaneously and diodes
04 05 limit the peak collector voltage to the
level of DC input voltage Vi. Similarly in the
push-pull circuits IIIBand IIIC, the collector
voltage does not exceed Vi. In circuit IIIB,
01 and 02 are turned on during alternate
half cycles; in circuit IIIC, 01 and 04 are
turned on in one half cycle and 02 03 in the
next.

r

D2

Figure 4-62 is a general guide forthechoice
of converter type, based on output voltage
and power. In the case of the flyback converter, it becomes more and more difficultto
keep the percentage output ripple below an
acceptable level as the output power increases and the output voltage decreases;
for reasons of circuit economy, however,
the flyback converter is the best proposition
if the output power does not exceed about
10W. For output powers higher than about
1kW, the push-pull converter is preferable.

THE CONTROL AND PROTEC·
TION MODULE
In addition to providing adequate output
voltage stabilization· against line voltage

Figure 4-60
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VARIOUS D.C.-TO-D.C. CONVERTER
TYPES WITH THEIR RECTIFIER SUPPLY
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NOTES
= Flyback converter family with 1A single-transistor type and 1 B two-transistor type
= Forward converter family with 2A single-transistor type and 28 two-transistor type
= Push-pult converter family with 3A conventional type, 38 single-ended type and 3C bridge type
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Capacitor C p is a high-frequency by-pass (20kHz to 50kHz switching frequency).
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Figure 4-61
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CONVERTER TYPE

SMPS CONTROL-LOOP

1000,-------------,----,

Vo
(V)

FLYBACK CONVERTERS

100
VOUT

1----.--10

PROT.
Po (W)

1000

NOTE
Converter choice as a function of SMPS output voltage,
Va, and output power, Po.

Figure 4-63

Figure 4-62
and load changes, the control module must
give fast protection against overload, equipment malfunction, and the effects of switchon immediately following switch-off. In addition the following features are desirable:
•

•

•

Soft Start: that is, a gradual increase of
the transistor duty cycle after switch-on
causing a slow rise of the output voltage,
which prevents an excessive inrush current due to a capacitive load or charging
of the output capacitor.
Synchronization: to prevent interference
due to the difference in free-running
frequencies (for example, in a system in
which a low-power SMPS supplies the
base drive circuit of the output switching
transistor in a high-power SMPSl.
Remote switch-on and switch-off: essential for sequential switching of supply
units in, for instance, a computersupply
system.

The control and protection circuitry of a
switched-mode power supply (SMPS) is a
crucial and complicated part of the whole
supply. Integration of this circuitry on a chip
will therefore ease the design of an SMPS
considerably.

SMPS CONTROL-LOOP
Figure 4-63 shows the principal controlloop of a regulated SMPS. The output voltage Va is sensed and, via a feedback net
work, fed to the input of an error amplifier,
where it is compared with a reference voltage.
The output of this amplifier is connected to
an input of the pulse-width modulator
(PWM).
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The other input of this modulator is used for
an oscillator signal, which can be a sawtooth or a triangle.

-

A pulse-width modulator with a dutycycle range from to 95%.
The PWM has two additional inputs:
Pin 6 can be used for a precise setting of
15 max.
Pin 5 gives a direct access to the modulator, allowing for real constant current
operation.

-

A gate at the output of the PWM provides
a simple dynamic current limit.
A latch that is set by the flyback of the
sawtooth and reset by the output pulse
of the above mentioned gate prohibits
double pulsing.
Another latch functions as a start-stop
circuit; it provides a fast switch-off and a
slow start.
A current protection ci rcuit that operates
via the start-stop circuit. This is a combined function with the current limit
circuit, therefore pin 11 has two trip-on
levels; the lower one for cycle-by-cycle
current limiting, the upper one for current protection by means of switch-off
and slow-start.
A TTL compatible remote onloff input at
pin 10, also operating via the start-stop'
circuit.
An inhibit input at pin 13. The output
pulse can be inhibited immediately.
An output gate that is commanded by the
latches and the inhibit circuit.
An output transistor of which both the
collector (pin 15) and the emitter (pin 14)
are externally available. This allows for
normal or inverse output pulses.
A power supply that can be either voltage or current driven (pins 1 and 12l.
The internally generated stabilized output voltage Vz is connected to pin 2.
A special function is the so-called feedforward at pin 16. The amplitude of the
sawtooth generator is modulated in such

As a result, a rectangular waveform with the
frequency of the oscillator is emerging at
the output of the PWM.
The width of this pulse is dictated by the
output voltage of the error amplifier.
After passing through an output stage, the
pulse can be used to drive the powertransistor of the SM PS.

-

When the width of the pulse is varied, also
the on-time of this transistor will vary and
consequently the amount of energy taken
from the input voltage Vi.

-

So, by controlling the duty cycle 15 of the
power transistor, one can stabilize the output of the SMPS against line and load variations. The duty cycle 15 is defined as ton/T for
the power transistor. Protections for overvoltage, overcurrent, etc, can be realized
with additional inputs on the PWM or the
output stage.

-

-

DESCRIPTION OF THE NE5560
Block Diagram

-

A simplified block diagram of the NE5560 is
shown in Figure 4-64.

-

The following functions are incorporated:
- A temperature compensated reference
source.
- An error amplifier with pin 3 as input. The
output is connected to pin 4 so that the
gain is adjustable with external resistors.
- A sawtooth generator with a TTLcompatible synchronization input (pins
7,8,9).

!ii!lDl!tiC!i
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE NE5560
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Figure 4-64

a way that the duty cycle becomes inversely proportional to the voltage on
this pin: Il ~.
V16
Loop fault protection circuits assure that
the duty-cycle is reduced to zero or a low
value for open or short-circuited feedback loops.

Stabilized Power Supply (Pins 1, 2,
12)
The power supply of the NE5560 is of the
well known series regulation type and provides a stabilized output voltage of typically
8.5 volts.
This voltage Vz is also present at pin 2 and
can be used for precise setting of 8 max and
to supply external circuitry. Its maximum
current capability is 5mA.
The circuit can be fed directly from a DC
voltage source between 10.5V and 18V or
can be current driven via a limiting resistor.
In the latter case, internal pinch-off resistors
will limit the maximum supply voltage; typical 23V for 10mA and maximum 30V for
30mA.

The low supply voltage protection is active
when V(1-12) is below 10.5Vand inhibits the
output pulse.
When the supply voltage surpasses the
10.5V level the IC starts delivering output
pulses via the slow start function.
The current consumption at 12V is less than
10mA, provided that no current is drawn
from Vz and R(7-12) 2: 20k n.

The Sawtooth Generator
Figure 4-65A shows the principal circuitry
of the oscillator. A resistor between pin 7
and pin 12 (ground) determines the constant
current that charges the timing capacitor
C8-12.
This causes a linear increasing voltage on
pin 8 until the upper level of 5.6V is reached.
Comparator H sets the RS bistable and 01
discharges C8-12 down to 1.1 V, where comparator L resets the bistable. During this
flyback time, 02 inhibits the output.
Synchronization at a frequency lower than
the free-running frequency is accomplished

Si!lDutiCS

via the TTL gate on pin 9. By activating this
gate (Vg < O.8V), the setting of the sawtooth
is prevented. This is indicated in figure 4-65
B.
Figure 4-66 shows a typical plot of the
oscillator frequency against the timing capacitor. The frequency range of the N E5560
goes from <50Hz up to > 100kHz.

Reference Voltage Source
The internal reference voltage source is
based on the bandgap voltage of silicon.
Good design practice assures a temperature dependency < ±100 ppmJO C. The reference voltage is connected to the positive
input of the error amplifier and has a typical
value of 3.72V.

Error Amplifier with Loop-Fault
Protection Circuits
Th is operational ampl ifier is of a generally
used concept and has an open loop gain of
typically 60dB. As can be seen in Figure 467, the inverting input is connected to pin 3
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SAWTOOTH GENERATOR

tYPICAL FREQUENCY PLOT
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Figure 4-65A
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SAWTOOTH OSCILLATOR SYNCHRONIZATION
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Figure 4-66

for a feedback information proportional to
Vo.
The output goes to the PWM circuit, but is
also connected to pin 4, so that the required
gain can be set with Rs and R(3-4l. This is
indicated in Figure 4-68, showing the relative change of the feedback voltage as a
function of the duty cycle. Additionally, pin
4 can be used for phase shift networks that
improve the loop stability.

>2V

<0.8. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IL-----....I

When the SMPS feedback loop is interrupted, the error amplifier would settle. in the
middle of its active region because of the
feedback via R(3-4l. This would result in a
large duty cycle. A current source on pin 3
prevents this by pushing the input voltage
high via the voltage drop over R(3-4l. As a
result, the duty cycle will become zero,
provided that R(3-4) > 1OOk. When the feedback loop is shortcircuited, the duty cycle
would jump to the adjusted maximum duty
cycle. Therefore, an additional comparator
is active for feedback voltages at pin 3 below
O.6V.

Figure 4-658

ERROR AMPLIFIER

.0

I

I.
I
I
I
I
13

Now an internal resistor of typically lk is
shunted to the impedance on the 6maxsetting pin 6. Depending on this impedance,
6 will be reduced to avalue 60. This will be
discussed further.

·z
6 max

,.

t-__-<:"'6_________________________________+- START/STOP
I

I

I
I.

Figure 4-67
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The Pulse-Width Modulator
The function of the PWM circuit is to translate a feedback vljlltage into a periodical
pulse of. which the duty cycle depends on
that feedback voltage. As can be seen in
Figure4-69A, the PWM circuit in the NE5560
is a long-tailed pair in which the sawtooth
on pin 8 is compared with the LOWEST
voltage on either pin 4 (error amplifier), pin
5, or pin 6 (6max and slow-startl. The transfer

Voltage Regulators

graph is given in Figure4-69B. The output of
the PWM causes the resetting of the output
bistable.
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With pins 5 and 6 not connected and with a
rather low feedback voltage on pin 3, the
NE5560 will deliver output pulses with a
duty cycle of ~ 95%. In manySMPSapplications, however, this high 8 will cause problems. Especially in forward converters,
where the transformer will saturate when 8
exceeds 50%, a limitation of the maximum
duty-cycle is a must.
A dc voltage applied to pin 6 (PWM input)
will set Omax at a value in accordance with
figure 4-69B. For low tolerances on Omax,
this voltage on pin 6 should be set with a
resistor divider from Vz (pin 2), The upper
and lower sawtooth level are also set by
means of an internal resistor divider from
Vz, so forming a bridge configuration with
the Omax setting on pin 6. The resulting
accuracy of 8max is low because tolerances
in Vz are compensated and the sawtooth
levels are determined by internal resistor
matching rather than by absol.ute resistor
tolerances. Figure 4-70A can be used for
determining the tap on the bleeder for a
certain 8max setting.

90

Figure 4-68

PULSE WIDTH MODULATION

As already mentioned, the duty cycle will be
reduced to a value 80 for low feedback
voltages on pin 3. This 80 depends on the
impedance of the. 8max bleeder and on the
value of 8max.

Figure 4-69A

TRANSFER CURVE OF PULSE WIDTH MODULATOR
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Extra PWM Input (Pin 5)
The PWM has an additional inverting input:
pin 5. It allows for attacking the duty cycle
via the PWM circuit, independently from the
feedback and the 8 max information. This is
necessary when the SMPS must have a real
constant current behavior, possibly with a
fold-back characteristic. However, the realization of this feature must be done with
additional external components.

/

/

/
/

Figure 4-70B gives a graphicalrepresentation of this. The value 80 is limited to the
lower and the higher side;
• It must be large enough to ensure that at
maximum load and minimum input voltage the resulting feedback voltage on
pin 3 exceeds 0.6V.
• It must be small enough to limit the
amount of energy in the SMPS when a
loop-fault occurs. In practice a value of
10-15% will bea good compromise.

v4, 5, 6(V)

Figure 4-69B
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GRAPH FOR DETERMINING MAXIMUM
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Figure 4-70A

Dynamic Current Limit and Current Protection (Pin II)
In many applications, it is not necessary to
have a real constant. current output of the
SMPS.
Protection of the power transistor will be the
prime goal. This can be realized with the
NE5560 in a simple and cheap way. A resistor (or a current transformer) in the emitter
of the power transistor gives a replica of the
coliector current. This signal must be connected to pin 11. As can be seen in Figure471 A, this input has two comparators with
different reference levels. The output of the
comparator with the lower OASV reference
is connected to the same gate as the output
of the PWM.
When activated, it will immediately reset the
output bistable, so reducing the duty cycle.
The effectiveness of this so-cal led cycle-bycycle current limit diminishes at low duty
cycle values. When a becomes very small,
the storage time of the power transistor
becomes dominant. The current will now
increase again, until it surpasses the reference of the second comparator. The output
of this comparator acitvates the start/stop
circuit and causes an immediate inhibit of
the output pulses. After a certain dead-time
the circuit starts again with very narrow
output pu Ises. The effect of th is two-level
current protection circuit is visualized in
Figure 4-71 B.

The Start/Stop Circuit
The function of this protection circuit is to
stop the output pulses as soon as a fault
occurs and to keep the output stopped for
several periods. After this dead time, the
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output starts with a very small, gradually
increaSing duty cycle. When the fault is
persistent, this will cause a cyclic switchoff/switch-on condition. This "hiccup"
mode limits effectively the energy during
fault conditions. The realization and the
working of the circuit is indicated in the
Figures4-72A and 4-72B. The dead-time and
the soft-start are determined by an external
capacitor that is connected to pin 6. (Omax
setting),
A RS bistable can be set by three different
functions:
1. Remote on/off on pin 10.
2. Overcurrent protection on pin 11.
3. Low supply voltage protection (internal).
As soon as one of these functions cause a
setting of the bistable, the output pulses are
blocked via the output gate. I n the same
time transistor 01 is forward-biased, resulting in a discharge of the capacitor on pin 6.
The discharging current is limited by an
internal 1500 resistor in the emitter of 01.
The voltage at pin 6 decreases to below the
lower level of the sawtooth. When V6 has
dropped to 0.6V, this will activate a comparator and the bistable is reset. The output
stage is no longer blocked and 01 is cut-off.
Now Vz will charge the capacitor via R1 to
the normal omax voltage. The output starts
delivering very narrow pulses as soon as V6
exceeds the lower sawtooth level. Thedutycycle of the output pulse now gradually
increases to a value determined by the
feedback on pin 3, or by the static Omax
setting on pin 6.

Remote On/Off Circuit (Pin 10)
In systems where two or more power supplies are used, it is often necessary to switch
these supplies on and off in a sequential
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way. Furthermore, there are many applications in which a supply must be switched by
a logical signal. This can be done via the
TTL-compatible remote on/off input on pin
10. The output pulse is inhibited for levels
below O.SV. The output of the Ie is no longer
blocked when the romote on/off input is left
floating or when a voltage> 2V is applied.
Starting up occurs via the slow-start circuit.

The Output Stage
The output stage of the NE5560 contains a
bistable, a push-pull driven output transistor, and a gate, as indicated in Figure 4-73.
The bistable is set by the flyback of the
sawtooth. Resetting occurs by a Signal either from the PWM or the current limit circuit.
With this configuration, it is assured that the
output is switched only once per period,
thus prohibiting double pulsing. The collector and emitter of the output transistor are
connected to respectively pin 15 and pin14,
allowing for normal or inverted output
pulses. An internally grounded emitter
would cause untolerable voltage spikes
over the bonding wire, especially at high
output currents.
This cu rrent capabi lity of the output transistor is 40mA peak for VeE a OAV. An internal
clamping diode to the supply voltage protects the collector against over-VOltages.
The maximum voltage at the emitter (pin 14)
must not exceed +5V. A gate, activated by
one of the set or reset pulses, or by a command from the start-stop circuit will immediately switch-off the output transistor by
short-circuiting its base. The external inhibitor (pin 13) operates also via this base.

Inhibitor
As indicated in Figure 4-73A, the. output of
this NPN comparator will block the output
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OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC
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LEVEL 1
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Figure 4-71 B

Figure 4-71A

pulse, when a voltage above O.6V is applied
to pin 13. A specific application for this
function is to prevent saturation of forward
converter transformers. This is indicated in
Figure 4-73B.

START / STOP CIRCUIT

Feed-forward (Pin 16)
c

The basic formula for a forward converter is

oVin

VOLTAGE
PROTECTION

Vaut

=--

(n

= transformer

ratio)

n

12

I
I
I
I
I

This means that in order to keep Vaut at a
constant value, the duty cycle 0 must be
made inversely proportional to the input
voltage. A preregulation (feed-forward) with
the function o-.J... can ease the feedbackloop design.
Vin

Q,6V

O.4SY

L_______ _

This loop now only has to regulate for load
variations, which require only a low feedback gain in the normal operation area. The
transformer of a forward converter must be
designed in such a way that it does not
saturate, even under transient conditions,
where the maximum inductance is determined by omax X VIN max. A regulation of
" max - 1
will allow for a considerable

10
11

Figure 4-72A

START/STOP CIRCUIT
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Figure 4-74A shows the electrical realization. When the voltage at pin 16 exceeds the
stablilized voltage Vz (pin 2), it will increase
the charging current for the timing capacitor on pin 8.

'''~~~~~~O,,
I

SET

,
DEAD

I7IN

reduction or simplification of the transformer. The function of 0- _1_ can be realized
VIN
by using pin 16 of the NE5560.

I

,

,

RESET

The operating frequency is not affected,
because the upper trip level for sawtooth

Figure 4-72B
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Figure 4-73A
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Figure 4-74A
increases also. Note that the Omax voltage on
pin 6 remains constant because it is set via
Vz. Figure 4-74B visualizes the effect on
I>max and the normal operating duty cycle 1>.
For V16 = 2xVz these duty cycles have
halved. The graph for I> = f(V16) is given in
Figure 4-75.

Figure 4-74B

FEED-FORWARD REGULATION

21/2

Figure 4-75
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InTIRrnCI CIRCUITS
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Interface Circuits

INTRODUCTION

Graphics and Displays

Large systems are comprised of many different subsystems, all of which must interface to complete the system. All types of
circuits, including linear, digital and discrete are often used in the subsystems.

•
•
•
•

Interface circuits provide the necessary
function of tying the parts of a system together. These circuits are usually not purely
linear or digital but contain both types of
circuit functions. For instance, senseamplifiers are designed for interface between low
level memory outputs and bipolar levels,
while differential comparators are designed
for interface between analog systems and
TTL/DTL systems. In general, this section
will cover such devices as comparators,
sense amplifiers, line drivers/receivers, and
display drivers.

CONVERTERS
Digital communications, digital instruments
and displays have created a demand for low
cost reliable converters. Key factors in this
demand are:
• The need to communicate with digital
computers for processing and storage of
analog signals.
• Severe limitations encountered in reliable analog data transmission over any
considerable distance.
• The need for more easily readable displays.
General application areas for converters
include: Data processing, data transmission, graphics and displays, audio systems, control systems and arithmetic operations.

CONVERSION OF A DIGITALLY
CODED SIGNAL INPUT INTO AN
ANALOG SIGNAL OUTPUT

Polar to rectangular conversion
CRT character generation
Chart recorder driver
CRT display driver

Data Transmission
•
•
•
•
•

Modern transmitter
Differential line driver
Party line multiplexing of analog signals
Multi-level 2-wire data transmission
Secure communications (constant power
dissipation)

DIGITAL
ANALOG
OUTPUT

WORD

INPUT

DiA

Control Systems

REF

• Reference level generator for setpoint
controllers
• Positive peak detector
• Negative peak detector
• Disc drive head positioner
• Microfilm head positioner

Output = Ref. x digital word
Output ~ Ref. x

61

62

BN

('2+ '4 + ... + 2N)
Figure 5-1

Audio Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital AVC and reverberation
Music distribution
Organ tone generator
Audio tracking A/D
Speech compression and expansion
Audio digitizing and decoding

quantity; a set of binary switches to simulate
binary coefficients B1 . . . BN; a weighting
network; and an output summing means.

Binary-Weighted Ladder Employing Voltage Switching

D/A CONVERTERS
D/A converters perform the function of
converting a digitally coded signal input
into an analog signal output (See Figure 51!. D/A converters are useful in systems
requiring analog signals derived from digital data.

The disadvantages of a binary-weighted
ladder employing voltage switching include: A wide range of resistor values which
are used in weighting the network; and
nodal capacitances which are charged/discharged during conversion. See Figure 5-2.

DAC Building Blocks

R-2R Ladder Network Employing
Current Switching

The actual implementation of a D/A system
contains four separate parts: A reference

The advantages of th is type of network
include: No need for a wide range of resistor

Specific Applications
BINARY-WEIGHTED LADDER
EMPLOYING VOLTAGE SWITCHING

Test Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transistor tester (Force 18 and Ie)
Resistor matching
Programmable power supplies
Programmable pulse generators
Programmable current source
Function generators (ROM drive)

Arithmetic Operations
• Analog division by a digital word
• Analog quotient of 2 digital words
• Analog product of 2 digital wordssquaring
• Addition and subtraction with analog
output
• Magnitude comparison of 2 digital words
• Digital quotient of 2 analog variables
• Arithmetic operations with words from
different logic families

r"d
14

t

BR

61 61 61
13

t

4R

I.

l,f

Figure 5-2
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values; and current switching eliminates
transients in nodal parasite capacitances.
See Figure 5-3.

R-2R LADDER NETWORK
EMPLOYING CURRENT SWITCHING

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

lOUT
r----,-----r----.---~~

Speed
The conversion process should represent
the input signal with the highest fidelity and
minimal lag in time (Real time applications).

-VBIAS

Settling Time
2R

Settling time is a measure of a converter's
speed and is defined as the elapsed time
after a code transition for DAC output to
reach final value within specified limits,
usually ±1/2 L.S.8. See Figure 5-4.

13!

2R

14l

2R

14~

2R

v-

Errors
Offset Error -The output voltage of DAC
with zero code input. Offset
can and usually is trimmed to
zero with an offset zero adjust potentiometer. See Figure 5-5.

lOUT

= IREF X (

b,

+ b2 + b3 + b4

"2 '4 8 )
Figure 5-3

DAC PRODUCTS OVERVIEW

Resolution
Relative Accuracy
Settling Time
Output
Features

MC1408
6-7-8

SE/NE5007/8/9

8 bit

8 bit

8 bit

.78/.391
.19

.39/.191
.1

300ns

NE5020

NE5120

NE5022

8 bit

10 bit

10 bit

10 bit

.191 .1

.191 .1

.05

.05

.05

60ns

2fJ.s

200ns

4fJ.s

500ns

41ls

.1

1&1

V

I

V

I

±V

Standard

Complementary
Current
Outputs

Bus
Compatible
input
latches
ref
voltage

High
speed
current
out version
of NE5018

8 bit
bus
compatible

10 bit
accuracy

±10V
bipolar
output

SEINE5018119 SE/NE5118/19

Table 5-1
Gain Error - Deviation in output voltage
from correct level when the
input calls for a full scale
output. This error may be
trimmed to zero. See Figure
5-6.
Relative Accuracy - The maximum deviation of the DAC output
relative to an ideal
straight line drawn
from zero to full scale
-1 L.S.B. See Figure
5-7.
Differential
Non-Linearity- Incremental error from
any ideal L.S.B. analog

90

output change when the
digital input is changed 1
L.S.B .. See Figure 5-8.
Monotonicity-As the input code is incremented from one code to
the next in sequence, the
analog output will either
increase or remain constant. See Figure 5-9.

Temperature
Coefficient -The effects of temperature
changes of the output. Specified as %F.S. change.
Supply
Rejection

-Ability to resist changes in
the output with supply
changes, specified as % full
scale change.

Stability
Stability is a measure of the independence
of converter parameters with respect to
variations in external conditions such as
temperature and supply voltage.

Si!l0otiCS

Long Term
Stability -Measure of how stable the
output is over a long period
of time.
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SETTLING TIME

GAIN ERROR

OFFSET ERROR
EO

EO
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EO

.11/2
LSB
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Figure 5-4

Figure 5-6

RELATIVE ACCURACY

NON-MONOTONIC
(Must be > ±1/2 LSB Non-Linear)

DIFFERENTIAL
NON-LINEARITY

/
ANALOG
OUTPUT
ANALOG
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o
o
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0
1
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1
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INPUT
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0
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0
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0
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Figure 5-7

NE5007/5008DAC
Reference Amplifier Setup
The NE5007/5008 is a multiplying D-to-A
converter in which the output current is the
product of a digital number and the input
reference current. The reference current
may be fixed or may vary from nearly zero to
+4.0mA. The full scale output current is a
linear function of the reference current and
is given by this equation where IREF = 114.
255
IFS =-oIREF

256

Figure 5-9

Figure 5-8

5-1

In positive reference applications shown in
Figure 5-10,an external positive reference
voltage forces current through R14 into the
VREF (+) terminal (pin 14) of the reference
amplifier. Alternatively, a negative reference may be applied to VREF (-) at pin 15,
shown in Figure 5-11. Reference current
flows from ground through R14 into VREF (+)
as in the positive reference case. This neg a-

tive reference connection has the advantage
of a very high impedance presented at pin
15. The voltage at pin 14 is equal to and
tracks the voltage at pin 15 due to the high
gain of the internal reference amplifier. R15
(nominally equal to R14) is used to cancel
bias current errors. R15 may be eliminated
with only a minor increase in error.
Bipolar references may be accommodated
by offsetting VREF or pin 15 as shown in
Figure 5-12. The negative common mode
range of the reference amplifier is given by
the following equation.
VCM- = V-

+ (IREF

0

1 knl

+ 2.5V

5-2

When a de reference is used, a reference
bypass capacitor is recommended. A 5.0V
TTL logic supply is not recommended as a
reference. If a regulated power supply is
used as a reference R14 should be split into
2 resistors with the junction bypassed to
ground with a 0.1 /IF capacitor.

Smnotics

For most applications, a + 10.0V reference is
recommended for optimum full scale
temperature coefficient performance. This
will minimize the contributions of reference
amplifier Vas and TCVas. For most applications the tight relationship between IREF and
IFS will eliminate the need fortrimming IREF.
If required, full scale trimming may be accomplished by adjusting the value of R14, or
by using a potentiometer for R14. An improved method of full scale trimming which
eliminates potentiometer T.C. effects is
shown in Figure 5-13.
Using lower values of reference current
reduces negative power supply current and
increases reference amplifier negative common'mode range. The recommended range
for operation with a de reference current is
+0.2mA to +4.0mA.
The reference amplifier must be compensated by using a capacitor from pin 16to V-.
For fixed reference operation, a 0.01 /IF capacitor is recommended. For variable refer-
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ence applications, see section entitled Reference
Amplifier Compensation
for
Multiplying Applications.

Multiplying Operation
The NES007/S008 provides excellent
multiplying performance with an extremely
linear relationship between IFS and IREF
over a range of 4mA to 4!J.A. Monotonic
operation is maintained over a typical range
of IREF from 100!J.A to 4.0mA. Consu It the
factory for devices selected for monotonic
operation over wider IREF ranges. For better
multiplying accuracy see the SE/NE5009
data sheet.

Reference Amplifier
Compensation for Multiplying
Applications

which will decrease overall bandwidth and
slew rate. For R14 = 1kO and CC = 15pF, the
reference amplifier slews at 4mA/!J.s enabling a transition from IREF = 0 to IREF =
2mA in 500ns.
Operation with pulse inputs to the reference
amplifier may be accommodated by an alternate compensation scheme shown in
Figure 5-14. This technique provides lowest
full scale transition times. An internal clamp
allows quick recovery of the reference amplifier from a cutoff (IREF = Q) condition. Full
scale transition (0 to 2mA) occurs in 120ns
when the equivalent impedance at pin 14 is
2000 and Cc = O. This yields a reference
slew rate of 16mA/!J.s, which is relatively
independent of RIN and V,N values.

BASIC NEGATIVE
REFERENCE OPERATION

,.

A"

-d:-

RREF

•

'5
-VREF

~I,

SE/NE5Q07/5008

2

A'5

--0
~i;

-VAEF

255

RREF

256

IFS=--X-

RREF sets IFS, R15 is for bias current cancellation.

Figure 5-11

Logic Inputs

AC reference applications will require the
reference amplifier to be compensated using a capacitor from pin 16 to V-. The value
of this capacitor depends on the impedance
presented to pin 14. For R14 values of 1.0, 2.5
and 5.0KO, minimum values of Cc are 15, 37
and 75pF. Larger values of R14 require proportionately increased values of Cc for
proper phase margin.
For fastest multiplying response, low values
of R14 enabling Small Cc values should be
used. If pin 14 is driven byahigh impedance
such as a transistor current source, none of
the preceding values will suffice and the
amplifier must be heavily compensated,

The NE5007/5008 design incorporates a
logic input circuit which enables direct interface to all popular logic families and
provides maximum noise immunity. This
feature is made possible by the large input
swing capability, 2!J.A logic input current
and completely adjustable logic threshold
voltage. For V- = -15V, the logic inputs may
swing between -11V and+18V. This enables
direct interface with +15V CMOS logic, even
. when the 5000/5008 is powered from a +5V
supply. Minimum input logic swing is given
by following the equation.
v- + (lREF • 1 knJ + 2.SV

ACCOMMODATING
BIPOLAR REFERENCES

VIN~

liN

o-...-~-t-l.~:----'
R'N

IREF ~ Peak Negative Swing of liN

5-4

W'v----t";----,
,.

'VR'EE~F
<>

SE/NE5007/S008

BASIC POSITIVE REFERENCE
OPERATION

V,N--""\::r-

R15(OPTIONAL)
HIGH INPUT

'5

IMPEDANCE
MSB

LSB

+VREF must be above Peak Positive Swing of VIN

'REF

VREF (t)

+ VREF
RREF
(R14)

-:-

,.

Figure 5-12

VREF (-I

R'5

RECOMMENDED FULL SCALE
ADJUSTMENT CIRCUIT

lOWT.C.
4.5Kn

.'PFJ.

v-

IREF

,.

(+)

2mA
IV-

SE/NE5007/5008

'5

VAEF

255

RAEF

256

fFS "" + - x - I a

-

+ 10 = IFS for aillog,ic states

APPROX
SKu

•

For fixed reference, TTL operation typical values are:
VAEF = +10,000V, RAEF = 5,000n R15 ~ RAEF,
Ce = 0.01 ~F, VLe = OV (ground)

Figure 5-10
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Figure 5-13
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The logic threshold may be adjusted over a
wide range by placing an appropriate voltage at the logic threshold control in (pin 1,
VLC>' Figure 5-15 shows the relationship
between VLC and VTH over the temperature
range, with VTH nominally 1.4 above VLC.
For TTL and DTl interface, simply ground
pin 1. When interfacing ECl, an IREF = 1mA
is recommended. For interfacing other logic
families, see Figure 5-16. For general setup
of the logic control circuit, it should be
noted that pin 1 may source up to 200,.,A.
External circuitry should be designed to
accommodate this current.
Fastest settling times are obtained when pin
1 sees a low impedance. If pin 1 is connected to a 1kO divider, for example, it should be
bypassed to ground by a 0.01,.,F capacitor.

Analog Output Currents
Both true and complemented output sink
currents are provided, where 10 + 10 = IFS.
Current appears at the true output when a 1
is applied to each logic input. As the binary
count increases, the sink current at pin 4
increases proportionally, in the fashion of a
positive logic D-to-A converter. When a 0 is
applied to any input bit, that current is
turned off at pin 4 and turned on at pin 2. A
decreasing logic count increases 10 as in a
negative or inverted log ic D-to-A converter.
Both outputs may be used simultaneously.
If one of the outputs is not required it must
still be connected to ground or to a point
capable of sourcing IFS. Do not leave an
unused output pin open.
Both outputs have an extremely wide voltage compliance enabling fast direct
current-to-voltage conversion through a
resistor tied to ground or other voltage
source. Positive compliance is 36V above Vand is independent of the positive supply.
Negative compliance is given by equation
5-5.
V- + IIREF • 1kl1l + 2.5V

5-5

Note that lower values of IREF will allow a
greater output compliance.
The dual outputs enable double the usual
peak-to-peak load swing when driving loads
in quasi-differential fashion. This feature is
especially useful in cable driving, CRT deflection and in other balanced applications
such as balanced bridge AID circuits as well
as driving center-tapped coils and transformers.

PULSED REFERENCE OPERATION

VTH - VLC vs TEMPERATURE
2.0

1.8
, .6

:>

r---.

1.4

-~ 1.2
~

ov.rL.:

r-..

1.0

r""'-

~ 0.8

>

0.6
0.4
0.2

-50

+50

+100

+150

TEMPERATURE {0G}

Figure 5-15

Figure 5-14
low reference current operation decreases
power consumption and increases negative
compliance, reference amplifier negative
common mode range, negative logic input
range, and negative logic threshold range.
Consult the various figures for guidance.
For example, operation at -4.5V with IREF =
2mA is not recommended because negative
output compliance would be reduced to
near zero. Operation from lower supplies is
possible; however, at least 8V total must be
applied to insure turn-on of the internal bias
network.
Symmetrical supplies are not required, as
the NE5007/5008 is quite insensitive to variations in supply voltage. Battery operation
is feasible as no ground connection is required; however, an artificial ground may be
useful to insure logic swings, etc., remain
between acceptable limits.
Power consumption may be calculated by
this equation.
PD = (I+)(V+) + II+)(V-) + (2IREF)(V-)

5-6

A useful feature of the NE5007/5008 design
is that supply current is constant and independent of input logic states. This is useful
in cryptographic applications and further
serves to reduce the size of the power supply bypass capacitors.

Temperature Performance

Power Supplies

The linearity and monotonicity specifications of the NE5007/5008 are guaranteed to
apply over the entire rated operating
temperature range. Full scale output current drift is low, typically ±10ppm/oC, with
zero scale output current and drift essentially negligible compared to 1/2 lSB.

The NE5007/5008 operate over a wide range
of power supply voltages from a total supply
of 9V to 36V. When operating at supplies of
±5V or less, IREF <:: 1mA is recommended.

Full scale output drift performance will be
best with +10.0V references, as Vos and
TCVos of the reference amplifier will be
very small compared to 10.0V. The temper-

!ii!lnl!tiC!i

ature coefficient of the reference resistor
R14 should match and track that of the
output resistor for minimum overall full
scale drift. Settling times of the
NE5007/5008 decrease approximately 10%
at -55° C and an increase of about 15% at
+125°C is typical.

Settling Time
The NE5007/5008 is capable of extremely
fast settling times (typically 85ns at IREF =
2.0mA>' Judicious circuit design and careful
board layout must be employed to obtain
full performance potential during testing
and application. The logic switch design
enables propagation delays of only 35ns for
each of the 8 bits. Settling time to within 1/2
lSB of the lSB is therefore 35ns, with each
progressively larger bit taking successively
longer. The MSB settles in 85ns, thus determining the overall settling time of 85ns.
Settling to 6-bit accuracy requires about 65
to 70ns. The output capacitance of the
5007/5008 including the package is approximately 15pF. Therefore the output RC time
constant dominates settling time if Rl >
5000.
Settling time and propagation delay are
relatively insensitive to logic input amplitude and rise and fall times due to the high
gain of the logiC switches. Settling time also
remains essentially constant for IREF values
down to 1.0mA, with gradual increases for
lower IREF values. The principal advantage
of higher IREF values lies in the ability to
attain a given output level with lower load
resistors, thus reducing the output RC time
constant.
Measurement of settling time requires the
ability to accurately resolve ±4,.,A. Therefore a 1kO load is needed to provide adequate drive for most oscilloscopes. The
settling time fixture of Figure 5-17 uses a
cascode design to permit driving a 1kOload
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with less than 5pF of parasitic capacitance
at the measurement node. At IREF values of
less than 1.0mA, excessive RC damping of
the output is difficult to prevent while maintaining adequate sensitivity. However, the
major carry from 01111111 to 10000000
provides an accurate indicator of settling
time. This code change does not require the
normal 6.2 time constants to settle to within
±0.2% of the final value; thus, settling time
may be observed at lower values of IREF.

INTERFACING WITH VARIOUS LOGIC FAMILIES

TTl,OTl
VTH;; +l.4V

I
I

VTH ;; VLC + 1.4V
+15V CMOS,HTl.HNIL
VTH;; +J.6V

I

I

:"2VTO"5V~ ~'5V

I
I
I

10KJl

v~
6.2V
ZENER

I

-=-

Io.1PF

Vle

I

The NES007/S008 switching transients or
glitches are very low and may be further
reduced by small capacitive loads at the
output at a minor sacrifice in settling time.

I

9.1Ku

I

6.2K!l

-

I--=--=-

I
I
I
I
I
I

-1
PMOS

VTH ;; OV

IN.,.8
Vle

10K!!

-sv TO -lOV

I

-~;-~o;--+--:;~vc;os-T-------~;;~~L---------VTH;; r2.8V

!

VTH" +S.OV
+lDV

!

I
I
I

Fastest operation can be obtained by using
short leads, minimizing output capacitance
and load reSistor values, and by adequate
bypassing at the supply, reference and VLC
terminals. Supplies do not require large
electrolytic bypass capacitors as the supply
current drain is dependent of input logic
states. 0.1!iF capacitors at the supply pins
provide full transient performance.

6.2Kll

Vle

I
II M
~

I

rO.'"F

I-=--=-

I

I

VTH

-1.29V

I

I
I
I

1.3Kn

:
II

Vle

3.9KJI

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

NOTE
Do not exceed negative logic input range of DAC

Figure 5-16

SETTLING TIME MEASUREMENT

Vl
FOR TURN-ON, VL ~ 2.7V
FOR TURN-OFF, Vl;; Q.7V

.5V

.1.uF

I

MINIMUM

+.4V

Your

Lov

~XPRO~OV
15Kn

-1SV
TO O.U.T.

Figure 5-17
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
BASIC UNIPOLAR NEGATIVE OPERATION
MSB

LSB

nn'n'n'

0-::::;-

1

'0:-'

IREF
2000mA

'4

5.000

!~

-=-

SE/NE5007/5008

5.00o"

[,2

I

-=-

Eo

B1

B2

B3

B4

B6

B7

BS

lOrnA

lOrnA

EO

EO

1.992
1.984

000
.008

-9.960
-9.920

.000
-.040

Half scale - LSB

1.008
1.000
.992

.984
.992
1.000

-5.040
-5.000
-4.960

-4.920
-4.960
-5.000

Zero scale + LSB
Zero scale

.008
.000

1.984
1.992

-.040
.000

-9.920
-9.960

B5

Full scale
Full scale - LSB

Half scale + LSB
Half scale

Figure 5-18

BASIC BIPOLAR OUTPUT OPERATION
+10,OOOV

to.aOOk l!

IREF

\.

(~)

E.
-0-

'. 4

~2.0~

10.DOOk!!

SE/NE5007/500B

'4

Eo

~'l

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

BS

EO

EO

POS full scale
POS full scale - LSB

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
0

-9.920
-9.840

+10.000
+9.920

Zero scale + LSB
Zero scale
Zero scale - LSB

1
1
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

1
0
1

-0.080
0.000
+0.080

+0.160
+0.080
0.000

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

+9.920
+10.000

-9.S40
-9.920

Neg full scale

Neg full scale

+ LSB

Figure 5-19
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

(Cont'd)
SYMMETRICAL OFFSET BINARY OPERATION

S.Ok 11

S.OOOk

It

SE/NE5007l5~08

VREF
:: +10.000V

~

POS full scale
POS full scale - LSB
Zero scate
{-) Zero scale
(+)

Neg full scale
Neg full scale

+ LSB

'0

'1:I~

4

NE535

Eo

" 1''

S.Ok!l

61

62

63

64

65

86

87

8S

EO

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

0

+9.920
+9.840

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

1

+0.040
-0.040
-9.840
-9.920

Figure 5-20

NEGATIVE LOW IMPEDANCE OUTPUT OPERATION

POSITIVE LOW IMPEDANCE OUTPUT OPERATION

NE5007/5008

o TO
'FS

+

NES007/S008

o TO -IFS. Rl

IFS. A l

IFS==255 IREF

ill tREF

256

256

For complementary output (operation as negative logic DAC), connect inverting
input of OP-amp to 10 (pin 2), connect To (pin 4) to ground.

For complementary output (operation as a negative logic DAC), connect noninverting input of OP-amp to 10 (pin 2); connect 10 (pin 4) to ground.

Figure 5-21

Figure 5-22

LOW COST 8-BIT 1 MICROSECOND A-TO-D CONVERTER

START
SCHOTTKY

END·Of·ENCODE

8-BIT
OUTPUT

/"l-,

~

TTL
lOGIC

...........'-1.-'-......'-1.,

Figure 5-23
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LOW COST 2-DIGIT BCD DAC

3 IC LOW COST A-TO-D CONVERTER

-lSV

ANALOG
INPUT

+15V

8Kn

VFS = +9.9V FOR
{lOOl 10011 CODE

141312116543

SERIAL
OUTPUT

I
SAR

START
CONVERSION

COMPLETE
TTL CLOCK INPUT
2.25MHz

<>---------'

NOTE

NOTE

Connect "start" to "conversion complete" for continuous conversions.

Output is directly proportional to positive power supply.

Figure 5-24

Figure 5-25

DC-COUPLED DIGITAL ATTENUATORI
PROGRAMMABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER

HIGH SPEED WAVEFORM GENERATOR
OUTPUT
TYPE (EO)

+15V

-1SV

SWITCH CONDITIONS
S(-)
S(+)

Unipolar positive
Unipolar negative
Bipolar

+10V

~ov
-lOV

+

GND

GND

-

+

-

CLOCK INPUT

INPUT

"lOV
REFERENCE
AMPLITUDE
CONTROL

R1
5KJ!

SKu

E,

-=

NOTES
Bipolar input offset }
binary output

Performs 2 quadrant
multiplications-AC input
controls output polarity.

NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.

R1 ~ R2 ~ R3
R4 ~ R5
Eo DC to 20KHz
Eo DC to 10KHz

~
~

±5V
±10V

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bipolar output is symmetrical around zero, adjustable peak to peak amplitude.
For triangle wave, count up to full, reverse and count down.
For positive-going sawtooth, count up to full, clear, repeat.
For negative-going sawtooth, count down, clear, repeat.
For other waveforms, use a ROM programmed with the desired function.

Figure 5-26

Figure 5-27
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MICROPROCESSOR COMPATIBLE
DACS

INTERFACING TO A IlPROCESSOR

DAC products are designed to convert a
digital code to an analog signal. Since a
common source of digital signals is the data
bus of a Il processor, DAC circuits that are
bus compatible ease the design engineer's
interface problems.

WHAT FEATURES MAKE A DEVICE
BUS COMPATIBLE?
The five conditions which determine processor bus compatibility are:

.....- -.. u
1/0
~:::Je~o~NT~R~oLgL~IN~EIs::::j lOGIC
LE
SELECT

•
•
•
•
•

Inputs must be low loading
Addressing must be provided
Inputs must be latched
Logic thresholds must be compatible
Timing requirements should be adequate « 1 Il sec)

Signetics microprocessor compatible
DACs, the NE5018 series, meet these requirements. In addition, they provide an internal reference source. The NE5018 provides a scaled voltage output, eliminating
the need for an external op amp. The
NE5118 is identical to the NE5018, except it
provides the user with a current output. Fig·
ure 5-28 shows a typical microprocessor
system with analog 110 using the NE50 18 to
provide a programmable voltage and an
NE5118 to provide a programmable current.
The following discussions detail the oper-

ANALOG CURRENT OUT

1--------------'
Figure 5-28

ation of the NE5018 and NE5118 series
DAC's.

LATCH CIRCUIT
The latch circuits of the NE5018. and
NE5118 are identical. Both the data inputs
and latch enable (rE) input feature ultra-low
loading for ease of in'terfacing. The eight bitdata latch, controlled by the latch enable
input, is static and level sensitive. When
(rE) is low, all the latches become transparent and the output changes as the bit pattern changes on the data bus. When the
latch enable returns to its high state, the

VTH = VLC

+ 15V CMOS,
TTL, DTl
VTH '" +1.4V

ANALOG VOLTAGE OUT

last set of inputs are held by the latch and a
unique output corresponding to the binary
word in the latch is produced. While the
latch enable is high, the latch inputs represent a high impedance load on the data bus
and changes on the data bus have no effect
on the DAC output.
The digital logic input for the NE5018 and
NE5118 series DAC's utilize a differential
input logic system with a threshold level of
+ 1.4 volts with respect to the voltage level
on the digital ground pin (Pin 1). Figure 5-29
details several bias schemes used to provide the proper threshold voltage levels for
various logic families.

PMOS
VTH '"

+ 1.4V
HTL, HNIL

ov

VTH = +7.6V
),

+12V TO +15V

+15V
lN4148

lOKI!

9.1Ki!

VLe

VLe
6.2V

6.2K!!

ZENER

10KU

':'SVTO -10Y

NOTE DO NOT EXCEED NEGATIVE
LOGIC INPUT RANGE OF DAC
+10V CMOS
VTH = +5.0V

+5V CMOS
VTH '" +2.8V

+5V

+10V

3.SK!!

6.2KH

10K Eel
VTH 2: -1.29Y

1.3KH

+--.--0 VLe

VLe
3.SKi!
IN4148

VLe

3.9KU
1KIl

Figure 5-29
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To be compatible with microprocessors, the
DAC should respond in as short a period as
possible to insure full utilization of the ILP
and I I data bus lines. Figure 5-30 gives the
typical timing requirements of the latch circuits in the NE5018 and NE5118.

LATCH ENABLE (LE) TIMING DIAGRAM
for the NES018 and NES118

a

The voltage levels on the data bus should be
stable for approximately 150ns before latch
enable returns to high level. The timing diagram shows lOOns is required for set-up
time and the information on the data lines
should remain valid for another 50ns.

REFERENCE INTERFACE
The NE5018 and NE5118 contain an internal
bandgap voltage reference which is designed to have a very low temperature coefficient and excellent long term stability characteristics.
The internal bandgap reference (1.23V) is
buffered and amplified to provide the 5 volt
reference output. Providing a V REF (ADJ)
(pin 12) allows easy trimming of the reference output (pin 13). Use of a 10K pot and
series resistor, as shown in figure 5-31, adjusts the gain of the buffer amplifier therefore varying the output reference voltage
level.
This network can then be used as a full scale
output adjust. A variation in the VREF OUT of
- .8V, results in a corresponding 1.6V variation in the full scale output. This is more
than adequate since the untrimmed VREF
OUT is typically within 200mv of the nominal
5 volts. The VREF OUT will provide a maximum of SmA drive and can be used as a
reference voltage for other system components, if required.
Since a potential need exists in using the
NE5018 and NE5118 as multiplying DAC's,
the VREF is not connected internally, allowing the use of external reference sources.
To utilize the internal reference, the VREF
OUT (pin 13) must be jumper connected to
the VREF IN (pin 14). This also makes it
possible to use a common reference for other DI A or AID circuits in a system.

INPUT AMPLIFIER OF THE NE5018
The DAC reference amplifier has been designed to eliminate the need for compensation when operating from the internal reference or from an external reference which is
buffered by an op amp or low impedance

Figure S-30

REFERENCE ADJUST CIRCUIT

v~:.-

____ _______
~

VREF Out
(13)

15K

82K

VREF ADJ
(12)

5K

Figure S-31

source. Compensation is required, when operating from a high impedance source. The
addition of an external resistance reduces
the phase margin of the amplifi,er making it
less stable. Compensation, when required,
is a single capacitor from pin 16 to ground.
Figure S-32 details the input reference amplifier and current ladder. The voltage to current converter of the DAC amp will generate
a lmA reference current through OR with a 5
volt VREF. This current sets the input bias to
the ladder network. Data bit 7 (DB7) 07,
when turned on, will mirror this current and
will contribute 1mA to the output. DB6 (06)
will contribute ¥.! of that value or .SmA, and
so on. If all bits are on, the output current will
be 2mA - 1 LSB. The full scale VOUT will be

Si!lDotiCS
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(IOUTRS) or (2mA - 1 LSB x 5K)
(10V - 1
LSB) = 9.961 V. The overall input! output expression for the NE50 18 is:
VOUT = 2VREF x (DB;
OB4
16

+ OB3 +
32

OB2
64

+ 0~6 + 0:5 +

+ OBl + OBO)
128

256

The minimum current for the ladder network
to be operative in the linear region is 1001LA.
Therefore the minimum VREF input is
SOOmV. The slew rate of the reference amplifier is typically. 7V I ILS without compensation. The input structure of the NE5118 is
slightly different and will be discussed in
greater detail later. OT provides a termination for the R-2R ladder network and· does
not contribute to lOUT.
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R - 2R LADDER NETWORK DEVELOPS A SCALED REFERENCE CURRENT
VALUE INTO THE DAC SWITCHING NETWORK
'OUT

-

1

OAG SWITCHES

IREF

5K

VAEF
(14)

'N
5K

BIPOLAR
(15)

OFFSET

.. OAC

CQMP
(16)

(17)

-Vee
NOTE
DAC compensation may be required if VREF resistance exceeds 10K ohm.

Figure 5-32

SDK

OUTPUT INTER.FACE OF THE
NE5018
The NE5018 has an internal op amp which
provides a voltage output, while the NE5118
is a current output device. The NE50 18 output op amp is a two stage design with feedforward compensation. Having a slew rate
1OV l/ls, it provides a voltage output from 0
to 10V (± .2%) typically within 2 /lS (the time
allowed for the output voltage to settle to
within J1. LSB). Compensation must be provided externally as shown in figure 5-33.
The addition of the optional diode between
the summing node (Pin 20) and ground prevents the DAC current switches from driving
the op amp into saturation during large signal transitions which would increase the settling time.
Zero adjust circuits such as the one shown
in figure 6 may also be connected to the
summing node to provide a means to zero
the output when all zeros are present on the
input. Not all applications require a zero adjust circuit since the untrimmed zero scale is
typically less than 5mV. Excess stray capacitance at the sum node of the output op
amp may necessitate the use of a feedback
capacitor from VOUT to the sum node (CFF)
to insure stability of the op amp. Typical
values of CFF range from 15 to 50pF. The
rated load of the op amp is - 2Kohm. For
stability, the load capacitance should be
minimized (50pF max).

100

-\lcc~+vcc

SDK

R'N

SUM

(20)

NODE

I
I
I

5K

...L
..,...

DAC
-4- CURRENT OUTPUT
(18)

VOUT

5K

(22)

I
I
I

(OPTIONAL)

-=
CFF

COMP
(21)

-=ICC

ZERO SCALE OFFSET

Figure 5-33

MODES OF OPERATION OF THE
NE5018
The NE5018 has two basic modes of operation: unipolar and bipolar. When operating
in the unipolar mode the output range is 0 to
+ 10 volts. To change from unipolar to bi-

Si!ln~tics

polar operation the bi-polar offset pin is connected to the summing node. This provides
the 5 volt offset required for this mode of
operation. The output now will have a range
from -5 to +5 volts. Figure 5-34 details the
connection of the NE5018 in the bi-polar
mode of operation.

Interface Circuits

With the bi-polar offset pin (15) connected
to the sum node pin (20), it forms a unity gain
inverter with an input of +VREF. The bi-polar
offset develops an IREF current across the
internal 5K resistor. This current is then fed
to the sum node of the output amplifier
where it is summed with the current output of
the DAC ladder network. Assume for the moment that the current output of the ladder
network is OmA. With a VREF equal to +5
volts, IREF is lmA and the output of the op
amp is converted to -5V. If the DAC switches are now set to full scale, the current from
the DAC ladder is 2mA. This is summed
against the 1mA IREF and causes the output
of the op amp to swing from -5V to +5 volts.

BIPOLAR OUTPUT

5K

V~~:)IN ----~--~W.._--_r-------_,

'REF

~

>----iE---

5K

I

I

I

\

OFFSET (15)
JUMPER FOR
BIPOLAR OPERATION
SUM

NOOE

-Vee

(20)

. - - (10 - 'REF)
5K

10

DAC

....... CURRENT

(lOAC' IREF) 5K = (2mA· lmA) 5K = +5 volts

FROM
CURRENT
SWITCHES

Since the bi-polar offset resistor is monolithic, tracking with the 5K feedback resistor of
the output amplifier is excellent.

> ....___....

Note that the bi-polar offset pin could not be
used when using the DAC in a multiplier application since the VOUT would reflect an
inverted input signal.

NOTES ON THE NE5118 CURRENT
OUTPUTDAC
The basic operation of the NE5118 current
output DAC is the same as the NE5018. The

To R-2R Ladder

BIPOLAR

VOUT

Figure 5-34

current output structure allows the user to
provide a programmable current sink (lOUT
max of 2mA). Several jumper options provide a variety of operational modes. Figure

5-35 is a block diagram of the NE5118. The
input logic and VREF portions are identical
to the NE5018.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
(1)
(10)

(9)

(B)

(7)

(6)

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

LE

DIGITAL

DS7

eSG

DSS

054

DS3

052

OS 1

DSO

GND/VLC

ROUT 2(18)

(19)

Vcc+
LATCHES AND
SWITCH DRIVERS

(12)

y~~~

o---........- C

.----"""1\,--.....- - 0

r------------4>---------<>

15K

RQUT1(20j"

'OUT (21)

!

DAC CURRENT

(11)

v:~~ 0----+------'

OUTPUT

5K
(22)

ANALOG
GND

(15) REF R

(14)

0----1
O--'V'II'v-.......- - - - - - - ,

+ YREF IN

(13) - YREF IN

Vcc(17)

All R values equal 6kll and are thermally matched

Figure 5-35
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REFERENCE INPUT AMPLIFIER

POSITIVE IREF

The characteristics of the reference input
amplifier are identical to the NE5018; however, extended versatility of the input structure allows for both current (via pin 14) or
voltage (via pin 15) reference inputs.
The maximum DAC output current is 2mA.
The DAC has an internal gain of 2, limiting
the maximum usable input current to 1mA.
(Note: The absolute maximum input current
should be limited to 5mA to prevent damage
to the input reference amplifier). Figure 5-36
shows the basic operating mode of the
NE5118 using an external current reference
resistor (R 1) and a positive reference voltage.

12

15

-

5K

IREF
. Ij::xternal VREF - - .

"

",

"

".
-=

NOTE

DAC compensation

Figure 5-36

This voltage can be provided by either an
internal or external reference voltage. Figure 5-37 shows a typical connection using a
voltage input directly via pin 15.

POSITIVE VREF

Besides a reduced parts count, use of the
internal RREF provides excellent tracking
characteristics with the ROUT resistor (pin
20) when developing a high slew rate voltage output. The negative VREF input must
be returned to ground directly or through R2'
R2 is' optional and is used to cancel minor
errors developed by the input bias currents
of the reference amplifier (R2 = R 1)' A negative voltage can be the reference by using
the -VREF input pin as shown in figure 5-38.

(12)

82K

10K

,.
••
(14)

INTERNAL

The positive VREF is returned to ground via
RIN (pin 15). As with the NE50 18, a compensation capacitor on Pin 16 is not required if
the VREF is supplied by a low impedance
source.

Vour

(15)

VREF

----0

EXTERNAL

(13)

OUTPUT STRUCTURE
'The output of the NE5118 is a current sink
with a capacity of 2mA (full scale) capable
of settling to .2% in 200ns. Internal bias and
feedback resistors are also made available
to ease the designer's task of interfacing.

,,--11-----'

,.

5K

Figure 5-37

USING A, NEGATIVE IREF
15

-VREF

".

-

,.
,.
,.
Figure 5-38
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Figure 5-39 shows the NE5118 using a current to voltage converter on the output to
provide a high slew rate voltage output.
Using the NE538 as shown can provide
SOV / J.lS slew rate output. The diode on the
inverting node of the op amp improves the
response time by preventing saturation of
the op amp during large signal transitions.
The feedback resistor (ROUTI pin 20) is provided internally; this provides excellent thermal tracking characteristics with the RREF
on the input.

HIGH SLEW RATE VOLTAGE OUTPUTS
LE

I
VREF OUT

10
12
15

VREF IN

"

13

Bi-polar operation can be accomplished by
connecting the VREF OUT (Pin 12) to the
ROUT resistor (Pin 20) (Figure 5-40a). The
principal is the same as the NE 5018 bipolar
operation. The internal resistors exhibit excellent thermal tracking characteristics.

RL

-=-Vee

An alternate method of bipolar output operation is shown in Figure 5-40b. The RREF
and ROUT, set up a current to voltage converter while two (2) external resistors provide a bipolar offset. REXT 1 and REXT 2
should have similar thermal tracking characteristics.

Figure 5-39

BIPOLAR OPTIONS OF THE NE 5118

-

IREF

The NE5118 can provide a voltage output
directly when driving a high impedance load
as shown in figure 5-41 a. With a full scale
current of 2mA, pin 20 tied to +10V and a
digital input of zero, the high impedance
load will see + IOV. For a full scale digital
input, the load will see 0 volts. Since the
load and the internal resistor form a voltage
divider, their ratio determines full scale accuracy.
By connecting the ROUT resistor (pin 20) to
ground (figure 5-41b), the output voltage
seen by the load ranges from 0 volts as zero
scale to -10 volts as full scale. Only a few
of the many possible output configurations
have been shown to demonstrate the
NE5118 flexibility.

+vcc

DATA IN

ROUT
(20)

R

(15)

-

--'------0

lOUT = IOAC - IREF

21

IOAC

Figure 5-40a

VREF
(15)---..""'-r-_ _ _- ,
(20)

21

>--+--- VOUT

CIRCUIT EXAMPLES
Now that the basics of the NE5018 and the
NE5118 have been discussed,let's examine
some specific circuits. Figure 5-42 is a
microprocessor controlled programmable
gain amplifier, using the NE5018. The VREF
output is fed to the non-inverting input to a
differential amplifier. R 1 + R2 set the differential gain to 0.5. This places 2.5V DC bias
on the VREF input. R2 can be made adjustable to precisely control the DC reference
input. The analog input is fed to the inverting
input of the differential amplifier with a gain
of unity. An input of ± 2V will provide a ± 4
volt output full scale. With a maximum input
of ± 2 volts, VREF IN will vary from .5 volts
to 4.5 volts. The current ladder is always
kept in the linear operating range and the
output will not become distorted.

Figure 5-40b

a) +10 TO 0 VOLTS

b) 0 TO -10 VOLTS

1

+V(20)

(20)

':" I~r-:l

n

(21)

Y

Figure 5-41
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The NE5554 dual tracking regulator supplies
the ± 15V de required by the NE5018 and
the NE535. No compensation is required for
the DAC reference amplifier since the VREF
IN is fed from a low impedance source. With
a compensation cap of 30pF on the output
amplifier, the frequency response of the output is linear to at least 20kHz with less than
.1% distortion. Input amplitude was 1V p.p.
The NE5018 is seen by the wprocessor as
an I/O device.
In figure 5-43, the NE5018 and NE5118 provide a method of summing two digital worcls
of equal weight and generating a voltage
output. The latch enable feature of both devices direct connection to a data bus, using
address decoding. These devices greatly
reduced the total component count required
to perform this operation.
The reference voltage is common to both
DAC's, being provided by the NE5018. The
bi-polar offset resistor of the NE5018 provides the 1mA current reference for the
NE5118: Using the internal resistor of the
NE50 18 to develop the reference current enhances the thermal tracking since the current to voltage resistor of the output op amp
is also in the NE5018. Both DAC's can be
addressed by a wprocessor using an address decoder to select DAC A or DAC B.
Figure 5-44 is a schematic of the NE5118
and NE527 as a high speed programmable
limit sensor (or A/D converter). A 4.8 volt
zener diode is used on the comparator input
to insure the input voltage range of the comparator is not exceeded. The outputs of the
NE527 comparator are complementary,
easing the logic interface requirement. If the
strobe function is not used, the strobe inputs
should be tied high.

PROGRAMMABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER

DATA BUS

ANALOG
OUTPUT

ANALOG
INPUT

+15 to OAe -t-535
7.5K
-15 to OAe +535

-22V

Figure 5-42

ANALOG SUMMATION WITH DIGITAL INPUTS
+vcc

.::r::
12

-Vee

,.

.::r::

.,

17-

VREF OUT

14

VREF IN

15

BIPOLAR
OFFSET

,...----1

NES018 DACA

L-~~~~

________

~

30pF

' -_ _ _
'4; VREF IN
NE5118 OAe B

"x

f"

+Vcc -Vee

Figure 5-43
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PROGRAMMABLE LIMIT COMPARATOR

ANALOG IN

10

(19)

VCC-

STROBE A

20

12

r - - -----,
I

I

I

1

I
15K

82K

11

10K

-=

5K

22

DAC SWITCHES

-=

-=

15

14

13

-v

+v

Figure 5-44
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AID CONVERTER CIRCUITS
Conversion schemes usually fall into one of
three categories:

SINGLE SLOPE AID

J

STRTo-______________~--------~ST~A~RT~----~

I

1. 01A Feedback AID Converters
a. Digital ramp (Counting)
b. Tracking (Up-down)
c. Successive approximation'

!

S.: .

..._---..--1-<:r

2. Integrating AID Converters

l'REF

B
I

T
C

L

o

OUTPUTS

C

a. Single slope
b. Double slope
c. Triple slope'

K

3. Indirect Schemes
a. Multiple comparator
b. Disc encoders

V IN

0-------------------1

Feedback Methods
•
•
•
•

Very fast
Accurate
Good differential linearity
Constant conversion time

Integrating Methods
•
•
•
•

Slow conversion time
Accurate
Excellent differential linearity
Excellent rejection of high frequency
noise
• Fixed averaging period, but variable conversion time
• Converter schemes used at Signetics

INTEGRATING AID
CONVERTERS
In order toexplain the principles and advantages of triple slope integration consider the
following integrating techniques.

Single Slope System
Figure 5-45 shows a circuit using a single
slope integration.
VIN is the analog signal which is to be
converted to a digital output. Initially, S1 is
closed, S2 is open, and the 8 bit counter is
set to zero. When a start pulse is applied to
the counter, S1 opens, S2 closes and the
counter starts counting. Notice that when
S2 closes, the reference current source
starts charging CEXT. The voltage on CEXT
increases at a linear rate until the charge on
CEXT reaches VIN. At that time, the comparator changes state which stops the counter,
opens S2 and closes S1. The counter now
contains a digital value which is related to
the amplitude of the input signal. The capacitor charges at a fixed rate. The length of
time is variable dependent on the analog
input value. This system is very simple to
build and only requires a single supply but

106

Figure 5-45
has several drawbacks when it comes to
accuracy.
The capaCitor must be a precision value in
order to determine the charge rate. Accuracy is subject to leakage and aging of the cap
as well as other losses. In addition, the
capaCitor must be fully discharged so S1
offset values must be minimum. IREF must
be accurate in order to determine di/dt. The
comparator offset becomes a problem and
limits the accuracy and the clock must be
stable and accurate.
In summary, the single slope system
possesses the following:
ADVANTAGES
• Simple to build
• Single supply
DISADVANTAGES
• Poor accuracy
• Capacitor (leakage, losses, aging)
• Clock (stability, accuracy)
• Capacitor switch offset
• Com parator offset
• I REF accuracy

Dual Slope System
To improve accuracy, the dual slope technique was developed. Figure 5-46 shows a
dual slope system.
Initially, CEXT is discharged and the counter
is at O. The analog input is converted to a
current (lIN), When the start pulse is applied,
the clock and control circuit closes S2 for a
fixed period of time. The input signal
charges CEXT to some value. At the end of
this fixed charge period, the control circuit

9~nDtic9

opens S2 and closes S1. The clock now
feeds a counter which records the amount
of time it takes IREF to discharge the capaCitor to zero. When the capaCitor charge
reaches 0, the counter stops. The digital
output is now a function of the ratio of the
input current (unknown) and a reference
current. Thus the output is a function of how
large the input was.
Since the output is determined by a ratio of
the fixed to variable time, the exact clock
frequency is unimportant, eliminating any
error from the clock. The capacitor leakage,
aging, and other losses are no longer a
factor because the effects are constant and
cancel in a ratio based system.
The comparator and capacitor offsets are
still a problem and dual supplies are now
required since CEXT must discharge to below ground.
In summary, the dual
possesses the following:

slope

system

ADVANTAGES
• Eliminates errors due to errors in clock
and capacitor aging
DISADVANTAGES
• Accuracy limited by capaCitor and comparator offsets
• Dual supplies required

Triple Slope System
The triple slope method, shown in Figure 547, eliminates the capaCitor and comparator
offset effects on accu racy.

Interface Circuits

DUAL SLOPE AID
STRTo-______________________________________~S~T~A~RT

N

o

c
o

C

OUTPUT

L

a
c

U
VIN (2)

N

----------------------1

K

Notice that in the triple slope method, the
capacitor CEXT is initially charged to some
clamp voltage and the comparator starts the
integration. Since the comparator starts and
stops the conversion, the offset effects of
the comparator are eliminated and the capacitor offset error is eliminated as well.
The comparator is no longer referenced to
ground, so IREF can now discharge to
ground. This means single supply operation
is possible. The accuracy of the conversion
scheme is now limited only by the accuracy
of the IREF.
In summary, the features of triple slope
integration are as follow:
• The conversion accuracy is independent
of capacitor value, clock frequency, and
voltage and current offsets of the comparator
• The V to I converters for input and reference allow single supply operation.
• Conversion speed is limited by the clock
frequency
• Excellent for noise rejection. This is due
to averaging of changesduring the sampling period.

I
I
I
OVF

\----------------------------

r'

- Vee

Figure 5-46

TRIPLE SLOPE AID
V CLAMP (I NT)

!

ICLAMP

START

OUTPUTS

OVF

-":::11001'-..;.,.---1-------:;.....=0"""'----

-..

~---_+------;_-------_t--~-iCLAMP

IREF

CLAMP VOLTAGE

GNDLEVEL

IREF

Figure 5-47
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR
AID CONVERTERS
• Analog input signal range and resolution
required
• Linearity requirement and stability
• Conversion speed required
• Monotonicity requirement: Can missing
codes be tolerated?
• Character of input signal: Is it noisy,
sampled, filtered, slowly varying?
• Transfer characteristics (Type of coding)

QUANTIZING ERRORS

GAIN ERROR

111
110

111

DIGITAL 101
OUTPUT 100

110

011
010
001
000

101

DIGITAl100
EIN
9r~~~~~~~~---

OUTPUT011

V (1/2 LSB)

010

001

AID CONVERTER TERMS

000 _IL.....-'-.....L..-'---'_'--'---'-.....L..-'-_
1 ·2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10

Resolution
Resolution is the input change required to
increment the output between the two adjacent codes. This term also refers to the
number of bits in the output word and;
hence, the number of discrete output codes
the input analog signal can be broken into.
Expressed in "bits" resolution.

ANALOG INPUT

Figure 5-48

OFFSET ERROR

Transfer Characteristic
The Transfer Characteristic is the relationship of the output digital word (code) to the
input analog signal, i.e., Binary, BCD.

101
OIGITAL
OUTPUT 100

Conversion Speed

011

The Conversion Speed is the speed at which
an ADC can make repetitive data conversions.

001

Figure 5-50

Quantizing Error
Quantizing Error is an inherent error in the
conversion process due to finite resolution
(discrete output). See Figure 5-48 .

Offset Error
An Offset Error is shown in Figure 5-49.

DIGITAL
OUTPUT

ANALOG INPUT

IDEAL --....

E

.'~~

ERROR

FU~C~ION

~_

\

110
EIN

101
100

-lLSB

011

010

Gain Error
A Gain Error is shown in Figure 5-50.

RELATIVE ACCURACY

EIN

23456789

001

Figure 5-49

Relative Accuracy
Relative Accuracy is the deviation of an
actual bit transition from the ideal transition
value at any level over the range of the ADC
(% F.S.l. See Figure 5-51.

INPUT

000 .."........-'-.....L..-'-_~_'---'---'-.....L..-'-I- _ .
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
1,2 loS.B.

ERROR

Hysteresis Error
A Hysteresis Error is the code transition
voltage dependence relative to the direction
from which the transition is approached.

Monotonicity
Monotonicity is when the output code either
increases or remains the same for increasing analog input signals. The oPPosite is
true in the reverse direction.

Missing Codes
Figure 5-51

A Missing Code is a code combination that
is skipped. See Figure 5-52.
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MISSING CODES

/

111

101
DIGITAL 100

OUTPUT 011

010
001
EIN

1

2

3

4

5

5

7

8

9

10

ANALOG INPUT

• Gas-discharge
• Fluorescent
• Incandescent

generally in products where performance,
rather than cost, is of prime importance.
These advantages include:

The choice of which technology to be used
is often dictated by the system constraints,
such as:

• Larger digits
• Increased readability in bright, ambient
light
• High reliability
• Operation in wide temperature extremes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost
Size
Readability (ambient light)
Operating temperature range
Reliability
Power and supply limitations
Ability to be multiplexed

(SHOWS A MISSING CODE AT 101)

Figure 5-52

INTRODUCTION
The advent of MSI digital logic has made
feasible the digital display at a reasonable
cost with virtually all instrumentation now
taking that course. The key features of
digital displays are ease of readability and
high reliability.
The most popular and commonly used of
the various display technologies are:
•
•

Liquid crystal displays (LCO)
Light-emitting diodes (LED)

LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES
(LEOs)
LEO displays have taken over an appreciable part of the display market, primarily
due to:
•
•
•
•
•

High reliability
Long life
Fast response time
Low operating voltage
Ease in interfacing

GAS DISCHARGE DISPLAYS
Gas discharge displays have several advantages over LEOs, LCOs and other displays in
the applications area. These advantages are

S!!)Ol!tiCS

Applications for Gas Discharge
Displays
Automotive Industry
• Operating temperature range (-40 0 F to

+120 0 F)
• LCOs-Freeze at lower temperature
• LEOs-Poor efficiencies at high temperature
Avionics
• Visibility

• LCOs-Oifficult to multiplex (poor response)
Poor operating temperature range
Need direct light
• LEOs-Poor visibility in bright light
Games
• Size and brightness
• LCOs-Poor viewing angle
• LEOs-Not bright enough
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NESSO BARGRAPH DRIVER

Bargraph Converter

Although the gas discharge bargraph is not
a new type of display device, it has not been
widely used so far, partly because of cost of
the associated drive circuitry it required.
Signetics Corporation has developed a
single IC(NE580l which comprises most of
the electronics necessary to interface an
analog voltage level to a bargraph display.
This will dramatically reduce the cost of
using bargraph displays, thus opening a
new wide range of possible application.s for
them.

DRIVE ANODE

+250V

o---,\N\,--"1

DRIVE ANODe
KEEP·ALIVE ANODE

SCREENED CATHODE SEGMENTS

Because the bargraph display has not found
wide applications yet, the principles of operation and drive requirements may not be
fully understood.
A gas discharge bargraph display is a device
where the cathodes form the visible part of
the display. The cathodes are in the form of
short bars, or segments, and are arranged in
a column to give the effect of a thermometer
when lit. The cathodes are printed in conductive ink on a substrate, which is usually
blackened to enhance contrast. The anode
is a continuous transparent bar printed
behind the front glass. The front glass and
the substrate are sandwiched together, the
space between them being filled with neon
gas. This is shown in Figure 5-53.

Glow transfer principle
When an electrical pulse of sufficient magnitude is applied between the anode and
any cathode segment, ionization of the gas
takes place and a visible glow is produced in
the region of the cathode. Once ionization
has taken place, charged particles around
the glowing cathode diffuse outwards to the
adjacent cathode and put it into a state
where it will now require a lower firing
voltage for ionization to occur.
In Figure 5-53 it can be seen that there is a
"keep alive" anode and cathode at the bottom end of the tube, normally hidden from
view. This cathode is permanently ignited
and acts as a source of charged particles for
the tUb. These particles leak across to the
first cathode segment and lower its firing
voltage.
After the first cathode has been ignited, it
will supply charged particles to the next
segment, and so on. By successively firing
segments, a contino us bar of lighted segments can be made to glow from one end of
the tube to the other. This procedure is
known as "glow transfer", and it is the principle on which the bargraph display operates.

Phase connections
Bargraph displays can be 3-phase, 5-phase
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Figure 5-53

or 6-phase in operation. Let's take a look at
what this means.
If we consider a 200 segment bargraph,
then, to fire each segment in turn it would be
necessary to have 200 outputs from the
drive circuitry, thus making it very complex
and extremely expensive. For this reason it
is necessary to connect the segments in a
bus arrangement, as shown in Figure 5-54.
In the simple 9-segment, 3-phase bargraph
shown in Figure 5-54, each segment in turn
is connected to an alternate bus. Assume
now that segment 1 has received a transfer
of charged particles from the "keep alive"
cathode, so that when a pulse is applied to
phase 1, segment 1 will ignite.,
However, segments 4 and 7 will not ignite,
even though they are connected to phase 1,
because segments 2, 3, 5, and 6 have not
been ignited and, hence, there has been no
transfer of charged particles to segments 4
and 7. The pulse is then applied successively to phases 2 and 3, so igniting segments 2
and 3.
The pulse is repeated now across phases 1,
2, and 3 which first ignited segments 4, 5,
and 6, then finally segments 7, 8, and 9. This
is the application of the "glow transfer"
principle discussed previously.
In practice, the pulses are applied to the
phase connections by rotating a counter
which is synchronized to a clock. If the
clock speed is too slow, the person viewing
the display will see the segments going on
and off alternately. However, if the clock
speed is maintained above a certain minimum frequency (typically, 70Hz) then a
"flicker-free" display will be obtained.

s~nDtics

APPLICATIONS
Bargraphs can be used for displays in many
applications. A few examples are:
1. Process control
2. Automobiles
3. Panel meters
4. Depth indicators
5. Aircraft cockpit displays
6. Level indicators
7. Analog indicators
The bargraph display does not have the
mechanical hysterisis of a standard meter
movement and therefore has a much faster
response. If required, the response can be
slowed by filtering the input signals. The
hysterisis thus becomes an option of the
designer without restrictions of the mechanical meter movement.
They are not as delicate as mechanical
meters and have the added advantage of
maintaining accuracy in any viewing position (I.e. not affected by gravity, acceleration, jarring, etcl. These features make this
type display attractive for portable equipment. The 250V supply presents only a
minor problem due to the size, price and
availability of 12 to 250V· converters currently available. Because the display appears as a continuous bar of light, slowly
varying signal inputs are easier to interpret
than a digital display.

NESSO BARGRAPH CONVERTER
The block diagram of the NE580 and the
timing diagram are shown in Figures 5-55
and 5-56.

Interface Circuits

where TAN is the number of cathode phases
for which the anode is on.

PHASE CONNECTIONS FOR A SIMPLE 9-SEGMENT, 3-PHASE BARGRAPH

Thus for a 200 element device:

VIN

= VREF x~
200

(5-S)

The NE5S0 is not a high voltage device;
therefore external high voltage drivers are
used. Figure 5-57 shows a complete circuit
required for driving a Burroughs 5 phase
200 element Bargraph (BG12205-2)'
The NE5S0 requires a 5 volt logic level
supply. The 7SHV05 provides the regulated
5 volts. A jumper option is provided for use if
5 volts is already available.IC2 is a 3 terminal
2.5V regulator (7SL02) used to provide a
stable reference signal to the NE5S0. The
reference signal level can be adjusted by R,.
Capacitor C4 (pin 4 of the NE5SQ) is a timing
set capacitor. This sets the internal clock
frequency of the NE5S0 and determines the
cathode pulse width. The frequency of the
internal oscillator of the NE5S0 can be approximated by the following equation:

11KHZ)

=

.555
CII'Fd)

Where F is the Frequency lin KHZ) and C is
the timing capacitor lin f.LFd), each cathode
pulse width is equivalent to 2 clock periods.
To generate the 70f.Lsec cathode pulses
required by the bargraph, a capacitor value
of .019~d.should be used. Using a standard
.022f.LF capacitor will set the clock frequency to = 25 KHZ. There are 200 phase outputs
or 400 clock pulses per frame. The frame
frequency is then F(clock) or 62.5 frames/
sec.
400
Figure 5-54

This is well above the eye flicker rate.

The internal clock drives a counter and
ramp generator and the frequency of the
clock is set with a single external capacitor.
The counter addresses a ROM which is used
to control the phase decoder. The phase
decoder generates the required cathode
pulses. A single external pin (pin 3) sets the
phase decoder for 5 phase (pin 3 Low) or 6
phase (pin 3 High) operation. An external
hold capacitor and an external ramp capacitor are the only other external component
requirements of the NE5S0.
The clock also gates a constant current
source to charge the ramp capacitor with a
staircase waveform of equal increment
steps. Each step corresponds to a cathode

phase pulse. There are two steps per segment so the comparison of the analog input
voltage (s) with respect to the ramp is made
at the mid point of each segment.
The counter inhibits the current source and
discharges the ramp after 200 cathode
counts.
The ramp current is controlled by the voltage at the VREF input.
The anode voltage to the display is on for a
portion of the time that corresponds to the
input voltage as described by the equation:
VIN

= VREF

X TAN

# (Elements)

S!!)nl!tics

(5-7)

Capacitor C5 is the ramp control element.
The constant current source in the ramp
generator circuit of the NE5S0 is dependent
on the operating frequency. At 25KHZ, the
current is typically SOf.LA. C5 should be as
large as possible to minimize the effects of
leakage. A typical valve for the ramp control
element is .47 f.L Fd. A Mylar or other low
leakage type capacitor should be used.
Capacitor Ce is a sample and hold element
required by the NE5S0. This should also be a
low leakage type capacitor. Grounding pin 3
of the NE5S0 programs the internal phase
decoder for a 5 phase output.
The analog input voltages at Ain and Bin
can have an input range of 0 volts to VREF
(maximum voltage range is -0.3V to +7
volts).
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BLOCK DIAGRAM
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RELATIVE OUTPUT PHASING

Figure 5-56
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TYPICAL APPLICATION
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THREE PHASE OPERATION WITH THE NE580
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(b) CONNECTING OUTPUTS. FOR 3<1> 200 ELEMENT

(a) CONNECTING OUTPUTS FOR 3<1> 100 ELEMENT
Figure 5-58

The anode outputs (A and B) drive the base
of a 2N6218 transistor (or equivalent), These
transistors must carry laMA of current and
withstand a 250V breakdown, When the
anode is on, the anode voltage is 250 volts,
With the anode off, Q, or Q2 will drop the
anode to about 95V (anode "off" bias for the
display should be about 100V).
The cathode output phases of the N E580
and the reset pulse are used to drive a high
voltage Darlington array, the NE5504, It is
necessary to clamp the cathode "off" bias of
the gas discharge display to 72V, The
NE5504 has a breakdown voltage of 100V
and can accomodate this bias, The 70 volt
Zener sets the cathode "off" bias for the
display and prevents the maximum voltage
potential of the NE5504 from being exceeded,
Resistor R'5 limits the current for the keep
alive anode (pin 5) of the display with the
keep alive cathode (pin 6) at ground,
In addition to the operation discussed
above (as shown in Figure 5-57), the NE580
can be used to drive 3 or 6 phase displays,
The circuit can be easily expanded to handle more channels by adding logic circuits
to multiplex the desired signals,
To operate in a 6 phase mode, it is only
required to take pin 3 tothe NE580 high, The
phase 6 output is then available on pin 19 of
the NE580,

Driving 3 Phase Displays
3 phase gas discharge displays are available
as 100 or 200 element indicators (providing
1% or 0,5% resolution respectively).
The NE580 is operated as a 6 phase display
driver (Pin 3 tied High) and the high voltage
drive circuit is rewired to provide the proper
phase outputs, Figure 5-58(a) shows the
wiring scheme for a 100 element 3 phase
display and provides the required 100 cath-
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ode counts with a typical scan time per
cathode of 1401' seconds,
Figure 5-59(b) provides the required 200
cathode counts with a typical scan time per
cathode of 70 seconds.

Driving Additional Displays
By using additional external comparators
and a few logic gates the NE580 can be used
to drive multiple displays, Each additional
comparator controls the anode of the display, Proper timing is maintained by providing a clock and anode blanking signals for
each additional display, Figure 5-59 shows
the additional circuitry required for multiple
display operation, The cathode phasing is
common to all displays,

Driving a Dual Resettable
Bargraph
The Burroughs 203 element dual resettable
self scan bargraph (BG12203-2) is a flat
panel indicator displaying two separate bargraphs, The two bargraphs in the device
have separate connections allowing completely independent operation, The cathode
segments are common with independent
anodes,
The external logic required by the display
can be generated with the NE580 and multiplexing circuits. Figure 5-60 shows a block
diagram of the logic drive system. The
NE580 has anode controls for 2 inputs and
associated logic to generate the phase data
to drive the display, External comparators
are used to compare the additional analog
input signals with the NE580 generated
ramp, The anode output signals are multiplexed in sync with the appropriate cathode
pulses,
The logic circuit must generate 2 reset pulses
(RT and RB) and 201 clock pulses in a 3phase arrangement. With phase RB applied
the phase sequence is Phase R, Phase 1,

Smnl!tiCS

Phase 2, Phase 3, When Phase RT is applied,
the phase sequence is Phase R, Phase 3,
Phase 2, Phase 1. A reset pulse is applied to
one end of a bargraph. The bargraph then
scans from that end until the full data input
is displayed, The logic then discontinues
the scan and activates the reset at the other
end of the panel. The cathode clock count is
then picked up at the proper phase and
scanning takes place in the alternate direction, Figure 5-61 is a complete schematic of
the required circuitry for controlling a dual
resettable alternate scan system,

Driving a l.E.D. Bargraph
Although the NE580 was designed primarily
to drive a gas discharge bargraph, the circuit can be used as the control element of an
LED, Bargraph Display System, Figure 562 is a schematic showing the additional
circuitry required,
Operated in the 6 phase mode, the cathode
pulse count from the 580 will total 200. LED
bargraphs only required 100 pulses, By
OR'ing only 3 of the 6 phases as shown, a
clock of 100 pulses is generated to clock a
decade counter/divider,
The reset pulse from the NE580 initializes
the counter circuits to zero and inhibits the
display by driving the A2 and A3 pins of the
74145 high. When the reset pulse goes low,
the BCD/Decade .decoder will enable cathode A of the Bargraph, Theclock pulses will
step the counter through illuminating each
anode of the bargraph sequentially until the
counter reaches ten, The counter will then
output a carry incrementing the ripple
counter (74LS93) and the Decade/Decoder
will enable the next cathode group of the
display, During this sequence, the A out
signal of the NE580 is low and will remain
low until the NE580 ramp voltage exceeds
the analog input voltage. When this occurs,
the A out goes high and inhibits all outputs

DRIVING MULTIPLE DISPLAYS WITH
COMMON CATHODE PHASING
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DRIVE CIRCUIT FOR DUAL RESETTABLE DEVICE
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Figure 5-60

of the Decade Decoder. The complete cycle
time is controlled by the single timing capacitor x the NE5S0. With the values shown in
Figure 5-62 the display is cycled at a
70Hz and the Bargraph exhibits a flickerfree column of lights. The anode resistors of
the bargraph control the display brightness.
The 74145 can provide up to SOMA.

Single Supply Dual Channel A-D
Converter With Medium Speed
Thus far, all applications discussed have
been used to drive a bargraph display. To
generate the display control signals the
NE5S0 had to do an A-D conversion. Figure
5-63 shows the NE5S0 configured as a dual
channel AID converter. A out and Bout
signals can be OR'ed together to provide a
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multiplexed scheme. Numerous conversion
systems can be devised using the N E5S0.
The A out and B out signals go low coincident with the leading edge of the reset pulse
and remain low for a time period dependent
on the analog input voltage levels at Ain and
Bin. These low signals can be used as gates
for the internal clock or an external clock or
signal.
The conversion time is dependent on the
input voltages, but will have a maximum
time of one frame. With the values shown,
conversion time is 16MS. Conversion times
of 1MS, with 7 bit accuracy, can be obtained
using the NE5S0. The single supply operation and dual channel feature makes the
NE5S0 a candidate for many process control conversion circuits.

SmDlmcs

One such system is shown in the block
diagram of Figure 5-64. This particularsystem is shown in an automotive application,
but is basically the same for any process
control system.
Since the NE5S0 is used as an AID converter, digital information can be gated into a
microprocessor control system. Thus, in
addition to providing status indications to
the driver, theNE5S0 can provide inputs to a
microprocessor of control applications. Circular bargraph or linear bargraphs can be
used for display. The serial output format to
the processorminimizes the wiring requirement. The processor can easily be programmed to do the serial to parallel convertions.

DUAL RESETTABLI: BARGRAPH
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NESSO PROVIDING DUAL CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT AID CONVERSION
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NESSO PROVIDES DISPLAY CONTROL SIGNALS IN AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATION
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LED DECODER DRIVER
N E586/587 /588/589
The NE586 decoder/driver series are latchable decoder drivers for L.E.D. displays.
Figure 5-65 provides a summary of the 586
series' features.
The constant current supplies (fixed or adjustable) are essentially independent of output voltage, power supply voltage, and
temperature.
The data (BCD) and LE (latch enable) inputs
are low loading and thus are compatible
with a data bus system.
Figure 5-66 shows a block diagram of the
NE586. Seven segment decoding is implemented using a ROM so that alternate decoding fonts can be made available.

L.E.D. Drivers and Power Dissipation Consideration
The following discussion refers to the
NE586, but is applicable for any driver in the
series.
LED displays are power hungry devices,
and, inevitably, somewhat inefficient in their

•
•
•
•

NE 586/587/588/589
Strobed Latch
•
Inputs compatible with NMOS, CMOS,
DMOS, TTL
•
Single 5 volt supply
Constant Current Outputs

LED DRIVERS
Inputs are compatible with microprocessor bus
BCD Inputs-Hexadecimal Outputs

Fixed Cu rrent

Programmable Current

Current sink output

NE586
(25mA)

'NE587
110 -50mA)

Current source
Output

NE588
125m A)

'NE589
110 -50mA)

NOTE
May be operated down to 5 mA

Figure 5-65

use of the power supply necessary to drive
them. Duty cycle control does afford one
way of improving display efficiency, provided that the LEOs are not driven too far
into saturation, but the improvement is marginal. Operation at higher peak currents has
the added advantage of giving much better
matching of light output, both from segment-to-segment and digit-to-digit.

An output current of 25 mA was chosen for
the NE586 so that it would be suitable for
multiplexed operation of large size LED
digits. When designing a display system,
particular care must be taken to minimize
power dissipation within the IC display driver. Since the NE586 output is a constant
current source, all the remaining supply
voltage, which is not dropped across the

NE 586/587/588/589
LED DRIVERS
BLOCK DIAGRAM
CURRENT
REFERENCE

, REF BUS

Ip

VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

A

0----1

Do---H

DECODER

CE

NOTE
Rp is internal for 586 and 588
external for 587 and 589.

Figure 5-66
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MAXIMUM POWER DISSIPATION
VS TEMPERATURE

v TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
cc D RIVING A SINGLE DIGIT
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Decoupling capacitor on Vee should be 0.01 ~F ceramic

Figure 5-67

LED (and the digit driver, if used) will appear
across the output of the NE586. Thus the
power dissipation in the NE586 will go up
sharply if the display power supply voltage
rises. Clearly, then, it is good design practice to keep the display supply voltage as
low as possible consistent with proper operation of the output current sources. Inserting a resistor or diode in series with the
display supply is a good way of reducing the
power dissipation within the integrated circuit segment driver, although, of course,
total system power remains the same.
Power dissipation within the NE586 may be
calculated as follows. Referring to Figure 567, the two system power supplies are Vcc
and Vs. In many cases, these will be the
same voltage. Necessary parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vcc'
Vs'
Icc'
ISEG'
VF'

Supply voltage to driver
Supply voltage to display
Quiescent supply current of driver
LED segment current
LED segment forward voltage at
Iseg
Koc'% Duty cycle

W', the forward LED drop, depends upon
the type of LED material (hence the color)
and the forward current. The actual forward
voltage drops should be obtained from the
LED display manufacturers literature forthe
peak segment current selected. However,
approximate voltages at nominal rated currents are:
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

1.6
2.0
2.2
2.5

to
to
to
to

2.0V
2.5V
3.5V
3.5V

These voltages are all for single diode displays. Some early red displays had 2 se~ies
LEDs per segment, hence the forward vbltage drop was around 3.5V.

Figure 5-68

Thus a maximum power dissipation calculation when all segments are on, is:
Pd

Icc + (Vs - VF)

Pd

7 X Iseg X Koc mW
(5-9)
5.25V

= vcc X

Assuming Vs = vcc =
VF = 2.0V
Koc = 100%
Pd max = 5.25 X 50 + 3.25
= 945 mW

X

and
X

7 X 30 mW

= 5.0 X 30

av

=

+ 3.00 x

Vcc x Icc + (Vs - Vv - Rx x 7 X
Iseg) X 7 X Iseg X Koc
= 5.25 X 50 + 1.25 X 7 X 30mW
= 525mW
(5-11)

max =

Pd av =

5.0

X

30

+ 1.25 X 5 X

25

= 306mW

However, the average power dissipation will
be considerably less than this. Assuming 5
segments are on (the average for all output
code combinations), then
Pd

assuming worst case Iseg of 30mA
Hence now:

If a diode (or 2) is used to reduce voltage to
the display, then the voltage appearing
across the display driver will be independent of the number of "ON" segments and will
be equal to

5 x 25 mW
Vs - VF - nVd ,Vo = O.BV

525 mW

Operating temperature range limitations
can be deduced from the power dissipation
graph in Figure 5-68.

Where n is the number of diodes used, and
so power dissipation can be calculated in a
similar manner.

However, a major portion of this power
dissipation (Pd max) is because the current
source output is operating with 3.25V
across it. I n practice, the outputs operate
satisfactorily down to 0.5V, and so the extra
voltage may be dropped external to the
integrated circuit.

In a multiplexed display system, the voltage
drop across the digit driver must also be
considered in computing device power dissipation. It may even be an advantage to use
a digit driver which drops an appreciable
voltage, rather than the saturating PNP
transistors shown in Figure 5-69. For example a Darlington PNP or NPN emitter follower may be preferable. Figure 5-70 shows
the N591 as the digit driver in a multiplexed
display system. The NE591 output drops
about 1.8V which means that the power
dissipation is evenly distributed between
the two integrated circuits.

Suppose the worst case VcclVs supply is
4.75 to 5.25V, and that the maximum VF for
the LED display is 2.25V. Only 2.75V is
required to keep the display active, and
hence 2.0V may be dropped externally with
a resistor from Vcc to Vs. The value of this
resistor is calculated by using equation 510.
Rs =

VOROP

Iseg
or

Rs

X

# of seg

20
= _._
= 1011 (112 W rating)
7 X Iseg

StgOotiCS

(5-10)

Where Vs and Vcc are two different supplies, the Vs supply may be optimized for
minimum system power dissipation and/or
cost. Clearly, good regulation in the Vs
supply is totally unnecessary, and so this
supply can be made much cheaper than the
regulated 5V supply used in the rest of the
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4-DIGtT MULTIPLEXED LED DISPLAY
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INTERFACING 8-DIGIT LED DISPLAY
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Figure 5-70
system. In fact a simple unsmoothed fullwave rectified sine wave works extremely
well if a slight loss in brightness can be
tolerated. A transformer voltage of about 34. 5V rms works well in most LED display
systems. Waveforms are shown in Figure 571.
The duty cycle for this system depends
upon Vs, VF and the output characteristics
of the display driver.
With
Vs = 4.9V pk.
VF = 2.0V

The duty cycle is approximately 60%.
Vs in this examplewas derived by the circuit
shown in Figure 5-71. Remember that the
forward voltage drop of the rectifying diode
must be subtracted to arrive at the exact
peakof the Vs voltage.
Figure 5-72 shows other typical application
schemes for multiplexing LED displays.

ADDRESSABLE PERIPHERAL
DRIVERS SUPPORT
~P-BASED SYSTEMS

.-------[*"-_---<l Vs

The Signetics NE590 and NE591 addressable peripheral drivers (APDs) greatly facilitate inter1acing a variety of support circuits
to microprocessor based systems.

4.0 V

rm.

GIVES A PEAK VALUE

OF 4.9V FOR V S.

The APDs are designed to eliminate. the
need for many of the buffers, latches, TTL
les, and discrete transistors currently
needed to drive peripheral devices.
Figure 5-73 shows that each driver includes
a set of input latches, a 1-of-8 demultiplexer,
and a set of high current drive outputs
together with the assorted chip enable and
clear logic.
The low loading inputs of these drivers
(typically IlL = 15!-'A and IIH = 1!-,A) allow
direct inter1acing to the !-'P-bus. Eight addressable latches, which are addressed by a
three bit binary code and (set/reset) by a
single binary bit, allow storage of each
output condition (ON/OFF), allowing the!-'P
to continue proc;essing after the APD has
been addressed.

9~nDtic9

Vs ~---~~--~-L---~

'SEG

-L-----

t-"-----'....- - -......

Figure 5-71
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4-DIGIT DISPLAY WITH BRIGHTNESS CONTROL
AND LEADING EDGE RIPPLE BLANKING.
vso----------+------------~~------------~------------_,

veeO---~----_+------4r------t_----~------_r----__.

B

B

B

e

e

NE586

B
e
I

NES86

D3o-----~~~4__4----~_++_~--+_----~~1_+__+----~
D'o-------~~4__1------~+_~--+_----~~1_+__+----~

D'o-------~~4__4--------~~--+_-------+1_+__+-------J
Doo---------_+4__1----------~--+_--------~+__+--------~

Driver selection is accomplished with a low
active chip enable which may be derived
from the I/O decoder common to all I/O
devices. A low active master clear is also
provided to reset all outputs simultaneously. This signal may be generated from the
I/O decoder or set high when not required.
The high-current outputs of the drivers
(250mA sinking with the NE590 and 250mA
sourcing with the NE591) allows direct interfacing to relays, motors, lamps. LED's, and
other devices or systems requiring high
current drive capabilities.
Figure 5-74 demonstrates the use of APD's
in a uP-based system. When driving LED
displays, a single 8-bit word contains all the
data required for defining both digit location and segment selection. The APD uses
four bits-three to address one of 8 outputs
and one to set the output to an ON or OFF
state.
When using the NE590/91, the complementary circuitry should be used, either the
NE586/7 or the NE588/9.

AO

A,

C =.01,uF

.n.n.

Figure 5-72

When using the NE590, ON refers to the
output low state in which the output is

BLOCK DIAGRAM
INPUT STAGE
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Figure 5-73
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capable of sinking a maximum of 250mA.
The clear (CLl pin may be tied high and
would normally not be required in this application.
The four remaining data bits are required by
the NE589 which supplies segment data.
These four BCD data bits are converted into
seven-segment data used for driving the
anodes of the LED's. Data is strobed into the
latches by the LATCH ENABLE INPUT at
the same time that information is being supplied to the NE590. Since the NE589 provides a constant current source, uniform
brightness is obtained from each segment
in the display. The NE589 is capable of
supplying up to 50 mA/segment. Segment
currents are set by a single programming
resistor.
Figure 5-74 shows several devices connected to the NE591: a relay, a motor, and a D-C
subsystem. Each device is selected in the
same manner as the LED digits; that is, three

bits are used to select the output and one bit
is used to turn the output ON or OFF.
An output may be cleared in one of two
ways:
1) By direct selection and clearing of the
individual latch,
or
2) By clearing all outputs through the use
of the clear input.
The latter method does not require addressing.
The examples shown in Figure 5-74 clearly
demonstrate the advantages that can be
derived from using the NE590 and NE591
APDs in microprocessor-based systems.
These devices provide easy interfacing and
minimize the number of interfacing components; they also provide the logic interface
to the microprocessor and the switch function and high-current drive required by the
peripheral units.

Si,gnotics

COMPARATORS
Voltage comparators are high gain differential input-logic output devices. They are
specifically designed for open loop operation with a minimum of delay time. Although
variations of the comparator are used in a
host of applications, all uses depend upon
the basic transfer function of Figure 5-75. As
shown device operation is simply a change
of output voltage dependent upon whether
the signal input is above or below the
threshold input. The threshold in thisexampie is 0 volts.
Comparator inputs are customarily marked
with plus or minus signs to indicate their
polarity. For example the circuit of Figure 576 produces a logic 1 level when the noninverting input is more positive than the
reference voltage.

DEFINITIONS
Many similarities exist between operational
amplifiers and the amplifier section of volt-
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TRANSFER FUNCTION OF LM119
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Figure 5-75
age comparators. In fact op amps can be
used to implement the comparator function
at low frequencies.
Thus. the characteristic definitions presented here are similar to those reviewed for op
amps in Section 3.

Input Offset Voltage
As with operational amplifiers the non-ideal
comparator possesses some offset voltage.
The definition differs slightly in that the
output structure of comparators is digital
rather than linear. Hence, input offset voltage is defined for comparators as the dc
voltage required at the input to force the
output to the logic threshold of ensuing
devices (1.2 volts for TTl).

Input Offset Current
Imbalances of input bias current arise from
small variances of the junction geometry of
the differential input amplifier. As for op
amps, the imbalance is referred to as input
offset cu rrent.

Bias Current
As with op amps the input structure of
comparators is usually adifferential bipolar
stage. Hence. the average input current
required defines bias current.

Common Mode Range
When specifying voltage comparators one
of the key parameters is. common mode
range. which is defined as the range of
voltages over which both Inputs can be
varied simultaneously without abnormal
output voltage transitions. This parameter
must be kept uppermost in the designer's
mind because the reference and signal voltages become common mode signals at
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threshold. All ranges of input signals thus
must be within the common mode range of
the input amplifier.

PROPAGATION DELAY
TEST SETUP

Voltage Gain
Specifications of voltage gain refer to the
overall gain of the device, the bulk of which
occurs in the amplifier section.

SIGNAL

In general higher gains would be advantageous for resolving smaller input signals. Of
course the propagation delay suffers due to
the more severe saturation of the transistors. Typical gains for TTL output devices
are set for 5000 volts per volt. This gain
provides 5 volts of output swing with 1mV
input signal change for reasonable accuracy but does not contribute severely to the
overload recovery delay.

100 mV PLUS

OVERDRIVE

--:

Figure 5-77

RESPONSE TIME FOR NE/SE521
COMPARATOR FOR VARIOUS
INPUT OVERDRIVES

Propagation Delay
Voltage comparisons of analog signals with
a reference vOltage usually require that the
operation take as little time as possible.
Long delays in the comparator cause a
pulse position error at the output since the
analog signal in the meantime has changed
value. At low frequencies the delay is of
small consequence but at higher frequencies, transit time becomes intolerable. Design of voltage comparator devices includes
as a prime goal. the minimizing of transit
times.
Propagation delay testing is done under
worst case conditions. The recovery from
saturation varies depending upon the initial
state of the amplifier and the overdrive.
Worst case conditions begin applying a
100mV signal on the reference terminal.
With no signal applied the amplifier is in
saturation in one direction. A step input
pulse on the signal line of 100mV ± VOs will
bring the amplifier to a threshold level.
Propagation delay at this point is undefined
since the output has not switched.
To attain output switching a small overdrive
is necessary. Propagation delay is tested in
a configuration such as Figure 5-77. The
input is a step function of 100mV plus a
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Figure 5-78
specified excess or overdrive signal. This
causes the amplifier to be exercised from
saturation in one direction to saturation in
the other for worst case propagation delay.
Note that larger overdrive improves delay
time as can be seen in Figure 5-78. An
overdrive of 5mV causes 12ns delay, whereas a 100mV overdrive improves transit time
to only 6ns.
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SE/NE521/522 Comparators

General Precautions

A general description of the comparator
devices is included here to familiarize the
user with available devices and their advantages.

Layout

Processed with state-of-the-art Schottky
barrier diodes the NE 521 /522 series devices
provide good input characteristics while
providing the fastest analog to TTL conversion to date. Total delay from input to output
is typically 6ns with a guaranteed speed of
12ns. Additional features of this device include the dual configuration and individual
output strobes to simplify system logic. The
NE522, although sacrificing some speed,
features open collector outputs for party
line or wired-OR configurations for additional system flexibility.

NE/SE527 Comparator
Featuring darlington inputs for very low bias
current, the NE527 is generically related to
the NE529 comparator. Emitter follower
inputs to the differential amplifier are used
to trade better input parameters for slightly
less speed. As Figure 5-81 shows, a factor of
10 improvement in ISlAS is gained with an increase of propagation delay of only 4ns
maximum.

NE529 Comparator
The NE529 is manufactured using Schottky
technology. Although a few nano seconds
slower than the NE521, the NE529 features
variable supplies from ±5 to ±10 volts with a
high common mode range of ±6 volts. Both
the NE527 and NE529 Schottky comparators boast complimentary logic outputs with
output A being in phase with input A. In
addition the supplies of both the NE527 and
NE529 may be non-symmetrical to produce
a desired shift in the common mode range.
This technique is illustrated by the ECl to
TTL and TTL to ECl translators of Figures
5-91 and 5-92 respectively. The only major
requirement of the supplies is that the negative supply be at least 5 volts more negative than the ground terminal of the gate.
This is necessary to insure that the internal
bias arrangement has sufficient voltage to
operate normally.

APPLICATIONS
Today's state-of-the-art ultra-high speed
comparators are capable of making logic
decisions in less than 10 nano seconds.
They are easily applied and possess good
input and power supply noise rejection. As
with all linear ICs however, some preliminary steps should be taken in their use.

The comparator is capable of resolving submillivolt signals. To prevent unwanted signals from appearing at signal ports, good
physical layout is required. For any high
speed design, ground planes should be
used to guard against ground loops and
other sources of spurious signals. At high
frequencies hidden signal paths become
dominant. Of a particular nuisance is distributed capacitance. If care is not taken to
isolate output from input, distributed capacitance can couple a few millivolts into the
input, causing oscillation.
Another source of spurious signal is ground
current. Input structures are relatively high
impedance while the gate structures of
comparators run with large signal and
ground currents. If this gate ground current
is allowed to pass nearthe input signal path,
the small impedances olthe ground circuit
will cause millivolt changes in reference or
signal voltages producing errors, sustained
oscillation, or ringing. A ground plane arranged such that output currents do not
flow near input areas is highly recommended.

Power Supplies
Another general precaution that should
always be exercised is power supply bypassing. As mentioned the name of the
game is speed. Very high speed gates are
used to produce the desired output logic
levels. Maximizing response speed also requires higher current levels, giving rise to
power supply noise. For this reason good
power supply by-passing is always mandatory very close to the device itself. A tantalum capacitor of 1 to 10",F in parallel with 500
to 1OOOpF will prove effective in most cases.
lead lengths should be as short as physically possible to preserve low impedances at
high frequency.

low. The strobe inputs then provide a means
of utilizing the Schottky gate for other system logic functions.

Common Mode Signals
As defined previously manufacturers specify the maximum voltage range over which
the inputs may be taken. In addition the
maximum differential voltage that may be
safely applied to the inputs is specified. In
the case of the NE529 comparator the differential voltage is restricted to less than ±5
volts, with a com mon mode of ±6 volts. That
these two quantities interact cannot be
overlooked during application. For instance
with both inputs at ±4 volts the common
mode restriction is satisfied. If V ref is now
left at +4 volts the signal input may not be
taken below ground more than 1 volt because the differential signal becomes 5
volts.
It is important to observe this maximum
rating since exceeding the differential input
voltage limit and drawing excessive current
in breaking down the emitter-base junctions
of the input transistors could cause gross
degradation in the input offset current and
bias current parameters.
Exceeding the absolute maximum positive
input voltage limit of the device will saturate
the input transistor and possibly cause damage through excessive current. However,
even if the current is limited to a reasonable
value so that the device is not damaged,
erratic operation can result.

Input Impedance
The differential bias and offset currents of
comparators are minimized by design. As
was pOinted out for op amps, the input
resistance seen by both inputs should be
equal. This reduces to a minimum the contribution of offset current to threshold error.
Unbalanced input impedance also adds to
the offset error due to the difference in voltage drop across the input resistances.

Unused Inputs
Some currently available comparators such
as the NE521 and NE522 are dual devices.
Most often both sections of these devices
will be utilized. ::;hould a system utilize one
device, the unused inputs should be biased
in a known condition. The high gainbandwidth may otherwise cause oscillations in the unused comparator section. A
low impedance should be provided from
both unused inputs to ground. A resistor of
relatively high impedance may then be used
to supply a differential input on the order of
1OOmV to insure the comparator assumes a
known state.
If the inverting input is tied to the positive
differential voltage the gate output will be

Si!)DotiCS

BASIC APPLICATIONS
The basic comparator circuit and its transfer function were presented by Figures 5-75
and 5-76.
When the input exceeds the reference voltage, the output switches either positive or
negative, depending on how the inputs are
connected.
The vast majority of specific applications
involve only the basic configuration with a
change of reference Voltage. A to D converters are realized by applying the signal to
one terminal and the voltage derived from a
ladder network to the other. limit detectors
are likewise made from only the very basic_
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If the measurement were made without
initial saturation (less than 100mV V threshold) the delay time would be smaller, due to
the smaller storage times of unsaturated
transistors.

SCHOTTKY CLAMPED TRANSISTOR GEOMETRY
COLLECTOR CONTACT

STATE-OF-THE-ART
Comparator design has always been optimized for four basic parameters. They are:
1. High Speed
2. Wide Input Voltage Range
3. Low Input Current
4. Good Resolution
Unfortunately these four parameters are not
compatible. For instance gain and input
current can be improved by using thinner
diffusions for higher beta, but only at the
expense of input voltage range. Highergain
also means higher saturation for an increase in delay time. So it becomes obvious
that comparators such as the 710 were
deSigned with the best compromises in
mind using standard processing.
One method of improving overall response
adds gold doping to the processing flow.
The gold dopant causes a decrease in minority carrier lifetime which aids the recombination process and shortens the saturation recovery time. Unfortunately the
tranSistor beta is adversely affected by gold
causing slightly higher bias and offset currents.
It was not until the advent of the Schottky
clamp that a vast improvement in speed
without input degradation was possible. A
very familiar term in the semiconductor
industry, the Schottky barrier diode's(SBO)
location is illustrated in Figure 5-79.
The Schottky clamped transistor is formed
by parallelling the Schottky diode with the
base-collector junction of the npn transistor. Without the clamp, as base drive is
increased the collector voltage falls until
hard saturation occurs. At this point the
collector voltage is very near the emitter
voltage, and stored charges in the junctions

SCHOTTKY CLAMPED
TRANSISTOR

Figure 5-79

Figure 5-80

causes slow recovery from saturation after
base drive has been removed. The forward
voltage drop of the Schottky diode is 0.4
volts-less than the forward drop of silicon
diodes. This difference in forward drop is
used by plaCing the diode across the transistor base-collector junction. The Schottky
diode becomes forward biased when the
collector voltage falls 0.4 volts below the
base voltage. Excess base drive is then
shunted into the collector circuit prohibiting the transistor from reaching classic
saturation. With almost no stored charge in
either the SBD or the transistor, there is a
large reduction in storage time. Thus, tranSistor switching time is significantly reduced.
A cross sectional area of the Schottky diode
is shown in Figure 5-80:

Presently available comparator ICs range
from the ultra fast SE/NE521 to the general
purpose comparator fashioned from an inexpensive op amp. Selection of the device
depends upon the application in which it
will be used. Often times speed of conversion is of primary importance to minimize
pulse position errors of high frequency
signals. At other times the parameters are
much less stringent allowing the use of a
general purpose comparator.
A handy reference guide to the major parameters is summarized in Figure 5-81. At a
glance the necessary parameters can be
chosen to select the proper device.

COMPARATOR SELECTION GUIDE
Device
NE521

Propagatioh
Delay (ns)

Vos los Ibias
CMR
(mV) (/-LA) (/-LA) Gain (V)

12

7.5

5

20

5000

±3

NE522

15

7.5

5

20

5000

±3

NE527

26

6

0.75

2

5000

±6

NE529

22

6

5

20

5000

±6

Benefits
Dual, very fast, standard supplies, TTL compatible, individual & common strobe.
Same as NE521 plus open collector outputs for additional
decoding.
Fast, very low input current,
differential outputs, flexible
surplus wide common mode
range.
Same as NE527 but with faster
response.

Figure 5-81
NOTE

Parameters are based on min/max limits at 25°C as defined inthe individual data

sheet.
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circuit. Both are only a small deviation from
the basic level detector.

o VOLT LEVEL DETECTOR
WITH ± 10mV HYSTERESIS

Hysteresis
Normally saturated high or low, the amplifiers used in voltage comparators are seldom
held in their threshold region.
They possess .high gain-bandwidth products and are not compensated to preserve
switching speed. Therefore if the compared
voltages remain at or near the threshold for
long periods of time, the comparator may
oscillate or respond to noise pulses. For
instance this is a common problem with
successive approximation D/A converters
where the differential voltage seen by the
comparator becomes successively smaller
until noise signals cause indecision. To
avoid this oscillation in the linear range,
hysteresis can be employed from output to
input. Figure 5-82 defines the arrangement.
Both positive and negative feedback is provided by RIN and Rt.
Hysteresis occurs because a small portion
of the "one" level output voltage is fed back
in phase and added to the input signal. This
feedback aids the signal in crossing the
threshold. When the signal returns to the
threshold, the positive feedback must be
overcome by the signal before switching
can occur. The switching process is then
assured and oscillations cannot occur. The
threshold "dead zone" created by this method, illustrated in Figure 5-83, prevents output chatter with signals having slow and
erratic zero crossings.
As shown in Figure 5-82, the voltage feedback is calculated from the expression:

As shown the circuit suffers no degradation
of signal. If desired several NE522 comparators may be "wire OR'd," or a latch output
can be accomplished as shown.
The NE521 and NE529 comparators have
the advantage of wider bandwidth to permit
higher data rates.

Double Ended Limit Detector

INPUT (10 mV/onl

Figure 5-83

where EOUT is the gate output voltage. The
hysteresis voltage is bounded by the common mode range and the ability of the gate
to source the current required by the feedback network. If symmetrical hysteresis is
desired an additional inverting gate is required if the comparator does not have
differential outputs. The NE527 and NE529
devices provide inverted signals from differential outputs while the NE521, NE522 and
NE526 devices will require the inverter. Care
should be taken in the selection of the
inverter that propagation delay is minimum
especially for very high speed comparators
such as the NE521.

Line Receiver

EOUT • AIN
AIN + At
VHYST =

LEVEL DETECTOR WITH HYSTERESIS

R,
V,N O--"""'_-.----~""""---___,

Figure 5-82

200mV peak to peak 10MHz differential
signal. In Figure 5-86 the same signal has
been buried in 5 volts peak to peak of 1 HMz
common mode "noise."

Retrieving signals which have been transmitted over long cables in the presence of
high electrical noise is a perfect application
for differential comparators. Such systems
as automated production lines and large
computer systems must transmit high frequency digital signals over long distances.
If the twisted pair of the system is driven
differentially from ground, the signals can
be reclaimed easily via a differential line
receiver.
Since the electrical noise imposed upon a
pair of wires takes the form of a common
mode signal, the very high common mode
rejection of the NE521 1522 makes the unit
ideal for differential line receivers. Figure 584 depicts the simple schematic arrangement. The NE521 is used as a differential
amplifier having a logic level output. Because common mode signals are rejected,
noise on the cable disappears and only the
desired differential signal remains. Figure 585 illustrates the NE521 response to the

S~nl!tics

Many system designs require that it be
known when a signal level lies between two
limits. This function is easily accomplished
with a single NE522 package. The schematic and transfer curve of the circuit is shown
in Figure 5-87.
Each half of the NE522 is referenced to the
desired upper or lower voltage limit producing the desired transfer curve shown.
Taking advantage of the dual configuration
and the open collectors of the NE522 minimize external components and connections.

Crystal Oscillator
Any device with a reasonable gain can be
made to oscillate by applying positive feedback in controlled amounts. The NE521 will
lend itself to crystal control easily, provided
the crystal is used in its fundamental mode.
Figure 5-88 shows a typical oscillator Circuit.
The crystal is operated in its series resonant
mode, providing the necessary feedback
through the capacitor to the input of the
NE521. The resistor Radi is used to control
the amount of feedback for symmetry.
Oscillations will start whenever a circuit
disturbance such as turning on the power
supplies occurs. The NE521 will oscillate up
to 70MHz. However, crystals with frequencies higher than about 20MHz are usually
operated in one of their overtones. To build
an oscillator for a specific overtone requires
tuned circuits in addition to the crystal to
provide the necessary mode suppression. If
the spurious modes ilre not tuned out the
crystal will oscillate at the fundamental
frequency. Higher frequency oscillators
could be realized using input and output
mode suppression or tuning. The NE522 is
especially desirable since the bare collector
topology allows the output to be collector
tuned readily.

Analog to Digital Converter
There are many types of A to D converter
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LINE RECEIVER

DOUBLE ENDED LIMIT DETECTOR

STROBE

+5V

EOUT

R=J1, CHARACTERISTIC LINE
IMPEDANCE

UNLATCH

Figure 5-84
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designs, each having its own merits. However, where speed of conversion is of prime
interest the multi-threshold conversion type
is used exclusively. It is apparent from Figure 5.89 that the conversion speed of this
design is the sum of the delay through the
comparator and the decoding gates.

The standard logic output swings of ECl
are -0.8V to -1.8V at room temperatures.
Converting these signals to TTL levels is
accomplished simply by using the basic
voltage comparator circuit with slight modifications. Figure 5-91 reveals that the power
supplies have been shifted in order to shift

The sacrifices which must be made to obtain speed are the number of components,
bit accuracy and cost. The number of comparators needed for an N-bit converter is 2n1. Although the NE521 provides two comparators per package, the length of parallel
converters is usually limited to less than 4
bits. Accuracy of multi-threshold A-D converters also suffers since the integrity of
each bit is dependent upon comparator
threshold accuracy.

PARALLEL A-D RESPONSE

.
5

3

It is apparent from the schematic that the
individual strobe line and duality features of
the NE521 have greatly reduced the cost
and complexity of the design. The speed of
the converter is graphically illustrated by
the photo of Figure 5-89. All 3-bit outputs
have settled and are true a mere 15ns after
the input step of 3 volts has arrived. The
output is usually strobed into a register only
after a certain time has elapsed to insure
that all data has arrived.

d

,

fdI

........

I""I OUTPUT
lV!cm

V

'/

1

....

0

The implementation of a 3-bit parallel A-D
converter is shown in Figure 5-90 with a 3bit digital equivalent of an analog input
shown in Figure 5-89.
Reference voltages for each bit are developed from a precision resistor ladder network. Values of Rand 2R are chosen so that
the threshold is one half of the least significant bit. This assures maximum accuracy of
±1/2 bit.

the common mode range more negative.
This insures that the common mode range is
not exceeded by the logic inputs. Since Eel
is extremely fast the NE529 is usually selected because of its superior speed so that a
minimum of time is lost in translation.

3

~

,
1
INPUT
lV/em

II
II

0

I"

:
10

15

20

25

30

35

40

HORIZ.5ns/cm

Figure 5-89

3-BIT PARALLEL A-D CONVERTER

logic Interface
During the deSign of the NE527 and NE529
devices, particular attention was paid to the
biasing network so that balanced supplies
need not be provided. For example, if the
"ground" terminal is set at -5.2 volts and the
other supplies are adjusted accordingly, the
output logic 1 state will be at -1.5 volts and
logic 0 will be at -5.0 volts. With this freedom
of power supply voltage, the user may adjust the output swings to match the desired
logic levels even if that logic is other than
TTL levels.

Eel to TTL Interface
Emitter coupled logic is very popular due to
its speed. Systems are often built around
standard TTL logic with those portions requiring higher speed being implemented
with emitter coupled logic. As soon as such
a decision is made the problem of interfacing TTL to ECl logic levels is encountered.

Figure 5~90
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TTL to ECl
Operating in the reverse, TTL levels can also
be converted to ECl levels by the NE529.
Again the NE529 is selected as the fastest
converter with the necessary power supply
flexibility to accomplish the level shifting
with a minimum of effort and cost.
A check of output voltage for the NE529
reveals that the voltage is slightly less than
required by the ECl logiC for fast switching.
R2 and the diode of Figure 5-92 raises the
gate supply voltage and. therefore the
NE529 output voltage by 0.7V sufficient to
guarantee fast switching of the translator.
Resistive pull up from the NE529 output to
Vee can also be used with the gate supply
grounded. This method is dependent upon
RC time constants of distributed capacitance and is therefore much slower.

parameters and speed. The. significant
specifications are given in Table 5-3.

Virtually any voltage comparator or sense
amplifier can be·used. Since total time is the
sum bf all delays, the sense amplifier. ismost
often the fastest available. Signetics comparators NE521 and NE522 are ideal in this
application because of low input offset voltages and very fast response. Using these
Schottky clamped comparators significantly reduces the total cycle time of the memory.

DEVICE Yos(mY) 'B(eA) Y'N (MIN)(mY)

521
522
755107
75510B

10
10
25
25

15
15
25
25

40
40
40
40

+5V

"2

(
529

TTL OUTPUTS

"2
Eel
INPUT

6

5+-----60

-10V

SENSE AMPLIFIERS

Figure 5-91

TTL TO ECl TRANSLATOR

+5V

"2

200

Asan example, the 1103 MOS RAM output is
of the bare drain variety. Hence the output
ofthe memory takes the form of a cu rrentfor
a one level with zero current for a zero level.

/,

IN:Ji 0--_----1----11 10

It remains, then, for the user to convert
these currents to TTL levels. A terminating
reSistor from the drain to ground provides a
voltage output proportional to the current
and the resistor size. larger signals can be
produced by larger resistors; but in practice
resistors larger than 1k ohm are avoided
because of increasing access time. Distributed capacitance forms a time constant with
this output resistance causing slow rise and
fall times when the resistor is large, adding
to the access time.
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EeL GATE

527/529

-10V

-5.2V

Figure 5-92

SmootieS

17

5000
5000
5000
500b

Consideration must first be given to the
differential input voltage requirements of
the sense amplifier. The required reference
voltage is calculated from the relationship:

ECl TO TTL TRANSLATOR

Closely related to the comparator is the
sense amplifier. Signals derived from the
many sources such as transducers and core
memories are not of sufficient amplitude to
be compatible with subsequent logic. It then
becomes necessary to amplify and convert
the signal to TTL levels, which is the responsibility of the sense amplifier.

12
15
17

GAIN

Table 5-3 IMPORTANT SENSE
AMPLIFIER PARAMETERS

Design of the sense amplifier network depends upon the 1103 used (1103 or 1103-1)
and the input characteristics. Two sense
amplifiers will be discussed in this application, the NE521/522 and the 75S1071
75S108. Both sets of devices are very similar
in operation with basic differences in input

Photo Diode Detector
Responding to the presence or absence of
light, the photo diode increases or decreases the current through it. Detecting the
changes becomes a matter of converting
light and dark currents to voltage across a
resistor as shown in Figure 5-93. R1 is
selected to be large enough to generate
detectable differences between light and
dark conditions. Once the signal levels are
defined by R1 and the diode characteristics,
the average between light and dark signals
is used for V reference and is produced by
the resistive divider consisting of R1 and R2.
The comparator then produces an output
dependent upon the presence or absence of
light upon the diode.

SPEED (NS)
(V IN""100mV)

Interface Circuits

Vref";

111 -

IB) R1 -

Vdiff

1103 MEMORY SENSE AMPLIFIER

Where 11 is the 1103 output current, Is is
sense amplifier bias current and Vdiff is
minimum differential voltage to switch the
sense amplifier.
Thus, referring to Figure 5-68, the calculation for the N E522 and the 1103-1 becomes:

DSTROBE

'103~1

MaS

MEMORY

Vref"; 1900l'A -

40I'A) R -

15mV

Hence Vref must be less than 71 mV for a 100
ohm resistor. Values of Rl can be selected
from 100 to 1000 ohms. Resistor values less
than 100 ohms do not produce sufficient
voltage swings while values over 1k ohm
tend to generate excessive noise from
capacitively coupled signals.
In large systems noise coupled into the
sense lines by stray capacitance can be very
troublesome. Judicious layout patterns with
sense lines being as short as possible will
help, but large memories can still be difficult
to control. One method of eliminating noise
is to use a balanced sense line as shown in
Figure 5-95.
During layout a dummy line is run parallel to
the actual sense line in as close proximityas
possible. One end is connected to the sense
amplifier at the Vref pOint while the other end
is left open. The normal sense line is connected as usual. Electrical noise imposed
upon the pair of sense lines takes the form of
a common mode signal and will be rejected
by the sense amplifier. Signal currents in the
sense line, on the other hand, form differential signals at the sense amp causing the
output to switch.

Core Memory Sense Amps
The core memory is another device requiring a sense amplifier.

+5V

a

-5 V

Figure 5-93

100
ENABLE

THRESHOLD
ADJ.

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 5-94

Figure 5-96 shows a simplified block diagram of memory organization in a computer. The appropriate command to the address register selects the appropriate x and
y address lines. Two wires are threaded
through each core. One is common to all
cores in that column arranging a matrix in
which any x-address line and any y-address
line has only one core in common.
Both reading and writing are accomplished
by driving current through the wires linking
the cores. If this current exceeds a minimum
value 1m , the core is reset to zero. Therefore,
by driving Im/2 through one of the x-address
lines and through one of the y-address lines,
anyone core may be reset. Only the core
common to both lines will receive the sum of
the currents and will be reset. The rest of the
cores receive I m/2 and will be only halfselected. For a core to be set to the "1" state,
the current is reversed in the two selecting
wires.
A sense line linking all the cores in the plane
together couples the read data out of the
array. In orderto read a specific core, a "0" is
first written into that core. If its initial state
was at "1", it is reset, generating a pulse on
the sense line. If the core is in "0" state, no
Signal results.

PHOTO DIODE DETECTOR

527

100

The high currents used in core memory
generate a good deal of noise. The sense
amplifier used must be able to detect the
difference between the disturbed one voltage, without responding to undesired signals. The threshold voltages of the sense
amplifier should be adjusted to approximately the mid-point between the sum of
the disturbed zero voltages and the minimum disturbed one voltage as defined in
Figure 5-97.
The region on either side of the threshold
voltage in which the sense amplifier cannot

Si!ln~tiCs

detect the difference between a 0 and a 1 is
called the uncertainty region. This region is
the sum of the varition of the input threshold
voltage and the differential offset voltage
and must be less than the voltage difference
between ones and zeros generated by the
memory core.
Signetics series 7520 Dual Core Memory
Sense Amplifiers, successfully solve the
basic sense amplifier problems: It provides
a stable narrow input threshold, an adjustable reference and output logiC functions to
fulfill the several variations required in different core memory systems.
The 7520 series uses the "true comparator" technique to achieve superior amplifier
threshold performance. A unique circuit
design of the internal logic guarantees the
fastest possible propagation. The 7520 series offers the user these advantages:
a. True Comparator technique guarantees
that narrow input threshold devices can
be built in volume production.
b. An external capacitor is not required for
stability. True Comparator technique allows use of simple single stage preamp.
c. Clamp diodes are provided at all gate and
strobe inputs.
Figure 5-98 illustrates the necessary connections to utilize the 7524 sense amplifier.
The reference voltage against which the
sense voltage is compared is derived via the
resistor divider network from the 5 volt
supply. Other connections are straight forward and for the most part self explanatory.
Care should be exercised in the board layout to minimize stray coupling of signals. Of
extreme importance to the device, the reference voltage must be kept as clean as possible. For instance, ground currents from the
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BALANCED SENSE LINE TO REDUCE NOISE
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drive-line 13, 75154 No.1 must be set to 3
(with mode select high), enabling source X
of 75325 No.2 to drive lines 12 through 15,
and 74154 No.2 must be set to 2, providing a
sink at Y of 75325 No.4 for drive-line 13 only.
Alternatively, to drive current in drive-line
13 in the opposite direction, only the modesele.ct voltage would be changed from high
to low. The size of such a matrix is limited
only by the number of drive-lines that a
source/sink pair can serve. This number in
turn depends on the capacitive and inductive load that each drive-line of the particular system imposes on the driver. A 256drive-line selection matrix is shown in
Figure 5-101. These 256 drive-lines are
sufficient to serve (256/2)2 = 16,384 individual cores.

TYPICAL DIGITAL COMPUTER
MEMORY ORGANIZATION

External Resistor Calculation
A typical magnetic-memory word-drive requirement is shown in Figure 5-102. A
source-output transistor of one 75325 delivers load current (lL). The sink-output transistor of another 75325 sinks this current.

Figure 5-96

TYPICAL CORE DISTURBED ZERO
AND DISTURBED ONE SIGNALS

The value of the external pull-up resistor
(Rex!) for a particular memory application
may be determined using the following
equation:
16 (VCC2(minl - Vs - 2.21

Rext =

IL - 1.6 (VCC2(minl - Vs - 2.91

where:

5-13

is in kO,
VCC2(min) is the lowest expected
value of VCC2 in volts,
Vs is the source output voltage in
volts with respect to ground,
IL is in mAo

-Rex!

Figure 5-97

gate structure should not be allowed to pass
near the reference terminals before finding
system ground. Small voltages generated
by this current can cause reference instability. Oscillations and general poor performance can also occur if proper techniques
are not used in layout.

55/75325 MEMORY DRIVERS
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Balanced Bipolar Logic Line Driver
The circuit shown in Figure 5-99 converts
standard TTL logic to bipolar logic. Bipolar
logic is primarily used in transmittina data
or clock pulses over long lines. This linedriver may be operated from a single 5 volt
supply; however; the output drive may be
increased by raising the supply voltage to

the source collectors. The circuit features a
tri-state output which is off during the absence of data, thus not dissipating high
power. It provides a balanced drive circuit
giving maximum noise immunity when used
with the proper line receiver. Large drive
levels can be used to further increase noise
immunity. The circuit is capable of driving
tWisted-pair lines of several miles in length
or low-impedance coaxial lines.
In memory-drive applications the 75325 (or
for full-temperature operation, the 55325)
can be connected in any of several ways.
Typically, however, sources and sinks are
arranged in pairs from which many drivelines branch off as shown in Figure 5-100:
Here each drive-line is served by a unique
combination of twosowrce/sink pairs so
that a selection matrix is formed. To select

SmnotiCs

The power dissipated in resistor Rex! during
the load current pulse duration is calculated
using Equation 5-14.
IL
PRext ~ - [VCC2(minl - Vs - 2]
16

where:

PRex!

5-14

is in mW.

After solving for Rex!, the magnitude of the
source collector current (lcs) is determined
from Equation 5-15.
Ics

where:

~

0.94 IL

5-15

Ics is in mA.

As an example, let VCC2(min) = 20V and VL =
3V while IL of 500mA flows.
Using Equation 5.. 13.
16 (20 - 3 - 2.21
Rext =

= 0.5kO
500 - 1.6 (20 - 3 - 2.91
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and from equation 5-14,
TYPICAL SENSE AMPLIFIER HOOK UP USING 7524
PRext

=

500 120 - 3 - 2)

= 470mW

16

The amount of the memory system current
source lies) from equation 5-15 is:

DATA
REGISTER

Ics

= 0.94 150m = 470mA

In this example the regulated source-output
transistor base current through the external
pull-up resistor (Rext) and the source gate is
approximately 30mA. This current and les
comprise IL.

VIDEO AMPLIFIER PRODUCTS
NE/SE592 Video Amplifier
All resistor values are in ohms,

The 592 is a two stage differential output,
wideband video amplifier with voltage gains
as high as 400 and bandwidths up to
120MHz.

Figure 5-98

BALANCED BIPOLAR LOGIC LINE DRIVER
14V

5V

____GND
7_.JI
TTL
DATA
INPUT

OUTPUT
XV

I
IL ____ _ 5

1K

5V

a. Test Circuit

TTL
INPUT

OUTPUT

WZTO

xv

b. Voltage Waveforms
AU resistors values are typical and in ohms.
*R and C are adjusted to give the desired bipolar output pulse width.

Figure 5-99
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75325 USED AS A MEMORY DRIVER TO SELECT ONE OF SIXTEEN DRIVE LINES
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NOTE A This optional mode select and timing strobe technique can be used in place
of the 7440 mode select and 74154 timing strobe when minimum time skew is
desired.
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NOTES
A. Outputs from one SN74154 decC?der are connected to each SN75325. Source strobe
and sink strobe from an SN7440' are connected to each SN75325.
B. The division of the drive-line bus into four segments reduces the c;:apacitive load on the
SN75325 driver.
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TYPICAL MAGNETIC MEMORY
WORD DRIVE REQUIREMENT

lies

r-------lONE

:

I

R

55175325
SOURCE

~-------------

r------------I
lONE

I 55175325
I SINK
L____________ _

In applications where the signal source is a
transformer or magnetic transducer the
input bias current required by the 592 may
be passed directly thru the source to
ground. Where capacitive coupling is to be
used, the base inputs must be returned to
ground through a resistor to provide a de
path for the bias current.
Due to offset currents, the selection of the
input bias resistors is a compromise. To
reduce the loading on the source, the resistors should be large, but to minimize the
output dc offset, they should be small ideally 0 ohms. Their maximum value is set
by the maximum allowable output offset
and may be determined as follows:
1. Define the allowable output offset (assume 1.5Vl.
2. Subtract the maximum 592 output offset
(from the data sheetl. This gives the output offset allowed as a function of input
offset currents (1.5V - 1.0V = 0.5Vl.
3. Divide by the circuit gain (assume 100).
This refers the output offset to the input.
4. The maximum input resistor size is:
RMAX

NOTE
A. For clarity, partial logic diagrams of two 75325's
are shown.
B. Source and sink shown are in different packages.

=

Three basic gain options are provided.
Fixed gains of 400 and 100 result from
shorting together gain select pins G1A G1B and G2A-G2B respectively. As shown
by Figure 5-103 the emitter circuits of the
differential pair return thru independent
current sources. This topology allows no
gain in the input stage if all gain select pins
are left open. Thus the third gain option of
tying an external resistance across the gain
select pins allows the user to select any
desired gain from 0 to 400 volts per volt. The
advantages of this configuration will be
covered in greater detail under the filter
application section.
Three factors should be pointed out at this
time:
1. The gains specified are differential.
Single ended gains are one half the stated
value.
2. The circuit 3dS bandwidths are a function of and are inversely proportional to
the gain settings.
3. The differential input impedance is an
inverse function of the gain setting.

5-16

.005V
51'A
=

Figure 5-102

Input Offset Voltage
Max Input Offset Current

1.00kO

Of paramount importance during the design
of the NE592 device was bandwidth. In a
monolithic device, this precludes the use of
pnp transistors and standard level shifting
techniques used in lower frequency devices. Thus without the aid of level shifting
the output common mode voltage present
on the NE592 is typically 2.9 volts. Most
applications, therefore, require capacitive
coupling to the load. An exception to the
rule is a differential amplifier with an input
common mode range greater than +2.9V as
shown in Figure 5-104. In this circuit, the
NE592 drives a NE511 B transistor array
connected as a differential cascode amplifi-

er. This amplifier is capable of differential
output voltages of 48V peak-to-peak with a
3dB bandwidth of approximately 10MHz
(depending on the capacitive loadl. For
optimum operation, R1 is set for a no signal
level of+18V. The emitter resistors, RE, were
selected to give the cascode amplifier a
differential gain of 10. The gain of the composite amplifier is adjusted at the gain selected pOint of the NE592.

Filters
As mentioned ear.lier, the emitter circuit of
the NE592 includes two current sources.
Since the stage gain is calculated by dividing the collector load impedance by the
emitter impedance, the high impedance
contributed by the current sources causes
the stage gain to be zero with all gain select
pins open. As shown by the gain vs. frequency graph of Figure 5-105 the overall
gain at low frequencies is a negative 48dB.
Higher frequencies cause higher gain due
to distributed parasitic capacitive reactance. This reactance in the first stage emitter circuit causes increasing stage gain until
at 10MHz the gain is OdS or unity.
Referring to Figure 5-106, the impedance
seen looking across the emitter structure
includes small re of each transistor.
Any calculations of impedance networks
across the emitters then must include this
quantity: The collector current level is approximately 2mA causing the quantity of 2
re to be approximately 32 ohms. Overall
device gain is thus given by
VaIS) _
VINIS) -

1.4 X 104
ZIS) + 32

(5-17)

where Z(S) can be a resistance or a reactive
impedance. Table 5-5 summarizes the
possible configurations to produce low,
high, and bandpass filters. The emitter impedance is made to vary as a function of
frequency by using capacitors or inductors
to alter the frequency response. Included
also in Table 5-5 is the gain calculation to

PARAMETER

NE/SE592

733

BANDWIDTH
(MHZ)

120

120

GAIN

0,100,400

10,100,400

RIN
(K)

4-30

4-250

Vpp
(VOLTS)

4.0

4.0

Table 5-4 VIDEO AMPLIFIER COMPARISON FILE

Si!ln~tiCs
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VIDEO AMPLIFIER WITH HIGH
LEVEL DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT

592 INPUT STRUCTURE

v+

I

OUTPUTS
48 VOLTS
PEAK TO PEAK

INPUTo-----1H~--;-;=-N

G1A

G2A

600

600

All resistor values are in ohms.

1.4K

Figure 5-104
vAll resistor values are in ohms.

Vo (sl TRANSFER
V1 (sl FUNCTION

FIL TER
TYPE

Z NETWORK

Figure 5-103
R

L

~
VOLTAGE GAIN AS A
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
(ALL GAIN SELECT PINS OPEN)

Vs

C

~I

0

R

/

V

/

\

\

-

"

j

[. + ;/Rc]

L

C

BAND PASS

1.4 X 104
L

[.2

BAND REJECT

1.4X 104
--R--

[

+ R/L's + 1/LCJ

R

"

C

,2 + 1/LC
,2 + 1/LC + slRC

J

\
NOTE: In the networks above, the R value used is assumed to include 2 fe, or
approximately, 32 ohms.

Table 5-5 FILTER NETWORKS

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 5-105

determine the voltage gain as a function of
frequency.

Differentiation
With the addition of a capacitor across the
gain select terminals the NE592 becomes a
differentiator. The primary advantage of
using the emitter circuit to accomplish differentiation is the retention of the high

140

+1R/L

L

V"""\

/

1.4 X 104
--R--

HIGH PASS

l.

"'~,

~~

/

~~-

:6V

'A

40

R

1.4 X 104
L

LOW PASS

common mode noise rejection. Disc file
playback systems rely heavily upon this
common mode rejection for proper operation. Figure 5-107 shows a differential amplifier configuration with transfer function.

Disc file Decoding
In recovering data from disc or drum files,
several steps must be taken to pre-condition
the linear data. The NE592 video amplifier.
coupled with the 8T20 bi-directional oneshot, provides all the signal conditioning
necessary for phase encoded data.
When data is recorded on a disc, drum or
tape system, the read back will be a Gaus-

Si!)notiCs

sian shaped pulse with the peak of the pulse
corresponding.to the actual recorded transition point. This read back signal is usually
500",V p-p to 3mV p-p for oxide coated disc
files and 1 to 20mV p-p for nickel-cobalt disc
files. In order to accurately reproduce the
data stream originally written on the disc
memory, the time of peak pOint of the Gaussian read back signal must be determined.
The classical approach to peak-time determination is to differentiate the input Signal.
Differentiation results in a voltage proportional to the slope of the input signal. The
zero-crossing pOint of the differentiator,
therefore,will occurwhen the input signal is

Interface Circuits

BASIC GAIN CONFIGURATION

The output of the first stage amplifier is
routed to a linear phase shift low pass filter.
The filter is a single stage constant K filter,
with a characteristic impedance of 2000.
Calculations for the fi Iter are as follows:

DIFFERENTIAL WITH HIGH
COMMON MODE NOISE REJECTION

+6

,,,

+6

V,

O"T
r'VO

V1

-6
-6
Va (5)
Vl (5)

=>

L

c

~r

1.4 x 10 4

+ 32

For frequency Fl «
Va ==1.4 X 104C

1/2 rr(32JC

at a peak. Using a zero-crossing detector
and one-shot, therefore, results in pulses
occurring at the input peak points.
A circuit which provides the preconditioning described above is shown in
Figure 5-108. Readback data is applied directly to the input of the first NE592. This
amplifier functions as a wideband ac coupled amplifier with a gain of 100. The NE592
is excellent for this use because of its high
phase linearity, high gain and ability to

~

1/wc wc

~

~

characteristic impedance

cutoff frequency (radians/sec)

The output of the differentiator/amplifier is
connected to the 8T20 bi-directional monostable unit to provide the proper pulses at
the zero-crossing points of the differentiator.

~~

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 5-106

2R/ wc Where R
(ohms)

The second NE592 is utilized as a low noise
differentiator/amplifier stage. The NE592 is
excellent in this application because it allows differentiation with excellent common
mode noise rejection.

1.4 x 104
ZjsT+Tre
ZIs)

~

Figure 5-107

The circuit in Figure 5-108 was tested with
an input signal approximating that of a readback signal. The results are shown in Figure
5-110.

directly couple the unit with the readback
head. By direct coupling of read back head
to amplifier, no matched terminating resistors are required and the excellent common
mode rejection ratio of the amplifier is preserved. DC components are also rejected
because the NE592 has no gain at dc due to
the capacitance across the gain select terminals.

Automatic Gain Control
The NE592 can also be connected in conjunction with a MC1496 balanced modulator to form an excellent automatic gain
control system. With the circuit of Figure 5-

5MHz PHASE-ENCODED DATA
READ CIRCUITRY

4 mH
~

____

~

______________

~+5V

4mH
~-----+----",----------~-5

J.

r,OlJ.1F

V

01 'F

200

5.6JJH
Q

-=1--+---'-----0
DIGITAL

ST20

OUTPUTS

01---------0
CLR

200

43

Xl00 AC
PRE-AMPLIFIER

LINEAR PHASE

DIFFERENTIA TOR

LOW PASS Fil TEA

BIDIRECTIONAL
ONE-SHOT

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 5-108
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WIDE BAND AGe AMPLIFIER

r----.------~~------.---------_o+6V

lK

2.7K

rO. l "F

2.7K

10"F'

~~~----------~4
+

MC149&

51
51

9i--------'
10

5

8

3.3K

7

lK

0.1

lK
lK

~--~~----~~~r-~---------------------------------------e--------O-6V

All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 5-1.09

84, the signal is fed to the signal input ofthe
MC1496 and RC coupled to the NE592.
Unbalancing the carrier input of the
MC1496 causes the signal to pass thru
unattenuated. Rectifying and filtering one
of the NE592 outputs produces a dc signal
which is proportional to the ac signal amplitude. After filtering this control signal is
applied to the MC1496 causing its gain to
change.

LINE DRIVERS AND RECEIVERS
Many types of line drivers and receivers are
available today. Each device has been designed to meet specific criteria. For instance, the device may be extremely wide
band or be intended for use in party line
systems. Some include built in hysteresis in
the receiver while others do not.

The EIA Standard,
The Electronic Industries Association has
produced a set of specifications dealing
with the transmission of data between data
terminal and communications equipment.
This is EIA Standard RS-232-C and delineates much information about signal levels
and hardware configurations in data systems.
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MC1488/1489
As line driver and receiver the MC1488 and
MC1489 meet or exceed the RS-232 specification.
Standard RS-232 defines the voltage level
as being from 5 to 15 volts with positive
voltage representing a logic O. The MC1488
meets these requirements when loaded with
resistors from 3k to 7k ohms.
Output slew rates are limited by RS-232 to
30 volts per microsecond. To accomplish
this specification the MC1488 is loaded at its
output by capacitance as shown by the
typical hookup diagram of Figure 5-111. A
graph of slew rate vs output capacitance is
given in Figure 5-112. For the standard
30V//Ls a capacitance of 300pF is selected.
The short circuit current charges the capac.itance with the relationship.

c=

Isc<lT
<lV

5-17

The EIA standard also states that output
shorts to any other conductor of the cable
must not damage the driver. Thus the
MC1488 is designed such that the output
will withstand shorts to other conductors
indefinitely even if these conductors are at
worst case voltage levels. In addition to

9i!1DOtiC9

output protection the MC1488 includes a
300 ohm resistor to ensure that the output
impedance of the driver will be at least 300
ohms even if the power supply is turned off.
In cases where power supply malfunction
produces a low impedance to ground, the
300 ohm resistors are shorted to ground
also. Output shorts then can cause excessive power dissipation. Preventing such a
case from happening, series diodes should
be included in both supply lines as pictured
in Figure 5-113.
The companion receiver MC1489 is also
designed to meet RS-232 specifications for
receivers. It must detect a voltage from ±3 to
±25 volts as logic signals but cannot generate a differential voltage of greater than 2
volts should its inputs become open circuited. Noise and spurious signals are rejected
by incorporating positive feedback internally to produce hysteresis. Featured also in
the receiver is an external response node so
that the threshold may be externally varied
to fit the application. Figure 5-114 shows the
shift in high and lowtrip points as a function
of the programming resistance.

PERIPHERAL DRIVERS
Peripheral drivers are general purpose interface devices which interface between
logic and devices requiring high current.

Interface Circuits

Application Areas
POWER SWITCHING
• Relay Drivers
• Electromechanical Controls
• SCR or TRIAC Gates
LAMP DRIVERS
• Pilot Lamps
.1 ntensity Control

LEVEL SHIFTERS
• TTL-to-MOS
• MOS-to-TTL

TIMING
• Dual Channel One Shot
• Two Phase MOS Clock Driver

SIGNAL COMPARISON
• In-Phase Logic Detector

Basic Requirements for a
Peripheral Driver

SIGNAL GENERATION
• Square Wave Generator

TEST RESULTS OF DISC
FILE DECODER CIRCUIT (FIGURE 5-108)
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I--- -
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----
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A peripheral driver has two basic building
blocks:

"~

1--- - -
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,..,

I I .I
I I
V II " I- V \I I"

(See Figure 5-115)
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Other Requirements Include:
• Compatability with popular supply voltages
• Medium to high power capability
• Economical packaging
• Good pin arrangement

--

jv\I Vi\ II
.. 1\

--

c--

• Input Logic Compatibility
• High Output Current/High Voltage Compliance
• High Speed
• Application Versatility

1. TTL gate
2. Discrete transistor with good output
drive capabilities

-i

--1-

DARLINGTON TRANSISTOR
ARRAYS

TIME BASE 21)0 m/d.v

Darlington Transistor Arrays are high voltage, high current arrays comprised of seven silicon npn Darlington pairs on a common monolithic substrate.
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ULN 2001 Series

A

~ f., 1

I
U U~

PRE-AMP and DIFFERENTIATOR
SUPER IMPOSED

--

TIME BASE200m/dlv

The ULN 2001 Series features
• General purpose (DTL, TTL, PMOS,
CMOS)
• High current: 500mA continuous
• High voltage: VCE = 50V
• Output suppression diodes
• Fast switching: 1"'s typo
5",s max.
• Open collector outputs

NE 5501 Series

n
I" JrV

IV

I I I

l LL

I\...

\,001/

rr
1"
IUV
"

~

The NE 5501 Series features are the same as
the ULN 2001 Series but with higher breakdown voltages (VCE = 90VI.
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DlFFERENTlATOR

200mV/tlov
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JJ Jl 1
TIME BASE 200 nsldov

Figure 5-110
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TYPICAL LINE DRIVER-RECEIVER APPLICATION

HYSTERESIS AS A ,FUNCTION OF
PROGRAMMING RESISTANCE
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13K
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Figure 5-111
o
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+4.0

VIN INPUT VOLTAGE (Vd,,)

10,000
C, CAPACITANCE (pF!

Figure 5-112

Figure 5-114

PROTECTION FROM POWER
SUPPLY MALFUNCTION
PERIPHERAL DRIVER

INPUTS

GATE

AND, NAND, OR,
NOR FUNCTIONS

Figure 5-115

Figure 5-113
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Typical Applications (NE5500 series used for V+> 50V)
P-MOS TO LOAD
ULN 2002

TTL TO LOAD
ULN 2003

Figure 5-116

Figure 5-117

DEVICE
75450B
75451B
75452B
DS3611
DS3612
DS3613
DS3614
UDN5711
UDN5712
UDN5713
UDN5714
ULN2001
ULN2002
ULN2003
ULN2004

NE5501
NE5502
NE5503
NE5504
NE590
NE591

BUFFER FOR HIGHER
CURRENT LOADS ULN2004

Figure 5-118

FEATURES
30 volt breakdown, 24-35ns
switching, choise of logic
function, 300mA output
80 volt breakdown
100-300ns switching
speed, 300mA
output
Same as DS3611 series with
the addition of output
suppression diodes
General purpose
Darlington NPN
Transistor arrays
50 volt breakdown
500mA output
Output suppression diodes
Same as ULN 2001 series except
for 90 volt breakdown.

ADDRESSABLE PERIPHERAL DRIVERS
TABLE 5-6 PERIPHERAL DRIVER PRODUCTS
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Timer

changes state and sets the flip-flop driving the output to a high state. The
threshold pin normally monitors the
capacitor voltage of the RC timing network When the capacitor voltage
exceeds 2/3 of the supply, the threshold
comparator resets the flip-flop which in
turn drives the output to a low state.
When the output is in a low state, the
discharge transistor is "on", hereby discharging the external timing capacitor.
Once the capacitor is discharged, the
timer will await another trigger pulse,
the timing cycle having been completed.

INTRODUCTION
In mid 1972, Signetics introduced the
555 timer, a unique functional building
block that has enjoyed unprecedented
popularity. The timer's success can be
attributed to several inherent characteristics foremost of which are versatility,
stability and low cost_ There can be no
doubt that the 555 timer has altered the
course of the electronics industry with
an impact not unlike that of the I.C.
operational amplifier.
The simplicity of the timer in conjunction with its ability to produce long time
delays in a variety of applications has
lured many designers from mechanical
timers, op amps, and various discrete
circuits into the ever increasing ranks
of timer users.

The 555 and its complement, the 556
Dual Timer, exhibit a typical initial
timing accuracy of 1% with a 50ppmtC
timing drift with temperature. To operate the timer as a one shot, only two
external components are necessary; resistance & capacitance. For an oscillator,
only one additional resistor is necessary.
By proper selection of external components, oscillating frequencies from
one cycle per half hour to 500KH z can
be realized. Duty cycles can be adjusted
from less than one percent to 99 percent
over the frequency spectrum. Voltage

DESCRIPTION
The 555 timer consists of two voltage
comparators, a bistable flip-flop, a discharge transistor, and a resistor divider
network. To understand the basic concept of the timer let's first examine the
timer in block form as in Figure 6-1.

555/556 TIMER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
Vee
555 OR 1/2 556

1-------------------1
DISCHARGE

THR ESHOlD

o----,---t---l
OUTPUT

TR IGG E R

(-----C-<lOUTPUT

0---+--+--1

~---------

---------~

RESET

Figure 6-1

The resistive divider network is used to
set the comparator levels. Since all three
resistors are of equal value, the threshola
comparator is referenced internally at
2/3 of supply voltage level and the trigger comparator is referenced at 1/3 of
supply voltage_ The outputs of the comparators are tied to the bistable flip-flop.
When the trigger voltage is moved below
1/3 of the supply, the comparator

control of timing and oscillation functions is also available,

Timer Circuitry
The timer is comprised of five distinct
circuits; two voltage comparators, a
resistive voltage divider reference, a bistable flip-flop, a discharge transistor,
and an output stage that is the "totem
pole" design for sink or source capability.

Si!lnl!tiCS

010 - 013 comprise a Darlington differential pair which serves as a trigger
comparator. Starting with a positive
voltage on the trigger; 010 and 011
turn on when the voltage at pin 2 is
moved below one third of the supply
voltage. The voltage level is derived
from a resistive divider chain consisting
of R7, Rs and R9. All three resistors
are of equal value (5K ohms). At fifteen volts supply, the triggering level
would be five volts. When 010 and Oil
turn on, they provide a base drive for
015, turning it on. 016 and 017 form
a bistable flip-flop. When 015 is saturated, 016 is 'off' and 017 is saturated.
016 and 017 will remain in these states
even if the trigger is removed and 01 s
is turned 'off'. While 017 is saturated,
020 and 014 are turned off.
The output structure of the timer is a
"totem pole"design, with 022 and 024
being large geometry transistors capable
of providing 200mA with a fifteen volt
supply. While 020 is 'off', base drive is
provided for 022 by 021, thus providing a high output.
For the duration that the output is in
a high state, the discharge transistor is
'off'. Since the collector of 014 is typically connected to the external timing
capacitor, C, while 014 is off the timing
capacitor now can charge thru the timing resistor, RA .
The capacitor voltage is monitored by
the threshold comparator (01 - 04)
which is a Darlington differential pair.
When the capacitor voltage reaches two
thirds of the supply voltage, the current
is directed from 03 and 04 thru 01 and
02. Amplification of the current change
is provided by Os and 06. Os - 06 and
07 - Os comprise a diode-biased amplifier. The amplified current change from
06 now provides a base drive for 016
which is part of the bistable flip-flop to
change states. In doing so, the output is
driven "low", and 014 the discharge
transistor is turned "on" shorting the
timing capacitor to ground.
The discussion to this point has only
encompassed the most fundamental of
the timer's operating modes and circuitry. Several points of the circuit are
brought out to the real world which
allow the timer to function in a variety
of modes. It is important; more than
that,it is essential that one understands
all the variations possible in order to
utilize this device to its fullest extent.
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SCHEMATIC 555 OR 1/2556 DUAL TIMER

veeo-----~----~~--~~--~------~------~e=O~NT~R=Ol~V~Ol~TA=G~E--1r--__,

R"

R,

6.81\'

5K

as

09r-------t-----_--~_____:'l

Rn
3.9K

Rl0
B.2K
C Q23

B

020

TRIGGER

0--------+--+----;::

R14
220

0"
4

RESET

0-------;::

0'5

R;S

DISCHARGE

4.1K
1

014

GND~ -=ALL RESi'STQR VALUES ARE IN OHMS

Figure 6-2

Reset Function

In the normal operating mode the reset
transistor, 025, is off with its base held
high. When the base of 025 is grounded,
it turns on, providing base drive to 014,
turning it on. This discharges the timing
capacitor, resets the flip-flop at 017,
and drives the output low. The reset
overrides all other functions within the
timer.

the trigger. By AC coupling the trigger,
see Figure 3, a short negative going pulse
is achieved when the trigger signal goes
to ground. AC coupling is most frequently used in conjunction with a
switch or a signal that goes to ground
which initiates the timing cycle. Should
the trigger be held low, without AC
coupling, for a longer duration than the
timing cycle the output will remain in a
high state for the duration of the low
trigger signal, without regard to the
threshold comparator state. This is due
to the predominance of 015 on the base
of 016, controlling the state of the bistable flip-flop. When the trigger signal
then returns to a high level, the output
will fall immediately. Thus, the output
signal will follow the trigger signal in
this case.

Trigger Requirements

Control Voltage

Due to the nature of the trigger circuitry,
the timer will trigger on the negative
going edge of the input pulse. For the
device to time out properly, it is necessary that the ;trigger voltage level be
returned to some voltage greater than
one third of the supply before the time
out period. This can be achieved by
making either the trigger pulse sufficiently short or by AC coupling into

One additional point of significance, the
control voltage, is brought out on the
timer. As mentioned earlier, both the
trigger comparator, 010 - 013, and the
threshold comparator, 01 - 04, are referenced to an internal resistor divider
network, R7, Rs, R9. This network establishes the nominal two thirds of
supply voltage (Vcc) trip point for the
threshold comparator and one third of

Regressing to the trigger mode, it should
be noted that once the device has triggered and the bistable flip-flop set, continued triggering will not interfere with
the timing cycle. However, there may
come a time when it is necessary to interrupt or halt a timing cycle. This is the
function that the reset accomplishes.
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AC COUPLING OF THE TRIGGER PULSE
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Timer

Vcc for the trigger comparator. The two
thirds point at the junction of R7, Rs
and the base of Q4 is brought out. By
imposing a voltage at this point, the
comparator reference levels may be
shifted either higher or lower than the
nominal levels of one third and two
thirds of the supply voltage. Varying the
voltage at this point will vary the timing.
This feature of the timer opens a multitude of application possibilities such as
using the timer as a voltage controlled
oscillator, pulse width modulator, etc.
For applications where the control voltage
function is not used, it is strongly recommended that a bypass capacitor
(.Ol/LF) be place across the control voltage pin and ground. This will increase
the noise immunity of the timer to high
frequency trash which may monitor the
threshold levels causing timing error.

MONOSTABLE OPERATION
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Figure 6-4

1. Monostable (one shot)
2. Astable (oscillatory)
3. Time delay

6-1
T=l.lRC
where T is in seconds; R is in ohms and;
C is in Farads_ This voltage level trips
the threshold comparator, which in turn

OUTPUT

I

L_.=....~~~_~

The timer lends itself to three basic
operating modes.:

One of the simplest and most widely
used operating modes of the timer is the
monostable (one shot). This configuration requires only two external components for operation (See Fig u re 6-4>. The
sequence of events starts when a voltage
below one third Vcc is sensed by the
trigger comparator. The trigger is normally applied in the form of a short
negative going pulse. On the negative
going edge of the pulse, the device triggers, the output goes high and the discharge transistor turns off_ Note that
prior to the input pulse, the discharge
transistor is on, shorting the timing capacitor to ground. At this point the timing capacitor, C, starts charging thru the
timing resistor, R. The voltage on the
capacitor increases exponentially with a
time constant T = RC. Ignoring capacitor
leakage, the capacitor will reach the
two thirds Vcc level in 1.1 time constants or

I
I
I

0---+----4--1

Monostable Operation

By utilizing anyone or combination of
basic operating modes and suitable variations it is possible to utilize the timer
in a myriad of applications. The applications are limited only to the imagination
ofthe designer.

I
I
I
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Figure 6-5

drives the output low and turns on the
discharge transistor. The transistor discharges the capacitor, C, rapidly. The
timer has completed its cycle and will
now await another trigger pulse.

Astable Operation
In the astable (free run) mode, only one
additional component, Rb is necessary.

Si!lnutics

The trigger is now tied to the threshold
pin. At power up, the capacitor is discharged, holding the trigger low. This
triggers the'timer, which establishes the
capacitor charge path thru RA and RB_
When the capacitor reaches the threshold level of 2/3 Vcc, the output drops
low and the discharge transistor turns
on.
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The timing capacitor now discharges
thru R s. When the capacitor voltage
drops to 1/3 Vcc, the trigger comparator
trips, automatically retriggering the
timer, creating an oscillator whose frequency is given by:

TIME DELAY OPERATION

Vee

555 OR 1/2556
------------------~

DISCHARGE

0----+---,--+-------,

I
I

f =

1.49

6-2

(RA + 2RB) C

I

I
I

Selecting the ratios or RA a.nd Rs varies
the duty cycle accordingly. Lo and behold, we have a problem. If a duty cycle
of less than fifty percent is required,
then what? Even if RA = .0, the charge
time cannot be made smaller than the
discharge time because the charge path
is RA + Rs while the discharge path is
Rs alone. In this case it becomes
necessary to insert a diode in parallel
with R s, cathode toward the timingcapacitor. Another diode is desireable, but
not mandatory, this one in series with
Rs, cathode away from the timing capacitor. Now the charge path becomes
RA, thru the parallel diode into C. Discharge is thru the series diode and RS
to the discharge transistor. Th is scheme
will afford a duty cycle range from less
than 5% to greater than 95%. It should
be noted that for reliable operation a
minimum value of 3Kn for Rs is recommended to assure that oscillation
begins.
METHOD OF ACHIEVING
DUTY CYCLES LESS THAN 50%
Vee

~-l
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Figure 6-6

Time Delay
In this third basic operating mode, we
aim to accomplish something a little
different from monostable operation. In
the monostable mode, when a trigger
was applied, the output immediately
changed to the high state, timed out,
and returned to its pre-trigger low state.
in the time delay mode, we require the
output not to change state upon triggering, but at some precalculated time
after trigger is received.
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The threshold and trigger are tied together monitoring the capacitor voltage.
The discharge function is not used. The
operation sequence begins as transistor
(Tl) is turned on, keeping the capacitor
grounded. The trigger sees a low state
and forces the timer output high. When
the transistor is turned off the capacitor
commences its charge cycle_ When the
capacitor reaches the threshold level,
then and only then does the output
change from its normally high state to
the low state. The output will remain
low until Tl is again turned on.

Due to the nature of the output structure, a high power totem pole design,
the output of the timer can exhibit large
current spikes on the supply line. Bypassing is necessary to eliminate this
phenomenon. A capacitor across the Vcc
and ground, ideally, directly across the
device is necessary. The size of capacitor
will depend on the specific application.
Values of capacitance from ..olflF to
l.oflF are not uncommon. Note that the
bypass capacitor would be as close to
the device as physically possible.

GENERAL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Selecting External
Components

The timer will operate over a guaranteed
voltage range of 4.5 volts to 15 volts
DC, with 16 VDC being the absolute
max. rating. Most of the devices, however, will operate at voltage levels as low
as 3 VDC. The timing interval is independent of supply voltage since the
charge rate and threshold level of the
comparator are both directly proportional to supply. The supply volatage may be
provided by any number of sources:
however, several precautions should be
taken_ The most important, the one
which provides the most headaches if
not practiced, is good power supply
filtering and adequate bypassing. Ripple
on the supply line can cause loss of timing accuracy. The threshold level shifts
causing a change of charging current.
This will cause a timing error for that
cycle.

In selecting the timing resistor and capacitor, there are several considerations
to be taken into account.
Stable external components are necessary for the RC network if good timing
accuracy is to be maintained. The timing
resistor(s) should be of the metal film
variety if timing accuracy and repeatability are important design criteria. The
timer exhibits a typical initial accuracy
of one percent. That is, with anyone
RC network, from timer to timer only
one percent change is to be expected.
Most of the initial timing error (i.e. deviation from the formula) is due to inaccuracies of external components. Resistors range from their rated values by
..01 % to 1.0 and 20 percent. Capacitors
may have a 5 to 10 percent deviation
from rated capacity. Therefore, in a

Timer

system where timing is critical, an adjustable timing resistor or precision components are necessary. For best results,
a good quality trim pot, placed in series
with the largest feasible resistance will
allow for best adjustability and performance.
The timing capacitor should be a high
quality, stable component with very low
leakage characteristics_ Under no cir-

cumstances should ceramic disc capacitors be used in the timing network!
Ceramic disc capacitors are not sufficiently stable in capacitance to operate
properly in an RC mode. Several acceptable capacitor types are: silver mica,
mylar, polycarbonate, polystyrene, tantulum or similar types.
The timer typically exhibits a small negative temperature coefficient (50ppmtC).
If timer accuracy over temperature is a
consideration, timing components with
a small positive temperature coefficient
should be chosen_ This combination will
tend to cancel timing drift due to temperature.
In selecting the values for the timing
resistors and capacitor, several points
should be considered_ A minimum value
of threshold current is necessary to trip
the threshold comparator. This value is
.25p.A. To calculate the maximum value
of resistance, keep in mind that at the
time the threshold current is required,
the voltage potential on the threshold
pin is two thirds of supply. Therefore:

The most important characteristic of
the capacitor should be as Iowa leakage
as possible. Obviously any leakage will
subtract from the charge count causing
the calculated time to be longer than
anticipated.

Vpotential = Vcc - Vcapacitor
Vpotential = Vcc - 2/3 Vcc
1/3 Vcc

=

Maximum resistance is then defined as

R

- Vcc - Vcap
max Ithresh

Example: V cc

6-3

= 15V

15-10 _
n
Rmax = .25 (10- 6 ) - 20M~w
Vcc = 5V
5 - 3.33
Rmax = .25 (10-6)

6.6MQ

NOTE: If using a large value
resistor, be certain that the
leakage is significantly lower
charging current available to
timing error.

On the other end of the spectrum, there
are certain minimum values of resistance
that should be observed. The discharge
transistor, 014, is current Iimited at
35mA to 55mA internally. Thus, at the
current limiting values, 014, establishes
high saturation Voltages. When examining
the currents at 014, remember that the
transistor, when turned on will be carrying two current loads. The first being
the constant current thru timing resistor, RA . The second will be the varying
discharge current from the timing capacitor. To provide best operation the current contributed by the RA path should
be minimized so that the majority of
discharge current can be used to reset
the capacitor voltage. Hence it is recommended that a 5K ohm value be the
minimum feasible value for RA- This
does not mean lower values cannot be
used successfully in certain applications.
Yet there are extreme cases that should
be avoided if at all possible.
Capacitor size has not proven to be a
legitimate design criteria. Values ranging
from picofarads to greater than one
thousand microfarads have been used
successfully. One precaution need be
utilized though. (It should be a cardinal
rule that applies to the usage of all I C's.)
Make certain that the package power
dissipation is not exceeded. With extremely large capacitor values, a maximum duty cycle which allows some
cooling time for the discharge transistor, may be necessary.

of timing
capacitor
than the
minimize

Control Voltage
Regressing momentarily, we recall that
the control voltage pin is connected
directly to the threshold comparator at
the junction of R7, or RB. The combination of R7, Rs and R9 comprise the
resistive voltage divider network that establishes the nominal 1/3 Vcc trigger
comparator level (junction Rs, R9) and
the 2/3 Vcc level for the threshold comparator (junction R7, Rs).
For most applications, the control voltage function .is not used and therefore
is bypassed to ground with a small capacitor for noise filtering. The control voltage function, in other applications becomes an integral part of the design_ By
imposing a voltage at this pin, it becomes
possible to vary the threshold com para-

SillnntiCs

tor "set" level above or below the 2/3
Vcc nominal, hereby varying the timing.
In the monostable mode, the control
voltage may be varied from 45 percent
to 90 percent of Vcc. The 45 to 90 percent figure is not firm, but only an indication to a safe usage. Control voltage
levels below and above those stated have
been used successfully in some applications.
In the oscillatory (free run) mode, the
control voltage limitations are from 1.7
volts to Vcc. These values should be
heeded for reliable operation. Keep in
mind that in this mode the trigger level
is also important. When the control voltage raises the threshold comparator level
it also raise the trigger comparator level
by one half that amount due to Rs and
R9 of Figure 2. As a voltage controlled
oscillator, one can expect ±25% around
center frequency (fo) to be virtually
linear with a normal RC timing circuit.
For wider linear variations around Fo it
may be desireable to replace the charging
resistor with a constant current source.
In this manner the exponential charging
characteristics of the classical configuration will be altered to linear charge time.

Reset Control
The only remaining function now is the
reset. As. mentioned earlier, the reset,
when taken to ground, inhibits all device
functioning. The output is dr.iven low,
the bistable flijJ-flop is reset, and the
timing capacitor is discharged. In the
astable (oscillatory) mode, the reset can
be used to gate the osciliatoJ. In the
monostable it can be used as a timing
abort to either interrupt a tim.ing sequence or establish a standby mode (Le.
- device off during power up). It can
also be used in conjunction with the trigger pin to establish a positive edge triggered circuit as opposed to the normal
negative edge trigger mode. One thing
to keep in mind when using the reset
function is that the reset voltage (switching) point is between 0.4V and 1.0V
(min/max). Therefore, if used in conjunction with the trigger, the device will
be out of the reset mode prior to reachingl volt. At that point the trigger is in
the "turn on" region, below 1/3 Vcc_
This will cause the device to trigger immediately, effectively triggering on the
positive going edge if a pulse is applied
to pins 4 and 2 simultaneously.

FREQUENTLY ASKED
APPLICATIONS QUESTIONS
The following is a harvest of various maladies, exceptions, and idiosyncracies
that may exhibit themselves from time
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t.o time in various applications. Rather
than cast aspersions, a quick review of
this list may uncover a solution to the
problem at hand.
1. In the oscillator mode when reset is
released the first tim1iJconstant is apr
proximately twice as long as the rest.
Why?
Answer: In the oscillator mode the
capacitor voltage fluctuates between
1/3 and 2/3 of the supply voltage.
When reset is pulled down the capacitor discharges completely. Thus for
the first cycle it must charge from
ground to 2/3 Vcc which takes twice
as long.
2. What is maximum frequency of
oscillations?

this .output exhibits a cross over distortion which may double trigger logic. A 1000 pF capacitor from the output to ground will eliminate any false
triggering.
7. What is the longest time I can get out
of the timer?
Answer: Times exceeding an hour are
possible, but not always practical.
Large capacitors with low leakage
specs are quite expensive. It becomes
cheaper to use a countdown scheme
(see Figure 15) at some point dependent on required accuracy. Normally
20 to 30 min. is the longest feasible
time.
DRIVING HIGH

Answer: Most devices will oscillate
about 1M Hz. However,' in the interest of temperature stability one
should operate only up to about
500kHz.
3. What is temperature drift for ascii/a-

a

TRUE TIME DELAY
Vee

2 f--

6

-r~0

~---....

C

J

i~

r=1.1RAC
IT=TIMEBEFOREOUTPlJT
GOES LOW)'

Figure 6-9b

INDUCTIVE LOADS
MODIFIED DUTY CYCLE (ASTABLEI

Vee

Vee

tor mode?

Answer: Temperature drift of oscillator mode is 3 times that of one shot
mode due to addition of second voltage comparator. Frequency always
increases with an increasing temperature. Therefore it is possible to partially offset this drift with an offsetting temperature coefficient in,the
external resistor/capacitor combination.
4. Oscillator exhibits spurious oscillations oncro~ over points. Why?
Answer: The 555 can oscillate due to
feedback from power supply, Always
bypass with sufficient capacitance
close to the device' fot an applications.
'.
5; Trying to drive a relay but 555 hangs
up. How come?
Answer: Inductive feedback. Aclamp
diode across. the coil prevents the coil
from driving pin 3 below a negative
.6 volts. This negative voltage is sufficierit in some cases to cause the timer
to malfunction. The solution is to
drive the relay through a diode thus
preventing 'pin 3 from ever seeing a
negative voltage.
6. Double triggering of the TTL loads
sometimes occurs. Why?
Answer: Due to the high currentcapability and fast rise and fall times of
the output a totem pole structure
different from the TTL classical structure was used. Near TTL threshold
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Before entering the section on specific
applications it .is advantageous to review
the timing formulas. The formulas given
here apply to the 555 and 556 devices.
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The timer since introduction has spurred
the imagination of thousands. Thus the
ways in which this' device has been used
are far too numerous to present each
one. A review ofthe basic operation and
basic.lTlodes has previously been given.
Presented here are some ingenious applications devised by our applications· engineers and by some of our customers.

Timer

Missing Pulse Detector

Pulse Position Modulation
(PPM)

EXPECTED WAVE FORMS

Using the circuit of Figure 6-10a, the timing
cycle is continuously reset by the input
pulse train, A change in frequency, or a
missing pulse, allows completion of the
timing cycle which causes a change in the
output level. For this application, the time
delay should be set to be slightly longer
than the normal time between pulses, Figure 6-10b shows the actual waveforms seen
in this mode of operation.
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This application uses the timer connected
for astable (free-running) operation, Figure
6-13a, with a modulating signal again applied to the control voltage terminal. Now the
pulse position varies with the modulating
signal, since the threshold voltage and
hence the time delay is varied. Figure 6-13b
shows the waveform generated for triangle
wave modulation signal.

Figure 6-11b
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
+Vcc (5 TO 15 VI

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

Figure 6-11 b shows the waveforms of the
timer in Figure 6-11 a when used as a divide
by three circuit. This application makes use
of the fact that this circuit cannot be retriggered during the timing cycle.
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In this application, the timer is connected in
the monostable mode as shown in Figure 612a. The circuit is triggered with a continuous pulse train and the threshold voltage is
modulated by the signal applied to the control voltage terminal (pin 5), This has the
effect of modulating the pulse width as the
control voltage varies. Figure 6-12b shows
the actual waveform generated with this
circuit.
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If the input frequency is known, the timer
can easily be used as a frequency divider by
adjusting the length of the timing cycle.
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Tone Burst Generator

SEQUENTIAL TIMER

The 556 Dual Timer makes an excellent
tone burst generator. The first half is
connected as a one shot and the second
half as an oscillator. (Figure 6-14)

Vee

Vee

Vee

Vee

The pulse established by the one shot
turns on the oscillator allowing a burst
to be generated.

Vee

R,
130K

Sequential Timing
I

One fe.ature of the dual timer is that by
utilizing both halves it is possible to obtain sequential timing. By connecting
the output of the first half to the input
of the second half via a .OOlJ1fd coupling
capacitor sequential timing may be obtained. Delay tl is determined by the
first half and t2 by the second half
delay. (Figure 6-15)

I-------+--QOUTPUT 1
00;

INPUT

o----i t---<~------I

I------QOUTPUT 2

ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN OHMS

The first half of the timer is started by
momentarily connecting pin 6 to ground.
When it is timed out (determined by
1.1 R 1 CIl the second half begins. Its
duration is determined by 1.1 R2C2.

Figure 6-15

METHOD OF ACHIEVING LONG TIME DELAYS
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Figure 6-16

Long Time Delays
In the 556 timer the timing is a function
of the charging rate of the external capacitor. For long time delays expensive
capacitors with extremely low leakage
are required. the practicality of the components involved limits the time between
pulses to something in the neighborhood of twenty minutes.
To achieve longer time periods both
halves may be connected in tandem with
a "divide-by" network in between.
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The first timer section operates in an
oscillatory mode with a period of lIfo.
This signal is then applied to a "Divideby-N" network to give an output with
the period of N/fo. This can then be
used to trigger the second half of the
556. The total time is now a function
of N and fa (Figure 6-16)

Speed Warning Device (1)
Util izing the "missing pulse detector"
concept, a speed warning device, such as

Si!)Dl!tiCS

depicted, becomes a simple and inexpensive circuit (Figure 6-17a).

Car Tachometer (1)
The timer receives pulses from the distributor points. Meter M receives a calibrated current thru R6 when the timer
output is high. After time out the meter
receives no current for that part of the
duty cycle. Integration of the variable
duty cycle by the meter movement provides a visible indication of engine speed
(Figure 6-18),

Timer

SCHEMATIC OF SPEED WARNING DEVICE

OPERATING WAVE FORMS OF
SPEED WARNING DEVICE
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Oscilloscope Triggered
Sweep

Square Wave Tone Burst
Generator (4)

Voltage to Pulse Duration
Converter (1)

The 555 timer holds down the cost of
adding a triggered sweep to an economy
oscilloscope. The circuit's input op amp
triggers the timer, setting its flip·flop
and cutting off .its discharge transistor
so that capacitor C can charge. When
capacitor voltage reaches the timer's
control voltage (0.33Vcc), the flip·
flop resets and the transistor conducts,
discharging the capacitor (Figure 6-19l.

Depressing the pushbutton provides
square·wave tone bursts whose duration
depends on the duration for which the
voltage at pin 4 exceeds a threshold.
Components RI, R2 and CI causes the
astable action of the timer IC (Figure 6-2m.

Voltage levels can be converted to
pulse durations by combining an op amp
and a timer IC. Accuracies to better than
1% can be obtained with this circuit (a)
and the output signals (b) still retain the
original frequency, independent of the
input voltage (Figure 6-22l.

Greater linearity can be achieved by substituting a constant current source for the
frequency adjust resistor (Rl.

Regulated DC-to-DC
Converter (2)
Regulated DC to DC converter produces
15V DC outputs from a +5V DC input.
Line and load regulation is 0.1% (Figure
6-21l.
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VOL TAGE-TO-PULSE-DURATION CONVERTER
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Servo System
Controller (1)
To control a servo motor remotely, the 555
needs only six extra components (Figure 623l.

Stimulus Isolator (5)
Stimulus isolator uses a photo-SeR and
a toroid for shaping pulses of up to 200V
at 200l'A (Figure 6-24l.

S(gnDtiCs

Voltage to Frequency
Converter
(0.2% Accuracy) (6)
Linear voltage-to-frequency converter (a)
achieves good linearity over the 0 to
-10V. Its mirror image (b) provides the
same linearity over the O-to+10V range
but is not DTUTTL compatible (Figure
6-25a & b.l
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Figure 6-25b

Positive to Negative
Converter (7)
T ransformerless dc·dc converter derives
a negative supply voltage from a positive.
As a bonus the circuit also generates a
clock signal.
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V
/

The negative output voltage tracks the
dc input voltage linearity (a), but its
magnitude is about 3V lower, Applica·
tion of a 500.Q load, (b), causes 10%
change from the no·load value (Figure
6-26a, b, & cl.
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Auto Burglar Alarm (8)
Timer A produces a safegaurd delay,
allowing driver to disarm alarm and elim·
inating vulnerable outside control switch.
The SCR prevents timer A from trigger·
ing timer B, unless timer B is triggered
by strategically located sensor switches

100

1000

10K
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LOAD RESISTANCE

Figure 6-26c

(Figure 6-27),
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Cable Tester (9)

AUTO BURGLAR ALARM

Compact tester checks cables for opencicuit or short-circuit conditions. A differential transistor pair at one end of
each cable line remains balanced as long
as the same clock pulse - generated by the
timer IC - appears at both ends of the
line. A clock pulse just at the clock end
of the line lights green light-emitting
diode, and a clock pulse only at the
other end lights a red LED (Figure 6-28).

ON/OFf SLIDE SWlTCH~
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IGN "'ON

+BAT

TURN ON
RESET
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'.7

Low Cost Line Receiver (10)
The timer makes an excellent line receiver for control applications involving
relatively slow electro-mechanical devices. It can work without special drivers over single unshielded lines (Figure
6-29>'
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A couple of transistors and thermistor
in the charging network of the 555-type
timer enable this device to sense temperature and produce a corresponding frequency output. The circuit is accurate
to within ±1 Hertz over a 7SoF temperature range (Figure 6-30a & b).
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TIMER
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Automobile Voltage
Regulator (12)

Temperature Control (11)

LOW COST LINE RECEIVER

3

Monolithic 555-type timer is the heart
of this simple automobile voltage regulator. When the timer is off so that its
output (pin 3) is low, the power Darlington transistor pair is off. If battery voltage becomes too low (less than 14.4 volts
in this case), the timer turns on and the
Darlington pair conducts (Figure 6-31).
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Switching Regulator (13)
The basic regulator of Figure 6-32 is shown
here with its associated timing and pulse
generating circuitry. The block diagram
illustrates how the over-all regulator works.
The multivibrator determines switching frequency, and the error amplifier adjusts the
pulse width of the modulator to maintain
output voltage at the desired level. The
output resistor divi~:Ler provides the sensing
voltage. (Figure 6-35)
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and 74 LOO series. During the monostable
time, the current drawn is 4.5mA for
T = 1.1 RC. The rest of the time the current drawn is less than 50pA. Circuit
submitted by Karl Imhof, Executone
Inc., Long Island City, NY.
In other low power operations of the
timer where Vcc is removed until timing

Low Power Monostable
Operation
In battery operated equipment where
load current is a significant factor figure
36 can deliver 555 monostable operation
at low standby power. This circuit interfaces directly with CMOS 4000 series

is needed, it is necessary to consider the
output load. If the output is driving the
base of a PNP transistor, for example,
and its power is not removed, it will sink
current into pin 3 to ground and use
excessive power. Therefore, when driving
these types of loads, one should recall
this internal sinking path of the timer.
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INTRODUCTION

OUTPUT STRUCTURE 558

THE CONTROL VOLTAGE

The 558/559 are monolithic Quad Timers designed to be used in the tim ing
range from a few microseconds to a
few hours. Four entirely independent
timing functions can be acheived, using
a timing resistor and capacitor for each
section. Two sections of the quad may
be interconnected for astable operation.
All four sections may be used together,
in tandem, for sequential timing applications up to several hours. No coupling
capacitors are required when connecting
the output of one timer section to the
input of the next.

The 558 structure is open collector which
requires a pull-up resistor to Vcc and is
capable of sinking 100mA per unit but
not to exceed the power dissipation and
junction temperature rating of the die
and package. The output is normally
low and is switched high when triggered.

The control voltage is also made available on the 558/559 timers. This allows
the threshold voltage to be modulated,
therefore controlling the output pulse
width .and duty cycle with an external
control voltage. The range of this control voltage is from about 0.5V to Vec
minus 1 volt. This will give a cycle time
variation of about 50:1. In a sequential
timer with voltage controlled cycle time,
the timing periods remain proportional
over the adjustment range.

FEATURES
•

100mA OUTPUT CURRENT PER SECTION

•

EDGE TRIGGERED (NO COUPLING CAPACITOR)

•

OUTPUT INDEPENDENT OF TRIGGER
CONDITIONS

•

WIDE SUPPLY VOLTAGE RANGE 4.5V
TO 16V

•

TIMER INTERVALS FROM MICROSECONDS TO HOURS

•

TIME PERIOD EaUALS RC

OUTPUT STRUCTURE 559
The 559 output is normally low and off.
It sources up to 100mA from a Darlington emitter follower when switched on.
A pull down resistor to ground is required.

RESET
A reset function has been made available
to reset all sections simultaneously to an
output low state. During reset the trigger
is disabled. After reset is finished, the
trigger voltage must be taken high and
then low to implement triggering.
The reset voltage must be brought below 0.8V to insure reset.

Vee

RESET

,,_-+--o-Sl_~
R1

R2

C1

13
LOAD
SWITCH
(558)

For astable operation, it is desireable to
cross couple two devices from the 558/
559 Quad. The outputs are direct coupled to the opposite trigger input. The
duty cycle can be set by ratio of R1 Cl
to R2C2 from close to zero to almost
100%. An astable circuit using one timer
is shown in Figure 6-41b.
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The circuit layout can be used to test
and characterize the 558 or 559 timer.
52 is used to connect the loads to either
Vcc or ground. The main precaution, in
layout of the 558 and 559 circuits, is
the path of the discharge current from
the timing capacitor to ground (pin 12).
The path must be direct to pin 12 and
not on the ground buss. This is to prevent voltage spikes on the ground buss
return due to current switching transient.
It is also wise to use good power supply
bypassing when large currents are being
switched.

558/559 TEST CIRCUIT

CIRCUIT OPERATIONS
In the one shot mode of operation, it
is necessary to supply a minimum of
two external components, the resistor
and capacitor for timing. The time period is equal to the product of Rand C.
An output load must be present to complete the circuit due to the output structure of the 558/559.

TEST BOARD FOR 558/559

10

11

15

9 i---"¥YV-"'-'"
14

Figure 6-37
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Figure 6-38a
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Figure 6-38b
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558 TWO HOUR TIMER
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558 SEQUENTIAL TIMER WITH VOLTAGE CONTROLLED CYCLE TIME (50:1 RANGE)
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APPLICATIONS
A single section of the Quad time may
be used as a non precision oscillator. The
values given are for oscillation at about
400Hz. TI "" RICI and Tz "" 2.25 R2
Cz for Vcc of 15 volts. The frequency
of oscillation is subject to the changes
in Vcc.

NESS8 400 Hz SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR

Vee'" 15V
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TIME
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Figure 6-44

559 ASTABLE OPERATION
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Communications Circuits

INTRODUCTION
The following chapter will cover those devices which can be referred to as communications circuits. Such devices as balanced
modulators, RF/IF amplifiers, and video
amplifiers are included. Many other devices
such as the ULN2111 partially fit the communication heading but also fit the consumer category since they are intended primarily for the home entertainment market.
These devices will be covered in detail in the
consumer section.

RF/IF AMPLIFIERS

this is a common emitter-common base
connection, commonly called a "cascode"
circuit. Again, as in the circuit of Figure 7-3,
the currents in the collector to base capacitance of the output stage are completely
isolated from the input circuitry. The currents in the collector to base capacitance of
the input stage do not flow directly to

REARRANGEMENT SHOWING
COMMON COLLECTOR-COMMON
BASE STAGES

Ideally, semiconductor devices for use in
the RF amplifiers should have a high
forward transconductance and a low reverse transadmittance, that iS,lowfeedback
capacitance. A single transistor may have a
high transconductance, but it will also have
high reverse transadmittance, making it
difficult to fully utilize its high tranconductance in a tuned amplifier.

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

REARRANGEMENT SHOWING LOADS
AND PARASITIC ELEMENTS

Figure 7-5

ground as in the circuit of Figure 7-3 and
some feedback does occur. However, it is
negligible because the collector of the first
stage is heavily loaded by the emitter of the
second stage. Therefore, very little feedback voltage may be developed across it.
Figure 7-6 shows the circuit as it might be
used. It has a gain capability greater than
the circuit of Figure 7-3.

Figure 7-2

COMMON COLLECTOR-COMMON
BASE STAGE WITH BIASING
v+

In most RF/IF amplifiers, the circuit designer wishes to operate from a single power
supply. To permit this method of operation,
a bias must be supplied for the bases of
transistors 01 and 02.
This bias is obtained by inserting two more
diodes, 01 and 02, in a series with the
bias current resistor R, of Figure 7-7. Two
diodes are used to ensure that ifeitherof the
transistors, 01 or 02, should become saturated the voltage cannot fall low enough to
disturb the operation of the current generator.

Figure 7-1

There are two multiple transistor circuit
configurations available that allow the reduction of the reverse transadmittance. The
first circuit, Figure 7-1, is basically a differential amplifier with a high impedance
emitter coupling circuit (a current generator). Rearranging the circuit and adding a
source, load, and ground result in the circuit
of Figure 7-2. The input stage is common
collector and the output stage is common
base. Therefore, the currents in the collector to base capacitance of the input stage
are completely isolated from the input
stage. The reverse transadmittance then
consists primari Iy of the stray capacitive
reactance occurring in the package in
which the device is encased. Figure 7-3
shows the circuit with suitable biasing
applied.

COMMON EMITTER-COMMON
BASE AMPLIFIER

The second circuit, Figure 7-4, is a series
transistor connection. When a source and
loading are incorporated, it is apparent that

Figure 7-4

COMMON EMITTER-COMMON BASE
AMPLIFIER WITH BIASING
Figure 7-3
v+

SmDotlCS

Figure 7-6
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ADDITIONAL BIASING TECHNIQUE

DC AND LOW FREQUENCY
PARAMETERS

V'

PARAMETER

CC-CB
V+

= 6V

Output Capacitance
Feedback Capacitance

1.5
25
O.S
0.25
0.01
4.0
3.0
0.1

Forward Transconductance (Y21)

11

Bias Network Current
Quiescent Input Current

Ouiescent Output Current
Input Conductance (Y11)
Output Conductance (Y22)

Input Capacitance

CE-CB

V+

= 12 V

V+

3.2
50
1.4
0.4
0,01
4.5
2.5
0.1
21

=SV

V+

1.5
50
1.2
1.0
0.01
8
3.0
0.1
45

Unit

= 12 V

rnA
"A
rnA

3.2
100
2.8
2.0
0,01
10
2.5
0.1
75

mmho
mmho

pF
pF
pF
mmho

Table 7-1

CIRCUIT CHARACTERIZATION

Figure 7-7

The final circuit design is shown in Figure 7B. The transistors used are of small geometry and have an FT of about 700MHz.
As shown the NE510 and NE511 configurations are quite similar. The emitters of the
current sources are brought out for the 511
so that degeneration may be introduced for
better signal handling capability and linearity.

The circuit is characterized with "Y" parameters as is common with RF amplifiers
used in the frequency range for which this
device was designed. Table 7-1 is a summary of the low frequency "Y" parameters of
the circuit. The real part of all the parameters remains nearly constant until the operating frequency exceeds 10MHz, at which
time-input and -output conductances start to
rise and the forward transconductance
starts to fall.
The reverse transconductance of both the
common emitter/common base and common base/common collector configurations is extremely small, the real part being

13

Table 7-1 shows that the forward transconductance, Y21, of both configurations is a
function of power supply voltage. A plot of
Y21 versus bias network current for the
common collector-common base configuration, Figure 7-9, shows that the Y21 is
directly proportional to the bias current. A
plot of Y21 versus differential input voltage
of the common emitter-common collector
configuration, Figure 7-10, shows that Y21
may be controlled by changing differential
input voltage. These circuit characteristics
allow the application of automatic gain control to RF amplifiers made from eithercircuit
configuration.

CIRCUIT BIASING

FINAL CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
OF NE510/511
12

negligible while the imaginary part corresponds to a capacitance of less than 0.1
pico Farad.

Since this circuit is completely devoid of
resistors and bias networks, their selection
14

TRANSCONDUCTANCE
VB BIAS CURRENT
40

~~o~::a~ug~t~ECcET~~~·~~~::gNC~:EE~~~NECTIO~

.,.

/

V

1!E

lI'

~

~
~ 20

I

."

/
0

All resistor values are in ohms
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v
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4
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Figure 7-8
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BIAS CIRCUIT-OPTION 1
NE511

TRANSCONDUCTANCEvs
CONTROL VOLTAGE

v+

TRAN~ONDUCT~NCE (Y21)

VS. CONTROL VOLTAGE
510 COMMON EMlTTER- COMMON BASE CONNECTION

R3

r----..

1\

\

1\

\

"

.~B2_J
R1

R4

R2

Figure 7-10
v-

is at the discretion of the user. This allows
the circuit designer complete freedom of
choice in operating parameters and transistor interconnections. The only constraints
are the absolute maximum ratings of the
device; for example. applied voltage, current, junction temperature, etc.
A typical bias connection, option No.1, is
given in Figure 7-11. Operating currents are
determined by the voltage between the base
of the transistors 01 and 02 and V-, and
resistors R1 and R2. The voltage for the
bases of 01 and 02 is obtained from the
temperature compensated voltage divider
consisting of R3, R4, and diode 01. Including 01 in the bias network compensates
for the temperature coefficient of the baseemitter voltage of 01 and 02. The current in
the voltage divider should be approximately
75% of the emitter current of 01 and 02.
Should it become necessary for the collector currents of 01 and 02 to be unequal but
of the same order of magnitude, then it is
suggested that the voltage divider current
be selected as the average of the em itter
currents. A design example is as follows:

Figure 7-11

5. Calculate bias network current.
IB = 0.751cl, IC2 = 0.75 X 2mA = 1.5mA

6. Calculate bias resistors.
A4 =

VEl

Ii3 =

2V
1.5mA = 1.33k;

A3= V+-VBl = 12-2.7 =6.2k
IB
1.5

The bias diode is formed from a planar type
transistor which has had its collector and
base connected together. It may be operated in either the forward mode or in the
reverse breakdown region as a 6.8V Zener
diode. When used as a Zener diode, the
operating current should be kept less than
10mA.
Figure 7-12, option No.2, shows utilization
of the diode in this mode to develop a third

BIAS C,IRCUIT-OPTION 2

1. Assume operating currents of 2mA for
Ic1 and Ic2.
2. Assume V- is at ground and V+ at +12
volts.
3. Assume that the design requires that
resistors R1 and R2 be 10000hms.
4. Calculate the voltage at the emitters and
the bases of 01 and 02.
VEl = VE2 = ICl X AI = 10000 X 2mA = +2V
VBl = VB2 = VEl + VBE = +2V + 0.7V

Figure 7-12

= +2.7V ITa = 25° C)

Sillnotics
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power supply required to bias the bases of
the emitter-coupled transistors.
The selection of the load for these circuits is
entirely application oriented. If it is to be
resistive, its magnitude will be a function of
the following amplifier requirements:
1. Output Voltage Swing
2. Voltage Gain
3. Bandwidth

F3dB=----

7-1

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS
Differential amplifiers are the easiest circuits to design. The following parameters
must be considered in their design:
Voltage Gain
Output Swing
Input Resistance
Bandwidth

It may be possible to design a one-stage
ampl ifier with all of these parameters optimized but it is highly unlikely. Usually the
designs are a compromise of these parameters. For example, several cascaded stages
may be required to obtain the desired gain.
The gain and the output swing may have to
be compromised so the required input resistance and bandwidth may be obtained.
Until bandwidths of greater than 10MHz are
required, the bandwidth of the amplifier is
determined solely by the RC time constant
consisting of the load resistance and load
capacitance, be it a discrete capacitor, stray

which reduces to:
26mV
re=--Ie

7-3b

at 25° C and for emitter currents in milliamperes.
The circuit gain measured f~om the differential input to one output becomes:

When RL = total load resistance and
CL = total load capacitance

In most applications, the load should be
selected to ensure that the transistors do
not saturate for the largest positive common mode input voltage.

1.
2.
3.
4.

capacitance to ground, or collector to base
capacitance (Figure 7-2, 7-5), The -3dB
bandwidth is determined from the following
equation:

RL

The single-ended output voltage gain (Av) of
the circuit may be calculated from the
product of the transconductance (gm) and
load resistance (RL).

Av=---2RE + 2re

Av =

For differential output, the differential gain
is twice the single-ended output gain. The
input resistance of the differential amplifier
in Figure 7-14 may be approximated by the
following equation:
Rin =hFE(2RE + 2re)

gmRL

7-2

The transconductance of the NE511 may be
determined for any collector current from a
curve on the data sheet entitled Transconductance VS. Collector Current (EmitterCoupled).
A second method of calculating the gain of a
single-ended output differential amplifier
uses the relationship between the load resistance and the resistance in the emitter
circuit. Figure 7-14 shows this type of amplifier. The gain is approximated by the ratio of
the load resistance to the total resistance in
the emitter circuit.
The resistance in the emitter circuit consists
of the emitter contact and bulk resistance,
RE and the diffusion resistance, reo For the
NE510/511, RE is approximately 3 ohms per
transistor and re is given by the following
equation:

re =

kT

7-3a

qle

BASIC DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

2(3 + 26 ~El0-3)

In utilizing this equation, the designer
should be cognizant of the fact that the hFE
and re will change as a function of temperature and emitter current. The hFE is typically
125 for collector currents of 1mA {at 25°Cl.
The output swing capability is determined
by the power supply voltage available. The
maximum power supply voltage is determined by the absolute maximum ratings of
the collector to base voltage of the differential transistors. It is this voltage which sets
the maximum peak-to-peak swing for noninductive loads. To maximize the output
swing, the collector current is setso that the
quiescent output voltage is one-half of the
positive supply voltage. A circuit example is
Figure 7-15. If, however, the input signal is
differential in nature with a common mode

DIFFERENTIAL GAIN
CALCULATIONS

v+
v+

ccc

+--'_--"""'-0 OUTPUT

-If,OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT

INPUTo-----_I---------'

vv-

Figure 7-13
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Figure 7-14
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DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER
COLLECTOR OPERATING POINT

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER WITH
COMMON MODE INPUT SIGNAL

V+=+12V

v+ =

+12

t-----00UTPuT

R,

R,

RB
V COMMON
MODE
"'-'
(2V PEAK TO PEAK)
RB

V-

Figure 7-15

Figure 7-16

signal relative to ground, thecollectoroperating point must be made more positive to
allow for the common mode input sigr.lal if
nonsymmetrical distortion is to be eliminated. For example, if the input signal is 10mV
peak-to-peak riding a 2V common mode
signal, the collector operating point must be
raised according to the following equation:
Vo=

V+

+ vem

7-5

2

a. Find re:

The circuit of Figure 7-16 is a differential
amplifier designed using the following design criteria.
Circuit Design Example: Differential Input,
Single-Ended Output Amplifier
Goals:
1. Gain = 100
2. Output Swing = 10V peak-to-peak
3. Common Mode Range = ±1V
4. Input Resistance = 5000.0

re= - - - RE
2hFE
re

7-7

- 3D
Rl = 2Av (RE + rei

2 X 125

=2X100 (3+171

= 17fl

= 4000D

Ie =

mA at 25° C

-

re
26

Vq

c. Once the emitter currents have been
obtained, the collector currents (Ie) are
easily found:

= Ie -

Ie

Ib

= Ie - - -

7-6

hFE

1.53

= 1.53 - - 125

for all practical purposes
~

1.5mA

2. At this point the emitter currents have
been selected to provide the required
input resistance and the collector currents have been found. It is now necessary to determine the load resistance that
will provide the desired gain.

SmDotiCS

= V+ - IeRl

when V+ = 12V

= 1.53mA
17

Ie

3. Having determined the load resistance,
we next determine the collector operating pOint, Vq .
Vq

le= -

Ie

Solution:
1. The input resistance of a differential amplifier is set by the em itter currents of the
transistors. Therefore, in order to obtain
the required amplifier input resistance,
the emitter currents must be determined
first.

Rl
(Avl=---- or
2RE + 2re

b. Determine required emitter current to
give desired re:

Ie

Assumptions:
1.hFE=125
2. Ambient Temperature (T a) = 25° C

5000

Rin

26

When V+ = 12V, Vo = 7V

The voltage gain

Rin = hFE (2RE + 2rel

= 12 - 4000 X 1.5 X 10-3

=+6V

4. The requirement for output swing is 10V
peak-to-peak or the output collector
must swing ±5V from its operating point.
The collector will swing +6V ±5V or from
+1V to +11V.
5. The positive common mode range (CMR)
is determined by the most negative
excursion of the output collector and will
be +1V. The negative common mode
range is a function of the negative power
supply and is limited by the Vbe'S of the
input stage and the saturation voltage of
the current source. A "rule of thumb" for
determining the saturation voltage of the
current source is to assume that it is
equal to the Vbe of the transistors. The
negative common mode range is then:
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Negative CMR

= V- + 2Vbe

The Vbe'S of the 511 are O.8V or less,
therefore:
Negative CMR

= V- + 1.6V.

For the design example, a negative CMR
of -W may be obtained with a negative
power supply of -2.6V.
V-

= Negative

CMR -1.6V

= -1V -1.6V

= -2.6V
Increasing the negative supply voltage,
while staying within the ratings will allow
a greater negative CMR to be achieved.
6. The current in the current source transistor, 03, is set by the resistance of RB and
the magnitude of the negative power
supply. For the 511, the best current
stability is obtained when the bias current
in the resistor RB is 75% of the required
current source current.
Rs

=

V- - Vbe
0.751c3

.=

V- -Vbe

7-8

1.51e

For the design example where V+ = 12V.
12 - 0.8
Rs=-----1.5X1.5X10-3

Solution:

CASCODE RF/IF
AMPLIFIER (CE-CB)

1. Determine the maximum load resistance.
It is a function of required bandwidth.

The cascode configuration will be used
where the maximum gain is required and
where there is no requirement for symmetrical limiting. The circuit of Figure 7-17 is
typical. For frequencies below 10Mhz, no
particular precautions need to be taken to
design a stable amplifier, other than the
usual efforts to isolate the output from the
input. Because of the excellent input to
output isolation and because the gain control voltage has little effect on the input or
output parameters,. it is not necessary to
mismatch the interstage transformers to
ensure a stable amplifier that shows no
appreciable change in the bandwidth characteristics as the gain is adjusted by the
automatic gain control voltage.

1

RL = - - = - - - - - - - - 2rrfC
2rr X 2 X 106 X 20 X 10-12
RL

If 5% resistors are used, a 3.6kO is the
largest standard value which will ensure
that the required minimum bandwidth
will be obtained.
2. Determine the required Power Supply
Voltage (V+):
V+ 2: Sum of the voltage at the base of the
common base transistor (02) and
the output swing, Va. The bias voltage at the base of 02 is set by the
reverse breakdown voltage of the
511 bias diode which is used as a
Zener diode in this example.

Circuit Design Example: Casco de Amplifier
(Figure 7-18)

V+ 2 6.8V

Goals:

+ 12V = 18.8V

To allow for power supply fluctuations and measurement tolerances, use V+ = 20V.

1. Output Voltage Swing (Va) = 12V peak-topeak
2. Voltage Gain 2: 10.
3. Bandwidth 2: 2M Hz (with 20pF capacitive
load),

3. Determine the output collector current:
V+ - Vq
Ic= - - RL

Assumptions:
1. Assume high hFE'S (typically 125)
2. Ta = 25° C

Rs '" 50000

= 4.03k

. 7-9

where: Vq is the quiescent dc output level.

CE-CB CASCODE AMPLIFIER

CASCODE AMPLIFIER
V+""20V

v+
Ry
laOK

RL

RB

3.6K

2.7K

t----:-:----i-<l OUTPUT

'l--.--+....
GAIN
CONTROL.o-~'N\o"""">--I:

INPUT

~~II

+1.3 V

INPUT

o---j
01

I

0.1

mAl
•

I

SUBSTRATE

RX
13K

RE
330

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-17
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Figure 7-18
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455KHz IF AMPLIFIER
(CASCODE CONNECTION)
BANDWIDTH (3J8) . 3KHz

V+ 12V

GAIN'67dB

(~6NU~ ~~~TECTEO RF)

IF INPUT

ZIN30K

.01 "F

I.
I

I

DETECTED

OUTPUT

I

PART OF

L ~E;O~l-n

~5

*,Ol"F

r--~_---oGAIN

L-~w.--1'-------O ~~~TC~NTROl VOL rAGE
(GROUND FOR MAXIMUM GAIN)

*,OlI1F

CONTROL VOL rAGE

r--+~--I<lH-~-'--<l DETECTED OUTPUT

\ ; - - - ' - - -.....-

.......--<lrONE510PIN 5
AL TERNATE DETECTOR CONNECTION FOR
INCLUSION OF AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-19

Vq = Power supply voltage minus one-half
the possible output swing
V+-Vb]
Vq = V+ - [ - - 2 - J = 13.4V

7-10

therefore:
Ic=

20V - 13.4V

= 1.83A

36000

4. Determine the resistance of RE:
The voltage gain of the circuit is a function of the ratio of the load resistance to
the resistance in the emitter circuit.
RL

Circuit Gain = - - - - RE + r. + rc

7-11

where: re is the diffusion resistance and is
26m V
1.83mA

5. Select the bias network resistors:
a. The 511 data sheet shows that the bias
diode, when operated in the reverse
breakdown region, has a low dynamic
resistance for currents up to 10mA.
The bias current was arbitrarily set at
SmA, this being a point halfway
between the knee of the curve and the
10mA limit.
b. Rx and Ry are selected to apply the
appropriate bias at the base of Q1. This
voltage is determined by the level
which must appear across RE to obtain
the desired operating current and the
base emitter voltage of Q1. In the example, the base voltage of Q1 is +1.3V.
The voltage divider resistor is selected
to provide this voltage when the input
bias current is 10ILA.
In the deSign, a number of approximations
were made. In all but the most critical applications, this design technique will prove
quite adequate.

r. = 14.20, T. = 25°C

An expansion of the cascode amplifier is the
455KHz IF strip shown in Figure 7-19.

r c is the emitter contact resistance and is 30.

This amplifier has been designed using "off
the shelf" IF transformers. The circuit was
built using the NE510 in a 14 dual in-line
plastic package. The resulting amplifier has
a voltage gain of66dB when the gain control
input is grounded. Gain, in this instance, is
defined as a ratio of dc output voltage atthe
detector to RMS input voltage. Figure 7-20

Substituting in the circuit gain equation
from above:
10 = _ _3_600_-:RE

+ 14:2 + 3

RE = 360 - 17.2 = 3430.

91!]DOtiC9

is a curve of the gain versus gain control
voltage. At the maximum gain setting, the
input was set so that there was no output
clipping and the dc output voltage was plus
2 volts.

10.7MHz LIMITING
IF AMPLIFIER
An RF amplifier, using the NE510 in the
common collector-common base configuration, is shown in Figure 7-21. Although the
common collector/common base circuit
has a lower gain than the common emitter/
common collector configuration, it will
prove extremely useful when a limiting amplifier is required. When it is operated in this
configuration, an input level of 0.3 volts
peak-to-peak will cause the maximum realizable'output swing, and no further increase
in the input signal level will affect the output.
In addition, selecting the load impedance so
that the output transistor can never saturate
will ensure a limiter design having excellent
characteristics with a minimum of phase
distortion.
Figure 7-22 is a schematic ofthe IF amplifier
using the circuit of Figure 7-21. The intent of
the design is to demonstrate the device
characteristics and the ease with which the
circuit was designed and constructed. The
IF frequency used in commercial FM broadcast receivers (10.7MHz) was selected for
the IF frequency for this amplifier so that
there would be a basis for comparison.
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-
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Figure 7-21

Figure 7-20

of the individual transformers in this design
were selected using the equation: Amplifier
Bandwidth (3d B) = Transformer Bandwidth
(3dB) X V2 1/n- 11where un" is the number of
transformers. In ou r case, n = 3 and y'2'i'Tn=1]
= 0.5. Therefore, each transformer must
have a bandwidth of 600KHz. In order to
have transformers critically coupled and
have a minimum saddle, the primary to
secondary winding space is quite large,
precluding the use of subminiature transformers for this first design. It was decided
to use dual cup core transformers of the
type used for many years in vacuum tube IF

When the design was initiated, checking the
Y parameters for 10. 7MHz showed very little
deviation from the dc and low frequency
parameters. Since the feedback capacitance was very small, it was decided to use
low frequency design techniques and not
attempt to mismatch the coupling circuits. It
was felt that if the design were made in this
manner; and no instability problems occurred, the usefulness of the circuit would
be proved. A typical commercial10.7MHz IF
amplifier has a 3dB bandwidth of 250 to
300KHz. It was decided to design this amplifier for 300KHz bandwidth. The bandwidths

amplifiers. Winding data for the coils is
given in Figure 7-22. The transformers used
were taken from an old receiver and all the
windings stripped and rewound. The transformers had a capacitance of about 12 picofarads in the base, so an additional 39 picofarads were added to the transformer
externally to obtain the desi red tuning capacitance.
The final amplifier designed had the desired
bandwidth of 300KHz and full limiting was
obtained with an input voltage at 70
microvolts RMS. No circuit prmblems
appeared and tuning was not critical.

10.7MHz LIMITING IF AMPLIFIER
V""'12V

r.

1 ;<F

100

100

100

100 ':"

I'~"~--------,
.".

I

T1

I
I

I
LOAO

500

BANDWIDTH

~

30D KHz

FOR FULL LIMITING

10.7 MHz IF TRANSFORMER

Ein~7OwVOLTS

All resistor values are in ohms
Lp"'2{) TURNS *36
LS" 20 TURNS

136

TAPPED 5 TURNS
FROM ourER EDGE

Figure 7-22
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510 MODULATOR

60MHz BAND PASS AMPLIFIER
fa=60MHz
BW = 0.5 MHz
POWER GAIN = 30dB
POUT = 1,8 mW
ZL = 52

18 pF
ZIN=50{l

0--11---<0--_+-£
5-30 pF

~~PUT o--tl~-_+--C

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-23

NARROW BAND 60MHz
RF AMPLIFIER
The NE510!511 may be used for narrow
band amplifiers with centerfrequencies well
above 100MHz. As an example, an amplifier
iI, the common collector-common base
configuration, Figure 7-23, was designed
with the following design objectives:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Power Gain-maximize
Center frequency-60MHz
Bandwidth (3dB)-0.5MHz
Power supply-+6 volts
Input impedance-50 ohms
Output impedance-50 ohms

Figure 7-24

MODULATORS
Returning to the curve of transadmittance of
the 510 versus the differential input voltage,
Figure 7-10, it may be seen that if a modulating signal instead of an AGC voltage is
applied to the control input, the transconductance of the output transistor and the

output current vary in a like manner. Figure
7-24 is a modulator circuit. This circuit has
been operated with a carrier frequency of
50MHz and a modulating bandwidth of
4MHz. A modification of the circuit of 7-24 is
the balanced modulator circuit of Figure 725. The constant current generator is modulated by the RF input. When the balance

BALANCED MODULATOR (SUPPRESSED CARRIER)
v+

The Y parameters for 60MHz, as read from
the curves in the Appendix, are as follows:
Y" = 0.36 + j1.5 = 1.54 a6.5°
Y22 =.03 + j1.1 = 1.1 LSSS
Y21 = 3.6 + j9.9 = 10.5 L160°
Y,2 = jO.02 = 0.02 L-90'

o

MODULATED

~N~~¥LATION 0--11----+-----1:.

With the help of the Linvill technique input
and output networks to achieve maximum
power gain were calculated. The bandwidth
of the amplifier is determined by the output
network, since the input network has a
relatively broad bandwidth.

1K

2.5K
BALANCE

I

The following parameters were measured
on a breadboard amplifier:
1) power gain-,30dB
2) bandwidth (3dB)-0.5MHz
3) noise figure-7dB
4) maximum output swing-300 millivolts
RMS across 50 ohms

Because of the very small feedback capacitance of the amplifier, tuning is easily accomplished and input adjustments have
very little effect on the output impedance
matching and vice versa.

~~PUTo----j f - - - - + - -.....-I:

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-25
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FREQUENCY CONVERTER

DOUBLY BALANCED MODULATOR

v+

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-27

Figure 7-26

resistor is properly adjusted and with no
modulation input, no carrier will be present
at the output. When a modulation signal is
impressed, the collector RF currents of the
differential pair of transistors will be unbalanced and a RF signal will be present at the
output, the phase of which will depend upon
whether the modulation input is positive or
negative.

RF OSCillATOR/CONVERTER
The 510/511 may be used as an RF oscillator/converter, Figure 7-26, to frequencies as
high as 100MHz. Transistor 01 in conjunction with a tuned transformerT1 constitutes
a variable frequency oscillator of the Hartley
type. The base of transistor 01 is biased
through the secondary of transformer T1.
Transistor 03 has its current modulated by
the incoming signal from the transformerT3
and obtains its bias throug h the secondary
of T3. T2 is a transformer turned to filter out
all but the desired IF frequency. Transistor
02 acts as a common base, tuned IF amplifier.
Conversion is accomplished in the nonlinear operating region of the base emitter
junction of transistors 01 and 02. When
there is no input signal to transistor 03, only
harmonics of the local oscillator fundamental frequency are generated and no signal
can appear at the output because of tuned
filter transformer T2. When the current in
transistor 03 is modified by the incoming
signal, beat frequencies are generated between the local oscillator frequency and the
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incoming signal frequencies and their sum
and difference frequencies appear in the
currents of transistor 02. Transformer T2
selects the desired sum or difference frequency for amplification in an IF amplifier.

DOUBLY BALANCED
MODULATOR
The 511 is ideally suited for application as a
doubly balanced modulator. A circuit of this
type provides double sideband suppressed
carrier amplitude modulation. Its output
consists of the sum and difference frequencies of the two input signals and their related harmonics. For example, when the inputs
are a carrier (fe) and a modulating signal (fm)
the major output is as follows:
lout

= klle -

fm)

+ klle + 1m)

7-12

The output will also contain small amounts
of the carrier, modulating signal and their
harmonics. However, when the circuit is
properly balanced, their effects are minimal.
A circuit example is given in Figure 7-27.
The design was done for operation with
±12V power supplies with the modulation
input referenced to ground to permit direct
coupling of the modulation signal for the
best low frequency response. If the power
supplies are not suitable for some applications, the input signal coupling techniques
may be altered; capacitive coupling employed, and power supplies modified. For
example, the negative supply input may be
grounded, the modulation input may be
capacitively coupled and biased at +4V

stgnntiCs

leaving the remainder of the circuit configuration unchanged. The lower half of a G11 is
merely a current source. It may be replaced
with a current source constructed from a
discrete transistor or if differential modulation input is available, a resistor.
RE and the modulation balance potentiometer are selected to provide the desired dynamic range capabilities of the modulation
input. The voltage developed by the emitter
currents across the two RE'S and the modulation balance potentiometer should be approximately equal to the modulating signal
peak-to-peak amplitude minus 100mV.
Modulating signals exceeding this level will
cause distortion. The modulation balance
potentiometer is adjusted for minimum
modulation signal in the output. In addition
tei this potentiometer, a carrier balance potentiometer is shown. It should be adjusted
to minimize the presence of the carrier in the
output. The circuit of Figure 7-28 is a variation of the circuit for Figure 7-27. It eliminates all potentiometers. Carrier and modulation feedthough will not be as small as the
circuit of Figure 2-27, but will be quite useful
where circuit adjustments must be kept at a
minimum. The capacitor between the emitters of 02 and 06 should be selected to have
a low reactance at the lowest modulating
frequency.

DEMODULATOR
The 511 may be used in demodulator applications also. As an example, the FM stereo
demodulator circuit of Figure 7-29 is pre-
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ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
WITH REMOTELY SELECTED
INPUTS AND REM.OTEL Y CONTROLLED GAIN

DOUBLY BALANCED
MODULATOR, SELF-BALANCING

V+'·,2V·

!".

INPUTZ

".

INPUT 1

~INPUT2

°

VOLTAGE GAIN <>< cl8
INPUT RESISTANCE ",,3.3K
OUTPUTRESISTANCE-Z.4K

FEEOTHFIDUGH"lOdBarlkHI
DISTORTION ~ 0.3% T.H.O. at OUTPUTS
011 Vr.m .... 1 kHz

All resistor values are in ohms

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-30

Figure 7-28

sented. The demodulator FM information is
applied to the base of Q3. The collector
current of Q3 is switched alternately, by the
38KHz sub-carrier local oscillator, from the
left output load to the right output load.
Transistors Q4 and Q5 are driven out of
phase with transistors Q1 and Q2 from the
38KHz local oscillator so as to cancel the
38KHz component In the outputs. The separation is optimized by applying a small
portion of the input signal to the emitter Q6

to cancel unwanted out-of-channel information. For maximum separation, the
38KHz sub-carrier local oscillator signal
should have a minimum second harmonic
content. Ideally its waveform should be
square with a 50% duty cycle and have an
amplitude of approximately 1V peak-topeak.
Although doubly balanced modulators are
not normally used for audio applications,
this type of circuit with a few minor

modifications may prove extremely useful.
The isolation amplifier with remotely selected inputs is shown in Figure 7-30. The level
adjust/mixing control (RAJ may be located at
a remote location and the distance is limited
only by the noise which may be picked up.
Feedthrough from the OFF channel is
negligible. Bandwidth is limited only by the
capacitive load on the output.
Applications occasionally arise where it is
required to select, with a logic signal, one of

STEREO DEMODULATOR
V+. 12 V

v+=

12 V

7.5K

7.SK

1K
+6.SVo--~""

~~T~UTo-----~
38kHz

?:p~~1 ERo---t

0-_-""

+3 V

510

"-__+-___..::+"'6,"'SV.!......_ _ _+--__
DEMODULATED
SUBSTRATE

FM

+

~

+6.8 V

1K
.:t-~Mr---o+3

o---t ,----c
2K.

2K

v

06

1K
SEPARATION
2K

All resistor values are in ohms

+3V
"':"

SEPARATION"" 40dB@1 kHz

Figure 7-29
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two inputs to an analog system; for example, sense amplifiers for magnetic tape or
disc readout or other memory systems. The
circuit of Figure 7-31 illustrates a 511 application which will perform this function.
Differential input transistor pairs, 01 and
02 or 04 and 05 are selected by turning on
current source transistor 03 or 06. The bias
diode of the 511 is used in its reverse breakdown mode to couple the logic input signal
through a standard gate to the level of the
current source bases in such a manner that
the level at the base of 03 swings through
the fixed voltage level present at the base of
06 when the logic input gOes from a "0" to a
111."

2-INPUT. DIGITALLY SELECTED
DIFFERENTIAL PREAMPLIFIER
V+-l0V

DIGITAL TO ANALOG
CONVERTER
The 511, an extremely versatile device, is
readily connected as a dual switched
current source. When a number of 511 's are
connected as current sources, with each
current properly scaled, a digital to analog
converter may be constructed, as in Figure
7-32. The currents are scaled such that:
In=_I_,-

CONTROL
SIGNAL

o--.....,r-;:-,_

7-13

2 n-,

All resistor. values are in ohms

and are summed in a very low impedance
provided by the virtual ground present atthe
inverting input of the operational amplifier.

Figure 7-31

BLOCK DIAGRAM-D/A CONVERTER
(4-BIT-16 LEVEL)
V+

>-.......--oOUT(+1

Ii.

CONVERT

511
B~~+------+----~--~ CURRENT
SOURCEI
CONVERSWITCH
SION
LOGIC
C I-Ol-~ WRRENT

liil-Ot-~ SOURCEt
SWITCH

4R

2R

R

All resistor values are in ohms

V-

Figure 7-32
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DETAIL OF CURRENT SOURCE SWITCH
FOR DIGITAL
TO ANALOG CONVERTER

LOGIC INPUTS

A (MSB)

i'if (LSB)

D3

TO CURRENT
r---'-r---r--'---1~----+---+-~~~~--~r-~---,----~SUMMING

POINT.

-, I

I I
I I

I I
I I

I I

I I
I I
I I
I I

L __

SUBSTRATE

Vr,f

0

6 V-=-

R

2R

SUBSTRATE

4R

V-o-12V
All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-33

The sum of the currents at the input of the
operational amplifier is presented at its
output as a positive voltage proportional to
the input current. The type of conversion,
successive approximation or ripple counter,
etc., is controlled by the conversion logic. A
is the most significant bit (MSB) and N is the
least significant bit (LSB). The calibrate
potentiometer is adjusted for the desired
maximum output when all of the current
switches are ON. The zero set is adjusted for
a zero output level when all of the current
sou rces are tu rned off.
The detail of the current switches is shown
in Figure 7-33. The diodes 01 through 04
are necessary to ensure that the current
switches may be adequately driven by typical OTUTTL gates. The bias resistors, Rb,
are selected to provide a current in the bias
compensating diodes equal to 75% of the
current in the most significant of the two
current sources of each 511.

ANALOG MULTIPLEXER
Many applications arise where digitally controlled analog switching is required. The
circuit of Figure 7-34 illustrates a design
using an integrated circuit which is capable
of selecting one of two analog signals by
digital means. The 511 is connected such
that a logical "0", at the control input, permits the associated analog input signal to
appear at the common collector resistor
while the other analog input signal is rejected. The block diagram of Figure 7-35 shows
the connection of four of the circuits of
Figure 7-34 to form an eight channel analog
multiplex switch. A Signetics 8250, binary to
octal decoder, is used to convert a three line
binary address to a one of eight signal and
present a logic "0" to the appropriate 511
switch. The channel capability may be increased by the use of additional 511's and
8250's with the 0 (inhibit) input of the 8250's
being used to control the groups of eight.

Si!lDotiCS

Analog signals of ·up to 200KHz may be
switched without amplitude degradation.
The bandwidth may be extended to 2MHz
when the collector load resistor is replaced
with the input of a common base amplifier,
Figure 7-36, thereby reducing the effects of
the total parasitic ci rcuit capacitances when
many collectors are connected in parallel.
For critical applications, the binary information should be applied to the 8250 inputs
simultaneously. For applications where a 50
to 100 nanosecond switching transient may
be tolerated in the output, the 8250 inputs
may be derived from ripple through counters. In order to eliminate gain differences,
from input to input, and minimize the dc
shift at the output, the bias and emitter
resistors should be matched at 1% or better.
The circuits presented in this memo are but
a few of the many possible. The component
values shown are not necessarily optimum
and should be mOdified to fit each specific
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Applications include AM and suppressed
carrier modulators, AM and FM demodulators, and phase detectors.

ANALOG SWITCH

THEORY OF OPERATION
As Figure 7-37 suggests the topography
includes three differential amplifiers. Internal connections are made such that the
output becomes a product of the two input
signals Ve and Vs.
To accomplish this the differential pairs 0102 and 03-04, with their cross coupled
collectors, are driven into saturation by the
zero crossings of the carrier signal Ve. With

lO"F

~~~~O~o---J ,.,~-,.--,,,
16K

B.2K

"

8.2K

1%

16K

COMMON BASE AMPLIFIER
All resistor values are in ohms

+12

Figure 7-34
20K

application. In the application of the 511, the
user is cautioned to maintain short leads
and maintain input/output isolation as the
circuit transistors have gains in excess of
unity at frequencies as high as500MHz. The
user should also note that the isolation
contact substrate must always be connected to the most negative point of the circuit.

2K

BALANCED MODULATOR
The MC1496 is a monolithic transistor array
arranged as a balanced modulatordemodulator. The device takes advantage
of the excellent matching qualities of monolithic devices to provide superior carrier and
signal rejection. Carrier suppressions of
50dS at 10MHz are typical with no external
balancing networks required.

TO

1 #F

511
COLLECTORS

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-36

ANALOG MULTIPLEXER
+12 V

ANALOG
INPUTS 2

511

511

511

8250

A

D (INHIBIT)

Figure 7-35
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SINGLE SUPPLY BIASING

BALANCED MODULATOR
SCHEMATIC

Vce
VOl-I

Vo{+)
6

8
CARRIER
7_ _ _
INPUT (+10

I-lo----+----+------'
>-----;-------+----'
4

I-lo------i:.
SIGNAL

INPUT

-+_ _--'

(+10'_ _ _ _ _

+-__--02 GAIN

+-_____+-__6

3 ADJUSl

5

BIAS o--.,--.,--r-=-----I.

R,

R3
500

500

R2

500

500

500

500

'0
V-o---~--~--------'

All resistor values are in"ohms

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 7-38

Figure 7-37

a low level signal, Vs, driving the third differ·
ential amplifier 05-06, the output voltage
will be a full wave multiplication of Vc and
Vs. Thus for sine wave signals, Vou! becomes:
Vout= ExEy[cos(wx + wyl 1 + cos(w. - wyl IJ7-14
From equation 7-21 the output voltage will
contain the sum and difference frequencies
of the two original signals. In addition, with
the carrier input ports being driven into
saturation, the output will contain the odd
harmonics of the carrier signals.

DUAL SUPPLY BIASING

+6Vo-------4~------_.
1.5K

1.5K

BIASING
Since the MC1496 was intended for a multitude of different functions as well as a
myriad of supply voltages, the biasing techniques are specified by the individual application. This allows the user complete freedom to choose gain, current levels, and
power supplies. The device can be operated
with single ended or dual supplies.
Internally provided with the device are two
current sources driven by a temperature
compensated bias network. Since the transistor geometries are the same and since
VBE matching in monolithic devices is excellent, the currents through 07 and 08 will
be identical to the current set at pin 5. Figure
7-38 and 7-39 illustrate typical biasing arrangements from split and single ended
supplies respectively.

All resistor values are in ohms·

Figure 7-39
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MODULATOR FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

~
I

FREQUENCY - - - - I...

fC
Carrier Fundamental
fS
Modulating Signal
fC± fS Fundamental Carrier Sidebands

fC± nfs Fundamental Carrier Sideband Harmonics
nfC
Carrier Harmonics
nfC± nfs Carrier Harmonic Sidebands

Figure 7-40

Of primary interest in beginning the bias
circuitry design is relating available power
supplies and desired output voltages to
device requirements with a minimum of
external components.
The transistors are connected in a cascode
fashion. Therefore sufficient collector voltage must be supplied to avoid saturation if
linear operation is to be achieved. Voltages
greater than 2 volts is sufficient in most
applications.
Biasing is achieved with simple resistor
divider networks as shown in Figure 7-39.
This configuration assumes the presence of
symmetrical supplies. Explaining the de
biasing technique is probably best accomplished by an example. Thus, the initial
assumptions and criteria are set forth:
1. Output swing greater than 4 volts p-p.
2. Positive and negative supplies of 6 volts
are available.
3. Collector current is 2mA. It should be
noted here that the collector output current is equal to the current set in the
current sources.
As a matter of conven ience the carrier signal ports are referenced to ground. If desired the modulation signal ports could be
ground referenced with slight changes in
the bias arrangement. With the carrier inputs at dc ground, the quiescent operating
pointofthe outputs should be at one half the
total positive voltage or 3 volts for this case.
Thus a collector load resistor is selected
which drops 3 volts at 2mA or 1.5k ohm. A
quick check at this pOint reveals that with
these loads and current levels the peak to
peak output swing will be greater than 4
volts. It remains to set the current source
level and proper biasing of the signal ports.
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The voltage at pin 5 is expressed by
Vbia. = Vee = 500 X Is

cientdc voltage is applied to each bias
point to avoid collector saturation over the
expected signal wings.

where Is is the current set in the current
sources.

BALANCED MODULATOR

For the example VBE is 700mV at room
temperature and the bias voltage at pin 5
becomes 1.7 volts. Because of the cascode
configuration both the collectors of the
current sources and the collectors of the
signal transistors must have some voltage to
operate properly. Hence the remaining voltage of the negative supply (-6v + 1.7v =
-4.3v) is split between these transistors by
biasing the signal transistor bases at
-2.15 volts.

In the primary application of balanced modulation, generation of double sideband suppressed carrier modulation is accomplished. Due to the balance of both
modulation and carrier inputs the output, as
mentioned, contains the sum and difference
frequencies while attentuating the fundamentals. Upper and lower sideband signals
are the strongest signals present with harmonic sidebands being of diminishing amplitudes as characterized by Figure 7-40.

Countless other bias arrangements can be
used with other power supply voltages. The
important thing to remember is that suffi-

Gain of the 1496 is set by including emitter
degeneration resistance located as RE in
Figure 7-41. Degeneration also allows the

DOUBLE SIDEBAND
SUPPRESSED CARRIER
MODULATOR

Vc
CARRIER
INPUT

O.1"F

o---jf'+------;
Vs

MODULATING

~~~~L

t

."
v-

All resistor values are in ohms

-8Vdc

Figure 7-41
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maximum signal level of the modulation to
be increased. In general linear response
defines the maximum input signal as

CARRIER INPUT
SIGNAL (Vel

Vs s; 15 .RE IPeak)

RLVC

and the gain is given by
RL

Avs= - - - -

OUTPUT SIGNAL
FREQUENCY(S)

APPROXIMATE
VOLTAGE GAIN

Low-level dc

21RE + 2rE)

(~T)

fM

7-15

RE + 2re
This approximation is good for high levels
of carrier signals. Table 7-2 summarizes the
gain for different carrier signals.
As seen from Table 7-2 the output spectrum
suffers an amplitude increase of undesired
sideband signals when either the modulation or carrier signals are high. Indeed the
modulation level can be increased if RE is increased without significant consequence.
However, large carrier signals cause odd
harmonic sidebands (Figure 7-40) to increase. At the same time, due to imperfections of the carrier waveforms and small
imbalances of the device, the second harmonic rejection will be seriously degraded.
Output filtering is often used with high
carrier levels to remove all but the desired
sideband. The filter removes unwanted signals while the high carrier level guards
against amplitude variations and maximizes
gain. Broadband modulators, without benefit of filters, are implemented using low
carrier and modulation signals to maximize
linearity and minimize spurious sidebands.

AM MODULATOR
The basic current of Figure 7-41 allows no
carrier to be present in the output. Byadding offset to the carrier differential pairs,
controlled amounts of carrier appear at the
output whose amplitude becomes a function of the modulation signal or AM modulation. As shown the carrier null circuit is
changed from Figure 7-41 to have a wider
range so that wider control is achieved. All
connections are shown in Figure 7-42.

RL

---

High-level dc

fM

R + 2re
RLVclrms)

Low-level ac

fe ± fM

2V2 (KqT)IRE+2re)

O.637RL
High-level ac

fe ± fM, 31c ± fM,
51c ± fM ....

RE + 2re
Table 7-2 VOLTAGE GAIN & OUTPUT
SPECTRUM vs INPUT SIGNAL

modulated by the syncronous AM demodulator (1496) where the carrier frequency is
attenuated due to the balanced nature of the
device. Care must be taken not to overdrive
the signal input so that distortion does not
appear in the recovered audio. Maximum
conversion gain is reached when the carrier
signals are in phase as indicated by the
phase-gain relationship drawn in Figure 743. Output filtering will also be necessary to
remove high frequency sum components of
the carrier from the audio signal.

put of the detector contains a term related to
the cosine of the phase angle. Two signals
of equal frequency are appl ied to the inputs
as per Figure 7-44. The frequencies are
multiplied together prodUCing the sum and
difference frequencies. Equal frequencies
cause the difference component to become
dc While the undesired sum component is
filtered out. The dc component is related to
the phase angle by the graph of Figure 7-45.
At 90 degrees the cosine becomes zero,
while being at maximum positive or maximum negative at 0 0 and 180 0 respectively.

PHASE DETECTOR

The advantage of using the balanced modulator over other types of phase comparators
is the excellent linearity of conversion. This
configuration also provides a conversion

The versatility of the balanced modulator or
multiplier also allows the device to be used
as a phase detector. As mentioned the out-

AM MODULATOR

AM DEMODULATION
As pointed out in equation 7-41, the output
of the balanced mixer is a cosine function of
the angle between signal and carrier inputs.
Further, if the carrier input is driven hard
enough to provide a switching action the
output becomes a function of the input
amplitude. Thus the output amplitude is
maximum when there isO° phase difference
as shown in Figure 7-43.
Amplifying and limiting of the AM carrier is
accomplished by the ULN2209. Providing
55dB of gain, the 2209 also provides symmetrical limiting above 4001' volts. The limited carrier is then applied to the detector at
the carrier ports to provide the desired
switching function. The signal is then de-

RL
3.9K

Vc

H-+--{)·v,

0.1 pF

CARRIER INPuTo----iIH>--------Is

~~~~t~~~~~ Vs

Me

1

1596K

Me 1496K

I--~-{)-v,

v-

Ail resistor values are in ohms

-8 VDC

Figure 7-42
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AM DEMODULATOR

+12V

3.9K

IK

:.1

600

~

2

if-,

3.9K

3

'ULN 2209

6Me 1496K

51

~IC\

51

-90'

0

90'

PHASE ANGLE

All resistor values are in ohms
-BV

Figure 7-43

PHASE COMPARATOR
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± VOLTAGES
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Vc ·O.1pF

r-'w.--+---j

PHASE 1O---i

8

Me 1596K
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1

Me 14961<

, I - -.....-o-Vo
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t ..•

4>=00

.p= 160'

"

All resistor values are in ohms

V-

fY'Y'YVYYY\

\.AAA.A.AJ\}() - VOC AVERAGE

-aVDC

Figure 7-44

Figure 7-45

gain rather than a loss for greater resolution. Used in conjunction with a phase
locked loop for instance, the balanced modulator provides a very low distortion FM
demodulator.

LOW FREQUENCY DOUBLER
+t2OC

t.

FREQUENCY DOUBLER
Very similar to the phase detector of Figure
7-44, a frequency doubler schematic is
shown in Figure 7-46. Departure from Figure 7-44 is primarily the removal of the low
pass filter. The output then contains the
sum component which is twice the frequency of the input since both input signals are
the same frequency.

,.

~~OjJF+--:'00=-------I

+-1!-:-*-'M..---<~----l8

Me 1596K

1

Me 14961<

_

15VDC

-

MAX

C,

-

100

t

100

".

VDC

-8

Figure 7-46
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All resistor values are in ohms
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SIGNETICS ENTERTAINMENT IC'S

PROGRAM SELECTOR
SD5000lS00,MOSfErs"",hA""
S05100ISIOI"OSFETM"'",,, .. ,

~~~--~~---------J

HOME ENTERTAINMENT IC'S
Figure 8-1

INTRODUCTION
The ever increasing voracityofthe consumer electronics marketplace has led to a host
of integrated circuits which replace discrete
devices and simplify the old methods of
dOing things. For instance home entertainment systems now enjoy the use of integrated power amplifiers, pre-amplifiers, and IF
systems on a single chip. More recent advancements have added the Dolby circuit
and the CD-4 four channel stereo decoder
in monolithic form. The following chapter
will cover in detail the numerous benefits of
using the new generation of consumer
I.C.'s.

POWER AMPLIFICATION
Optimized for high quality and low distortion the 540 power driver is designed to
drive a pair of complementary output transistors.

a minimum of internal power dissipation
while using current gain rather than voltage
gain increases bandwidth.

COMPENSATION
Most designs utilizing the 540 should be
limited to gains higher than 40dB for simpliCity of compensation. At this gain level a
simple capacitance to ground and a small
lead network in the feedback path provide
excellent stability and wide bandwidth.

OPEN LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE

,

,
,
,

It features low standby current, 100mA output capability, low bias current, external
current and power limiting, wide power
bandwidth and a power supply operating
range from ±5V to ±25V.

,
,
,

The 540 power driver is in essence a transconductance amplifier with an extremely
linear output current swing of ±100mA with
a transconductance of 3.3 Amps/Volt. The
input stage converts the differential input
voltage into current and the remaining circuitry is basically a current amplifier in a
class B configuration. Operating in class B
allows the device to drive large currents with

,

"'" '\

simplify the precedure the current gain or
transconductance is related to voltage gain.
The output impedance of the 540 is 5kohms
in parallel with 100pF. Therefore, the
equivalent open loop voltage gain is equal
to
18-1)
Ao

= 9m x Ro = 3.3 x 5 x 103 =
Where 9m

16.5k

= 3.3 mho

Thefrequency response isgiven in Figure 82. Two methods of compensation can be
used although one method allows only the
inverting configuration. Figure 8-3 shows
the lower gain configurations, which is valid
for both inverting or non inverting configurations. As shown, by increasing the load
capacitance the amplifier becomes more
stable. Table 8-1 relates the necessary
compensation capacitance to the required
gain. Changes in bandwidth and slew rate
are also given.

CIRCUIT FOR GAINS LESS THAN 100

\

\

'\

''''''

1K

1

10meg

Figure 8-2
Because the 540 does possess many op amp
features the compensation techniques for
lower gains are also of interest. In order to

9i!1DOtiC9

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-3
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ACL

GBP.
(MHz)

2
5
10
50
100
200

1
2.5
5
25
50
100

POWER
BANDSLEWI
RATE WIDTH
(V/I's)
(KHz)
0.3
0.75
1.5
7.5
15
30

4.8
12
24
120
240
480

POWER OUTPUT STAGES

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
CL
(pF)

5

50,000
20,000
10,000
2,000
1,000
500

5

AV

~

~ 10 INPUT COi?'" -j f--'v'v\- ' "

l\

0
540 INVERTING AMP

o

~

~\I/O"'56"

.01 56!!

AV

5

10 INPUT COMPo

-It-wv--

~

~AV"l--f.Ol-

5611

INPUTCOMP.-~~~ .....

l~
~\

As shown, typical operational amplifier
feedback techniques are used to set the ac
gain at the desired point (40dB in this case).
Resistor R8 is returne<;1 to ground thru a
50l'fd capacitor.

\
5

\
\

Table 8-1

0

540 Gain/Bandwidth
Relationships

\

\

5

\

For closed loop gains of 2 the 540 has
characteristics similar to the 741 with the
exception of ±100mA output capability and
little parametric change with capacitance
loads up to 50,000pF. Such applications as
coaxial line drivers and capacitance bridge
drivers come to mind immediately and
benefit greatly from this feature.
Another method of compensation applies
only to the inverting amplifier configuration
as illustrated by Figure 8-4. By placing high
frequency attenuation across the input
terminals the loop gain is reduced sufficiently to avoid oscillations even at unity
gain.

5000

P

'r

FReQUENCY IHZI

Figure 8-5
Gain settings other than those shown require increasing values of capacitance as
the gain approaches O. The approximate
values can be calculated from the expression

(8-2)

O.01I'Fd
RF (kohmsl

I'Fd

where Rseries = 560hms and RF is expressed
in kohms.
Although 56 ohms was found to be adequate in most cases, slightly less resistance
may be beneficial at unity gain while higher
values will be satisfactory at higher gains.
The formula of Equation 8-2 is only approximate and will depend upon the series resistance used and the capacitance loading
present atthe amplifier output.

ALTERNATE METHOD OF
INPUT COMPENSATION

RF

At low frequencies the capacitive reactance
becomes large causing the amplifier gain to
roll off to unity at dc. This is done to prevent
dc voltages such as offset voltage from
becoming amplified to the level where they
might be detrimental to the speaker system.

5

c~

The 540 was designed specifically to drive
complementary output transistors for very
high output currents. Figure 8-6 illustrates
the necessary connections with Figure 8-7
providing a printed circuit pattern and loading diagram.

The selection ofpower transistors is dictatedprimarily by the output current capability
of the 540 which is ±100mA. Total harmonic
distortion is a direct function of output
current also. As seen from the distortion
curves in the data sheet the reflected impedance from the emitter followers seen by the
540 should be as high as possible if minimum harmonic and intermodulation distortion is to be realized. Transistor types having betas greater than 50 at 3 amps of
current are excellent choices. Such transistor types as the 2N3055, or the 2N5877 npn
types and the 2N3789 or 2N5879 pnp types
are good choices because their betas are
specified at 4 amps and they are relatively
inexpensive.

35 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER
'-~r---4r--------------~~:~~

510

R,
0.18

All resistor values are in ohms
0.47

- j 1-----1-...,

Figure 8-4

Since signal levels are low at these pOints
the slew rate and associated bandwidth are
very good as illustrated by the Bode plots of
Figure 8-5. The peaking exhibited by the
gain of 100 configuration is less than 2dB
while the 3dB bandwidth is 850kHz. More
severe peaking is exhibited by the unity gain
amplifier suggesting that the overall phase
shift is increasing, but the 3dB bandwidth is
over 2MHz.

VOLTAGE GAIN
AV ~ R7 + RS
Rs

R,

8.2K

CURRENT LIMITING
R1 " AS

~ ~:~::

POWER LIMITING
RZ" R5 '" 56n

Vee

R3" R4 "'Jr;;A

R,

": r
OK

100
R6

0.18

5 o , F t - - -_ _ _

I'"'
All resistor values are in ohms.

Figure 8-6
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FOR 35 WATT AMP
P.C. BOARD LAYOUT
(Bottom View)

PARTS LAYOUT
(Top View)

• ___i!50 1l

!

100~J..

o

0.18

C

56

!,... 0.1 IlF

v-~.

.---J--'::::"_~_

!l}-

B.

o-.---t_-=E;;.....1......
0K?T '( 8.2K
B
10 PF},
.1+--=::-",
8.2K
L.....--+----,,-C......

~-

10K

~

-H-

e-JVVv-..I..0.47IlF 0
0.18
O.lIlFINPUT

-il-

T

ov+ 5000 pF

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-7
At high frequencies additional phase shifts
up to 90 degrees can be contributed by the
output transistors. Total phase margin in
these cases reduces to less than 45 degrees
which can cause instability. Miller capacitors of 500pF should be added from base to
collector as shown in Figure 8-6. Close
physical leads should be incorporated to
assure low lead inductance.

75 WATT RMS POWER AMPLIFIER
,-----~-<>+vcc A

Close thermc:tJ coupling is necessary between
output transistors and the 540 driver for a
controlled quiescent current

",

Q1

POWER LIMITING
Power limiting is achieved by placing a
resistor network around the output stage as
shown in Figure 8-6. R1 and R6 are current
sensing resistors with R3 and R4 being
voltage sensing resistors. It is the purpose
of R2 and R5 to establish a voltage just
below the VBE of the current limiter transistor. Only a small additional current through
the output devices is necessary to increase
the voltage drop sufficiently to activate the
current limiters. However. as long as a load
is present at the output. the voltage across
resistors R3 and R4 will be reduced proportionally to the voltage developed across the
load resistor allowing higher currents to be
developed only under safe load limits. Typical VBE/IB curves for the limiter devices can
be found in the data sheet. Power dissipation internally to the 540 can become quite
high. Especially with maximum power supply voltages it is a good idea to use a clip on
heat sink. For example at ±25 volts the
device quiescent current is 20m A maximum. Therefore internal dissipation is 1Win excess of package ratings without the use
of a clip on radiator.

"10
100

All resistor values are in ohms

:r

lOO

.,

1

500

'"

",

-VA

'------"--o-V8

R1:::: VeCA

R2 ~ VeeB

Voltage acrl'~s Re. R7
IRS. R6 ~ 4mA

Current limiting
750mV
R4 ~ R6 ~ IPEAK

~

300 TO 400mv

.
R9 + Rl0 Rl
AC gain minimum =~ x R2

. ..
RL
R6
RL
Power Ilmlling ~ 2R3 ~ R4 and 2R7 ~ Rs

Cl. C2

~

100 - 1000pF'

Figure 8-8

HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER
Figure 8-8 shows a hook-up of the 540
driving an output stage capable of swinging
95 volts peak-to-peak. Given a 160hm load
the output rms power is then greater than
72W.

Si!lDOliCS

The extended voltage range is achieved by
driving the load from a high current output
stage which has voltage gain and which is
operating' from a higher supply voltage. 01
and 02 provide current and power limiting
for the output stage. Output stage gain is
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calculated from the ratio of R1 and R2 such
that

R1 =

VOUT (MAX) .
VOUT(540)

R2

(8-31

This voltage gain is sufficient to amplify the
peak 540 output voltage (which depends
upon the 540 supply voltage) to the maximum possible output voltage (dependent
upon output stage suppliesl.
Current limiting levels are described by

the speaker. The supply current of the 540 is
sensed with a 390hm resistor for output
transistor drive. This method assures that
the maximum output swing is equal to the
supply voltage less only the saturation voltage of the output transistors. The maximum
drive current for the output devices is
established by the 560hm resistor in series
with 50l'Fd capacitor from the 540 output to
ground. The 5600hm resistor in parallel with
5000pF provides an output voltage reference as well as high frequency stabilization.

The current required for these limiters is
approximately 1mA for pin 1 and 100l'A for
pin 5.
In such applications the required input signal is defined by the maximum load voltage
divided by the closed loop gain.

CAR RADIO AMPLIFIER

HAMMER DRIVER
750 mV

(8-41

R4=R8 = - - IPEAK

By establishing a vOltage and current combination to generate the necessary tu rn on
voltage, power limiting is achieved. Power
limiting is fixed by the relationship

(8-51
When defining values of R3, R5, R6 and R7
the current should be approximately 4mA.
This allows sufficient base drive to 01, and
02 to assure that full limiting takes place.

The 540 can also be used as a d river for
relays, solenoids, motors, or any other mechanical devices. Figure 8-10 demonstrates
some typical connections. The load can
either be push pull or (as in the conventional
hook-upl single ended. In the push-pull
connection the load is driven in either the
positive, negative, or both arms oUheoutput. Depending on the input pulse polarity,
either output can be selected. In addition,
the output can be gated off by applying a
voltage via a current limiting resistor to
either pin 5 or 6 between pins 1 and 10.

VSUPPLY

50

R3 + R5 = 12k + 56 = 4.16mA

Figure 8-9

RELAY-SOLENOID DRIVER

The output voltage is defined as 0 volts
when the bias current is calculated. Thus for
a 50 volt supply the current becomes

16 =

;<Select for minimum

crossover distortion

+Vcc

. . - - - - - -........-<>+vcc

(8-61

A voltage due to this current is developed
across resistors R3 and R7. This voltage
must be less than 750mV and is usually
selected to be between 300 and 400mV. As
long as the normal load is seen by the
amplifier the voltage across the load subtracts from the current limiter VBE voltage.
This increases the output current of the
amplifier until peak current is reached atfull
output voltage corresponding to full power.

'5{)

'-------......--o-vcc
-Vee

SINGLE SUPPLY AMPLIFIERS

All resistor values are in ohms

When one polarity supply is all that is available, the 540 can be rebiased to perform
normally. For instance the 12 volt supply
found in automobiles is used by the circuit
of Figure 8-9. For proper operation the 540
differential inputs must see bipolar supplies. To achieve this the inputs are returned
to one half of the available supply or 6 volts.
All circuitry is otherwise basic with the
exception of the load. The amplifier output
will be 6 volts dc since the amplifier has a
dc gain of one. The load must be ac
coupled in order to block this voltage from

Figure 8-10a
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DESCRIPTION

TYPICAL CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION

The NE541 High Voltage Power Amplifier
has been designed primarily for use with
audio equipment. Figure 8-11 shows the
typical circuit configuration for evaluation
of the following parameters.
The amplifier is basically a class ABl type
giving very high current gain (typically 90dB
or better within the audio frequency spectrum of 20Hz to 20kHz). The high gain of the
amplifier permits relatively small signal levels from a preamp stage to be used. If the
amp stage uses a large feedback factor, the
linearity of the preamp can be improved.
The NE541 should operate with closed loop
gains of 30dB or higher to permit wide band
operation with relatively high capacitive
loads at its output. Therefore, a preamp
whose output is 200-300mVrms will result in
output levels of 10-20Vrms from the NE541.

3
10011

R1 (10K)

FM DETECTOR-LIMITER
The ULN2111 was designed primarily for
FM and TV sound IF applications. This
circuit is comprised of a three stage limiting
amplifier with a voltage gain of 60dB and a
balanced quadrature phase detector as
shown in Figure 8-17.
Comprised of three identical differential
amplifier stages, the amplifier-limiter is
directly coupled thru emitter followers. The
direct coupling is possible by using an

1-_---'

R F '--_---;

C1 (10pfd)

G'
aln (dBI

= 20 log (1 + ~
R/

Lower "dB

1
=~

Figure 8-11

75 WATT AMPLIFIER WITH EXTERNAL CURRENT LIMITING
·40V

~

0.2"

IN

R,

o 111,2W

r--------~

111fd

..--------0
10K

LOAD

c,

O,1H.2W

22pfd

The wide band operation of the device as
seen in Figure 8-13 plus the nominal low
offset voltages inherent to the amplifier (Vos
and los) will permit the usage of the device
in several other areas, such as instrumentation amplifiers, servo drivers and power
regulators.
Several input configurations can be incorporated to add either bass or treble boost to
the system. These configurations should be
evaluated by the designer to best fit his
needs. For high power systems additional
speaker compensation can be included.

>--4--...---<,-.._-- E"

10K

The NE541 always requires some capacitance on its output. The device has been
designed with some positive feedback
which aids in the high slew rate and high
gain capability. The output capacitance
maintains the stability of the device.
The NE541 has built-in short circuit protection. A sensing resistor in series with the
output drivers turns on a basecurrentshunt
when the output current goes too high. This
limit is set to approximately 100mA typically, but will have variations due to processing
and manufacturing tolerances. In addition
to the built-in short circuit protection, the
current can be limited by use of external
circuitry as shown in Figure 8-12.

-vee

4

f-_ _- - - - I

RIN~

C,

40V--.--_-----'

SO,uld

O.2,u

GND, _ _ _~~~~-------~~---~-------...J

Figure 8-12

GAIN PHASE VI FREQUENCY
NE541

GAIN. PHASE, vs FREQUENCY
GAIN, Cl = 2200pfd. RL = 300n
- Yo:: 17VRMS
--.

+10

40

-10

30 ~"""'l'->'~---+-----r,+","-I

BASIC OPERATING EQUATIONS
Lower 3dB
f = 0.16

RrC,
Bass Emphasis

-20
20
10

o

einpin 6 =
--- 0 38db --

10k (1 + 51)
Rin

1

+ 52

--

C L " 2200pfd
RL = 300n

Vo= 17VRMS

where: 51 = jwC1Rl
52 = jwCl (Rl + R2)

Amplifier Gain (Midband)
10k+ R,.
10.00020,000

Figure 8-13

Gi!)notiCG

ACL

= 20 10glO --R-,- R, in kO

LOOp gain - 90dB - ACL
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DISTORTION VI FREQUENCY

CPSHIFT

DISTORTION vs
FREQUENCY

NE541

-

2.4
FAMILY OF CURVES vs RL & Cl
REFERENCE FIG. 1
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Figure 8-15

internally generated voltage reference
formed by a series diode string, dc level
shifting between stages, and overall dc
negative feedback.

anced product detector produces an outPl,lt
dependent upon the phase of· the two input
signals. By phase shifting, with a simple LC
network, one signal from the other by 90·,
the carrier signal becomes non-existent and
the audio modulation is recovered. For any
level of the inputs V1 and V2 of Figure 8-18
the output voltage becomes

-2OdB.

FM detection is accomplished with the balanced product detector shown in Figure 818. As has been pOinted out in the phase
detector discussions of chapter 7 the bal-

10

Figure

14

8~18

U2=tanh~

(8-9)

2kT/q

and
VR';.!£!'!...
2

(8-1m

t

Va = Vt

J

U1

(I)

U2, (t) dt

(8-7)

a
where
U, = tanh

V1 (t)
2kT/q

(8-8)

Equation 8-7 shows that the output Is proportional to the product of the two input
..
functions U(t).
The U function accounts for any symmetrical limiting in the base-emitter junctions
and can be approximated for linear qpera~

SCHEMATIC OF ULN2111
+12V

.L e,
T (Oe·emp.)

-:b-

1
OUT

10
11

...

..L
All resistor values in ohms

Figure 8-17
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12

CAPACitANCE - pfd X 103

Figure 8-14

To provide for flexibility in the driving of
different phase-shift networks, two limiter
outputs are available .. One provides the fully
limited output voltage of 1.4V peak to peak
which is applied directly to the coincidence
detector. A second low voltage output supplies the same signal at an attenuation of

2

CAPACITANCE CL - X10 3 pfd

100,000 200,000
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MONOLITHIC MULTIPLIER BLOCK

3.

!'HAIESHIFf

NETWORK

r-f--1--

t

VOUT

4.
.
5.

I
I
I
I
. V".."'~=:t==±:--=l=.-.J
II r~t
~---<:
I '----'
o-~-----Vi
I
V11t)
0- -

~-

-

-

-

-

-0---+----+---'

6.

good high frequency layout techniques
are practiced. Ground planes are very
helpful and physical separation of inputs
and outputs is mandatory.
A dc path less than 300n should be provided between pins 4 and 6.
Decoupling capaCitor leads at pins 5, 6,
and 12 should be as short as possible.
The maximum ac load current can be
increased by adding an external resistor
between pins 1 and 7. The minimum value
for this reSistor is 800n, giving a minimum load current of 4mA RMS.
A dc path less than 100n shall be provided between pins 2 and 12. No other
biasing provisions are required.

Figure 8-18
tion and hard-limiting by the input voltage
itself or by switching function, respectively.
There are two modes of operation: high
level switching and low level switching. The
frequency-transfer characteristics for each
operating mode are given by:

Va =~arctan a (high level)
VR 71'

Va =!(IV1Io ) _a_IIow level)
VR a 2kTIq 1 + a2

dVO)
2
IV110
VF= ( =-VRtanh--(8-14)
d a a=O 71'
2kT/q

Figure 8-20 shows the measured values of
the conversion efficiency as a function of
the magnitude of the driving voltage V1, at
the center frequency 4.5MHz.

(8-11)

DEFINITIONS

(8-12)

In order to properly utilize the design advantages offered by the ULN2111 it is necessary
to clarify those quantities used in design
evaluations.
Center Frequency-the fm modulated carrier frequency designated by fo.

where
A = 2Q aF = normalized frequency (8-13)
Fe
deviation

and
IV110 is the magnitude of V1 at the center
frequency.

Equation 8-17 and 8-18 are plotted in Figure
8-19. For low level operation, the amplitude
of the bell-shaped response of the tuned
circuit provides the response fall-off on
either side of the center frequency, and the
familiar S-shaped transfer function is obtained. The peak-to-peak separation of the
source is directly related to the 3dB bandwidth of the tuned circuit. For high-level
operation and within a large range of frequency deViations, the amplitude response
of the network transfer function is eliminated, and the response is directly that of the
phase-shift properties of the LC network.
The conversion efficiency, VF defined as the
slope of the transfer characteristic at the
center frequency, can be shown to be:

CALCULATED TRANSFER
CHARACTERISTICS FOR HIGH
AND LOW LEVEL CASES

,

...
... I -

~ . I~

Conve.rsion Efficiency-the slope of the fm
"S" curve specified by (dVOUT/d9> = VOLTS
per radian.
Normalized Deviation-For simple LC networks the quantity 2Q LlF is designated by
fo
the letter a.
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Figure 8-19

MEASURED CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
OF THE MONOLITHIC FM DETECTOR

1

. r-----r-r-======t
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1
I
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•• 2Q-fE
•

I
I
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The ULN2111 is very versatile and easy to
use. Only a few general requirements are
needed.
1. As with any integrated circuit, especially
those operating at high frequencies, the
power supply at pin 13 should be bypassed with a ceramic disc of the 0.5,..fd
value range.
2. Amplifier gain is 60dB at high frequencies. This can be troublesome unless

(PHASEI

IV,ID

[7

.

HIGHLE~

\

~ Ko·2~",!,q

Frequency Deviation-the amount of frequency change of the carrier designated Llf
Network Selectivity-the Q of the tuned
circuit used for phase shifting (Q = fo and
should be greater than 10>
BW

"

cw~~t

.

'00

.

,

200

.INPUT VOLTAGE VI ImV"",1

Figure 8-20
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PERFORMANCE
In an FM detector and limiter, the major
figures of merit include recovered audio
amplitude, dynamic range, and total harmonic distortion.

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS FOR A SIMPLE LC NETWORK

OUTPUT = f (NORMALIZED DEVIATION)
(The unlt~ along the vertical axis are arbitrary units,)

OUTPUT
LINEAR MODE

+ Your

Audio recovery is affected primarily by the
resonant LC network and the injection level
at the detector input.
"

Linear mode: Operation of the FM detector with no
limiting after the phase shift network.

VINJ. <70m VRMS

VF

NOTES

To obtain a proper value for audio recovery,
specific characteristics of the S curve are
recommended. A choice of slope of the S
curve gives a specified value for dV/dF,
which is the basic expression of audio recovery. A choice of a peakCto-peak separation desired and a choice of peak-to-peak
voltage required at the nodes of the S curve
determine the Q of the LC resonant network
and injection level.

1. VF defines the slope of the FM transfer characterIstIc,

at origin:
dVout
Vf=--sta=O
da
VF is primarily a function of bias current in the detector
and injection voltage.
VF will decrease with decreasing Vee or Vlnj.
2. a = normalized frequency deviation:

20t.F
A=-Fo
a = 1 for peak deviation

Figure 8-21

The peak-to-peak separation is usually defined by the service for which the system is
intended~ This value is 550kHz for FM and
150kHz for TV. An approximation of the
circuit Q can be made by the equation:

TV INTERFACING
120pF

Fo
0=-

(8-15)

41

where fo is the center frequency and .:lof is
the 3dS attenuation bandwidth. For TV service, the value of circuit Q is approximately
4.5X106

0=---=30
150X103

1..1"
t -----c

----II-o

Although the desired circuit Q is fairly low
(indicating a high-L network), it is desirable
to use a high-C network. The input to the
"detector introduces some variable capacitance. This can be minimized through the
use of at least 100pF as the C part of the
resonant cireuit. Inductor choice, along
with this capacitance value, yields a network with a Q somewhat higher than desired. This can be reduced by using a paralleled resistor across the network.
Figure 8-21 shows the transfer characteristic for a simple LC network, while Figure 822 shows the ULN2111 FM Detector and
Limiter used for TV interfacing.

,),

~

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-22

ULN2111A DRIVING CAPABILITIES AT fo = 4.5 MHz
. +12 V

TIr"
+12V

+12V

13

"OUT

Typical driving capabilities of the ULN2111
"at 4.5MHz are shown in Figure 8-23.

IN

RL

ULN2111A Driving Capabilities at fo =
4.5MHz

Fig.

RL(n) t.t

=

"7.5kHz t.t·24kHz

Remarles

A

2000

220

650

No Clipping

B

200

130

400

No Clipping

Fig.

RL(n)

~f" 7.5k~z

.1f= 24kHz

A
B

2000
200
200

22D

130

86D
40D
86D

22D

Remarks
No Clipping
No Clipping
Clipping at
Vo "'.500 mV rms

C

200

200

220

650

Clipping at
Vo=500Vrms

'0
" ..5T"".,
OUTPUT
AGE

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-23
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The final component required is a small
decoupling capacitor placed between the
network and the low amplifier output. To
insure linear detector operation, the reactance of this capacitor should be substantially large, as compared to the impedance of
the tuned circuit at resonance.

as high as possible. The optimum injection
value is 60mVrms.
TYPICAL PHASE SHIFT NETWORKS

The voltage developed across the simple
tank circuit is applied to the other two balanced gates of the coincidence detector
through emitter follower Q1,which provides
a capability for monitoring the LC network
tuning without any appreciable loading effects. It also reduces, to a great degree, the
capacitance reflected to a tuned circuit,
leading to a negligible shift in the tuning as a
function of incoming signal strength.

9

R,

L DC Resistance

CA
Cs
R1
Network Q

1.5-3~H

50

50

son

son

3pF
120pF
20k
30

4.7pF
120pF
3.0K
20

The other factor governing audio output is
the injection value at the input to the detector. The optimum value is 60mVrms at the
resonant frequency of the network. Figure
8-20 shows a normalized plot of Vinj as a
function of VI, where VI represents a normalized output for any single LC network.
Note that the output (VI) has a linear relationship to Vinj up to approximately SOmV.
Above this value, the function breaks into a
curve, then flattens out, indicating that the
detector is in a switching mode.
Figures 8-25 and 8-26 demonstrate the detector operation in the linear (low injection)
mode and the switching (high injection)
mode. Note that in the linear mode, a greater
portion of the S curve is linear, thus producing lower distortion than in the switching mode. For best operation, the low injection mode is recommended where Vinj is set

FM 10.7MH z

7-141.l H
50

1.5-3j.1H
50

3pF

120pF

50n
4.7pF
120pF

20K
30

3.0K
20

son

FM TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
LOW Vij OPERATION

Vo"t~VF~

V,

!
J

V"

Vout~Voltage

1-_+-_-+-1--+_
t--r--

FM Stereo Multiplex Subcarrier
and Pilot

0." '---L2....:::::""""~-.,;;~-...L---L--

Figure 8-25

FM TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
HIGH Vij OPERATION
Vjj
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Fo< 10MHz
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~
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Figure 8-26

S!!Inotics

The cost advantages are extremely sign ifcant and are in addition to the following:

Deviation

~o:t ~ Conv. Elf _

lJV~:T '-21*-~l:::'
VF - II

Major Advantages
The economic advantages in using the PLL
multiplex decoding system are not only cost
reduction, by eliminating peripheral components, butthe man hour cost reduction by
eliminating turning coils, thereby eliminating tedious alignment procedures.

• 45 dB Channel Separation
• Automatic Stereo/Mono Switching
• Stereo Indicator Lamp Driver With Current Limiting
• High Impedance Input-Low Impedance
Outputs
• 70dB SCA Rejection (Subsidiary Carrier
Authorization)
• One Adjustment for Complete Alignment
• 10V to 16V Supply Voltage Range

.L

Vij< 70mVmlS
fa < 10MHz

Fm 10.7MHz

7-14~H

'2

Figure 8-24

COMPONENT VALUE

L Inductance
L Nominal Q
(unloaded)

The development of the monolithic PLL and
improvements in IC processing has made
the Phase Locked Loop FM Stereo Multiplexer Decoder a reality.

TV 4.5 MHz

NETWORK Q

Figure 8-24 gives the recommended networks for use at 10.7MHz and 4.SMHz.

TV 4.5MHz

The phase locked loop (PLU has been used
for many years in consumer equipment.
Due to the nature of FM STEREO MUL TIPLEX SYSTEMS, where prime importance
is the channel separation, discrete systems
lacked the tracking ability over wide temperature and voltage ranges to be done
economically.

COMPONENT VALUE
L INDUCTANCE
L NOMINAL a (UNLOADED)
L DC RESISTANCE
CA
Cs

When deSigning the LC network it is necessary to provide the following requirements:
1. Capacitively drive the network from
low impedance (pins 9 or 10).
2. Pins 2 and 12 shou Id see a dc path less
than 100 ohms.
3. The required V2 (Figure 8-18) must be
supplied at pin 12 by the network.
4. The phase of the network at fo must be
11'/2 or an odd multiple thereof.
S. To minimize output distortion a maximum normalized deviation (a) of less
than .3 should be used.

STEREO DECODER
Introduction

-

The two (2) basic signals differentiating an
FM stereo multiplex signal from an FM
monaural signal are the 19kHz pilot and the
38kHz subcarrier. The frequency and phase
relationship of these signals is well defined.
Earlier systems had to reconstruct the
38kHz subcarrier by using the 19kHz pilot.
This system required frequency multipliers
and selective filters (coils), Since maximum
channel separation is directly related to
proper phasing, alignment procedures were
extremely critical and therefore expensive.
In addition, long term stability and performance were degraded due to component
aging, and temperature.
Use of the PLL as the multiplex decoder
eliminated these short comings since the
phase accuracy of the 38kHz signal is limited only by the loop gain of the system and
the free running oscillator stability. Both of
these parameters are easily controlled, providing easy, rapid adjustment and excellent
long term stability.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM
SWITCH FILTER

10 _ _

v'

'..L. _

OSCILLATOR RC NETWORK

1"L.

AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT

i--r-

RIGHT
CHANNEL
OUTPUT

_ _' _ _ _ _ ...1

- - - - ,LEFT CHANNEL

RIGHT CHANNEL

OE·EMPHASIS

DE·EMPHASIS

Figure 8-27

General Description

Referencing Figure 8-27

The pA758 is a monolithic Phase Locked
Loop FM Stereo Multiplex decOder using
the 16-LEAD DipAA Package. This integrated circuit decodes anFM Stereo Multiplex
Signal into Right and Left audio channels
while inherently suppressing SCA information when it is contained in the composite
input.signal. Internal functions include automatic mono-stereo mode switching and
drive for an external lamp to indicate stereo
mode operation.

The upper row of blocks comprises the PLL
which regenerates the 38kHz subcarrier,
necessary. for multiplex signal demodulation. The basic 76kHz generator is voltage
controlled, and is divided by 2 to insure a
50% duty cycle 38kHz internally generated
signal. This symmetry is necessary for maximum left/right channel separation and SCA
rejection (band centered at 67kHz)' Dividing
the 38kHz by 2 generates the 19kHz signal
necessary to lock on to the incoming pilot
signal. A second 19kHz signal is generated
which is in quadrature to the first internally
generated 19kHz signal and in phase with
the pilot. This second 19kHz is mixed in a
quadrature (synchronous) phase detector to
operate the stereo switch and lamp driver
circuitry.

The pA758 operates over a wide supply
voltage range and Uses a low number of
external components. It has only one control to adjust a potentiometer to set oscillator frequency. No external coils are required. The p.A758 is suitable for all
line-operated and automotive FM Stereo
Receivers.

When a stereo signal is present, the stereo

BlnOllDB

switch enables the stereo demodulator and
when a stereo signal is not present the
demodulator is disabled allowing the system to reach optimum noise performance.

Functional Operation
To aid in understanding the system operation, the p.A758 equivalent circuit has been
broken down into subsections as follows.
Reference Figure 8-28.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Buffer Amplifier and Bias Supplies
Demodulator
Stereo Switch and Lamp Driver
Voltage Controlled Oscillator
Frequency Dividers
Pilot Phase and Amplitude Defectors
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I Buffer Amplifier and Bias
Supplies (Figure 8-29)

INPUT BUFFE,R/AMPLIFIER AND
BIAS SUPPLY

The zener diode Z, and its associated transistors generate a 6V internal voltage reference source. From this 6V reference, additional bias levels are established via
resistors R3, R4, and R5. In addition transistor Q7 acts as the control source for several
current mirrors; Q11 in the Buffer Amplifier,
Q43 and Q44 in the Stereo Switch and Lamp
Driver (III) and Q67 and Q73 in the Voltage
Controlled Oscillator (IV).

COMPOSITE
MULTIPLEX

~

- - _________ _

INPUT

V+

1--t------------~--~--~--~--~--------,

Zl

The input Buffer Amplifier (Q8; Q9) level
shifts the composite multiplex input signal
to 2 levels each in phase with each other.

r---~--,_--~------~_1~~--~--+_----~---- +6V

Transistors Q10 - Q13 amplify this same
signal by the ratio of:

R3

A= R14

R4

R'3

R15

This amplified signal, the gain of which is
independent of supply voltage variation, is
fed to the Pilot Phase and Amplitude Detectors (VI),

2

S10n

+3V
RS

AMPLIFIED

+-W......O :,~-r:!~Li~

05

DETECTORS

RB

II Demodulator (Figure 8-30)
The basic demodulator, Q25 - Q30, is a fully
balaf.1ced detector similartostandard phase
locked loop types. The addition of resistors
R29, R30, and R31 introduces a small offset
to allow a small multiplex signal in the
collector of Q30. This signal compensates
the cross talk components inherent to the
synchronous switching demodulation process.

(LOW)

Switching to the left and right channels is
accomplished through Q25 and Q26 when
the 38kHz drive is present at their bases.
This occurs when Q33 is "ON." When Q33 is
off, a dc bias is placed at the bases of Q25
and Q26 through resistors R32 and R33, this
automatically converts the system to monophoniC operation.
Supply voltage rejection is accomplished at
the demodulator outputs by converting the
audio to current supplies in Q23 and Q24.
The voltage developed' across pnp transistors is

v. =

(V+

+ Vmod) -

(Vb.

(HIGH)

COMPOSITE
MULTIPLEX SIGNAL
TO DEMODULATOR

Figure 8-29

DEMODULATOR
021
R21

022

R22

R23

R28
1.3kO

LEFT

"'-WIr-<O

OUTPUT

....--t---

(R22)iae = voltage drop due to current in the demodulator

Simplifying the above reduces to

= V+ - (Vb. + VOl + R22 iae)

+6Y

(HIGH)

VOl = diode drop in 021

COMPOSITE
MULTIPLEX

(LOW)

.... STEREO/MONO
SWITCH

(8-16)

38kHz INPUTS

Figure 8-30

The output voltage developed is

204
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+ VOl + [R22 iae] + Vmod)

where Vb. = base-emitter ,voltage across 022 and
023
Vmod = modulation on the power line

V.

R24

9illDotiG9
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Vaut

=(

~;1 )

STEREO SWITCH AND LAMP DRIVER

18-171

Rext

V' ____________________

where Red

= external

resistor

-+_____...,

'6V

_____

The output voltage at pins 4 and 5 are
provided through 1.3k resistors driven by
Emitter Followers 021 and 024.

R41

The turn on threshold is the differential
input voltage required to overcome the offset voltage in R43 times the current summation of IR44 and IR45. When the lamp is ON,
044 is off and the differential voltage across
R43 is reduced by the amount (lR45 x R431,
which means a lower turn off voltage is
required. This voltage difference is referred
to as the switch hysteresis.

R49

R48

R42

STEREO
INDICATOR
LAMP

1---1("047

.In Stereo Switch and Lamp Driver
(Figure 8-31)
The pilot amplitude detector differential
voltage is sensed by the differential amplifier 041 and 042. This pair in conjunction
with their load resistors (R41, R42) control
amplifiers 045, 046. Positive feedback action is achieved through 047, R50, 050 and
R46 (which turns off 044l.

V+

~------~----~

INPUT FROM
PilOT AMPLITUDE
DETECTOR

R47
(-)

Q41

R43

I+I

+-_~[ 050

R50

-------if----------I
048)r-----t--t-----1

R46
+O.7V

R51

---I~-----.r:

Transistors 048 senses the current across
R51 which therefore controls the maximum
current in the Stereo Indicator Lamp.

R44

R45
STEREO/MONO

I
max

= Vbe

Q48

R151

CONTROL
TO DEMODULATOR

(8-18)
Figure 8-31

IV Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(Figure 8-32)

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
(VCO)

The basic oscillator 071 - 079 is an RC
relaxation type which generates a positive
low duty cycle, 76kHz output. The frequency is established by equations 8-19 and 820.
The control voltage from the phase detector
into the transconductance amplifier 061 069 converts the differential error to a bidirectional single ended current drive to the
oscillator.
CONTROL VOLTAGE (+)

Voltage on the capacitor is compared with
the set voltages by the differential input
stage 071, 072. This feeds 074, 075. The
output of 075 drives a PNP inverter, 076;
(whose action eliminates power supply
modulation as described in the demodulator section of this notel, when these set
limits are reached the direction of charge
reverses.

FROM
PHASE DETECTOR

-f----+-+-..,

(- )--if--t~

R80
+O.7V

R78

~f---I<'=""---+-+-~
R79

15

i

1k

R83

n

r.....l\lv-

OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY

r.....

-:!- ":'"

.L

"'T"

"'*"
Figure 8-32
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Lower set voltage is set by R79, R80,and the
regulated 6V supply. The upper set voltage
(V H) involves two (2) additional resistors R77
and R78 and is established when Q76 turns
on Q77. Both set levels are referenced to the
regulated 6V supply and are therefore dependent only on resistor ratios. (Proper
design layout should also eliminate temperature variations')
Capacitor charging is through Q78 and R8
and discharging through the external fixed
resistor.

of Q92 is at the VSE(ON) potential of Q93).
Since Q91 is ON, the current from both R92
and R93 flows through the emitter of Q91
into R95. As this current increases, the
rising voltage at the emitter of Q91 turns
Q94 ON which removes base drive to Q93
and turns it OFF, thus producing a change
of state in the divider. Even though the
relative potentials at the emitters of Q91 and
Q92 are now reversed, current continues to
flow in Q91 for the duration of the positive
input because Q92 is held OFF by Q91.
When the input returns to a low potential,

Equations 8-19 and 8-20 of Figure 8-33 are
first order expressions for the change and
discharge periods.

Oppositely phased 38kHz outputs to the
demodulator are taken from the collectors
of Q93 and Q94. Transistors Q95 and Q96
are used to drive the two 38kHz dividers.
The 38kHz Quadrature Divider has an
identical configuration to the 76kHz c;Jivider.
A change of state occurs with each positive
excursion of the 38kHz input signal from the
emitter of Q96.
.

OSCILLATOR WAVEFORMS
vs------------------------------------~-------------

Q79 supplies a positive output pulse necessary to operate the 38kHz dividers.

V Frequency Dividers
(Figure 8-34)

Q91 turns OFF. The divider remains in its
present state until driven by the next positive going input.

SET
VOLTAGES

Transistors Q91 through Q94 form a simple
divide-by-two circuit which converts the
pulse output from the 76kHz oscillator to a
38kHz square wave (reference 5).
The divider changes state during the positive excursion of the input pulse supplied
from the emitter of Q79 in the oscillator.
Initially, when the input is low, Q91 and Q92
are OFF and we may arbitrarily assume Q93
is ON and Q94 is OFF ..
As the potential on the input rises, Q91
starts conduction before Q92 because the
emitter of Q91 is at a lower potential than the
emitter of Q92. (The emitter of Q91 is connected through R95 to the collector of Q93
which is in saturation, whereas the emitter'

~"I-I·-.2------1.1
Basic timing equations:
(Equation 8-19)
11

12

= R81

C 1n Vv s - VVL

= RC 1n

s-

H

(Equation 8-20)

VH
VL

where Rand C are external components on Lead 15, A81 is on thechip, andVHand VLare
set voltages which are a fixed percentage of Vs, the internally regulated 6 Volt supply.

Figure 8-33

FREQUENCY DIVIDERS
38kHz OUTPUTS
TO DEMODULATOR

00

1800

r-------------------~1_~--~----~----------------------~--~--4r--~~------4r~+6V
76kHz
INPUT

Rl0i

R102

19kHz outputs to pilot amplitude and phase detectors.

Figure 8-34
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R103

R104

R11l

R112
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The 38kHz In-Phase divider contains a bistable pair, 0113 and 0114, steered by
inputs into 0111 and 0112, (a 38kHz input
from the collector of 095, and 19kHz inputs
from the bases of 0103 and 0104), If the
19kHz input to the base of 0111 is high
when the 76kHz divider turns 095 ON, 0111
conducts and removes drive to 0114,
changing the state of the bistable pair, 0113
and 0114. The bistable remains in this state
until the next 38kHz turn on of 095 which,
this time, turns 0112 ON, removes drive to
0113 and resets the bistable pair. The resulting 19kHz output from 0113 and 0114 is
at 90 degrees to the Ouadrature Divider
output with no ambiguity in phasing.

PILOT PHASE AND AMPLITUDE DETECTORS
90'

A132

The pilot amplitude detector (0131 through
0136), has an identical configuration to the
phase detector. Since it operates with drive
which is in phase with the pilot signal (90
degrees from the drive to the phase detector), its output is proportional to the amplitude of the pilot component of the multiplex
Signal. The differential output at leads 9 and
10 is filtered by the external capaCitor on
these two leads.

(-)------~~--++~~-,
( +) __-----+-'W~...J

Introduction
Stereo preamplifiers have come into greater
and greater demand with the increased
usage of tape recorders. With stereophonic
recording systems, the need increased to
have multiple devices in the same package
to insure greater thermal tracking and packing density, without sacrificing performance.

11

,..,=;--t+~=---------

........NH

(-)

~JV~~----~~(+)

AMPLITUDE
DETECTOR
OUTPUT

PHASE

DETECTOR
OUTPUT

14

13

4--__ """"' ______1~--- ...
!__________ 11 ________ -1
LOOP FILTER

,
,,

110

9!

~

t __________1~--------.:

DETECTOR
INPUT

SWITCH FILTER

Figure 8-35

TEST CIRCUIT 1 AND TYPICAL APPLICATION
V+:+12V

Cs

0.33 pF

COMPOSITE
MULTIPLEX

UNIT
LED
STEREO

INDICATOR

R4

LAMP

Skn
OSCILLATOR
ADJ

LEFT
OUTPUT

19kHz
tEST SIGNAL

A reference 19kHz square wave si9nal is
taken from the collector of drive transistor
0136 through resistorR137toiead 11.lthas
the same phasing as the pilot contained in
the multiplex input signal.

STEREO PREAMPLIFIERS

19kHz
TEST SIGNAL

t-I\"""-+--

Pilot Phase and
Amplitude Detectors
The pilot phase detector and pilot amplitude
detector as shown in Figure 8-35 are synchronous, balanced chopper types which
develop differential output signals across
external filters. Back-to-back NPN transistor pairs are used for each switch to insure
minimum drop regardless of signal polarity
without reliance on inverse NPN beta characteristics.
The chopper transistors (0121 through
0124), in the phase detector are driven from
the 38kHz Ouadrature Dividerthrough transistors 0125 and 0126. The input signal is
supplied from lead 12 through resistors
R125 and R126. A differential output is
developed across the loop filter, comprised
of resistors R123 and R124 and the external
R-C network between leads 13 and 14.

19kHz INPUTS

(TOP VIEW)

NOTE
Tolerance on resistors is ±5% and tolerance on capacitors is ±20% unless otherwise
specified.
C1 Tolerance = + 100%, ~20%
C6 Tolerance = ±1% in test circuit and ±5% in typical application
R3 Tolerance = ±1%
R4 Tolerance = ±10%
R1 and R2 Tolerances::::: ±1% in test circuit and ±5% in typical application.

Figure 8-36
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES FOR 758C
(Test Circuit 1 unless Otherwise Specified)
CHANNEL SEPARATION
AS A FUNCTION OF
AUDIO FREQUENCY
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Figure 8-37
The NE542, LM381, LM382, LM387 all qualify as low noise dual preamplifiers. The
LM381 and LM382 are 14 pin dual in line
devices, While the NE542 and LM387 are 8
pin dual in line devices.
All of the above devices have greater than
100dB open loop gain and (15-20> MHz gain
bandwidth products. In selecting the proper
"low noise" preamplifier several factors
must be considered.
Frequency shaping characteristic required.
Closed loop response with respect to a
system reference level.
Response of the record/playback
head.
System distortion requirements.
Response of the tape used.

These characteristcs will aid in determining
the maximum boost available, knowing that
a specific loop gain (open loop gain minus
closed loop gain) will be necessary to keep
the system distortion low and maintain the
output impedance of the "low noise" preamplifier constant over the required operating
frequency range.

EQUALIZATION CRITERIA
RIAA Equalization

The following will deal with items I, II, IV.

Recording music in the medium of plastic
discs is similar to that of magnetic tape in
that neither system exhibits a linear amplitude vs frequency response. Compensation
is therefore necessary with records as it was
with tape. The standard equalization is
known as the RIAA curve and is shown in
Figure 8-38, with its corner or turn over
frequencies.

When approaching the design criteria of
Item 2, the designer should be concerned
with the open loop device characteristics.

Many phono cartridges do not require
preamplification. The ceramic and crystal
types produce voltage larger than 100mV.

II
III
IV
V
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STANDARD RIAA EQUALIZATION
CURVE
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TURN OVER FREOUENCIES
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Figure 8-38

Magnetic types, however, proquce small
voltages in the neighborhood of 5mV and
require preamplification.

Consumer Circuits

RIAA standards call for a maximum recording velocity of 21 cm/sec for stereo discs.
This worst case velocity describes a bound
for the preamplifier gain because the input
signal at this velocity is maximum. The
maximum undistorted output voltage of the
PA239 is 1.25 volts rms. This voltage divided
by the output voltage of the cartridge at
21cm/sec velocity defines the highest gain
permissible without distortion. This maximum is assumed to be 40dB at 1kHz for the
following example. As seen from Figure 836, the RIAA curve accounts for 20dB base
boost from 50Hz to 500Hz and 20dB of
treble out from 2122Hz to 21 kHz.

PROPOSED RIAA PLAYBACK EQUALIZATION

111111

+25

~~D' .',11

+20
+15
+10
+5

'I

r-....

NEW RIAA

......
-10

RIAA EQUALIZATION AUDIO
PREAMPLIFIER USING NE5532A
With the onset of new recording techniques
along with sophisticated playback equipment, a new breed of low noise operational
amplifiers was developed to complement
the state-of-the-art in audio reproduction.
The first ultra low noise op amp introduced
by Signetics was called the NE5534A. This
is a single operational amplifier with less
than 4nV/JHz input noise voltage. The
NE5534A is internally compensated at a
gain of three. This device has been used in
many audio preamp and equalizer (active
filterl applications since its introduction
early last year.
Many of the amplifiers that are being designed today are dc coupled. This means
that very low frequencies (2-15HzI are being
amplified. These low frequencies are common to turntables because of rumble and
tone arm resonancies. Since the amplifiers
can reproduce these sub-audible tones,
they become quite objectionable because
the speakers try to reproduce these tones.
This causes non-linearities when the actual
recorded material is amplified and converted to sound waves.
The RIAA has proposed a change in its
standard playback response curve in order
to alleviate some of the problems that were
previously discussed. The changes occur
primarily at the low frequency range with a
slight modification to the high frequency
range. (See Figure 8-391. Note that the response peak for the bass section of the
playback curve now occurs at 31.5Hz and
begins to roll off below that frequency. The
rolloff occurs by introducing a fourth RIC
network with a 7950J,Ls time constant to the
three existing networks that make up the
equalization circuit. The high end of the
equalization curve is extended to 20kHz,
because recordings at these frequencies
are achievable on many current discs.

-15
-20
-25
-30

10

100

(HZ)

1K

10K

lOOK

Figure 8-39

RIAA PHONOGRAPH PREAMPLIFIER USING THE NE5532A

+15V

.2hd
'NPUTo---j 1 - . - - - - - 1
47K

> - - - . - - 0 TO LOAD

49.9

·1/2 OF DUAL OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

NOTE
All resistors are 1% metal film and are valued in ohms.

Figure 8-40
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Signetics has recently introduced a new
dual, low noise operational amplifier that isinternally compensated to unity gain. It is
called the NE5532. This dual operational
amplifier comes in an 8-pin mini dual in-line
package. It has the same characteristics as
its 'single counterpart,NE5534.
The NE5532 dual low noise -operational
amplifier has many advantag'es over the
single device. The most obvious is that one
NE5532 is less expensive than two NE5534's
for stereo applications. Some not so obvious, advantages are related to the thernial
tracking and consistency of parameters of
both amplifiers integrated on the same
monolithic chip.
This application uses the NE5532 dual low
noise operatiolJal amplifier in RIAA phono
preamplifier. (See Figure 8-40). The follow-ing criteria was used to design the preamp:
Phono cartridge output 5mv @ 5cni/S
Power Supply
±15 VDC
G a i n 4 0 d B @ 1kHz

The RIAA recording characteristic establishes a maximum recording velocity of
25cm/S; therefore the maximum input to the
preamp is 25mV RMS:Sincethe NE5532A is
internally compensated for unity gain, at
least 34dB of feedback exists for a 10MHz
gain bandwidth product.
Laboratory measurements of this preamp
showed distortions of less than .01 % across
the audio spectrum. The distortion was
measured with 10V P-P output into 600
ohms. The distortion is less than .005% with
a 10K ohm load. Stereo separation is better
than 70dB on either channel at 100Hz, 1kHz
and 10kHz.
After a reference was established by shorting the input to the output, the output noise
was measured in 3 bands offrequencies (20500Hz) (500-5kHz)(5K to 20kHz)' The average unweighted signal to, noise, ratio was
greater than 70dB. The "A" weighted signal
to noise ratio would be greater than 80dB
since most of the output noise occurs in the
first frequency band. During all noise measurements, the input to each amplifier was
terminated with 47K ohms.
The frequency response of this preamplifier
was measured and found to be within 1dB of
the new standard theoretical response. The
measured and theoretical values are tabulated in Figure 8-41 of this report.
This application is intended to demonstrate
the qualities of the new low noise operation-
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TABULATED MEASURED DATA

Freq.
(liz)

"New" RIAA - dB
Standard Response

Measured Response(dB)
81deA
SideI;'

+ 1 . 4 + 1.0
+ 5.1
+11.8
+11.6
+15.6
+15.8
+16.3
+16.2
+16.6
+16.9
+16.3
+16.2
+15.7
+16.0
+13.6
+13.9
+12.2
+12.3
+ 9.6
+ 9.7
+ 7.9
+ 7.8
+ 5.0
+ 5.1
+ 3.5
+ 3.4
+ 2.4
+ 2.3
+ 0.7
+ 0.6
0.0
0.0
- 1.3
- 1.3
- 2.6
- 2.5
- 4.4
- 4.7
- 6.2
- 6.3
- 8.0
- 8.0
- 9.2
- 9.4
-11.5
-11.8
-13.4
-13.2
-16.6
-17.0
-19.0
-19.1

- 0.2
5.7
+11.2
+15.4
+16.3
+17.0
+16.8
+16.3
+14.2
+12.9
+10.3
+ 8.2
+ 5.5
+3.8
+ 2.6
+ 0.7
0.0
- 1.4
- 2.6
- 4.8
- 6.6
- 8.2
- 9.6
-11.9
-13.7
-17.2
-19.6

2

+ 4.8

+

4

8
16
20
30
40
50
80
- 100
150
200
300
400
500
800
1K
1.5K
2K
3K
4K
5K
6K
8K
10K
15K
20K

Figure 8-41

al amplifiers that Signetics is currently manufacturing. It is not intended to be a complete design for a phone amplifier. Other
_criteria such as RFI rejection, power supply
design and environmental conditions are
not considered for this application.

NAB TAPE EQUALIZATION
Recording and playback characteristics of
magnetic tape and record/playback heads
are not flat but exhibit a loss at high frequencies and a boost at lower frequencies. To
obtain an overall flat frequency response
and improved signal to noise ratio, the audio
signals are equalized by boosting the higher

SjgDotiCS

frequencies in amplitude before recording.
Playback amplifiers must exhibit bass boost
to remove the effects of pre-emphasis for an
overall flat response.
Known as the NAB equalization curve, the
standard- deemphasis employs attenuation
from the turnover frequency of 50Hz to the
turnover frequency of 3180Hz for 7 1/2 Ips
recording. The slower recording speed of
3.75 Ips employs turnover frequencies of
50Hz and 1326Hz; These curves are shown
in Figure 8-37. A reference level of 800!'V
head sensitivity at 1kHz is also used by the
NAB.

Consumer Circuits

STEREO PREAMPLIFICATION
The voltage level appearing at the output of
tape playback heads and some phono cartridges are too small to be usefu I without a
large amount of low noise preamplification.
In addition to providing low noise amplification, the preamplifier should possess
enough open loop gain so that the R IAA and
NAB equalization curves can be produced
in the feedback networks of the amplifier.
The following paragraphs describe the
characteristics and applications of the 542,
LM381/382 and the PA239. These devices
provide a matched pair of amplifiers which
have been specifically designed to minimize
amplifier noise and maximize signal to noise
ratio.

The second stage is a common-emitter
amplifier (OS) with a current source load
(06). The Darlington emitter-follower 0304 provides level shifting and current gain
to the common-emitter stage (OS) and the
output current sink (07l. Thevoltage gain of
the second stage is approximately 2000
making the total gain of the amplifier typically 160,000 in the differential input configuration.
The preamplifier is internally compensated
with the pole-splitting capacitor, Cl. This
compensates to unity gain at lSMHz. The
compensation is adequate to preserve stability to a closed loop gain of 10.

BIASING

542 DEVICE DESCRIPTION
The NE542 is a dual low noise amplifier with
104dB open loop gain produced by two
stages of voltage gain followed by one stage
of current gain.
In the design of low noise devices special
attention must be focused on the input
stage. If differential topography is used, the
stage should be designed so that one of the
differential transistors is turned off. This
reduces the noise contribution by a factor of
1.4 since only one transistor is producing
noise. Current sources and mirrors cannot
be used for biasing loads because active
elements will contribute more noise.
Implementing these observations, the first
gain stage of the S42 is pictu red with the
complete schematic by Figure 8-43.
Although the differential input configuration degrades the noise performance slightly, using differential inputs has the advantages of higher input impedance, allowing
smaller capacitors and larger resistors to be
used to achieve the RIAA and NAB curves.
TAPE EQUALIZATION CURVES

(72) 40

35

71/2 IPS
TURN OVER FREQUENCIES
50hZ, 3180Hz
TIME CONSTANTS

I----..

(32) 30

25
(52) 20

\
--'"\
\

\
\

3180ps
50".

- - 3.75 IPS
.~ TURN OVER FREQUENCY
50Hz, 1326Hz
\~IME CONSTANTS
\
3180115

25p$

15

\\
\

(42) 10

\

(32) 0
10

_

The non-inverting input has been internally
biased from a 1.4 Volt internal voltage
source. Following the zero differential rule
of amplifiers, the output voltage will be set
by the resistor feedback network (R4 and
RS) of Figure 8-44.
The base of 02 requires 0.5",A bias current.
Hence RS should pass S",A minimum for
stability, for an output dc voltage of Vee
2
the values of R4 and RS are:
2 VeE

R5 = 10 Ie

(8-19)

=(

Vcc )
2.8 _ 1 R5

(8-20)

DC amplifier gain is defined by the ratio of
R4 and RS. Open loop ac gain can be regained by adding a shunt capacitor across
RS. The low frequency 3dB corner is then
defined by the capacitor-resistor break
pOint.

LM381/382 Device
Description
To achieve low noise performance, special
consideration must be taken in the design of
the input stage. First, the input should be
capable of being operated single ended;
since both transistors contribute noise in a
differential stage degrading input noise by
the factor

J2.

Secondly, both the load and biasing elements must be resistive; since active components would each contribute as much
noise at the input device.
The basic input stage, Figure 8-4S, can
operate as a differential or single ended
amplifier. For. optimum noise performance
02 is turned OFF and feedback· is brought to
the emitter 01.

EQUIVALENT SCHEMATIC

,-----

----I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

R1

I

I
D1

09

H>t-~::-::-:-:------+--------£ 015 1

I
I

1

1

I

I
I

I
I
Z1

I
I

I
I

I
L_~

1\

= 240K Max.

R4

_

I

___L _ _ _

_____ l

____ ~

\

100

1K
10K
FREQUENCY (Hz)

lOOK

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-42

Figure 8-43
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In applications where noise is less critical,
01 and 02 can be used in the differential
configuration. This has the advantage of
higher impedance at the feedback summing
pOint,allowing the use of larger resistors
and smaller capacitors in the one control
and equalization networks.

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT BIASING
VCC

The schematic diagram of Figure 8-45 is
divided into the first and second voltage
gain stages, the current gain stage, and the
bias regulator.

C1

The second stage is a common-emitter
amplifier (05) with a current source load
(06)' The Darlington emitter-follower 0304 provides level shifting and current gain
to the common-emitter stage (05) and the
output current sink (07). The voltage gain of
the second stage is approximately 2000
making the total gain of the amplifier typically 160,000 in the differential input
configuration.

R1
200K

R4

Z2

0--+---<>--1:

The preamplifier is internally compensated
with the pole-splitting capacitor, Cl. This
compensates to unity gain at 15MHz. The
compensation is adequate to preserve stability toa closed loop gain of 10. Compensation for unity gain closure may be provided
with the addition of an external capacitor in
parallel with Cl.
Three basic compensation schemes are
possible for this amplifier; first stage pole,
second stage pole and pole-splitting. First
stage compensation will cause an increase
in high frequency noise because the first
stage gain is reduced, allowing the second
stage to contribute noise. Second stage
compensation causes poor slew rate (power
bandwidth) because the capacitor must
swing the full output voltage. Pole-splitting
overcomes both these deficiencies and has
the advantage that a small monolithic
compensation capacitor can be used.
The output stage is a Darlington emitterfollower (08,09) with an active current sink
(07). Transistor 010 provides short-circuit
protection by limiting the output to 12mA.

Biasing
Figure 8-46 shows an ac equivalent circuit
of the LM381. The non-inverting input, 01,
is referenced to a voltage source two VBE
above ground. The output quiescent pOint is
established by negative dc feedback
through external divider R4/R5 (Figure 8441.
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01

02

R1
10K

R5

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-44

LM381 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

,-----

Vee

----I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

R1

I

I

D1

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
21

I
I
I

L ___ --L _ _

_

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-45
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For bias stability, the current through RS is
made ten times the input current of 02
(=O,SILA). Then, for the differential input,
resistors RS and R4 are:

AC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
Vee

2VSE
1.2
RS = 10 IQ2 = S x 106 = 240kn MAX. (8-21)

-1)

Vee- R4= ( 2.4

Cl

When using the single ended input, 02 is
turned OFF and dc feedback is brought to
the emitter of 01 (Figure 8-41). The impedance of the feedback summing point is now
two orders of the magnitude lower than the
base of 02 (= 10k!}).

Rl
R2

200K

t--t---r-"l.

(8-22)

R5

05

R3

Z2

Therefore, to preserve bias stability, the
impedance ofthe feedback network must be
decreased. In keeping with reasonable resistance values, the impedance of the feedback voltage source can be 1/S the summing pOint impedance.

Rl
10K

The feedback current is less than 100ILA
worst case. Therefore, for single ended
input, resistors RS and R4 are:

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-46

SINGLE ENDED INPUT BIASING
R4=(VCC -1)R5
1.2

vee

(8-24)

The circuits of Figures 8-44 and 8-47 have
an ac and dc gain equal to the ratio R4/RS.
To open the ac gain, capacitor C2 is used to
shunt RS (Figure 8-48). The ac gain now
approaches open loop. The low frequency
3dB corner, fo, is given by:
Ao

.

fa = 21TC2R4 where: Ao open loop gam (8-2S)

"L

200K

"4

LM381 OPEN LOOP CONFIGURATION

Z2

7 .•

R4

RT
10K

R5

R5

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-48

Figure 8-47
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NAB Tape Preamplifier

Typical Applications

Design of a preamplifier begins by determining the gain and output signal amplitudes in reference to the standard 800!'V
input signal level. For the following design
example. we will use the 542 to achieve a
100mV output level at 1kHz following the 71/2 Ips NAB equalization curve. The graph
of Figure 8-42 has been calibrated both in
absolute gain for this example and relative
gain for general use.

In addition to the previous detailed design
examples. the following general amplifier
configurations (see Figures 8-50 through 859) are presented. Ihe choise of design and
the device used is a function of the desired
complicity and overall performance.

From the given parameters. the closed loop
gain becomes 32dB at the highest frequency of interest. The NAB response is
achieved by adding frequency selective ac
feedback as depicted by Figure 8-49. Resistors R4 and R5 select the dc gain as defined
by Equations 8-19 and 8-20. Placing a value
of 200K upon R5. Equation 8-20 yields. a
value of 680K ohms.

TYPICAL TAPE PLAYBACK
AMPLIFIER
,2V

>4.:;:.5-,--_-O.SVrms
2.2M

FLAT RESPONSE TAPE
AMPLIFIER

62K

"

240K

1500pF

180

7.B

R4

Figure 8-53

II
R3

R5

TAPE PREAMPLIFIER

NAB RESPONSE AMPLIFIER

Vee

12V

Figure 8-50

II

II

TWO-POLE FAST TURN-ON
NAB TYPE PREAMP
12V

7.B

All resistor values are in ohms

Figure 8-49

120 pF

6BOK

220K

220K

The lower corner frequency is determined
next by the reactance of C4 and R4 such
that:
.159
11 = C4 R4

(8-26)

Solving for C4 yields a value of .0047!,fd.

Figure 8-54

" l'"F l'"F
-=
-=
2K

2K

.159

(8-27)

Then solving Equation 8-27 for R7 defines a
value of 11 k ohms.

TYPICAL NAB RECORD
PREAMPLIFIER

Figure 8-51

The upper corner frequency. f2. is similarly
fixed by the reactance of C4 and R7 .

12 = C4 R7

24K

TYPICAL NAB RECORD PREAMPLIFIER
12V

Midband gain is now fixed by the relationship.
A = RS

+ R7

(8-28)

RS
All resistor values in ohms

Solving for the 1kHz gain of 42dB using 11 k
for R7 yields a value of 88 ohms for R6. The
final calculation of the low frequency cut off
of the preamp determines the size of C2.

Figure 8-55
All resistor values are in ohms

.159
C2 = ";""tc-'U':':'TO:':F-F":::R-;;-S
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(8-29)

Figure 8-52
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CASSETTE PREAMPLIFIER SINGLE CHANNEL

91K

.OOSp

10K

I

2.'
(10HZ)

(20HZ) ":"

"600n resistor used as a
terminator when using a
voltage generator instead
of the magnetic head.

Figure 8-56

CASSETTE PREAMPLIFIER USING LM382 and NE532
10K

.0033

39K

.0083

NOTE
1. 10kll.0033 CKT A
} NE532 n.'work
2. 10kl139k + .0083 CKTB
3.

NE532 used 85 unity gain inverting amplifier for high end
compensation only.
10K

y+

EIN::;: .22MVRMS

+
10"

0.1.u

INPUT

0,47/-1

(7)

10K

620{)
(TERM.
RES)

75K

20J,J

.0033

75K

.0033

20j..!

'80

FREQ

20Hz
40Hz
80Hz
100Hz
200Hz
400Hz
800Hz
1kHz
2kHz
4kHz
8kHz
10kHz
20kHz

GAIN(dB) '" (deg) GAIN(dB) '" (deg)
CKTB
CKTB
CKTA CKTA

+68
+76.1
+79.4
+79.8
+79.7
+77.6
+74.6
+73.9
+71.8
+69.2
+63.9
+61.5
+54

-15
-76
-135
-147
-187
+157
+144
+144
+134
+110
+76
+65
-4.0

+68
+76
+79.3
+79.7
+79.5
+76.9
+73.3
+72.4
+70.6
+69.4
+67.4
+66.5
+62.2

/

'76

'72

-134
-148
+177
+155
+149
+150
+152
+145
+132
+126
+107

• CKT B

~

I
I

'70

• CKTA

""

1

'74

-77

~

/

+78

"- ............

"

..............
~

'68

~
~,

'66

\. '\.

'64

.J

'62

..

'60

'

20

1\
100

1000

10000 20000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Figure 8-57
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CASSETTE PREAMP USING LM387

O.2.u
INPUT

<>---1

R L ::: 10K (O.22mVRMS) , -_ _, . " "
R L ::: 60011 (O.1mVRMS)

12K

300n
20J..l

FREO

GAIN DB
RL
10K

<I>

dog

0

20
40
80
100
200
400
800
1kHz
2kHz
4kHz
8kHz
10kHz
20kHz

+

I

120K

6800
+

22M~

-=

GAIN dB
RL 600

<I>

dog

".

+80

/
//
//
//

0

69
76.3
80.4
81
80.2
77.2
74.8
74.2
73.3
72.3
70.1
69.1
65

+78
+76

64
72.4
77.8
78.4
77.8
74.9
72.4
72.1
71.1
70
68
67
62.4

+115
+46.3
+33
-0.3
-18
-19.8
-19.3
-20.4
-29.4
-44.6
-51.1
-67.7

+74

+72

r-....

"""",

..........

........
...........

II_I

+70

/

+68

_____

--..

RL-10Kn

~I

.......... ~

I

!g+66

'\.

t'\.

+64

RL= 600n

+62

100

10

1000

10000 20000

FREOUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Figure 8-58

CASSETTE PREAMPLIFIER WITH MODIFIED NAB
0.22

1

INPUTT
620 II

,

I~M387

27K

51K
33K

100

100

GAIN dB

15K

+

+

FREO

101-lld

~'0"

85
80 l /

-=
r-...

""

75
20
40
80
100
200
400
800
1kHz
2kHz
4kHz
8kHz
10kHz
12kHz

79.8db
83
82.5
82
76.5
68
60
57.7
51.8
48.8
47.3
47
47

"\.

70
65
60
55

""-

r-.....

"'

50
45
.0

~

20

100

1000

-

Sjgn~tiCs

...

10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Figure 8-59
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CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE
Equalization criteria discussed earlier has
made reference to RIAA Equalization for
plastic discs (records) and for NAB Equalization for magnetic tapes. The NAB characterization should be carried further to discuss the Constant Flux Response.

NAB CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE
FOR IDEAL REPRODUCE AMPLIFIER
17/8 IPS

The earlier discussion encompassed the
voltage gain (in dB) vs frequency response
of NAB amplifiers. In this section we will
deal with the Constant Flux Response.
The Constant Flux Response accounts for
the frequency characteristics of the record!
playback heads of the tape (or cassette)
machine employed and the effects of tape
speed on Standard NAB Constant Flux Response.

-20d.I----+------I-----~-_1

100

20

10000

1000

20000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Figure 8-60 indicates the circuitry for using
two (2) IC's for a NAB response amplifier.
Specific care should be taken to terminate
the input only when using a voltmeter. When
using the magnetic head, the terminating
resistor should be removed.

Frequency
20Hz
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700
750
800
900
1kHz

Response
-8.6dB
7.0
5.8
4.1
3.0
2.3
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.45
0.2
0.1
-0.1

±O
+0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
+O.4dB

Frequency
1.5kHz
2
2.5
3
4
5
6
7
7.5
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Figure 8-60

Response

Frequency

Response

Frequency

Response

+0.9dB
1.45
2.1
2.75
4.1
5.4
6.6
7.7
8.2
8.6
9.5
10.35
11.1
11.8,
12.5
13.1
13.6
14.2
14.7
15.2
15.6
+16.1

20Hz
25
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
90
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700
750
800
900
1kHz

-8.8dS
7.2
5.9
4.2
3.2
2.4
1.9
1.7
1.6
1.3
1.1
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.15

1.5kHz
2
2.5
3
4
5
6
7
7.5
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

+2.2dS
3.4
4.6
5.7
7.7
9.4
10.8
12.1
12.6
13.2
14.15
15.0
15.8
16.6
17.2
17.9
18.5
19.0
19.6
20.0
20.5
+21.0

NOTES
Reproducer amplifier output for a constant flux in the core of an ideal reproducing head.
NAB Standard reproducing characteristics fo'r 1 7/B and 3 3/4 ips tape speeds.

±O
+0.1
0.3
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.8
+1.0dB

NOTES
Reproducer amplifier output for a constant flux in the core of an ideal reproducing head.

NAB Standard reproducing characteristic for 7112 and 1S-ips tape speeds.

Table 8-2

Table 8-3

SmootiCS
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NAB Standards

CASSETTE PREAMP LM387-1458
CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE

According to the NAB Standard, an ideal
magnetic reproducing system consists of
an ideal reproducing head, lossless magnetic ring, he,ad gaps are short and straight,
long wave length flux paths so controlled
that no low frequency contours are present
and head material losses are negligible. The
system employs a reproducing amplifier
whose voltage conforms to the frequency
response of Fig. 8-59 with a constant flux vs
frequency in the head core. Because of
several reasons, the flux in the core of an
ideal head is not necessarily the same as the
surface flux on the tape. Since most of the
above effects are not easily measured, the
NAB Standard is based on an ideal headcore flux, rather than surface induction.

f---7'1------j-Refer to schematic
of Figure 19
• LEFT CHANNEL
• RIGHT CHANNEL
20

= 20 log10

WT1'

1 + (WT2)2
1 + (WT1)2

100

lOOOO

Figure 8-61
TAPE PREAMP LM387
CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE

(8-30)

~V

where W= 21T f, with f in Hz.
(NAB 5TO)

h,,""-3'1.&OiJ5>

T1 & T2 are time constants given below:
Tape Speed
15 ips"
7.5 ips
3.75 ips
1.875 ips

T2

Tl
3180"sec
3180"sec
3180"sec
3180"sec

50
50
90
90

-"sec
- "sec
-"sec
-"sec

Head Gap Losses:
The approximate head-gap losses vs frequency may be calculated using the expression:

Gap loss

= -20 Logl0 Sin (180·

d/A)

20000

FREOUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

The voltage vs frequency curve is to be
uniform with frequency except where modified by the equalization time constants T1 &
T2. The curve expressed in decibels is:

NdB

CONSTANT FLUX
RESPONSE

-20

~

~..,.,

REF LEVEL

'/

-lOdSM
O.242mVRMS

/
100

20

1000
FREQUENCV IN CYcleS PER seCOND

NOTE
Refer to schematic of
Figure 13

Figure 8-62

CASSETTE PREAMP LM382 8. LM387 (NAB)
CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE

(8-31)

7Td/A

where,
d = the null wavelength,
A = the wavelength of the frequency at which the
gap is calculated.

."

Null wavelength is determined by finding
the recorded wavelength at which the
reproducing-head output voltage reaches a
distinct minimum of at least 20dB below
maximum output. This measurement may
be made using speeds ofone-halfand onequarter the normal speed, using a tunedvoltmeter with no greater than one-third
octave bandwidth. To reach a 20-dB null,
the head gap edges must be sharp, straight,
and parallel.
NOTES
'WTls:
OJ

= Omega

'T

= Tau
= inches per second

"10

....--

~.

....... ' . .~'!."

NAB .-"

L

~~~~~\".I

0

REF L.EVEL

-lOdSM

CONSTANT FLUX

~'"

RESPONSE

0

• lM38Z
• lMl87 NAB II
20

1000

10000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

NOTE
Ref~.r

to schematic of
Figure 14 & 15

Figure 8-63

** ips
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CASSETTE PREAMPS COMPARATIVE
CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE

125!'Vrms
(-76dBm)
Input

NOTE

Freq. Hz

Left
%

Right
%

Left
%

Right
%

100
500
1k
5k
10k

.37
.35
.42
.54
.73

.5
.35
.43
.54
.75

.47
.19
.22
.26
.37

.7
.23
.23
.28
.38

!g .t0l----+-------l---,,...:;~~::::j-~
I

~ 0l----H~~.-~~-~~~___l-~

a
f-

.

-10

LM387-80 dB-PREAMP
LM387·14580 PREAMP

-20

CONSTANT fLUX

245!'Vrms
(-70dBm)
Input

RESPONSE

1000
10000 20000
FREOUENCY IN C'VCLES PER SECOND

Test Conditions:

Figure 8-64

Preamp input terminated in 600n. Signal fed from
ST1700A Analyser to input.

1Vrms

f(Hz)

fL(HZ)

THO measured at output across 10kO load.

2Vrms

FILTER
BANDWIDTH

THO + NOISE

THO

fH(HZ)

Left
%

Right
%

Left
%

Right
%

400

1k
10k

900
9900

2500

.28

.28

.29

.27

2.5%

4k
40k

.28
1.3

.26
1.4

.32
.68

.28
.7

2.5%
2.4%

Test Conditions: Vee = 12V

ST1700A THO Analyser oscillator signal coupled to reproduce head through constant
flux loop. Output signal fed back to ST1700 through Kronhite 3203 filter.

Table 8-4 CASSETTE PREAMP 'THO'
MEASUREMENTS WITH REPRO HEAD

..

20
40
80
100
200
400
800
1k
2k
4k
8k
10k
12k
14k
16k
20k

Left
dBM

Right
dBM

-27.5
-18
-16
-12
-10
-8
-7
-2.5
+2
+8
+9.5
+11.2
+12
+12.6
+13

-35
-26
-18
-16
-12
. -10.5
-8
-7
-2.2
+3.2
+9
+10.8
+11.8
+12.3
+12.5
+13

Recent advancements in integrated circuits
have made it possible to greatly simplify the
design of citizens band transceivers. A complete multi-channel radio can be built using
integrated circuits for all the required functions with the exception of the RF power
output stage. A simplified block diagram of
such a transceiver is shown in Figure 8-65.

The growing popularity of CB radio is making it necessary to improve the performance
characteristics of the CB receiver. The
crowded channel and noise problems inherent in this type of communication system
demand high performance system design. A
dual conversion receiver is desirable to aid
in meeting this goal.
"0" dB reference level
@-10dBm

Test Conditions:
HP651.A Test Oscillator6000hm output coupled through constant flux loop to reproduce
h~ad. Output recorded from preamp across.10k load ae. V.M.

Table 8-5

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR
CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVERS
Introduction

This applications report Wi II further describe a typical version of such a transceiver
using several newly developed integrated
circuits.

Output
Freq
(Hz)

'THO' MEASUREMENT

No
Pre-filter
Signal
1Vrms

500

Table 8-6

CASSETTE PREAMP CONSTANT FLUX RESPONSE

Si!l0otiCS

RF AMPLIFIER/1ST MIXER
The RF amplifier and 1st mixer used in this
radio are implemented using an S06000.
The S06000 is a dual enhancement mode
MOSFET integrated RF amplifier/mixer intended for use up to 150MHz. The advantages of.using MOSFETs in receiver "front
end" designs have been realized for several
years by manufacturers of FM and television
tuners. Using a linear device such as a
MOSFET, it is possible to achieve improvements in cross-modulation, intermodulation distortion and in general a
much wider dynamic range than possible
using conventional bipolar transistors.
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INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER
TCA440

506000

1-,;T-;;;;-----------1
I
I

I
I

L--+I~

r-------------------------------------.
2ND IF

1ST IF

~-rl-r~

L ______________ ----__

__________

_ ____ J

AGe AMP.

SIGNAL STRENGTH
OUTPUT

FREOUENCY
SYNTHESIZER

D.C.

c

VOLUME

I

CONTROL
1/2NE571

MIC. PREAMP
COMPI:lESSOR

Figure 8-65

The SD6000 is ideally suited forth is application for several reasons. The RF section is
essentially a low noise, high gain dual gate
MOSFET. The relatively high input impedance of this device makes it convenient to
use high Q tuned circuits which reduce the
possibility of out of band spurious responses. The AGC range of the RF amplifier
is greater than 50dS at 27MHz and because
of the low parasitic capacitances associated
with this device there is no skewing of the
center frequency of the tuned circuits as a
function of AGC voltages. The RF amplifier
input circuit can be roughly approximated
as shown below in Figure 8-66.
L 1 consists of 24 turns of #32 wire tapped 4
turns from the ground side on a MicroMetals T44-10 core. This gives an inductance of 1.61'h (Xc = 2700 @ 27MHz) and an
unloaded Q of 150.
The input circuit can befurthersimplified as
shown in Figure 8-67.
INPUT CIRCUIT SIMPLIFIED

Rp

Figure 8-67
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Figure 8-66

Cp is made up of the D-MOS input, and a
fixed parallel capacitor. The required Cp is
given by
1
Cp = W2L
(8-32)
Cp at 27MHz is therefore equal to 22pf. A
portion of Cp is made tunable in this design.
This would not be necessary in a design
using a slug tuned inductor. It should be
noted that the position of the tap is such that
the reflected antenna impedance does not
match the RF amplifier input impedance.
This was done intentionally to improve the
large signal (2Vrms) handling capability of
this receiver. The MOS front end has sufficient gain to compensate for this loss.

Si!lDOliCS

The bandwidth of the RF input circuit can be
found knowing the total parallel resistance
(Rp) and parallel capacitance
BW -3dB

1

= 271'RC

(8-33)

At 27M Hz the RF input bandwidth is approximately 4MHz. In a more optimum design
this couldbe made narrower by tapping the
input coil closer to ground.
The design of the RF output circuit is very
similar to that of the input. The only difference is a different value of fixed capacitance
to take into account the RF amplifier output
and mixer input capacitance.
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Dual gate Signetics D"MOS transistors are
exceptionally stable RF devices because of
their low feedback capacitance (typically
.02pf). This makes it possible to achieve
high gain without the need for neutralization. Low feedback is also the reason for a
wide dynamic AGe range.
The second dual gate MOSFET is the
SD6000 which is designed for mixer applications. It is a relatively large geometry
device with a wide square law region. This
design overcomes the bias problems inherent in most MOSFETs when used as mixers.
In other MOSFETs biasing in the square law
region is only possible over a narrow range
of drain current. In the SD6000 mixer the
conversion gain is essentially constant from
5 to 10mA drain current thus simplifying the
bias circuit design.
The 1st oscillator is injected into gate 2 and
the RF signal into gate 1. Injecting the
oscillator into gate 2 provides the highest
isolation between the oscillator and RF
input. This isolation is important to prevent
radiation of the oscillator signal through the
receiver antenna.
The mixer is biased to operate in the most
linear portion of the forward transconductance curves. Figures 8-68 and 8-69 show the
transconductance curves for the SD6000
are linear in a relatively wide operating
region. Non-linearities in these curves indicate that third order (and higher) terms
would be present if the device was biased in
these regions. These higher order terms
contribute only to undesired responses. As
the transconductance curves become linear, the higher order terms disappear and
conversion gain increases. Figure 8-68
shows that the gate 1 transconductance
curves is almost a straight line for gate 2 bias
voltage between 2.0 and 6.0 volts. Figure 869 shows a linear region for gate 2 transconductance with gate 1 bias from 2.5 to 3.5
volts.
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Figure 8-69
By definition the transconductance, gm is
the partial derivative of drain current, id,
with respect to the input voltage es. The total
drain current of the mixer can be expressed
by
id

= gm1

where gm1
gm2

Vg1 + gm2 Vg2

(8-34)

= transconductance gate 1 to drain.
= tranconductance gate 2 to drain.

From Figure 8-68 the gate 1 tranconductance, gm1 can be expressed as:
gm1

=

-17.6

+ 8.2 (Vg2 + Vg2) (mmhos)

want. Dividing both sides of the equation by
Es we obtain
.!.c!.. = gmc = 9.2 ELO (peak)
Es
= 13 ELO (rms) mmhos

(8-35)

This exercise shows that relatively high
conversion gains can be aChieved using the
SD6000. It can be seen that the conversion
transconductance will also be a function of
the local oscillator level.
In actual practice, good performance can be
achieved with both gates biased at the same
dc voltage. The bias voltage is chosen to
give a drain current of 5 to 10mA.
For bias stability, some form of dc feedback
should be incorporated to reduce the drain
current variations that would occur in production where variations in the device
threshold voltages will be encountered. In
the 8D6000, the mixer and RF amplifier
substrates and RF amplifier source are connected internally so precautions must be
taken toassure that the RF amplifier source
voltage is less than or equal to the mixer
source voltage. In this design the RF amplifier source is grounded so it can never be
positive with respect to the mixer source.
Figure 8-69shows a simplified bias circuit of
the RF amplifier.

for Vg2 = 2V to 6V
RF AMPLIFIER SIMPLIFIED
BIAS CIRCUIT

From Figure 8-68 we get the following expression for gm2
gm2 = -23.7
for Vg1

+v

+ 10.2 (Vg1 + Vg1) (mmhos)

A3

= 2.5V to 3.5V

If the dc bias pOints are chosen, for example
Vg 1 = 3.5 and Vg 2 =3.5, the following expressions are derived from gm1 and gm2 using
the previous equations
gm1

=

11.1 + 8.2 Vg2 (mmhos)

gm2

=

8.9 + 10.2 Vg1 (mmhos)

Substituting these equations into the expression for the total drain current, id, we
get
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Figure 8-70

id = 11.1 Vg1 + 8.9 Vg2 + 18.4 Vg1 Vg2
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Figure 8-68

The last term in this equation is the one that
wi II contain the IF frequency we desire. If we
let Vg 1 and Vg 2 equal a sinusoidal voltage,
Vg 1 is the input signal voltage and Vg2 is the
local oscillator, we obtain
Vg1

= E, sin wLO + wst

Vg 2 = ELO sin WLOt
Substituting V g 1 and V g 2 into the equation
for id gives
id = 18.4 Es ELO 112 cos (wLO + w,)t + 112 cos
(wLO- w,)t
The (wlO -

WS)

term is the 10.7MHz IF we

Ii!!lDotmli

This bias circuit provides dc feedback without using a source resistor. R3 is made large
enough so that there is a significant voltage
drop across it with normal operating drain
current 110-15mA). This voltage drop means
a lower drain to source voltage IVos). A
lower Vos does not affect the RF amplifier
gain since the transconductance is constant
with Vos from 5 to 20 volts. If variations in
threshold voltage were to cause a higher
drain current, the voltage drop across R3
would increase thereby decreasing the gate
1 voltage derived from R1 and R2. This
decreased gate 1 voltage tends to decrease
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the drain current and will result in a stable
operating point.

TCA440

The mixer is biased using the same technique with the addition of a bypassed
source resistor to provide even greater stability.
The mixer output is coupled through a
10.7MHz IF transformer to a 10.7MHz crystal filter. The output of the filter is terminated with a 2.2k resistor in parallel with the
TCA440 input (2K/5pf)'
Figure 8-71

1st IF/2nd Mixer/2n IF
A block diagram of the TCA440 is shown in
Figure 8-70.
This integrated circuit is intended for AM
receivers up to 50MHz. It has several features making it well suited for citizens band
receiver applications. The RF stage (jn this
case the 1st IF) is a differential amplifier with
an AGC control range of approximately
38dB. Its output is internally coupled to a
mulitplicative push-pull mixer (balanced),
This mixer produces few harmonics and
provides suppression of the RF and oscillator frequencies. The internal oscillator frequency is fixed at 10.245MHz by a parallel
resonant crystal. This gives a mixer output
frequency of 455kHz for the 2nd IF.
The mixer output is filtered by a single tuned
IF transformer, ceramic filter, and a second
single tuned transformer and applied to the
4 stage 2nd IF amplifier in the TCA440. This
2nd IF has an AGC control range of 62dB.
The two independent AGC control loops in
the TCA440 provide a very wide operating
dynamic range (100dS)' Although a 455kHz
2nd IF frequency is used in this deSign, the
TCA440 IF stages will operate from 0 to
2MHz.

NE571 DC VOLUME CONTROL
33K

39K
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41K
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Figure 8-72

Audio Processing
The circuit shown in Figure8-71 shows how
the NE571 may be used as a dc volume
control. The frequency response of the
circuit is approximately 300Hz to 3kHz and
the dynamic control range is greater than
60dB. Figure 8-72 shows the dc control voltage vs gain.
The output of the NE571 dc volume control
drives a TBA810S audio power amplifier.
The TBA 810 provides a 6 watt (@ 14.4V 40>
output with low harmonic and cross-over
distortion. In addition, the circuit has a
thermal limiting circuit which simplifies the
heat sink design.

Audio Compressor
The purpose of the transmit audio compressor is to amplify the signal from the
microphone to the level req ui red to d rive the
modulator. It also provides' an automatic
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level control (ALC) circuit. The ALC circuit
has a transfer function which makes its
output voltage constant with a wide range of
input levels. It is generally desirable to have
an audio compressor which provides an
output level which drives the modulator to
close to 100% modulation with very low
input levels and does not exceed 100% with
large inputs.
There are two major overmodulation problems that show up in many CB transceivers
currently available. One is the audio compressor's ability to handle a wide dynamic
range of microphone input levels. The current popularity of "power mics" makes it
necessary for the compressor to limit the
modulation index to less than 100% with
very large inputs. The second overmodulation problem that may arise relates to the
audio compressor'S attach time. Active
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compressor circuits take a finite time to
respond to a sudden change in input level.

NE571 ALC CIRCUIT

The NE571 provides an economical solution
to the above mentioned problems. Figure 881 shows how this ALC circuit may be implemented.

1UF

R1
10K
RX

The gain of this circuit is
A1 A2 18

K

2A3 VIN (AVG) where IB =

(8-36)

140~

33K

and~=_Tr_

~~

~

33K

I~

for sinc waves

Rx is included to limit the maximum gain of
the compressor. This is to prevent high
modulation levels at very low input levels
(such as background noise). The maximum
gain
A1

1UF

30PF
R3

+ Ax

1.av

- - - x A2xls

Kmax

= __1"'.8=--_ _ __

(8-37)

2A3

The output voltage may be set to the desired
level
A1 A2 Is

Vout

=~

VIN
VIN (AVG)

Figure 8-74

(8-38)

CITIZENS' BAND RECEIVER
TCA440/SD6000

The other important design equations for
this circuit are:
ALC time constant (T = A1 X CRect) (8c39)
II

Distortion

=~ x
CRect

III Vou 1 (dc)

[

Adc1

=~ + .

1 KHz

x 2%

freq

+ Adc21

A4

J 1.8V (8-40)

vcc
+12V

AGe REFERENCE
1.8V NOMINAL

Transmit RF
Development work is currently taking place
to try and solve some of the typical problems encountered in the RF section of CB
transceivers. The major emphasis is towards reducing the cost of the output circuitry (elimination of the modulation transformer) and reduce spurious outputs.

BAND

RF INPUT
26.965MHZ
1KHZ 50%
HP8640B

CB RECEIVER
AUDIO OUT

1ST LO
INPUT

The transmit oscillator signal. generated by
the PLL. will drive a low level FET modulator. The modulator output then drives a
linear RF power amplifier. The RF power
amplifier will be implemented using a power
D-MOS FET. The advantages of a MOSFET
power amplifier are high transconductance.
no thermal run-away. no second breakdown. and reduction in harmonic output.

HP608
16.270MHZ
(CH1)
300MV RMS

Detailed information on this section of the
CB transceiver will be made available as
soon as the development work is completed.

Figure 8-75
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L1 24T.#26 on T44-10 core, tap 3T from GND
L2 24T '#26 on T44-10 core, tap 6T from +V
T1 533-3652-03 Camrion, green core
PR1 30T #26, sec BT #26
T2 Toko CFT 455C 455kHz
T3 T oko A2549
*15p, XTAL, & jumper wire with 510 omitted makes
optional built in asc. (See schematic)

INTRODUCTION
Much interest has been expressed in high
performance electronic gain control circuits. For non-critical applications, an integrated circuit operational transconductance amplifier can be used, but when high
performance is required, one has to resort
to complex discrete circuitry with many
expensive, well matched components. This
paper describes a new integrated circuit,
the NE570 Compandor, which offers a pair
of high performance gain control circuits
featuring low distortion «.1 %), high signal
to noise ratio (90dB), and wide dynamic
range (11 OdB).

CIRCUIT BACKGROUND
The NE570 Compandor was specifically
designed to satisfy the requirements of the

L3 '7"H

Figure 8-79

telephone system. When several telephone
channels are multiplexed onto a common
line, the resulting signal to noise ratio is
poor and companding is used to allow a
wider dynamic range to be passed through
the channel. Figure 8-89 graphically shows
what a compand or can do for the signal to
noise ratio of a restricted dynamic range
channel. The input level range of +20 to
-80dB is shown undergoing a 2 to 1 compression where a 2dB input level change is
compressed into a 1dB output level change
by the compressor. The original 100dB of
dynamic range is thus compressed to a
50dB range for transmission through a restricted dynamic range channel. A complementary expansion on the receiving end
restores the original signal levels and reduces the channel noise by as much as
45dB.

Smnl!tiCS

The significant circuits in a compressor or
expandor are the rectifier and the gain control element. The phone system requires a
simple full wave averaging rectifier with
good accuracy, since the rectifier accuracy
determines the (input) output level tracking
accuracy. The gain cell determines the distortion and noise characteristics, and the
phone system specifications here are very
loose. These specs could have been met
with a simple operational transconductance
multiplier, or OTA, but the gain of an OTA is
proportional to temperature and this is very
undesirable. Therefore, a linearized transconductance multiplier was designed which
is insensitive to temperature and offers low
noise and low distortion performance. It is
hoped that these features will make the
circuit as widely used in audio systems as it
will be in telecommunications systems.
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BASIC CIRCUIT HOOKUP
AND OPERATION
Figure 8-81 shows the block diagram of one
half of the chip (there are two identical
channels on the I.C'>. The full wave averaging rectifier provides a gain control current,
IG, for the vari.able gain (Ll.G) cell. The output
of the Ll.G cell is a current which is fed to the
summing node of the operational amplifier.
Resistors are provided to establish circuit
gain and set the output dc bias.
The circuit is intended for use in single
power supply systems, so the internal summing nodes must be biased at some voltage
above ground. An internal band gap voltage
reference provides a very stable, low noise
1.8 volt reference denoted Vref. The noninverting input of the op amp is tied to Vref,
and the summing nodes of the rectifier and
Ll.G cell (located, at the right, of Rl and R2)
have the same potential. The THO trim pin is
also at the Vref potential.
Figure8-82 shows how the circuit is hooked
up to realize an expandor. The input signal,
Vin, is applied to the inputs of both the
rectifier and the Ll.G cell. When the input
signal drops by 6dS, the gain control current will drop by a factorof2, and sothe gain
will drop 6dS. The output level at Vou! will
thus drop 12dS, giving us the desired 2 to 1
expansion.
Figure 8-83 shows the hookup for a compressor. This is essentially an expandor
placed in the feedback loop of the op amp.
The Ll.G cell is set up to provide ac feedback
only, so a separate dc feedback loop is
provided by the two Rdc and Cdc. Thevalues
of Rdc will determine the dc bias at the
output of the op amp. The output will bias to:

current into a unipolar current, we will have
an ideal rectifier. The output current is
averaged by Rs, Cr, which set the averaging
time constant, and then mirrored with a gain
of 2 to become IG, the gain control current.
Figure 8-85 shows the rectifier circuit in
more detail. The op amp is a one stage op
RESTRICTED DYNAMIC
RANGE CHANNEL
z

o

z

If
8:

iii
~
~

~
w

INPUT
LEVEL

0

---

I

OUTPUT
LEVEL

amp, biased so that only one output device
is on at a time. The non-inverting input, (the
base of 01), which is shown grounded, is
actually tied to the internal 1.8V Vref. The
inverting input is tied to the op amp output,
(the emitters of as and 06), and the input
summing resistor Rl. The single diode between the bases of as and 06 assures that
only one device is on at a time. To detect the
output current of the op amp, we simply use
the collector currents of the output devices
Os and 06. 06 will conduct when the input
swings positive and as conducts when the
input swings negative. The collector currents will be in error by the a of as or 06 on
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Figure 8-83

(8-41)

BASIC EXPANDOR

Voutde= 1 + Rdcl+Rdc2 Vret=(, +Rdc tot)1.8V
R4
\:
30K

R,

The output of the expandor will bias up to:
(8-42)

Vout de =1

R3
K)
+ ~Vret
= ( 12+0
30K

·CIN,

R'~"""""'"

1.8V = 3.0V

The output will bias to 3.0V when the internal resistors are used. External resistors
may be placed in series with R3, (which will
affect the gain), or in parallel with R4 to raise
the dc bias to any desired value.

R,

'{t----"IIII2

J

CIRCUIT DETAILS-RECTIFIER
FigureS-83 shows the concept behind the
full wave averaging rectifier. The input current to the summing node of the op amp,
Vin/Rl, is supplied by the output of the op
amp. If we can mirror the op amp output
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negative or positive signal swings, respectively. IC's such as this have typical npn {3's
of 200 and pnp {3'S of 40. The ,,'s of .995 and
.975 wi II produce errors of .5% on negative
swings and 2.5% on positive swings. The
1.5% average of these errors yields a mere
-13dB gain error.

RECTIFIER CONCEPT
v+

'G

Figure 8-84

At very low input signal levels the bias
current of 02, (typically 50nA), will become
significant as it must be supplied by 05.
Another low level error can be caused by dc
coupling into the rectifier. If an offset voltage exists between the Vin input pin and the
base of 02, an error current ofVoslR1 will be
generated. A mere 1mv of offset will cause
an input current of 100nA which will produce twice the error of the input bias cur-

SIMPLIFIED RECTIFIER SCHEMATIC
v+

rent. For highest accuracy, the rectifier
should be coupled into capacitively. At high
input levels the {3 of the pnp 06 will begin to
suffer, and there will bE': an increasing error
until the circuit saturates. Saturation can be
avoided by limiting the current into the
rectifier input to 250",A. If necessary, an
external resistor may be placed in series
with R1 to limit the current to this value.
Figure 8-86 shows the rectifier accuracy
vs input level at a frequency of 1kHz.
At very high frequencies, the response of
the rectifier will falloff. The rolloff will be
more pronounced at lower input levels due
to the increasing amount of gain required to
switch between 05 or 06 conducting. The
rectifier frequency response for input levels
of OdBm, -20dBm, and -40dBm is shown in
Figure 8-87. The response at all three levels
is flat to well above the audio range.

VARIABLE GAIN CELL
Figure 8-88 is a diagram of the variable gain
cell. This is a linearized two quadrant transconductance multiplier1,2. 01, 02 and the
op amp provide a predistorted drive signal
for the gain control pair, 03, 04. The gain is
controlled by IG and a current mirror provides the output current.
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The op amp maintains the base and collector of 0, at ground potential (V ref) by controlling the base of 02. The input current lin
(= Vi n/R2) is thus forced to flow through 0,
along with the current 11. so IC1 = 11 +Iin.
Since 12 has been set at twice the value of 11.
the current through 02 is 12-(l,+l;n) = 11-lin =
IC2. The op amp has thus forced a linear
current swing between 0, and 02. by providing the proper drive to the base of 02.
This drive signal will be linear for small
signals. but very non-linear for large signals. since it is compensating for the nonlinearity of the differential pair
02 under
large signal conditions.

0,.

The key to the circuit is that this same
predistorted drive signal is applied to the
gain control pair 03 and 04. When two
differential pairs of transistors have the
same signal applied. their collector current
ratios will be identical. regardless of the
magnitude of the currents. This gives us:
IC1

IC4

IC2

IC3

20kHz bandwidth. Note that the noise drops
as the gain is reduced for the first 20dS of
gain reduction. At high gains. the signal to
noise ratio is 90dS. and the total dynamic
range from maximum signal to minimum
noise is 11 OdS.
Control signal feed-through is generated in
the gain cell by imperfect device matching
and mismatches in the current sources 11
and 12. When no input signal is present.
changing IG will cause a small output signal.
The distortion trim is effective in nulling out
any control signal feed-through. but in general. the null for minimum feed-through will
be different than the null in distortion. The
control signal feed-through can betrimmed
independently of distortion by tying a current source to the AG input pin. This effectively trims 1,. Figure 8-91 shows such a
trim network.

pair to reduce gm. so that a small compensation capaCitor of just 1Opf may be used. The
output stage. although capable of output
currents in excess of 20mA.. is biased for a
low quiescent current to conserve power.
When driving heavy loads. this leads to a
small amount of crossover distortion.

DYNAMIC RANGE OF NE570

110dB

_40

_60

_80

AG CELL DISTORTION
vs OFFSET VOLTAGE

_100 '--_.1.-_..1-_-'-_-'-_--'

(8-43)

~40

~20

yeA GAIN (dB)

Yos =

plus the relationships IG = IC3= IC4 and lout:IC4-lc3 will yield the multiplier transfer
function.

5mV

Figure 8-91

4mV

3mV

IG

lout

= -

11

V;n

lin

=-

R2

IG

-

h

(8-44)

lmV

this equation is linear and temperature insensitive. but it assumes ideal transistors.
If the transistors are not perfectly matched.
a parabolic. non-linearity is generated.
which results in 2nd harmonic distortion.
Figure 8-89 gives an indication of the
magnitude of the distortion caused by a
given input level and offset voltage. The
distortion is linearly proportional to the
magnitude of the offset and the input level.
Saturation of the gain cell occurs at a
+8dSm level. At a nominal operating level of
OdSm. a 1mv offset will yield .34% of second
harmonic distortion. Most circuits are
somewhat better than this. which means our
overall offsets are typically about 1/2mv.
The distortion is not affected by the magnitude of the gain control current. and it does
not increase as the gain is changed. This
second harmonic distortion could be eliminated by making perfect transistors. but
since that would be difficult. we have had to
resort to other methods. A trim pin has been
provided to allow trimming of the internal
offsets to zero. which effectively eliminated
second harmonic distortion. Figure 8-90
shows the Simple trim network required.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

Figure 8-91 shows the noise performance
of the AG cell. The maximum output level
before clipping occurs in the gain cell is
plotted along with the output noise in a

The main op amp shown in the chip block
diagram is equivalent to a 741 with a 1MHz
bandwidth. Figure 8-93 shows the basic
circuit. Split collectors are used in the input
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RESISTORS
Inspection of the gain equations in Figure 882 and 8-83 will show that the basic compressor and expandor circuit gains may be
set entirely by resistor ratios and the internal voltage reference. Thus, any form of
resistors that match well would suffice for
thesesimple hookups, and absolute accuracy and temperature coefficient would be of
no importance. However, as one starts to
modify the gain equation with external resistors, the internal resistor accuracy and
tempco become very significant. Figure 894 shows the effects of the temperature on
the diffused resistors which are normally
used in integrated circuits, and the ion
implanted resistor~.~hich are used in this
circuit. Over the critical OOG to 700G temperature range, there is a 10 to 1 improvement in drift from a 5% charge for the diffused resistors, to a .5% change for the
implemented resistors. The implanted resistors have another advantage in that they can
be made 1/7 the size of the diffused resistors due to the higher resistivity. This saves
a significant amount of chip area.

RESISTANCE vs TEMPERATURE

The maximum input that can be handled by
the circuit in Figure 8-104 is a peak of 3V.
The rectifier input current can be as large as
I = 3V/R1 = 3V/10K = 300!,A. The 6G cell
input current should be limited to I =
2.8V IR2 = 2.8V120K = 140!,A. If it is necessary to handle larger input voltages than O±
2.8V pk, external resistors should be placed
in series with R1 and R2 to limit the input
current to the above values.
Figure 8-95 shows a pair of input capacitors Gin1 and Gin2. It is not necessary to use
both capacitors if low level tracking accuracy is not important. If R1 and R2 are tied
together and share a common capacitor, a
small current will flow between the 6G cell
summing node and the rectifier summing
node due to offset voltages. This currentwill
produce an error in the gain control signal at
low levels, degrading tracking accuracy.

BASIC COMPRESSOR
Figure 8-96 shows how to use the
NE570/571 as a compressor. It functions as
an expandor in the feedback loop of an op
amp. If the input rises 6dS, the output can
rise only 3dS. The 3dS increase in output
level produces a 3dB increase in the gain in
the 6G cell, yielding a 6dS increase in
feedback current to the summing node.
Exact expression for gain is
Gain (camp.)

Vou tdc=(1

+ -)

Vref

l

R1 R2 Is

J

1/2

2 R3 Vin (ave)

(8-47)

BASIC COMPRESSOR

The output of the expandor is biased up to
3V by the dc gain provided by R3, R4. The
output will bias up to
R3

=

ROC

(8-46)

CIN

R4

R3

o--\I-J\I..........- - I

VOUT

VON

For supply voltages higher than 6V, R4 can
be shunted with an external resistor to bias
the output up to 1/2VCC.

":" Figure 8-96
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Note that it is possible to externally increase
R1, R2, and R3, and to decrease R3 and R4.
This allows a great deal of flexibility in
setting up system levels. If larger input
Signals are to be handled, R1 and R2 may be
increased; if a larger output is required, R3
may be increased. To obtain the largest
dynamic range out of this circuit, the rectifier input should always be as large as possible (subject to the ±300!,A peak current
restriction).

The same restrictions for the rectifier and
6G cell maximum input current still hold,
which place a limit on the maximum compressor output. As in the expandor, the
rectifier and 6G cell inputs could be made
common to save a capacitor, but low level
tracking accuracy would suffer. Since there
is no dc feedback path around the op amp
through the 6G cell, one must be provided

Figure 8-94

BASIC EXPANDOR

APPLICATIONS

R,

The following circuits will illustrate some of
the wide variety of applications for the
NE570.
CIN1

BASIC EXPANDOR
Figure 8-95 shows how the circuit would
be hooked up for use as an expand or. Both
the rectifier and the 6G cell inputs are tied to
Vin so that the gain is proportional to the
average value of (Vin). Thus, when Vin falls
6dB, the gain drops 6dB and the output
drops 12dS. The exact expression for the
gain is
Gain expo

=

2 R3 V in (ave)

R,

·{'1---JIII.~L..-......a
2

; Is = 140l'A (8-45)

Figure 8-95

R1 R2 Is

SrnnotiCs
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externally. The pair of resistors Rdc and the
capacitor Cdc must be provided. The op
amp output will bias up to

EXPANDOR WITH LOW LEVEL
MISTRACKING
R,

Voutde=(1

2 Rdc

+

(8-48)

--)V,ef

R4

elN1

For the largest dynamic range, the compressor output should be as large as possible so that the rectifier input is as large as
possible (subject to the ±300jlA peak current restriction). If the input signal is small, a
large output can be produced by reducing
R3 with the attendant decrease in input
impedance, or by increasing R1 or R2. It
would be best to increase R2 rather than R1
so that the rectifier input current is not reduced.

R,

'{N~2

VOUT

r----'---I

Rt-.--------I'

Figure 8-98

DISTORTION TRIM
Distortion can be produced by voltage offsets in the IlG cell. The distortion is mainly
even harmonics, and drops with decreasing
input signal. (Input signal meaning the current into the IlG celi.) The THO trim terminal
provides a means for trimming out the offset
voltages and thus trimming out the distortion. The circuit shown in Figure 8-97 is
suitable, as would be any other capable of
delivering ±30jlA into 1000 resistor tied to
1.8V.

THO TRIM NETWORK
Vee

3.6V

It is possible to deviate from the 2 to 1
transfer characteristic at low levels as
shown in the circuit of Figure 8-98. Either
Ra or Rb, (but not both), is requ ired. The
voltage on Crect is 2XVbe plus Vin ave. For
low level inputs Vin ave is negligible, so we
can assume 1.3V as the bias on Crect. If Ra is
placed from Crect to gnd we will bleed off a
current I = 1.3VIRa. If the rectifier average
input current is less than this value, there
will be no gain control input to the IlG cell,
so that its gain will be zero and the expandor
output will be zero. As the input level is
raised, the input current will exceed 1.3v/Ra
and the expandor output will become active.
For large input signals, Ra will have little
effect. The result 01 this is that we will
deviate from the 2 to 1 expansion, present at
high levels, to an infinite expansion at low

levels where the output shuts off complete"
Iy. Figure 8-98 shows some examples of
tracking curves which can be obtained.
Complementary curves would be obtained
for a compressor, where at low level signals
the result would be infinite compression.
The bleed current through Ra will be a
function of temperature because of the two
Vbe drops, so the low level tracking will drift
with temperature. If a negative supply is
available, it would be desirable to tie Ra to
that, rather than ground, and to increase its
value accordingly. The bleed current will
then be less sensitive to the Vbe temperature
drift.
Rb will supply an extra current to the rectifier equal to (Vee -1.3V)Rb. In this case, the
expandor transfer characteristic will deviate
towards l' to 1 at low levels. At low levels the

MISTRACKING WITH RA

MISTRACKING WITH R B

6.2K

~20K

To THD Trim

'20

~------~

"0

Figure 8-97
·'0

·20

LOW LEVEL MISTRACKING
The compandor will follow a 2 to 1 tracking
ratio down to very low levels. The rectifier is
responsible for errors in gain, and it is the
rectifier input bias current of <100na that
produces errors at low levels. The magnitude of the error can be estimated. For a full
scale rectifier input signal of ±200jlA, the
average input current will be 127jlA. When
the input signal level drops to a 1~ average, the bias current will produce a 10% or
1dB error in gain. This will occur at 42dB
below the maximum input level.
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expandor gain will stop dropping and the
expansion will cease. In a compressor this
would lead to a lack of compression at low
levels. Figure 8-100 shows some typical
transfer curves. An Rb value of approximately 2.5Meg would trim the low level
tracking so as to match the Bell system N2
trunk compandor characteristic.

RECTIFIER BIAS CURRENT
CANCELLATION
The rectifier has an input bias current of
between 50 and 100nA. This limits the dynamic range of the rectifier to about 60dB. It
also limits the amount of attenuation of the
IlG cell. The rectifier dynam ic range may be
increased by about 20dB by the bias current
trim network shown in Figure 8-101. Figure
8-111 shows the rectifier performance with
and without current cancellation.

ATTACK AND DECAY TIME
The attack and decay times of the compandor are determined by the rectifierfiltertime
constant 10KxCrect. Figure 8-113 shows
how the gain will change when the input
signal undergoes a 10, 20, or 30dB change
in level.
RECTIFIER BIAS CURRENT
COMPENSATION
,15V

330K

c:::3.6V
10MEG

~

1QOK

TO RECTIFIER
INPUT

PIN20A15

The attack time is much faster than the
decay, which is desirable in most applications. Figure 8-104 shows the compressor
attack envelope for a +12dB step in input
level. The initial output level of 1 unit instantaneously rises to 4 units, and then
starts to fall towards its final value of 2 units.
The CCITT recommendation on attack and
decay times for telephone system compandors, defines the attack time as when the
envelope has fallen to a level of 3 units,
corresponding to t = .15 in the figure. The
CCITT recommends an attack time of 3±
2ms, which suggests an RC product of
20ms. Figure 8-105 shows the compressor
output envelope when the input level is
suddenly reduced 12dB. The output, initially at a level of 4 units, drops 12dB to 1 unit
and then rises to its final value of 2 units. The
CCITT defines release time as when the
output has risen to 1.5 units, and suggests a
value of 13.5 ± 9ms. This corresponds to t =
.675 in the figure, which gain suggests a
20ms RC product. Since R1 = 10K, the
CCITT recommendations will be met if Crect
= 2/lf.
There is a trade off between fast response
and low distortion. If a small Crect is used to
get very fast attack and decay, some ripple
will appear on the gain control line and
produce distortion. As a rule, a 1/If Crect will
produce .2% distortion at 1kHz. The distortion is inversely proportional to both frequency and capacitance. Thus, for telephone applications where Crect = 2/lf, the
ripple would cause .1% distortion at 1kHz
and .33% at 300hz. The low frequency distortion generated by a compressor would be
cancelled (or undistortedl by an expandor,
providing that they have the same value of
Crect.

GAIN vs TIME FOR INPUT STEPS
OF ±10,±20,±30dB

TIME CONSTANTS = 10K CRECT

Figure 8-103
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The NE570/571 can be easily usedJo make'
an excellent limiter. Figure 8-109 shows a
typical circuit which requires 1/2 of an
NE570/571, 1/2 of an LM339 quad comparator, and a pnp transistor. For small signals,
the IlG cell is nearly off, and the circuit runs
at unity gain as set by R8, R7. When the
output signal tries to exceed a + or - 1 volt
peak, a comparator threshold is exceeded.
The pnp is turned on and rapidly charges C4
which activates the IlG cell. Negative feedback through the IlG cell reduces the gain,
and the output signal level. The attack time
is set by the RC product of R18 and C4, and
the release time is determined by C4 and the
internal rectifier resistor, which is 10K. The
circuit shown attacks in less than 1ms and
has a release time constant of 100ms. R9
trickles about .7/lA through the rectifier to

!ii!lDotiC!i

Figure 8-105

prevent C4 from becoming completely discharged. The gain cell is activated when the
voltage on pin 1 or 16 exceeds two diode
drops. If C4 were allowed to completely
discharge, there would be a slight delay
before it recharged to > 1.2V and activated
limiting action.
A stereo limiter can be built out of 1
NE570/571, 1 LM339 and two pnp transistors. The resistor networks R12, R13 and R14,
R15, which set the limiting thresholds, could
be common between channels. To gang the
stereo channels together (limiting in one
channel will produce a corresponding gain
change in the second channel to maintain
the balance of the stereo imagel, then pins 1
and 16 should be jumpered together. The
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outputs of all 4 comparators may then be
tied together, and only one pnp transistor
and one capacitor C4 need be used. The
release time will then be the product 5KxC4
since two channels are being supplied current from C4.

the THD trim pins, since these pins sit at
1.8V. An optional RC decoupling network is
shown which will filter out the noise from
the NE570/571 reference (typically about
10/LV in 20kHz BWl. The inverting input of
the external op amp is tied to the inverting
input of the internal op amp. The output of
the external op amp is then used, with the
internal op amp output left to float. If the
external op amp is used single supply,
(+Vee and ground), it must have an input
common mode range down to less than
1.8V.

USE OF EXTERNAL OP AMP
The operational amplifiers in the NE570/571
is not adequate for some applications. The
slew rate, bandwidth, noise, and output
drive capability can limit performance in
many systems. For best performance, an
external op amp can be used. The external
op amp may be powered by bipolar supplies
for a larger output swing.

N2 COMPANDOR
There are four primary considerations involved in the application of the NE570/571
in an N2 compandor. These are matching of
input and output levels, accurate 600n input
and output impedances, conformance to
the Bell system low level tracking curve, and
proper attack and release times.

Figure 8-107 shows how an external op amp
may be connected. The non-inverting input
must be biased at about 1.8V. This is easily
accomplished by tying it to either pin 8 or 9,
USE OF EXTERNAL OP AMP

Figure 8-108 shows the implementation of
an N2 compressor. The input level of .245V
rms is stepped up to 1.41 Vrms by the
soon: 20Kn matching transformer. The20K
input resistor properly terminates the transformer. An internal 20Kn resistor (R3) is
provided, but for accurate impedance termination an external resistor should be used.
The output impedance is provided by the 4K
output resistor and the 4Kn: 600n output
transformer. The .275V RMS output level
requires a 1.41V op amp output level. This
can be provided by increasing the Value of

Figure 8-107

R2 with an external resistor, which can be
selected to fine trim the gain. A rearrangement of the compressor gain equation (6)
allows us to determine the value for R2.
Gain2 R3 Vin ave
R1 18

10K X 140!,A

= 36.3K

The Bell compatible low level tracking characteristic is provided by the low level trim
resistor from Crect to Vee. As shown in
Figure 9-98 this will skew the system to a
1: 1 transfer characteristic at low levels. The
2/Lf rectifier capacitor provides attack and
release times of 3ms and 13.5ms respectively, as shown in Figures 8-88 and 8-89. The RC-R network around the op amp provides dc
feedback to bias the output at dc.
An N2 expandor is shown in Figure 8-109.
The input level of 3.27Vrms is stepped down
to 1.33V by the 600n: 100n transformer,
which is terminated with a 100n resistor for
accurate impedance matching. The output
impedance is accurately set by the 150n
output resistor and the 150n: 600n output
transformer. With this configuration the
3.46V transformer output requires a 3.46V
op amp output. To obtain this output level, it
is necessary to increase the val ue of R3 with
an external trim resistor. The new value of
R3 can be found with the expandor gain
equation.

2(4 LM339
1/2 NE570/571

OR lM393
+15V

10K

R,
2.2MEG

Rs
100D

R"

Int1~'+
C,

R.

100K
R,

100K

5,12
R4

30K

7.10

:::

}:~OUT

1,8V

1

100K

+15V Pin 13
GND Pin 4
R1, R2, R4 are internal to the NE570/571.
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Figure 8-106
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(8-49)

The external resistance required will thus be
36.3K - 20K = 16.3K.

FAST ATTACK, SLOW RELEASE HARD LIMITER

2,15

12 X 2 X 20K X 1.27

R2=-----
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N2 COMPRESSOR

A GAIN TRIM
16K
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Figure 8-108
A, A2 18 Gain

10K X 20K X 140!,A X 2.6

2 Vin ave

2 X 1.20

= 30.3K

(8-50)

An external addition to A3 of 1OK is required,
and this value can be selected to accurately
set the high level gain.
A low level trim resistor from Crect to Vcc of
about 3Meg provides matching of the Sell
low level tracking curve, and the 21'f value of
Crect provides the proper attack and release
times. A 16K resistor from the summing
node to ground biases the output to 7Vdc.

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
ATTENUATOR
The variable gain cell in the NE570/571 may
be used as the heart of a high quality voltage
controlled amplifier (VCAJ. Figure 8-110
shows a typical circuit which uses an external op amp for better performance, and an
exponential converter to get a control
characteristic of -6dSIV. Trim networks are
shown to null out distortion and dc shift, and
to fine trim gain to OdS with zero volts of
control voltage.
Op amp A2 and transistors 0, and 02 form
the exponential converter generating an ex-

ponential gain control current, which is fed
into the rectifier. A reference current of
150I'A, (15V and A20 = 100K), is attenuated a
factor of two (6dS) for every volt increase in
the control voltage. Capacitor Cs slows
down gain changes to a 20ms time constant
(C6 x A,) so that an abrupt change in the
control voltage will produce a smooth
sounding gain change. A,S assures that for
large control voltages the circuit will go to
full attenuation. The rectifier bias cu rrent
would normally limit the gain reduction to
about 70dS. A,S draws excess current out of
the rectifier. After approximately 50dS of
attenuation at a -6dSIV slope, the slope
steepens and attenuation becomes much
more rapid until the circuit totally shuts off
at about 9 volts of control voltage. A1 should
be a low noise high slew rate op amp. A'3
and A,4 establish approximately a zero volt
bias at A1'S output.
With a zero volt control voltage, A,s should
be adjusted for OdS gain. At 1V (-6dS gain)
As should be adjusted for minimum distortion with a large (+10dSm) input signal. The
output dc bias (A, output) should be measured at full attenuation H10V control voltage) and then As is adjusted to give the same
value at OdS gain. Properly adjusted, the
circuit will give typically less than .1 % distortion at any gain with a dc output voltage
variation of only a few millivolts. The clipping level (140I'A into pin 3, 14) is ±10V
peak. A signal to noise ratio of gOdS can be
obtained.
If several VCA's must track each other, a
common exponential converter can be
used. Transistors can simply be added in
parallel with 02 to control the other channels. The transistors should be maintained
at the same temperature for best tracking.

N2EXPANDOR
R,20K

R GAIN TRIM
10K

Goon: 100n

150n: Goon

5"F
3.27

150n
ROUT

VRMS

Goon

3.46

YAMS
600n

R LOW lEVEL
TRIM DC 3 MEG

Figure 8-109
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLED ATTENUATOR
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Figure 8-110

AUTOMATIC LEVEL CONTROL
The NE570 can be used to make a very high
performance ALC as shown in Figure 8-111,
This circuit hookup is very similar to the
basic compressor shown in Figure 8-96,
except that the rectifier input is tied to the
input rather than the output. This makes
gain inversely proportional to input level so
that a 20dB drop in input level will produce a
20dB increase in gain, The output will remain fixed at a constant level. As shown, the
circuit will maintain an output level of
±1dbm for an input range of +14 to -43dbm
at 1khz, Additional external components
will allow the output level to be adjusted,
Some relevant design equations are:

1

R,-R2IS~
Vin - ; Is
Output level,,; -. - 2 R3

Vin(aVg)

= 140/LA
(8-51)
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Gain

where
2 R3

VIN
VIN(avg)

(8-52)

Vin (avg)

-"-

= 2'f2 = 1.11

(for sine wave) (8-53)

If ALC action at very low input levels is not
desired, the addition of resistor Rx will limit
the maximum gain of the circuit.
R, + Rx

Gain max.

X R2 X Is

= 1.sv----:2:-"CR
=-3---

(8-54)

The time constant of the circuit is determined by the rectifier capacitor, Crect, and
an internal 10K resistor.
r

= 10K Crect

Smnotics

Response time can be made faster at the
expense of distortion. Distortion can be
approximated by the equation.
THO

=(

1/,f ) (1KHZ) X .2%
freq.

(8-55)

Crect

VARIABLE SLOPE
COMPRESSOR-EXPANDOR
Compression and expansion ratios other
than 2: 1 can be achieved by the circuit
shown in Figure 8-112. Rotation of the dual
potentiometer causes the circuit hookup to
change from a basic compressor to a basic
expandor. In the center of rotation, the
circuit is 1: 1, has neither compression or
expansion. The (input) output transfer characteristic is thus continuously variable from
2:1 compression, through 1:1, up to 1:2
expansion. If a fixed compression orexpan-
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sion ratio is desired, proper selection of
fixed resistors can be used instead of the
potentiometer. The optional threshold resistor will make the compression or expansion ratio deviate towards 1: 1 at low levels, A
wide variety of (input) output characteristics
can be created with this circuit, some of
which are shown in Figure 8-113,
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HI FI COMPANDOR
The NE570 can be used to construct a high
performance compandor suitable for use
with music, This type of system can be used
for noise reduction in tape recorders, transmission systems, bucket brigade delay
lines, and digital audio systems, The circuits
to be described contain features which improve performance, but are not required for
all appl ications,

COMPRESSION

1

EXPANSION

2pl

A major problem with the simple NE570
compressor (Figure 8-96) is the limited op
amp gain at high frequencies. For weak
input signals, the compressor circuit operates at high gain and the 570 op amp simply
runs out of loop gain. Another problem with
the 570 op amp is its limited slew rate of
about .6v/ J.l.s. This is a limitation of the
expandor, since the expandor is more likely
to produce large output signals than a compressor.
Figure 8-114 is a circuit for a high fidelity
compressor which uses an external op amp
and has a high gain and wide bandwidth. An
input compensation network is required for
stability.
Anotherfeature of the circuit in Figure 8-114
is that the rectifier capacitor (Cg) is not
grounded, but is tied to the output of an op
amp circuit. This circuit, built around an
LM324, speeds up the compressor attack
time at low signal levels. The response times
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of the simple expandor and compressor
(Figures 8-95 and 8-96),) become longer at
low signal levels. The time constant is not
simply 10KxCrecl, but is really

~OK+2
\:

(.026V))xCrecI.
Irecl

1,uf Cg

(8-56)

When the rectifier input level drops from
OdBm to -30dBm, the time constant increases from 10.7KxCrecl to 32.6KxCrecl. In
systems where there is unity gain between
the compressor and expandor, this will
cause no overall error. Gain or loss between
the compressor and expandor will be a
mistracking of low signal dynamics. The
circuit with the lM324 will greatly reduce
this problem for systems which cannot
guarantee the unity gain.
When a compressor is operating at high
gain, (small input Signal), and is suddenly hit
with a signal, it will overload until it can
reduce its gain. Overloaded the output will
attempt to swing rail to rail. This compressor is limited to approximately a 7V peak to
peak output swing by the brute force clamp
diodes 03 and 04. The diodes cannot be
placed in the feedback loop because their
capacitance would limit high frequency
gain. The purpose of limiting the output
swing is to avoid overloading any succeeding circuit such as a tape recorder input.
The time it takes for the compressor to
recover from overload is determined by the
rectifier capacitor Cg. A smaller capaCitor
will allow faster response to transients, but
will produce more low frequency third harmonic distortion due. to gain modulation. A
value of 1J.tf seems to be a good compromise
value and yields good subjective results. Of
course, the expandor should have exactly
the same value rectifier capacitor for proper
transient response. Systems wh ich have
good low frequency amplitude and phase
response can use compandors with smaller
rectifier capacitors, since the third harmonic distortion which is generated by the compressor will be undistorted by the expand or.
Simple compandor systems are subject to a
problem known as breathing. As the system
is changing gain, the change in the background noise level can sometimes be heard.
The compressor in Figure 8-114 contains a
high frequency pre-emphasis circuit (C2, Rs
and Ca, R14), which helps solve this problem. Matching de-emphasis on the expandor is required. More complex designs could
make the pre-emphasis variable and further
reduce breathing.
The expandor to complement the compressor is shown in Figure 8-115. Here an
external op amp is used for high slew rate.
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Figure 8-114
Both the compressor and expandor have
unity gain levels of OdBm. Trim networks are
shown for distortion (THO) and dc shift. The
distortion trim should be done first, with an
input of OdBm at 10kHz. The dc shift should
be adjusted for minimum envelope bounce
with tone bursts. When applied to consumer
tape recorders, the subjective performance
of this system is excellent.

8X08/8X18 APPLICATION NOTE
Description
The 8X08/8X18 is a frequency synthesizer
that performs the digital control functions
required for generating AM and FM radio
frequency local oscillator signals using digital phase locked loop techniques. Using
this device in conjunction with an external
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), it is
possible to select up to 200 channels with
10kHz channel spacing for AM operation
and 2000 channels with 100kHz channel
spacing for FM operation. The 8X1S offers

SjgDotms

2000 channels for both AM and FM operation.

Operation & Circuit Description
The diagram of Figure 8-116 shows the 8X08
and the major Pll elements contained in
the device. Note the presence of the reference oscillator, a fixed division reference
chain, a phase detector, a programmable
divider chain and an ECl prescaler.
The reference oscillator is designed to operate using an externally connected 3.6MHz
crystal (other values will be discussed later).
The crystal oscillator uses a cross-coupled
transistor pair to form the astable circuitry.
The crystal provides positive feedback between the emitters of T1 and T2 which
causes the circuit to oscillate at the crystal
frequency. The crystal is of the series resonant type with Rs less than 100 ohms; This
oscillator is stable over the temperature
range with better than 1Hz/kHz drift
«.001%).
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HI-FI EXPANDOR WITH DE-EMPHASIS
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The output of the reference oscillator is
passed through a + 36 counter followed by
a + 10 counter to produce the required
10kHz reference signal. An intermediate
output of the divider chain is provided for
synchronization purposes when programming new channel information. This output
is taken after the +36; therefore it is 100kHz.
The 10kHz reference signal drives one half
of the phase detector circuit.

The 8X08 accepts two inputs from external
VCO(s). One directly drives the final three
stages of the programmable (+N) divider
while the other enters the entire four stages
of the divider through a + 5, 80MHz ECl
prescaler circuit. These two inputs are designated the AM l.O. and FM L.O. inputs
respectively. The 8X18 will allow the use of
higher frequency AM IF's (460kHz) by utilizing all four stages of the programmable
counter. This programmable divider chain
consists of three decade counters plus one

flip flop, making the maximum divide limit
1999. Associated with each decade stage
plus the final single bit flip flop is a comparator and latch. Each latch is loaded externally
with the BCD digit representing the frequency to be synthesized. This data is parallel true BCD and is strobed into the latches
via the falling edge of four separate strobe
signals, one strobe for each digit. The comparator circuit produces outputs when the
counter content equals that stored in the
companion latch. When all stages produce
comparison indications in coincidence, a
reset pulse is generated, clearing each
counter. The output of the programmable
divider chain is applied to the second input
of the phase detector, which performs the
comparison to the reference and produces
an appropriate output.

The phase detector is a digital edgedetecting device that provides a three-state
output signal that is in a high impedance

SmnntiCs

state when the two input signals are equal in
phase and/or frequency. The phase detector ci rcu it and related wave forms can be
seen in Figure 8-116. With the phase detector in the high impedance state, OA and OB
are both low. If the reference negative edge
leads the divider negative edge, then OA
goes high for a period E dual to the phase
difference between them. During this period, OB is still low and this causes the down
signal to go high which produces a
negative-going pulse at the output of the
phase detector. At the end of this period, the
divider negative edge falls and OB goes high
which causes OA and OB to clear. The phase
detector thus returns to a high impedance
state. The reverse holds true when the reference negative edge lags the divider negative
edge. The width of the output pulse from the
phase detector is proportional to the phase
difference between the reference and divider signals. This output is then filtered (integrated) and applied to the VCO to complete
the feedback loop.
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Therefore, the frequency output (FOUT) from
the VCO is divided down by the programmable counters (N) and prescalers (M) is and
compared to the reference frequency (FREF)
by the phase detector. If FOUT/MN is not
equal to FREF in phase and/or frequency,
the phase detector generates a signal which
causes the VCO frequency to increase or
decrease until FREF = FOUT/MN. When this
occurs, the local oscillator (VCO) is essentially as stable as the crystal reference oscillator.

AM/FM Radio Application
This application will demonstrate the use of
the 8X08 in a typical AM/FM receiver. This
arrangement can be seen in Figure 8-117.
Two voltage controlled oscillators are provided: one for AM and one for FM. The
frequency of the AM local oscillator is buffered and fed directly to the AM L.a. input of
the chip. The FM local oscillator drives an
external + 2 prescaler before being applied
to the FM L.a. input of the 8X08. Thus, there
is a total prescale of + 10 in the FM circuit.
The output of the loop filter is then fed to the
varactors (voltage controlled capacitors)
that control each of the local oscillator

frequencies. The loop filter design will be
discussed later.
AM/FM selection is provided by switching
the supply voltage to the appropriate VCO
as well as to provide the VCO select control
to the 8X08 (AMyFM input). In this configuration with a 3.6MHz reference crystal, the
FM VCO output frequency is given by:
fFM = N (100kHz), where N is the number
entered into the program counter.
Clearly, 100kHz resolution is provided and
frequencies up to 199.9MHz may be generated. This is more than adequate to cover
the entire FM band with a 10.7MHz intermediate frequency and 200kHz channel spacing.
For AM, the VCO output is given as: fAM = N
(10kHz) giving 10kHz channel spacing and
generating frequencies up to 1.99MHz (with
the 8X18 this is extended to 19.99MHzl.
Before discussing frequency control and
channel display, let us review the loop filter
design. The purpose of the loop filter is to
integrate the error pulses from the
8X08/8X18 phase detector. The loop filter
output then provides the varactor tuning
voltage.

The two major requirements of this section
of the synthesizer loop are to provide reasonably fast lock-up time and to maintain
oscillator spectral purity (minimize 10kHz
sidebandsl. The steps required to design a
suitable loop filter for the 8X08 are outlined
below: (refer to Figure 3)
•
•

Choose loop filter input frequency (FREF)
Calculate range of digital division
NMIN = FMIN/FREF

•

•
•

•

Choose damping factor (a) which should
be a good compromise between overshoot and settling time.
Choose WN from required lock-up time.
Compute C1, kO = .6 volts /radian C1 =
KOKv/NMAxw2Rx
where Kv = 12.6 x 106 rad/s/v and R1 + R3
= 78K.
Computer R2 = 2aMIN/wNC

High quality synthesizer designs require
special consideration to reduce spurious
spectral components. The major spurious
output will be reference frequency sidebands. The system requirements for sideband suppression conflict with other system performance goals such as lock-up
time and suppression of VCO noise.

PHASE DETECTOR CIRCUIT

10KHz
. - - - - - . ; . ; . . ; ; " " - - - - _ DIVIDER
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Figure 8-116
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Any periodic signal present on the VCO
control voltage line will appear as sidebands. The carrier to sideband ratio can be
approximated by:
Sidebands
Carrier

~

VcKv
2wREF

(8-60l

whenVc=peak voltage of spurious frequency
on loop filter input
The most troublesome voltages on the VCO
control line will be at the reference frequency. The gain of the loop filter at the reference frequency is approximately equal to R2/R1 + R3. Using the equations for (R, + R3)
and R2,
(R,

+ R3) = KoIKv and R2 = ~
NWN2 C

wnC

We can approximate the carrier feedthrough component at the loop filter output
as Vc = (2awNN/KOKyl.
Combining this equation with the previously given equation for sideband to carrier
ratio, we obtain:
Sideband Level
Carrier Level

VeNwn
KOwref

(8-61 )

From these results we can see that for a
given phase detector and given basic system requirements (Frel. N, and a), only Wn
can be lowered to red uce sidebands. Depending on lock-up requirements, Wn might
not be easily lowered. Therefore the only
other way to further reduce sidebands is by
additional filtering. This additional filtering
will give additional suppression given by
Sup dB = log1O(wC/wrel) where W is the
added filter cut-off frequency. This filter
should not affect the loop dynamic performance if wC is chosen to be approximately
five times wn (wc = 5wn). This additional pole
is the combination of R" R3, C2 as shown in
Figure 3. One addiitonal pole can be added
at the filter output to further improve spectral purity. (R6, C31. An example of this loop
filter design for the FM broadcast band is
given in the appendix of this application
note.
It can be seen from the sideband to carrier
suppression given, that it is important to
minimize the phase detector output signal
when the loop is in lock. Since the 8X08 has
a three-state output and in a high impedance state when the loop is locked, care
should be taken to minimize input offsets in
the loop filter. Obviously, any offsets in the
input to the loop filter will cause a change in
tuning voltage and a phase detector error.
The NE542 was used for the loop filter
operational amplifier because of its relative-

Iy wide bandwidth and low noise. Si nce the
positive input is biased two diodes above
ground, the negative input should also be
biased at plus two diodes. The offsets are
minimized by using R4, R5, D1 and D2.
Therefore the DC bias at the negative input
is adjusted to minimize the phase detector
output when the loop is in lock.
Frequency control and channel display circuitry associated with the 8X08/8X18 may
take a variety of forms, depending on the
sophistication and requirements of the intended use. In this receiver application, the
number, N, to be programmed with the 8X08
is offset from the actual channel frequency
by the amount of the intermediate frequency. Therefore, in a direct BCD dial or display
system, a BCD arithmetic addition or subtraction is required. The entry of N into the
8X08 is typically done by a sequence
through the four BCD digits to be entered.
To accomplish this, channel selection may
be as simple as an encoded switch with a
mechanical frequency indicator combined
with digital support circuits which continually enter the digits to the 8X08. Numerical
conversion is inherent in the switch/display
mechanism. Alternatively, the channel selection may be accomplished with a microprocessor which performs all BCD arithmetic, display conversion (for lED or
florescent type displays), entry of data into
the 8X08, and, possibly, keyboard frequency entry or self scan of the broadcast bands.
Non-volatile memory may be included for
the retention of specific channels for immediate recall and for re-entry into the 8X08
upon power-up. Small low speed microcontrollers can be used to perform all the required 8X08 display and channel selection
interfaces, including self-scan of the band
and seek, whenever a signal is encountered
meeting certain decision criteria like signal
strength, etc.

Conclusion
The 8X08/8X18 can be used to synthesize
frequencies of varying resolution in virtually
any spectral range required in modern radio
and telecommunications circuits. Because
of the inclusion of the reference oscillator,
counter chain, phase detector an ECl prescaler on the chip, the use of this device
results in relatively easy designs which can
be tailored to specific user requirements.

APPENDIX
loop Filter Design Example FM
Broadcast Band
(refer to Figure 8-119)
1. Choose loop filter input frequency FREF
= 10kHz.
2. Calculate range of digital division.
NMAX = FMAX ~ 118.6MHz' = 1.186 X 104
FREF
10 kHz

FREF

0.8 which is a good compromise between overshoot and settling time.
4. Choose wN from required lock-up time.
Figure 8-117 shown below indicates the
loop response time as a function of the
damping factor.
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General Application

10 kHz

3. Choose damping factor. In this case a =

o

The 8X08 was initially designed for direct
use in AM/FM radio receivers, but, because
of its flexibility, it can be used in a variety of
other applications. The crystal for the reference oscillator may be set at any convenient
value to provide a reference frequency,
which produces the proper channel spacing. Various crystal values can provide resolution from 4kHz to 25kHz with maximum
frequencies from near 800kHz up to
100MHz, the maximum clock rate of the ECl
pre-scaler. Therefore, the 8X08 may be used
in a variety of Pll frequency synthesis
applications, including various multi-band
receivers and transmitters plus test equipment and signal generators.

= Fmin = 98.S MHz' = 9.88 x 103

NMIN

~L

r",=

l'..

L
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i..L

0.'
o.3
o.2
o. 1
0

o

1.0 2.0 3.04.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10

11 12 13 14

.".
Figure 8-117
NOTE: (' Radio frequency plus 10.7MHz IF)
Figure 8-117 shows that the loop will settle
to within 5% of its final value at wNT = 4.5 if
we use a damping factor of lY. = 0.8. The
required lock-up time was arbitrarily chosen to be 50 ms.
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wN = wNR = __
4_.5__ = 90 Rad/Sec.
T
50 X 10-3

8X08 PLL BLOCK DIAGRAM

5. To compute C, the phase detector gain
and Rx must be known. Since the phase
detector gain for the 8X08/8X18 is not
specified, it was calculated by assuming
a 180 0 phase error would produce it 50%
duty cycle output. The phase detector
gain, KO is therefore:
KO = 4.2 - .3V

PROGRAMMABLE COUNTER

4-81T LATCHES

COMPARATORS

DATA IN

DECADE COUNTERS

.62 volls/radian

2

where
4.2 = maximum amplitude of 0 detector
0.3V = minimum amplitude of 0 detector
Rx was chosed to be 78K ohms.

FOUT

....."

Therefore:
FOUT (L. 0.)

C1

= __
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6. R2 may now be calculated:
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= 18K
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CHANNEL SPACING

Additional filter requirements are discussed
on preceding page.
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INTRODUCTION
When telephone communication was first introduced and for a considerable number of
years thereafter, the speech signals were
conveyed across fairly long distances by a
pair of copper wires. This type of transmis·
sian was adequate (provided the distances
were not too long), since degradation of the
signal due to noise, distortion, etc., were
very disturbing. The use of line amplifiers
improved the situation and the introduction
of co-axial transmission helped considerably. However, the rise in traffic necessitated the number of lines to be increased considerably, and resulted in higher costs due
to the shortage of copper cable. This led to
the requirement of packing more channels
into the same transmission medium.
One of the early ways this was done (it is
still used at present) was by use of carrier
frequencies. The so-called FDM (Frequency
Division Multiplexing) system uses many
channels spaced every 4kHz. However, the
signals conveyed over the transmission me·
dium are still analog, leading to the attendant problems of maintaining good signal-tonoise ratio, low distortion, etc. The desire to
be more or less independent of the transmissio~ medium but still convey the necessary
information over long distances has led to
more esoteric schemes.

noise, distortion, etc., introduced by the medium were minimized. To gain a better under·
standing of this process, consider the system shown in figure 1. Even though a number
of channels are shown, let us conSider a
single channel for the sake of convenience.
According to information theory and
Shannon's theorem, to convey (between two
points) all the information contained in a
band of frequencies of bandwidth W, it is
necessary and sufficient for 2W samples to
be conveyed. In other words, if the samples
contained in the band limited signal of
bandwidth Ware transmitted between two
points at a sampling frequency of 2W, all the
information content of the signal is essentially conveyed between the two points. In
speech, most of the information and clarity
is contained in the lower frequencies. Since
one is not interested in high fidelity transmission over the telephone network, the
speech signal is bandlimited over a range of
300Hz - 3400Hz by a transmit filter. Thus,
once the incoming signal is bandlimited, we
have
Bandwidth W "'" 3400Hz

The Present System

necessitating a minimum sampling rate of
2W or 6800Hz. Even though the transmit filter does roll off fast, the signal level is not
really down to acceptable levels until a frequency of 4kHz has been reached. For this
reason, the sampling rate is a 8kHz rate.

In the early sixties, the Bell system intra·
duced their D1 system which used PCM
(Pulse Code Modulation) techniques. The
signals conveyed over the transmission me·
dium was in digital form so that the effects of

The incoming speech may in reality be a
very complex signal, but assume that it is
represented as a single sine wave within the

300Hz - 3400Hz band. This single frequency
sinusoidal passes through the transmit filter
and is sampled by the StH (Sample and
Hold) at an 8kHz rate resulting in PAM (Pulse
Amplitude Modulation) signal. This PAM signal passes through the analog multiplexer at
the appropriate time, and is applied to the
codec.
The codec which is used at the present time
is an expensive and elaborate system. To
reduce costs, it is actually shared between
the 24 channels. Since it treats each channelthe same, let us continue tracing the signal of a single channel as it is operated upon
by the codec. The input to the codec as
mentioned before is the PAM signal. The
codec converts each sample of the input
PAM into an 8 bit coded digital signal. This
conversion, however, is not a linear process, but a companding one. The reason for
this is that for a faithful reproduction at the
receiving end of the transmitted information,
it has been found that an accuracy of 12 bits
plus sign is required. This is because of the
variation in the talker levels, and intelligibility at low levels is a problem.
The companding which is employed follows
a specific law. In North America, this is
known as the wlaw and is described by the
equation

y=

In (1

=

Encoding

In (1

+ Ilxl
+ III

=

(9.1)

=

where p.
255, x
input and y
output (in
the D1 channel bank, p. = 100 was used, but
in the D3 channel bank, p. = 255). The curve
is shown in figure 2.

TIME DIVISION SWITCHING

REPEATER LINE

MULTIPLEXER
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Figure 9-1
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Since a smooth curve is difficult to synthesize, a piecewise linear approximation to
the curve is what is generally used. The upper half and lower halves of the curve are
each split up into 8 segments each and
since the middle two are collinear and pass
through the origin, the piecewise linear model is generally referred to as consisting of 15
segments. Each segment in turn is split up
into 16 steps each, so that the total number
of steps is 256 and due to collinearity, one
can say I' = 255. It should be evident from
figure 2 that the resolution at low level signals is much better, but does not suffer at
high level signals (this means that whether
you are shouting at your spouse or whisper·
ing to your lover, both will get the message).
The output of the codec is thus an 8 bit
signal (1 sign bit + 3 chord bits and 4 level
bits).
Since the codec is time shared among 24
channels in channel banks, the signals from
the 24 channels are interlaced. In other
words, after sample 1 from channel 1 has
been encoded, sample 1 from channel 2 is
encoded rather than sample 2 from channel
1. Next, sample 1 from channel 3 and so on
until all first samples from the 24 channels
have been encoded. After this has been
completed, all the second samples of each
of the 24 channels are encoded and so on
(see figure 3).
Each completion of the individual samples
from each of the channels is called a frame.
Thus, since there are 8 bits / samples and 24
channels, the number of bits / frame is 8 x 24
= 192 bits. One bit called the "framing bit" is
added to this so that:
Number of bits/frame = 193 bits
Since the sampling rate is 8kHz, the rate at
which data has to be transmitted / received
is:
Transmit! Receive bit rate = 193 x
1.544 Mbits/ sec
8kHz

=

Thus the transmit and receive clock rates
are 1.544MHz.

COMPANDING SIMULATION CURVE
CODE
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+

Figure 9-2

troduce some distortion, but it is insignificant. This method of signaling is known as
A/B signaling and is standard practice in 03
channel banks.

Repeaters
The output of the codec, which is a digital
stream, is what is transmitted over the
transmission line. The actual transmission is
in the form of a binary signal. Due to line
losses, etc., the pulse shape may get distorted. If the signal levels are very adversely
affected so that they are below the trigger·
ing threshold at the receiving end, distortion
may be introduced due to absent bits. To
counter this, repeaters spaced 6000 feet
apart are provided along the transmission
line. These reshape the pulses so that those
present at the receiving end are a faithful
reproduction of those sent from the transmitting end.

A/B Signaling
Since the samples for the 24 channels are
interlaced, it is important to keep track of
the various frames. For this reason, channels 1 thru 12 are called the "A" channels
and channels 13 thru 24 are called the "B"
channels. Signaling is accomplished by
using the LSB of the 8 bit word. Thus, every
six frames, the LSB is used to signal whether it is the A set of frames or B set of frames.
This means that every sixth frame, since the
LSB is used for Signaling, only 7 bits are
used to represent the signal. This does in-
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Zero Code Suppression
The transmit clock allows the data to .be
sent at a 1.544MHz rate. At the receiving
end (or at a repeater) this data will have to
be restructured. It is preferable to use the
same clock as that which was available at
the transmitting end for this; however, it is
difficult to transmit the clock pulses. For this
reason, at the receiving end (or at a repeater) the received data itself is used to regenerate the receive. clock. This is accomplished at present by using a high Q coil,
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ENCODER INPUT

though a phase locked loop can be used for
the same purpose (see App. Note). Whatever method is used, a long succession of
zeros will make it extremely difficult to recover the clock. For this reason, no more
than seven successive zeros in any single
word are allowed to be transmitted. If there
are seven successive zeros, then the seventh bit in the 8 bit word is suppressed and a
1 is inserted.

Decoding
The incoming data at the receiving end is
clocked in at a 1.544MHz receive clock rate,
which clock is derived from the incoming
data stream. The codec decodes the data
and feeds this into the analog demultiplexer.
Based on the individual words, the appropriate S / H in each of the received 24 channels
is activated. Thus, the S/H of any particular
channel changes state depending on the incoming coded 8 bit word. This value is held
until the next 8 bit word arrives. The output
of the S/H is filtered by the receive filter so
that the original analog signal is recovered.

Advantages/Disadvantages Of
The Present System
The advantages of the system are:
1) More channels in a transmission line.
Higher speeds will result in further increasing the channels that can be transmitted or received.
2) Digital transmission / reception leads to

Telecommunications

24 CHANNEL SAMPLE MULTIPLEXING
FRAME 1

FRAME 2

1 ST SAMPLE OF CHANNEL # 1

2ND SAMPLE OF CHANNEL # 1

1ST SAMPLE OF CHANNEL #2

2ND SAMPLE OF CHANNEL # 2

1ST SAMPLE OF CHANNEL #24

FRAME TIME

2ND SAMPLE OF CHANNEL #24

SINGLE FRAME TIME

1

=- =125/J'
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125~.

TIME/CHANNEL

=5.2,u1.

Figure 9-3

better quality due to the effects of noise
being lessened.
3) Makes possible a completely digital
Class V office so that all information is
handled in digital form.
The disadvantages are:
1) Codec is too expensive. This has necessitated the sharing of the codec over 24
channels.
2) The analog nature of the PAM signal
which has to be routed around still leads
to noise problems.

The Proposed System Of The
Future
If a codec were available that was cheap
enough to be used in every line, obviously
the analog multiplexer could be replaced by
a digital multiplexer. Further routing around
of the PAM signal could also be eliminated;
this would lead to better performance. Such
a system would appear as shown in figure 4.
Thus, on a per channel basis, one would require a transmit filter, a receive filter, a
codec, and a hybrid.

TELEPHONE OPERATION
Your home telephone is attached to the end
of a pair of wires (called the subscriber 2
wire loop) which are connected to the local
telephone switching office. When the telephone handset is on-hook, there is an open
circuit on the 2 wire line that is attached to
your phone. When you lift the handset from
its cradle, the circuit is closed and a finite
impedance appears across the subscriber 2
wire loop. The equipment in the switching
office senses the loop current flowing due to
this loop closure, (The switching office battery is connected to the 2 wire line in order
to provide power to the phone handset) and
transmits a dial tone to the handset.
At this point in time, the subscriber begins to
dial the desired number. If he has a rotary
dial type of handset the dialing (or signaling)
information is transmitted by a series of
pulses caused by the opening and closure of
the dial contacts. If he has a push button
type of telephone, the signaling information
is transmitted by combinations of pairs of
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seven or eight tones. With either type of
telephone the appropriate equipment in the
switching office senses the dialing information and connects the incoming call to the
desired telephone. If the desired telephone
is also served by that same local office, the
call is cross-connected within that office to
the desired telephone's 2-wire loop. If the
desired telephone belongs to an exchange
not served by the caller's local office, the
call is passed through to the local office to
which the desired telephone is connected.
Once this connection is made, the bell in the
receiving telephone is rung using one of a
number of methods. (One of the more common is called 20-cycle ringdown in which a
20Hz signal of about 100V amplitude is connected to the line to ring the phone.) When
the receiving subscriber answers the phone,
his loop is closed which turns off the 20Hz
tone and completes the voice path through
the phone system. When the conversation is
completed and the handset is returned to its
cradle, the loop opens up and the switch
drops the cross-connection.
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INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Figure 9-4

NETWORK CONSTRUCTION

BASIC TWO WIRE TELSET

Office Hierarchy
In North America there are five classes of
telephone switching offices. These range
from the regional center (class one) type of
office through which all transcontinental
long distance calls of a given area must
pass, to the end office or local office (class
five) to which are connected all of the subscriber two-wire lines for a given locality.
When you make a call your voice signal may
pass through all five types of switching office.
Between any two offices there are a given
number of connecting circuits or trunks. Obviously, the number of trunk lines is less than
the total number of handsets connected to
each office since all of those telephones are
not in use at once. Thus, these trunk lines
are shared by many subscribers. When the
demand for telephone service between two
offices outstrips the capacity of the installed plant, two basic alternatives are
available. One alternative is to install more
cable pairs between the offices. The other
alternative is to utilize more efficiently the
capacity of the already installed plant
through some form of multiplexing. There
are a number of trade-offs involved in making this decision, including the relative costs
of the two approaches, the future anticipated growth in demand for service, and the
time frame in which this new service is desired (consider the difference in the level of
telephone service required in Plains, Ga.,
today as opposed to two years ago this
time). Since a nominal voice channel is 4KHz
wide, it is possible to stack a number of
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Figure 9-5
channels up in frequency using modulation
techniques before the frequency limiting
characteristics of the cable become apparent. This is called frequency division multiplexing (FDM). Until very recently (with the
advent of MSI & LSI digital IC's), FOM was
the predominant type of signal concentration· technique .. Recentry, however, another
form of signal concentration is growing. This
is called time division multiplexing, TOM. In a
TOM system the voice signal is sampled at
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an appropriate rate and this sample is converted into an 8-bit digital word. This 8-bit
word is assigned atime slot and a number of
channels are combined into a.continuous bit
stream. This sampling and conilerting are
the functions performed by our ST 100
codec. It also performs the corresponding
digital to analog conversion in. the receive
direction of tra.nsmission. These same multiplexing techniques can be (and are) applied
at every level of the US telephone network

Telecommunications
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Figure 9-6
from the smallest local office in rural, wherever, to the long distance transcontinental
heavy density transmission trunks.
A number of different types of transmission
mediums are used. In local applications,
twisted pair cable finds heavy use. For between-office trunks, coax cable can be
found. The first installation of optical fiber
cables are in this inter-office type of application. For long distance transmission, microwave radio and coax cable are employed. In all of these cases there are many
instances where the installation of more circuits through the duplication of existing facilities can be avoided by more efficient use
of the existing plant through multiplexing
techniques. Increasingly, the form of multiplexing employed is TOM. It is for these applications that we have designed the ST 100.
The reason TOM is taking over is that it is
much more compatible with the new electronic switches and the TOM channel units
are much cheaper than FOM ones. The new
electronic switches are computer-controlled
systems which can very easily process a
digital voice signal such as the kind derived

from a TOM multiplex. Since almost all new
switches that are installed will be electronic
ones, TOM equipment is replacing FOM as
the type of multiplex to use.
Another area of application for the ST 100 is
the PBX market. PBX stands for private
branch exchange. Basically, a PBX is a
switching device that is used by a subscriber who requires more than one or two
phones on his premises. It is his own private
switching machine for calls within his plant.
The newest PBX's on the market are electronic, computer-controlled machines. They
offer many features not available on the
older mechanical machines due to their
stored memory capabilities. Again, as in the
case with the central office (C.O.) switches,
a digital voice format is easier to handle and
thus there is a need for our ST 100 in this
market as well.
A few words about PBX machines and C.O.
switches are necessary here. The older mechanical versions of both of these types of
machines switched on a 2-wire basis since
stepper relays (the primary switching element) were capable of bi-directional trans-
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mission. However, the new electronic versions of these machines switch on a four
wire basis since electronic devices can operate only in a uni-directional mode and must
have two separate transmission paths. The
implications of this system architecture
change for our ST 120 2W / 4W hybrid are
shocking.
With mechanical switches, the only time a
2W to 4W conversion had to occur was
when it was necessary for the signal to be
amplified between local offices. Thus, the
2W / 4W hybrid was only needed on trunk
circuits, not on the subscriber loop. The
same situation existed on PBX's where all
internal-to-the-plant circuits were 2W and
the 2W / 4W conversion occurred only on the
few trunks from the plant-to-the-outsideworld local office. Since the new electronic
machines are 4W machines, every subscriber loop (that is every telephone handset)
must have a 2W / 4W hybrid to operate. This
situation holds for PBX's and electronic
switching machines. Our ST120 performs
this 2W / 4W conversion and is intended for
use in both of these applications.
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TELEPHONE TERMS AND
DEFINITIONS
A·law companding - this is companding algorithm that is used in Europe instead of the
w255 law that is the standard here. It is
defined as

Ax

y=---'-"'--(1 + log A)

where x and y are the normalized input and
output of the compander and A = 87.6. A 13
segment approximation of the A-law curve is
used in European equipment.
Balanced line or circuit - a circuit that consists of two wires over which the signal is
transmitted in a differential mode. The word
"balanced" comes from the fact that the capacitance from either side of the line to
ground is theoretically equal on each of the
two wires. The better the capacitive match
(or balance) the less susceptible the circuit
is to induced common mode signals. Thus,
the line balance is analogous to the CMRR
of op amps. Since there tends to be a lot of
inductively induced noise and voltage
spikes in central office environments due to
mechanical switching equipment, a high level of circuit balance is required to minimize
transient pickup.
C message filter - a test filter which approximates the frequency response of a

model 500 telephone handset. It is called "C
message" because of the appearance of
the frequency response plot.

measurement means that the signal power
level at that point is - 90dBM.

Codec - shortened form of coder - decoder.

If it is delayed a few milliseconds, it be-

Crosstalk - there are two principle types of
crosstalk: interchannel and intrachannel.
Interchannel crosstalk is a much less severe
problem in PCM systems than it is in FDM
systems and is one of the reasons PCM is
cheaper and is, therefore, replacing FDM.
Intrachannel crosstalk (transmit to receive
and vice-versa) can be a problem if sufficent
attention is not paid to proper grounding and
separation of the analog transmit and receive sections of the circuit.
dBm - a power measurement. Zero dBm is
defined as 1mW across a 600n load.
dBrn - a power measurement referenced to
an arbitrary noise floor (rn meets reference
noise). Zero dBrn is defined as - 90dBm and
equals 1pW across 600n. Therefore 90dBrn
equals OdBm.
dBrne - dBrn measurement taken through a
C message filter.
dBrnCo - a relative dBrnC measurement
referenced to the nominal level at the point
where the measurement is taken. Thus, at a10dBm nominal signal point, a 10 dBrnCO
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Echo - echo is the return of a talker's voice.
comes very annoying to the speaker. It is
usually caused by impedance mismatches in
the circuit. The 2W 14W hybrid is one of the
circuit elements most likely to cause this
mismatch.
Frame - a full sequence of samples from
each channel in the channel bank is called a
frame. In North American applications there
are 193 bits in a frame.
24 channels x 8 bits I channel
+ 1 frame bit = 193
The purpose of the frame bit is to tell the
receiving terminal when each full sampling
sequence starts.
Gain Tracking - this is a performance
specification that is made on an end-to-end
basis that measyres the accuracy with
which the coding and decoding are per~
formed. This is a measure of how closely the
signal amplitude that comes out on the receive end resembles that which was put in
on the transmit side.
2W / 4W Hybrid - a device used to convert a
2-wire circuit into a 4W circuit. It is called a
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hybrid because traditionally this function
was performed by a "hybrid transformer",
thus the name 2W I 4W hybrid.
Idle channel noiBe - a measurement of the
amount of noise in a transmission channel
that is not being used. This is a basic measurement of the quality of a voice channel. It
is important, especially when the voice signals are going to be transmitted over a microwave radio, since the higher the idle
channel voice is. the larger the radio power
handling capability must be to permit
undistorted transmission. Thus, if the noise
can be lowered, more channels can be
transmitted over the same radio with the obvious savings in system cost.
Longitudinal balance - the measurement
that reflects the quality of the balance of a
balanced line. The larger the number the
better the longitudinal balance. This is measured in dB. This is the telephone equivalent
of common mode rejection;
Muldem - the PCM equivalent of modem. It
is short of multiplexer - demultiplexer.
NRZ - non-return to zero. This term refers to
a digital waveform in which the voltage level
(say a 1 or a 0) is maintained unless there is
a transition in the waveform from one period
to the next.
Examples

is called return loss because signal reflections or "'returns'" are caused by impedanCe mismatches. The higher the match, the
higher the absorption of the incident signal
and thus the lower the reflection. Thus, the
larger the loss in energy of a returning signal.
Signal to quantizing noise - This is a ratio
similar to the well-known signal to noise. ratio. It is a measure of the quantizing noise
distortion at various signal levels. Obviously, if the sampling levels were equally
spaced as in a linear AID converter, then at
small signal levels the quantizing noise distortion would be very high relative to the
signal levels. This is why the 1'"255 law
companding is used. It provides for very
close sampling levels at small signal levels
where the noise effects of quantizing noise
distortion are most obvious and annoying in
a telephone circuit. At high signal levels the
sampling levels are spaced further apart;
however, the signal level is much higher and
the resulting signal to quantizing noise ratio
is able to stand larger sampling intervals
without severe degradation. The reason
companding is used is that it allows a greater than 40dB change in signal level below
the maximum signal while maintaining a con·
stant signal to quantizing noise ratio.
Singing - Singing is the result of sustained
oscillations due to positive feedback in tele-
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ring-sleeve jacks in jackfields. The wire connected to the tip of the jack became known
as the tip and similarly for the ring. The
sleeve was attached to the shield in a
shielded twisted~pair cable.
TranBhybrld loss - a measure of the impedance match between a two-wire circuit and
the balancing network that are attached to a
2W I 4W hybrid. If the 2W circuit and the balancing network are not matched, then energy received in the receive side of the 4W
circuit attached to that hybrid, will couple
over to the transmit side of the 4W circuit
and interfere with transmission. This "coupling over" is undesirable because then two
conversations are occurring on top of each
other. Therefore a high transhybrid loss is
desirable and this specification is a measure of the quality of the impedance match
of the balancing network to the 2W line.
1'"255 law companding - a companding
curve defined as
y = In (1
In (1

+ /Lx)
+ /L)

where x and yare the normalized input and
output of the compander and JL = 255. The
purpose of this companding is to provide
more resolution at low signal levels and thus
improve the signal to quantizing noise ratio.
The improvement in resolution allows an ,8
bit companded A I D and D I A converter to
offer performance equivalent to a 13 bit linear A I 0 and 0 I A converter. A 15 segment
approximation to the I'"law curve is used in
the ST100.

NRZ

Quantizing noise (Quantizing Noise Distortion) - quantizing noise occurs in the A to
D conversion process due to the fact that
discrete sampling levels are used in the conversion process. If the input signal amplitude
falls in between the sampling levels, then
the amount of the signal which is above the
next lowest sampling level is truncated and
gets "lost" in the conversion process. Upon
decoding this "lost" signal level cannot be
replaced and the resulting effect is a "hissing" type of "noise" .

phone amplifier or amplifying circuits. Cir·
cuits that sing are unusable. Singing may be
thought of as echo that is completely out of
control. This can occur at the frequency at
which the circuit is resonant. Under such
conditions the circuit losses at the Singing
frequency are so low that oscillation will
continue even after the impulse that started
it ceases to exist. The primary cause of
echo and singing generally c.an be attributed
to the mismatch between the balancing network and its two-wire connection associated with the subscriber loop.

Return 1088 - A measure of the impedance
match of a load to a line. It can be calculated
as follows:

Subscriber Loop - The circuit from the central office to the customer's telephone,
handset. Usually this is a 2-wire circuit with
the subscriber (customer) telephone at the
end of the loop.

where n is the characteristic impedance of
the line and x is the impedance of the load. It

Tip and ring - Two names for either side of
a balanced line that arise from the use of tip-
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Zero Code Suppression - this is a phrase
used to describe a circuit capability which
senses the presence of an all zero output
code on the transmit digital output and upon
detection of such a condition inserts a "one"
bit in the digital word before it is transmitted.
Thus, there iii at lea'st one "one" bit)n each
transmitted digital word. This is necessary
to be able to regenerate the clock frequency
at the receiving terminal.
2W line - a balanced circuit consisting of 2
wires over which transmission occurs bidirectionally. These circuits are most frequently associated with the subscriber loop.
4W line - a circuit consisting of twobalanced lines with one pair' of wires dedicated
to sending information and the other pair
dedicated to receiving information. These
uni-directional transmission paths are nec·
essary because of the uni-directional gain
characteristics of electronic amplification
circuits and devices.
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Figure 9-10

THE ST100 CODEC: OPERATION &
APPLICATION

7) Three power supplies (+8V to +12V,
-12V and +5V)

DESCRIPTION

In addition, the power supplies should be
adequately bypassed, preferably at the
codec package itself,

The ST100 is a single chip per channel
codec in a 24 pin package which is built
using 12L technology. It is capable of both
synchronous and asynchronous operation.
Dual channel (AlB) signalling and zero code
suppression are Included for full 03 compatibility. The codec is time shared for encode and decode operations with the decode having precedence.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
External Components
For its operation, the ST100 needs the following external components.
1) Transmit filter
2) Receive filter
3) +2,5V reference
4) Encode SamplelHold capacitor
5) Decode Sample I Hold capacitor
6) Auto zero capaCitor

Transmit Filter
The transmit filter provides the necessary
bandlimiting for the encode operation and
should follow the standard 03 requirements,
The input impedence of the codec is fixed at
15kf! for convenience in designing the transmit filter. The analog input will accept a
maximum signal swing of ± 3V. peak when a
2.5V reference is used with ± l2V supplies,

Receive Filter
The output of the decoder is in the form of
sampled and held pulses and has the familiar staircase pattern. For this reason, it is
required that the receive filter have a response which is the inverse of the Sin xix
characteristic. The peaking required at
3000Hz is 2. ldB, It is very essential that the
receive filter have the response as shown in
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figure 9- 17 since the performance, particularly frequency response and gain tracking,
is very dependent upon the filter characteristiC, The analog output has an output
impedence of about 10f! and is capable of
driving a full scale (± 3V peak) signal
across a 10Kf! load,

+2.5V Reference and Full Scale
Signal Level
An external 2,5V source is the reference
voltage required for proper operation of the
codec. There is a direct relationship between the value of the reference and the
permissible full scale input signal level. This
relationship can be written as
FS "" 1.2VREF = 3.0V pk when VREF = 2.5V

(1)

The current drawn from the 2.5V source is
very small (about lILA) since the reference
voltage input of the ST100 is buffered. It is
possible to run 24 channels from a single
reference (such as the ST 135) if such a configuration is desired.
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REFERENCE VOLTAGE HOOK UP

number of sign bits at the output is zero; i.e.,
there are an equal number of positive and
negative sign bits: The auto zero capacitor
sums the charge from the sign bits. Since
the capacitor provides the memory for this
operation, its value should be large, typically 0.47/tF. Ideally, the voltage across this
capacitor should be zero.

SYSTEM OPERATION
A block diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 9-12 and consists of on chip
sample/holds, comparator, DAC, shift registers and buffers. The time sharing of the
DAC allows the ST100 to be used both for
encoding and decoding with decode taking
preference. In other words, when an encode
is being carried out and a decode is requested, the encoding is stopped and the decode
is performed. After the decode is completed, the remainder of the encoding process
is carried out automatically and the digital
information stored in the output shift register
until the next encode command is received.
This meana that the. digital data is shifted
out one frame after it is encoded. To understand the operation of the system better, it
is convenient to consider the encoding and
decoding processes separately.

Power Supplies
Figure 9-11
The presence of a separate reference
ground helps to reduce any interference due
to noise. The accuracy· of the reference
should be 2.5V ± 0.25% with a temperature
coefficient of ± 10ppm/·C to meet the
specifications over a temperature range of
O·C to 70·C. The ST135 meets theserequirements.

Auto Zero Capacitor
The automatic zeroing circuitry olthe ST100
is capable of handling external dc offsets of
up to ± 20mV. The auto zero function is necessary because any non-zero level presented to the codec analog input (such as may
arise from the output dc offset from an active transmit filter) will be interpreted by the
encoder as a legitimate signal and can
cause an increase in idle channel noise. The
automatic zeroing in the ST100 acts on the
principle that over a long period of time
(when no signal· is present), the average

The ST 100 requires three power supplies.
The analog positive supply can be anywhere
from 8 volts to 12 volts. The analog negative
supply should be -12 volts. These analog
supply voltages should be adequately bypassed, preferably at the codec itself.
These supply voltages should vary no more
than ± 5%: The digital supply is a standard
TTL source, 5 ± 0.25V. With these supply
voltages a full scale signal swing of ± 3V
peak can be accommodated.

Encoding

Sample/Hold Capacitors
The input analog signal is sampled at a 8
kHz rate and is held for the time necessary
to convert the sample into a digital signal.
For this reason, an external capacitor of value 1000pF is required and this connected
from pin 4to ground. Higher sampling rates
are possible and a capacitor of around
600pF would be required for a 12kHz sampling rate.
When decoding, the output analog signal is
obtained from a sample/hold. For this
reason, a capacitance of 1000pF is required
from pin 22 to ground.

Figure 9-13 shows that part of the system
which is employed in the encode process.
The encode command, transmit clock, and
receive clock are the only digital commands
necessary for an encoding operation. The
presence of the receive clock is always required for chip sequencing. The encode
command begins with the encoding process
by causing the sequencer to issue commands which initiate the analog to digital
conversion process. The input analog signal
is sampled at a 8kHz rate and each sample
is converted to a folded binary, NRZ, eight
bit code. The first bit in the code is the sign
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bit and the remaining seven bits decide the
sample value companded per the 1L255
characteristic. This analog to digital conversion is achieved by using a successive approximation register in conjunction with a
1L255 law companding DAC.

ST100 ENCODER SECTION

The SAR operates at a 256kHz rate. This
clock is divided down from the 512kHz master clock which in turn is derived from the
1.544MHz receive clock. The 256kHz
successive approximation rate allows sufficient time for the settling of the comparator.
The first step of the conversion process involves the determination of the sign of the
sample. This is achieved by comparing the
input signal appearing at the comparator
output with ground potential. After the sign
bit has been determined, the conversion
process continues by comparing the signal
with the output of the DAC which is controlled by the SAR. Ten SAR pulses are used
for the successive approximation, after
which the encoded data is loaded into the
output shift register. The total time for an
encoding conversion is 40ILS if not interrupted, and 56ILs, if interrupted by a decode operation. The transmit clock, together with
the next encode command, generate the
output shift clock. This clock shifts the data
encoded during the previous frame out of
the data out terminal. The transmit clock and
encode commands should be TIL compatible signals.

rntn
c

A

SAR

SEQUENCER

DIGITAL OUTPUT

t

ENCODE COMMAND

TRANSMIT CLOCK

Figure 9-13

ST100 DECODER SECTION

Decoding
Figure 9-14 shows the block diagram of the
decode portion of the system. For a decode
operation to begin, the only digital commands required are a decode command and
the receive clock. The receive clock, in the
presence of a decode command, generates
an eight pulse shift clock which accepts the
input data. (The shift clock is 90· out of
phase with the receive clock allowing the
data to be shifted in at the center of the bit).
The decode command also results in a DAC
request being generated, which begins the
digital to analog conversion process. An internal timer allows 8ILs after the DAC request for the data to be shifted in and for the
DAC to settle. Then another 8ILs is allowed
for the digital to analog conversion. The digital data from the input shift register is applied in parallel form to the DAC. The conversion of the DAC output currents to voltage is
done only by an op amp whose output drives
a sample and hold which changes state depending upon the voltage applied. The receive clock and decode commands should
be TIL compatible signals.

AlB Signalling
Circuitry is included on the chip which al-

DIGITAl INPUT - - - . .

INPUT REG.

t - - - -.....

SEQUENCER

t
RECEIVE CLOCK

DECODE COMMAND

Figure 9-14
lows AlB signalling to be Inserted into the
data stream. To transmit the AlB signalling,
the Signal A Input, Signal B Input and AlB
Enable Encode inputs must be accessed.

Smnotics

The Signal A Output, Signal B Output, and
AlB Enable Decode terminals are used to
recover the A I B signals at the receiving terminal. Two frames after the positive edge of
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the AlB enable encode command, the inverse of the value at the Signal A Input replaces the LSB in the transmitted data
stream; the same occurs for Signal B two
frames after a negative edge of the A I B
enable encode command. On the receive
side, the Signal A value is latched at the
Signal A Output terminal on the first decode
command after a positive edge of the A I B
enable decode command. Signal B is
latched in after a negative edge. The period
of the AlB enable commands may be as low
as six frames, although in transmission ap·
plications a period of twelve frames is used.

APPLICATION
Synchronous and Asynchronous
Operations
The ST100 codec may be operated synchro·
nously or asynchronously. Figure 9-15
shows an example of a method for synchronous operation. As implied, all the clocks
and commands are synchronous. The decode and encode commands are derived
from the clocks and may occur simultaneously or be delayed with respect to one
another.

Figure 9·16 shows a method for asynchronous operation. For a codec, the receive
clock may be generated from the incoming
data. The decode command and decode
signalling enable command are in turn derived from the receive clock. Asynchronous
with respect to the data in and receive
clock, the transmit clock, together with the
encode command, shift the encoded digital
data out of the codec. This data, when received by another codec, generates a receive clock.
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2. The signalling bits may be enabled. at these pins during this test to obtain a worst case
test condition. Apply a TTL compatible pulse of 250,115 or greater duration. Otherwise
connect to the +5V supply.
3. Internal to the HP3551.
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Phase Locked Loops

INTRODUCTION

(1.2)

A MECHANICAL ANALOG
TO THE PLL

The basic phase locked loop (PLL) concept
has been known and widely utilized since
first being proposed in 1922 (1). Since that
time PLLs have been used in instrumentation, space telemetry, and many other applications requiring a high degree of noise
immunity and narrow bandwidth. Techniques and systems involved in these applications frequently are quite complex,
requiring a high degree of sophistication.
Many of the PLL applications have been at
microwave frequencies and employ complex phase shifters, signal splitters, modulation, and demodulation schemes such as
biphase and quadraphase. Because of the
high frequencies involved in microwave applications, most all components 01 these
PLL systems are made from discrete as opposed to integrated circuits. However in
other communication system applications
such as FSK and FM and AM demodulation
where frequencies are below approximately
100MHz, monolithic PLLs have found wide
application because of their low cost versus high performance.

To better visualize the frequency and phase
relationships in a PLL, consider the mechanical system shown in Figure 1.2 which
is a dual to the electronic PLL. This mechanical system has two identical, heavy
disks with two separate center shafts attached to each disk. Each shaft is presumed to be mounted on a bearing that
allows each massive disk to be rotated in
either direction when some external force is
applied. The shafts are coupled together by
a spring whose end pOints are fixed to each
shaft. This spring can be twisted in either
direction depending upon the relative positions of the shafts. The spring cannot "kink
up" due to the shafts passing through the
center of the spring.
Now suppose the sequence of events
shown in Figure 1.3 occurs to the mechanical system. The disks are simply represented like clock faces with positional
reference markers. Initially both disks are
stationary in a neutral position. Then the left
disk, or input, is advanced slowly clockwise
through an angle 91 from the neutral position. The right disk, or output, initially
doesn't move as the spring begins to tighten. As the input continues to move and when
it reaches 92, the output disk just begins to
turn and tracks the input with a positional
phase shift error of

A block diagram representation of a PLL is
shown in Figure 1.1. Phase locked loops
operate by producing an oscillator frequency to match the frequency of an input signal,
fi. In this locked condition, any slight
change in fi first appears as a change in
phase between fi and the oscillator frequency. This phase shift then acts as an error
signal to change the frequency of the local
PLL oscillator to match 'i. The locking onto
a phase relationship between fi and the local oscillator accounts lor the name phase
locked loop.

g e = 92·

(1.1)

At any point in time with both disks slowly
turning at the same speed, there will be
some inherent phase error between the
disks, or

This positional phase error in the mechanical system is analogous to the phase error
in the electronic PLL. When the input disk
coasts to a stop, the output also gradually
comes to a stop with a fixed phase error
equal to that in Equation 1.2, or
ge

= 95 -

96

= 93 -

94.

(1.3)

The spring has a residual stored twist in one
direction due to g e .
Now consider that the disks are first returned to their neutral positions. Then the input disk is instantaneously rotated through
an angle of 91 as shown in Figure 1.4. The
output disk can't respond instantaneously
because of its large mass. It doesn't move
instantaneously and the spring develops
considerable torque. Then as shown in the,
sequence of events in Figure 1.4, the output
disk begins accelerating after some delay
due to the large phase error. It swings past
the stopped position of the input disk due to
its momentum, reaches a peak overshoot,
and gradually oscillates about 91 with a
damped response, finally coming to rest
with some small residual phase error. The
input twist of 91 represents the application
of a step of position or phase to the system,
and the response of the output disk is typical for a second-order, under-damped system. This same type of second-order
behavior occurs in the PLL system for an instantaneous change of input phase.
As a final example, consider the events in
Figure 1.5 where both disks are rotating at
a constant rate. Applying a strobing light
(strobotac) simultaneously to both disks
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and adjusting its flashing rate to one flash
per disk rotation will cause the positional
markers to appear stationary. There will be
a constant phase error in this case just as
there was in Figure 1.3. Now suppose the
revolution rate of the input disk gradually iricreases by a small amount to a new rate.
The positional marker will appear to walk
around the disk. The output first senses the
increased rate of the input through an increase in the phase error. Then, after some
delay, the rate of the output gradually increases to track the input: Both positional
markers appear to be iNalking around each
disk at the same rate until the strobotac is
adjusted for the higher input and output
rate. Then the strobe light again freezes the
markers, producing a phase error at this
higher rate that is larger than before the input rate was increased. This gradual increase in the input rate to the mechanical
system simulates a ramp change in the input frequency to the PLL system. The responseto the output disk' simulates the
behavior of the oscillator in the PLL.

MECHANICAL ANALOG TO PLL

Figure 1.2
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If the rate of the input disk is alternately increased and decreased by some small
amount compared to the nominal revolution
rate, the positional markers will appear to
\I\f/ilk both clockwise and counter ·clockwise, momentarily appearing stationary
when the strobing light rate equals the disk
revolution rate. This "walking" represents a
changing phase error which is occurring at
the modulation rate. Thus the phase error
can be thought of as a useable demodulated output signal.

STOPPED WITH STORED
TWIST IN. SPRING.

The disk-spring mechanical system is a
helpful analog for visualizing frequency,
phase, transient, and steady-state responses in the electronic phase locked
loop system. In this example, the positions
of the disk marker and rotation rates are
analogous to phase and frequency in the
electronic PLL system. The spring acts as a
phase comparator to constantly sense the
relative positions or phases of the disks.
The torque developed in this spring acts as
the driving force or input signal to turn the
second disk.
Thus the spring torque simulates a voltage
which controls the rate or frequency of the
output disk or oscillator. Hence the second
disk is analogous to a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VeO). The large mass of the
disks together with their angular momentum
slows down the systems response time and
simulates a low-pass filter in the electronic
PLL system. This describes the lagging of
the veo free-running frequency to the input
signal in an analog phase locked loop.

P~as.

EXAMPLES OF PLL APPLICATIONS
Now consider the action of the voltage controlled oscillator. phase comparator and
low pass filter in the PLL. The veo gener;
ates a signal that is periodic. Normally. the
rate or frequency of the veo is primarily determined by the value of a capacitance connected to this oscillator. This action of
starting the veo running by itself is analogous to disconnecting the spring from one
of the shafts in the mechanical system and
starting the output disk rotating at a constant rate through some external means
such as a motor. In the PLL system this frequency is called the oscillator's free running frequency. (to'). because it occurs
when the system is unlocked and there is no
coupling between input and output frequencies. With the PLL. the veo frequency can
be shifted above and below fo' by applying
a voltage to the optional fine tune input.'
This signal generator property is just one of
the many uses of the PLL. SpeCifically with
integrated circuit· PLLs. frequency ranges
from less than 1.0Hz to more than 50MHz
can be produced just by selecting the right
value of capacitance from a chart on the
data sheet.

DISK SEQUENCE SHOWING OUTPUT
RESPONSE TO A SUDDEN POSITION INPUT
INPUT ACTION

NEUTRAL

INSTANTANEOUSLY
MOVEPTO B1
AND STOPPED

A shift up in frequency = "1" = Mark
A shift down in frequency = "0" = Space
If voice or music is applied to the veo instead of digital data. the oscillator's frequency will move or modulate with the voice
Or music. This is frequency modulation (FM)
and is Simply moving the frequency in relation to some input voltage which represents
intelligence. Of course as in the modem
case the process has to be reversed and
the PLL can do this also. The PLL is a complete working system that can be used to
·Some oscillators have. frequencies controlled by an input
current rather than a Yolta,ge and are referred to 8S current-controlled oscillators (CeO).
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Selecting fo' and then changing it by a control voltage makes the VCO well suited for
converting digital data that.is represented
by two different voltage levels into two different frequencies. A "1" voltage level can
be related to a frequency called a mark. and
an "0" level to a frequency called a space.
This technique called frequency shift keying. or (FSK). is typical of data being transmitted over telephone and radio links where
it is impractical to use dc voltage level
shifts. Essentially this is what a modem
(modulator-demodulator) does as it converts data to tones to go out of the system
into a transmission link. Then it reverses the
process and converts received tones to
.. 1.. ·.s and "O"'s at the receiver for the system to use. Sometimes confusion arises because different names are used for the
same thing. For example.

Locked Loops
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send and receive signals. In fact the PLL
can create the signal, or select a signal, decode it and reproduce it. Now let's look at
how this works.
The veo is connected to a section where
its frequency is put together with an incoming signal or signals. In a radio this is known
as a "mixer" where signals are mixed together. In a PLL it is usually called a Phase
Comparator. Other names for this function
are phase detector or multiplier - either
analog or digital. (Differences between analog and digital phase comparators will be
explained later in this chapter). The purpose of this phase comparator is to produce an output which represents how far
the veo frequency is from that of the incoming signal. Comparing these frequenciea and producing an error signal
proportional to their difference allows the
VCO frequency to shift from fo' and become
the same frequency as the input signal. This
is exactly what happens with the VCO frequency - first "capturing" the input frequency, and then locking onto it. A similar type
action can be visualized in the mechanical
system by having the coupling spring disconnected at one end with the two disks rotating at different rates. When their rotation
rates are approximately equal, the spring is
suddenly connected, and the output disk's
speed will graduaily become equal to and
track the inputs rate as in Figure 1.5.
When the VCO shifts frequency and locks
to the input, the signal frequency is duplicated. If the input signal contains statiC or
noise, the VCO output will be an exact reproduction of the signal frequency without
the static or noise. Thus the. PLL has accomplished signal reconditioning or reconstitution.
The error signal used to keep the VCO exactly synchronized with an incoming signal
can be amplified, filtered, and used to
"clock" the signal or give synchronizing information necessary to look at the signal.
For example, in some digital memories and
transmission systems, data are stored in a
code and looked at or strobed at a rate
which must be synchronized to the data.
This strobing may be at twice or one-half
the data rate. By setting fo' equal to twice
or one-half the data rate, the PI..L will lock
to the data and give an exact synchronized
clock. This shows another application of
the PLL for multiplying or dividing frequencies.
PLLs can separate a signal of one frequency from among many others as for example
is done in television and radio reception.
This selectivity or capture range is con-
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trolled in the PLL by the low-pass filter
(LPF) which allows the PLL to only see signals close to the frequency of interest. The
time constant of the LPF is set easily by the
selection of a resistor and capacitor network. This network determines how far
away In frequency an input signal can be
from fo' and still permit the PLL to respond
and capture. Once locking is activated, the
PLL system will continue to track the input
frequency unless the instantaneous phase
error exceeds the systems capability.
The error signal which drives the VCO and
keeps the system locked is a usable output.
In the FSK example the oscillator's frequency is shifted with each" 1" or "0" digital input. Converting these frequency shifts back
to the" 1" and "0" signals automatically occurs in a PLL because a mark input generates an error signal to move the VCO up to
that frequency. When the mark changes to
a space, the error signal jumps suddenly
down, forcing the VCO to follow. The error
signal then is exactly the data that generated the FSK signals. A PLL for FSK can convert data to tones for transmission to a
remote pOint. Then another PH can reconvert the data tones back to voltage levels,
al/ without tuned circuits.
The PLL system decodes FM signals in a
similar way. The frequency variations
caused by voltages from a microphone into
one VCO serve as the input signal to another PLL which reverses the action since
the error signal driving the second PLLs
VCO is exactly the same as the original microphone voltage.
Decoding of an amplitude modulated (AM)
input signal is another application of the
PLL. This application is more involved than
FM demodulation because a phase shift
network, a second phase comparator, and
another low-pass filter are required. This
application is discussed in detail later in
Chapters 4 and 5. However, it should be
pointed out that AM demodulation with PLLs
offers improved system linearity than the
more commonly employed technique of non. linear diode detection. Tone decoding is a
special case of AM demodulation. When
performed with PLLs, the second phase
comparator is called a quadrature phase
detector (QPD). The QPDproduces a maximum output error voltage whenever the input and oscillator frequencies are locked to
the free-running frequency, fo', unlike the
regular phase comparator which has a
nominal zero error voltage under this same
condition.
These application examples show that with
the PLL is a system that can:

9jgDOliG9

1
2
3
4
5

Generate a signal
Modulate a signal (encode)
Select a signal from among many
Demodulate (decode) .
Recreate (recollstltute) a signal frequency with reduced noise
6 Multiply and divide frequency

TYPES OF PLLS
Generally speaking the monolithic PLLs can
be classified into twogrolips - digital and
analog. While both perform as PLLs, the
digital circuits are more suitable for synchronization·of digital signals, clock recovery from encoded digital data streams, and
other digital applicafions. Analog monolithic PLLs are used quite extensively in communication systems since they maintain
linear relationships between input and output quantities.
The phase comparator is perhaps the most
important part of the PLL system since it is
here that the input and VCO frequencies are
simultaneously compared. Some digital
PLLs employ a two-input exclusive-Or gate
as the phase comparator. When the digital
loop is locked to. fo', there is an inherent
phase error of 90· that is represented by
asymmetry in the output waveform. Also the
phase comparators output has a frequency
component of twice the reference frequency. Because of the large lOgic voltage
swings in digital systems, extensive filtering
must be performed to remove the harmonic
frequencies. For this reason, other types of
digital phase comparators achieve locking
by synchronizing the "edges" of the input
and VCO frequency waveshapes. The
phase comparator produces an error voltage that is proportional to the time difference between the edges, i.e., the phase
error. This edge-triggering technique for the
phase comparator produces lower output
noise than with the Exclusive-Or approach.
However time jitter on the input and VCO
frequencies is translated into phase error
jitter that may require additional filtering
within the loop.
Triggering on the edges of digital signals
means that only frequency (or period) is important and not duty cycle. This is a key
consideration in PLL applications utilizing
-counters where waveshapes usually aren't
symmetrical, i.e., 50% duty cycle. For the
TTL family, it is easier to provide the edge
matching function on the falling edges ("1"
to "0") transition'of the waveform. CMOS,
12L, and ECL are better suited for leading
edge triggering ("0" to "1 ").
Analog PLLs utilize a phase comparator
which functions as a four-quadrant analog
multiplier to mix the input and VCO signals.
Since this mixing is true analog multiplica-
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tion, the phase comparators output is a
function of input and VCO signal amplitudes,
frequencies, phase relationships, and duty
cycles. The inherent linearity afforded by
this analog multiplication makes the monolithic analog Pll well suited for many general purpose and communication system
applications.
Another way of dfstinguishing between digital and analog phase comparators is by
thinking of the similarities and differences
between voltage comparators and operational amplifiers. Voltage comparators are
specially designed for digital applications
where response time between o.utput levels
has been minimized at the expense of system linearity. Feedback is seldom used to
maintain linear system relationships, with
the comparator normally running open loop.
Op amps, on the other hand, are designed
for a linear input-output relationship, with
negative feedback being employed to further improve the system linearity.

PLL TERMINOLOGY
The following is a brief glossary of frequently encountered terms in Pll literature.
Free-running Frequency (fo', wo').
Also called the center frequency, this is the
frequency at which the loop VCO operates
when not locked to an input signal. The
"prime" superscripts are used to distinguish the free-running frequency from fo and
Wo which are used for the general oscillator
frequency. (Many references use fo and Wo
for both the free-running and general oscillator frequency and leave the proper choice
for the reader to infer from the context). The

appropriate units for fo ' and wo' are Hz'and
radians per second respectively.
Lock Range (2 fl' 2Wl) .•
The range of frequencies over which the
loop will remain in lock. Normally the lock
range is centered at the free-running frequency unless there is some nonlinearity in
the system which limits the frequency deviation on one side of f o'. The deviations from
fo' are referred to as the Tracking Range or
Hold-in Range. (See Figure 1.6). The tracking range is therefore one-half of the lock
range.
Capture Range (2 fc, 2wC>.··
Although the loop will remain in lock
throughout its lock range, it may not be able
to acquire lock at the tracking range extremes because of the selectivity afforded
by the low-pass filter. The capture range
also is centered at fo ' with the equal deviations called the Lock-in or Pull-in Ranges.
The capture range can never exceed the
lock range.
Lock-up Time (tl) .•••
The transient time required for a free running loop to lock. This time depends principally upon the bandwidth selectivity
designed into the loop with the low-pass filter. The lock-up time is inversely proportional to the selectivity bandwidth. Also, lockup time exhibits a statistical spreading due
to random initial phase relationships between the input and oscillator phases.
Phase Comparator Conversion Gain (Kd)'
The conversion constant relating the phase
comparators output voltage to the phase
difference between input and VCO signals
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VCO Conversion Gain (Ko).
The conversion constant relating the oscillators frequency shift from f 0' to the applied
input voltage. Ko has units of radians per
second per volt (rad I sec Ivolt). Ko is a linear function of wo' and must be obtained using a formula or graph provided or
experimentally measured at the desired

we'·
Loop Gain (Kv)
The product of Kd, Ko , and the low-pass filters gain at dc. Kd is evaluated at the appropriate input signal level and Ko at the
appropriate wo'. Kv has units of (sec)-l.
Closed Loop Gain (ClG)
The output signal frequency and phase can
be determined from a product of the ClG
and the input signal where the ClG is given
by
Kv
(1.4)
ClG = l+Kv
Natural Frequency (wn).
The characteristic frequency of the loop,
determined mathematically by the final pole
positions in the complex plane or determined experimentally as the modulation frequency for which an underdamped loop
gives the maximum frequency deviation
from fo' and at which the phase error swing
is the greatest.
.

<no

Damping Factor
The standard damping constant .of a second
order feedback system. For the Pll, refers to the ability of the loop to respond
quickly to an input frequency step without
excessive overshoot.

r

Loop Noise Bandwidth (Bl).
A loop property relating wn and r which
describes the effective bandwidth of the
received signal. Noise and signal components outside this bandwidth are greatly attenuated.

LOCK RANGE

I

when the loop is locked. At low input signal
levels, Kd is also a function of signal amplitude. Kd has units of volts per radian
(V Irad).
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INTRODUCTION
The phase locked loop is a feedback system comprised of a phase comparator, a
low pass filter and an error amplifier in the
forward signal path and a voltage-controlled .oscillator (VeO) in the feedback
path. The block diagram of a basic PLL system is shown in Figure 2.1. Detailed analysis of the PLL as a feedback control system
is discussed extensively in the literature (28). Perhaps the single most important point
to realize when designing with the PLL is
that it is a feedback system and, hence, is
characterized mathematically by the same
equations that apply to other, more conventional feedback systems. However, the parameters in the equations are somewhat
different since the feedback error signal in
the phase locked system is a phase rather
than a current or voltage signal, as is usually the case in conventional feedback systems.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP OPERATION
The basic principle of the PLL operation
can be briefly explained as follows:
With no signal input applied to the system,
the veo control voltage Vd(t) is equal to
zero. The veo operates at a set frequency,
fo' (or the equivalent radian frequencywo')
which is known as the free-running frequency. When an input signal is applied to the
system, the phase comparator compares
the phase and the frequency of the input
with the veo frequency and generates an
error voltage Ve(t) that is related to the
phase and the frequency difference between the two signals. This error voltage is
then filtered, amplified, and applied to the
control terminal of the veo. In this manner,
the control voltage Vd(t) forces the veo
frequency to vary in a direction that reduces
tile frequency difference between Wo and
the input signal. If the input frequency wi is
sufficiently close to wo, the feedback nature of the PLL causes the veo to synchronize or lock with the incoming signal. Once
in lock, the veo frequency is identical to
the input signal except for a finite phase difference.
This net phase difference of 0 e where
(2.1)
is necessary to generate the corrective error voltage Vd to shift the veo frequency
from its free-running value to the input signal
frequency wi and, thus, keep the PLL in
lock. This self-correcting ability of the system also allows the PLL to track the frequency changes of the input signal once it is
locked. The range of frequencies over
which the PLL can maintain lock with an input signal is defined as the "lock range" of
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP
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Figure 2_1
the system. The band of frequencies over
which the PLL can acquire lock with an incoming signal is known as the "capture
range" of the system and is never greater
than the lock range.
Another means of describing the operation
of the PLL is to observe that the phase
comparator is in actuality a multiplier circuit
that mixes the input signal with the veo signal. This mix produces the sum and difference frequencies wi ± Wo shown in Figure
2.1. When the loop is in lock, the veo duplicates the input frequency so that the difference frequency component (wi - wo) is zero;
hence, the output of the phase comparator
contains only a dc component. The low
pass filter removes the sum frequency component (wi + wo) but passes the dc component which is then amplified and fed back to
the veo. Notice that when the loop is in
lock, the difference frequency component is
always dc, so the lock range is independent
of the band edge of the low pass filter.

LOCK AND CAPTURE
Consider now the case where the loop is
not yet in lock. The phase comparator again
mixes the input and veo signals to produce
sum and difference frequency components.
However, the difference component may fall
outside the band edge of the low pass filter
and be removed along with the sum frequency component. If this is the case, no information is transmitted around the loop and
the veo remains at its initial free-running
frequency. As the input frequency approaches that of the veo, the frequency of
the difference component decreases and
approaches the band edge of the low pass
filter. Now some of the difference component is passed, which tends to drive the
veo towards the frequency of the input signal. This, in turn, decreases the frequency
of the difference component and allows
more information to be transmitted through
the low pass filter to the veo. This is es-
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sentially a positive feedback mechanism
which causes the veo to snap into lock
with the input signal. With this mechanism in
mind, the term "capture range" can again
be defined as the frequency range centered
about the veo initial free-running frequency
over which the loop can acquire lock with
the input signal. The capture range is a
measure of how close the input signal must
be in frequency to that of the veo to acquire lock. The "capture range" can assume
any value within the lock range and depends primarily upon the band edge of the
low pass filter together with the closed loop
gain of the system. It is this signal capturing
phenomenon which gives the loop its frequency selective properties.
It is important to distinguish the "capture
range" from the "lock range" which can,
again, be defined as the frequency range
usually centered about the veo initial freerunning frequency over which the loop can
track the input signal once lock has been
achieved.
When the loop is in lock, the difference frequency component at the output of the
phase comparator (error voltage) is dc and
will always be passed by the low pass filter.
Thus, the lock range is limited by the range
of error voltage that can be generated and
the corresponding veo frequency deviation
produced. The lock range is essentially a
dc parameter and is not affected by the
band edge of the low pass filter.

THE CAPTURE TRANSIENT
The capture process is highly complex and
does not lend itself to simple mathematical
analysis. However, a qualitative description
of the capture mechanism may be given as
follows. Since frequency is the time derivative of phase, the frequency and the phase
errors in the loop can be related as
~w=

dEle

~

(2.2)
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ASYNCHRONOUS ERROR BEAT FREQUENCY
DURING THE CAPTURE PROCESS:

and the error voltage becomes a rapidly
varying function of time. Under this condition the beat note waveform no longer looks
sinusoidal; it looks like a series of aperiodic
cusps, depicted schematically in Figure
2.2(a). Because of its asymmetry, the beat
note waveform contains a finite dc component that pushes the average value of the
veo toward Wi, and lock is established.
When the system is in lock, ~w is equal to
zero and only a steady-state dc error voltage remains.
Figure 2.2(b) displays an oscillogram of the
loop error voltage Vd(t) in', an actual PLL
system during the capture process. Note
that as lock is approached, ~w is reduced,
the low pass filter attenuation becomes
less, and the amplitude of the beat note increases.

(A) VCO CONTROL VOLTAGE VARIATION
DURING CAPTURE TRANSIENT
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(B) OSCILLOGRAM SHOWING A CAPTURE PROCESS
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The total time taken by the PLL to establish
lock is called the pull-in time. Pull-in time
depends on the, initial frequency and phase
differences between the two signals as well
as on the overall loop gain and the low pass
filter bandwidth; Under certain conditions,
the pull-in time may be shorter than the period of the beat note and the loop can lock
without an oscillatory error transient.
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A specific case to illustrate this is shown in
Figure 2.3. The 565 PLL is shown acquiring
lock within the first cycle of the input signal.
The PLL was able to capture in this short
time because it was operated as a first order loop (no low pass filter) and the input
tone-burst frequency was within its lock and
capture range.

Figure 2.2

EXHIBITED BY FIRST ORDER LOOP
FAST CAPTURE TRANSIENT

EFFECT OF THE LOW
PASS FILTER
In the operation of the loop, the low pass
filter serves a dual function:

Figure 2.3
where ~w is the instantaneous frequency
separation between the signal and veo fre·
quencies and Se is the phase difference between the input signal and veo signals.
If the feedback loop of the PLL were
opened between the low pass filter and the
veo control input, then for a given condition
of Wo and wi the phase comparator output
would be a sinusoidal beat note at a fixed
frequency ~w. If wi and Wo were sufficiently
close in frequency, this beat note would appear at the filter output with negligible attenuation.

Now suppose that the feedback loop is
closed by connecting the low pass filter output to the veo control terminal. The veo
frequency will be modulated by the beat
note. When this happens, ~w itself will become a function of time. If during this modulation process, the veo frequency moves
closer to Wi (I.e., decreasing ~w), then
dee decreases and the output of the
dl

phase comparator becomes a slowly varying function of time. Simiiarly, if the veo is
modulated away from Wi,

de
----cF-

S!!)notics

increases

First, by attenuating the high frequency er,
ror components at the output of the phase
comparator, it enhances the interferencerejection characteristics; second, it provides a short-term memory for the PLL and
ensures a rapid recapture of the signal if
the system is thrown oul. of lock due to a
noise transient. Decreasing the low pass filter bandwidth has the following effects on
system performance:
a The capture process becomes slower,
and the pull-in time increases.
b The capture range decreases.
c Interference-rejection properties of the
PLL improve since the error' voltage
caused by an interfering frequency is attenuated further by the low pass filter.
d The transient response of the loop (the
response of the PLL to sudden changes
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of the input frequency within the capture
range) becomes underdamped.

LINEAR MODEL OF PLL SYSTEM

The last effect also produces a practical
limitation on the low pass loop filter bandwidth and roll-off characteristics from a stability standpoint. These points will be
explained further in the iollowing analysis.

MATHEMATICALLY DEFINING PLL
OPERATION
As mentioned previously, the phase comparator is basically an analog multiplier that
forms the product of an RF input signal,
viet), and the output signal, vo(t), from the
veo. Refer to Figure 2.1 and assume that
the two signals to be multiplied can be described by

Figure 2.4

i

MEASUREMENT SCHEME FOR Kd AND Ko DETERMINATIONS
+Vcc

- 'B'AS

---A./V'v---

BIAS AND
GAIN SET

Pll
UNDER

vo(t) = Vo sin (wot

TEST

(2.3)

viet) = Vi sin Wit

+ 0 e)

LOW PASS

(2.4)

FILTER

where Wi, wO ' and 0 e are the frequency and
phase difference (or phase error) characteristics of interest. The product of these
two signals is an output voltage given by
ve(t)

= K1ViVo(sin Wit) [sin (wot + 0 el l]
Figure 2.5

(2.5)
where K 1 is an appropriate dimensional
constant. Note that the amplitude of ve(t) is
directly proportional to the amplitude of the
input signal Vi. The two cases of an unlocked loop (Wi '1= wo) and of a locked loop
(Wi = wo) are now considered separately.
Unlocked State (Wi '1= wo)
When the two frequencies to the phase
comparator are not synchronized, the loop
is not locked. Furthermore the phase angle
difference 0 e in Equations 2.4 and 2.5 is
meaningless for this case since it can be
eliminated by appropriately choosing the
time origin.
Using trigonometric identities, Equation 2.5
can be rewritten as
K1ViVo
(
)
ve ( t ) ~ - 2 - - [cos Wi - Wo t
- COS(wi

+ wo)t]

(2.6)

When ve(t) is passed through the low pass
filter, F(s), the sum frequency component is
removed, leaving
Vf(t)

= K2ViVoCOS (Wi -

wo)t

(2.7)

where K2 is a constant. After amplification,
the control voltage for the veo appears as
vd(t) = AK2ViVoCOS (Wi - wo)t

(2.8)

This equation shows that a beat frequency
effect is established between Wi and wo,
causing the veos frequency to deviate by
± Aw from wo' in proportion to the signal
amplitude (AK2ViVo) passing through the
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Vo

FREE- RUNNING
FREQUENCY SET

filter. If the amplitude of Vi is sufficiently
large and if signal limiting or saturation
does not occur, the veo output frequency
will be shifted from wo' by some Aw until
lock is established where
Wi = Wo = wo' ± ~w

After amplification the dc voltage driving
the veo and maintaining lock within the
loop is
(2.12)

(2.9)

If lock cannot be established, then either Vi
is too small to drive the veo to produce the
necessary ± Aw deviation or Wi is beyonq
the dynamic range of the veo, i.e., wi~WO
± Llw. Remedies for these no lock conditions are:
Increase Vi either internally or externally
to the loop by providing additional amplification.
2 Increase the internal loop gain by adjusting upward (larger -3dB frequency) the
response of the low· pass filter.
3 Shift wo' closer to the expected Wi. Establishing frequency lock leads to the
second case where Wi = woo
Locked State (Wi = wo)
When Wi and Wo are frequency synchronized, the output signal from the phase
comparator for Wi = wo= wand a phase
shift of 0 e is
ve(t) '" K 1ViVo(sin wt) (sin wt + 0 e )
=K1 ViVo [cos 0 e - cos (2wt + 0 e)]
2
(2.10)
The low pass filter removes the high frequency, ac component of ve(t), leaving only
the dc component. Thus,

Ii!!lDl!tiCli

(2.11 )

Suppose Wi and Wo are perfectly synchronized to the free-running frequency wo'. For
this case, Vo will be zero, indicating that 0 e
must be ± 90°. Thus Vo is proportional to
the phase difference or phase error between 0i and 0 0 centered about a reference
phase angle of ± 90° . If Wi changes slightly
from wo', the first effect will be a change in
0 e from ± 90°. Vo will adjust and settle out
to some nonzero value to correct wo: under
this condition frequency lock is maintained
with Wi = w00 The phase error will be shifted
by some amount A0 from the reference
phase angle of ± 90°. This concept can be
simplified by redefining 0 e as
0 e = 0 r ±A0

(2_ 13)

where 0 r is the inherent, reference phase
shift of ± 90° and A0 is the departure from
this reference value. Now th.e VCO control
voltage becomes
Vo = AK2ViVo cos (B r ±A0)
= ±AK2ViVosinA0

(2.14)

Since the sine function is odd, a momentary
change in A0 contains information about
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which way to adjust the VCO frequency to
correct and maintain the locked condition.
The maximum range over which Ll0 changes
can be tracked is -90 0 to +90 0 • This corresponds to a 0 e range from 0 to 180 0 •
In addition to being an error signal, Vo represents the demodulated output of an FM
input applied as vinet) assuming a linear
VCO characteristic. Thus FM demodulation
can be accomplished with the PLL without
the inductively tuned circuits that are employed with conventional detectors.

2

3

4

DETERMINING PLL
MODEL PARAMETERS
Since the PLL is basically an electronic servo loop, many of the analytical techniques
developed for control systems are applicable to phase locked systems. Whenever
phase lock is established between viet) and
vo(t) the linear model of Figure 2.4 can be
used to predict the performance of the PLi_
system. Here 0i and 0 0 represent the phase
angles associated with the input and output
waveshapes respectively; F(s) represents
a generalized voltage transfer function for
the low pass filter in the s complex frequency domain; and Kd and Ko are conversion
gains of the phase comparator and VCO respectively, each having units as shown. The
11 s term associated with the VCO accounts for the inherent 90 0 phase shift in
the loop since the VCO converts a voltage
to a frequency and since phase is the integral of frequency. Thus the VCO functions
as an integrator in the feedback loop.
Specific values of Kd and Ko for all of Signetics general purpose PLLs can be found
in Chapter 4 in the sections describing the
particular loop of interest. However, sometimes it may be deSired to determine these
conversion gains exactly for a specific device. The measurement scheme shown in
Figure 2.5 can be used to determine Kd and
Ko for a loop under lock. The function of the
Khron-Hite filters is to extract the fundamental sinusoidal frequency component of
their square wave inputs for application to
the Gain-Phase Meter. If the input signal
from the Function Generator is sinusoidal,
then the first Khron-Hite filter may be eliminated. It is recommended to use high impedance oscilloscope probes so as to not
distort the input or VCO waveshapes, thereby potentially altering their phase relationships. The frequency counter can be driven
from the scope as shown, or connected directly to the input or VCO provided its input
impedance is large.
The procedure to follow for obtaining Kd
and Ko is as follows:
1 Established the desired external bias

5

6

7

8

and gain conditions for the PLL under
test.
With the Function Generator turned off,
set the free-running frequency of the loop
via the timing capacitor and timing resistor if appropriate. Monitor fo' with the
Frequency Counter.
Turn on the Function Generator and
check to make sure the amplitude of the
input signal is appropriate for the particular loop under test.
Adjust the input frequency for lock. Lock
is discernable on a dual-trace scope
when the input and VCO waveforms are
synchronized and stationary with respect
to each other. One should be especially
careful to check that locking has not occurred between the VCO and some harmonic frequency. Carefully inspect both
waveshapes, making sure each has the
same period. (If a second Frequency
Counter is available, an alternate scheme
can be used to confirm frequency locking.
One frequency counter is used to monitor
the input signal frequency, and the second counter is used for the VCO frequency_ When the two counters display the
same frequency, the PLL is locked).
Set the input frequency to the free-running frequency and note the Gain-Phase
Meter display. It should be approximately
90 0 , ± 10 0 nominally. Record the phase
error, 0 e , the VCO control voltage, VO,
and the input frequency, fi.
Adjust fi for frequencies above and below
fo' and record 0 e and Vo for each fi as
appropriate.
Making a plot of Vo versus 0 e is useful
for checking the measurement data and
the systems linearity. The slope of this
plot (LlVO 1Ll0 e ) is Kd in units of volts 1degree. Multiplying this slope by 180111'
gives the desired Kd in volts/radian.
A plot of fi = fo versus Vo while the loop
remains locked will check the VCO linearity. The slope of this plot is Ko at the
particular free-running frequency. The
units of slope taken directly from the
graph are Hz/volt. Multiplying this slope
figure by 211' gives the desired Ko in units
of radians/volt-sec.

Kd is generally constant over wide frequency ranges, but is linearily related to the input signal amplitude. Ko is constant with
input signal level but does vary linearily with
f o'. Often it is convenient to specify a normalized Ko as
Ko(norm) = Ko

radians
(2.15)
volt
The Ko value at any desired free-running
frequency then can be estimated as
Ko (@ any fo') = Ko(norm) fo'
(2.16)
The loop gain for the PLL system is
~

segnlJtics

(2.17)
(Often when the gain A is due to an amplifier
internal to the IC, A will be included in either
Kd or Ko. This is further illustrated in Chapter 4 for the 565 PLL).

MODELING THE PLL SYSTEM WITH
VARIOUS LOW PASS FILTERS
The open loop transfer function for the PLL
is
T(s) = KvF(s)
(2.18)

s

Using linear feedback analysis techniques,
the closed loop transfer characteristics
H(s) can be related to the open loop performance as

=--

H(s) = -.'T",(sFT)
(2.19)
HT(s)
and the roots of the characteristic system
polynominal can be readily determined by
root-locus techniques.
From these equations, it is apparent that
the transient performance and frequency
response of the loop is heavily dependent
upon the choice of filter and its corresponding transfer characteristic, F(s).

Zero Order Filter - F(s) :;:: 1
The simplest case is that of the first order
loop where F(s) = 1 (no filter). The closed
loop transfer function then becomes
Kv
T(s) = s + Kv
(2.20)
This transfer function gives the root locus
as a function of the total loop gain Kv and
the corresponding frequency response
shown in Figure 2.6(a). The open loop pole
at the origin is due to the integrating action
of the VCO. Note that the frequency response is actually the amplitude of the difference frequency component versus
modulating frequency when the PLL is used
to track a frequency modulated input signal.
Since there is no low pass filter in this case,
sum frequency components are also present at the .phase comparator output and
must be filtered outside of the loop if the difference frequency component (demodulated FM) is to be measured.

First Order Filter
With the addition of a single pole low pass
filter F(s) of the form
1
F(s) = HT1s
(2.21)
where T 1 = R 1C 1, the PLL becomes a second order system with the root locus shown
in Figure 2.6(b). Again an open loop pole is
located at the origin because of the integrating action of the VCO. Another open
loop pole is positioned on the real axis at
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-1 / T 1 where T 1 is the time constant of the
low pass filter.
One can make the following observations
from the root locus characteristics of Figure 2.6(b):
a As the loop gain Kv increases for a given
choice of Tl, the imaginary part of the
closed loop poles increase; thus, the natural frequency of the loop increases and
the loop becomes more and more underdamped.
b If the filter time constant is increased, the
real part of the closed loop poles becomes smaller and the loop damping is
reduced.
As in any practical feedback system, excess shifts or non-dominant poles associated with the blocks within the PLL can cause
the root loci to bend toward the right half
plane as shown by the dashed line in Figure
2.6(b). This is likely to happen if either the
loop gain or the filter time constant is too
large and may cause the loop to break into
sustained oscillations.

First Order Lag-Lead Filter
The stability problem can be eliminated by
using a lag-lead type of filter, as indicated
in Figure 2.6(c). This type of a filter has the
transfer function
F(s) =
1

1 + T2 s
+ (T1 + T2}S

(2.22)

where T2 = R2C and T1 = RIC. By proper
choice of R2, this type of filter confines the
root locus to the left-half plane and ensures
stability. The lag-lead filter gives a frequency response dependent on the damping,
which can now be controlled by the proper
adjustment of T1 and T2. In practice, this
type of filter is important because it allows
the loop to be used with a response between that of the first and second order
loops and it provides an additional control
over the loop transient response. If R2 = 0,
the loop behaves as a second order loop
and as R2 ~ 00, the loop behaves as a first
order loop due to a pole-zero cancellation.
However, as first-order operation is approached, the noise bandwidth increases
and interference rejection decreases since
the high frequency error components in the
loop are now attenuated to a lesserdegree.

Second and Higher Order Filters
Second and higher order filters as well as
active filters occasionally are designed and
incorporated within the PLL to achieve a
particular response not possible or easily
obtained with zero or first order filters.
Chapters 4 and 5 contain several applica~
tions of these approaches. Adding more
poles and more gain to the closed loop
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transfer function reduces the inherent stability of the loop. Thus the designer must
exercise extreme care and utilize complex
stability analysis if second order (and higher) filters or active filters are to be considered.

CALCULATING LOCK.AND
CAPTURE RANGES
In terms of the basic gain expression in the
system, the lock range· of the PLL WL can be
shown to be numerically equal to the dc
loop gain
(2.23)
where F(O) is the value of the low pass filters transfer function at dc.
Since the capture range wc denotes a transient condition, it is not as readily derived
as the lock range. However, an approximate expression for the capture range can
be written as
2wC = 47rfC "'" 2Kv IF(jwc>1

(2.24)

where F(jwC) is the magnitude of the low
pass filters transfer function evaluated at
wc. Solution of Equation 2.24 frequently involves a "trial and error" process since the
capture range is a function of itself. Note
that at all times the capture range is smaller
than the lock range.
For the simple first-order lag filter of Figure
2.6 (b) the capture range can be approximated as
L = 2 ~v
2we "" 2 -T1. TlThis approximation is valid for
1
Tl»
2wL

gf-

(2.25)

2we = w3 - w1

(2.27)

2WL = W2 - w4

(2.28)

and
Note that, as indicated by the transfer characteristics of Figure 2.7, the PLL system
has an inherent selectivity about the freerunning frequency, wo' . It will respond only
to the input signal frequencies that are separated from wo' by less than we or wL, depending on whether the loop starts with or
without an initial lock condition. The linearity of the frequency-to-voltage conversion
characteristics for the PLL is determined
solely by the veo conversion gain. Therefore, in most PLL applications, the VCO is
required to have a highly linear voltage-tofrequency transfer characteristic.

DETERMINING LOOP RESPONSE
The transient response of a PLL can be calculated using the model of Figure 2.4 and
Equations 2.18 and 2.19 as starting points.
Combining these equations gives
H( ) =
s

8 0 (s)

KvF(s)
(2 29)
s + KvF(s}
.
The phase error which keeps the system in
lock is
8 e (s) = 8i(S) - 8 0 (s)
(2.30)

e;rs>

Define a phase error transfer function
(2.26)

Equations 2.23 and 2.24 show that the capture range increases as the low pass filter
time constant is decreased, whereas the
lock range is unaffected by the filter and is
determined solely .by the loop gain.
Figure 2.7 shows the typical frequency-tovoltage transfer characteristics of the PLL.
The input is assumed to be a sine wave
whose frequency is swept slowly over a
broad frequency range. The vertical scale
is the corresponding loop error voltage. In
Figure 2.7(a), the input frequency is being
gradually increased. The loop does not respond to the signal until it reaches a frequency wI, corresponding to the lower
edge of the capture range. Then, the loop
suddenly locks on the input and causes a
negative jump of the loop error Voltage.
Next, V d varies with frequency with a slope
equal to the reciprocal of veo conversion
gain (1 / Ko) and goes through zero as wi=
wo'. The loop tracks the input until the input
frequency reaches W2, corresponding to

!ii!)notiG!i

the upper edge of the lock range. The PLL
then loses lock and the error voltage drops
to zero. If the input frequency is swept slowly back, the cycle repeats itself, but is inverted, as shown in Figure 2.7(b). The loop
recaptures the signal at w3 and tracks it
down to w4. The total capture and lock
ranges of the system are:

E(s) =

8 e (s) = 1 -

e;rs>

8 0 (s) = 1 - H(s)

e;rs>

(2.31)
As an example of the utilization of these
equations, consider the most common case
of a loop employing a simple first-order lag
filter where
F(s) (2.32)

-

1

+ STl

For this filter, Equations 2.29 and 2.31 become
Kv/ T l
H(s) =
(2.33)
s2 + SITI + KvlTl
E(s) =

s(s
s2

+ l1T1)

+ slTI + KvlTI

(2.34)

Both equations are second order and have
the same denominator which can be expressed as
D(s) = s2 + slTI + KvlTI =
(2.35)
s2 + 2jwns + wn 2
where wn and j are respectively the systems undamped natural frequency and
damping factor defined as
( 2.36)
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! =

2JKv'Tl

wn
2Kv

(2.37)

The system is considered overdamped for
< 1.0, and critically damped = 1.0.

r

r

Now examine this PLL systems response to
various types of inputs.

Step of Phase Input
Consider a unit step of phase as the input
signal. This input is shown in Figure 2.8 and
can be thought of as simply shifting the time
axis by a unit step (one radian or one de-

gree depending upon the' working units)
while maintaining the· same input frequency.
Mathematically this input has the form
9i(S) = _1_

(2.38)

s

The phase of VCO output and the systems
phase error are represented by
H(s)
wn 2
9 0 (s) =-s- = s (s2 + 2!wn s + wn 2) (2.39)
E(s)

g e(s) =

~. =

+ 2!wn
s2 + 2!wns + wn2
s

GillDl!tiCG

(2.40)

Taking the inverse Laplace transform gives
the transient response for these phase ex·
pressions.
_ w t .
9 (t) = 1 + ~Sln (wn t Jl - !2 + it)
.~

0,

(2.41)

\/1 - "

where

r*

it = arc tan

and
1.
e-!Wnt
g e(t) = ' - - - .

~1

-!2

J1- -!2
-!

sin (wnt ~

(2.42)

+ it)
(2.43)
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TYPICAL PLL FREQUENCY-TO-VOLTAGE
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

The transient time expression for the
phase change is
j':

9 0 (t) =

(A) INPUT FREQUENCY INCREASING

t--

v.

WL

sin ("'nl 1./1 - f2
forr;>1.

SWEEP

LOCK RANGE
2wL - - - . - /

t-----

I
(B) DECREASING INPUT FREQUENCY
I
CAPTURE RANGE
v.

+~
o

2wC

+ 2'IT)

(2.51)

e-rwnl
= 1 + . r.---:::;; sin (wn! 1./1 - f2 + 'IT)
VI - f2
(2.52)
forr;> 1.

Thus

----t

Wo (I)

:I

INCREASING
FREQUENCY

w4

DIRECf-T-IO-N.O-FT-------::.!'--...L--....- - - - -

-

Unit Ramp of Frequency Input

SWEEP

This form of input signal represents sweeping the input frequency at a constant rate
and direction as shown in Figure 2.11. The
amplitude and phase of the input remain
constant; the input frequency changes linearly with time. Since the input signal to the
PLL model is a phase, a unit ramp of frequency appears as a phase acceleration
type input that can be mathematically de-

Figure 2.7

INPUT SIGNAL REPRESENTING A UNIT STEP OF
PHASE AT CONSTANT FREQUENCY
INPUT
VOLTAGE

"'n 1 -f2

The time expression for the veo frequency
change for a unit step of frequency input is
Ihe same as the time response veo phase
change due to a step of phase input (Equation 2.41), or
wO(O for frequency step input = 9 0 (t)
for
phase
step input

INCREASING
FREQUENCY

t-

~ + e-~
n

-I

~~ DIREC~F
'"'I
..

t-

veo

t

scribed as

SiCS) = :3

(2.53)

('jet)

The veo output phase change is
w2

Figure 2.8
When

t=

1, these phase responses are

0 0 (t) = 1 - (1 - "'nt)e-"'nt

(2.44)

and
(2.45)
Figure 2.9 is a plot of the veo phase response and the phase error transient for
various damping factors. Note from this figure that an under-damped system has overshoot which can cause the loop to break
lock if this overshoot is too large. The critical condition for maintaining lock is to keep
the phase error within the dynamic range for
the phase comparator of -7(12 to 1r 12 radians. For the under-damped case, the
peak phase-error overshoot is

/Vl - f2

g e(max) = e -r1r

(2.46)

which must be less than 1r 12 to maintain
lock. Lock can also be broken for the overdamped and critically-damped loops if the
input phase shift is too large where the
phase error exceeds ±1r12 radians.
The analysis and equations given are based
upon the small-signal model of Figure 2.4. If
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the signal amplitudes become too large,
one or more functional blocks in the system
can saturate, causing a slew-rate type limiting action that may break lock.

9 (s)=
n
(254)
o
I s3 (s2 + 2rwns + "'n2)
.
The time expression for the veo phase
change is
t2
2fl
2r [
0 0 (1) = -2 - ---' T - 2 2l"C 1 - "'n2) +
Wn
wn
(

1 - 4f2wn2

+ 4f2wn4

1 - f2

\*xe-rwntsin(wnt

J

The transient change in the veo frequency
due to the unit step of phase input can be
found by taking the time derivative of Equation 2.41 or alternatively by finding the inverse Laplace transform of
"'n 2 + 2 (2.47)
"'o(s) s90 (s)
2 + 2'"

where 'IT' = arc Ian

which is

PLL BUILDING BLOCKS

=

"'o(t) =

=s

''''nS

r:--;;)

f2
(2.48)

Unit Step of Frequency Input
This type of input occurs when the input frequency is instantaneously changed from
one frequency to another as is done in FSK
and modem applications. For this input as
shown in Figure 2.10,
9i(S) =

1
52

(2.55)
1./1 - f2

l"C1 - 2"'n2)
and 'IT is given in Equation 2.42.

+ 'IT

"'n

-===::::::-'
-- sin "'nt .VI V1 - f2
"'ne-r"'nt

V1- f2 +'IT')]

(2.49)

The veo output phase is
2
9 (s) =
"'n
(2.50)
o
s2(s2 + 2rwns + wn2)

veo
Since three different forms of veo have
been used in the signetics PLL series, the
veo details will not be discussed until the
individual loops are described in Chapter 4.
However, a few general comments about
veos are in order.
When the PLL is locked to a signal, the veo
voltage is a function of the frequency of the
input signal. Since the veo control voltage
is the demodulated output during FM demodulation, it is important that the veo
voltage-to-frequ!lncy characteristic be lin-
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ear so that the output is not distorted. Over
the linear range of the VCO, the conversion
gain is given by KO (in radian Ivolt-sec)

t.wo

ko = t.Vd

(2.56)

Since the loop output voltage is the VCO
voltage, we can get the loop output voltage
as
t.Vd=

t.Wo

KO

(2.57)

The gain Ko can be found from the data
sheet or from the curves in Chapter 4 taking
the change in VCO control voltage for a given percentage frequency deviation and multiplying by the free-running frequency. When
the VCO voltage is changed, the frequency
change is virtually instantaneous.

Phase Comparator
All of Signetics analog phase locked loops
use the same form of phase comparator often called the doubly-balanced multiplier
or mixer. Such a circuit is shown in Figure
2.12.

The input stage formed by transistors 01
and 02 may be viewed as a differential amplifier which has an equivalent collector resistance Rc and whose differential gain at
balance is the ratio of Rc to the dynamic
emitter resistance, r e, of Oland 02.
RC
RC
0.026
RCIE
Ad =
= IE/2 = 0.052
(2.58)

Consider an input signal which consists of
two added components: a component at
frequency Wi which is close to the free-running frequency and a component at frequency Wk which may be at any frequency. The
input signal is
Vi(t) + Vk(t) = Visin(Wit + 0i) +

where IE is the total dc bias current for the
differential amplifier pair.

where Eli and Elk are the phase in relation to
the VCO signal. The unity square wave developed in the multiplier by the VCO signal
is
00
vo(t) =' \ ' __4__ sin [(2n+1)w o
L
7I"(2n+1)
n=o
(2.60)

fa

The switching stage formed by 03 - 06 is
switched on and off by the VCO square
wave. Since the collector current swing of
02 is the negative of the collector current
swing of 01, the switching action has the
effect of multiplying the differential stage
output first by + 1 and then by -1. That is,
when the base of 04 is positive, RC2 receives i1 and when the base of 06 is positive, RC2 receives i2 = -i1. Since the
circuit is called a multiplier, performing the
multiplication will gain further insight into
the action Of the phase comparator.

Vksin(Wkt + 0k)

(2.59)

t]

where Wo is the VCO frequency. Multiplying
the two terms, using the appropriate trigonometric relationships, and inserting the differential stage gain Ad gives:
2Ad
=--;r-

ve(t)
00

[L

(2~~1) cos[(2n+1)wot-wit- 0 i]

n=O

00

VCO PHASE AND LOOP PHASE ERROR TRANSIENT
RESPONSES FOR VARIOUS DAMPING FACTORS
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Assuming that temporarily Vk is zero, if W1
is close to wo, the first term (n = 0) has a
low frequency difference frequency component. This is the beat frequency component
that feeds around the loop and causes lock
up by modulating the VCO. As Wo is driven
closer to Wi, this difference component becomes lower and lower in frequency until Wo
= Wi and lock is achieved. The first term
then becomes

INPUT

(2.62)
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which is the usual phase comparator formula showing the dc component of the phase
comparator during lock. This component
must equal the voltage necessary to keep
the VCO at woo It is possible for Wo to equal
Wi momentarily during the lock up process
and. yet, for the phase to be incorrect so
that Wo passes through Wi without lock being achieved. This explains why lock is usually not achieved instantaneously, even
when Wi = Wo at t = O.

'*

If n
0 in the first term, the loop can lock
when Wi = (2n + 1) Wo, giving the dc phase
comparator component
2AdVi
Ve(l) = VE = ...(2n+ 1) cos 0i (2.63)
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since Wo - Wi is likewise attenuated) when
the low pass filter capacitor is large.

INTEGRATED PHASE COMPARATo.R CIRCUIT

+Vcc

+Vcc

t----OVd

veo
INPUT

Figure 2.12
showing that the loop can lock to odd harmonics of the free-running frequency_ The
(2n + 1) term in the denominator shows that
the phase comparators output is lower for
harmonic lock, which explains why the lock
range decreases as higher and. higher odd
harmonics are used to achieve lock.
Note also that the phase comparators output during lock is (assuming Ad is constant)
also a function of the input amplitude Vi.
Thus,for a given dc phase comparator output VE, an input amplitude decrease must
be accompanied by a phase change. Since
the loop can remain locked only for 8i between O.and 180·, the. lower Vi becomes,
the more the lock range is reduced.
Note from the second term that during lock
the lowest possible frequency is Wo + Wi =
2wi. A sum frequency component is always
present at the phase comparator output.
This comPonent is usually greatly attenuated by the low pass filter capacitor connect~
ed to the phase comparator output.
However, when rapid tracking is required
(as with high-speed FM detection or FSKfrequency shift keying), the requirement for
a relatively. high frequency cutoff in the low
pass filter may leave. this component unattenuated to the ~xtent t/lat it interferes with
detection. At the very least, additional filtering may be required to remove this component. Components caused by n#-O in the
second term are both attenuated and of
much higher frequency, so they may be neglected .

Suppose that other frequencies represented by Vk are present. What is their effect
for Vk #- 01
The third term shows that Vk introduces another difference frequency component. Obviously, if wk is close to wi, it csn interfere
with the locking process since it may form a
beat frequency of the same magnitude as
the desired locking beat frequency. However, suppose lock has been achieved so that
Wo = wi. In order for lock to be maintained,
the average phase comparator output must
be constant. If Wo = Wk is relatively low in
frequency, the phase 9i must change to
compensate for this beat frequency. Broadly speaking, any signal in addition to the signal to which the loop is locked causes a
phase variation. Usually this is negligible
since wk is often far removed from wi. However, it has been stated that the phase9i
can move only between 0 and 180· . Suppose the phase limit has been reached and
Vk appears. Since it cannot be compensated for, it will drive the loop out of lock. This
explains why extraneous signals can result
in a decrease in the lock range. If Vk is assumed to be an instantaneous noise component, the same effect occurs. When the full
swing of the loop is being utilized, noise will
decrease the lock or tracking range. This
effect can be reduced by decreasing the
cutoff frequency of the low pass filter so
that the Wo - wk is attenuated to a· greater
extent, which illustrates that noise immunity
and out-band frequency rejection is improved (at the expense of capture range

.... ,,
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The third term can have a dc component
when wk is an odd harmonic of the locked
frequency so that (2n+ 1) (wo- WI) is zero
and 9k makes its appearance. This will
have an effect on 81 which will change the
81 versus frequency WI. This is most noticeable when the waveform of the incoming
signal is, for example, a square wave. The
9k term will combine with the 8i term so that
the phase is a linear function of input frequency. Other waveforms will give different
phase versus frequency functions. When
the input amplitude Viis large and the loop
gain is large, the phase will be close to 90·
throughout the range of VCO swing, so this
effect is often unnoticed.
The fourth term is of little. consequence except that if wk approaches zero, the phase
comparator output will have a component at
the locked frequency Wo at the output. For
example, a de offset at the input differential
stage will appear as a square wave of fundamental Wo at the phase comparator output. This is usually small and well
attenuated by the low pass filter. Since
many out-band signals or noise components
may be present, many Vk terms may be
combining to· influence locking and phase
during lock. Fortunately, only those close to
the locked frequency need be considered.

Quadrature Phase Detector CQPD)
The quadrature phase detector action is exactly the same except that its output is proportional to the sine of the phase angle.
When the phase 8i is 90·, the quadrature
phase detector output is then at its maximum, which explains why it makes a useful
lock or amplitude detector. The output of
the quadrature phase detector is given by
Vq =

2AgVi
7r

.

SIO

Co

0i

(2.64)

where Vi is the constant or modulated AM
signal and 0i "'" 90· in most cases so that
sine 9i = 1 and
Vq -- 2AgVi
7r

(2.65)

This is the demodulation principle of the
autodyne receiver and the basis for the 567
tone decoder operation.
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INITIAL PLL SETUP CHOICES
In a given application, maximum PLL effectiveness can be achieved if the designer understands the tradeolls which can be
made. Generally speaking, the designer is
free to select the frequency, lock range,
capture range, and input amplitude.

FREE-RUNNING
FREQUENCY SELECTION
Setting the center or free-running frequency
is accomplished by selecting one or two external components. The center frequency is
usually set in the center of the expected input frequency range. Since the loops ability
to capture is a function of the difference between the incoming and free-running frequencies, the band edges of the capture
range are always an equal distance (in Hz)
from the center frequency. Typically, the
lock range is also centered about the freerunning frequency. Occasionally, the center
frequency is chosen to be offset from the
incoming frequency so that the tracking
range is limited on one side. This permits rejection of an adjacent higher or lowe,r frequency signal without paying the penalty for
narrow band operation (reduced tracking
speed).
All of Signetics loops use a phase comparator in which the input signal is multiplied by
a unity square wave at the veo frequency.
The odd harmonics present in the square
wave permit the loapto lock to input si'gnals
at these odd harmonics. Thus, the center
frequency may be set to, say, 1/3 or 1/5 of
the input signal. The tracking range however, will be considerably reduced as the
higher harmonics are utilized.
The foregoing phase comparator discussion would suggest that the PLL cannot
lock to subharmonics because the phase
comparator cannot produce a dc component if Wi is less than woo
The loop can lock to both odd harmonic and
subharmonic signals in practice because
such signals often contain harmonic components at w00 For example, a square wave of
fundamental wo /3 will have a substantial
component at Wo to which the loop can lock.
Even a pure sine wave input signal can be
used for harmonic locking if the PLL input
stage is overdriven (the resultant internal
limiting generates harmonic frequencies).
Locking to even harmoniCS or subharmonIcs is the least satisfactory since the input
or veo signal must contain second harmonic distortion. If locking to even harmonics is
desired, the duty cycle of the input and veo
signals must be shifted away from thE' symmetrical to generate substantial even harmonic content.

In evaluating the loop for a potential application, it is best to actually compute the
magnitude of the expected signal component nearest W00 This magnitude can be
used to estimate the capture and lock
ranges.
All of Signetics loops are stabilized against
center frequency drift due to power supply
variations. Both the 565 and the 567 are
temperature compensated over the entire
military temperature range (-55 to
+125 0 e). To benefit from this inherent stability, however, the designer must provide
equally stable (or better) external components. For maximum cost effectiveness in
some noncritical applications, the designer
may wish to trade some stability for lower
cost external components.

GUIDELINES FOR LOCK RANGE
CONTROL

ing frequency slew rate at which lock is just
barely maintained. When tracking at this
rate, the phase difference is at its limit of 0 0
or 1800 . It can be seen that if the LPF cutoff
frequency is low, the loop will be unable to
track as fast as if the LPF cutoff frequency
is higher. Thus, when maximum tracking
rate is needed, the LPF should have a high
cutoff frequency. However, a high cutoff frequency LPF will attenuate the sum frequencies to a lesser extent so that the output
contains a significant and often bothersome
signal at, twice the input frequency. The
phase comparators output contains both
sum and difference frequencies. During
lock, the difference frequency is zero, but
the sum freqllency of twice the locked frequency is still present. This sum frequency
component can then be filtered out with an
external low pass filter.

Two things limit the lock range. First, any
veo can swing only so far; if the input signal
frequency goes beyond this limit, lock will
be lost. Second, the voltage developed by
the phase comparator is proportional to the
product of both the phase and the amplitude of thein-band component to which the
loop is locked. If the signal amplitude decreases, the phase difference between the
signal and the veo must increase in order
to maintain the same output voltage and,
hence, the same frequency deviation. The
564 contains an internal limiter circuit between the signal input and one input to the
phase comparator. This circuit limits the
amplitude of large input signals such as
those from TTL outputs to approximately
100mV before they are applied to the
phase comparator. The limiter significantly
improves the AM rejection of the PLL for input signal amplitudes greater than 100mV.

INPUT LEVEL AMPLITUDE
SELECTION

It often happens with low input amplitudes
that even the full ± 90 0 phase range of the
phase comparator cannot generate enough
voltage to allow tracking wide deviations.
When this occurs, the effective lock range
is reduced. Weak input signals cause a reduction of tracking capability and greater
phase errors. Conversely, a strong input
signal will allow the use of the entire veo
swing capability and keeps the veo phase
(referred to the input signal) very close to
90 0 throughout the range. Note that the
lock range does not depend on the low pass
filter. However, if a low pass filter is in the
loop, it will have the effect of limiting the
maximum rate at which tracking can occur.
Obviously, the LPF capaCitor voltage cannot change instantly, so lock may be lost
when large enough step changes occur. Between the constant frequency input and the
step-change frequency input is same limit-

CAPTURE RANGE CONTROL
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Whenever amplitude limiting of the in-band
signal occurs, whether in the loop input
stages or prior to the input, the lock and
capture ranges become independent of signal amplitude.
Better noise and out-band signal immunity is
achieved when the input levels are below
the limiting threshold since the input stage
is in its linear region and the creation of
cross-modulation components is reduced.
Higher input levels will allow somewhat faster operation due to greater phase comparator gain and will result in a lock range
which becomes constant with amplitude as
the phase comparator gain becomes constant. Also, high input levels will result in a
linear phase versus frequency, characteristic.

There, are two main reasons for making the
low pass filter time constant large. First, a
lar,ge time constant provides an increased
memory effect in the loop sO that it remains
at or near the, operating frequency during
momentary fading or loss of signal. Second,
the large time constant integrates the
phase comparators output so that increased immunity to noise and out-band
signals is obtained.
Besides the lower tracking rates attendant
to large loop filters, other penalties must be
paid for the benefits gained. The capture
range is reduced and the capture transient
becomes longer. Reduction of capture
range occurs because the loop must utilize
the magnitude of the difference frequency
component at the phase comparator to
drive the veo towards the input frequency.
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If the LPF cutoff frequency is low, the difference component amplitude is reduced and
the loop cannot swing as far. Thus, the capture range is reduced.

PROBABILITY OF LOCK VERSUS INPUT CYCLES
100%

LOCK-UP TIME AND TRACKING
SPEED CONTROL
In tracking applications, lock-up time is normally of little consequence, but occasions
do arise when it is desirable to keep lock-up
time short to minimize data loss when noise
or extraneous signals drive the loop out of
lock. Lock-up time is of great importance in
tone decoder type applications. Tracking
speed is important if the loop is used to demodulate an FM signal. Although the following discussion dwells largely on lock-up
time, the same comments apply to tracking
speeds.

Input phase
Low pass filter characteristic
Loop damping
Deviation of input frequency from center
frequency
e In-band input amplitude
f Out-band signals and noise
g Center frequency
FortunatelY', it is usually sufficient to know
how to improve the lock-up time and what
must be sacrificed to get faster lock-up.
Consider an operational loop or tone decoder where occasionally the lock-up transient is too long. What can be done to
improve the situation-keeping in mind the
factors that influence lock?
a Initial phase relationship between incoming signal and VCO - This is the greatest
single factor influencing the lock time. If
the initial phase is wrong, it first drives
the VCO frequency away from the input
frequency so that the VCO frequency
must walk back on the beat notes. Figure
3.1 gives a typical distribution of lock-up
times with the input pulse initiated at random phase. The only way to overcome
this variation is to send phase information all the time so that a favorable phase
relationship is guaranteed at t = o. For
example, a number of PLLs or tone decoders may be weakly locked to low amplitude harmonics of a pulse train and the
transmitted tone phase related to the
same pulse train. Usually, however, the
incoming phase cannot be controlled.
b Low pass filter - The larger the low pass
filter time constant, the longer will be the
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lock-up time. The lock-up time can be reduced by decreasing the filter time constant, but in doing so, some of the noise
immunity and out-band signal rejection
will be sacrificed. This is unfortunate
since this is what necessitated the use of
a large filter in the first place. Also present will be a sum frequency (twice the
VCO frequency) component at the low
pass filter and greater phase jitter resulting from out-band signals and noise. In
the case of the tone decoder (where control of the capture range is required since
it specifies the device bandwidth) a lower value of low pass capacitor automatically increases the bandwidth. Speed is
gained only at the expense of added
bandwidth.
c Loop damping - A simple first-order low
pass filter of the form
F(s)

1
=~

(3.1)

produces a loop damping of

I=

-f ~ T~~

(3.2)

Damping can be increased not only by reducing T, as discussed above, but also by
reducing the loop gain Kv. Using the loop
gain reduction to control bandwidth or
capture and lock ranges achieves better
damping for narrow bandwidth operation.
The penalty for this damping is that more
phase comparator output is required for a
given deviation so that phase errors are
greater and noise immunity is reduced.
Also, more input drive may be required for
a given deviation.

s~nDtiCs

d Input frequency deviation froin free-running frequency - Naturally, the further an
applied input signal is from the free-running frequency of the loop, the longer it
will take the loop to reach that frequency
due to the charging time of the low pass
filter capacitor. Usually, however, the effect of this frequency deviation is small
compared to the variation resulting from
the initial phase uncertainty. Where loop
damping is very low, however, it may be
predominant.
e In-band input amplitude - Since input amplitude is one factor in the phase comparators gain Kd and since Kd is a factor in
the loop gain Kv , damping is also a function of input amplitude. When the input
amplitude is low, the lock-up time may be
limited by the rate at which the low pass
capacitor can charge ·with the reduced
phase comparator output (see d above).
Out-band signals and noise - Low levels
of extraneous signals and noise have little
effect on the lock-up time, neither improving or degrading it. However, large levels
may overdrive the loop input stage so that
limiting occurs, at which point the in-l;Iand
signal starts to be suppressed. The lower
effective input level can cause the lock-up
time to increase, as discussed in e above.
g Center frequency-Since lock-up time can
be described in terms of the number of
cycles to lock, fastest lock-up is
achieved at higher frequencies. Thus,
whenever a system can be operated at a
higher frequency, lock will typically take
place faster. Also, in systems where different frequencies are being detected,

Phase Locked Loops

the higher frequencies on the average
will be detected before the lower frequencies_

CAPTURE AND LOCK RANGES
MEASUREMENT SETUP

r--------------,

However, because of the wide variation due
to initial phase, the reverse may be true for
any single trial.

PLL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
This section deals with measurements of
PLL operation. The techniques suggested
are meant to help the designer in evaluating
the performance of the PLL during the initial
setup period as well as to point out some
pitfalls that may obscure loop evaluation.
Recognizing that the test equipment may be
limited, techniques are described which require a minimum of standard test items.
The majority of the PLL tests described can
be done with a signal generator, a scope
and a frequency counter. Most laboratories
have these. A low-cost digital voltmeter will
facilitate accurate measurement of the
veo conversion gain. Where the need for a
FM generator arises, it may be met in most
cases by the veo of a Signetics PLL. Any
of the loops may be set up to operate as a
veo by simply applying the modulating voltage to the low pass filter terminal(s). The
resulting generator may be checked for linearity by using the counter to check frequency as a function of modulating voltage.
Since the veos may be modulated right
down to dc, the calibration may be. done in
steps. Moreover, Gardner (3) shows how
loop measurements may be made by applying a constant frequency to the loop input
and the modulating signal to the low pass
filter terminal to simulate the effect of a FM
input so that a FM generator may be omitted for many measurements.

FREE-RUNNING FREQUENCY
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Figure 3.2
phase locked loop can be used as a fre·
quency meter.

CAPTURE AND LOCK RANGES
Figure 3_2(a) shows a typical measurement
setup for capture and lock range measurements. The signal input from a variable frequency oscillator is swept linearly through
the frequency range of interest and the loop
FM output is displayed on a scope or (at low
frequencies) X·Y recorder. The sweep voltage is applied to the X axis.

Free-running frequency measurements are
easily made by connecting a frequency
counter or oscilloscope to the veo output
of the loop. The loop should be connected
in its final configuration with the chosen values of input, bypass, and low pass filter capacitors. No input signal should be present.
As the free-running frequency is read out, it
can be adjusted to the desired value by the
adjustment means selected for the particular loop. It is important not to make the frequency measurement directly at the timing
capacitor unless the capacity added by the
measurement probe is much less than the
timing capaCitor value since the probe capacity will then cause a frequency error.

Figure 3.2(b) shows the type of trace which
results. The lock range is given by the outer
lines on the trace, which are formed as the
incoming frequency sweeps away from the
center frequency. The inner trace, formed
as the frequency sweeps toward the center
frequency, designates the capture range.
Linearity of the veo is revealed by the
straightness of the trace portion within the
lock range. The slope (t.f / t. V) is the conversion gain Ko for the veo at the particular
free-running frequency.

When the frequency measurement is to be
converted to a dc voltage for production
readout or automated testing, a calibrated

By using the sweep technique, the effect on
free-running frequency, capture range, and
lock range of the input amplitude, supply
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voltage, low pass filter and temperature can
be examined.
Because of the lock· up time duration and
variation, the sweep frequency must be
very much lower than the free-running frequency, especially when the capture range
is below 10% of the free-running frequency.
Otherwise, the apparent capture and lock
range will be a function of sweep frequency.
It is best to start sweeping as slow as possible and, if desired, increase the rate until
the capture range begins to show an apparent reduction - indicating that the sweep is
too fast. Typical sweep frequencies are in
the range of 1 / 1000 to 1 / 100,000 of the
free-running frequency. In the case of the
561 and 567, the quadrature detector output may be similarly displayed on the Y
axis, as shown in Figure 3.3 showing the
output level versus frequency for one value
of input amplitude.
Capture and lock range measurements may
also be made by sweeping the generator
manually through the band of interest.
Sweeping must be done very slowly as the
edges of the capture range are approached
(sweeping toward center frequency) or the
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the free-running frequency and input amplitude respectively, damping is highlydependent on the particular operating condition of
the loop. Damping estimates for the desired
operating condition can be made by applying an input signal which is frequency modulated within the lock range by a square
wave. The low pass filter voltage is then
monitored on an oscilloscope which is synchronized to the modulating waveform, as
shown in Figure 3.S. Figure 3.6 shows typical waveforms displayed. The loop damping
can. be estimated by comparing the number
and magnitude of the overshoots with the
graph of Figure 3.7(a) which gives the transient phase error due to a step in input frequency.

QUADRATURE PHASE DETECTOR AND
PHASE COMPARATOR OUTPUTS OF THE 567 PLL
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Figure 3.3
lock-up transient delay will cause an error in
reading the band edge. Frequency should
be read from the generator rather than the
loop veo because the veo frequency gy.
rates wildly around the center frequency
just before and after lock. Lock and unlock
can be readily detected by simultaneously
monitoring the input and veo signals, the
dc voltage at the low pass filter or the ac
beat frequency components at the low pass
filter. The latter are greatly reduced during
lock as opposed to frequencies just outside
of lock.

FM AND AM DEMODULATION
DISTORTION
These measurements are quite straightfor'
ward. The loop is simply setup for FM or AM
(561 or 567) detection and the test signal is
applied to the input. A spectrum analyzer or
distortion analyzer (HP333A) can be used
to measure distortion at the FM or AM output.
For FM demodulation, the input signal amplitude must be large enough so that lock is
not lost at the frequency extremes. The
data sheets give the lock (or tracking)
range as a function of input signal and the
optional range control adjustments. Due to
the inherent linearity of the veos, it makes
little difference whether the FM carrrier is
at the free-running frequency or offset
slightly as long as the tracking range limits
are not exceeded.
The faster the FM modulation in relation to
the center frequency, the lower the value of
the capacitor in the low pass filter must I:)e
for satisfactory tracking. As this value decreases, however, it attenuates the sum
frequency component of the phase comparator output less.. The demodulated signal
will appear to have greater distortion unless
this component is filtered out before the
distortion is measured. The same comment
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applies to the measurement of AM distortion on the 561.
When AM distortion is being measured, the
carrier frequency offset becomes more important. The lowest absolute value of carrier voltage at the modulation valleys must be
high enough to maintain lock at the frequency deviation present. Otherwise, lock will
periodically be lost and the distortion will be
unreasonable. For example, the typical
tracking range as a function of input signal
graph in the 561 data sheet gives a total 3%
tracking range at 0.3mV rms input. Thus, for
a carrier deviation of 1.5%, the carrier must
not drop below 0.3mV rms in the modulation
valleys. Naturally, the AM amplitude must
not be too high or the AM information will be
suppressed.

NATURAL FREQUENCY AND
DAMPING
Circuits and mathematical expressions for
the natural frequencies and dampings are
given in Figure 3.4 for two, first-order low
pass filters. Because of the integrator action of the PLLin converting frequency to
phase, the order of the loop always will be
one greater than the order of the LPF.
Hence both these first order LPFs produce
a second order PLL system.
The natural frequency (wn) of a loop in its
final circuit configuration can be. measured
by applying a frequency modulated signal of
the desired amplitude to the loop. Figure
3.4 shows ~hat the natural frequency is a
function of Kd, which is, in turn, a function of
input amplitude. As the modulation frequency (wm) is increased, the phase relationship between the modulation and recovered
sine wave will go through 90 0 .at Sm
Wn
and the output amplitude will peak.

=

Damping is a function of Kd, K o , and the low
pass filter. Since Ko and Kd are functions of
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D' Azzo and Houpis (9) give an expression
for calculating the damping for any underdamped second,ordersystem (l"<1.0)
when the normalized peak overshoot is
.known. This expression is
Mp = 1

+ e -f1/" 1.Ji12

(3.3)

Examinat.ion of Figure 3.6(a) shows that the
normalized peak overshoot of the error voltage is approximately 1.4. Using this value
for Mp in Equation 3.3 gives a damping of l"
"'" 0.28.
Another way of estimating damping is to
make use of the frequency response plot
measured for the natural frequency (wn)
measurement. For low damping constants,
the frequency response measurement peak
will be. a strong function of damping. For
high damping constants, the 3dB-down
point will give the damping. Figure 3.7(b)
tabulates some approximate relationships.

NOISE
The effect of input noise on loop operation
is very difficult to predict. Briefly, the input
noise components near the center frequency.are converted to phase noise. When the
phase noise becomes so great that the
± 90 0 permissible phase variation is exceeded, the loop drops out of lock or fails to
acquire lock. The best technique is to actually apply the anticipated noise amplitude
and bandwidth to the input and then perform
the capture and lock range measurements
as well as perform operating tests with the
anticipated input level and modulation deviations. By including a small safety factor in
the loop design to compensate for small
processing variations, satisfactory operation can be assured.
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FIRST ORDER LOW PASS FILTERS
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TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF PLL ERROR VOLTAGE TO SQUARE
WAVE FREQUENCY MODULATION FOR VARIOUS DAMPING CONDITIONS:
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ESTIMATING THE DAMPING IN A SECOND ORDER PLL
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INTRODUCTION

be impossible to list every function PLLs
are capable of performing, this table identifies principle applications of the various
general purpose devices for which they are
especially well suited. Furthermore, the
identification of a specific application with a
certain device is not meant to imply that
other PLLs are incapable of performing this
function, but only that the device indicated
is known to serve a broad class of the type
of application cited.

Signetics makes three basic classes of
monolithic PLLs: general purpose PLLs, a
special purpose PLL for use all a tone
decoder, and dedicated PLLsintended for
specific audio or communication functions.
A User's Quick Guide is provided in the following tables which summarize suggested
applications, internal features, and device
specifications.
Table 4. 1 is an applications guide for Signetics general purpose PLLs. While it would

Table 4.2 provides a quick listing of the ma-

NE560

FM demodulation, data synchronizer, signal reconstitution, tracking filters, FSK
receivers, modems.

NE561

AM demodulation.

NE562

Frequency synthesis plus all NE560 functions'

NE564

High-speed modems, FSK transmitters and receivers, TTL and ECL compatible
outputs.

NE565

Low frequency FSK.

NE5663 FSK transmitters, signal generators.
NOTES

1. The NE562 is identical to the NES60 except that the loop is open between t~~ VCQ
output and the phase comparator input.
2. Although the NE587 is a special purpose PLL intended for tone decoder applications, it
is included here since it serves many general purpose applications related to tone
decoding.
3. While the NES66 is not a PLL but a precision voltage-controlled waveform generator, it
is included here since it lends itself well to general purpose PLL applications.

INTERNAL
LOOP
CONNECTIONS
NE560

Closed'

Yes

Yes

Table 4.4 briefly describes several of Signetics dedicated PLLs for :audio and communication system applications.

The 560, 561, 562, 564, and 565 are general purpose PLLs containing an oscillator,
phase comparator, and amplifier. When
locked to an incoming signal, they provide
two outputs: a voltage proportional to the
difference between the frequency of the incoming signal and the free-running frequency (FM output), and a square wave
oscillator output which, during lock, is equal
to .the incoming frequency. The 560, 562,
and 565 devices are optimized to provide a
highly linear frequency-to-voltage transfer
characteristic.
The 564 contains additional internal circuitry that makes it particularly attractive for
high speed (up to 50MHz) FSK and modem

APPLICATIONS GUIDE FOR SIGNETICS GENERAL PURPOSE PLLs
DIFFERENTIAL
FINE-rUNE
VCO
ADJUST OF OUTPUTS
AVAILfoWITH
RESISTANCE
ABLE

Device specifications for the general purpose loops are tabulated in Table 4.3. This
listing summarizes parameters given on the
various device data sheets included for reference at the end of this book and permits a
quick comparison of the various device parameters.

GENERAL PURPOSE PLLs

NE567 2 Touch-tone@ decoder, AM demodulation, communications paging, TTL compatible output.

Table 4_1

jor internal functional features in the Signetics geileral purpose PLLs. All PLLs have
internal phase comparators, amplifiers,
voltage-controlled oscillators, and resistors for the low-pass filter. Also all PLL devices have outputs for FM demodulation.

OFFSET
FILTER
CONTROL
PHASE
CONNECOPENFOR
COMPARATOR
TIONS
COLLECTOR
FORFM
SHIFTING
INPUTS
AVAILABLE DE-EMPHASIS OUTPUT
fo

INPUT
SIGNAL
LIMITER

SCHMITT
TRIGGER WITH
ADJUSTABLE
HYSTERESIS

Yes

1 Diff. Pair

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

NE561

Closed 2

Yes

No

Yes

1 Ditt. FM Pair
1 Single AM

NE562

Open 3

Yes

Yes

Yes

2 Ditt. Pairs

Yes

No

No

No

NE564

Open 3

No

No

No

1 Single FM

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

NE565

Open 3

Yes

Yes

Yes

1 Diff. Pair

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

NE567

Closed 2

Yes

Yes

No

1 Common
Single AM-FM

NE566

N/A

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

NOTES

1. Internal connections are provided between phase comparator, low·pass filter, amplifier. and VCO.
2. Internal connections are provided between phase comparator, low-pass filter, amplifier
and VCO. Internal connections also provided for the internal quadrature phase detec-

tor.
3. Loop is open between

veo output and

Table 4_2
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phase comparator input.
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MAXIMUM
LOCK
UPPER
FREQUENCY
RANGE
(% f o ')
(MHz)
NE560
NE561
NE562
NE564
NE565
SE565
NE567
SE567
NE566
SE566

30
30
30
50
.5
.5
.5
.5
1
1

FM
DISTORTION

± 15%'
± 15%'
±15%'
± 12%'
±60%
±60%
14%
14%
N/A
N/A

.3%
.3%
.5%
5

.2%
.2%

OUTPUT
SWING
±5%
DEVIATION
(VOLTS
pop)
1
1
1
.07
.15
.15

4

4

4

4

.2%
.2%

70%/V3
70%/V3

CENTER
FREQUENCY
STABILITY
(PPM/oC)

FREQUENCY
DRIFT/W
INPUT
SUPPLY
RESISVOLTAGE
TANCE
(%/V)
(Q)

±600
±600
±600
±400
±200
± 100
35 ±60
35 ±60
±200
± 100

.3
.3
.3
3
.2
.1
.7
.5
2
1

2K2
2K2
2K2
>50K
10K
10K
20K2
20K2
N/A
N/A

AM
OUTPUT
AVAILABLE

TYPICAL
SUPPLY
CURRENT
(rnA)

SUPPLY
VOLTAGE
RANGE
(VOLTS)

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes 4
Yes 4
N/A
N/A

9
10
12
60
8
8
7
6
7
7

+16 to +26
+16 to +26
+16 to +30
+5 to +12
±6to ±12
±6 to ± 12
+4.75 to +9
+4.75 to +9
+ 12 'to +26
+12 to +26

NOTES

1.
2.
3.
4.

Considerably larger ranges are possible with external control current.
Input biased internally.
Figure shown is veo gain in percent deviation per volt.
The 567 is designed primarily as a tone decoder. The AM and FM outputs are available. but are not optimized for linear demodulation.
5. FM output is available but not optimized for linear demodulation.

Table 4.3

DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS FOR SIGNETICS GENERAL PURPOSE PLLs

applications. In addition to a VCO, phase
comparator, and amplifier, the 564 contains
an input signal limiter, a dc retriever, and a
Schmitt trigger with adjustable hysteresis.
Also the 564 contains level translation circuits which make the limiter input, the VCO
and Schmitt trigger outputs compatible for
direct interfacing with the TLL circuits.
The 561 contains a complete PLL as those
above, plus an additional multiplier or quadrature phase detector that is required for
AM demodulation. In addition to the standard FM and oscillator outputs, the 561
also provides an output voltage which is
proportional to the amplitude of the incoming signal (AM output). The 561 is optimized
for highly linear FM and AM demodulation.
The 566 is not a phase lock loop, but a precision voltage·controllable waveform generator derived from the oscillator of the 565
general purpose loop. Because of its similarity to the 565 and because it lends itself
well to use in, and in conjunction with, phase
locked loops, it has been included among
the general purpose PLLs.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
560, 561, AND 562 PLLs
The 560, 561 and 562 phase locked loops
are all derived from the same monolithic die
with different metal interconnections. Each
device contains the same VCO, phase comparator, and voltage regulator stage and,
hence, the basic loop parameters are the
same for all three circuits.

The 560 is the most fundamental of the
three circuits, having a block diagram
equivalent to that shown in Figure 4.1. The
actual circuit diagram is shown in Figure
4.2.
The VCO is a high frequency emitter-coupled multivibrator formed by transistors 011·
014. It operates from a regulated 7. 7V supply formed by the series combination of the
6.3V Zener diode CR 1 (a reverse· biased
base-emitter junction) and the 14V regulated supply. The VCO frequency is thus immune to supply voltage variations. Four
constant current sources formed by 020,
021, 023, 024, and biased by CR6 and
CR7 supply operating current for the VCO.
Voltage control of the frequency is
achieved by a differential amplifier, 022
and 025. As the base voltage of 022 increases with respect to the base voltage of
025, additional current is drawn from the
emitters of 012 and 013, increasing the
charge and discharge current of the timing
capacitor Co. Since the VCO frequency is
linearly proportional to the timing capacitor
current, the VCO frequency increases. Reducing the base voltage of 022 with respect to 025 similarly reduces the VCO
frequency. Two Zener diodes and two transistors, CR4, CR5, 05 and 0 to, respectively, provide level shifting which allows the
VCO to be driven by the outputs of the
phase comparator.
The phase comparator is a doubly-balanced multiplier formed by transistors 06-

SmDl!tiCS

09,017 and 018. One signal input is made
to the lower stage, biased at about 4V by
means of 2kQ base resistors. The upper
stage is biased and driven directly by the
VCO output taken from the collector resistors of 012 and 013. A differential output
signal is available between the collectors of
06 (and 08) and 07 (and 09). An external
network, together with the 6kQ collector resistors, comprises the low pass filter. The
phase comparator is operated from regulated 14V appearing at the emitter of 027. A
resistor in the collector of 025 can be
shunted with an external capacitor to form a
de· emphasis filter. The de-emphasized signal is buffered by emitter follower 019 before being brought out.
The TRACK RANGE input, pin 7 on all three
loops, allows the designer to control the total current flowing through the frequency
controlling differential amplifier 0'22, Q25.
This is done by controlling the effective
emitter resistance of 029, the current
source for 022, 025. Current may be added
or subtracted at pin 7 to, respectively, reduce or increase the tracking range.
The 561, shown in Figure 4.3, contains all of
the circuitry of the 560 and in addition, has
a quadrature phase detector. This enables
it to be used as a synchronous AM detector.
The quadrature phase detector consists of
transistors 01·04 and 015, 016 which are
biased and driven in the same manner as
the loop phase comparator. However, the
quadrature detector input is single ended
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PROCESS
TECHNOLOGY

DEVICE

FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS

8X08 AM/FM Frequency Synthesizer

Combination bipolar and
MaS

Uses digital PLL techniques to synthesize AM and FM local oscillator frequencies. Capable of digitally programming 200 AM
channels with 10kHz spacing and 2000 FM channels with
100kHz spacing. Operates on a single 5 volt supply with input
frequencies up to 80MHz. Requires only one crystal, one capacitor. and two resistors as external components. Easily
adapted for electronically scanning both AM and FM bands, reversing scan directions, and storing up to 10 station locations ill
memory.

IJ,A758 FM Stereo Multiplexer Decoder

Bipolar

Decodes FM stereo multiplex signal into left and right audio
channels while suppressing Subsidiary Carrier Authorization
(SCA) information that may be present in the input signal. Internal functions provide for automatic monaural-stereo mode
switching and drive capability for an external lamp to indicate
stereo mode operation. Requires no external tuning coils and
only one potentiometer adjustment for complete alignment.

CD4-392 CD-4 Quadraphonic Demodulator

Bipolar

Demodulates CD-4 records into four separate channels while
maintaining compatibility for standard monaural and stereo recordings. Monolithic device contains both a PLL carrier recovery system and an audio processing system with performance
levels consistent with audiophile standards. PLL carrier recovery system consists of a high gain (60dB) limiting amplifier, two
analog multipliers acting as phase and carrier amplitude detectors, and a current controlled oscillator with quadrature phase
outputs. PLL techniques are used to demodulate wide band FM
signals without critical alignment of reactive components while
maintaining low distortion. Also the AFC action or memory of
the PLL minimizes audio noise due to carrier drop-outs on worn
records.

CG477 CD-4 Quadraphonic Demodulator

Bipolar

Demodulates CD-4 records into four separate channels with a
single IC. Maintains compatibility for standard monaural and
stero recordings. Circuit contains a low noise preamplifier, a
PLL demodulator, a complete 2-band audio expansion system,
and the complete audio processing circuitry required for CD-4
demodulation.

Table 4.4

SIGNETICS SPECIAL PURPOSE PLLs

BLOCK DIAG.RAM OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP

INPUT
SIGNAL
VI(t}

Volt)

Figure 4_1
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF 560
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF 561
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is present. This causes no hardship in cal·
culations since the loop gain Kv becomes
simply KoKd.

The 562, shown in Figure 4.4, is basically
the same as the 560 except that the loop is
broken between the VCO and phase com·
parator. This allows a counter to be insert·
ed in the loop for frequency multiplication
applications. Transistors 01·04 provide
low impedance differential VCO outputs
(pins 3 and 4), and the upper stage phase
comparator inputs are brought out of the
package (pins 2 and 15). A bias voltage is
brought out through pin 1 to provide a con·
venient bias level for the upper stage of the
phase comparator.

INTERFACING THE 560, 561 AND
562 PLLs
Connection of the Signetics 560, 561 and
562 phase locked loops to external input
and output circuitry is readily accom·
plished; however, as with any electrical
system, there are voltage, current and im·
pedance limitations that· must be consid·
ered.
The inputs of the phase comparators in the
560, 561 and 562 and the AM detector in
the 561 are biased internally from a 4V sup·
ply; therefore, the input signals must be ca·
pacitively coupled to the PLL to avoid
interfering with this bias. These coupling
capacitors should be selected to give negli·
gible phase shift at the input frequency and
impedance of the PLL. (The capaCitive im·
pedance at the operating frequency should
be as small as possible, compared to the
input resistance of the PLL.)

Si!lDotiCS

PHASE
COMPARATOR

-

rather than differential (as the loop phase
comparator input), and an external 90·
phase shift network is required to provide
the proper phase relations. The demodulat·
ed AM output is brought out at pin 1.
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Figure 4.5 shows the conversion constants
(K o , Kd) for the 560, 561, and 562 Signetics
loops. The values given are for the standard
connection with no gain reduction or track·
ing adjustment components connected. The
dc amplifier gain A has been included in ei·
ther the Ko or Kd value, depending on which
side of the low pass filter terminals the gain
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The input resistance of the phase compara·
tor is 2kU single·ended, and 4kU when dif·
ferentially connected. The input resistance
of the AM detector is 3kU. The signal input
to the phase comparator may be applied
differentially if there is a common·mode
noise problem; however, in most applica·
tions, a single·ended input will be satisfac·
tory.
When
inputs
are
not
used
differentially, the unused input may be ac·
coupled to ground to double the phase com·
parator gain at low input amplitudes.
The amplitude of the input signal should be
adjusted to give optimum results with the
PLL. Signals of less than 0.2mV rms may
have an unsatisfactory signal·to·noise ra·
tio; signals exceeding 25mV rms will have
reduced AM rejection (less than 30dB). The
AM detector will handle input signals up to
200m V peak·to·peak without excessive
distortion, and will handle up to 2V peak·to·
peak where distortion is not a factor.
Interfacing of the available outputs is best
described by referring to the following dia·
grams. Figure 4.6 shows the PLL VCO out·
put as a clock circuit for logic pulse
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 562N
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Figure 4.4
synchronization. Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b)
show the 560B and 561 B, respectively,
connected directly to the clock circuit; however, this configuration may be limited by
low voltage and the possibility of too large a
capacitive load swamping the oscillator.
Figures 4.6(c) and 4.6(d) show the PLL
clock output for the 560B and 561 B respectively, using the J.'A 710 Voltage Comparator
as a buffer amplifier to provide an output
voltage swing suitable for driving logic circuits. The power supply for circuits utilizing
the J.'A710 is split (+12V and -6V dc).
In Figure 4.7(a) the 560 is a FM demodulator used for the detection of audio information on frequency modulated carriers. Since
the lower frequency limit of this type of information is approximately 1.0Hz, capacitive coupling may be used. However, in
some applications where carrier shifts oc-

cur at an extremely slow rate, direct coupling .from the output to load is necessary.
Figure 4.7(b) shows an alternate FM detector output configuration which should be
used if a different output is desirable. In this
case, the output is removed at pins 14 and
15. These pins are the terminals of the low
pass filter and are in the line containing the
demodulated signal. The signal level (single-ended) is about one-sixth of that at pin
9 so that additional amplification may be required. Additional receiving modes are illustrated in Figure 4.8 for the 561 only. Figure
4.8(a) shows the 561 output when used as
an AM detector; note the straight capacitive coupling. Figure 4.8(b) shows the 561
used as a continuous wave detector. Since
this version of the circuit is for the detection
of CW or AM signals, external circuitry must
be incorporated for use with CW inputs.
With a CW input applied, there will be a dc

SmDOliCS

shift at the output of the AM detector, pin 1.
This shift is small compared to the no-signal
dc level and may be difficult to detect in relation to power supply voltage changes.
Therefore, a reference must be generated
to track any power supply voltage variations. and to compensate for internal PLL
thermal drift. This is best accomplished by
simulating a portion of the PLL internal
structure. The 2N3565 npn transistor is
used as a constant-current source. Its reference voltage is obtained from an internal
PLL bias source at pins 12 and 13, with the
current level established by the 6.8kl! resistor. The 6.2kl! resistor and the 2.5kl! potentiometer simulate the PLL output
resistance. The differential amplifier, composed of the two 2N3638 pnp transistors,
amplifies the dc output and allows it to drive
a npn transistor referenced to ground. This
type of circuit may also be used as tone

a
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To ensure absolute closed loop stability at
all signal levels within the dynamic range of
the loop, the open loop PLL is required to
have no more than 12dS per octave high
frequency roil-off.

CONVERSION GAIN CONSTANTS FOR
560, 561 AND 562 PLLS
0.32 e<lo

SE~~~~LT

SINGLE-ENDED INPUT

0.64

SE~~~OLT

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT

lC'O

TO
TO

veo
veo

The capacitor in each filter circuit shown in
Figure 4. 12 will provide 6dS per octave rolloff at the first break point - the desired
bandwidth frequency. The resistance Rx
shown in filters (c) and (d) is used to break
the response up at high frequencies to ensure 6dS per octave roll-off at the loop unity
gain frequency. Rx is typically between 50
and 200Q.

Kd
VOL TS/RAD
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V
/

/
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INPUT AC

GROUNDED

//

/

SINGLE

/

ENDED

I

-
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(lSV SUPPl Yl

II

1//
.5

Determinations for the appropriate values
of capaCitance e 1 for the desired break frequency, f, in Hz can be found from the following equations. For the filter of Figure
4.12(a)

_lp1N1S

560
14 TO 15
561 - PINS 14 TO 15

/

.01

~

1NPUi

/V

.05

Exact calculation of values for low pass filters shown can be made using the complex
second-degree transfer function equations
given .

/

V/

.1

V
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MV - RMS

100

_

e1 -

Figure 4.5
detector or to sense that the PLL is locked
to an incoming signal.

circuits
20MHz.

The 562 phase locked loop is especially
designed for utilizing the output of the yeo.
In this configuration, an amplifier-buffer has
been added to the veo to provide differential square wave outputs with a 4_5V amplitude (see Figure 4.9). This facilitates the
utilization of the frequency stabilized veo
as a timing or clocking signal. The outputs
(pins 3 and 4) are emitter-followers and
have no internal load resistors; therefore,
connection of external 3kQ to 12kQ load resistors are required.

The phase comparator inputs of the 562
(pins 2 and 15) must be biased by connecting a 1kQ resistor from each pin to the BV
bias supply available at pin 1. Pin 1 should
be capacitively bypassed to ground. The inputs to the phase comparator should be capacitively coupled.

It is essential that the resistance from each
pin to ground be equal in order to maintain
output waveform symmetry and to minimize
frequency drift. When connecting the veo
output to the phase comparator (pins 3 to 2
for single-ended connection), capacitive
coupling should be used. If a signal exceeding 2V is to be applied, a 1kQ resistor
should be placed in series with the coupling
capacitor. This resistor may be part of the
load resistance of 12kQ, by using two resistors (1 kQ and 11 kQ) to form the veo load,
as shown in Figure 4.10.
The output from the veo is a minimum of 3V
peak-to-peak, but has an average level of
12V dc; that is, it oscillates from 10.5 to
13.5V. To utilize this output with logic circuits, some means of voltage level shifting
must be used. Figure 4.11 shows two methods of accomplishing level shifting. These
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will

operate

satisfactorily

to

The low pass filters used with the 560, 561
and 562 are externally adjusted to provide
the desired operational characteristics. To
select the most appropriate type of filter
and component values, a basic understanding of filter operation is required.
An FM signal to be demodulated is matched
in the phase comparator with the voltage
controlled oscillator signal, which is tuned
to the FM center frequency. Any resulting
phase difference between these two signals is the demodulated FM signal. This demodulated signal is normally at frequencies
between dc and upper audio frequencies.
The choice of low pass filter response gives
a degree of design freedom in determining
the capture range or selectivity of the loop.
The attenuation of the high frequency error
components at the output of the phase comparator enhances the interference rejection
characteristics of the loop. The filter also
provides a short-term memory for the PLL
that ensures rapid recapture of the signal if
the system is thrown out of lock due to a
noise transient.

5(gnl!tic5

1
211"fR

26.52 F
'" - f - JI.

(4.1)

This expression also is a good approximation for Figure 4.12(c) since Rx < <
R. For Figure 4. 12(b),

e 1 --

_1_ _ 13.26 "F
411"fR f
r

(4.2)

Likewise, Equation 4.2 is a good approximation for the filter of Figure 4.12(d).
For free-running frequencies greater than
5MHz where the loop may be prone to instability, the lag-lead type filters of Figure
4. 12(c) and (d) should be used. The simple
lag filter of Figure 4. 12(b) with no added resistance is usually sufficient at low frequencies.

LOW PASS FILTER CONNECTIONS
The frequency range of the 560, 561 and
562 phase locked loops may be extended
to 60MHz by the addition 01 two 10kQ resistors from the timing capaCitor terminals to
the negative power supply (ground in this
case) as shown in Figure 4. 13. The inclusion of a 5kQ potentiometer between these
lOkQ resistors and the negative supply provides a simple method of fine tuning.
The internal control voltage feedback loop
can also IJe easily broken on the 560, 561
and 562. The key in this case is to bias the
range control terminal (pin 7) to +2V which
turns off the internal controlled current
source. Now the phase comparator output
voltage will have no effect on the charging
current which sets the veo frequency.
Then an external feedback loop can be built

Phase Locked Loops

with the desired low pass filter transfer
function. Figure 4.14 shows a practical application of this principle. The control voltage is taken from across the low pass filter
terminals, amplified, and used to add or
subtract current into the timing capacitor
nodes.

VCO OUTPUT INTERFACING:
(A) DIRECT
DIFFERENTIAL VCO
OUTPUTS FOR THE 560

(B) SINGLE-ENDED
DIRECT VCO OUTPUT
FOR THE 561

+1BV

+18V

16

16

5618

560B

5

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION OF
THE 564

~

The 564 contains the functional blocks
shown in Figure 4.15. In addition to the
normal PLL functions of phase comparator,
VCO, amplifier and low-pass filter, the 564
has internal circuitry for an input signal limit·
er, a dc retriever, and a Schmitt trigger. The
complete circuit for the 564 is shown in Figure 4.16.

O.6V

p-p
+6.5V REF

(C) INTERFACING THE 560
TO A VOLTAGE COMPARATOR
+12V

Limiter
The input limiter functions to produce a near
constant amplitude output that serves as
the input for the phase comparator. Eliminating amplitude variations in the FM input
signal improves the AM rejection of the
PLL. Additional features of the 564s limiter
are that it is capable of accepting TTL signals, operates at high-frequencies up to
50MHz, and remains functional with variable
supply voltages between 5 and 12' volts.

(D) INTERFACING THE 561

Signal limiting is accomplished in the 564
with a differential amplifier whose output
voltage is clipped by diodes D 1 and D2 (see
Figure 4.17). Schottky diodes are used because their limiting occurs between 0.3 to
0.4 volts instead of the 0.6 to 0.7 volt for
regular IC diodes. This lower limiting level is
helpful in biasing, especially for 5 volt operation. When limiting, the dc voltage across
R2 and R3 remains at the Schottky diode
voltage. Good high-frequency performance
for 02 and 03 is achieved with current levels in the low rnA range. Current-source
biasing is established via the current mirror
of D5 and 04 (See Figure 4.16).

+12V

Figure 4.6

FM DETECTOR INTERFACING
(B) AND DIRECT DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUTS
FROM THE LOW PASS FILTER OUTPUTS

(A) CAPACITIVE COUPLING FROM THE OPEN
EMITTER FM OUTPUT (PIN 9),
+18V

'm:
PlL lOW-

16

1---...-1 ~DIO
15K

NE561B

INPUT

o---i ' 2

....---"",4

,

OUTPUT
NE560B

10

PASS FILTER

NE561B

I

I

I
I

,

DE-EMPHASIS
CAPACITOR

INPUT

o---i

I
13

~

_ _...I15

r - -.,. - -,

I

I

-::-:

OUTPUT LOWPASS FILTER
UF REQ'DJ

:
I
I

L ___ .J

L _____ J

Figure 4.7
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Base biasing for 03 is of concern because
of the nature of the input signal which can
be either a TTL digital signal of a to 5 volts
amplitude or a low-level, ac coupled analog
signal. Compatibility for either type is
achieved by modifying the limiter of Figure
4.17 with the addition of the vertical
Schottky PNP transistors Oland 05 shown
in Figure 4.18. The input signal voltage appears as a collector-base voltage for 01
which presents no problems for either high
TTL level inputs or low-level analog inputs.
05 is in turn diode biased by 03 and 04
(see Figure 4.16) which places the base
voltages of Oland 05 at approximately 1.0
volt. This same biasing network establishes
a 1.3 volt bias at the base of 013 for biasing the phase comparator section. A differential output signal from the input limiter is
applied to one input of the phase comparator (09 through 012) after buffering the
level shifting though the 07 - 08 emitter followers.

DETECTOR INTERFACING WITH THE 561
(B) CW DETECTOR

(A) AM OErECTOR

+18V

+18

NE561B

OUTPUT

·When operating above 5Vdc, a limiting resistor must be
used from Vee to pin 10 of the 564.

Phase Comparator
The phase comparator section of the 564 is
shown in Figure 4.19. It is basically the con-

Figure 4.8

LEVEL SHIFTING THE 562 VCO OUTPUT
FOR DRIVING TTL GATES.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 562
SIGNAL
INPUTS

lOW-PASS
DE-EMPHASIS

FILTER

,.

(A) SINGLE-ENDED DRIVE

v,

+lSV

16
OUTPUT
9

OUTPUT
TO lOGIC

510

(B) DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE THROUGH
A DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIER

Figure 4.9

+5V

+18V

ATTENUATING AND COUPLING THE VCO OUTPUT
TO THE PHASE COMPARATOR INPUT OF THE 562
5.6K

OUTPUT
TO LOGIC
Co

5628

Cc
12K 12K

1K

Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.11
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LOW PASS FILTER CONNECTIONS

CONNECTIONS FOR EXTENDING THE
OPERATING FREQUENCY TO 60 MHz

(A) AND (B) LAG TYPE; (C) AND (D) LAG-LEAD TYPE
FOR INCREASED HIGH-FREQUENCY STABILITY

t' t2

P
F(s) '"

t2

t'

~J

~~_r2

C
l

RX

C,

1+S~Cl

(A' INTEANAL
RESISTANCE" 6KU)

F{s) '" 1+2:RC,

F(s) '"

~'~_r2

RX

C,

l:S~~X~~l)C,

F(S1 '"

Co
10K

10K

AX

1+1(;~+~CX')C,
USE PINS (5) & {61 FOR 5628

Figure 4.12
Figure 4.13
UTILIZING AN ACTIVE LOW PASS
FILTER WITH THE 560, 561 AND 562 PLLs
+Vcco---~~----------------------~--------.---,

16

560/561

13

INPUTS

+2 VOLTS

Figure 4.14

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE 564
lOW PASS
FILTER

ANALOG
OUTPUT

+Vcc

-----------,I

14

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,S.

16 1 OUT

POST DETECTION

PROCESSOR

15
HYSTERESIS

I
I
I
I

,1

TIMIN~A~~~R--------l~------------':;~---_.J
Figure 4.15
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 564

Figure 4.16
ventional, double·balanced mixer common·
Iy used in PLL circuits with a few excep·
tions. The transconductance, gm, for the
013 - 014 differential amplifier is directly
proportional to the mirror current in 015.
Thus by externally sinking or sourcing current at pin 2, gm can be changed to alter the
phase comparators conversion gain, Kd.
The nominal current injected into this node
by the internal current source is 0.75mA for
5 volt operation. If this current is externally
removed by gating, the phase comparator
can be disabled and the veo will operate at
its free-running frequency.
The variation of Kd with bias current at pin 2
is shown in the experimental results of Figure 4.20. Note the inherent 90° phase error
in the loop produces an approximate zero
phase comparator output voltage. For any

296

particular bias current, the slope of the line
is the Kd conversion gain for the phase
comparator. Numerically the data of Figure
4.20 can be expressed as
Kd",,0.46 volts +7.3x10-4 volts xlBIAS
rad
rad x uA
(4.3)
where 'S'AS is in !lA. Equation 4.3 is valid
for bias current less than 800!lA where
saturation occurs within the phase comparator.
The current level established in 015 of Figure 4.18 determines all other quiescent currents in the phase comparator (09 through
014). Currents through R12 and R13 setthe
common-mode output voltage from the
phase comparator (pins 4 and 5). Since this
common-mode voltage is applied to the
veo to establish its quiescent currents,

Si!ln~liCS

the veo conversion gain (Ko) also depends
upon the bias current at pin 2.

veo
The veo is of the basic emitter-coupled astable type with several modifications included to achieve the high frequency, TTL
compatible operation while maintaining low
frequency drift with temperature changes.
The basic oscillator in Figure 4.21 consists
of 019, 020, 021, and 023 with current
sinks of 025 and 026. The master current
sink of 028 keeps the total current constant
by altering the ratio of currents in 025 - 026
and the dummy current sink of 027.
The input drive voltage for the veo is made
up of common-mode and difference-mode
components from the phase comparator.
After buffering the level shifting through

Phase Locked Loops

BASIC LIMITER STAGE

LIMITER STAGE WITH INPUT BUFFERING

+Vcc

+Vcc

R,
900

R,
10K

0,

R,
'K

R5

R,

10K

'K

BIAS

BIAS

Figure 4.18

Figure 4.17

PHASE COMPARATOR SECTION

VARIATION OF THE PHASE COMPARATOR'S
OUTPUT VOLTAGE VERSUS PHASE ERROR
AND BIAS CURRENT

+Vcc
1

R.

10K

R12

R13

1.3K

1.3K

VD • PHASE COMPARATOR'S
OUTPUT VOLTAGE IN mV

R14
10K

FROM LIMITER
fO' '" 1.0 MHz

FROM
VCO

Figure 4.19

Figure 4.20
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VCO WAVESHAPES

VCO SECTION OF 564
+Vcc
Voltages

'"

vwl

I
I
I

v

L

J

C23

'"

I
I

'"

j',

I

,oj
VPIN 12

0,

'"

0,

'"

',j
0,
0,

Figure 4_22

Figure 4_21
017 - 018 and R15 - R16, the VCO control
voltage is applied differentially to the base
of 027 and to the common bases of 025
and 026.
The VCO control voltages from the phase
comparator are the pin 4 and pin 5 voltages
or
1

V4 = VC9 = VB18 = VCM +2"VOM, (4.4)
1
V5 = VC12 = VB17 = VCM -2" VOM (4.5)

where VCM and VDM are the respective
common-mode and the difference-mode
voltages.
Emitter followers 017 and 018 convert
these control voltages into control currents
through 06 and 07 of the form
16 =
17 =

-t VOM - 3 VBE] (4.6)
R~6 [VCM + -t VOM - 3 VBE]<4.7)

R~5 [VCM -

These individual currents are summed in 08
and become with R15 = R16 = R.
18 = I = 16 + 17 =

~ (VCM - 3 VB E) (4.8)

Writing 16 and 17 as functions of the total I current gives
I
VOM
16 = 2 (1 - A i )
(4.9)
17 =

298

I

2

(1

+

VOM
Ai )

(4.10)

Now consider variations in 16 and 17
while I remains constant.
Let x indicate the current imbalance such
that
I
VOM
16=(1-x)I=2(1-Ai) (4.11)
I
VOM
17 = xl = 2(1 +Ai )

(4.12)

where 0 ::S x ::S 1. Thus x is defined to be
VOM
1
X=2"(l+Ri)
(4.13)
Currents 16 and 17 establish proportional
currents in 025, 026, and 027 in a manner
similar to the analysis above since the current in 028 is a constant, or

10 = IC28 = IE25
IE27B

+ IE26 + IE27 A +

Gilbert( 10) has shown that the 07 - 08 diode pair will cause identical differential currents 10 be reflected in both the 025 - 026
and the 027 A - 027B differential amplifier
pairs. Consequently the constant current of
10 jointly shared by the differential amplifier
pairs will divide in each pair with the same x
factor imbalance as in Equation 4.13.
IE25 + 'E26 = xlo
'E25 = 'E26 =

~ 10

(4.14)
(4.15)

IE27A + IE27B = (1 - x) 10
(4.16)
l-x
'E27A = IE27B =(-2-) 10
(4.17)
Now consider placing a capacitor between

Smnntics

the collectors of 025 and 026 (pins 12 and
13). Oscillation will occur with the capacitor
alternately being charged by 021 and 023
and constantly discharged by 025 and
026. When the 021 and 022 pair conducts,
023 and 024 will be off causing a negative
ramp voltage to appear at pin 13 and a constant voltage at pin 12 as shown in Figure
4.22. During the next half-cycle, the transistor roles and voltages are reversed. Capacitor discharge is via 025 and 026 which
act as constant-current sinks with current
amplitudes as in Equation 4.15.
During each half-cycle, the capacitor voltage changes linearily by 2t:.. V volts in t:.. T
seconds where
x 1- x
t:..v = 2R20 10 (2+ -2- )= R20 ,0 (4.18)
and
t:..T = C2t:.V.
(4.19)
'E25
Combining these two equations with
Equation 4.15 gives a half period of
t:..T = 4C 820

x

(4.20)

Utilizing Equation 4.13 with the t:..T expression gives the desired VCO frequency expression of
fo=fo

,(

VOM )
,[
VDM
]
1 + A i = fo 2(VCM - 3 VBE)
(4.21)

Phase Locked Loops

where fo' is the VCDs free-running frequency given by
f '-

1
(4.22)
16R20C
Equation 4.21 shows that the oscillator frequency is a linear function of the differential
voltage from the phase comparator. Resistors R35 and R36 function to insure that an
initial current imbalance exists between the
025 - 026 transistor pair and the dummy
027. This imbalance insures that the oscillator is self-starting when power is first applied to the circuit.

Ko -- 0.95 MHz
volt -_ 5.9 x 106~
volt-sec (424)
.
and for IBIAS = 800ltA

0-

The VCO conversion gain is determined as

01 0
fo'
Ko = aVOM = Rf Hz/volt

.
. (4.23)

which is valid as long as the transistors
VBE changes are small with respect to the
common-mode voltage. Both fo and Ko are
inversely proportional to R which has a
strong positive temperature coefficient. An
internal current IR having an equal and opposite negative temperature coefficient is
inserted into the VCO as shown in Figure
4.21.
Experimental determination of Ko can be
found from the data of Figure 4.23 where Ko
is the slope of either line. Numerically these
results are for IBIAS = 0,

Ko =1.7

~~:

v~~-~ec

=10.45 x 106

(4.25)

It must be noted that the specific values obtained for Ko in the manner above are valid
only for the 1.0MHz free-running frequency
where the data was taken. However, good
estimates for Ko at other free-running frequencies can be obtained by linearly scaling Ko to the desired f o'. Thus it is
sometimes convenient to define a normalized Koas
Ko
rad
Ko(norm) = fo' = 5.9 volt(lBIAS = 0)
rad
)
= 10.45 volt (IBIAS = 800ILA

(4.26)

The Ko estimate for any bias then can be
obtained by multiplying the normalized conversion gain by the desired free-running frequency, or
(4.27)
Ko (any fo') = Ko(norm) fo'·
The additional VCO circuitry of 029 through
036 (Figure 4.16) functions to produce the
TTL and ECl compatible outputs at pins 9
and 11.

Amplifier
The difference-mode voltage from the
phase comparator is extracted and ampli-

VCO OUTPUT FREQUENCY AS A FUNCTION OF
INPUT VOLTAGE AND BIAS CURRENT
veo FREOUENCY
IN MHz

600

BOO
Vo IN mV

fied by the amplifier in Figure 4.16. The single-ended output from this amplifier serves
as input signals for both the Schmitt Trigger
and a second differential amplifier. lowpass filtering with a large capacitance at
pin 14 produces a stable dc reference level
as the second input to the Schmitt Trigger.
When the Pll is locked, the voltage at pin
14 is directly proportional to the difference
between the input frequency and fo '. Thus
pin 14 provides the demodulated output for
a FM input signal.

Schmitt Trigger
In FSK applications the pin 14 voltage will
assume two different voltage levels corresponding to the mark and space input frequencies. A voltage comparator could be
used to sense and convert these two voltage levels to logic compatible levels. However at high data rates, VOM will contain a
considerable amount of carrier signal which
can be removed by extensive filtering. Normally this complex filtering requires quite a
few components, most all of which are external to the monolithic PlL. Also since the
control voltage for the comparator depends
upon Ko and the deviations of the mark and
space frequencies from fo', the filtering has
to be optimized for each different system
utilized. However the necessary dc reference level for the comparator is present in
the Pll but buried in carrier frequency
feedthrough which appears as noise in the
system. A Schmitt trigger with variable hysterisis can be used successfully to decode
the FSK data without the need for extensive
filtering.
Consider the system shown in Figure 4.24
where the input signal is the single-ended
output derived from the amplifier section of
the 564. The dc retriever functions to establish a dc reference voltage for the Schmitt
trigger. The upper and lower trigger points
are adjustable externally around the reference voltage giving the variable hysteresis.
For very low data rates, carrier feedthrough
will be negligible and the ideal situation depicted in Figure 4.25 results. Increased
data rate produces the carrier feedthrough
shown in the (b) figure where false FSK outputs result because the feedthrough amplitude exceeds the hysteresis voltage.
Having the capability to increase the hysteresis as in (c) produces the desired FSK
output in the presence of carrier feedthrough.
Another important factor to be considered
is the temperature drift of the fo' in the VCO .
Small changes in fo' will change the dc level
of the input voltage to the Schmitt trigger.
This dc voltage shift would produce errors
in the FSK output in narrow-band systems
where the mark and space deviations in fin

.6

Figure 4_23
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POST DETECTION PROCESSOR FOR FSK
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION OF
THE 565 PLL
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Figure 4.24

WAVESHAPES FOR FSK DECODING IN THE
POST DETECTION PROCESSOR
(A) LOW DATA RATES WITH NEGLIGIBLE CARRIER FEEDTHROUGH
VOC(1)
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Voc(O)
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.....----TiME
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Figure 4.25
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are less than the fo' change with tempera,
ture. However this effect can be eliminated
if the dc or average value of the amplifier
signal is retrieved and used as the reference voltage for the Schmitt trigger. In this
manner, variations in the fo' with tempera~
ture do not affect the FSK output.

SmDotiCS

The 565 is a general purpose PLL designed
to operate at frequencies below 1MHz.
Functionally, the circuit is similar to the 562
in that the loop is broken between the VCO
and phase comparator to allow the insertion
of a counter for frequency multiplication applications. With the 565, it is also possible
to break the loop between the output of the
phase comparator and the control terminal
of the VCO to allow additional stages of
gain or filtering. This is described later in
this section.
The VCO is made up of a precision current
source and a non-saturating Schmitt trigger. In operation, the current source alternately charges and discharges an external
timing capacitor between two switching levels of the Schmitt trigger, which in turn controls the direction of current generated by
the current source.
A simplified diagram of the VCO is shown in
Figure 4.26. 11 is the charging current created by the application of the control voltage Vc. In the initial state, 03 is off and the
current 11 charges capacitor C 1 through the
diode 02' When the voltage on C1 reaches
the upper triggering threshold, the Schmitt
trigger changes state and activates the
transistor 03. This provides a current sink
and essentially grounds the emitters of 01
and 02. The charging current 11 now flows
through ° 1, a 1 and 03 to ground, Since the
base-emitter voltage of 02 is the same as
that of a 1, an equal current flows through
02. This discharges the capacitor C1 until
the lower triggering threshold is reached at
which point the cycle repeats itself. Because the capacitor C1 is charged and discharged with the constant current 11, the
VCO produces a triangle wave form as well
as the square wave output of the Schmitt
trigger.
The complete circuit for the 565 is shown in
Figure 4.27. Transistors a 1-07 and diodes
D 1-°3 form tlte precision current source.
The base of a 1 is the control voltage input
to the VCO. This voltage is transferred to
pin 8 where it is applied across the external
resistor R 1. This develops a current through
R 1 which enters pin 8 and becomes the
charging current for the VCO. With the exception of the negligible a 1 base current,
all the current that enters pin 8, appears at

Phase Locked Loops

SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF 565 VCO
r-----------~~----_o+v

D2

C1·
SCHMITT

reI

the anodes of diodes D2 and D3. When 08
(controlled by the Schmitt trigger) is on, D3
is reverse biased and all the current flows
through D2 to the duplicating current source
05-07, R2-R3 and appears as the capacitor discharge current at the collector of 05.
When 08 is off, the duplicating current
source 05-07, R2-R3 floats and the charging current passes through D3 to charge
The Schmitt trigger (a 11, a 12) is driven
from the capacitor triangle wave form by
the emitter follower 09. Diodes D6-D9 prevent saturation of 11 and 12, enhancing
the switching speed. The Schmitt trigger
output is buffered by emitter follower 013
and is brought out to pin 4, and is also connected back to the current source by the
differential amplifier (014-016).

TRIGGER

a

-=-

a

When operated from dual symmetrical supplies, the square wave on pin 4 will swing
between a low level of slightly (O.2V) below
ground to a high level of one diode voltage
drop (O.7V) below the positive supply. The

Figure 4.26

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF 565

Figure 4_27
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triangle wave form on pin 9 is approximately
centered between the positive ,and negative
supplies and has an amplitude of 2V with
supply voltages of ±5V. The amplitude of
t!le triangle waveform is directly proportional to the supply voltages.
The phase comparator is again olthe doubly-balanced modulator type. Transistors
020 and 024 form the signal input stage,
and must be biased externally. If dual symmetrical supplies are used, it is simplest to
bias 020 and 024 through external resistors to ground. The switching stage 018,
019, 022 and 023 is driven from the
Schmitt trigger via pin 5 and 011' Diodes
012 and 013 limit the phase comparator
output, and differential amplifier 026 and
027 provides increased loop gain.
The loop low pass filter is formed with an
external capacitor (connected to pin 7) and
the collector resistance R24 (typically
3.6KQ). The voltage on pin 7 becomes the
error voltage which is then connected back
to the control voltage terminal of the VCO
(base of 01). Pin 6 is connected to a tap on
the bias resistor string and provides a reference voltage which is nominally equal to the
output voltage on pin 7. This allows differential stages to be both biased and driven by
connecting them to pins 6 and 7.
The free-running center frequency of the
565 is adjusted by means of R1 and C1 and
is given approximately by
1.2
f '
(4.28)
o "" 4FfiC1

When the phase comparator is in the limiting mode (Vin ~ 200m V p-p), the lock range
can be calculated from the expression:
2"'L

= 2KoKdA8d

Kd = ~
volts I radian
". ,

(4.30)

A = 1.4

(4.31)

=,;

Ko =

(4.32)

radians

50 fo'-~adians
Vee Volt-sec

(4.33)

where VCC is the total supply voltage applied to the circuit.
The tracking range for the 565 then becomes:
fL Q<+I"'L 'Q< + ~ Hz.
(4.34)
- 2".! - VCC
to each side of the free-running frequency,
or a total lock range of:
(4.35)
2fL Q< 16fo Hz
Vee
The capture range, over which the loop can
acquire lock with the input Signal is given
approximately by:
2"'e

Q<2JEF

(4.36)

where "'L is the one-sided tracking range
"'L = 2".fL
and

T

(4.37)

is the time constant of the loop filter

= RC2

fc Q<

(4.29)

where Ko is the veo conversion gain, Kd is
the phase comparators conversion gain, A
is the amplifier gain, and 8d is the maximum
phase error over which the loop can remain
in lock. Specific values for the terms of
Equation 4.29 for the 565 are

ed

T

(4.38)

The lock-in range can be written as:

± _1_} 21rfL = ± _1_J 321rfo'
2".
T
2".
Vee
(4.39)

to each side of the free-running frequency
or a total capture range of:
(4.40)
This approximation works well for narrow
capture ranges (fe = 1/3fL but becomes
too large as the limiting case is approached
(fc = fL)·
When it is desired to operate the 565 out of
its limiting mode (Vin < 200mV POp or 32mV
rms), Kd can be estimated from the graph in
Figure 4.28 for the specific input voltage
anticipated. The previous calculations for
the lock and capture ranges remain valid
with the new value of Kd from the graph being used to replace the KdA product in
Equation 4.29. In Figure 4.28, the dc amplifier gain A has been included in the Kd value.
For applications where both a narrow lock
range and a large output voltage swing are
required, it is necessary to inject a constant
current into pin 8 and increase the value of
R 1. One scheme for this is shown in Figure
4.29. The basis for this scheme is the fact
that the output voltage controls only the
current though R 1 while the current through
01 remains constant. Thus, if most of the
charging current is due to 01, the total cur-

NARROW BANDWIDTH FM DEMODULATOR
USING THE 565

PHASE COMPARATOR'S CONVERSION
GAIN, KD, FOR THE 565 AS A
FUNCTION OF INPUT SIGNAL AMPLITUDE
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rent can be varied only a small amount due
to the small change in current through R 1.
Consequently, the VCO can track the input
signal over a small Irequency range yet the
output voltage of the loop (control voltage
of the VCO) will swing its maximum value.

In most instances, RB and RA are chosen to
be equal so that the voltage drop across
them is about 200mV. For best temperature
stability, diode D1 should be a base-collector shorted transistor of the same type as
Q1.

Diode D1 is a Zener diode, used to allow a
larger voltage drop across RA than would
otherwise be available. D4 is a diode which
should be matched to the emitter-base
junction of Q 1 for temperature stability. In
addition, D 1 and D2 should have the same
breakdown voltages and D3 and D4 should
be similar so that the voltage seen across
RB and RC is the same as that seen across
pins 10 and 1 of the phase locked loop. This
causes the frequency of the loop to be insensitive to power supply variations. The
free-running frequency can be found by:

When the 565 is connected normally, feedback to the VCO from the phase comparator is internal. That is, an amplifier makes
the pin 8 voltage track the pin 7 (phase
comparator output) voltage. Since the capacitor C 1 charge current is determined by
the current through resistance R 1, the frequency is a function of the voltage at pin 8.
It is possible, however, to bypass and
swamp the internal loop amplifier so that
the current into pin 8 is no longer a function
of the pin 8 voltage but only of the pin 7 voltage. This makes a greater charge-discharge current variation possible, allowing
a greater lock range. Figure 4,30 shows
such a circuit in which the I'A 7 41 operational amplifier is set for a differential gain of 5,
leeding current to pin 8 through the 33KQ
resistor (simulating a current source). Not
only is the tracking range greatly expanded,
but the output voltage as a function of frequency is five times greater than normal. In
setting up such a circuit, the designer
should keep in mind that for best frequency
stability, the charge-discharge current
should be in the range of 50 to 1500l'A
which also specifies the pin 8 input current
range, showing that a ratio of upper to lower
lock extremes of about 30 can be achieved.

2RS
+_1_ Hz (441)
I ,~
o - (RS + Rcl RAC1
4R1C1
.
and the total range is given by:
2fL ~
22.4VD(RS+RC)RAfo'
Hz
- (iVli+iv2i Vz VD)[BR SRI+ RA(Rs+RC)]

(4.42)
where VD is the forward biased diode voltage (=0.7V), Vz is the zener diode breakdown voltage, V 1 is the positive supply
voltage, and V 2 is the negative supply voltage.
When the output excursion at pin 7 need be
only a volt or so, diodes D 1, D2 and D3 may
be replaced by short circuits.
The value of R 1 can be selected to give a
prescribed output voltage for a given frequency deviation.
RA(RS+RC) fo'

(4.43)

where ~f is the desired frequency deviation
per volt of output.

Many times it would be advantageous to be
able to break the feedback connection between the output (pin 7) and the control voltage terminal (Q1) of the VCO. This can be
easily done once it is seen that it is the current into pin 8 which controls the VCO frequency. Replacing the external resistor R 1

with a current source, such as in Figure
4.31, effectively breaks the internal voltage
feedback connection. The current flowing
into pin 8 is now independent of the voltage
on pin 8. The output voltage (on pin 7) can
now be amplified or filtered and used to
drive the current source by a scheme such
as that shown in Figure 4.31. This scheme
allows the addition of enough gain for the
loop to stay in lock over a 100: 1 frequency
range, or conversely, to stay in lock with a
precise phase difference (between input
and VCO signals) which is almost independent of frequency variation. Adjustment of
the voltage to the non-inverting input of the
op amp, together with a large enough loop
gain allows the phase difference to be set
at a constant value between 0 0 and 180 0 . In
addition, it is now possible to do special liltering to improve the performance in certain
applications. For instance, in frequency
multiplication applications it may be desirable to include a notch filter tuned to the
sum frequency component to minimize incidental FM without excessive reduction 01
capture range.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION OF
THE 566 PLL
The 566 is the voltage controlled oscillator
portion of the 565. The basic die is the
same as that of the 565; modified metalization is used to bring out only the VCO. The
566 circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4.32.
Transistor Q 18 provides a buffered triangle
waveform output. (The triangle waveform is
available at capacitor C 1 also, but any current drawn from pin 7 will alter the duty cycle and frequency.) The square wave output
is available from Q 19 by pin 4. The circuit
will operate at freqencies up to 1MHz and
may be programmed by the voltage applied
on the control terminal (pin 5), by injecting
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF 566
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Figure 4_32
current into pin 6, or by changing the value
of the external resistor and capacitor (R 1
and Cl).

tracking range is relatively unimportant ex:
cept as it limits the maximum attainable
capture range. The complete circuit diagram of the 567 is shown in Figure 4.33.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION OF
THE 567 TONE DECODER

The current controlled oscillator is shown in
simplified form in Figure 4.34. It provides
both a square wave output and a quadrature
output. The control current Ic sweeps the
oscillator ± 7% of the free-running frequency, which is set by external components Rl
and Cl.

The 567 is a PLL designed specifically for
frequency sensing or tone decoding. Like
the 561, the 567 has a controlled oscillator,
a phase comparator and a second auxiliary
or quadrature phase detector. In addition,
however, it contains a power output stage
which is driven directly by the quadrature
phase detector output. During lock, the
quadrature phase detector drives the output stage on, so the device functions as a
tone decoder or frequency relay. The tone
decoder free-running frequency and bandwidth are specified by the free-running frequency and capture range of the loop
portion. Since a tone decoder, by definition,
responds to a stable frequency, the lock or
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Transistors 01 through 06 form a flip-flop
which can switch pin 5 between VBE and
+V - VBE. Thus, theR1Cl network is driven from a square wave of +V - 2VBE peakto-peak volts. On the positive portion of the
square wave, Cl is charged through Rl until V 1 is reached. A comparator circuit driven from C 1 at pin 6 then supplies a pulse
which resets the flip-flop so that pin 5
switches to VBE and Cl is discharged until

Gi!lDotiCG

V2 is reached. A second comparator then
supplies a pulse which sets thE! flip-flop and
Cl resumes charging.
The total swing of the capacitor voltage, as
determined by the comparator sensing voltages, is

J

R22 + R23
v, - V2 = (+v - 2VSE) [ R2' + R22 + R23 + R24

= K (+V -2VSE)

(4.44)

Due to the excellent matching of integrated
resistors, the resistor ratio K may be considered constant. Figure 4.35 shows the pin
5 and pin 6 voltages during operation. It is
obvious from the proportion that t 1 + t2 is
independent of the magnitude of + V and dependent only on the time constant R 1C 1 of
the external components. Moreover, if (V 1
+ V2)/2 = +V 12, then tl = 12 and the duty
cycle is 50%. Note that the triangular waveform is phase shifted from the square wave.

Phase Locked Loops

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF 567

Figure 4.33
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A differential· stage (022 and 023) amplifies the triangular wave with respect to (V 1
+ V2)/2 to provide the quadrature output.
(Due to the exponential distortion of the triangle wave, the quadrature output is actually phase shifted about 80·, but no operating
compromises result from this slight deviation from true quadrature.)

er, therefore, is inserted at X to minimize
this drain and 021 placed in series with
020 to drop the comparator sensing voltage one VeE to compensate for the VeE
drop in the emitter follower.
In order to insure that the square wave
drops quickly and accurately to VeE, an active clamp scheme is applied to the collector of 02. The base of 09 is held at 2 VeE
so that as 02 is turned on its base current,
its collector is held at VeE. eecause 02

One source of error in this oscillator
scheme is current drawn by the comparators from the R1C1 mode. An emitter follow-

and 03 have the same geometry and their
base-emitter voltages are the same, the
maximum 02 current when clamped is essentially the same as the collector current
of 03 (as limited by R5). The flip-flop was
optimized for maximum switching speed to
reduce frequency drift due to switching
speed variations.
Current control of the frequency is achieved
by making R21 somewhat less than R24
and restoring the proper voltage for 50%

SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF 567 TONE DECODER
CURRENT-CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
+VO--O~~--~--------~--------------------------------~-----,
R5

+V - VBE

~Ql
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014·018
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V, + V2
-2-
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FLIP-FLOP

Figure 4.34
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duty cycle by drawing Ic of 100ltA for the
R21, 020 junction. When Ic is then varied
between 0 and 200ltA, the frequency
changes by ± 7%. Because of the slight
shift in the voltage levels V 1 and V2 with Ic ,
the square wave duty cycle changes from
'about 47% to about 53% over the control
range. To avoid drift of free-running frequency with temperature and supply voltage
changes when Ic* 0, Ic is also made a
function of +V - 2 VBE.
A doubly balanced multiplier formed by 032
through 037 (Figure 4.33) functions as the
phase comparator. The input signal is applied to the base of 032. Transistors 034 037 are driven by a square wave taken from
the CCO at the collector of 02. Phase comparator input bias is provided by three diodes, 038 through 040, connected in
series, assuring good bias voltage matching from run to run. Emitter resistors R26
and R27, in addition to providing the necessary dynamic range at the input, help stabilize the gain over the. wide temperature
range.
The loop dc amplifier is formed by 051 and
052. Having a current gain of 8, it permits
even a small phase detector output to drive
the CCO the full ± 7%: Therefore, full detection bandwidth can be obtained for any inband input signal greater than about 70mV
rms. However, the main purpose of high
loop gain in the tone decoder is to keep the
locked phase as close to 1r 12 as possible
for all but the smallest input levels since
this greatly facilitates operation of the quadrature lock detector. Emitter resistors R36
and R37 help stabilize the gain over the required temperature range. Another function
of the dc amplifier is to allow a higher impedance level at the low pass filter terminal
(pin 2) so that a smaller capacitor can be
used for a given loop cutoff frequency.
Once again, emitter resistors help stabilize
the loop gain over the temperature range.
The quadrature phase detector (OPD),
formed by a second doubly-balanced multiplier 042 - 047, is driven from the quadrature output (E, F, in Figure 4.33) of the CCO.
The signal input comes from the emitters of
the input transistors 032 and 033.
The output stage, 053 through 062, compares the average OPD current' in the low
pass output filter R3C3 with a temperature
compensated current in R39 (forming the
threshold voltage Vt).

The uncommitted collector (pin 8) of the
power npn output transistor can drive both
100 - 200mA loads and logic elements, including TTL.
The Ko conversion gain for the 567 tone decoder is given by
I radians
Ko = 0.44 Wo volt-sec

(4.45)

while the Kd conversion gain depends upon
the input signal level as shown in Figure
4.36. These parameters can be used to calculate the lock and capture range as has
been illustrated previously.
The 567 tone decoder is a specialized loop
which can be set up to respond to a given
tone (constant frequency) within its bandwidth. The free-running frequency is set by
a resistor R 1 and capacitor C 1. The bandwidth is controlled by the low pass filter capacitor C2' A third capacitor C3 integrates
the output of the quadrature phase detector
(OPD) so that the dc lock-indicating component can switch the power output stage on
when lock is present. The 567 is optimized
for stability and predictability of free-running frequency and bandwidth.
Two events must occur before an output is
given. First, the loop portion of the 567 must
achieve lock. Second, the output capacitor
C3 must charge sufficiently to activate the
output stage. For minimum response time,
these events must be as brief as possible.
As previously discussed, the lock time of a
loop can be minimized by reducing the response time of the low pass filter. Thus, C2
must be as small as possible. However, C2

also controls the bandwidth. Therefore, the
response time is an inverse function of
bandwidth as shown by Figure 4.37, reprinted from the 567 data sheet. The upper
curve denotes the expected worst-case response time when the bandwidth is controlled solely by C2 and the input amplitude
is 200mV rms or greater. The response time
is given in cycles of free-running frequency.
For example, a 2% bandwidth at a free-running frequency of 1000 cycles can require
as long as 280 cycles (280ms) to lock when
the initial phase relationship is at its worst.
Figure 4.38 gives a typical distribution of response time versus inl\ut phase. Note that,
assuming random initial input phase, only
30/180 = 1/6 of the time will the lock-up
time be longer than half the worst case
lock-up time. Figure 4.39 shows some actual measurements of lock-up time for a setup having a worst case lock-up time of 27
cycles and a best-case lock-up time of four
input cycles.
The lower curve on the graph of Figure 4.37
shows the worst-case lock-up time when
the loop gain is reduced as a means of reducing the bandwidth (see data sheet, Alternate Method of Bandwidth Reduction).
The value of C2 required for this minimum
response time is
C2(min)=

130 [10K + RAJ
fO
RA

ItF

(4.46)

It is important to note that noise immunity
and rejection of out-band tones suffer
somewhat when this minimum value of C2 is
used so that response time is gained at
their expense. Except at very low input levels, input amplitude has only a minor effect
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LOCK-UP TIME VERSUS INITIAL
PHASE FOR THE 567 TONE DECODER
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Figure 4.39
on the lock-up time - usually negligible in
comparison to the variation caused by input
phase.
Lock-up transients can be displayed on a
two-channel scope with ease. Figure 4.40
shows the display which results. The top
trace shows the square wave which either
gates the input generator signal off and on
(or shifts the frequency in and out of the
. band if you have a generator which has a
frequency control input only). 'The lower
trace shows the voltage at pin 2, the low
pass filter voltage. The input frequency is
offset slightly from the free-running frequency so that the locked and unlocked voltage
are different. It is apparent that, while the
C2 decay during unlock is always the same,
the lock transient is different each time.
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This is because the turn-on repetition rate is
such that a different initial phase relationship occurs with each appearance of the inband signal. It is tempting to adjust the repetition rate so that a fast, constant lock-up
transient is displayed. However, in doing so
a favorable initial phase is created that is
not present in actual operation. On the contrary, it is most realistic to adjust the repetition rate so that the longest lock-up time is
displayed, such as the fifth lock transient
shows. Once this display is achieved, the
effect of various adjustments in C2 or input
amplitude is seen. However, the repetition
rste must be resdjusted for worst-csse
lock-up sfter esch such chsnge.
Once lock is achieved, the quadrature
phase detector output at pin 1 is integrated

SillOOlies

by C3 to e~tract the dc component. As C3
charges from its quiescent value Vq (see
Figure 4.41) to its final value (V q - tN), it
passes through the output stage threshold,
turning it on. The total voltage change is a
function of input amplitude. Since the unadjusted Vq is very close (within 50mV) toVt,
the output stage turns on very soon after
lock. Only a small fraction of the output
4700Ca) expires
stage time constant (r
before Vt is crossed so that Ca does not
greatly influence the response time. However, as shown in Agure 4.41(a),the turn-off
delay time can be quite long when C3 is
large. Figure 4.41 (b) shows how desensitizing the output stage by connecting a highvalue resistor between pin 1 and pin 4 (positive supply voltage) can equalize the ,turnon and turn-off time. If turn-off delay is im-

=
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EFFECT OF THRESHOLD VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT ON
TONE DECODER TURN-ON AND TURN-OFF DELAY
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If this procedure results in a worst-case response time that is too slow, the following
suggestions may be considered:
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signals occur. The full input spectrum
should be used for this test. Ignore brief
transients or chatter during turn-on and
turn-off as they can be eliminated with the
chatter prevention feedback technique
described in the data sheet.
d Use the desensitizing technique, also described in the data sheet, to balance
turn-on and turn-off delay.
e Apply the chatter prevention technique to
clean up the output.
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Figure 4.41
portant in the overall response time, then
desensitizing can reduce the total delay.
But why not make C3 very small so that
these delays can be totally neglected? The
problem here is that the QPD output has a
large second harmonic component of the
free·running frequency that must be filtered
out. Also, noise, outband signals, and differ·
ence frequencies formed by close out· band
frequencies beating with the VCO frequency appear at the QPD output. All these must
be attenuated by C3 or the output stage will
chatter on and off as the threshold is approached. The more noisy the input signal
and the larger the near-band signals, the
greater C3 must be to reject them. Thus,
there is a complicated relationship between
the input spectrum and the size of C3. What
must be done, then, is to make C3 more
than sufficient for proper operation (no
false outputs or missed signals) under actual operating conditions and then reduce its
value in small steps until either the required

response time is obtained or operation becomes unsatisfactory.
In setting up the tone decoder for maximum
speed, it is best to proceed as follows:
a After the center frequency has been set,
adjust C2 to give the desired bandwidth
or, if the graph of response time in cycles
(Figure 4.39) suggests that worst case
lock· up time will be too long, incorporate
the loop gain reduction scheme as an alternate means of bandwidth reduction.
(See data sheet).
b Check lock-up time by observing the waveform at pin 2 while pulsing the input signal on and off (or in and out of the band
when a FM generator is used). Adjust
repetition rate to reveal worst lock-up
time.
c Starting with a large value of C3 (say 10
C2), reduce it as much as possible in
steps while monitoring the output to be
certain that no false outputs or missed
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a Relax the bandwidth requirement.
b Operate the entire system at higher frequency when this option is available.
c Use two tone decoders operating at
slightly different frequencies and OR the
outputs. This will reduce the statistical
occurance of the worst-case lock-up time
so that excessive lock-up time occurs.
For example, if the lock-up time is marginal 10% of the time with one unit, it will
drop to 1% with two units.
d Control the in-band input amplitude to
stabilize the bandwidth, set up two tone
decoders for maximum bandwidth, and
overlap the detection bands to make the
desired frequency range equal to the
overlap. Since both tone decoders are on
only when a tone appears within the overlap range, the outputs can be ANOed to
provide the desired selectivity.
e If the system design permits, send the
tone to be detected continuously at a low
level (say 25mV rms) to keep the loop in
lock at all times. The output stage, slightly desensitized, can then be gated on as
required by increasing the signal amplitude during the on time. Naturally, the signal phase should be maintained as the
amplitude is changed. This scheme is extremely fast, allowing repetition rates as
fast as 1/3 to 1/2 the free- running frequency when C3 is small. This is equivalent to ASK (amplitude shift keying).

DEDICATED PLLS
Signetics makes a number of dedicated,
special purpose PLLs for specific audio and
communication applications. The 8X08
functions as a frequency synthesizer. This
device contains a reference oscillator
whose frequency is controlled by an external crystal, a digital phase detector, and
programmable dividers. When used in conjunction with an external VCO, a PLL is
formed that can produce or synthesize
many closely spaced frequencies from the
single reference crystal simply by changing
the divide-by modulus of the programmable
counter. The 8X08 is capable of digitally
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programming 200 AM channels with 10kHz
spacing and 2000 FM channels with 100kHz
spacing from a single 3.6MHz reference
crystal. The obvious advantage of using
PLL techniques for frequency synthesis is
that multiple frequencies can be generated
from a single crystal that acts as the reference frequency. All of the synthesized frequencies will have the same temperature
stability as that of the single crystal. Thus
PLLs alleviate the need for having a separate crystal for each frequency desired,
considerably reducing the size and complexity of most communication systems.
The jlA758 is a dedicated audio PLL for decoding an FM multiplexed stereo signal into
left and right audio channels while suppressing SCA information that may be present in the input signal. The two basic
signals that differentiate a stereo multiplexed signal from an FM monaural signal
are the 19kHz pilot and the 38kHz subcarrier.
Most non-PLL systems reconstruct the
38kHz subcarrier by using the 19kHz pilot.
Such an approach requires frequency multipliers and selective filters in the form of tuning coils.
Since maximum channel
separation is directly related to proper
phasing, alignment procedures were extremely critical and therefore expensive. In
addition, long term stability and performance were degraded due to component
aging and temperature.
Using the jlA758 PLL as a multiplexer decoder eliminates these shortcomings since
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the phase accuracy of the 38kHz signal is
limited only by the loop gain of the system
and the stability of the free-running oscillator frequency. Both of these parameters are
controlled easily, providing rapid and easy
adjustment and alignment and excellent
long term stability. The jlA758 has only one
control to adjust: a potentiometer to set the
oscillator frequency. No external coils are
required.
Internal functions of the jlA758 include automatic mono-stereo mode switching and
drive for an external lamp to indicate stereo
mode operation. The jlA758 operates over
a wide supply voltage range, uses a low
number of external components, and is suitable for all line-operated and automotive
FM stereo receivers.
Signetics manufactures two dedicated
PLLs for CD-4 (Compatibility Discrete 4
Channel System) demodulation. These are
the CD4-392 and the CG477 Demodulators.
CD-4 systems are compatible with existing
two channel stereo systems, and CD-4 records can be reproduced through the two
channel systems. The left wall of the record
groove contains left-front plus left-back signals. The right groove wall contains rightfront plus right-back signals. When the record is played on the two channel system,
the directional detection will not be picked
up and the source would become a regular
stereo. On the other hand, when a regular
two channel stereo record is reproduced
through a CD-4 system, the record will not
contain the extra modulation so the system
will reproduce as a normal two channel sys-
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tem. This interchangeable compatibility
feature is the major advantage of the CD-4
system.
When playing a CD-4 record on a CD-4 system, the four audio channels are separated
and independently reproduced to prevent
cross talk or interference. One major figure
of merit for a CD-4 system is to have no mixing between the main (left and right) signals
and the sub (front and back) signals coming
from the matrix circuit.
The CD-4 system has been welcomed by
musicians and music lovers. Space surrounded by four speakers has introduced a
new dimension to musical reproduction and
has implanted into music components a new
will to create music for the new era.
The CD4-392 is a CD-4 demodulator containing both a PLL carrier recovery system
and an audio processing system with per'
formance levels consistent with audiophile
standards. PLL techniques are used to demodulate wide band FM signals without
critical adjustment of reactive components
while maintaining low distortion. By using
two units of the CD4-392, CD-4 records can
be reproduced with high stability and fidelity.
The CG477 is a complete CD-4 demodulator system which demodulates discrete
disc recording manufactured in this format.
The monolithic IC contains a low noise
preamplifier, a PLL demodulator, a complete 2-band audio expansion system, as
well as the complete audio processing circuitry required for CD-4 demodulation.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the quickest ways to become familiar with the many uses and operational
modes of phase locked loops is to study
various applications. These applications
have been drawn from many diverse
sources - textbooks, professional and trade
journals, Signetics Application Engineers,
users, students projects, and personal designs and experimentations. Every effort
has been made to provide usable, workable
circuits which may be copied directly or
modified with the aid of the design equations to serve for imaginative applications.
Designers are reminded that PLL circuits
for additional applications are listed on the
various data sheets included at the end of
this work.

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS
Frequency multiplication can be achieved
with the PLL in two ways:
a Locking to a harmonic of the input signal.
b Insertion of a counter (digital frequency
divider) in the loop.
Harmonic locking is simpler and usually can
be achieved by setting the VCO free-running frequency to a multiple of the input frequency and allowing the PLL to lock.
However, a limitation of this scheme is that
the lock range decreases as successively
higher and weaker harmonics are used for
locking. This limits the practical harmonic
locking range to multiples of approximately
less than ten. For larger multiples, the second scheme is more desirable.
A block diagram of the second scheme is
shown in Figure 5.1(a). Here, the loop is
broken between the VCO and the phase
comparator and a counter is inserted. In this
case, the fundamental of the divided VCO
frequency is locked to the input reference
frequency so that the VCO is actually run-

ning at a multiple of the reference frequency. The amount of multiplication is
determined by the counter. An obvious
practical application of this multiplication
property is the use of the PLL in wide range
frequency synthesizers.
In frequency multiplication applications it is
important to take into account that the
phase comparator is actually a mixer and
that its output contains sum and difference
frequency components. The difference frequency is dc and is the error voltage which
drives the VCO to keep the PLL in lock. The
sum frequency components (of which the
fundamental is twice the frequency of the input signal) if not well filtered, will induce inCidental FM on the VCO output. This occurs
because the VCO is running at many times
the frequency of the input signal and the
sum frequency component which appears
on the control voltage to the VCO causes a
periodic variation of its frequency about the
desired multiple. For frequency multiplication it is generally necessary to filter quite
heavily to remove this sum frequency component. The tradeoff, of course, is a reduced capture range and a more underdamped loop transient response.
Producing a large number of frequencies
with close spaCing requires a counter with a
large N for the system of Figure 5.1 (a).
Large N values, in turn, require reference
frequencies too low to be practical for commercially available crystals. To overcome
this difficulty, a second counter (+M) is inserted as a prescaler as in Figure 5.1 (b) to
divide down the reference frequency input.
This also gives more programming flexibility
since the synthesized output frequencies
are functions of both M and N integers, each
of which can be changed separately. As an
example of fractional frequency synthesis,
the two counters can be set to generate an

output frequency exactly 16/3 of the input
reference frequency. In this case N = 16,
M = 3, and the initial fo' is set to approximately 16/3 times the reference frequency
input. The output always will be exactly
16/3 of the input frequency as long as the
PLL remains in lock.
PLL frequency synthesizers based upon
Figure 5.1 (b) find wide applications in many
types of communications systems that require precisely spaced channels having
narrow bandwidths which are centered
around relatively high frequencies. For example, Citizens Band (CB) transceiver applications
require
forty
channels
corresponding to forty different reference
frequencies, each separated by 10kHz
bandwidths and centered in the 26 - 27MHz
range. Channel 4 uses 27.005MHz; Channel
5 uses 27.015MHz; Channel 6 uses
27.025MHz; and so on. These frequencies
could be produced by using forty different
crystals - one for each channel. However,
this becomes expensive and adds unnecessary complexity to the system. Frequency
mixing techniques have been employed to
reduce the number of crystals needed to
less than one crystal per channel. For example one common mixer design uses 14
crystals for 23 channels. As a general rule,
most practical approaches that use numerous crystals and mixers to produce discrete
frequencies require more than one crystal
for every two channel frequencies produced. As the number of channels grows
large, frequency synthesis using PLLs becomes more attractive, especially since
usually only one or two crystals are needed.
Frequency stability of all channels will be
essentially the same as that of the crystal
reference frequency. Reduced system complexity, size, weight, and power consumption are key advantages of PLL synthesizers.

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS USING PLLs
(b) FRACTIONAL-FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS

(a) FREQUENCY MULTIPLICATION

fin
fin

= fe
= folN

'0 =
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Nfin

Figure 5_1
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Since the function of frequency synthesizers is to generate frequencies and not to linearily decode or demodulate input signals,
digital PLLs are more commonly used than
analog loops. The Signetics axoa and
SM5104 are frequency synthesizers designed for programmable digital PLL applications. Block diagrams of these devices
are shown in Figure 5.2.

and 21.6MHz from a 3.6MHz crystal-controlled source. This reference signal input is
produced by using the crystal as the frequency determining element in the VCO of a
second PLL. The thermal stability of all
three frequencies will be same as the stability afforded by the crystal. It may be necessary to place a small detuning capacitor
in parallel with the crystal to preCisely tune
the PLL to the crystals resonant frequency
and to prevent oscillations at harmonics of
the resonant frequency. The value of this
tuning capacitance must always be kept
considerably less than the value required to
produce an fo' without the crystal present.
Otherwise the crystal will lose control and
the input reference frequency will be set by
the capacitor alone.

Analog PLLs also can be used for frequency
synthesis applications. The 564 is particularly well suited for these applications because the loop is open between the VCO
output and the phase comparator input.
Also the phase comparator input and VCO
output are compatible with TTL counters.

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS WITH
CRYSTAL CONTROL

A recommendation for improved 564 operation is to utilize a divide-by-N counter in the
loop which produces "square" waves for

The system shown in Figure 5.3 has been
used to generate frequencies of 5.4MHz

the phase comparator that have as close to
a 50% duty cycle as possible. Normally
counters with even N values produce
square wave outputs perfectly compatible
for the phase coinparator. Counters for odd
N values more commonly produce unsymmetrical outputs that can be less desirable
inputs to the phase comparator. An easy
modification to "square up" odd divide-by-N
counter outputs is to insert a single toggling
flip-flop stage between the counter output
and the phase comparators input. This produces an effective 2N multiplication of the
input frequency within the PLL. The extra
factor of two is removed by a second toggle
flip-flop whose input is the output from the
first flip-flop. This is the same system as
was previously shown in Figure 5.3(a)
where the +N counter becomes a +2N and
M = 2 for the second counter.

DIGITAL PLLS USED FOR FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS
(a) SM5104
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The 10kn bias potentiometer on the first
564 is used to adjust internal bias currents
so that a stable waveshape at the crystal
frequency is available as the input for the
second PLL. The other 10kn potentiometer
adjusts the loop gain to insure a large
enough capture range for the reference input. Waveshapes for the synthesized frequencies referenced to the 3.6MHz input
are shown in Figure 5.3(b).

FSK DEMODULATION
FSK refers to data transmission by means
of a carrier which is shifted between two
preset frequencies. This frequency shift is
usually accomplished by driving a VCO with
the binary data signal so that the two resulting frequencies correspond to the "0" and
"1" states (commonly called space and
mark) of the binary data signal.

FSK Demodulation with the 560B
The 560B phase locked loop can be used
as a receiving converter to demodulate FSK
audio tones and to provide a shifting dc
voltage to initiate mark or space frequencies. The PLL can replace the bulky audio
filters and undependable relay circuits previously used for this application. Connection" of the 560B PLL as a FSK demodulator
is illustrated in Figure 5.4. This specific circuit was designed to match the Bell 103C
and 1030 Data Phones.
The system functions by locking-on and
tracking the output frequency of the receiver. The input frequency shift is translated
within the 560B to a dc voltage of about
60mV amplitude which appears at pin 9.
This output is amplified, conditioned, and
applied to a voltage comparator (j.lA710)
which provides compatible outputs for inter-

facing with digital logic systems. The voltage at pin 12 should be from 30mV to 2V
peak-to-peak, square or sine wave. Pin 10.
the de-emphasis terminal, is used for bandshaping. The capacitor connected between
this terminal and ground bypasses unwanted high frequency noise to ground.
When modifying this circuit to accommodate other systems. maintain the resistance to ground from pin 9 at approximately
15kn. Pins 2 and 3 are the connections for
the external capacitor that determines the
free-running frequency of the VCO. The
0.33j.1F value indicated provides a VCO frequency, f o ', of approximately 1060Hz. The
value of the timing capacitor can be calculated by
CO =300 pF
fo'
where fo' is in MHz.

band edge of the ladder filter is chosen to
be approximately half-way between the
maximum keying rate (300 baud or bits per
second, or 150Hz). The free-running frequency should be adjusted (with R 1) so that
the dc voltage level at the output is the
same as that at pin 6 of the loop. The output
signal can now be made logic compatible by
connecting a voltage comparator between
the output and pin 6.
The input connection is typical for cases
where a dc voltage is present at the source
and, therefore, a direct connection is not
desirable. Both input terminals are returned
to ground with identical resistors (in this
case, the values are chosen to achieve a
600n input impedance).

(5.1)

The comparator has a swing of 2V peak-topeak, over a 0 to 600 baud input FSK rate,
with less than 10% jitter at the comparator
output. The circuit is operative over a temperature range of 0° to 70°C with a total
drift of approximately 100mV over the temperature range.

FSK Demodulation with the 565
A simple scheme using the 565 to receive
FSK signals of 1070Hz and 1270Hz is
shown in Figure 5.5. As the signal appears
at the input, the loop locks to the input frequency and tracks it between the two frequencies with a corresponding dc shift at
the output (pin 7).
The loop filter capacitor C2 is chosen to set
the proper overshoot on the output and a
three-stage RC ladder filter is used to remove the sum frequency components. The

A more sophisticated approach primarily
useful for narrow frequency deviations is
shown in Figure 5.6. Here, a constant current is injected into pin 8 by means of transistor Q 1. This has the effect of decreasing
the lock range and increasing the output
voltage sensitivity to the input frequency
shift. The basis for this scheme is the fact
that the output voltage (control voltage for
the VCO) controls only the current through
R 1. while the current through Q 1 remains
constant. Thus, if most of the capacitor
charging current is due to Q 1, the current
variation due to R1 will be a small percentage of the total charging current and, consequently. the total frequency deviation of
the VCO will be limited to a small percentage of the center frequency. A 0.25j.1F loop
filter capacitor gives approximately 30%
overshoot on the output pulse, as seen in
the accompanying photographs. Figure 5.7
shows the output of the j.lA710 comparator
and the output of the 565 phase locked loop

FRACTIONAL FREQUENCY SYSTHESIS WITH THE 564
(c) WAVE SHAPES

(a) BLOCK DIAGRAM ORGANIZATION
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(b) CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
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after the filter at rates of 100, 200 and 300
baud, respectively.
The PLL output is filtered with a two-stage
Re ladder filter with a band edge chosen to
be approximately BOOHz (approximately
half-way between the maximum keying rate

of 150Hz and twice the carrier frequency).
The number of stages on the filter can be
more or less depending on the degree of uncertainty allowable in the comparator output pulse. Two small capacitors (typically
O.OOl!LF) are connected between pins B

FSK DEMODULATOR USING THE 560

O.3pF

0---)
FSK

INPUT

and 7 of the 565 and across the input of the
comparator to avoid possible oscillation
problems.
For best operation, the free-running veo
frequency should be adjusted so that the
output voltage (corresponding to the input
frequencies of 1070Hz and 1270Hz) swings
equally to both sides of the reference voltage at pin 6. This can be easily done by adjusting the center frequency of the veo so
that the output signal of the !LA 710 comparator has a 50% duty cycle. It is usually necessary to decouple pin 6 with a large
capacitor connected to the positive supply
in order to obtain a stable reference voltage
for the !LA710 comparator.

FSK Demodulation with the 564

OUTPUT
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Figure 5.4

FSK DECODER USING THE 565
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Figure 5.B shows a high-frequency FSK decoder designed for input frequency deviations of ± 1.0MHz centered around a freerunning frequency of 10.BMHz. The value of
the timing capacitance required was estimated from Figure 5.9(a) to be approximately 40pF. A trimmer capacitor was
added to fine tune fo' to 10.BMHz.

FSK

565

INPUT

60

The 564 PLL is particularly attractive for
FSK demodulation since it contains an internal voltage comparator and veo which
have TTL compatible inputs and outputs,
andit can operate from a single 5 volt power supply. Demodulated dc voltages associated with the mark and space frequencies
are recovered with a single external capacitor in a dc retriever without utilizing extensive filtering networks. An internal
comparator, acting as a Schmitt trigger with
an adjustable hysteresis, shapes the demodulated voltages into compatible TTL
output levels. The high frequency design of
the 564 enables it to demodulate FSK at
high data rates in excess of 1.0M baud.

600
~--~----------------------------~--_o-5V

Figure 5.5

FSK DECODER WITH EXPANDED 565
OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE

Figure 5.9(b) indicates that the ± 1.0MHz
frequency deviations will be within the lock
range for input signal levels greater than
approximately 50mV with zero pin 2 bias
current. While strictly this figure is appropriate only for 5MHz, it can be used as a guide
for lock range estimates at other fo' frequencies.
A more thorough analysis confirms these
lock range conclusions and serves as a
guide for designing other systems. The
closed loop gain of the PLL is equal to the
systems lock range and is found as the
product of Kd and Ko , or
2wL = Kv = KdKo
.
(5.2)
volt
radian
2wL = (0.64 radian ) (0.34 ~)
(2 ... x 10.8 x 106 radian)
sec
2wL = 14.7M radian (Lock range)
sec

Figure 5.6
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FSK DECODING OUTPUT WAVESHAPES

10.8 MHz FSK DECODER USING THE 564
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output. When unlocked, high frequency harmonics are present, increasing in amplitude
until lock is achieved.

PLL INPUT AND VCO OUTPUT FOR PHASE AND
FREQUENCY LOCK AT 10.8 MHz

FM DEMODULATION
If the PLL is locked to a frequency modulated (FM) signal, the VCO tracks the instantaneous frequency of the input signal. The
filtered error voltage, which forces the VCO
to maintain lock with the input signal then
becomes the demodulated FM output. The
linearity of this demodulated signal depends solely on the linearity of the VCO
voltage-to-frequency transfer characteristic. Since the PLL is in lock during FM demodulation, the response is linear and is
readily predicted from a root locus plot. FM
demodulation applications are numerous;
some popular ones are FM broadcast demodulation and SCA decoding.

INPUT

VCO

Broadcast FM Detection

fL = 1.17 MHz (tracking range about 10.8 MHz)

Figure 5.10
Thus pin 2 could be left as an open circuit
and the internally set closed·loop gain
would be adequate for tracking the mark
and space input frequencies. However, to
be safe, a bias adjustment as shown in Fig·
ure 5.8 is recommended to allow for Kd and
Ko variations from device to device.
Designing for a capture range of approxi·
mately 700kHz gives a low· pass filter time
constant of
2wc

= 2~

2 x (211'
T

X

700 x 10 3)

(5.3)

= 2 J7.38; 106

= 0.3811's

Therefore, choose the low'pass filter ca·
pacitor as
C =.:L = 0.3811's = 293pF
R
1.3K

(5.4)

Two 300pF capacitors were selected for
the design.
Capacitive coupling was used for the FSK
input and is recommended to avoid dc
feedthrough. This dc voltage would act as a
dc offset to shift fo' from 10.8MHz. Bal·
anced biasing with the 1.0kn resistors from
pin 7 to pins 3 and 6 also is recommended
to establish symmetrical, quiescent clirrent
conditions in the limiter and phase comparator sections of the 564. The 300n pull-up
resistor for the VCO output was found to
give a rise time less than 10ns. This rise
time was further reduced by adding the
lOOn resistor between pins 9 and 11. Figure
5.10 shows an unmodulated 10.8MHz input
signal and the VCO output. Note the approximate 90· phase lag of the VCO output.

A O.lI'F dc retriever capacitor (pin 14) has
less than 1 ohm impedance at fo' and represents a good compromise between high
baud rates (-lOOK baud) at fo' and higher
order filtering. If very high baud rates are
used, this capaCitor could be made smaller
with an accompanying increase in the
Schmitt trigger hysteresis voltage. The hysteresis was adjusted experimentally via the
10kn potentiometer and 2kn bias arrangement to give the waveshape shown in Figure 5.11 for 20K, 500K, 2M baud rates with
square wave FSK modulation. Note the
magnitude and phase relationships of the
phase comparators output voltages with respect to each other and to the FSK output.
The high frequency sum components of the
input and VCO frequency also are visible as
noise on the phase comparators outputs.
The phase comparators ouiputs exhibit the
waveshapes shown in Figure 5.12 when the
FM input is changed from a square wave
FSK modulation to a triangular sweep at a
100Hz modulation rate. The amplitude of
the triangular sweep was increased from
that used with square wave modulation,
causing the loop to be driven in and out of
lock. The loop is locked during the smooth,
linear portions of the phase comparators
waveshapes and unlocked during the remaining portions. Referring to Figure 1.6;
lock and capture frequencies were measured for a pin 2 bias current of 3751'A and
fo' = 10.8MHz as:
Lock: fL 1 = 6.2MHz

fL2 = 16.4MHz

Capture: fC 1 :;: 9.3MHz

fC2 = 12.2MHz

When the loop is locked, the phase detectors outputs represent the demodulated FM

SmAotieS

Here the PLL functions as a complete IF
strip, limiter, and FM detector, and can be
used for detecting either wide or narrow
band FM signals with greater linearity than
can be obtained by other means. For frequencies within the range of the VCO, the
PLL functions as a self contained receiver
since it combines the functions of frequency
selectivity and demodulation. One increasingly popular use of the PLL is in scanning
receivers where a number of broadcast
channels may be sequentially monitored by
simply varying the VCO free-running frequency.

FM Demodulation Using the 560B
When used as a FM demodulator, the 560B
PLL requires selection of external components and / or circuits to create the desired
response. The areas to be considered are:
a Input Signal Conditioning
b Tuning - VCO Frequency
c Low Pass Filter Selection/Gain Adjustment
d Output Swing
e Tracking Range Adjustment
f De-emphasis Network Selection
Figure 5-13 illustrates schematically a typical FM demodulator with IF amplifier and
limiter using the 560B PLL. The amplitude of
the input signal has a pronounced effect on
the operation. For the tracking range to be
constant, the input signal level should be
greater than 2mV rms. In addition, AM rejection diminishes at higher signal levels and
drops to less than 20dB for signals greater
than 30mV. If either tracking range or AM
rejection is critical, the input signal should
be conditioned to be in the 2 to 10mV range
by using either a limiter or a combination
limiter-amplifier. Thia circuit should limit at
the smallest input voltage that is expected.
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PHASE COMPARATOR (PINS 4 AND 5) AND FSK (PIN 16) OUTPUTS FOR DATA RATES OF
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Figure 5.11

PHASE COMPARATOR OUTPUTS SHOWING
LOCK AND CAPTURE RANGES

The PLL is tuned by adjusting the VCO to
the center frequency of the FM signal. This
is accomplished by connecting a capacitor
across pins 2 and 3. The capacitor value is
determined by
300 pF
C 0-- t;;'

PIN 4

PINS

The low pass filter controls the capture
range and hence the selectivity of the loop.

Figure 5.12
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(5.5)

where fo' is the free running VCO frequency
in MHz. The exact value is not important as
the internal resistors are only within ± 10%
of their nominal value and fine tuning is normally required. Fine tuning may be accomplished by using a trimmer capacitor in
parallel with Co or by using a potentiometer
whose end terminals are connected betwesn the power supply and ground and
whose wiper is connected to pin 6 through a
200Q current limiting resistor.
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TYPICAL FM DEMODULATOR WITH
IF AMPLIFIER AND LIMITER
USING THE 560
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Figure 5.13
Implementation of the low pass filter can be
made in either of two ways. The series combination of R1 and C1 connected to pins 14
and 15 as shown in Figure 5.13 uses R1 and
C 1 to set the bandwidth (in Hz) of the demodulated information according to
BW=

(5.6)

2",C1 (R1 + RA)

where RA = 6kn and is the output resistance of the phase detector. For example. if
the desired information bandwidth is 15kHz
an R 1 - C 1 combination of 1Okn and 700pF
will produce the desired filtering.
An alternative way of implementing the low
pass filter that is adequate for most applications is to connect a single capacitor, C2,
between pins 14 and 15. The capacitance
value required can be approximated from
1
13.26
C2 = (2 ...)(BW)(2RA) =
I'F (5.7)

-ew-

where 2RA represents the effective differential output resistance of the phase comparator. Here a single 885pF capacitor will
provide the required filtering for the previous 15kHz bandwidth example.
The dc loop gain, which sets the lock range
and threshold sensitivity, can be controlled
by placing a resistor R2 between pins 14
and 15. This resistor reduces the loop gain
and the detection sensitivity by a factor of IX
where

IX

R2
= "Rc:"2-+'=';2"'R-:-A

(5.8)

Reduction of the loop gain may be desirable
at high input signal levels (VIN > 30mV)
and at high frequencies (fIN >5MHz) where
excessively high loop gain may cause instability.
Simultaneously utilizing both R2 and C2 will
cause some interactions. The IX gain reduction factor remains as in Equation 5.8; however, the C2 - BW expression of Equation
5.7 now becomes a function of R2 according to

A combination of the series R 1 - C 1 network
for bandwidth control and R2 alone for IX adjustment is recommended for independent
filter and sensitivity adjustments.
The amplitude of the output voltage swing
available at pin 9 is a function of the frequency deviation of the incoming signal and
is approximately 0.3Vp_p for a ± 1.0% deviation. For example, a standard 10.7MHz IF
frequency has a deviation of ± 75kHz;
therefore, the percentage deviation is
% dev. = +0.071~~7100% = ±0.7%(5.10)
Therefore, the output voltage will be approximately

G(gDl!tiCG

VOUT = 0.3V p_p x 0.7%= 0.21V p _p (5.11)
1.0%
This output level is equivalent to 74mV rms
for 100% modulation. Pin 9 is an open emitter output. Therefore Rg must be in place
and can be used to set the drive current
available for the next amplifier stage. The
value of coupling capacitor Cg determines
the low frequency response of the demodulator.
The de-emphasis network requires an external capacitor from pin 10 to ground. This
capacitor, Cd, and the internal 8kn resistance should produce a time constant of approximately 751'sec for standard FM
broadcast demodulation. The value of this
de-emphasis capacitor for this application
is determined by
T

Cd = Rint =

75 x 10-6
8K
= 0.00941'F (5.12)

For most applications, a O.OlI'F value
would be satisfactory since manufacturing
tolerance of the resistor is in the order of
±10%.

seA Demodulator Using the 565
This application involves demodulation of a
frequency modulated subcarrier of the main
channel. A popular example here is the use
of the PLL to recover the SCA (Subsidiary
Carrier Authorization or storecast music)
signal from the combined signal of many
commercial FM broadcast stations. The
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seA signal is a 67kHz frequency modulated
subcarrier which puts it above the frequency spectrum of the normal stereo or monaural FM program material. By connecting the
circuit of Figure 5.14 to a point between the
FM discriminator and the de-emphasis filter
of a commercial band (home) FM receiver
and tuning the receiver to a station which
broadcasts an SeA signal, one can obtain
hours of commercial free background music.

vin = Vc (1 + m cos wmt) cos (wct + e c )
(5.13)
where the c subscripted terms represent
carrier signal components and m subscripts
denote modulation terms. The m coefficient
represents the modulation factor - the ratio between the peak amplitudes of the
modulating voltage and the carrier voltage,
or

AM demodulation may be achieved with a
PLL by the scheme shown in Figure 5.15. In
this mode of operation, the PLL functions as
a synchronous AM detector. The PLL locks
on the carrier of the AM signal so that the
veo output has the same frequency as that
of the carrier but no amplitude modulation.
The demodulated AM is then obtained by
multiplying the veo signal with the modulated input signal and filtering the output to remove all but the difference frequency
component. It may be recalled from the initial discussion that when the frequency of
the input signal is identical to the free-running frequency of the veo, the loop goes
into lock with these signals 90 0 out of
phase. If the input is now shifted 90 0 so that
it is in phase with the veo signal and the
two signals are mixed in a second phase
comparator (multiplier), the average dc value (difference frequency compo·nent) of the
phase comparator output will be directly
proportional to the amplitude of the input
signal.

cos (wct + e c ) X cos wot

(5.14)

Assume that"the veo output signal is of the
form

Expressing Equation 5.16 in terms of its
sum and difference frequencies gives
V1 = KV2c V 3 {cos [(wc + wo)t + ecJ +

Wo - wm)t + e c J + cos [(wc - Wo + wm)

t + e c ] +cos[ (wc - Wo v3 = V3 cos wot

+

[ (wc + Wm + wo)t + e c ] + cos [(wc

wm)t + eq]}

(5.15)

(5.17)
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To mathematically illustrate AM demodulation using a PLL in the system of Figure
5.15, consider an AM input voltage of the
form

Figure 5.14
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(5.16)

where K is a dimensional constant.

cos [ (wc - wo)t + e c]} + KV;V 3 m {cos

m = Vm

Vc

AM DEMODULATION

The output from the first phase comparator
will be
v1 = vinv3 = KVcV3(1 + m cos wmt)

SmDotiCS

Phase Locked Loops

The low pass filter must remove all ac terms
leaving only a dc voltage to drive the VCO.
This must be the case for the analysis to be
consistent with the assumption of Equation
5.15.
If the low pass filter were to remove only
sum frequency components, then v2 would
have the form
v2 =

KV~V3 cos [(wc - wo)t + 9 c ]

(5.18)

+ KV~V3 {cos [(wc - Wo + wm)t + 9 c ]
+ cos [(wc - Wo - wm)t "" 9 c] }
The free-running frequency of the PLL is set
close to the carrier frequency and the cap·
ture range made large enough so that frequency lock is established between Wc =
woo Equation 5.18 simplifies to
V2 = KVcV3 (1 + m cos wmt) cos 9 c (5.19)
2

First appearances of this equation seem to
indicate that this voltage is the desired demodulated AM output. However it cannot be
since it would modulate the VCO at the
modulation frequency and violate Equation
5.15. Therefore, the low pass filter must be
designed to suppress the modulation frequency and pass only a dc term, or
v2 = KVcV3 cos 9 c

2

.

cy. This approach for AM demodulation essentially is a coherent detection technique
which involves averaging of the two compared signals in the QPO. As such, this approach offers a higher degree of noise immunity than can be obtained with conventional peak-detector type AM demodulators.

AM Demodulation Using the 561 B
The Signetics 561 B can be used as an AM
detector / receiver. AM detection is accomplished as illustrated in the block diagram
of Figure 5.16(a). This approach differs
slightly from that previously given in Figure
5.15 in the placement of the phase shift networks. The PLL is locked to the signal carrier frequency, and its VCO output is used to
provide the local oscillator signal for the
synchronous demodulator (phase comparator). The PLL locks to the input signal with a
constant 90° phase shift. The amplitude of

the signal at the output of the phase comparator is a function of the phase relationship
of the carrier of the input signal and the local oscillator; it will be, a maximum when the
carrier and local oscillator are in phase or
180° out of phase and a minimum when they
are in quadrature. Therefore, it is necessary
to add the 90° phase shift network in the
system to compensate for the normal PLL
phase shift. The 561 is designed for this to
be incorporated between the input signal
and the input to the phase comparator, (pin
12 or pin 13).
Connection as an AM detector / receiver is
given in Figure 5.16(b). The bypass and
coupling capacitors should be selected for
low impedance at the operating frequency.
Co is selected to make the VCO oscillate at
the frequency to be received and Cx is selected, in conjunction with the output resistance (8000n) and the load resistance, to
roll off the audio output for the desired

PHASE LOCKED AM RECEIVER
(a) BLOCK DIAGRAM

(5.20)

The constant phase shift network associated with the quadrature phase detector
shifts the phase of vin by 90 ° so that
v4 = VcCl + m cos wmt) cos
(5.21)
(wct + e c - 90°)
v4 = Vc (1 + m cos wmt) sin (wct + 9e>
The second phase comparator multiplies v3
and v4 to give
V5 = Kl V3 Vc (1 + m cos wmt)
sin (wct +

ee> cos wet

(b) CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION USING THE 561

(5.22)

1

where K1 is a dimensional constant. Using
trigonometric identities to simplify gives
V5 = K1V3Vc (1 +.m cos wmt) [sin

(5.23)

(2wct + Bc) - V,(1 + cos 2wct]
The second low pass filter is designed to
suppress the carrier frequency harmonics
and pass the modulation frequency so the
demodulated output voltage appears as

= K1 V23Vc (1
_.

Vo

T~e

+m cos wmt)

(5.24)

mathematical analysis shows that the
PLL low pass filter must have a very large
time constant to reject the modulation frequency and keep the VCO locked to the
carrier signal. Out of necessity the PLL will
have a very narrow capture range, giving a
high degree of selectivity centered about
f o '. Requirements for the second low pass
filter are less stringent since this filter must
reject only harmonics of the carrier frequen-
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Figure 5.16
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF MISSING CLOCK REGENERATOR
N.C. CONTROL

TO QUAD

N.D. CONTROL

D-MOS SWITCH

CLOCK REGENERATION
Recovery of missing clocks on data transmission lines is a problem which has always
faced designers. With the 564 phase
locked loop and some peripheral control
elements, a high quality clock recovery (or
clock regeneration) can be designed that
has the ability to deal with many consecutive missing clock pulses (8 or more) without the loss of clock integrity (frequency
and phase). As such, the 564 clock recovery system is extremely desirable in PCM
systems where the clock is effectively an
integral portion of the data and may be
buried in either a stream of zeros (O's) or
ones (l's). A non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data
system is a good example of this type of
transmission.
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Once clock information has been recovered, the data stream information can be
properly converted back into its coded format and then translated. Phase error in a
PCM system determines which type of
clock recovery system to incorporate.

HOLD

The general approach for the 564 design is
one which will guarantee minimm phase
shift conditions even when up to 8 (or more,
depending on peripheal design) clock
pulses are missing or buried in the transmitted data.

+5V

' - - - - - - - - _ REGENERATED CLOCK OUTPUT

Figure 5.17
bandwidth. The phase shift network may be
determined by
C y = 1.3 x 10- 4 F
fC

(5.25)

where fc is the carrier frequency of the signal to be received and Ry= 3000l1. A receiver for standard AM reception is easily
constructed using the circuit of Figure
5.16(b). Its operating range will be from
550kHz to 1.6MHz. All bypass and coupling
capacitors are O. I/LF. Cy is selected using
a frequency which is the geometric mean of
the limits of the frequencies which are to be
received.
fc =

Vfhiflo = J 1.6 x 0.55 = 0.94MHz
(5.26)

Then,
1.3 x 10-4
Cy =
= 135pF
(5.27)
0.94 x 106
The low pass filter for the loop, CL, is not
critical for no information is being derived
directly from the loop error signal and one
need only be assured of stable loop operation. A O.OI/LF capacitor was found to be
adequate.
Tuning may be accomplished in several
ways. The simplest method uses a variable
capacitor as Co. It should be trimmed so
that when set for minimum capacitance, the
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VCO frequency is approximately 1.6MHz.
The capacitance used may be obtained by
Co

= 300
fo

pF

(5.28)

where fo is in MHz.
Application of this formula shows that the
minimum capacitance be about 180pF and
the maximum capacitance should be
550pF. A second tuning method utilizes the
fine tuning input, pin 6. When current is inserted or removed from this pin, the VCO
frequency will change, thereby tuning the
receiver. Select Co' when the current at pin
6 is zero, to make the VCO operate at the
mean frequency used in the phase shift network calculation (940kHz). The complete
standard AM broadcast band may now be
tuned with one potentiometer. The resistor
in series with the arm of the potentiometer
is selected to give the desired tuning range
and will be about 12000 when an 18V power
supply is used.
For operation, this receiver requires an antenna and a good grounding system. Operation may be improved by including a
broadband untuned RF amplifier, but care
should be used to ensure that the phase
locked loop is not overdriven, e.g. input signals should be kept less than 0.5V rms.

S~nl!tics

Figure 5.17 shows the block diagram of a
"missing clock regenerator". This nomenclature has been selected to indicate the
true nature of the system which "regenerates" the missing information with proper
phase and time relationships. Figure 5.18
shows the timing diagram of the missing
clock regenerator.
The heart of the system is the 564 phase
locked loop. The sample and hold system
consists of a 530 high-performance
operational amplifier, a LF356 Bi-Fet operational amplifier, and a SD5000 D-MOS
quad analog switch. In addition, two discrete D-MOS switches are used to sense
missing clock pulses enabling the sample
and hold sysem to maintain a fixed reference voltage until the next clock pulse appears. To generate the proper timing
pulses, a dual retriggerable one-shot
(74123) is incorporated. A dual edge triggered flip-flop (7474) is used to insure that
all inputs to the system are 50% duty cycle.

System Operation
The 564, like all analog PLLs, operates on
the principle that the frequency and phase
are proportional to the differential and common mode voltages at the phase comparator outputs, pins 4 and 5. Without a sample
and hold system, removing the input signal

Phase Locked Loops

TIMING DIAGRAM FOR MISSING CLOCK REGENERATOR
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ing clock. If a clock pulse is missing the T 1
pulse will stay low, keeping the PLL phase
comparator turned off and opening switch
Q3 of the sample and' hold circuit (Figure
5.19 (b». T2 and T2 are compliments and
have a pulse length slightly longer than the
basic clock period. The retriggerable feature of the 74123 will always keep the outputs high and low respectively until a clock
pulse is missing, at which point the outputs
switch state.
Under normal conditions of no clock pulses
missing, T2 will be high keeping the switch
Q 1 on, and T2 will be low keeping switch Q2
off. When a clock pulse is missing, these
switches will change state. Figure 5.19(a)
indicates source and drain configurations
for minimum pulse feed-through. (D-MOS
switches have gate-to-drain capacitances
an order of magnitude lower than the gateto-source capacitance.) With respect to the
normal period of the switching pulses the
following conditions prevail.

5.18

For switches Q 1 and Q2

phase comparator output ports. As soon as
the next clock pulse occurs, normal switch
conditions return allowing the loop to operate without the sample and hold system.

where TO is the period of the system clock
and T2 is the pulse width of the positive output pulse.

T2 = 1.2 TO
causes the VCO of the PLL to oscillate at
its free·running frequency, f o '. As this happens the phase comparators output voltages change. The clock regeneration
system incorporates a sample and hold
system to maintain the phase comparators
output voltages. These sample and hold
systems (one for each output port of the
phase comparator) sense the missing clock
information and force the phase comparators common-mode and differential-mode
voltages to remain at the exact levels they
were prior to loss of clock pulses. By keeping these voltage levels fixed, the VCO frequency and phase of the 564 will remain
constant with respect to the incoming
clock. Also, lock-up time and phase jitter
with respect to the next incoming clock signal is minimal.
Figure 5.19 shows the sample and hold circuitryand its associated timing. Essentially
when all clock pulses are present, switch
Q1 stays on, switch Q2 remains off, and
switch Q3 is sampled at a 10% duty cycle in
anticipation of a missing clock and to avoid
feedback of switching glitches into the
phase comparator loop filter ports of the
564 (pins 4 and 5). When a clock pulse is
missing, switch Q3 stays open allowing no
more charge transfer to capacitor C1' With
the Bi-Fet op amp (LF356) the output voltage droop is approximately 0.01/LV I/Ls.
This droop rate depends on capacitor C 1
and the load on the output of the LF356.
During the hold mode SWitch Q 1 opens and
switch Q2 closes, forcing the stored voltage conditions on capacitor C 1 into the

The errors involved in the system depend on
the tracking and matching of each sample
and hold circuit to its respective phase
comparator output port and to the complementsry sample and hold system. The first
function determines the common-mode voltage levels; the latter function determines
the differential-mode voltage, which is directly proportional to jitter or phase distortion.
Referring to Figure 6.17 the PLL Gate Control function (pin 2) of the 664 is pulled to
ground when a clock pulse is missing. This
action shuts off the input limiter and the
phase comparator of the 664. (See Figure
4.16 - the current sinks of Q4 and Q16 have
their bases grounded, thereby forcing the
internal limiter and phase comparator currents to zero.)
Timing pulses from the incoming clock data
are shown in the timing diagram of Figure
5.18: With the basic clock frequency
known, the periods TO, T 1, and T 2 can be
determined. The period TO is that of the external system clock, and its reciprocal
should be used as the 564s free-running frequency. The dual retriggerable one shot
(74123) generates T1, T2, and T2. The duration of the first pulse is set slightly lower
than the system clock period. This pulse is
used to gate the 564 on and off, and also
acts as the anticipate trigger for the miss-

9~nDtic9

T1 = 0.8 TO

(5.29)

(5.30)

where T 1 is the pulse width of the positive
output pulse of its one-shot. Therefore,
when a clock is missing, the maximum
tracking error the sample and hold system
will encounter will be
Terror = T2 - T1 = 0.4 TO

(5.31)

If the system frequency is 1MHz, TO is 1.0/LS
so that

Terror = 400ns

(5.32)

The maximum droop during this period will
be less than 1/LV. Using this number and the
Ko and Kd functions of the 564 produces a
phase shift of less than 1.0 degree.
The 7474 Dual-D Flip-Flop is incorporated
in the system to guarantee 50% duty cycle
inputs to the 564. Using 50% duty cycle signals greatly reduces the possibility of the
PLL locking on a signal other than the fundamentl clock frequency. Since both the
clock input signal and the VCO input to the
phase comparator are divided by 2, the
VCO output frequency is equal to the system clock frequency.

NRZ Clock Regeneration
A PCM signal consists of a series of binary
digits, or bits, occurring at a periodic rate.
The weight of each bit ("zero" or "one") is
random but the duration of each bit, and
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Figure 5.19
therefore the. periodic "bit rate", is constant. For detection and further processing
of the digits it is necessary to have a
"clock" that is coherent with the bit rate.
This clock must ordinarily be derived from
the incoming data stream. Phaselock techniques are widely used to recover the clock
from the data (11).
Some form of Nonreturn-to-Zero (NRZ) modulation is almost always used to maximize
data rate in a given transmission bandwidth.
In a truly random NRZ bit stream, there are
no discrete frequency components present.
Specifically, there is no component at the
bit rate. In fact, the continuous spectrum of
an NRZ wave has a null at the bit frequency.
An NRZ signal may be regarded as lacking
a "carrier" which must be reconstructed
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from information contained within the signal.
It is impossible to recover the ciock merely
by applying the input signal to the phase
lock loop; there is nothing on which the loop
can lock.
Timing information in a PCM signal is carried in the data transitions; th time of a transit ion marks one boundary of an individual
bit. Transitions can have either positive or
negative direction, but both polarities have
the same meaning for time recovery. If a series 01 unidirectional pulses is generated to
mark transition times, there will be a discrete component of the bit frequency in the
pulse train and a loop can be locked to it.
NRZ systems operate with transition occurring only when clocks are present. If data
does not change as many as 8 clock pulses

!ii!)nntiCs

can be missing. By incrporating the Signetics 8T20 Bi-Directional One Shot as shown
in Figure 5.20, the NRZ data stream can be
incorporated in a "missing clock format"
and fed into the missing clock generator
network as indicated.
All PCM recovery systems must have the
following two properties in common:
A method of locating the data transitions.
This is normally performed by some kind
of linear differentiating or differencing operation.
2 A form of rectification that converts the
transition information to a usable form.
This operation is necessarily a secondorder (or higher even-order) nonlinearity.

Phase Locked Loops

NRZ CLOCK REGENERATOR
(a) TIMING DIAGRAM
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The circuit diagram for an NRZ system using
the 564 is shown in Figure 5.21. Experimental waveshapes obtained with this system
operating at a 1.0MHz data rate are shown
in Figure 5.22. The 564 remained in lock for
up to 15 missing clock pulses. The waveshapes show system operation for 4 and 8
missing clock pulses.

TONE DECODER
APPLICATIONS (567)
The 567 is a special purpose PLL intended
solely for use as a tone decoder. It contains
a complete PLL including VCO, phase comparator, and amplifier as well as a quadrature phase detector or multiplier. If the
signal amplitude at the lock frequency is
above a minimal value, the driver amplifier
turns on, driving a load with as much as
200mA. Thus the 567 gives an output whenever an inband tone is present. The 567 is
optimized for both free-running frequency
and bandwidth stability.

Dual Tone Decoder
Two 567 tone decoders connected as
shown in Figure 5.23(a) permit decoding of
simultaneous or sequential tones. Both
units must be on before an output is given.

R1Cl and Rl'Cl' are chosen respectively
for tones 1 and 2. If sequential tones (tone 1
followed by tone 2) are to be decoded, then
C3 is made very large to delay turn off of
unit 1 until unit 2 has turned on and the NOR
gate is activated. Note that the wrong sequence (tone 2 followed by tone 1) will not
provide an output since unit 2 will turn off
before unit 1 comes on. Figure 5.23(b)
shows a. circuit variation which eliminates
the NOR gate. The output is taken from unit
2, but the unit 2 output stage is biased off by
RL 1 and D 1 until activated by tone 1. A fur·
ther variation is given in Figure 5.23(c).
Here, unit 2 is turned on by the unit 1 output
when tone 1 appears, reducing the standby
power to half. Thus, when unit 2 is on, tone 1
is or was present. If tone 2 is now present,
unit 2 comes on also and an output is given.
Since a transient output pulse may appear
during unit 1 turn on, even if tone 2 is not
present, the load must be slow in response
to avoid a false output due to tone 1 alone.

High-Speed, Narrow-Band
Tone Decoder
The circuit of Figure 5.23(a) may be used to
obtain a fast, narrow·band lone decoder.
The detection bandwidth is achieved by

Smnotics

overlapping the detection bands of the two
tone decoders. Thus, only a tone within the
overlap portion will result in an output. The
input amplitude should be greater than
70mV rms at all times to prevent detection
band shrinkage and C2 should be between
130/fo and 1300/fo1LF where fo is the nomi·
nal detection frequency. The small value of
C2 allows operation at the maximum speed
so that worst·case output delay is only
about 14 cycles.

Touch-Tone ® Decoder
Touch·Tone"' decoding is of great interest
since all sorts of remote control applications are possible if you make use of the en·
coder (the pus-button dial) that will
ultimately be part of every phone. A low
cost decoder can be made as shown in Figure 5.24. Seven 567 tone decoders, their in·
puts connected in common to a phone line
or acoustical coupler, drive three integrat·
ed NOR gate packages. Each tone decoder
is tuned, by means of Rl and Cl, to one 01
the seven tones. The R2 resistor reduces
the bandwidth to about 8% at 100mV and
5% at 50mV rms. Capacitor C4 decouples
the seven units. The seven R2 resistors and·
capacitor C4 can be eliminated at the ex·
pense of a somewhat slower response at
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DETECTION OF TWO SIMULTANEOUS OR SEQUENTIAL TONES
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Figure 5.23
low input volages (50 t0100mV rms). The
bandwidth can be controlled in the normal
manner by selecting C2 to be 4.7 I'F for the
three lower frequencies and 2.21'F for the
four higher frequencies.
The only unusual feature of this circuit is the
means of bandwidth reduction using the R2
resistors. As shown in the 567 data sheet
under Alternate Method of Bandwidth Reduction, an external resistor RA can be
used to reduce the loop gain and, therefore,
the bandwidth. Resistor R2 serves the
same function as RA except that instead of
going to a voltage divider for dc bias, it
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goes to. a common point with the six other
R2 resistors. In effect, the five 567s which
are not being activated during the decoding
process serve as bias voltage sources for
the R2 resistors of the two 567s which are
being activated. Capacitor C4 decouples
the ac currents at the common point.

desired frequecy. Now, if the incoming frequency is within 13% of the desired frequency, either unit 1 or unit 2 will give an
output. If both units are on, it means that the
incoming frequency is within 1% of the desired frequency. Three light bulbs and a
transistor allow low cost read-out.

low-Cost Frequency Indicator

Phase Modulator

Figure 5.25 shows how two tone decoders
set up with ove.rlapping detection. bands
can be used for a go / no-go frequency meter. Unit 1 is set 6% above the desired sensing frequency and unit 2 is set 6% below the

If a phase locked loop is locked onto a signal at the free-running frequecy, the phase
of the VCO will be 90° with respect to the
input signal. If a current is injected into the
VCO terminal (the low pass filter output),

si!lnntms
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the phase will shift sufficiently to develop
an opposing average current out of the
phase comparator so that the veo voltage
is constant and lock is maintained. When
the input signal amplitude is low enough so
that the loop frequency swing is limited by
the phase comparator output rather than
the veo swing, the phase can be modulated over the full range of 0 to 180 0 . If the
input signal is a square wave, the phase will
be a linear function of the injected current.
A block diagram of the phase modulator is
given in Figure 5.26(a}. The conversion factor K is a function of which loop is used, as
well as the input square wave amplitude.
Figure 5.26(b} shows an implementation of
this circuit using the 567.

WAVEFORM GENERATORS
The oscillator portion of many of the PLLs
can be used as a preciSion, voltage·controllable waveform generator. Specifically, the
566 Function Generator contains the oscillator of the 565 PLL. Most of the applications which follow are designs using the
566. Many of these designs can be modified
slightly to utilize the oscillator section of
the 560, 561, 562, and 564 if higher frequency performance is desired.

100-200mVrms

o-----j
D,5fd

Ramp Generators
Figure 5.27 shows how the 566 can be
wired as a positive or negative ramp generator. In the positive ramp generator, the external transistor driven by the pin 3 output
rapidly discharges C 1 at the end of the
charging period so that charging can resume instantaneously. The pnp transistor of
the negative ramp generator likewise rapidly charges the timing capacitor e1 at the
end of the discharge period. Because the
circuits are reset so quickly, the temperature stability of the ramp generator is excel·
lent. The period T is Y2 fo where fo is the 566
free·running frequency in normal operation.
Therefore,

III
8885

1

T

COMPONENT VALUES (TYPICAL)

Rl

6.8 to 15k ohm

R2

4.7 kohm

R3
C1

2.0kohm
0.1 mfd

C2
C3
C4

1.0 mfd
2.2 mfd
250

6V
6V
BV

RTC1Vcc
Vc }

= ~ = 5(Vcc -

(5.33)

where Ve is the bias voltage at pin 5 and RT
is the total resistance between pin 6 and
Vee. Note that a short pulse is available at
pin 3. (Placing collector resistance in series
with the external transistor collector will
lengthen the pulse.)

Sawtooth and Pulse Generator
Figure 5.28 shows how the pin 3 output of
the 566 can be used to provide different
charge and discharge currents for C 1 so
that a sawtooth output is available at pin 4
and a pulse at pin 3. The pnp transistor
should be well saturated to preserve good

Figure 5.24
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temperature stability. The charge and discharge times may be estimated by using the
formula
T = RT C 1Vcc
(5.34)
5(V cc - Vc )

FREQUENCY DETECTOR WITH LOW-COST,
LAMP READOUT

where RT is the combined resistance between pin 6 and V CC for the interval considered.

Triangle to Sine Converters
ON
FREQUENCY

INPUT 0----}
1DO-l000mVrms

Conversion of triangle wave shapes to sinusoids is usually accomplished by diode-resistor shaping networks, which accurately
reconstruct the sine wave segment by segment. Two simpler and less costly methods
may be used to shape the triangle waveform of the 566 into a sinusoid with less
than 2% distortion.
In the first scheme of Figure 5.29(a), the
non-linear lOS -VOS transfer characteristic
of a .p-channel junction FET is used to shape
the triangle waveform. The second scheme
in Figure 5.29(b) uses the non-linear emitter
base junction characteristic of the 511 B for
shaping.

...........

FREQUENCY

SENSING
FR EQU ENCV fs

Figure 5.25

In both cases, the amplitude of the triangle
waveform is critical and must be carefully
adjusted to achieve a low distortion sinusoi·
dal output. Naturally, where additional wa·
veform accuracy is needed, the dioderesistor shaping scheme can be applied to
the 566 with excellent results since it has
very good output amplitude stability when
operated from a regulated supply.

PHASE MODULATION USING THE PLL
Single Tone Burst Generator

(a) BLOCK DIAGRAM

1------- -------,
I
~PUTI

<Pi

I
MODULATION
INPUT

veo I
OUTPUT I

I

I
I

IL ______________ JI

(b) CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION WITH THE 567

CONTROL OR
MODULATION
VOLTAGE

Figure 5.30 is a tone burst generator which
supplies a tone for one-half second after
the power supply is activated; its intended
use is a communications network alert signal. Cessation of the tone is accomplished
by the SCR, which shunts the timing capacitor C 1 charge current when activated. The
SCR is gated on when C2 charges up to the
gate voltage which occurs in 0.5 seconds.
Since only lOIlA are available for triggering,
the SC must be sensitive enough to trigger
at this level. The triggering current can be
increased, of course, by reducing R2 (and
increasing C2 to keep the same time constant). If the tone duration must be constant
under widely varying supply voltage conditions, the optional Zener diode regulator circuit can be added, along with the new value
forR2, R2' = 82kQ.
If the SCR is replaced by a npn transistor,
the tone can be switched on and off at will
at the transistor base terminal.

Low Frequency FM Generators
Figure 5.31 shows FM generators for low
frequency (less than O.5MHz center fre-

Figure 5.26
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RAMP GENERATORS

SAWTOOTH AND PULSE GENERATORS

(a) NEGATIVE RAMP

(a) POSITIVE SAWTOOTH

+Vcc

+Vcc

1.5K
1.5K

Vc
10K

~

Vc

SAWTOOTH

10K

(b) POSITIVE RAMP

(b) NEGATIVE SAWTOOTH

+Vcc

+Vcc

1.5K

VC

~SAWTooTH

PUL,SE

10K

Figure 5.27
quency) applications. Each uses a 566
function generator as a modulation generator and a second 566 as the carrier generator.
Capacitor C1 selects the modulation frequency adjustment range and C1' selects
the center frequency. Capacitor C2 is a
coupling capacitor which only needs to be
large enough to avoid distorting the modulating waveform.
If a frequency sweep in only one direction is
required, the 566 ramp generators given in
this section may be used to drive the carrier
generator.

Radio Frequency FM Generator
Figure 5.32 shows the utilization of a 560
PLL as a FM generator with modulation supplied by a 566 function generator. Capacitor C 1 is chosen to give the desired
modulation range, C2 is large enough for undistorted coupling, and C3 with its trimmer
specifies the center frequency. The VCO

Figure 5.28
output may be taken differentially or 'Single
ended.
A 561 or 562 with appropriate pin numbering changes may also lie used in this application. If a sweep generator is desired, the
566 may be connected as a ramp generator
as was discussed previously.

CRYSTAL-STABILIZED PLL
TRACKING FILTER
Figure 5.33(a) shows the 560 connected as
a tracking filter for signals near 10MHz. The
crystal keeps the free-running frequency at
the desired value. Figure 5.33(b) shows the
lock range as a function of input amplitude.
An emitter follower has been added to the
normal VCO output to prevent pulling the
loop off frequency.

ANALOG LIGHT -COUPLED
ISOLATORS
The analog isolators shown in Figure 5.34
are basically FM transmission systems with

G!!IDotiCG

light as the transmission medium. Because
of the high degree of electrical isolation
achieved, low-level signals may be transmittd without interference by great potential
difference between the sending and receiving circuits. The transmitter in Figure
5.34(a) is a 565 used as a VCO with the input applied to the VCO terminal 7. Since the
light emitting diode is driven from the 565
VCO output, the LED flashes at a rate proportional to the input voltage. The receiver
is a photo transistor which drives an amplifier having sufficient gain to apply a 200mV
peak-to-peak signal to the input of the receiving 565, which then acts as a FM detector with the output appearing at pin 7. Since
the output has a ripple at twice the carrier
frequency, it is best to keep the carrier frequency as high as possible (typically 100
times the highest modulation frequency).
Beause of the excellent temperature stability of the 565, drift is minimal even when dc
levels are being transmitted. If operation to
dc is not required, the output of the receiver
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TRIANGLE-TO-SINE CONVERTERS
(a) USING AN FET

+12V

2K

R,

25K
2.2K

L1s0

AMPLITUDE
ADJUST

'"F
5K

l00!!

,%

5K

'.

2N382Q

"':~II d'

"

z
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(\.J
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QUTPUT
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QUTPUT

"N~

J"L

~

DC LEVEL
ADJUST

'M

IN 914

-'2V
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'000
WAVE
,%
OUTPUT

~

~

~

f o~-'3R 1C,

(b) USING THE 5118 DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

+12V

2K

33K

R,

'OK

'OK

SINE
OUTPUTS

lOOK

'K

.OO1~F

'K

r

-

, 5V p.p MAX.

'N
85mV
P-PNOM,

'/2

5118
L..-_._

200

4.7K

' - - - - - - - + - - - - -......4--<1
Rt, R2, AND INPUT LEVEL MAY BE ADJUSTED TO GIVE
LESS THAN 2% T.H.D. AT OUTPUT USING HEWLETTPACKARD 333A OI$T. ANALYZER.

Figure 5.29
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SINGLE-BURST TONE GENERATOR
+1ZV

l.5K

A,
.001

~

Ve
10K
+12V

~

+12V

I

82

0.5 SEC TONE
BURST FOLLOWING

-=

lBOK

seA

TONE FREQ. ""

1

APPLICATION OF POWER

3R,C,

A2

6,2V

82K

OPTIONAL ~
REGULATED

CAPACITOR

Figure 5.30

CHARGING CIRCUIT

FREQUENCY MODULATED GENERATORS
(a) SMALL FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS TO ±20%

(b) LARGE FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS TO ± 100%

+Vcc

+Vcc
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Figure 5.31
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CRYSTAL-STABILIZED TRACKING FILTER

speed controls of 1.0% to 0.1% may have
been reasonably tight in industrial applications in the past, it is now quite practical to
achieve accuracies of 0.002% maintained
over time and temperature.

(a) CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

+18v

l-100mVp-p

0.01

INPUT
+18

veo

OUT

~5~~NE

47

lK

lOMHz

(OPTIONAL)CRYSTAL

(b) LOCK RANGE VERSUS
INPUT AMPLITUDE

The transfer function of a dc motor is similar
to that of the veo where the motor speed
(the rate of shaft rotation) is analogus to
veo frequency. The input in each case is a
voltage and the output is a frequency. In
speed control applications, the motor replaces both the veo and low-pass filter.
The motor's mechanical inertia coupled
with its winding inductance makes it unable
to respond to high frequency components
to the point where there is no need to precede it with an electronic, low pass filter.

INPUT
AMPLITUDE
(mV(p-p))

100

50

\

40

\.

\

30

20

/

J

I

\

\ ,/
\ , II

/

I
I

10

I

,,
,,,

I'
10.004

10.005

10.006

10,007

Some additional reasons for using speed
control with PLLs are that it is possible -to
slave many motors to a master oscillator
and keep the motors synchronized. The PLL
approach produces a smaller and more
flexible system than the older method
which used many synchronous ac motors
driven by the same power-line frequency (or
a power oscillator or inverter). The PLL approach uses ordinary inexpensive and compact dc motors and low-power, signal-level
oscillators. The PLL oscillator frequency
can be accurate to 0.0015% whereas the
ac power-line 60Hz frequency may be off by
0.1% or more.

10.008

FREO. (MHz)

A PLL motor speed control system is shown
in Figure 5.35. The reference frequency
does not have to be from a crystal oscillator, but it often is since only a crystal can
provide the desired accuracy. An obvious
problem in using a crystal is that stable and
economic crystals typically operate in the
3-10MHz range. Motors typically operate in
the 30-1 OOOHz region. Binary divider chains
are an easy and economical way to bridge
this frequency gap. In the example of Figure
5.35, the motor operates at 1800 rpm, or a
.
frequency of 30Hz.

Figure 5.33

can be capacitively coupled to the next
stage. Also, a 566 can be used as the transmitter.
Figure 5.34(b) shows that the 567 may be
used in the same manner when operation
from 5V supplies is required. Here, the output stage of the 567 is used to drive the
LED directly. When the free-running frequency of the receiving 567 is the same as
that of the transmitting 567, the non-linearity of the two controlled oscillator .transfer
functions cancel so that highly linear information transfer results.
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Figure 5.34(c) is an oscillogram of the input
and output of the Figure 5.34(a) circuit. The
output can easily be filtered to remove the
sum frequency component.

MOTOR SPEED CONTROL
WITH PLLs
There are definite advantages in applying
PLL techniques to control motor speed
(12). The principal advantage is that very
precise and stable speeds are possible because the motor speed is linked to the frequency of a crystal oscillator. Whereas

SmDotiCS

A tachometer is used to translate the shaft
speed to a frequency signal for the digital
phase comparator. This tachometer should
be selected to generate a sufficient number
of pulses per shaft revolution so that it provides a fine-resolution indication of speed.
In the example, 100 pulses are derived for
one shaft revolution. This multiplies the
30Hz by 100 to give an output frequency of
3kHz. (If an application calls for a low-inertia motor to be used at low speed, a tachometer producing several thousand pulses
per revolution should be selected).
There are many operating principles that
can be used to construct a tachometer. One
method is to use holes in a rotating disc to
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LIGHT -COUPLED ANALOG ISOLATORS
(a) USING THE 565 PLL
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(b) CIRCUIT USING THE 567 PLL
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A PLL SYSTEM FOR MOTOR SPEED CONTROL
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LOCKED
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SLOW

PHASE ERROR

Figure 5_35
gate light pulses to phototransistors. Another way is to use variable reluctance coil
pickups to sense gear teeth going past.
Whatever principle is used, the tachometer
should be made with precision or it will introduce noise and jitter into the system. It is
recommended that this component be obtained from a company specializing in tachometers.
The digital phase comparators output is a
pulse whose width is proportional to the degree of phase lag of the motor frequency
behind the reference in terms of the lag of
the pulses from the tachometer behind the
pulses from the divider chain.
For small dc motors operating in the oneampere range, a simple Darlington driver
can be used. The driver should be protected against the motors inductive kick upon
turn-off by a power diode as shown. For
larger dc motors, proportionately larger
drivers should be used with adequate heat
sinking. There is no reason why, with a
proper driver, that very large dc motors
could not be used with this same circuit as
for small miniature dc motors. The major
considerations are that motor's transfer
characteristic should be approximately lin-
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ear to simulate the VCO action and enough
inertia to produce the proper low-pass filtering effect.
Typical waveshapes for the PLL motorspeed controller are shown in Figure 5.36.
In the top figure the system is operating normally under locked conditions. The motor is
running at the proper speed so the tachometer pulse is synchronized to the input frequency. The tachometer pulses do lag the
input frequency because of the integrator
action of motor. The digital phase comparator produces an error signal to the driver
which turns power on to the motor each time
it receives a leading edge of the reference
pulse, and it turns power OFF again every
time it receives a tachometer pulse. This
action makes the power-ON duty cycle proportional to the phase lag between the input
and tachometer pulses. If the load on the
molar increases and tries to retard the motor further, the power pulse lengthens and
more power is applied to the motor. If the
load lightens and the motor starts to overtake the reference, the power pulse narrows, and less power is applied to the
motor. The somewhat odd waveform for the
motor input is due to the driver being
switched off, causing the voltage to kick up

s!!lDl!tms

from the motor's inductance and then settling down to the value of the motor's back
emf which is proportional to the motor
speed where the motor acts as a generator.
Figure 5.36(b) shows the waveforms for the
motor speed controller when the system is
out of lock. When the motor is running too
slow, the digital phase comparator puts out
a continuous 100% duty cycle, applying full
power constantly to the motor until the
speed increases into the linear lock range.
When the speed is too fast (as it might be if
the reference frequency were suddenly reduced or another motor on the same shaft
started overdriving the motor) the digital
phase comparator will put a continuous 0%
duty cycle which will completely remove
power from the motor until it falls back into
the lock range.
Like every electronic-system concept, the
PLL has infinite variations. For example, the
PLL speed control does not have to be a
single speed system. It can be made to operate at several fixed speeds by switching
in various binary dividers in either the input
or feedback loop. It can be made to operate
at an infinite number of speeds by using a
variable reference oscillator.

Phase Locked Loops

WAVEFORMS FOR THE PLL MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER
(al NORMAL OPERATION WHEN THE LOOP IS IN LOCK

(bl OPERATION WHEN THE LOOP IS OUT OF LOCK
AND THE MOTOR IS RUNNING EITHER TOO SLOW OR
TOO FAST

VOLTS
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A COMMAND

~

D

n n

[

A COMMAND

B FEEDBACK

B FEEDBACK

FULL ON

C ERROR

FULL OFF

C ERROR

HIGH BACK EMF

o VOLTAGE

o VOLTAGE
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Figure 5.36
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Appendices of Commonly Used Tables

MILLIMETER
DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT EQUIVALENT

INCHES
1/64

1/32
3/64
1/16
5/64
3/32
7/64
1/8
9/64
5/32
11/64
3/16
13/64
7/32
15/64
1/4
17/64
9/32
19/64
5/16
21/64
11/32
23/64
3/8
25/64
13/32
27/64
7/16
29/64
15/32
31/64
1/2
33/64
17/32
35/64
9/16
37/64
19/32
39/64
5/8
41/64
21/32
43/64
11/16
45/64
23/32
47/64
3/4
49/64
25/32
51/64
13/16
53/64
27/32
55/64
7/8
57/64
29/32
59i64
15/16
61/64
31/32
63/64

1.0

.0156
.0313
.0469
.0625
.0781
.0938
.1094
.1250
.1406
.1563
.1719
.1875
.2031
.2188
.2344
.2500
.2656
.2813
.2969
.3125
.3281
.3438
.3594
.3750
.3906
.4063
.4219
.4375
.4531
.4688
.4844
.5000
.5156
.5313
.5469
.5625
.5781
.5938
.6094
.6250
.6406
.6563
.6719
.6875
.7031
.7188
.7344
.7500
.7656
.7813
.7969
.8125
.828.1
.8438
.8594
.8750
.8906
.9063
.9219
.9375
.9531
.9688
.9844
1.0000

0.397
0.794
1.191
1.588
1.985
2.381
2.778
3.175
3.572
3.969
4.366
4.762
5.159
5.556
5.953
6.350
6.747
7.144
7.541
7.937
8.334
8.731
9.128
9.525
9.922
10.319
10.716
11.112
11.509
11.906
12.303
12.700
13.097
13.494
13.891
14.287
14.684
15.081
15.478
15.875
16.272
16.669
17.067
17.463
17.860
18;238
18.635
19.049 .
19.446
19.842
20.239
20.636
21.033
21.430
21.827
22.224
22.621
23.018
23.415
23.812
24.209
24.606
25.004
25.400

MATHEMATICAL CONSTANTS

7r

3.14

27r

6.28

(27r)2

39.5

47r

12.6

7r2

9.87

7r
2

1.57

1
7r

0.318

1
27r

1
7r2
1

v 1r

V1r =

1.77

vi; =

1.25

v2
vS

1.41
1.73

1

v2

0.707

1

vS

0.577

0.159

log 7r

0.497

log!
2

0.196

0.101

= 0.994
log v;= 0.248
log 7r 2

= 0.564

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION TABLE

°C

OF

-100 -148
- 95 -139
- 90 -130
- 85 -121
- 80 -112
- 75 -103
- 70 - 94
-65-85
- 60 - 76
-55-67
-50-58
- 45 - 49
-40-40
- 35 - 31
- 30 - 22
- 25 - 13
- 20 4
- 15 + 5
- 10 + 14
- 5 + 23
o + 32
+ 5 + 41
+ 10 +.50
+ 15 + 59
+20 +68
+ 25 + 77
+30 +86
+35 +95
+ 40 +104
+ 45 +113
+ 50 +122
+ 55 +131
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°C

OF

°C

OF

°C

OF

+ 60
+ 65
+ 70
+ 75
+ 80
+ 85
+ 90
+ 95
+100
+105
+110
+115
+120
+125
+130
+135
+140
+145
+150
+155
+160
+165
+170
+175
+180
+185
+190
+195
+200
+205
+210
+215

+140
+149
+158
+167
+176
+185
+194
+203
+212
+221
+230
+239
+248
+257
+266
+275
+284
+293
+302
+311
+320
+329
+338
+347
+356
+365
+374
+383
+392
+401
+410
+419

+220
+225
+230
+235
+240
+245
+250
+255
+260
+265
+270
+275
+280
+285
+290
+295
+300
+305
+310
+315
+320
+325
+330
+335
+340
+345
+350
+355
+360
+365
+370
+375

+428
+4.37
+446
+455
+464
+473
+482
+491
+500
+509
+518
+527
+536
+545
+554
+563
+572
+581
+590
+599
+608
+617
+626
+635
+644
+653
+662
+671
+680
+689
+698
+707

+380
+385
+390
+395
+400
+405
+410
+415
+420
+425
+430
+435
+440
+445
+450
+455
+460
+465
+470
+475
+480
+485
+490
+495
+500
+505
+510
+515
+520
+525
+530
+535

+716
+725
+734
+743
+752
+761
+770
+779
+788
+797
+806
+815
+824
+833
+842
+851
+860
+869
+878
+887
+896
+905
+914
+923
+932
+941
+950
+959
+968
+977
+986
+995
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TABLE OF DECIBELS
DECIBEL
(Voltage) LOSS
.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
2.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
3.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
8
.9
4.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

1.0000
.9886
.9772
.9661
.9550
.9441
.9333
.9226
.9120
.9016

.1913

.8810
.8710
.8610
.8511
.8414
.8318
.8222
.8128
.8035
.7943
.7852
.7762
.7674
.7586
.7499
.7413
.7328
.7244
.7161
.7079
.6998
.6918
.6839
.6761
.6683
.6607
.6531
.6457
.6383
.6310
.6237
6166
.6095
.6026
.5957
.5888
.5821
.5754
.5689

DECIBEL
(Voltage)
20.0

40.0

GAIN

DECIBEL DECIBEL
GAIN DECIBEL DECIBEL
GAIN DECIBEL DECIBEL
(Power) (Voltage) LOSS
(Power) (Vollage) LOSS
(Power) (Vollage) LOSS

1.000
1.012
1.023
1.035
1.047
1.059
1.072
1.084
1.096
1.109
1.122
1.135
1.148
1.161
1.175
1.189
1.202
1.216
1.230
1.245
1.259
1.274
1.288
1.303
1.318
1.334
1.349
1.365
1.380
1.396
1.413
1.429
1.445
1.462
1.479
1.496
1.514
1.531
1.549
1.567

.0
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.4.)
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95
1.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95

1.585
1.603
1.622
1.641
1.660
1.679
1.698
1.718
1.738
1.758

2.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45

LOSS

5.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
6.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
7.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
8.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.. 6
.7
.8
.9
9.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

.5613
.5559
.5495
.5433
.5370
.5309
.5248
.5188
.5129
.5070
.5012
.4955
.4898
.4842
.4786
.4732
.4677
.4624
.4571
.4519
.4467
.4416
.4365
.4315
.4266
.4217
.4169
.4'121
.4074
.4027
.3981
.3936
.3890
.3846
.3802
.3758
.3715
.3673
.3631
.3589
.3548
.3508
.3467
.3428
.3388
.3350
.3311
.3273
.3236
.3199

GAIN

.1000

10.00

Use the same
numbers as 020 dB, but shift
point one step
to the left.
Thus since
10dB = .3162
30dB = .03162

Use the same
numbers as 020 dB, but shift
point one step
to the right.
Thus since
10dB = 3.162
30dB = 31.62

1.778
1.799
1.820
1.841
1.862
1.884
1.905
1.928
1.950
1.972
1.995
2.018
2.042
2.065
2.089
2.113
2.138
2.163
2.188
2.213
2.239
2.265
2.291
2.317
2.344
2.371
2.399
2.427
2.455
2.483
2.512
2.541
2.570
2.600
2.630
2.661
2.692
2.723
2.754
2.786
2.818
2.851
2.884
2.917
2.951
2.985
3.020
3.055
3.090
3.126

.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95
3.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95
4.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95

DECIBEL
(Power)
10.00

10.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
11.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
12.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
13.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
'14.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

DECIBEL
(Voltage)
60.0

This
column
repeats
every
10dB
instead of
every 20dB

.01

100

20.00

Use the same
numbers as 020 dB, but shift
poi nt
two
steps to the
left.
Thus since
10dB = .3162
50dB = .003162

Use the same
numbers as 020dB, but shift
poi nt
two
steps to the
right.
Thus since
10dB = 3.162
50db = 316.2

This
column
repeats
every
10dB
instead of
every
20dB

.3162
.3126
.3090
.3055
.3020
.2985
.2951
.2917
.2884
.2851
.2818
.2786
.2754
.2723
.2692
.2661
.2630
.2600
.2570
.2541
.2512
.2483
.2455
.2427
.2399
.2371
.2344
.2317
.2291
.2265
.2239
.2213
.2188
.2163
.2138
.2113
.2089
.2065
.2042
.2018
.1995
.1972
.1950
.1928
.1905
.1884
.1862
.1841
.1820
.1799

3.162
3.199
3.236
3.273
3.311
3.350
3.388
3.428
3.467
3.508
3.548
3.589
3.631
3.673
3.715
3.758
3.802
3.846
3.890
3.936
3.981
4.027
4.074
4.121
4.169
4.217
4.266
4.315
4.365
4.416
4.467
4.519
4.571
4.624
4.677
4.732
4.786
4.842
4.898
4.955

5.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45

5,012
5.070
5.129
5.188
5.248
5.309
5.370
5.433
5.495
5.559

7.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
25
.30
.35
40
.45

.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
,80
.85
.90
95
6.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
85
.90
.95

LOSS
.001
Use the same
numbers as 020dB, but shift
point three
steps to the
left.
Thus since
10dB = .3162
70dB = .0003162

80.0

.0001
Use the same
numbers as 020 dB, but shift
point fou r
steps to the
left.
Thus since
10dB = .3162
90dB = .00003162

100.0

SmDutiCS

.00001

15.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
6
.7
.8
.9
16.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
8
.9
17.0
.1
.2
.3
.4

.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
18.0
.1
2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
9
19.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
7
.8
.9

.1778
.1758
.1738
.1718
.1698
.1679
.1660
.1641
.1622
.1603
.1585
.1567
.1549
.1531
.1514
.1496
.1479
.1462
.1445
.1429
.1413
.1396
.1380
.1365
.1349
.1334
.1318
.1303
.1288
.1274
.1259
.1245
.1230
.1216
.1202
.1189
.1175
.. 1161
.1148
.1135
.1122
.1109
.1096
.1084
.1072
.1059
.1047
.1035
.1023
.1012

GAIN
1,000
Use the same
numbers as 020dB, but shift
point three
steps to the
right.
Thus since
10dB = 3.162
70dB = 3162.
10,000
Use the same
numbers as 020dB, but shift
po i nt fa u r
steps to the
right.
Thus since
10dB = 3.162
90dB = 31620.
100,000

GAIN DECIBEL
(Power)
5.623
5.689
5.754
5.821
5.888
5.957
6.026
6.095
6.166
6.237
6.310
6.383
6.457
6.531
6.607
6.683
6.761
6.839
6.918
6.998

.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95
8.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45

7.079
7.161
7.244
7.328
7.413
7.499
7.586
7.674
7.762
7.852
7.943
8.035
8.128
8.222
8.318
8.414
8.511
8610
8.710
8.811
8.913
9.016
9.120
9.226
9.333
9.441
9.550
9.661
9.772
9.886

.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95
9.00
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.80
.85
.90
.95

DECIBEL
(Power)
30.00
This
column
repeats
every
10dB
instead
of every
20dB

40.00
This
column
repeats
every
10dB
instead
of every
20dB.

50.00
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Appendices of Commonly Used Tables

FREQUENCY CONVERSION FACTORS

ACCUMULATED TIME ERROR, MICROSECONDS
Freq'uency Conversion Factors
1 min'"60 sec=6 x 107 ,usee
1 hr."'36QO sec"'3.6 x 1()9 ,usee

1 day=B.64 x 104 sec=8,64 x 1010 psec

1 microsecond/min=1.667 x 10-8
1 microsecond/hr.=2.78 x 10"10
1 microsecond/day'" 1.16 x 10- 11

Fractiona! frequency error,

~ '"

difference in microseconds x 10'6

elapsed time in seconds
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QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
Quality and reliability are two important
measures of a product's merit. Quality is a
measure of an integrated circuit's conformance to agreed-upon criteria at a given
time, while Reliability is a measure of the
circuit's ability to continue to conform over a
period of time. The Signetics SUPR II Program has been designed to upgrade the ba·
sic product quality through the use of more
rigorous screening criteria at the critical
process steps. These additional screens
constitute the Level A portion of the Program. A burn·in option is available for those
users requiring enhanced reliability performance, and this option is designated as
Level B.

tomer. The device failure models are categorized as:

FAILURE ANALYSIS
DATA SUMMARY

Half of the devices analyzed were found to
be electrically good. They are attributed to
being "false pulls" that occur during normal
troubleshooting at the board and system
levels.

TEST
FABRICATION

RELATED
DEFECTS

Devices damaged by electrical over-stress
account for 25% of the failures. Typical
causes for electrical over-stress are incorrect board insertion, board shorts between
device pins, power supply transients, and
poor handling techniques.
The remaining 25% were verified to be true
failures which occurred as a result of an in ..
process manufacturing defect or test es ..
cape.

Quality
The quality of an integrated circuit is appraised by the user based on the ability of
the circuit to meet the specified electrical
criteria and external visual appearance. The
SUPR II Program focuses on supplying to the
user a product that has a high probability of
meeting the user's needs through the sam·
piing plans defined in MIL-STD-105D and the
quality levels (AQL's) stated in Table II.
Many of the inspection methods at critical
process steps are now based on MIL-STD883 criteria in order to build, rather than
test, quality into the product.

Reliability
System performance over a period of time is
the user's measure of an integrated circuit's
reliability. The SUPR II Program improves
system reliability by building quality into the
product via additional manufacturing inspections and the offering of a burn-in screen. In
addition to the SUPR II Program, Signetics
performs periodic reliability testing via the
SURE 1I!883A Program to assure continuing
uniformity and long-term reliability of all
product lines. This data base is available
upon request as is the ten-year reliability
summary, Signetics Product Reliability Report, R-363.

How Do Integrated Circuit
Failures Occur?
Results from the Signetics Failure Analysis
Lab over a three-year period on product returned from board checkout, system
checkout, field usage and accelerated life
testing are graphically presented in Figure
11-1. Under typical system operating conditions, random manufacturing defects, as
outlined in Table 11-1, are the primary cause
of true device failure. Also shown in Table 1
are the process controls that have been
added via the SUPR II Program to minimize
these defects prior to shipment to the cus-

Figure 11-1

SIGNETICS SUPR II LEVEL A
Improved Quality Benefits
From the user's point of view, improved integrated circuit quality from the supplier
means a lower cost of ownership. This cost
saving can be effected through the reduction or elimination of involved incoming inspection testing, reduced PC board rework,
simplified system checkout, reduced in-line
inventories, and less complicated part
tracking by Purchasing Management.
The SUPR II Program is Corporate in scope
and covers Logic (Standard TTL, Schottky
TTL, Low Power Schottky TTL, ECL, 8T Interface), Analog (Industrial, Consumer, Interface), Bipolar Memories (RAM's, ROM's,
PROM's), and MaS Memories (RAM's,
ROM's, Shift Registers), All package options are also available.
The SUPR II flow is detailed in Figure 11-5,
including the test methods and Quality acceptance levels (Table 11-2 provides the
electrical! mechanical finished product
AQL's). Highlights of the flow are visual inFAILURE
MECHANISMS

spections, thermal shock preconditioning,
hermeticity, and burn-in, all based on MILSTD-883 criteria.
A good example of the savings which can be
achieved by purchasing tighter inspection
levels is given in Figure 11-2. Here we are
comparing the various levels of inspection
(AQL's) available for device functionality
and its impact on the number of PC boards
which must be reworked during system manufacturing. Using the standard commercial
AQL in functionality of 1.0%, at 120 integrated circuit packages per board, typically
more than 90% of boards will require rework.
At 0.15% AQL, rework is reduced to 25%,
and at 0.1%, typically only 12% rework is
required.

SIGNETICS SUPR II LEVEL B
Infant Mortality Failures
Failure rates are most severe during the first
few months of operating life. This is known
as the "infant mortality" phase. A system

CAUSES

SUPR II
CONTROL

Die
Fabrication
Related

Metalization
Oxide Defects
Mechanical
Scratches
Contamination

SEM Monitor
Visual
Stabilization Bake
Burn-In

Assembly
Related

Bonding, Wire,
Package and
Seal Defects

Preseal Visual
Thermal Shock
Stabilization Bake
Hermeticity
Hot-Rail Testing

Test
Related

Test Escapes

Tightened AQL Guarantees
High Temperature
Testing

Table 11-1
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AQL LEVELS ON FUNCTIONALITY
VERSUS BOARD REWORK RATES

RELATIVE FAILURE RATE VERSUS TIME
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Figure 11-2
TIME

manufacturer has various options to solve
problems arising from infant failures. He can
ship his system to the end customer and
repair field failures as they occur. He can
operate the system in-house for this period
and repair failures. Or he can purchase devices which have already been preconditioned to eliminate the early failures. Each
customer must choose the most cost-effect"Ive meth 0 d f or h'IS part"ICU Iar b usrness. A
considerable number of the reliabilty defects which cause early failures areelimi-

Figure 11-3
nated by the manufacturing control and preconditioning steps of SUPR II Level A
processing. More persistent defects can be
removed by the use of "burn-in" techniques.
The "burn-in" processing of SUPR II Level B
effectively allows the system manufacturer
ANALOG

to ship his equipment at Point 3 on the failure rate curve in Figure 11-3.

Burn-In Conditions
MIL-STD-883A, Method 1015 describes a
number of different conditions for integrated

BIPOLAR MEMORY

Plastic

Ceramic
Metal Can

Plastic

Ceramic
Metal Can

LOGIC
Plastic

MOS/LSI

Ceramic
Metal Can

Plastic

Ceramic
Metal Can

HOT OPENS

100°C

0.15%

-

0.15%

-

0.15%

-

0.15%

-

FUNCTIONALITY
(NOTE 1)

25°C

0.15

0.15

0.25

0.25

0.10

0.10

0.25

0.25

HIGH
TEMPERATURE

0.25

0.25

-

-

0.10

0.10

0.25

0.25

D_C.
PARAMETRIC

A.C.
PARAMETRIC
MECHANICAL
SEAL TEST
(CERAMIC
METAL
CAN ONLY)

25°C

0.25

0.25

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

OVER
TEMPERATURE

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

25°C

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

MAJOR

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

MINOR
FINE LEAK
1 x 1O- 7cc/s
GROSS LEAK
1x 1O-5 cc/s

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.0

N/A

0.65

N/A

0.65

N/A

0.65

N/A

0.65

NOTE
1. To insure AOL levels tighter than 0.65% on D.C. parameters usually requires continual
correlation of test equipment between customer and vendor to aVOid test interpretation
problems. If the objective is to reduce system rework costs, functional operation of a
devic~ (does it switch or toggle in the system) is often more critical than the absolute
value of a parameter. For this reason SUPR II focuses attention on tightened AQL's on
functionality.

For analog devices, D. C. parameters, such as input current and offset voltages, tend
to be more critical to system operation than for logic devices. A 0.25% AQL is therefore offered on analog D.C. parameters. with the realization that careful attention must
be paid to establishing correlation at the customer's incoming inspection.

Table 11-2 SUPRA II AQL GUARANTEE
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circuit burn-in. For SUPR II Level B,
Signetics has selected Condition F. This is
the accelerated burn-in method derived from
MIL-STD-883A, utilizing a high temperature
reversed bias condition. This bias scheme is
preferred for infant mortality screening,
while operating conditions are generally utilized for internal reliability programs oriented toward generating MTBF data for the
system designer.

Figure 11-5 shows the generalized process
flow for all Signetics integrated circuits purchased to the SUPR II program. Each product group (Analog, Bipolar Memory, Logic,

and MOS) may follow slightly different procedures dictated by the specific device
characteristics.

SUPR II PROCESS FLOW

Integrated Burn-In Flow
Signetics SUPR II Level B burn-in is performed to provide rtlliability assurance
equivalent to a 168-hour/125°C screen.
This process has been integrated into the
standard manufacturing flow to provide the
customer with the most cost effective
screen and significantly reduced delivery
times.

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE CONTROL (SEMI

Wafe,. are sampled dailv by the Quality Control Laboratory from each
fabrication area and subjected to SEM analysis. This process control
revaals manufacturing defecls such 8& contact and oxide slap coverage
in ItHJ matallzallon process which may result In 8.rly failure •.

BURN-IN FLOW
DIE SORT VISUAL. ACCEPTANCE
Criteria based on MIL-STD-B83, Method 2010, Condition e, are employed
to detect datecta caused during fabrication, wafer testing, or the mechanicalscribe and break operation. Critical delects such •• scratches,
smears, and glelSlvated bonding pads are inspected 10 a 1% ACL. Lot
acceplance for noncrillcal defecls Is to a 4% AOL

ASSEMBLY
The flow from SEM control through
package seal is common to Levels A
and B.

PRE-SEAL VISUAL ACCEPTANCE
Criteria based on MIL-STD-SS3, Method 2010, Condition B, are employed
to detect any damage incurred at the die attach and wire bonding stations. Critical defects ."ch as scratches, contamination and Slfieared
ball bonds are Inspected to a 0.65% AOL. Lot acceptance is 10 2.5%
AQL.

V
TEST
The pre-burn-in electrical screen is
designed to remove assembly rejects
and increase equipment efficiency.

STABILIZATtON BAKE PRECONDInONING
Plastic mOlded devices are baked to strelS wire and die bonds and help
ellminate marginal devices, It also ensures an optimum plastic seal to
enhance moIsture resislance.

V
BURN-IN
The 24-hour/155°C accelerated
burn-in is well controlled to provide
maximum screening effectiveness
without damaging good devices.

THERMAL SHOCK PRECONDITIONING
MIL-STD-SS3, Method 1011, Condition A, Devices are cycled from cold
to hot temperatures imposing a very severe stress which weakens loose
bonds and package seels without degrading good devices. A loosened
bond Ie laler detected during high temperature "HOT-RAIL" testing. This
preconditioning Ie especially effective In ellminetlng intermittent or
~HOT-OPENS" problems in pla'tlc devlcee.

SEAL TESTS
Packaga eaat integrity is ensured by 100% gross teak testing per MILSTO-883, Method 1014, Condition C and line teak eampUng per Condi!lonAorB.

V
TEST
The post-burn-in electrical is a 100%
production DC I function electrical
test.

BURN-IN (LEVEL B OPTION)
Devices are burned In for the equivalent of 16S hours at 12S'C in accordance with Mll-STO-S83A, Method 1015, COndition F.

Figure 11-4

100% PRODUCTiON ELECTRICAL TESTING
Every device " lested for functional and DC parameters at 2S·C, room
amblent.

HOT RAIL, HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTING
All plasllc devices are subjected to testing at l00"C. In plastic devices
this eliminates "HOT-OPENS" and shc.rts resulting from temperature senllltive intermittent bonds. In addition, logic circuits are tested 100% to a
functional pattern that simUlates usage In a .yslam environment.

Marking Format
Product processed to the SUPR II manufacturing flow can be identified by an SA for
Level A, and an SB for the Level B burn-in
option.

7400H

SA
SUPRII
LEVEL A

XXXII.

OA GUARANTEES
A final OA Inspection step guarantees the mechanical and electrical
AOL's 01 Table". Every shipment is sealed and Identified by OA personnel.

SB
~
SUPRn
LEVEL B

NOTE

Figure 11·5

Marking for Level A in process of being implemented.

s~nDtics
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SIGNETICS SURE 1I/883B
RELIABILITY PROGRAM
Definition
Signetics is recognized as a manufacturer of
reliable integrated circuits. Signetics realized long ago the need for a comprehensive
reliability program to provide timely data representative of the entire Signetics product
line. Thus the establishment of a Systematic
and Uniform Reliability Evaluation program,
known as SURE, which provides this data in
a manner unique to the industry. Furthermore, this program is provided at no cost to
customers.
The SURE Program is a Signetics in-house
Qualification Test Program which has been
in existence since 1963. The SURE Program
is designed to monitor the continuing uniformity of all Signetics products and to demonstrate via periodic qualifications that
Signetics products meet or exceed the stringent long-term reliability requirements of
their intended applications.
The SURE Program is reviewed and modified annually to incorporate appropriate
changes in military microelectronic test programs, products and demonstrated product
capabilities, and market requirements. The
1978 SURE II / 883B Reliability Program contains minor changes to the 1975 SURE
II /883A Program, most significant of which
is the inclusion of recent changes in military
microelectronic test programs (Le., inclusion of MIL-STD-883B, Method 5005.4 and
MIL-M-38510D). The SURE 1I/883B Program continues to incorporate additional environmental tests to fulfill the need for special reliability assurance of plastic products.

Concept of SURE II Program
Signetics at the present time has approximately 2,500 unique products. The cost to
qualify each of these products even once
per year via some life testing and some environmental testing would be excessive. Fortunately for the customer and for Signetics,
there is no need, technically or otherwise, to
pursue this brute-force approach.
Signetics continues to maintain that the way
to assure product reliability from both a
technical and a cost-effective point of view
is to differentiate between assembly /
package-related failure mechanisms, and
die process-related failure mechanisms.
This approach is used in the Signetics SURE
II Program with the following definitions:
• Die Process Family. For any die process
family, individual device types (regardless
of circuit complexity) are fabricated with
similar wafer processing. This premise
recognizes that circuit layout of a product

will have little impact on reliability because established design rules apply to
all products fabricated by the same process.
• Package / Assembly Family. For any
package/assembly family, packages of
like construction are assembled with
identical materials, manufacturing operations, and controls.
The general "die process" and "package / assembly" approach to reliability is
similar in concept to that now used in the
Military Standards for microelectronic testing and reliability.
The number of families can and will change
from year to year as new fab processes and
packages are introduced and old ones become obsolete. The current Die Process and
Package families are defined in the following tables:
Table 12-6

Table 12-7

Table 12-8

1978 SURE II Die Process
Qualification Program Definitions and Schedule.
1978 SURE II Plastic Package Qualification Program
Definitions and Schedule.
1978 SURE II Hermetic Package Qualification Program
Definitions and Schedule.

A Functional Family listing (Table 12-9) is
included to show the interrelationships of
Die Process Families with the general product categories of Signetics Data Manuals.
Note that products within a Functional Fam-

technical support to customer inquiries, and
has the responsibility for formulating, implementing, and maintaining the SURE II program.
At the start of each year, Reliability Engineering contacts all the wafer fab processing groups at Signetics and identifies all
standard processes. Out of these discussions the Die Process Families are created.
Similar discussions with the packaging
groups lead to establishment of the Package Families. Finally, the product groups
and Reliability Engineering select candidate
devices to represent the families and a
schedule for SURE II qualification start
dates is created. The criteria in preparing
the schedule are that a representative device from each Die Process Family be evaluated once every 90 days (or four times a
year), that a representative device from
each Package Family be evaluated once
semiannually, and that the representative
devices be changed routinely to cover the
range of products within each family.
Once this schedule is established, the evaluations begin. Reliability Engineering samples units that have gone through the standard process flow and are located in
Finished Goods, the last inventory at
Signetics prior to shipment to the market.
The samples are pulled randomly from Finished Goods just as for any customer. In
essence, Reliability Engineering acts as if it
were a customer buying Signetics product.
During a year of SURE II qualification testing,
the following relationship exists:

SIGNETICS
SURE II
PROGRAM FOR

QUANTITY OF
DEVICES
PER QUAL

DEVICES
OBTAINED
PER TABLE

DEVICES
TESTED
PER TABLE

Die processes
Plastic packages
Hermetic packages

110
272
81

6
7
8

2
4
3

ily may be manufactured via processes from
several Die Process Families. Since all
Signetics products, Le. die, are qualified by
the quarterly die process tests, the Functional Families may be not tested in every
quarter.

Maintenance of SURE II
Within Signetics, reporting directly to the
Corporate Reliability and Quality Assurance
Manager, is the Reliability Engineering organization. This group assesses product failure rates/reliability, helps to set guidelines
for quality control requirements, provides

SmDotiCS

Analysis of SURE II Process Flow
Tables 12-2, 12-3, 12-4
Inspection of Table 12-2, Table 12-3 and Table 12-4 shows that the Signetics SURE
II /883B Qualification Program includes
Class B requirements of MIL-STD-883B,
Method 5005.4 and MIL-M-38510D.
Signetics has decided to continue to augment the standard high-temperature operating life test with a 150·C ambient high temperature storage sub group. This provides a
common denominator (TJ == T A == 150·C) for
evaluating / qualifying all die process families and assures that many products do in
fact see a stress at their maximum rated

355
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junction temperature (TJ) values. The die
process qualification life tests include 168hour and 1168-hour time pOints to allow
analysis of 168-hour screening effectiveness. For plastic package qualifications,
200 cycles of -65°C to +150°C thermal
shock, 1000 cycles of -55 ° C to + 125 ° C
temperature cycle, 96 hours of 30 PSIA
pressure cooker, and 2000 hours of temperature-humidity stress with bias continue
to be meaningful measures of reliability.
The primary purpose of the thermal shock
and temperature cycle tests is to demonstrate bond wire integrity. The pressure
cooker test is an accelerated test that may
or may not relate to reality. However,
Signetics believes that products which pass
this test do demonstrate significant improvement in performance on this test over
plastic products that were available in the
marketplace several years ago. The temperature-humidity test of 85°C and 85%
R.H. with bias applied is an accelerated test
that appears to have significance in demonstrating long term reliability under realistic
application conditions (e.g. 25°C ambient
temperature and 5% to 55% relative humidities).

and DC parameters with drift criteria applied
are ample indicators of product stability
without the necessity of performing all the
Group A subgroups (Table 12-1). From a device physics point of view, the foregoing
statement reflects the knowledge that unstable surface fields and conductor resistance changes will produce a significant
drift in key reliability parameters such as
threshold voltages, offset voltages, supply
currents, input currents and input I output
voltage levels before an appreciable effect

MIL-STD-883B
GROUP A
SUBGROUP

Acceptance Criteria
The acceptance criteria for die process
qualifications are indicated in Table 12-2.
Table 12-2 refers to Table 12-5, the
Signetics SURE II Criteria for Die Process
Families. All die process qualifications involve post stress electrical testing to DC
minimax limits, functionality, and the stringent drift criteria indicated. Functionality
MIL-STD-883B
GROUP C
SUBGROUP4

-

TEST DESCRIPTION

A1

Static tests at 25°C

A2

Static tests at maximum rated operating temperature

A3

Static tests at minimum rated operating temperature

A4

Dynamic tests at 25°C'

A5

Dynamic tests at maximum rated operating temperature'

A6

Dynamic tests at minimum rated operating temperature'

A7

Functional tests at 25°C

A8

Functional tests at maximum and minimum rated operating
temperatures

A9

Switching tests at 25 ° C

A10

Switching tests at maximum rated operating temperature

A11

Switching tests at minimum rated operating temperature

NOTE

• Applicable only to Signetics Analog Products
Table 12-1 MIL-STD-883B GROUP A ELECTRICAL TESTS

TEST OESCRIPTION
Pre-Test electrical parameters
High temperature storage

-

MIL-STD-883B
METHOD

1008.1

End-Point electrical parameters
Note 2
High temperature operating life

C1

is observed in the AC characteristics. Permanent failure mechanisms such as metal
migration or oxide pinhole problems are detected by the functionality and DC parametric tests. From a practical point of view, reliability evaluations are significantly more
cost-effective when using functionality, DC
parametric, and the drift of key _parameters
as criteria for reliability assurance:
Signetics has found that many customers
specify performance of all DC static parameters to data sheet limits, and others may

1005.2

End-Point electrical parameters
Note 2

CONDITIONS
Subgroup A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 1.

LTPD
Note 1.

Test Condition C. TA = 150°C.
t = 168, 1,168 hours.
Subgroups A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 5.

to

TA = +125°C or +85°C as
applicable. t = 168, 1,168 hrs.
Subgroups A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 5.

10

NOTES

f. Samples are randomly selected from finished goods, having no reliability prescreen
other than standard assembly flow screens. Pre-test electrical (and I or seal, as applicable) performance is expected to be within an AOL of 1%.
2. Only electrically and/or hermetically acceptable parts (as applicable) are to be subjected to this test sU.bgroup. The LTPD acdeptance criteria are applicable to the
combined lG8-hour and 11GB-hour results, instead of the results of the 1000-hour
period f~om 168 hours to 1168 hours which is' used in Mll-STO-883B.
3. All test equipment·calibrated to meet requiremen.ts of Mll-C·45662A and MI.l-1-45208.
4. The Mll-STO-883B:Group 0 package r~lated tests inqlude the C2 subgroup stresses.

Table 12-2
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specify drift criteria for specific input/output measurements, while few if any
require switching characteristics or tasts at
minimum and maximum rated operating temperature as life test electrical end-point criteria.
Signetics does test AC switching parameters as well as high and low temperature
static parameters on each manufacturing lot
and provides positive early feedback to Production Processing via quality assurance inMIL-STD-8838
GROUP B & 0
SUBGROUP

spections. For the more complex MOS and
Bipolar Memory circuits, however, the 25°C
test programs used for SURE II qualification
do include test exercises which ensure
switching characteristic limits in addition to
the functional performance of the devices.
The posHife end-points also include dynamic parameters for Analog devices.
All products/process families meeting the
LTPO's and electrical test criteria indicated
are automatically qualified for that quarter.

TEST DESCRIPTION

MIL-STD-883B
METHOD

Any rejects obtained from qualification testing are submitted for failure analysis. Appropriate corrective action is initiated based
upon failure modes and mechanisms identified during failure analysis.
The acceptance criteria for the SURE II Program for hermetic packages and the SURE II
Program for plastic packages is indicated in
Tables 12-3 and 12-4. Again, failure analysis
is performed on every reject.

CONDITIONS

LTPD
3 devices/O rej.
1 device/O rej.
15

B2

Resistance to solvents
Internal visual and mechanical
bond strength

2015.1
2014
2011.2

No photograph
Test condition 0 (10 devices min.)

B3

High temperature storage
Solderability

1008.1
2003.2

Condition B, 160 hours min.
Solder temperature 260°C ± 10°C

Physical dimensions

Attributes data per appropriate
Signetics package outline.
5,000 PPM max at 100°C

2016

01
Internal water vapor content

02

03

04

05

1018

Lead integrity
Seal
a. Fine
b. Gross

2004.2
1014.2

Thermal shock

1011.2

Temperature cycle

1010.2

Moisture resistance
Seal
a. Fine
b. Gross
Visual examination
End-point electrical parameters

1004.2
1014.2

Note 3

15
3 devices/O rej.
15

Test condition A or B
Test condition C
Test condition C, 15 cycles,
-65°C to +150°C (Note 4)
Test condition C, 100 cycles,
-65°C to + 150°C (Note 4)
10 cycles, no bias.

15

Test condition A or B
Test condition C
Note 5
Note 3

Mechanical shock
Variable frequency vibration
Constant acceleration
Seal
a. Fine
b. Gross
Visual examination
End-point electrical parameters

2002.2
2007.1
2001.2
1014.2

Salt atmosphere
Seal
a. Fine
b. Gross
Visual examination

1009.2
1014.2

Subgroups A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 1.
Test condition B
Test condition A
Test condition E, Y 1 axis only

15

Test condition A or B
Test condition C
Note 5
Note 3

Subgroups Al & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 1.
Test condition A

15

Test condition A or B
Test condition C
1009.2
Note 3

NOTES
1. Preconditioning of the solderability sample satisfies the time/temperature requirement
of Class B screening (burn-in). The LTPD for the solderability test applies to the number
of leads inspected from a minimum of three devices.
2. For DIP's, 15 devices, aU leads on each device. For FlatPacs, 15 devices, 3 leads on
98Ch device.
3. Only electrically and/or hermetically acceptable parts (as applicable) are to be sub-

Table 12-3

Test condition B2. Nole 2

Note 1
15

jected to this test subgroup.
4. Test Condition B for FM and FN packages.
5. Visual examination shall be in accordance with Method 1010.2 or 1011.2 at a magnification of 5X to lOX.
6. All test equipment calibrated to meet requirements of MIL-C-45662A and MIL-I-45208.

SIGNETICS SURE II PROGRAM FOR HERMETIC PACKAGES (PER MIL-STD-883B, GROUP B & OJ
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MIL-STD-883B
GROUP B & D
SUBGROUP

TEST DESCRIPTION

MIL-STD-883B
METHOD

CONDITIONS

B2

Resistance to solvents
Internal visual and mechanical

2015.1
2014

No photograph

B3

High temperature storage
Solderability

1008.1
2003.2

Condition B, 160 hours min.
Solder temperature 260°C ± 10°C

01
02

03

Physical dimensions

03

04

05

-

Note 1
15

Attributes data per appropriate
Signetics package outline.

15

2004.2

Test condition B2. Note 2.

15

Thermal shock, extended

1011.2
Note 5

200 Cycles, Test Condition C,
-65°C to +150°C (Note 3)
Subgroup A7 & Thermal Scan
(Note 4)

5

1010.2
Note 5

Test condition B, 1000 cycles,
-55°C to +125°C (Note 6)
Subgroup A7 & Thermal Scan
(Note 4)

5

Moisture resistance
End-point electrical parameters

1004.2
Note 5

10 cycles, no bias
Subgroup A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 1.

15

Mechanical shock
Variable frequency
Vibration
Constant acceleration
End-point electrical parameters

2002.2

Test condition B

15

2007.1
2001.2
Note 5

Test condition A
Test condition E
Subgroup A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 1.

Salt atmosphere, Note 7
End-point electrical parameters

1009.2
Note 5

Test condition A
Subgroup A 1 & A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to Table 1.

15

Visual examination

1009.2

Pressure cooker
End-point electrical parameters

96 hours, 30 PSIA (Note 8)
Subgroup A 1, A4 or A 7 as
applicable. Refer to Table j.

10

Note 5

End point electrical parameters

End-point electrical parameters

Biased temperature-humidity

-

3 devices/O rej.
1 device/O rej.

Lead integrity

Temperature cycle, extended
03

2016

LTPD/MAX. ACC.

End-point electrical parameters

-

Note 5

85°C/85% R.H. with 5V min.
bias, t = 2000 hours (Note 9)
Subgroup A 1, A4 or A7 as
applicable. Refer to. Table 1.

10/2

NOTES
1. Preconditioning of the solderability sample satisfies the time Itemperature require·
ment of Class 8 8cr~ening. The LTPD for the solderability test applies to the number
of leads inspected from 8 minimum Of three devices.
2. For DIP's, 15 devices, aU leeds on each device. For FletPaes, 15 devices, three leads
on each device.
3. 100 cycles for Silicone DIP and power flange mounted Families IV and V.
4. Refef to Table 11-1 for Subgroup A7 definition. Thermal scan rafers to a test that
monitors bond continuity continuously over the temperature range of 25°C to 125°C.
5. Only electrically acceptable parts are to be subjected to this test subgroup.
6. 500 cycles for Silicone DIP and power flange mounted Families IV and V.
7. Not applicable for Silicone DIP and power flange mounted Families IV and V.
8, 24 hours 30 PSI lor Silicone DIP and power lIange mounted Families IV and V.
9. 1000 hours for Silicone DIP and power flange mounted Families IV and V.
10. All test equipment calibrated 10 meet requirements 01 MIL,C'45662A and MIL+45208,

Table 12-4
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DELTA LIMIT

PARAMETER
TTL, SCHOTTKY, LOW POWER SCHOTTKY, AND ilL 1,2
"1" Input current
"0" Input current
"1" Output voltage
"0" Output voltage
IOH Output leakage current 4
ICC Supply current

5X initial value or 25% of Iimit. 3
± 20% of initial value or ± 5/lA3
± 20% of initial value
± 100 mV
± 10% of limit
±20% of limit

ECl (EMITTER COUPLED lOGIC)" 2
"1"
"0"
"1"
"0"
lEE

Input current
Input current
Output voltage
Output voltage
Supply current

± 20% of
±20% of
± 20% of
± 20% of
±20% of

initial
initial
initial
initial
limit

±10%of
± 20% of
± 20% of
± 20% of
±20% of

limit
initial value
initial value
initial value
limit

value of ± 35/lA3
value or ± 15"A3
value
value

NMOS',2
leakage currents4
Isink4
Isource4
Access time 4
All supply currents
DMOS (DOUBLE DIFFUSED MOS) 1
±30% of initial value or ±200 mV3
±20% of limit

VT
Rds (on)

NOTES
1. All products are tested to subgroups A1, A4 or A7, as applicable. Refer to Table 12·1,
The detailed tests, conditions and limits applicable to each product are listed in the
Signetics Data Manual Electrical Characteristics Table. All parameters must meet the
min./rnax. limits as well as the delta limits shown.
2. All Programmable Read Only Memories (PROM's) are programmed to a pseudorandom
pattern prior to stress and the programming verified after stress.
3. Whichever is greater.
4. As applicable by product type.

Table 12-5A

What Does SURE II Do For You?
• SURE II provides fingertip data that demonstrates the reliability of Signetics products. Data summaries from each SURE II
qualification test are available for customer inquiries. Semiannual comprehensive
summaries are also available for customer inquiries .••
• SURE II allows the customer to qualify
Signetics products based upon testing at
Signetics. This is a cost effective approach, as it allows many customers to
use the same qualification results, thereby saving money industry-wide.
• SURE II provides assurance that all
Signetics Fab processes meet established reliability standards on a continuous basis.
• SURE II provides assurance that all
Signetics packages meet established reliability standard on a continuous basis.
• SURE II provides basic attributes data
which is quoted in Product Reliability reports and is used in failure calculations.
• SURE II provides variables data on key
drift parameters (as well as additional parameters) for all storage and operating
life tests. This data is available for inspection at Signetics and can be obtained for a
nominal fee.
• 'To obtain a copy, contact the QRA Department.
Signetics Corp., 811 E. Arques, P.O. Box 9052. Sunnyvale,
CA 94088 (408) 739·7700

SURE II DIE PROCESS ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
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ANALOG PRODUCTS DELTA LIMITS I
Operational/
Differential
Amplifiers

Power Supply or
Quiescent current

±20%
01 limit

VOS Input
offset voltage 4

±1 mV

±1 mV

lOS Input
offset current 4

±20%
01 limit

±20%
of limit

Sense
Amplifier

Video &
RF/IF
Amplifier

Voltage
Comparators

±20%
01 limit

±20%
01 limit

01 limit

Communications
& Function
Gen Circuits3

Timers

Voltage
Regulators

Phase
Locked
Loops

± 20% 01 limit

±20%
01 limit

±20%
01 limit

±20%
01 limit

Output voltage

±0.20 V

±20%
of initial
value

Trigger voltage

±0.10V

Initial accuracy

±1%
(absolute
value)

PARAMETER

IBIAS Input
bias current

±30%
of limit

VT Input
threshold voltage

±1.mV

±20Ofo

±20%
Voltage gain

of initial

value

Gas Tube
Interface Decoder/
Circuits3
Drivers
±20%
01 limit

±20%
01 limit

5X initial
value or
25%01
limitS

±20% of
initial value

..

±10%
of initial
value

Center frequency
of oscillation

"1" Input current

5X initial
value or
25% of
limitS

5X initial
value or
25% of
limitS

"0" Input current

±20%
of initial
value or
±5"A5

±20%
01 initial
value or
±5"As

"1" Output voltage

±20%
of initial
value

±20%
01 initial
value

"0" Output voltage

± 100 mV

± 100 mV

±20%
of initial

value or
±5"As

Output breakdown
voltage

±20%
of initial
value

10HOutput
leakage current

±300 nA

NOTES
1. All products are tested to subgroups A 1, and to either A4 or A7 as applicable. Refer to
Table 1. The detailed tests, conditions, and limits applicable to each product Bre listed
in the Signetic. Data Manual ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS table. All parameter.
must meet the minImax limits as well as the data limits shown.
2. Radios, receivers. modulators. demodulators, detectors.
3. MOS clock drivers. line drivers, line receivers.
4. As applicable, by product type.
5. Whichever is greater.

Table 12-58
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SURE 1/

QUARTER START2
PROCESS
FAMILY
I
TTL
OTL

II
TTL

III
8chottky

DESCRIPTION
Gold doped slow
8peed-High/Low Voltage

Gold doped fast speed
Low voltage

8tandard aluminum
8chottky
8ingle level metal
(8LM) or dual
level metal
(OLM)

PROCESS
CODE

FUNCTIONAL
FAMILY 1

CANDIDATE DEVICE

1

A
A
Al
Bl
Bl

1
8
1
8
12

7440, 7447A, 7490, 7492
8T04,8T06,8T16
7426, 7446
8T18, 8T80, 8T90
"A710

7440

Cl

1

7496

Cl
C2

8
1

C2
C5
CA
0

8
1
1
1

7437, 7485, 7496, 74H30
8201,8242
8T14,8T363
74109, 74181, 74H04
74Hl03,8225,8260
8T10,8T34
7406,74145
74107,74152,8270,8271
74147,74148

E4
P28
R2
X2
X2
X2
X6
X7

5
15
5
2
4
12
12
2

828290, 828291
8X300
828215, 828280
748114,748135
82812,828112
NE521, NE522
NE!;i27, NE529
748174,748175,82530

IV
8chottky
PROM's

8tandard aluminum
8chottky (OLM) plus
Ni-Cr Fuses

05
R5

5
5

828190,828191
828101,828130,828140,
828181,828185

V
8chottky

8i1icide 8chottky
(8lM) or (OLM)

R4
84
X3
X3
X3
X4
X4
Z3

4
4
2
8
15
2
8
5

74889,748189,82825
748201,82809,82816
748140,82834,82862
8Tl00,8Tlll
N300 1, N3002
748112,748181
8T31
8228

V3

2

V3

8

74L874,74L8138
74L8193,74L8241
8T28

RTC

3

VI
8chottky
(L8)

8i1icide 8chottky
Ion implantation
(8LM) or (OLM)

VIII
ECL

Aluminum ECl
(8LM) or (OLM)

2

3

4

7492
8T04
8T18
7485

7437

74109

828280
748114
NE521
NE527

828181

828185

828140

828130
82825

82809
748140
N3002

74L874

7418241

10102, 10118, 10180
10104, 10113, 10130

10113

10130

7418138

74L8193

10118

10180

IX
8chottky

8i1icide 8chottky,
washed emitter
(OlM)

A4

4

82810,82811

82810

82811

82810

828fl

X
8chottky
(12L)

8i1icide 8chottky,
integrated injection
(8LM) or (OLM)

11
12

15
15

8XOl
8X03,8X04,8X06,8X07

8XOl

8XOl

8XOl

8XOl

JX
M
M
M
M
M3
MC
ME
MX
MX
MX
PX
R
RX

10
10
11
12
13
9
12
9
10
11
12
10
10
10

LF356
LM10l,,,A709,8E531
NE550
LM 111, LM339, MC3302
NE540
NE584,NE585
NE5018
OM8880
LM207, MC1558, "A747
"A723
LM319
MC1456, NE536
LM208A
NE535,NE5535

XI
Linear

High voltage
process

Table 12-6

lF356

LM339

NE5018

MC1456
NE5535
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QUARTER START2

PROCESS
FAMILY
XII
Linear

DESCRIPTION
Medium Yoltage
process

PROCESS
CODE

FUNCTIONAL
FAMILy1

CANDIDATE DEVICE

E
E
E2X
EX
EX
LX

X

9
13
11
10
13
13
11
11
11
13

MC1488
MC1496,NE565,NE645
78L05C,NE5554
LM324, NE532
NE545
NE542
7905C, 79M05C
LM309
7805C, 78M05C
TCA440N

B
B2
G
H
H
H
K
L

12
2
9
9
12
13
13
13

L5
W
W1
W2

13
13
9
13

IlA711
75324,75451,OM8820
75361
7520, 7524,MC1489
NE526
NE501, NE515
NE592, TBA1440,IlA733
NE510, NE546, NE556, TBA120U
TBA120U.
NE570
NE543
NE582
NE544

a
02

ax
XIII
Linear

Low yoltage
process

XIV
OMOS

Oouble· diffused
MOS, N-Channel,
ion implanted

L2A

14

L2B

XVI
NMOS

N-Channel
enchancement
MOS

NA
NB
NH

XVII
NMOS

N-Channel
depletion MOS

NMOS
XIX
NMOS

1

2

NE565

3

NE645
NE5554

7805C

S05000

14

S0200,S0305,S05000,
S05301
S0202,80306,80307

7
7
7

2101,2102,2111, 2112
2607, 2608, 2609,.2606
4027

2102

NO

7

N-Channel
double-poly MOS

NE

. 7

N-Channel,
depletion MOS MPU

NG

75451

NE570

NE544
S05301

S0305
S0306
2112

4027

2609
4027

4027

2609
4027

2102A, 2600, 2616,
2617

2102A

2600

2102A

2616

2708

2708

2708

2708

2650A

2650A

2650A

15

NOTES
1. See Table 12-9 for a listing. of devices by Functional Family.
2. SURE II Ole Process Sample Sizes are >55 each for HTSL and HTOL.

Table 12-6 (Cont'd)
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SURE II

QUARTER START
FAMILY

DESCRIPTION

PACKAGES IN FAMILY (CODE DESIGNATION)

I

Plastic DIP (Epoxy)

NE-8-Lead
NH-14-Lead
NJ-16-Lead

II

Plastic power DIP (Epoxy)

NHA-14-Lead
NJA-16-Lead
NKA-18-Lead

III

Plastic power 51L or DIP lead
mounted (Epoxy)

5-3-Lead (TO-92)

IV

Plastic DIP
(Silicone)

NEB-8-Lead
NHB-14-Lead

V

Plastic power-flange mounted
(Silicone)

U-3-Lead (TO-220)

Table 12-7

1

3

NJ
(82S16)

NN
(74150)

NK-18-Lead
NL-20-Lead
NM-22-Lead

NN-24-Lead
NQ-28-Lead

NLA-20-Lead
NNA-24-Lead
NQA-28-Lead

PH-12-Lead & Batwing
NJA
PHA-12-Lead & Batwing (82S131)

PHA
(NE541)

5
(78L05)

S
(78L05)

NJB
(2102)

NJB
(2102A)

U
(79M05)

U
(7805)

NJB-16-Lead
NKB-18-Lead

NMB-22-Lead
NNB - 24-Lead

1978 SURE II PLASTIC PACKAGE QUALIFICATION PROGRAM DEFINITIONS AND SCHEDULE
QUARTER START
PACKAGES IN FAMILY (CODE DESIGNATION)

DESCRIPTION

FAMILY

1

3

QJA
(54157)

QNA
(54150)

RJA
(82S11)

RNA
(825181)

WJl

WNI

I

FlatPac, laminated ceramic
body and lid, glass seal

QFA-10-Lead
QHA-14-Lead

QJA-16-Lead
QNA-24-Lead

II

FlatPac, beryllia body and lid,
glass seal

RJA-16-Lead
RKA-18-Lead

RNA-24-Lead
RQA-28-Lead

III

FlatPac, ceramic CerPac

WF-10-Lead
WH-14-Lead

WJ-16-Lead
WN-24-Lead

DIP, ceramic CerDip

FE, SSI-8-Lead
FH, SSI-14-Lead
FH, MSI-14-Lead
FJ, SSI-16-Lead

FJ, MSI-16-Lead
FJ, LSI-16-Lead
FK, LSI-18-Lead

FL, LSI-20-Lead
FM, LSI-22-Lead
FN, LSI-24-Lead

FJ,1 SSI

IV

FJ, SSI
(82S10)

V

DIP, ceramic body and lid,
glass seal, side brazed leads

IEA-8-Lead
IHA-14-Lead
IJA-16-Lead

IKA-18-Lead
IMA-22-Lead
INA-24-Lead

IQA-28-Lead
IWA-40-Lead
IZA-SO-Lead

INC
(82S214)

IKA
(82S136)

VI

Solid header with
mounting holes

DA-2-Lead (T0-3)

DA
(LM309)

DA
(7805)

VII

Metal can (Header)

DB-3-Lead (TO-39)
DCc4-Lead (TO-72)
DE-4-Lead (TO-72)

T
("A709)

K
(LMI19)

K-l0-Lead (TO-l 00)
L -1 O-Lead (TO-toO)
, T -8-Lead (T0-99)

RWA-40 Lead

NOTE
1. JAN test data will be used to verify compliance with SURE \I qualification criteria.

Table 12-8
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I

SURE II

DIE PROCESS
FUNCTIONAL FAMILY

DESCRIPTION

CODE

QUARTER START

FAMILY

CANDIDATE DEVICES

8tandard TTL

A
AI
Cl
C2
C5
CAo
D

7440, 7447A, 7490, 7492
7426,7446
7437,7485, 7496
74109, 74181
7406,74145
74107,74152
74147,74148

High-8peed
8tandard TTL

Cl
C2

74H30
74H04,74Hl03

8tandard TTL
M81

Cl
C2
CA

8201, 8242
8225, 8260
6270,6271

Logic 1

8chottky TTL
M81

2

1

7440

4

7492

7496

7485

7437
74109

X7·

V
III

62834,62862
82830

8chottky TTL

X2
X3
X4
X7

III
V
V
III

748114,748135
748140
748112,748161
748174,748175

Low Power
8chottky TTL

V3

VI

74LS74,74L8136,
74L8193,74L8241

Logic 3

Aluminum ECL

RTC

VIII

10102, 10118, 10160
10104, 10113, 10130

A4

Memory 4

8chottky RAM

R4
84
X2

IX
V
V
III

82810,82811
74869,748169,62825
748201,62809,62816

8chottky ROM

E4
R2
Z3

III
III
V

628290, 628291
628215,828260
8228

8chottky
PROM

05
R5

IV
IV

628190,828191
828101,628130,628140,
828181,828181

NM08
Enhancement

NA
NB
NH

XVI
XVI
XVI

2101,2102,2111,2112
2607,2608,2609,2606
4027

2102
4027

2609
4027

4027

2609
4027

NM08
Depletion

ND

XVII

2102A, 2600,2616, 2617

2102A

2600

2102A

2616

NM08EPROM

NE

XVIII

2706

2708

i

Logic
Interface

A
Bl
Cl
C2
V3
X3
X4

6T04,6T06,6T16
6T16,6T60,6T90
6T14,8T363
6Tl0,8T34
8T28
6Tl00, 8Tlll
6T31

Logic 2

Memory 5

Memory 7

Interface 8

X3

748114
748140

74L874

74L8241 74L8136 74L8193

10113

10130

82810

62811

Table 12-9

10118

10180

82810

82811
62825

628140

628130

82809

62X12,828112

I
II
II
VI
V
V

828260

828161

628165

NOTES
1. The Functional Family definitions are derived from the Signetics Data Manual and
follow the Data Manual organization to assist the user in identifying the Die Process
Family that is qualifying the product of interest.
2. The Functional Family Qualification Schedule is derived for the Die Process Family
Qualification Schedule. A Die Process Family Quarterly Test can qualify products in
more than one Functional Family. since a Die Process Family can contain products
from several Functional Families.'
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2112

2708
8T04
8Tt8

SURE II

QUARTER START

DIE PROCESS
FUNCTIONAL FAMILY

Interface 9

Analog 10

Analog 11

Analog 12

DESCRIPTION

1

FAMILY

Analog
Interface

B2
E
G
H
M3
ME
WI

XIII
XII
XIII
XIII
XI
XI
XIII

75324,75451,OM8820
MC1488
75361
7520, 7524,MC1489
NE584,NE585
OM8880
NE582

XII
XI
XI
XI
XI
XI
XI

LM324, NE532
LF356

Operational
Amplifiers

EX
JX
M
MX
PX
R
RX

XII
XI
XI
XII
XII
XII

78L05C, NE5554
NE550

Operational
Amplifiers

E2X
M
M
0
02
OX

XIII
I
XIII
XI
XI
XI
III
III

~A711

Comparators
and
Converters

B
Bl
H
M
MC
MX
X2
X6

NE526
LMlll, LM339, MC3302
NE5018
LM319
NE521, NE522
NE527, NE529

E
EX
L
L5
LX
M
W
W2

XII
XII
XIII
XIII
XII
XI
XIII
XIII

NE645
NE545
NE546, TBA120U
NE570
NE542
NE540
NE543
NE544

Timers

L

XIII

NE556,NE555,NE5556

Differential
Amplifiers

H
L

XII
XIII

NE515
NE510, NE511

Video
Amplifiers

H
K

XIII
XII

NE592,~A733

E
K
L
X

XII
XIII
XIII
XII

MC1496, NE565
TBA1440
NE567,PA239
TCA440N

NE565

Phase Locked
Loops

Consumer

Circuits

Analog 13

CANDIDATE DEVICES

CODE

2

4

LF356

LM10l,8E531,~A709

LM207, MC1558, ~A747
MC1456, NE536
LM208A
NE535, NE5535

MC1456
NE5535
NE5554

~A723

7905C, 79M05C
LM309
7805C, 78M05C

7805C

~A710

LM339
NE5018
NE521
NE527
NE645
TBA120U
NE570

NE544

NE501

Analog 14

Double Diffused
M08 (OM08)

L2A
L2B

XIV
XIV

80200,80305,805001,805301
80202,80306,80307

805001

Microprocessor 15

11
12
NG
P28
X3

X
X
XIX
III
V

8XOI
aX03,aX04,aX06,aX07
2650A
aX300
N3001, N3002

aXOl

ilL, M08, and
8chottky L81

805301
aXOl

2650A

1. The Functional Family definitions are derived from the Signetics Data Manual and
follow the Data Manual organization to assist the user in identifying the Die Process
Family that is qualifying the product of interest.
2. The Functional Family Qualification Schedule is derived for the Die Process Family
Qualification Schedule. A Die Process Family Quarterly Test can qualify products in
more than one Functional family, since a Die Process Family can contain products
from several Functional Families.
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75451

aXOl
2650A
N3002

aXOl
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UNDERSTANDING FAILURE RATES

FAILURE RATES VS. TIME "BATHUB CURVE"

This section is designed to acquaint the I.C.
user with some of the more commonly accepted "scientific approaches" used by an
I.C. Reliability Analyst to determine whether
the raw data has a probable bearing on the
longevity of the I.C. in its intended system
environment. The methods presented do not
imply that there are not other (or better)
approaches available. This section contains
general information intended to stimulate
one's imagination and acquaint the reader
with the large degree of error that is
possbile in any assessment or prediction of
I.C. reliability (one must know the future to
be 100% correct in predicting).

WEAROUT
FAILURES

RANDOM
FAILURES

INFANT
FAILURES

I
I
I

I

1

FAILURE
RATE

I

e _ _ _ .........
REGION

.1'"
:

."

CURVE B

_ -..... 1

TIME
SCREENS

USEFUL LIFE
"CONSTANT HAZARD"

Figure 13·1

The Classical "Bathtub Curve"
Figure 13-1 suggests that a given product
operating in a real-life application has "infant mortality" failure mechanisms which initially inflate the failure rate (up to t 1) such
that once these mechanisms result in failure, the remaining devices will demonstrate
a failure rate which is constant with time (t 1
to t2) until some future time (years) when
product wearout begins and ultimately ends
the product's useful life (curve a). If this
model is correct, then one approach would
be to use accelerated screens to eliminate
the "infant mortality" in a time less than t 1
so that once the region of random failures is
reached the accelerated screens could be
stopped and the surviving devices inserted
in a system at the constant hazard failure
rate level of curve a. Curve b suggests what
would happen if the accelerated screens,
especially a high-temperature operating life
stress (e.g., burn-in) were allowed to continue indefinitely. The ratio of the failure rates
for the constant hazard segment of curve a
to that of curve b is what is usually considered to be the "acceleration factor" associated with accelerated life tests.
In regard to the bathtub curve model,two
statements are necessary for proper perspective:
It has not yet been satisfactorily demonstrated with any certainty or repeatability
that a bathtub curve actually exists (much
less its shape) for a given product-application combination. Part of the reason for this
could be that semiconductors appear to outlive people. Enough literature exists, however, to support the statement that for certain
unique lots of devices, appropriate screens
do, in fact, have a positive impact on subsequent failure rates.
Signetics Reliability Engineering has found
that the "typical" unscreened Signetics
product does not exhibit a "bathtub curve"
when placed on accelerated storage or op-

erating life tests at T A ~ 85 C for many
thousands of hours. Typical Signetics products do not demonstrate a disproportionate number of early life test failures as compared to the total quantity of failures
experienced during the course of an accelerated life test. Any observed decrease in
the failure rate at early timepoints is more
likely to be associated with the effect of an
increase in the quantity of device hours rather than a decrease in the quantity of failures
per unit time. When one considers the many
manufacturing factors that can have an impact on the failure rate at any given time, it
should not be surprising to see increasing,
decreasing or constant (could be zero)
"speeds of failure."
0

The Failure Rate Equation
Signetics uses the term "failure rate" primarily to refer to the performance of products which are life tested under steady
state temperature conditions and in a relatively dry environment. It is essential that
other variables (thermo-mechanical, humidity, etc.) be controlled as much as is possible so as to not have a significant influence
on these assessed failure rate values. The
environmental impact would need to be considered separately and factored into the
real life application failure rate prediction.
Section 3 of this report covers the present
Signetics dry environment assessed failure
rate values in detail. The failure rate equation that is used by Signetics to assess failure rates is defined as follows:
A = _F_ X 105 where:
NtA

F=

The quantity of failures occurring at a
temperature T 2 in a time interval t.
N= The quantity of acceptable devices at
zero hour.
The time interval.
t =
A = The temperature acceleration factor
that relates the T 2 failure rate to the
failure rate at the desired T 1 temperature.
Signetics uses a reliability calculator (or reliability slide rule) to adjust the assessed
failure rate to a 60% upper confidence level.
The assessed failure rate at other confidence levels can be obtained by selecting
the desired confidence level and inputting
into the calculator the number of failures and
the total number of device hours. Confidence levels are used to relate to the dispersion of failure rate values which would be
expected to exist if the experiment were repeated many times under the same conditions. The confidence values are a measure
of the total area under a % frequency vs. %
failure rate dispersion plot. Signetics calculations (i.e., reliability calculators) are
based on the assumption that this graph follows a chi squared distribution. The calculations also assume that the failure rate (A) is
constant with respect to time (i.e., Figure
13-1 Constant Hazard). The 60% upper confidence value in essence means that if the
life tests were to be repeated, there is a
60% probability that the new failure rate will
be equal to or less than the given assessed
failure rate value.
Assessed failure rates can vary widely. The
more important factors which can significantly affect assessed failure rates include:
The actual failure mechanisms present.

A=

assessed failure rate in % per 1000
hours at temperature T 1. (This value
can be multiplied by 104 to obtain
FIT's which are "failure units," i.e.,
one failure per 10 9 hours or multiplied
by 10 to obtain failures per million
hours.)

Si!lnntiCs

The definition of what constitutes a "failure"
(for both catastrophic and degradational
failures).
The comprehensiveness of the electrical
test program used to detect a "failure." Var·
ious I.C. electrical test programs can
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produce various failure rates. (This is especially true for MSI and LSI devices where the
exact cause of a "failure" may not be identifiable).
The competence of the failure analyst in determining if the reported failures are in fact
legitimate failures and in determining if a failure mechanism can be found for the mode of
failure. (Mishandling / electrical overstress / retested good type failures should
not be considered legitimate failures.)
The population distribution (i.e., fab runs,
assembly weeks, etc.) as well as the quantity of devices has a bearing on how average
a failure rate the assessed failure rate is.
The length of stress is important. If an I.C.
manufacturer knew that he had a decreasing
failure rate with time, it might be in his interest to use a smaller quantity and longer
stress times to obtain a device-hour product
related to fewer failures (i.e., a lower assessecj failure rate).
The removal of degradational failures from
the population before they have a chance to
become catastrophic can affect the assessed catastrophic failure rate.
Failure rate of screened vs. unscreened devices (i.e., origin of population for a popula·
tion with a non-constant failure rate).

ure mechanisms as well as electro-migration. However, voltage or current acceleration factors have not as yet been identified
for voltages or currents within the data
sheet limits. Also worthy of note is the possibility that different vendors of a given
product may have different associated failure mechanisms which in turn might dictate
unique stresses to be used.
Considering all these variables, Signetics
suggests that two unique assessed I.C. failure rates which differ by an order of magnitude or less can easily have equal legitimate
failure mechanism failure rates if, in fact, the
variables could be controlled.

Failure Rate Requirements vs.
Demonstrating The Required
Failure Rate
Table 13-1 lists some recently published estimates of I.C. failure rates required to meet
specific system requirements. The failure
rate ranges shown reflect the total range
based on five sources of inputs per system
repair difficulty category. Table t3-1 is not
meant to be an endorsement of those failure
rate levels but rather to show some exisiting
typicall.C. failure rate rquirements. The sys-

The acceleration factor used to derate from
a T 2 temperature to a T 1 temperature.

0.1
0.01

Temperature Acceleration
Factor
Signetics uses the temperature acceleration factor graph (1) of Figure 13-2 to relate

RANGE OF I.C.
FAILURE RATES
(%/1000 HRS.)

Standard

O.lto 0.003

M.S. 883, Level C. Avionics
Easy Repair

0.01 to 0.045

M.S. 883, Level B, Avionics
Difficult Repair

0.003 to 0.008

M.S. 883, Level A, Space
Repair "Impossible"

0.002 to 0.005

(1) Summary of Table IX, Peattie, et ai, "Elements of Semiconductor-Device Reliability,"
Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 62, No.2, February, 1974.

Table 13-1 ESTIMATES OF I.C. FAILURE RATE REQUIREMENTS(1)

EFFORT NEEDED-QUANTITY DEVICES VS TIME'

ASSUMED REQUIREMENT
A@ T1 (%/1000 Hours)

Table 13-2 is a demonstration of the minimum effort (cost related) that would be
needed to determine whether an assumed
failure rate-mean time between failure requirement can be met by a specific I.C. product at temperature T 1. This table dramatizes
the importance of accelerated testing at a
temperature T2 » T 1 and the need for combining life test data of similar
products / processes to obtain a large
enough device hour product for meaningful
generic failure rate assessments. Combining data and the use of accelerated testing
does, of course, leave unanswered the
question of whether or not the mean time
between an I.C. failure at T 1 is in fact 114
years for a 0.1% per 1000 hour failure rate
(i.e., instead of waiting 114 years for the
answer, engineering approaches are used
over relatively short time periods due to a
lack of a realistic alternative).

SYSTEM REPAIR
DIFFICULTY

The quantity of device-hours and its effect
on a device-hour limited failure rate (i.e., the
failure rate may be large only because not
enough device-hours have been accumulated).
The stress used. Temperature is widely recognized as having an accelerating affect on
most failure mechanisms. For this reason
failure rates are quoted at a specific temperature. Reverse biasing of junctions and
biasing of MOS gates can produce an accelerating affect on die surface related failure
mechanisms. Current accelerates bulk fail-

tem lifetime requirements, on the other
hand, typically fall in the range of 2 to 30
years.

1 Year

MTBF@T1

10 Years

106 Hours (114 Years)

114

12

2

107 Hours (1,140 Years)

1,140

114

12

0.001

108 Hours (11,400 Years)

11,400

1,140

114

0.0001

109 Hours (114,000 Years)

114,000

11,400

1,140

NOTE

=

1. MTBF
1/)... MTBF "" MTTF.
Demonstration of the quantity of devices (assuming 0 failures) that would be needed to be
placed on stress @ Temperature T 1 for the length of time (years) shown to demonstrate

the ability to meet the MTBF Ifailure rate requirements at T l'

Table 13-2 EFFORT NEEDED TO DEMONSTRATE REQUIRED FAILURE RATE
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FAILURE RATE ACCELERATION FACTOR VS. TEMPERATURE GRAPHS -
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NOTES
1. Calculated from the Signetics Failure Rate vs. Temperature Graph of Figure 3-2.
Signetics uses acceleration factors of 15 (for +85 0 e). 100 (for +150° e), 200 (for
+175' C 350 (for +20' C), 970 (for +250' C) and 2100 (for +300' C) to relate to
+25 0 C I Jivalent ambient temperature. The +25 0 C to +125° C segment of the graph
is based primarily on operating life data. The segment of the graph above +125°Cis

based on high temperature storage data. The graph equates to an "activation energy"
Ea 0.41eV,
2. Calculated from MIL-HDBK-211B, 20 September, 1974, Table 2-1.5-4 for .. T, vs TJ
values. The graph equates to an "activation energy" Ea =0.41eV and is applicable to
aU bipolar digital (except Eel) in the normal mode of operations.
3. Colcu)ated from MIL·HDBK-217B,20 September, 1974, Table 2,1.5-4 for .. t vs TJ
values. The graph equates to an "activation energy· Ea = 0.7oeV and is applicable to
all MOS. all linear, and bipolar Eel devices in the normal mode of operation.
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4. Calculated from MIL·STD-883A, 15 November 1974. Figures 1005-4 and 1015-1 by
extrapolating the time temperature regression graph from +7S o C back to +25 0 C. The
MIL·STD-883A graph is the Bell Telephone Laboratories graph (Specification AB689143. 16 January 1974, etc.) and as such applies to·storage and operating TJ values
and primarily surface inversion failure mechanisms. The graph equates to an "activation energy· Ea = 1.02eV.
5. This curved graph is the result of plotting the "rule of thumb" that failure rates (hence
acceleration factors) double for every +.6.10 0 C.
6. All competitor data (available to Signetics) produced graphs falling within these two
boundaries. The two boundaries equate to 'activation energies" Ea = .O.23eV (for
lower graph) and Ea - 1.92eV (for the top graph),

Figure 13-2
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life test data generated at a specific ambient temperature to the +25°C ambient temperature "equivalent."
Technically, an acceleration factor graph
should be based on junction temperature
(TJ) values instead of ambient temperatures. This is especially true of
experiements in a laboratory environment
when the specific effects of temperature on
a failure mechanism are being studied (via a
key parameter). But realistically, in I.C. life
testing, where many parameters are tested
and many failure mechanisms can exist at
one time, there are good arguments for not
being overly concerned about the exact
junction temperature (as long as the maximum allowable junction temperature is not
exceeded). Junction temperature is directly
related to ambient temperature. The specific relationship depends upon the device
packaging, mounting, power dissipation, air
flow, etc. Signetics believes that the relationship of ambient temperature to junction
temperature will be more or less proportional when the life test results of many products
are considered. Hence an ambient temperature acceleration factor can be developed
and used. From a practical point of view, life
test data is easier to sort via ambient temperature (less temperatures to sort to) and
the ambient temperature is a known value
due to forced air ovens.
A comparison of the Signetics normalized
(to TA = +25°C) Failure Rate Acceleration
Factor vs. Temperature Graph to other
graphs obtained by similar normalization of
published data is also shown in Figure 13-2.
The Signetics graph appfilars to be slightly
conservative. Additional details are available in the footnotes of Figure 13-2. When
interpreting the footnotes of Figure 13-2,
note that the "activation energies" which
have been calculated "for the graphs should
be interpreted wi'th reservation as pseudo
,activiation energies for the graphs do not
relate to single failure mechanisms.

present as part of the expression for the
reaction rate.
In 1889 Arrhenius suggested the use of the
equation (R) which now bears his name as a
model to describe empirically derived data
showing the variation of the reaction rate
constants (and hence the reaction rates)
with temperature. Today, semiconductor reliability analysts use the Arrhenius Equation
concept to attempt to fingerprint unique failure mechanisms.
R = A exp ~ where:
kTK

R=
A=
Ea=

k =

reaction rate constant
a constant
activation energy (eV). Ea can be pictured as a potential energy hill that
must be climbed to reach the activated state.
Boltzmann's constant, 8.63 x

to- 5eV/oK
TK = absolute temperature (OKelvin) at the
site of the reaction
ACTIVATION ENERGY DETERMINATION
Assuming that Ea is a constant, a plot of log
R against the reciprocal of temperature
should produce a straight line (e.g., Ra of
Figure 13-3) if the Arrhenius equation applies. If a straight line results, the activation
energy (Ea) can be readily calculated by
taking two available values of R (e.g., Ral
and Ra2) and the corresponding two temperatures and substituting these known values into the derived equation for Ea.

"APPARENT" ACTIVATION ENERGIES
If a singular failure mechanism is thought to
exist (e.g., aluminum corrosion), a reliability
analyst might try to determine the apparent
activation energy of that mechanism by
working with degradation or failure times
(time to failure). A constant measure of degradation time, such as time to 50% failure,
can be plotted on semi-log paper against
the reciprocal of the variouS temperatures
at which the several life distribution (i.e.,
failure distribution) studies were performed.
If a straight line (Arrhenius line) results, the
apparent activation energy can be determined as indicated earlier with the exception that time, t, is now used instead of R.
This approach assumes that the reaction
rate of the failure mechanism (which includes the reaction rate constant) is related
to degradation time through some undefined
function. But regardless of that function, if
the rection rate constant follows an
Arrhenius line, then so should the plot of
constant degradation time vs. reciprocal
temperature. The word "apparent" is used
for two reasons. The activation energy of
the process by which a failure occurs is not
necessarily the same as the apparent activation energy of the process of reaching
some end point limit of a parameter as measured by the effect of temperature on the
failure distribution. The second reason that
"apparent" is used is that several processes may be acting at .one time, each with
its own activation energy, so as to produce a
failure mechanism with an apparent singular
activation energy for the set of variables
present during that experiment.

ARBITRARY GRAPHS DRAWN TO DEMONSTRATE
THE USE OF THr: ARRHENIUS EQUATION

Ra1

Ra;!
10- 1

= Ae-Ea/kTa1
= Ae-Ea/kTa2

In

::~

Ea

= -=---=-----":----

= 2.3 log

Ra,
2.3 log

The Arrhenius Equation vs.
Activation Energies
Some chemical reactions occur nearly
instaneously, some are so slow that they are
not perceptible at ordinary temperatures
within human lifetimes, while others have
measureable reaction rates (Velocities of
reaction) to which chemical kinetics and
thermodynamics laws can be applied. The
nature of the reacting substances, the temperature, and the concentrations of the
,reactants affect the reaction rates. The reo
actions can be classified as first order reactions, second order rections, etc. Regardless of the reaction' rate or order of the

10-2

a:

S
10-3
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Figure 13-3
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Understanding Failure Rates

Table 13-3 lists a few of the published "apparent" activation energies of failures. Table 13-3 is not an endorsement of these activation energies, but rather an example of
some typical values which one might expect.
MECHANISM
Surface-Inversion Failures
Au-AI Bond Failures
Metal Penetration Into
Silicon

Ea(eV)
1.02
1.02-1.04
1.77

Table 13-3 PUBLISHED "APPARENT"
ACTIVATION ENERGIES OF FAILURES1
NOTE
(1) D. S. Peck and C. H. Zierdt, Jr .• "The Reliability of
Semiconductor Devices in the Bell System," Proceedings of the IEEE. Vol. 62, No, 2, February. 1974.

mal distrubtion. Graph 2 shows what
happens when the vertical axis is changed
from f(X) to accumulative %f(X). Graph 3
shows how normal probability paper produces a straight line out of Graph 2 data.
Therefore, that data which produces a
straight line when plotted on normal probability paper (Graph 3) is represented by a
normal distribution (Graph 1).
Similar analysis of Figure 13-5 will show that
data which produces a straight line when
plotted on Log-Normal probability paper
(<Dof Graph 3) is represented by a Log-Normal distrubtion (Graph 2) which relates to
the skewed distribution of Graph 1 when the
horizontal axis is changed from log (X) to X.
A straight line on Log-Normal probability paper (i.e., <Dof Graph 3) is usually indicative of
NORMAL LIFE DISTRIBUTION

PSEUDO ACTIVATION ENERGIES
When several failure mechanisms are known
to be active at one time and are interacting
so as to produce an Arrhenius line, the word
pseudo is used for a pseudo activation energy that is beyond the intent of the Arrhenius
equation. The "activation energies" calculated from the graphs of Figure 13-2 fall into
i~iS category.

NOTES
1. D. Peck. C. H. Zierdt, "The Reliability of Semiconductor
Devices in the Bell System", Proceedings of the IEEE,
Volume 62, No.2, February 1974.
2. F. Reynolds, "Termal'y Accelerated Aging of
Semiconductor Components", Proceedings of the IEEE,
Volume 62, No.2, February 1974.

LOG-NORMAL LIFE DISTRIBUTION

GRAPH 1

f(xl

f(x)

M

GRAPH 2

GRAPH 2

100

log Normal life Distribution 1,2

Figure 13-4 is a pictorial representation of
how the normalized axis of normal probability paper came about. The variable "X" can
be interpreted to mean the amount of time or
the number of cycles. The f(X) can be interpreted as number of failures to a given criteria. Graph 1 is the easily recognizable nor-

The standard deviation (,,') of the logarithm
of time (or cycles) to failure for the log-normal distribution can be estimated as the natural log of time to 50 percent failure minus
the natural log of time to 16 percent failure.

GRAPH 1

Figure 13-3 can be interpreted as showing
two degradation mechanisms producing
plots Ra and Rb. The resulting plot (Log R)
would be the sum of log Ra and log Rb which
would be not a straight line. If two or more
degradation mechanisms are known to be
present, each should be plotted separately
to see if each has an Arrhenius line with an
associated activation energy. Pseudo activation energies are of questionable technical value as they do not fingerprint specific
failure mechanisms.

Several distrubtions such as Exponential,
Normal, Log-Normal, Chi-Square and
Weibuli are available as possible models to
empirically fit determined stress data. The
Log-Normal Distrubtion has been found to
be recognizable in life distributions when the
population is large enough, when sufficient
acceleration is present and when the test is
continued long enough to show the complete
distribution. 1 Signetics used Log-Normal
graph paper in Section 5 for plotting the results of environmental studies of plastic products.

one failure mechanism. A second line ® is
most likely representative of an infant mortality or freak failure mechanism. Failure
analysis would need to be performed to
identify the mechanisms.
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PLASTIC ENCAPSULANT
CONSIDERATIONS
Signetics has been a manufacturer of plastic integrated circuits for over ten years.
During this time Signetics has refined the
methods used to characterize potential
encapsulants and has become acutely
aware of the many variables that exist during integrated circuit manufacturing which
can interact with the various encapsulant
properties and impact product reliability.
This knowledge is crucial, for to characterize an encapsulant by only a few properties,
such as glass transition temperature (T G)
by itself, while ignoring the other properties
and their interactions is almost a sure way of
overlooking potential product reliability
problems. Table 14-1 lists the major considerations involved in manufacturing reliable
plastic integrated circuits.
Silicones and epoxies have been in common
use by I.C. Manufacturers over the years.
The considerations delineated in Table 14-1
apply (to varying degrees) to both silicones
and epoxies. The general statements that
can be made at this time concerning the
suitability of silicone versus epoxy for plastic integrated circuit assembly are:
Epoxies can be made with a slightly smaller
", linear expansion coefficient. The slightly
smaller linear expansion coefficient is more
closely matched to the linear expansion coefficients of the leadframe, the bondwires,
and the silicon die.
Epoxies out perform silicones during MILSTD-883A salt atmosphere.
slightly
Silicones
have
fewer
"contaminants" than epoxies. Silicones
therefore may be potentially better suited
for surface state controlled devices (e.g.,
MOS).
Silicones have higher thermal stability than
epoxies. Silicones therefore can withstand
higher junction temperatures prior to emitting decomposition byproducts.
The primary constraints placed on plastic
molded product applications are:
The junction temperature (T J) should be
limited to 150°C or below.
The formation of gold-aluminum intermetallic
compounds, contributing to bond and
metalization failures, are highly accelerated
at T J above 150°C.
Bond wire grain growth ("creep") is also accelerated at TJ above 150°C. The grain
growth can cause bond wire failures.
14.1.6 Prolonged constant use at high temperature and high humidity conditions can
cause parametric instability, aluminum cor-

rosion, and external lead corrosion problems. These problems apply equally to the
external surfaces of "hermetic" packaged
and to the internal areas of non-plastic
packages which lose their "Hermetic seal."

Scope Of Plastic Encapsulant
Reliability Data Presented
All plastic encapsulant reliability data of
Section 15 is based exclusively on Silicone
(in production since 1966) or Epoxy Novolac
I encapsulated devices and is labeled accordingly to provide clear interpretation.
The Epoxy Novolac I encapsulant system
also goes by the name of "Epoxy B." This
new family of epoxy molding compounds
was introduced in 1972 and offered significant and improved advantages over earlier
epoxy systems thereby gaining rapid acceptance as demonstrated by successful qualification of Novolac I encapsulated products
for use in all I.C. user appplications (EDP
mainframe manufacturers, independent terminal and peripheral equipment manufacturers, mini-computer manufacturers, automotive
manufacturers,
consumer
entertainment, and military applications).
Since the introduction of the Novolac I System in 1972, Signetics has evaluated over
50 additional commercially available or specially formulated encapsulants. None of the
reliability data generated on. these
encapsulants is included in this report. All
data obtained from reliability studies of the
Novolac I System (Section 15) are being applied as part of the Signetics ongoing program to develop better encapsulants.
Section 15 was written in direct response to
the interest expressed by several customers for data relating to the reliability performance of plastic encapsulated products
during extended accelerated environmental
stresses. The composite results of several
key accelerated stresses are presented in
Section 15. It is important to note that the
data presented in Section 15 is for the most
part engineering data which is beyond the
scope of standard qualification programs.
Signetics has, however, upgraded the SURE
Program for 1975 (SURE II is discussed in
Section 12) to include some extended environmental testing of plastic products. Most
of the data that is presented in Section 15
was generated between 1972 and the start
of 1975.

Comparison Of Signetics Plastic
vs. "Hermetic" Package
Life Test Data
To arrive at a meaningful comparison of

!i(gDntiC!i

plastic to hermetic package life test performance, it is essential that other variables
(thermomechanical and humidity) be controlled so as to not have a deciding effect on
the outcome. Such is the case in this study.
All life test data (Tables 14-2 and 14-3) was
generated under steady state temperature
conditions and in a relatively dry environment.
Based on Table 14-2, no difference in life
test performance between hermetic and
plastic package products was observed for
data covering all Signetics products from
1971 to 1975.
Based on Table 14-3, no difference in life
test performance between hermetic and
plastic packaged products was observed
for data covering all Signetics products from
1962to 1970.
Note that any differences that may appear
to exist in the plastic to hermetic failure rate
radios (O.6X to 2.3X) are considered to be
well within the "noise" (scatter/nonrepeatability) of generating failure rates.
The results of this comparison are not surprising when one recognizes that Signetics
fully qualifies the encapsulant to the die process technology before going into production and that efforts are taken not to exceed
T J = 150°C while life testing plastic
packaged products.

Extended Temperature-Humidity
Performance of Plastic
Encapsulated Products
When interpreting temperature humidity
peformance of plastic packaged products, it
is essential that one recognize that accelerated stresses be obtained for usage as an
engineering tool in product improvement
and process control efforts. To the product
user, the data only has significance if, in
fact, it relates to real life. (Failures can be
obtained from any type of stress if a high
enough stress level is used.) At the present
time, many differences of opinion exist in the
industry concerning the applicability of
present stress levels to real life failure
mechanisms. The problem at hand is the
fact that no quick and valid test exists to
evaluate the "hermeticity" of plastic devices. As a result, "tools" are used today
which formerly were not used even for nonplastic products. The temperature-humidity
stresses are used primarily to check for the
following three failure mechanisms:
Die Surface related parametric instability
problems.
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General Corrosion without the presence of
external bias. Such corrosion can be related
to internal electromotive forces established
by dissimilar metal couples or P-N junctions.

As an example, the Au-AI couple produces
approximately three volts self bias.
Cathodic or anodic oxidation (corrosion)

PLASTIC ENCAPSULANT CONSIDERATIONS
(COMPOSITION, PROPERTIES, PROCESSING)
1.

II.

Chemical Composition
1. Resin (type and hardener)
2. Catalyst
3. Mold release
4. Flame retardant system
5. Filler (type, amount and particle size distribution)
Chemical-Physical Properties
1. Thermal stability
2. Impurities (ionic conductance and pH of water extract,
total halogens, total metallic impurities).

III. Thermomechanical Properties
1. Thermal expansion coefficients ("'" "'2)
2. Glass transition temperature (TG)
IV. Thermal Conductivity
V. Mechanical and Electrical Properties
1. Molded material
2. Post cured material
VI. Process Conditions Affecting Package Properties
1. Preheating
2. Encapsulant flow characteristics
3. Molding (temperature, time and pressure)
4. Post molding curing (temperature and time)
5. Finish operations (Deflash, cutapart, lead bend, lead
diping I plating).

which can occur with external bias applied.
The amount of corrosion visible and the rate
of corrosion increases with increasing external bias.

APPLICABLE RELIABILITY
CONSIDERATIONS 1

POSSIBLE MANUFACTURING
INTERACTIONS2

1. Dry environment parametric
stability (leakage current,
threshold voltage, bond resistance, etc.)
a. Evolution
of
contaminants during molding
and cure (mobile ionic
impurities, polar organic
groups, etc.)
b. Post cure thermal degradation of encapsulant

1. Die process technology
(sensitivity to contaminants
and corrosion)
a. Gold doped bipolar
digital
b. Non-gold doped bipolar
digital
c. Bipolar linear
d. NMOS, PMOS, DMOS,
CMOS

2. Humid environment parametric stability (measure of the
encapsulant's ability to resist water absorption by the
bulk material or moisture ingression along the leadframe I bond wire I encapsulant interfaces)
a. Electrolytic metal (usually aluminum) corrosion
b. Leach of contaminants
producing "extended
gate" affect, conductive
glass, depletion I inversion or accumulation
of silicon surface
c. Decrease in encapsulant
electrical resistance

2. Glass integrity
a. Porosity
b. Phosphorous leach
c. Gettering ability
3. Metal Integrity
a. Retarding effect of
oxidized metal on metal
corrosion
b. Grain size, etc.
4. Bond integrity factors of Table 1-2 paragraph II.C.
5. Lead frame
a. Material
b. Plating

3. Effect of thermomechanical
stress of encapsulant on the
bond I bond wire system
(room, "window," and hot
opens or shorts)
a. Wire grain growth
("creep")
b. Decrease in bond
strength
c. Wire to wire shorts ("wire
sweep" related)
d. Wire to die shorts
4. Flammability
NOTES
1. Typical Signetics reliability "tools" include:
a. HTOL or HTRB (+85 0 C or + 125°C) and HTSL (+ 1S0 a C) to evaluate the electrical
compatibility of the encapsulating material in a dry environment.
b. Temperature humidity stresses (+8S o C and 85% R.H., +121°C and 100% R.H.,
cyclic +25°C to +65°C with 80 to 98% R.H.) with or without electrical bias.
C. Power cycle (PO max and either a 5 minute or a 10 minute cycle), temperature cycle
(ODe to +125°C, -55 DC to +125°C, -65°C to +150°C), and thermal shock (ODe

to +100°C, -55°C to +125°C, -65°C to +150°C).
2. Refer to Table 1·2 for a more comprehensive coverage of "manufacturing" factors.

Table 14-1 ENCAPSULANT
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SUMMARY of ACTUAL LIFE TEST DATA

~

low Pwr TTL-S)

MOS
Technologies
(CMOS, DMOS,
NMOS, PMOS)

...=i:i

1:1

en

# Failures

Device

# Failures

8S"C Ambient High
Temp. Operating Life

Cat

Deg

Hours

Cat

Deg

Device
Hours

95,500

2

0

5,336,500

3

2

5,890,000

8

8

Plastic
(Epoxy Novolac)

-

-

-

2,648,000

2

1

3,296,480

4

Plastic
(Silicone)

-

-

-

1,232,000

3

3

1,813,880

"Hermetic"

55°C to 25"C Ambient
Operating Life

# Failures

# Failures

Device

Total
# of
"Lots"
Tested

Total
# of

Devices

Device
Hours

Cat

Deg

192

8,641

1,028,700,000

13

10

0

98

5,371

437,441,120

8

1

a

0

42

2,596

213,933,000

3

3

Deg

Hours

Cat

Deg

-

-

-

-

-

-

a

235,120

1

0

4,290,320

1

0

a

-

-

-

39,000

-

-

-

613,000

1

1

754,000

0

a

624,000

2

2

97,000

1

0

30

1,488

108,457,000

4

3

-

-

-

172,000

0

0

61,000

0

3

146,000

0

0

37,000

0

1

10

366

22,477,000

0

4

Plastic
(Silicone)

-

-

-

841,728

4

0

255,000

2

1

1,023,358

5

3

33,000

0

0

36

1,643

112,306,170

11

4

95,500

2

0

10,843,228

13

7

12,070,360

14

12

2,028,478

8

5

4,496,320

2

1

408

20,105

1,923,314,290

39

25

Combined (HTOL & HTSL)
25°C Equivalent (1)

Failure Rates in %/1000 Hours
@ 60% Confidence

# Failures

Catastrophic

Cat

+ Deg

I
I

Device
Hours

Cat

Deg

A

(2)

A

(2)

1,028,700,000

13

10

0,0014

1X

0,0024

1X

Plastic
(Epoxy Novolac)

437,441,120

8

1

0,0021

1.5X

0,0024

1X

Plastic
(Silicone)

213,933,000

3

3

0,00195

1.4X

0,0034

1.4X

"Hermetic"

109,457,000

4

3

0,0047

1X

0,0076

1X

l!

Plastic
(Pre-Production)

22,477,000

0

4

0,0041

O,9X

0,023

3,OX

g.

Plastic
(Silicone)

112,306,170

11

4

0,011

2,3X

0,015

2,OX

Q:
Q)

Data
Sort Routine

(DTL, EC , TTL,
Linear, PROMS,
TTL Schottky,
Low Pwr TTL-S)

"Hermetic"

~

1,923,314,290

39

25

NOTES:
1. The Signetics Failure Rate Acceleration Factor VS. Temperature Graph (Figure 13-2)
was used for these calculations (lX used for 25°C and below).

2. X arbitrrily normalized to the "hermetic" group of each technology for ease of comparison.
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Table 14·2

8:

Q.

Total

(,.)

# Failures

Tested

Cat

"Hermetic"

Bipolar

co

Combined (HTOl & HTSl)
25"C Equivalent (1)

Plastic
(Pre-Production)

~d

MOS
Technologies
(CMOS, DMOS
NMOS, PMOS)

Device

125°C Ambient High
Temp. Operating Life

Hours

Device
Hours

Failure Rates

TeChnolO~ies

Temp. Storage life

Deg

Total

en
t5

# Failures

lS0·C High

Cat

Data
Sort Routine

Bipolar
Technologies
(DTl, ECl, TTL,
Linear, PROMS,
TTL Schottky,

3DD"C High
Temp. Storage Lite

COMPARISON of PLASTIC va. "HERMETIC" PACKAGE LIFE TEST PERFORMANCE 1971 to 1975
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PACKAGE

"ACTUAL"
DEVICE
HOURS

HTSL

150°C

Plastic
Hermetic

5.6M
8.3M

9
20

0.18
0.25

0.7X

HTOL

125°C

Plastic
Hermetic

7.3M
29.2M

6
42

0.089
0.155

0.6X

HTOL

85°C

Plastic
Hermetic

2.3M
3.4M

0
0

0.039
0.026

1.5X

HTOL (RTE)

25°C

Plastic
Hermetic

136M
319M

1
2

0.00145
0.00098

1.5X

STRESS

Table 14-3

A@60%
CONFIDENCE IN
%/1000 HOURS

PLASTIC/
HERMETIC
A RATIO

COMPARISON of PLASTIC vs. "HERMETIC" PACKAGE LIFE TEST PERFORMANCE 1962 to 1970

Figure 14·1 shows the average cumulative
percent failures versus time for biased tern·
perature·humidity (BTH) stressing at 85°C
and 85% R.H.
Considering the uncertainty in the data pre·
sented, the following general statements
appear appropriate. (The reader is urged to
study the data and form his own conclu·
sions.)
Bipolar products encapsulated in Silicone or
Epoxy Novolac I appear to have 0.6 to 1.7%
average failures after 1,000 hours.
MaS products in Silicone appear to have 8
to 10% average failure after 1,000 hours.
Surface sensitivity and higher stress
voltages may have contributed to this failure
level. Limited data exists.
Non-Hermetic Non·Plastic aproducts can be
made to fail at similar percent failure levels
after 1,000 hours. Cerdip (ceramic pack·
ages with glass seals at the lead frame)
products with defective seals were used in
this study.
Competitor MaS products (based on com·
plementary MaS data) appear to have 44 to
55% average failures (prior to any failure
analysis) after 1,000 hours when tested to
the Signetics conditions. In addition, during
1975 Competitor B published that his CMOS
products have 5% cumulative failures at
1,500 hours. Compleitor B also stated that
his four CMOS competitors have from 20%
to 70% cumulative failures at 1,000 hours.
Competitor C stated that his CMOS products have 2.5% failures at 1,500 hours and
CMOS Competitor D stated that his products have 50% cumulative failures at 2,000
hours. This information is presented so that
a gauge exists by which to judge future MaS
plastic product performance during biased
85°C/85% RH accelerated stressing and
also to point out that "typical" cumulative
pecent failure graphs may not be related to
lot-to-Iot variance during the BTH 85/85
test.
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Several articles have been written describing acceleration factors between
85 ° C 185% RH stress levels and stress levels more closely in line with typical applications. One of the more recent articles (and
apparently most technical approach) is one
written by D. S. Peck and C. H. Zierdt, Jr.,
"The Reliability of Semiconductor Devices In
The Bell System" which appeared in the
Proceedings 01 the IEEE, Volume 62, No.2,
February 1974. In that article acceleration
factors for the junction temperature (T J) and
the %RH at the die surface were determined
for biased 85 ° C 185% RH stressing. The device life versus TJ relationship was found to
be independent of relative humidity for %RH
above 10% at the die surface. Likewise, the
device life versus %RH at the die surface
relationship was found to be independent of
temperature for at least 50°C s T J
s 150°C. Using the acceleration factor
graphs of Figures 25, 26 and 27 of that article, an acceleration factor of greater than
1.4 X 105 exists between biased 85 ° C 185%
RH and "real life" biased 25°C/50% RH
conditions. For these calculations, a TJ
40°C was assumed for the 25°C ambient
condition which related to 10% RH at the die
surface for the external 50% RH conditions.
Using the calculated acceleration factor,
10% failures at 1,000 hours of biased
85°C/85% RH relates to 10% failures after
108 hours (i.e., 1.1 X 104 years) at biased
25°C/50% RH.

=

Figure 14-2 shows the average cumulative
percent failures versus time for 30 PSIA (15
PSIG), 121°C, Pressure Cooker (Steam).
The following general statements appear
appropriate:
Bipolar products in Epoxy Novolac I appear
to have 2.3% average failures alter 96
hours. Not shown in Figure 14-2 is bipolar
Silicone performance. There are indications
that bipolar Silicone meets or exceeds Epoxy Novolac I performance during 96 hours.
This statement is based on the test results
of eight lots totalling 808 bipolar Silicone

SmootiCS

devices which completed 144 hours at 3d
PSIA, 121°C with 1.3% functional test failures. Of the 1.3% rejects, 20% were due to
corrosion of the aluminum. The Silicone data
was reported in June 1975 (Status Report
from the Plastic I.C. Assembly Plant) and
has not as yet been formally analyzed and
documented for reference purposes.
MaS in Silicone appears to have an average
of 11 % failures after 96 hours. However,
none of the failures were failure analyzed to
legitimatize the percent failures observed.
Competitor bipolar product appears to be at
35% average failures at 96 hours and competitor CMOS appears to be at 30% average
failures at 96 hours based on data generated at Signetics from 1972 to 1974. This information was included to show that
Signetics top competitors can also have
significant failure levels during this test. This
data is not intended to imply that all
Signetics competitors are always experiencing these failure levels.
Signetics has not found a. relationship between extended pressure cooker performance (i.e., test beyond 24 hours) and real
life failures. Thus, the 96 hour results reported above are presented for information purposes only.
Pressure cooker tests of eight to 24 hours
appear to be adequate for producing failures in those devices having body cracks
and separations in the interface between
encapsulant and lead frame. Table 14-12
shows that throughout 1974 no major problems were observed with encapsulant lead
frame integrity during eight hours of pressure cooker and 52 consecutive weeks of
monitoring Epoxy Novolac I assembly. The
results of monitoring Silicone assembly in
1974 are not reported due to the fact that
test equipmentat the assembly plant did not
allow for MaS functional testing (only bond
continuity testing). However, an idea of MaS
Silicone performance during eight hours of
pressure cooker can be obtained from Table
14-10.
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A COMPARISON OF AVERAGE CUMULATIVE % FAILURES VS. TIME FOR BIASED
TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY STRESS (85°C, 85% R.H.)
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NOTES
1. The graph for Signetics Bipolar Products in epoxy novolac is based on the data from
Table 14-4. The graph to the 2000 hour timepoint is based on the samples progressing
to 2000 hours. The 3000 and 4000 hour points represent a substantially reduced
sample size.
2. The graph for Signetics Bipolar Products in silicone is based on the data from Tabe 145. The 2000 hour data point (reduced sample size) is depicted for reference only_
3. The graph for Signetics MOS Products in silicone is based on the data from Table 14-6.
The 2000 hour data point is probably non-typical of average performance due to the
limited amount of data available and lack of failure analysis.
4. The average performance of six Signetics CMOS competitors is based on the data of
Table 14-7. The graph could be non-typical due to the lack of failure analysis.
5. This graph serves as a reminder that non-plastic devices (e.g. "hermetic" devices
which may lose hermeticity during board insertion, etc.) can also be subiect to aluminum corrosion during this stress. Parallel with test OT7 4113 of Table 14-4, a sample of
39 each 7400FH (CEROIP) devices were assembled on an engineering line to act as

"controls". Approximately half of the parts were built to exhibit fine or gross leaks at 0
hours. Consequently, results of +85 C 185% R.H. stress showed electrical failures as
follows
Timepoint

I

Cumulalive Failures

o

1000

2000

3000

4000

0/39

0/39

6/39-

7/39 8

12/39

- At corrosion, failed dye penetrant
Additionally, at 4000 hours, the remaining 27 "good" devices exhibited 12 fine and zero
gross leaks
6. A logarithm of time-to-failure versus a normal probability scale was chosen for these
plots so that straight lines (when they develop) would represent a log-normal failure
distribution. For log-normal distribution, median life corresponds to t(50%) and the
slandard 10 In [1(50'10)/1(16'10)]

Figure 14-1

A COMPARISON OF AVERAGE CUMULATIVE % FAILURES VS. TIME FOR 30psia,
121°C, PRESSURE COOKER (STEAM).
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NOTES
1. The graph for Signetics Bipolar Products in epoxy novolac is based on the data from
14-8 and includes only those samples which completed 192 hours.
2. The average performance of competitor bipolar products in epoxy is based on the data
of Table 14-9 and a sample size of 203 through 192 hours
3. The graph for Signetics MOS Products in silicone is based on the data of Table 14-10.
The graph could be non-typical of average performance due to the lack of failure

analysis. Sample size of 106 used for all data points.
4. The average performance of six Signetics CMOS competitors is based on the data of
Tables 14--11. The graph could be non typical of average performance due to the lack
of failure analysis.
5. A logarithm of time to failure versus a normal probability scale was chosen for these
plots so that· straight lines (when they develop, median life corresponds to t(50%) and
the standard deviation to In (t[50%0/t16%)].

Figure 14-2
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TEST

ACCUMULATIVE RESULT2 AT HOURS SHOWN

GLASS'O

NUMBER

DEVICE

DIE?

DT72092
DT72095
DT72098
DT72098
DT72101
DT72164
DT73011
DT73012
DT73013
DT73014
DT73015
DT73016
DT73017
DT73018
DT73019
DT73020
DT73021
DT73022
DT73023
DT73047
DT73048
DT73061
DT73071
DT73038
DT72178
DT72179
DT72197
DT72198
DT73079
DT73089
DT73093
DT73096
DT73099
DT731 00
DT731 06
DT73108
DT73104
DT73105
Customer A
Customer A
DT73111
DT73112
DT73116
DT73118
DT73127
DT73128
DT73136
DT73137
DT73151
DT73152
DT73162
DT74001
DT74007
DT74048
DT74063
Customer B
DT74071
DT74080
DT74094
DT74036
DT74037
DT74113
DT75OO5

7400AH
7400A
7400A
7400A
7400A
5748A
7400AH
7400AH
7400AH
7400AH
7400AH
7400AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
5748A
5748A
7400AH
7404A
7408A
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7404AH
7410AH
7410AH
7410AH
7403AH
7400AH
7400AH
7403AH
7400A
7400A
7400A
7400A
7404A
7404A
7400AH
74428
7402A
7402A
5741A
5741A
7402AA
5741A
5741A
7400AH
7400A
101718A
7400A
7400A
7400A
7406A
74S04A
7400AH
7400AH
7400A
7400A

yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes & no
no
yes
yes
yes
no

(Notes on following page)

aTY

500

1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 5000

-

0/41 0/41
41
25 0/25 0/25
0/24 0/24
24
26 0/26 0/26
25 0/25 0/25
45
0/45 0/45
28 0/28 0/28 0/28 0/28
1/30 1/30 1/30 1/30
30
29 0/29 0/29 0/29 0/29
30 0/30 0/30 0/30 0/30
30 0/30 1/30 1/30 1/30
0/29 0/29 0/29 0/29
29
30 0/30 1/30 1/30 1/30
1/30 1/30 1/30 1/30
30
27
0/27 0/27 0/27 0/27
0/29 0/29 0/29 0/29
29
0/27 0/27 0/27 0/27
27
1/30 1130 1/30 1/30
30
2/30 3/30 3/30 3/30
30
0/47 1/47
47
0/45 0/45 0/45
45
50 0/50 0/50
1/47 2/47
47
1/25 5/25
25
0/45
0/45
45
45 0/45 0/45
1/19 1/19
19
19 0/19 0/19
1/24 1/24
24
23 0/23 0/23
24 0/24 0/24
23 0/23 0/23
23 0/23 0/23
25 0/25 3/25
24 0/24 0/24
24 0/24 5/24
45 0/45 0/45
49
0/49 0/49
150 0/150 0/150 0/150 0/150
148 0/148 0/148 0/148 0/148
85
1185 2/85
5/85 8/85
85
40 0/40 0/40
1/41 1/41
41
0/56 0/56 0/56 0/56
56
1/56 1/56 1/56 1/56
56
45
2/45 2/45 4/45 4/45
50
2/50 3/50 4/50 5/50
33 0/33 0/33
53 0/53 0/53 0/53 1/53
0/49 2/49 3/49 4/49
49
0/49 0/49 0/49 0/49
49
45 0/45 0/45 0/45
49 0/49 0/49 0/49
0/48 0/48
48
32
1132 1/32
1/96 1/96
96
76 0/76 1/76 2176 2/76
49 0/49 0/49 0/49 0/49
50 0/50 0/50
50 0/50 0/50
100 0/100 0/100 0/100 1/100
50 0/50 0/50 0/50 0/50

Total = "Lots"
Total = Failures
Total = Devices
% Failures

-

-

-

-

-

63
23
2776
08

63
48
2776
17

29
22
1449
15

26
26
1310
20

-

-

-

-

2/30 3/30

-

-

-

2/30 6/30

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3/150 3/150
0/148

-

-

-

2/76

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2176

-

1/100 3/100
6
10
534
19

5
17
386
4.4

FAILURE
ANALYSIS3

-

-

-

3/30

-

-

1·30,2'48

1.48
1.48
1·30

-

8/30

-

-

-

-

-

4-48,1-31,3-4A
3-48
1-48

1·31,1·4C
5·48

1·48
1·2A

3·48
5·48

-

PPIP, R338
PPIP,R336
PPIP,R336, 'PER M.S. 883
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336, PER M.S. 883
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
R242
PPIP, R336, PER M.S. 883
PPIP, R336
Rl0l
R067
R067
R082,PER M.S. 883
R082, PER M.S. 883
R082
R082
Rl0l
R125
R125
R125
R125
R125
R125
R125
R338
R338
85°C/60% R.H.

2·48
8-48
1·48
1·48
4·48
4·48, 1·2E
1·48
4·48

-

-

COMMENTS

R284,PEEP
R284,PEEP
R334,PEEP
R334,PEEP
R269
R334

R280

1·2E
1·48,1·4A

1·48,2·4A

R345, DEQP
90°C, 85% R.H.
R311
IN PROCESS
R298
R291
R291
IN PROCESS
IN PROCESS

2
11
60
18

Table 14-4 EPOXY NOVOLAC I ENCAPSULATED BIPOLAR PRODUCTS VS. BIASED1 TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY (1972 TO 1975)
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Not•• to Table 14·4
1. Unless otherwise noted in the comments column, all products were stressed at +85°C
and 85% relative humidity. All digital products were based at 5 volts. all linear products
at +15 volls
2. The results are listed 8S accumulative rejects to the timepoint shown over starting
sample size. All devices received functional test 88 a minimum pass/fail criterion.
3. The results of failure analysis are shown via code X-YZ where X is the quantity of
failures with mechanism YZ. The YZ mechanisms are defined as follows
2. Die Problems
A. Oxide Defects (shorts, pits. voids)
E. Cause Unknown, Electrical Degradation.

3. Assembly and Package Problems
G. External Lead Broken
I. Pitted leads I Lead Corrosion
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
B. Aluminum Corrosion (moisture ingression, etc., could be die fab, package, or assembly relaled)
C. Visual Contamination
4. RXXX refers to a $ignetics Internal Reliability Report. M.S. 883 refers to Method 1004

of MIL·STD·883 (80 to 9B% R.H., +25'C to +65'C).

ACCUMULATIVE RESULTS2 AT HOURS SHOWN

TEST
NUMBER

DEVICE

GLASSED
DIE

QUANTITY

500

1000

2000

OT71077
OT72068
OT72069
OT72094

8855A
7400A
7400A
7400A

No
No
No
No

20
52
51
25

0/20
0/52
0/51
0/25

0/20
0/52
1/51
0/25

0/52
1/51

0T72096

7400A

No

25

0/25

0/25

-

OT72097

7400A

No

27

0/27

0/27

-

0T72097
OT72099

7400A
7400A

No
No

25
26

0/25
1/26

0/25
1/26

-

0T72099
0T72100
0T72107
OT72108

7400A
7400A
5723A
5723A

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

25
24
22
22

0/25
0/24
0/22
2/22

0/25
0/24
0/22
2/22

OT72163

5748A

Yes

44

0/44

0/44

-

0T72163
OT73153

5748A
5741A

Yes
Yes

48
52

0/48
0/52

0/48
0/52

0/52

15
3
488
0.6

15
4
488
0.8

3
1
155
0.6

Total # "Lots"
Total # Failures
Total # Oevices
% Failures
Table 14-5

FAILURE
ANALYSIS3

1·4A

-

1·48

-

-

1·48,
1·2E

COMMENTS4
R338
R338, per M.S. 883
R338
PPIP, R336,
per M.S. 883
PPIP, R336,
per M.S. 883
PPIP, R336,
per M.S. 883
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336,
per M.S. 883
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336
per M.S. 883
PPIP, R336
PEEP,R334

-

SILICONE ENCAPSULATED BIPOLAR PRODUCTS VS. BIASED1 Temperature Humidity (1971 to 1973)
ACCUMULATIVE RESULTS2 AT HOURS SHOWN

TEST
NUMBER

DEVICE

GLASSED
DIE

QUANTITY

500

1000

2000

FAILURE
ANALYSIS3

0T72105
0T72106
OT72149

25188
25188
2501A

Yes
Yes
Yes

31
25
44

2/31
0/25
0/44

2/31
0/25
0/44

-

1·40,l·2E

OT73141
OT72110
OT72111
0T74089
0T74104

25188
1103XA
1103XA
4002A
4001A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

42
25
10
99
32

8/42
0/25
0/10
2/99
1/32

13/42

-

-

3/99
4/32

9/32

8
13
308
4.2

6
22
273
8.1

1
9
32
28.1

Total # "Lots"
Total # Failures
Total # Oevices
%Failures

-

-

-

8·48,5·4A

-

3·48
9·4A

COMMENTS4
PPIP,R074,R336
PPIP, R074,R336
PPIP, R336,
per M.S. 883
PEEP,R335
R338
R338
R350
R356

NOTES:
1. Unless otherwise noted in the comments column, all devices were stressed at +85°C
and 85% relative humidity. The bipolar digital products were biased at 5 volts, the
linear at ± 15 volts, the CMOS at 15 volts and the PMOS at 17 volts
2. The results are listed as accumulative rejects to the timepoint ~hown over starting
sample size. All devices received functional test as a niminum pass/fail criterion.
3. The results of failure analysis are shown via code X-YZ where X is the quantity of
failures with mechanism VZ. The VZ mechanisms are defined as follows:
2. Die Problems

Table 14-6

E. Cause Unknown, Electrical Degradation
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
B. Aluminum Corrosion (moisture ingreSSion, etc., could be die fab, package, or
assembly related)
O. Destroyed during FlA. Cause unknown
4. RXXX refers to a Signetics internal reliability report. M.S. 883 refers to method 1004 of

MIL·STO·B33 (80 10 98% R.H., +25'C 10 +65'C).

SILICONE ENCAPSULATED MOS PRODUCTS VS. BIASED 1 TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY (1974 TO 1974)

sagootiCS
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ACCUMULATIVE RESULTS2 AT HOURS SHOWN

DEVICE

GLASSED
DIE

QUANTITY

500

1000

2000

FAILURE
ANALYSIS3

DT74104

A

7411

31

6/31

15/31

31/31

31-4A

DT741 04

B

7402

32

12/32

25/32

30/32

30-4A

DT74104

C

7415

32

1/32

5/32

17/32

17-4A

DT74104

D

7413

30

5/30

14/30

24/30

24-4A

DT74104

E

7333

29

10/29

15/29

27129

27-4A

F

7349

28

3/28

6/25

16/22

16-4A

6
37
182
20.3

6
80
182
44.0

6
145
182
79.7

TEST
NUMBER

DT74104

Total # "Lots"
Total # Failures
Total # Devices
% Failures

NOTES:
1. Unless otherwise noted in the comments column, all devices were stressed at +85°C
and 85% relative humidity. The bipolar digital products were biased at 5 volts, the
15 volts and the PMOS at 17,volts
linear a~ ± 15 volts, the CMOS

at

2. The results are listed as accumulative rejects to the timepoint shown ovar starting
sample size. All devices received functional test as a niminurn pass/fail criterion.

3. The ,results of failure analysis are shown via code X-YZ where X is the quantity of
failures with mechanism YZ. The YZ mechanisms are defined as follows:
2. Die Problems

Table 14-7

E. Cause Unknown. Electrical Degradation
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
B. Aluminum Corrosion (moisture ingression, etc., could be die fab, package, or
assembly related)
D. Destroyed during FlA. Cause unknown
4. RXXX refers to a Signetics internal reliability report. M.S. 883 refers to method 1004 of
MIL-STD·833 (80 10 98% R.H .• +25"C to +65"C).

SIX CMOS COMPETITORS (4001A EQUIVALENT PRODUCTS) VS_ BIASED 1 Temperature Humidity

The exact significance of text results beyond 24 hours is somewhat dubious when
related to the knowledge that:
(a) Plastics (silicones and epoxies) saturate with moisture within 24 to 200 hours
(typically 100 hours) at 121 ° C and 30
PSIA as determined by weight gain studies.
(b) Plastics will dry out once removed from
the hostile environment (i.e., ill real life
plastics will most likely not saturate as
heat at the die tends to drive out moisture).
(c) Many factors associated with I.C. manufacturing can contribute to the nonrepeatability l:ind scatter of test results

384

COMMENTS4
R356,epoxy
novolac
R356,epoxy
novolac
R356,epoxy
novolac
R356,epoxy
novolac
R356,epoxy
novolac
R356, Silicone

once absorbed moisture reaches the
die surface.
(d) There does not appear to be a known
relationship between extended pressure cooker performance and real life.
As an example, test DT75004 (worst results experienced) of Table 14-8 had
40% failures by 96 hours and 100% failures by 192 hours. Samples from the
same lot (Test DT75005 of Table 5-4)
have reached 2,000 hours of biased
85°C/85% RH with zero rejects.

Extended Thermomechanical
Performance of Plastic
Encapsulated Product
Power Cycle, temperature cycle and thermal

Si!lDotiCS

shock are the primary reliability stresses
used to judge the thermomechanical integrity of the encapsulant to bond wireldiellead
frame system. In actuality, the primary reliability concern is open or intermittent bonds
or wires. Other possible problem areas such
as cracked die, cracked packages, die
metallization microcracks, etc., occur so
seldom that they are totally inconsequential
in comparison to bond I bond wire problems
occurring during extended cyclic thermal
stresses. Unless otherwise noted, thermal
scan continuity testing (each and every
bond wire is tested for continuity over the
temperature range of 25°C to ;::: 125°C)
was used as a minimum reject criterion for
all data pertaining to extended cyclic thermal stresses.

Plastic Molded Integrated Circuits

ACCUMULATIVE RESULTS 1 AT HOURS SHOWN
TEST
NUMBER

OT72160

DEVICE

QTY

8

24

48

5748A

96
50

0/96

0/96

0/50

0/50
0/50

0196
0/50

OT73048

5748A

DT74D49
OT74062
OT74073

10171 SA

DT74114
OT75004

7400A
7400A

Customer B

50
49
49
140

7400A
7404A

-

50

-

MIX
740QA

17,550

6/17,550

MIX
MIX
MIX

4,116

MIX

578

-

Table 14-8

0T73076
OT73074
OT73125
0T73124

C
C

OT73126
OT74072
0T74074

G

-

17/49

""- 17-48

COMMENTS3
PPIP, R336
PPIP, R336

0/50

-

-

0/49

2/49

0/49

1/49

7/49
2149

5/49

11/49

11-48

1 (140

2/140

5f 140

6/140

7/140

14/140

1-48, 13-4A

Glass Study

20/50

-

50/50

-

10-48, 40-4A

CEOP, R352
1974 P.M., R329, (4)

=ALL-4B

1975 P.M., R3S7, (5)

66/200
32/600

=ALL-48

Pre-shipment (6)

=ALL-4B

Glass Study (7)

-

=ALL-4B

Oeflash Study (8)

8/49

1132

2132

7/32

16/32

-

574/4116

-

-

7/200
0/600

10/200
6/600

23/200

1/578

10/578

36/578

131/578

2

40

636

235

1844
0.11

1748

5764
11.0

1698
13.8

0/32

0/200

0/600

0/600

6

a

19,496
0.30

996

a

-

0150
0/49
0/49

2.3

-

9/600

36
270

13.3

R269

DEOP, R345
R331

6-48
?

140

1038
13.5

ACCUMULATIVE RESULTSl AT HOURS SHOWN

DATE
CODE

G

G

B
C

PRODUCT

aTY

24

48

80

144

15/22
0/20

0/20

-

3/23
22/22

12/23

3/20
18/23

-

-

-

8/21

8/21
0/48
0/47

9/21
1/48
0/47

-

-

-

23/48
1/47

47/48
1/47

48
108
44.4

20
159
12.6

31
159
19,5

24
95
25.3

48
95
50.5

72.15
7239
7247
7319

7406A
7400A
5741A
5741A

EOUIV.
EOUIV.
EOUIV.
EOUIV.

22
20
23
22

7318
7414
7415

5741A EOUIV.
7400A EOUIV.
7400A EOUIV.

21
48
47

Total=Failures
Total=Oevices
% Failures

Table 14-9

OT72139
0T74103
OT74084A
OT74084B
0T74084C
OT740840

-

FAILURE
ANALYSIS 2

288

EPOXY NOVALAC I ENCAPSULATED BIPOLAR PRODUCTS VS. 30PSIA, 121°C, PRESSURE COOKER (STEAM)
1972 to 1975

COMPETITOR

TEST
NUMBER

240

-

0/200
0/600

0/200

192

-

-

32
200
600

Total=Failures
Tolal=Devices
% Failures

TEST
NUMBER

-

144

96

-

-

FAILURE
ANALYSIS2

COMMENTS3

15-4A
3-4A
6-4B,8-4A
3-4B,
19-4A
8-2E, 1-4A
47-4B
1-4B

R206
R206
R206
R206
R206
R331
R331

COMPETITOR BIPOLAR PRODUCTS IN EPOXY VS. 30PSIA, 121°C, PRESSURE COOKER (STEAM)
ACCUMULATIVE RESULTS1 AT HOURS SHOWN

DEVICE

aTY

8

48

96

144

192

2510A
4001A
4002A
4011A
4049B
4050B

99
31
200
500
550
325

0/99
0/31
2/200
7/500
4/500
1/325

0/99
0/31

-

-

-

0/31

1/31

5/31

12/200

14/200

16/200

30/200

31/500
53/500
53/325

37/500
59/500
73/325

37/500
107/550
148/325

41/500
308/550
236/325

14
1705
0.8

149
1705
8.7

183
1606
11.4

309
1606
19.2

620
1606
38.3

Total=Failures
Total=Oevices
% Failures

Table 14-10

192

FAILURE
ANALYSIS2

COMMENTS3

5-4A
30-4A
41-4A
308-4A
236-4A

R336
R356
R350
R350
R350
R350

SILICONE ENCAPSULATED MOS PRODUCTS VS. 30PSIA, 121°C PRESSURE COOKER (STEAM)

NOTES:
1. The results are listed as cumulative rejects to the timepoint shown over starting sample
size. All devices received functional test as a minimum pass/fail criterion.
2. The failure analysis results are shown via code X-YZ, where X is the quantity of failures
with mechanism YZ. The YZ mechanisms are defined as follows
2. Die Problems
E. Cause Unknown, Electrical Degradation
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
B. Aluminum Corrosion (moisture ingression, etc.)
3. RXXX refers to a Signetics internal reliability report.
4. Data is from Table 14-12 and represents 195 "lots" tested during 1974 via the Product

Monitor Program (Sigkor).
5. The Product Monitor Program (Sigkor) was changed (2xl) in 1975. from 8 hours to 144
hours pressure cooker. Data shown represents the first 14 weeks, contains 49 "lots" of
which 31 % had zero rejects and 61 % had less than 4% rejects through 144 hours.
Thermal scan and GFT were used at zero hours; GFT at 144 hours.
6. Results reported by package engineering 31 January.1975. Nine lots of 25 devices
each (7400A, 7404A, 7402A, 74428) were tested to 1000 hours as part of a preshipment study. Sitek functional testing used.
7. Results reported by package engineering 4 June 1975. Six lots of 100 each glassed vs.
non-glassed 7400A and 7404A were tested to 2000 hours to establish a data base.
Sitek 3200A functional testing was used.
8. Sigkor Deflash Approval Memo, 28 January 1975. Five Jots of devices represented.

s!!)nl!tms
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TEST
NUMBER
DT74103
DT74103
DT74103
DT74103
DT74103
DT74103

ACCUMULATIVE RESULTS1 AT HOURS SHOWN

COMPETITOR

DATE
CODE

QTY

48

96

144

192

FAILURE
ANALYSIS2

COMMENTS3

A
B
C
D
E
F

7411
7402
7415
7413
7333
7349

32
32
31
29
32
26

1/32
2/32
1/31
2/29
6/32
11/26

3/32
3/32
9/31
13/29
11/32
11/26

9/32
3/32
16/31
28/29
16/32
14/26

32/32
4/32
22/31
28/29
23/32
17/26

32-4A
4-4A
22-4A
28-4A
23-4A
17-4A

R356
R356
R356
R356
R356
R356

23
182
12.6

50
182
27.5

86
182
47.3

126
182
69.2

Total=Failures
Total = Devices
% Failures

NOTES:
1. The results are listed as cumulative rejects to the timepoint shown over starting sample
size. All devices received functional test as'8 minimum pass/fail criterion.
2. The failure analysis results Bre shown via code X- YZ. where X is the quantity of failures
with mechanism YZ. The YZ mechanisms are defined as follows
2. Die Problems
E. Cause Unknown, Electrical Degradation

4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
B. Aluminum Corrosion (moisture ingression, etc.)
3. RXXX refers to a Signetics internal reliability report.
4. Data is from Table 14-12 and represents 195 "lots" tested during 1974 via the Product

Table 14-11

SIX CMOS COMPETITORS (4001A) EQUIVALENT PRODUCTS) VS. 30PSIA, 121°C, PRESSURE COOKER (STEAM)

Figure 14·3 shows the cumulative percent
failures versus cycles for Epoxy Novolac I
and Silicone encapsulated products subjected to extended temperature cycles (air
to air) and power cycle. The Silicone products (unless otherwise noted) represent
product manufactured without an inner die
coati junction coating material. The following comments are appropriate:
Both Silicone and Novolac I encapsulated
products are capable of passing 21,000
power cycles of t.Pd ='= 500 mW (t. TJ ='=
80 a C) with approximately 0% rejects. The
21 K cycles could be related to turning
equipment on and off once per day for 57
years.
Both Silicone and Novolac I encapsulated
products demonstrated .:S 1% failures during
3,000 cycles of accelerated 0 to 125°C
temperature cycling.
At 7,000 cycles, silicone has less than 3%
failures and Novolac I has 0.03% to 2.1%
failures depending upon how one interprets
the "error range"of the data Table 14-13.
Graphs 3, 4, and 5 of Figure 14-3 show the
accelerating effect of increasing either the
temperature range of the temperature upper
limit (i.e., 0 to 125°C versus -55°C to
125°C versus 0 to 150°C) during temperature cycling.
Figure 14-4 shows the .cumulative percent
failures versus extended accelerated thermal shock (liquid to liquid) cycles for
Novolac I encapsulated product. Signetics
uses accelerated thermal shock testing as
an engineering tool to obtain percent failure
information in relatively short time periods
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Monitor Program (Sigkor).
5. The Product Monitor Program (Sigkor) was changed (2x1) in 1975 from 8 hours to 144
hours pressure cooker. Data shown represents the first 14 weeks, contains 49 "lots" of
which 31% had zero rejects and 61% had less than 4% rejects through 144 hours.
Thermal scan and GFT were used at zero hours; GFT at 144 hours.
6. Results reported by package engineering 31 January 1975. Nine lots of 25 devices
each (7400A, 7404A, 7402A, 74428) were tested to 1000 hours as part of a preshipment study. Sitek functional testing used.
7. Results reported by package engineering 4 June 1975. Six lots of 100 each glassed vs.
non-glassed 7400A and 7404A were tested to 2000 hours to establish a data base.
Sitek 3200A functional testing was used.
8. Sigkor Deflash Approval Memo, 28 January 1975. Five lots 01 devices represented.

(as compared to temperature cycling).
Since the failure mode distributions for temperature cycle and thermal shock are approximately the same, a good argument exists for the use of thermal shock testing. The
reader is cautioned to be aware of the fact
that the high stress levels used during
thermal shock testing are far beyond the
environmental requirements of most applications. The following comments are appropriate:
There appears to be an acceleration factor
of 7X between -55°C to 125°C and -65°C
to 150°C stress levels during 1,000 cycles
of thermal shock.
A comparison of -55°C to 125°C thermal
shock (Fi9ure 14·4) to -55 ° C to 125 ° C
temperature cycle (Figure 14-3) suggests
that the effect of liquid to liquid and five
minute cycles (for thermal shock) versus air
to air and twenty minute cycles (for tempera·
ture cycle) is probably a second order effect
at most. Based on the number of cycles to
failure over the 1 to 30% cumulative failure
range, temperature cycle appears to have a
2X acceleration factor over thermal shock
for thermal excursions of -55 ° C to 125 ° C.
However, the 2X acceleration factor could
easily be related to the relatively small
quantity of samples used for temperature
cycle testing and the non·repeatability and
scatter of thermal excursion data from lot to
lot.
Table 14·12 shows that the "early bond off
failure mechanism" has all but disappeared
from current products. Part of this improve·
ment is related to a better understanding of
optimum bonding parameters and to the

SmDOliCS

changes made to the bonding operation.
Part of this improvement is related to the
removal of die coating (inner encapsulant
junction coating) from silicone packaged
products. The die coatin9 was originally
placed on the die in 1966 with the intent of
protecting the die surface from possible
thermal expansion, shock, and contamination problems. These concerns proved to be
unfounded.
Fifty-two consecutive weeks of product
monitor testing of Epoxy Novolac I assembly
has not shown an early bond failure problem
during 100 cycles of -65°C to 150°C ther·
mal shock. Of the 0.38% rejects obtained on
this accelerated stress, only 0.09% were of
a lifted ball bond failure mechanism. Not
shown in Table 14-12 are the results of 100
cycles of -65°C to 150°C thermal shock
testing of Silicone products. Internal report
R329 (which was referenced for Table 1412) shows that silicone products without die
coating had 0.80% rejects (16 out of 1,999)
when tested to 25°C and then 125°C LVC
(low voltage continuity to detect bond problems) following the 100 cycles of acceler·
ated stress. The failure mechanisms were
not listed for the sixteen silicone. rejects.
Another study performed at the time that the
die coating was removed showed 0% fail·
ures (sample size of 999) after 100 cycles
of -65°C to 150°C thermal shock. That
study used functional test at 25°C and
125°C as a failure criteria. All samples in
that study received a pre·screen of D.C.
parametric test, fifteen cycles of 0 to 100° C
thermal shock and high temperature func·
tional test.
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CUMULATIVE % FAILURES vs. EXTENDED TEMPERATURE AND POWER CYCLES for EPOXY NOVOLAC I
& SILICONE ENCAPSULATED DEVICES
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NOTES
1. The graph for both Silicone and Epoxy Novolac encapsulated devices VS. 25°C ambient power cycle (APd ~ 500 mW) is based on the data from Table 14-15 and Table 1416.
2. The graph for Silicone encapsulated devices vs. a to 125°C temperature cycle is
based on the data from Table 14-14.
3. The graph for Epoxy Novolac encapsulated devices vs. a to 125°C temperature cycle
is based on the data from Table 5·13 through 7000 cycles.
4. The graph for Epoxy Novolac encapsulated devices vs. -SSoC to 12SoC temperature

cycle is based on the data from Table 14-13.
S. The graph for Epoxy Novolac encapsulated devices vs. DoC to 150°C temperature
cycle is based on the data from Table S-13 (Customer A data).
6. Engineering judgment was used in constructing the graphs based on the tabulated
data. Straight lines which result from plotting data on logarithm of cycles to failure
versus normal probability scale graph paper represent log-normal failure distributions.
For such distributions, median life corresponds to t @ SO% and the standard deviation
to In [t @ SO%/t @ 16%].

Figure 14-3
CUMULATIVE % FAILURES vs. EXTENDED THERMAL SHOCK CYCLES FOR EPOXY NOVOLAC I ENCAPSULATED DEVICES
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CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE FAILURES

NOTES
1. The graph for Epoxy Novolac encapsulated devices vs. -55°C to +125°C thermal
shock is based on the data from Table 14-17 using the 8000 cycle sample size of 498.
2. The graph for Epoxy Novolac encapsulated devices vs. -6SoC to +150°C thermal
shock is based on the data from Table 14-17 using the 1000 cycle sample size of
4,433.

3. Engineering judgment was used in constructing the graphs based on the tabulated
data. Straight lines which result from plotting data on logarithm of cycles to failure
versus normal probability scale graph paper represent log-normal failure distributions.
For such distributions, median life corresponds to t@ 50% and the standard deviation
to In [I @ 50%/t @ 16%).

Figure 14-4
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THERMAL SHOCK (LIQUID TO LIQUID)
100 CYCLES, -65 TO 150°C
WEEK

#LOTS
TESTED

QUANTITY
TESTED 1

REJECTS
1

#LOTS
TESTED

QUANTITY
TESTED

VALID
REJECTS 2

TOTAL
REJECTS 2

7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7415
7416
7417
7418
7419
7420
7421
7422
7423
7424
7425
7426
7427
7428
7429
7430
7431
7432
7433
7434
7435
7436
7437
7438
7439
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7449
7450
7451
7452

2
2
2
2
1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
3
4
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

200
200
200
200
100
300
500
350
350
250
350
500
300
400
250
350
400
400
500
500
300
400
400
500
400
400
400
400
400
500
400
500
400
500
400
500
500
400
300
400
400
400
300
400
299
200
300
300
200
200
200
200

0
2
0
0
0
9
12
6
2
0
2
0
1
2
1
2
2
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
5
1
3
3
3
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
4
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

100
100
100
100
100
250
300
300
300
350
300
500
300
300
350
400
400
500
500
400
300
400
400
500
400
500
400
400
400
400
500
500
400
500
400
500
500
400
300
300
400
300
300
400
200
200
300
300
200
200
200
200

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
2
6
3
0
2
4
2
1
0
0
2
0
4
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
12
2
0
2
6
2
1
5
1
2
1
2
1
0
5
2
1
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Totals

201

18,399

70 (0.3%)

195

17,550

6 (0.034%)

79 (0.45%)

NOTES
1. Samples came from final test parametric rejects (to reduce costs) that passed subsequent +25°C general functional test (GFT) and thermal scan (bond continuity test from
+25°C to + 125°C). Thermal scan was used for .the post stress reject criteria. Of the
70 rejects shown, 16 were for lifted ball bonds.

Table 14-12
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PRESSURE COOKER (IN STEAM)
8 HOURS, 30 PSIA, 121°C

2. Samples came from final test parametric rejects (to reduce costs) that passed subsequent +25°C GFT. Post stress reject criteria was to +25°C GFT. Failures related to
mechanical problems that might have been removed had a zero hour thermal scan
been performed were discounted from the valid rejects.
3. The data for Table 14-12 is reported in Signetics Internal Reliability Report R329.

1974 PRODUCT MONITOR DATA FOR EPOXY NOVOLAC I ENCAPSULATED BIPOLAR PRODUCTS

Si!ln~tiCs

TEMP. CYCLE
RANGE 1

ACCUMULATIVE REJECTS 1 OVER STARTING AT THE NUMBER OF CYCLES SHOWN

TEST
NUMBER

DEVICE

OTY

100

500

1.000

1,500

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

DT73094A
DT73094B

7400A

0/404

0/404

0/404

0/404

0/404

0/477

0/477

0/477

0/404
0/477

0/404

0/477

0/404
0/477

0/404

74QOA

404
477

0/477

0/477

0/477

7400A

419

0/419

0/419

0/419

0/419

0/419

0/419

0/419

0/419

0/419

aOC to 125°C

DT73094C
DT73102A

190
97

0/190

0/190

0/190

0/190

0/190

0/190

0/190

DT731028

7400A
7400A

0/190

aOC to 125°C

0/97

0/97

0/97

0/97

0/97

0197

0/97

0/97

aOCto 125°C

aOC to 125°C

7,000

-

8,000

9,000

FAILURE
ANALYSIS2

28/1300

-

COMMENTS 1
R266

21-1C.

R266

1-4E

aoc to

aoc to

125°C

125°C

DT73120A

aOC to 125°C
aOC to 125°C
aOC to 125°C

DT73120B
DT73121A
DT73121B.

7400A
7400A

aOC to 125°C

Customer A

7400A

74428
7442B

694
116
783
282
150

-

-

-

0/694

0/694

0/694

01694

0/694

0/694

-

1/694

0/116

0/116

0/116

D/1l6

0/116

0/116

0/116

0/116

0/116

0/116

0/783

01783

01783

01783

01783

0/783

0/783

0/783

0/282

0/282

0/282

0/282

0/282

0/150

0/150

0/282
01150

0/282

0/150

0/282
0/150

01783
0/282

0/150

01783
0/282
0/150

5/150

-

-

a

0
3612

0
3612

0
3612

a

a

a

3612

3612

2918

1
2918

0

0

a

a

a

0

0.03

5
2631
0.20

1
1875
0.05

28
1300
2.2

0/500
0/500

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0/150

-

R266

12/190

12-1C

R266

32/97

31-1C,
1-4A

R266

1·1C

R266

-

R266
R266

-

-

R266

-

5-1C

R266, P.E.

@70°C
Total = Failures
Total = Devices

3612
0

% Failures
0" eta 135 0 C
DOG to 135"C
DOG to 13SoC
DOG to 13S"C
DOG

to 13SoC

=
a

aen

7400A

500

0/500

0/500

0/500

0/500

0/500

DT740148

7400A
7400A
(TH.DIE)BA
10171BA

500

0/500

0/500

0/500

0/500

0/500

83
34
174

0/34

0/83
0/34

0/34

0/34

0/34

0/174

0/174

0/174

0/174

0/174

0
1291

0
1291

0
1291

1291

DT74020A
DT74029
DT74050

0/83

Total = Failures
Total = Devices
% Failures

en

[5

DT74014A

DOG 10 140"C

Customer A

7400A

48

DOG to IS0"C

Customer A
Glass
Study

7400A

150

0/83

0/83

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

a

a

a

0

0
1000
0

0/48

0/48

0/48

0/48

4/48

7148

14/48

20/48

0

0

0

a

8.3

14.6

29.2

41.7

0/150

1/150

8/150

31/150

-

7/297

-

-

Mix

197

0/297

0/297

0

-

-

0
1291
0

% Failures

aOG to 150"C

0/83

-

55/150

-

44
287
15.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

R266
R266
R266
R269
R269

~

=

4-1C.
16-4A

R266. PE

55-1C

R266, P.E.
@70°C
(3)

7·4A

@70°C

0

0.2

3.4

20.7

-55"C to 125°C

Pre-Ship

Mix

100

0/100

0/100

0/100

0/100

0/100

0/100

01100

-

-

-55°C to 125"C

DT74060

7400A

100

0/100

0/100

2/100

6/100

13/100

311100

-

-

-

-

(85/100)

-

2-1B,11-IG,

lB-4A

R345.
DEQP (5)

-55°C to 125"C

DT75001

7400A

50

0/50

0/50

0/50

0/50

0/50

18/50

29/50

-

-

-

-

-

29-1C

R352. CEQP

0
250

a

2

250

13
250

49
250

29
150

a

250

6
250

100

4
100

4
100

85
100

0

0

0.8

2.4

5.2

19.6

19.3

a

4

4

85

% Failures

Total = Failures
Total = Devices
% Failures
-

Table 14-13

I

36.7
01100

4/100

4/100

(4)
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EPOXY NOVOLAC I ENCAPSULATED DEVICES vs. EXTENDED TEMPERATURE CYCLE (AIR to AIR) 1973 to 1975
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ACCUMULATIVE REJECTS' OVER STARTING AT THE NUMBER OF CYCLES SHOWN

TEMP. CYCLE
RANGE 1

TEST
NUMBER

DEVICE

OTY

ooe to 125°e

DT73087

5070B

975

ooe to 125°e

DT73088

50708

995

100

500

3,000

4,000

11975 2/975 2/975 3/975 9/975

11/975

13/975

-

0/995 0/995 0/995

8/995

19/995

19
1970
0.96

32
1970
1.6

Total = Failures
Total = Devices
% Failures

1
1970
0.05

1,000

2
1970
0.10

2
1970
0.10

1,500 2,000

1/995 6/995
4
1970
0.20

15
1970
0.76

Table 14-14 SILICONE ENCAPSULATED DEVICES

7,000

8,000

9,000

-

31/975

-

411975

-

-

23/995

-

26/995

-

-

54
1970
2.7

-

67
1970
3.4

-

-

2,016

8,064

14,400

5 min./cycle

DT72170

5723A

39

0/39

0/39

0/39

-

-

5 min, / cycle

DT72158

2510A

37

0/37

0/37

0/37

-

-

DT721138
DT721130
DT73062
DT74119

7400A
7402AH
7400AH
7400AH

125
85
71
98

0/125
0/85
0171
0/98

0/125

0/125
0/85
0/71
0/98

0/125
0/85

0
455
0

0
210
0

min.! cycle
min./cycle
min./ cycle
min./ cycle

-

=

iF.i

0/85
0171
0/98

0
455
0

Total = Failures
Total
Devices
% Failures

i5

0
455
0

Table 14-15 EPOXY NOVOLAC 1 ENCAPSULATED DEVICES

m

VB.

ACCUMULATIVE REJECTSI AT CYCLES

21,000

-

-

TEST
NUMBER

DEVICE

OTY

2,016

8,064

14,400

21,000

FAILURE
ANALYSIS2

5 min.! cycle

DT72113

7400A

158

0/158

0/158

0/158

1/158

l-IB

5 min./cycle
5 min.! cycle

OT72113
OT72157

7400A
2501A

157
33

0/157
0/33

0/157
0/33

0/157

0/157

0/33

-

5 min. I cycle

0T72169

5723A

40

0/40

0/40

0/40

-

0
388
0

0
388
0

0
388
0

Table 14-16 SILICONE ENCAPSULATED DEVICES

VB.

1. Bond Problems
B. Poor Bond Adherence (substandard bonds)

-

COMMENTSI

~

~

~
Q1

Ci
Q.

COMMENTSI

1
315
0.3

C. Broken Bond Wires (at the die package)
3. Assembly and Package Problems
D. Wire breakage (in the span)
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
E. Not Verified. No F I A performed.

~

14
Rejection Criterion was to go· no-go parametic test
at25°C.R279,R336
Rejection Criterion was to go-no-go parametic test
at25°C.R279,R336
R279,R336
R279
R279
R279

Devices had old silicone die coat material;
removed from assembly in 1972. R279
R279,R336
R279, R336.· Reject criterion was 10
go-no-go paramelic test at 25°C.
R279, R336. Reject criterion was to
go-no-go on parametic test at 25 0 C.

POWER CYCLE AT 25°C AMBIENT (.i Pd "'= O.5W) -

NOTES
1. Thermal scan (+25°C to> +125°C) was used as a reject criterion unless otherwise
noted in the Comments column. RXXX nitters to Signetics internal reliability report.
2. The results of failure analysis are shown via code X-VZ where X is the quantity of
failures with mechanism YZ. The YZ mechanism are defined as follows:

R266

~.

....:r
c!

POWER CYCLE AT 25°C AMBIENT (.i PD "'= O.5W) 1972 to 1974

POWER CYCLE
TA = 25°

Total = Failures
Total = Devices
% Failures

R266

!

~.

FAILURE
ANALYSIS

OTY

5
5
5
5

-

11'4A, 5·4E.
12·1B.13·1e.
6·4A.l·4E,
12'18, 5·1e; 2·3D

J!

COMMENTS'

o

ACCUMULATIVE REJECTS 1 AT CYCLES
DEVICE

=

-

FAILURE
ANALYSIS2

EXTENDED TEMPERATURE CYCLE (AIR TO AIR AT 3CYCLE/HOURS) - 1973

TEST
NUMBER

POWER CYCLE
TA
25°

m
t5

VB.

5,000 6,000

1972

THERMAL
SHOCK RANGE

-55°C to 125°C
-55°C 10 125°C

-55°C to 125°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C
-55°C

10
10
10
10

to
10
to
10

125°C
125°C
125°C
125°C
12S Q C
125°C
125°C
125°C

TEST
NUMBER

ACCUMULATIVE REJECTS (1) OVER STARTING QUANTITY AT THE NUMBER OF CYCLES SHOWN
DEVICE

0174029
(Th. Die)BA
OT74050
10171BA
D174061
7400A
D174122
4001A
SIGKOR '74
C2225A
SIGKOR '74
C2238A
SIGKOR '74
C2163A
SIGKOR '74
02088A
VTS '74
7420A
11S
7440
33S
7440A

QTY

100

250

32
174
100
100
100
98
100
100
50
25
25

0/32
0/174
0/100
0/100
0/100
0/98
0/100
0/100
0/50
0/25
0/25

0/32
0/174
0/100
0/100
0/100
0/98
0/100
0/100
0/50
0/25
0/25

0/100
0/100
0/100
0/98
0/100
0/100
0/50
0/25
0/25

0/100
0/100
0/98
0/100
0/100
0/50
0/25
0/25

0/25

3/100
0/100
0/100
0/98
0/100
0/100
1/50
0/25
0/25

0
904
0

0
904
0

0
698
0

1
698
0.1

3
698
0.4

4
698
0.6

5/24
47/50

18/24
50/50

24/24

Total *- Failures
Total *- Devices
% Failures
-65°C to 150°C

OT74106
D175003
-65°C to 150°C
DT73176
-65°C to 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to iS0°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to lS0°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to iS0 a C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to iS0 a C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to iS0°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to lS0 a C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C to lS0 a C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C SIGKOR '74
-65°C 10 150°C
VTS '74
-65°C 10 150°C
11S
-65°C 10 150°C
33S
-65°C to iS0°C Table 5-12
-65°C to iS0°C DT73151
-65°C to 150°C DT74029
-65°C 10 150°C D174050

-65°C to lS0°C

m
[5

a=

n
m

4001A
7400A
(MIX) A
Pd3-N
Pd4-N
Pd5/6-N
Pd7-H
Pd8-H
H-Pd3
H-Pd4
H-Pd5/6
N-Pd7
N-Pd8
C2225A
C2238A
C2163A
C2088A
7420A
7440A
7440A
MIX
7402AA
(T. Die)BA
10171BA

24
50
136
1/136
200
400
700
300
300
200
400
700
300
300
99
100
99
100
63
49
1/49
49
0/49
18,399 70/18,399
33
0/33
32
0.31
0/174
174

Total *- Failures
Total *- Devices
% Failures

72
18,871
0.38

1/136
7/200
1/400
01700
2/300
2/300
3/200
6/400
21700
0/300
2/300

1/49
0/49

0.31
0/174
27
4,239
0.6

500

1000

-

-

49/200
37/400
71700
2/300
2/300
26/20
33/400
7/700
0/300
2/300
6/99
1/100

7199
2/100
19/63
1/49
0/49

-

-

1/100

-

152/200
149/400
831700
6/300
3/300
170/200
148/400
77 /700
1/300
4/300
34/99
18/100
50/99
37/100
54/63
2/49
4/49

253
4,433
5.7

NOTES

1. Thermal Scan (25°C to 125°C) to monitor bond continuity was used as the reject
criterion. RXXX under comments refers to a Signetics Internal Reliability Report.
2. The results of failure analysis are shown via code X, YZ where X is the quantity of
failures with mechanism YZ. The YZ mechanisms are defined as follows:
1. Bond Problems
B. Poor Bond Adherence (Substandard Bonds)

1500

3/100
0/100
0/100
0/98
01100
0/100
0/50
0/25

-

2000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

77/99
51/100

83/99
64/100
60/63

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,060
4,433
23.9

3000

0/100
0/98

4000

-

-

5000

-

-

6000

-

7000

-

-

10/100
2/98
12/100

17/100
4/98
24/100

0/100
5/50
0/25
0/25

2/100
0/98
3/100
1/100
9/50
0/25
0/25

8/100

17/100

22/50
0/25
0/25

25/50
0/25
2/25

33/100
33/50
0/25
2/25

5
498
1.0

15
498
3.0

54
498
10.8

89
498
17.9

31.1

OJ 100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

26/100
15/98
46/100

155
498

8000

-

9000

-

45/100
27/98
60/100
471100
43/50
0/25
2/25

2/25
3-4A

224
498
45

5
50
10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FAILURE
ANALYSIS 2

2-1B, 1 lC

=7S0f0-1C
=7S%-lC
=7S%-lC
=7S%-lC
43-4A
2-4A
3-4A

7-1C, 17-4A
30-1 C, 20-4A
l-lC
85%-1 C, 12%-30
68%-1 C, 30%-30

76%-lC, 15%+30
5-1C,1-3D
l-lC,2-30
79%-lC, 19%-30
68%-lC.26%-30
81%-lC, 11%-30
l-lB
3-18,1-3D
=7S%-lC
=75%-lC
:=::;;75%-lC

=7S%-lC
60-4A
2-4A
4-4A
40%-18,27%-lC

359
461
77.9

R269
R269
R345, DEQP
R356
R328. (3)
R328, (3)
R328, (3)
R328, (3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

R356
R352, CEQP
R280
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328. (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (4)
R328, (3)
R328, (3)
R328, (3)
R328, (3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
R329, (4)
R269
R269
R269

~

~

g.

c. Broken Bond Wires (At the Die or Package)
3. Assembly and Package Problems
D. Wire Breakage (In the Span)
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed.
3. The Signetics Package Development Group performed these tests.
4. Sigkor performed these tests.

Table 14-17 EPOXY NOVOLAC 1 ENCAPSULATED DEVICES vs. EXTENDED THERMAL SHOCK (LIQUID TO LIQUID) -

OMMENTS 1

~

Q:
Cb

Q.

5"

1974

iQl

CD

Q.

...

D
(,.)

...
CD

iii

(')
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Plastic Molded Integrated Circuits

Plastic Encapsulated Product Performance Compared to Hermetic
Package Product Performance
The March 1975 SURE II Bulletin 5005 describes the Signetics program to periodically qualify die process families, hermetic
package families, and plastic package families to stresses equal to or exceeding the
requirements of Mll-STD-883A, Method
5005.2.
Signetics frequently performs initial qualification of a new package using stress levels
beyond the requirement of the SURE program (new lead frame materials may be tested for hundreds of hours of salt atmosphere,
new hermetic packages are routinely tested
for hermetic seal integrity after 200 cycles
of -65°C to 150°C thermal shock, new cavity materials are routinely tested for a bond
pull and die pry performance, etc.) After

intitial qualification, new packages are incorporated into the ongoing SURE qualification program. Table 14-18 is an example of
initial qualification studies performed during
the qualification of the new U (TO-220) and
S (TO-92) plastic packages.
Plastic packages do not have a hermetic
cavity and hence cannot be tested for hermetic seal. Plastic packages are also
unique in that the molding compound surrounds the bond wires and die causing concern about parametic stability and the
thermomechanical properties of the materials used. As a result, stresses beyond the
scope of Mll-STD-883 testing were implemented to determine the susceptibility of
the plastic encapsulated product to moisture (hermetic products need only retain
their hermetic seal) and thermomechanical
stresses. Section 14, therefore, covered

these considerations and those test procedures which apply primarily to plastic encapsulated integrated circuits.
Plastic packages, due to their construction,
are inherently more rugged than cavity type
packages. Thus, stresses such as acceleration, vibration, and mechanical shock
have less impact when applied to plastic
packages since bond wires and lid/caps
cannot be made to fly off and die cannot be
made to come loose from their die attach
pads.
Frequently a customer requires help in determining which package (plastic or hermetic) is better suited for his application. Table
14-19, which for simplicity compares the
Cerdip package family to the Epoxy Dip
package family, was constructed to help in
deciding whether a plastic package is better suited for a specific application.

TO-220 CUM. REJ.lSTART OTY
SIGNETICS
1,2

COMPETITOR A
1,2

SIGNETICS
1,3

COMPETITOR A
1,3

For TO-220, VCC=8 Volts. PD=300mW
For TO-92, VCC=15 Volts. PD=270mW
Recorded Data

240 Hour
1,000 Hour
2,000 Hour

0/45
0/45
0/45

17/48
17/48 (7-2E, 10-4A)

0150
0/50
0/50

1/50
2/50
3/50 (3-2E)

0/45
0/45

10/28

Recorded Data

240 Hour
1,000 Hour
2,000 Hour

0150
0/50
0/50

-

0/25
0/25
0/25

1125
2/25
2/25 (2-18)

TEST CONDITION

STRESS
HTOL
TA=85°C
HTSL
150·C
Power
Cycle
TA=25°C

Temperature
Humidity
Pressure
Cooker
2-18)

10/28 (3-2E, 7-4A)

1/45 (1-2E a DEG)

-

2.880 cycles
6,000 cycles
12,000 cycles
24,000 cycles

0/45

3/24

0/45
0/45

4/24 (2-2E, 2-4A)

-

-

-

500 cycles
1,000 cycles
2,000 cycles

0/52
0/52
0/52

0/25
2/25

-

-

15/25 (8-1C, 7-4A)

M.S. 883A, Meth. 1011.1, Condo 8
(-55·C to 125°C) for TO-220, Condo C (-65°C
to 150·C) for To-92. Thermal Scan 4

200 cycles
1,000 cycles

0/52

0/23

-

For TO-220, M.S. 883A, Meth. 1004.1
Moisture Resistance. For TO-92, 85· C I
85% R.H.l5 volt. 80th had Recorded Data

240 Hours
1,000 Hours
2,000 Hours

0/52

24 Hours
48 Hours
72 Hours
96 Hours

2/52 (2-48)

For TO-220, VCC=9 Volts, APD=4.2W.
5 min.1 cycle, Recorded Data
For TO-92, VCC= 10 Volta, APD=350mW
10 min.lcycle, Thermal Scan 4

Temperature M.S. 883A, Meth. 1010.1, Condo 8
(-55°C to 125·C)
Cycle
Thermal Scan 4
Thermal
Shock

TO-92 CUM. REJ.lSTART OTY

TIME
POINTS

30 PSIA (15 PSIG), 121°C

Recorded Data

-

-

0/50
0/50

26/48 (20-18)
40/48 (20-4A)

-

0/50
0/50

34/48 (17-18)
48/48 (31-4A)

-

-

0/49
0/49
1149 (1-48)

1150 (1-48)
1150
2/50 (1-4A)

0/52
0/52

-

0/40
0/40

8/50
15/50 (12-48,

-

1140 (1-48)

21150 (7-4A)

-

-

10/29 (10-48)

-

-

NOTES
1. The results of failure analysis are shown via code X-YZ (in parentheses) where X is the
quantity of failures with mechanisms YZ. The YZ mechanisms are defined as follows:
1. Bond Problems
B. Poor Bond Adherence (substandard bond)
C. Broken Bond wires (at the die or package)
2. Die Problems
E. Cause Unknown, Electircal Degradation.
4. Miscellaneous
A. Failures Not Analyzed
B. Aluminum Corrosion

2. Internal reports R337, R340 and R394 and test control numbers OT74903/96,
OT75008/12 apply to this study. All dice were 7805 voltage regulators. Signtttics
products were.encapsulated in OC480 silicone.
3. Internal reports R351. R361 and R402 and test control numbers OT75017/18/19 apply
to this study. All dice were 78LXXX voltage regulators. 78L05 dice were used for
HTOL, HTSL and Temperature Humidity. 78L06 dice were used for power cycle and
pressure cooker. 78L 12 dice were used for temperature cycle and thermal shock.
Signetics products were encapsulated in Epoxy Novolac 1.
4. Thermal Scan (continuous electrical monitor during +25°C to > + 125°C) for bond
continuity was used as a reject criteria.

Table 14-18 INITIAL 1975 QUALIFICATION DATA FOR THE U PACKAGE (TO-220) AND THE S PACKAGE (TO-92)
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Plastic Molded Integrated Circuits

APPLICATION OR PERFORMANCE
CONSIDERATION

GENERAL COMPARISON 1
EPOXY DIP

CERDIP

Lower

Higher

Same
(0.0024% !1000 Hour)

Same
(0.0024% !1000 Hour)

Usually Higher

Standard

Medium Power Plastic Packages with a 8JA
comparable to CERDIP are available

150'C

200'C

E·DIP Limited by Au·AI bonding system and
epoxy thermal stability. Ref. Sec. 5.1

::5125'C

150'C

E·DIP ::5125'C to keep TJ::5150'C for extended
stress times.

Resistance to Mechanical Abuse

High Strength
Encapsulant

Package Strength is related to the seal area

Mechanical Shock
Mechanical Vibration
Constant Acceleration

Solid Package

Cavity Package

BOTH packages easily meet SURE subgroup C2
requirements of Table 4-2'. (Refer to Section
14.6 also)

Salt Atmosphere (For Lead Corrosion)

Same

Same

BOTH packages have Alloy 42 leadframes,
CERDIP has tin plated, E·DIP has solder dipped
leads. See Subgroup C-3 of Table 4-2'.

Thermal Shock, 15-, -65 to 150'C
Temperature Cycle, 10-, -65 to
150'C, Moisture Resistance, 10 days

Excellent

Good

See Subgroup C·l of Table 4·2. The possibility of
CERDIP losing hermetic seal increases slightly
with larger seal areas.

No Bond Problems
at 20,000 cycles

No Bond Problems expected at 10,000 cycles

Refer to Figure 14-3 for E-DIP. See note 2
for CERDIP.

4000 cyc, 0 to 125'C
1000 eye, -55 to 125'C
500 cyc, 0 to 150'C

200 cyc, -55 to 125'C

For E·DIP, concern is bond integrity, Refer to
Figure 14-3 for E·DIP, For CERDIP, concern is
of hermetic seal 3.

Cost
Failure Rate for Steady State
non-Humid Environment

Thermal Resistance (Effect on TJ
During Operation)
Storage Temperature
(Maximum Rating)

Temperature limit for Reverse
Bias Stresses

Extended Power Cycle, 5 min.! cycle
6TJ=80'C
Extended Temperature Cycle (Ex·
pected Safe Performance Levels)

COMMENTS

Refer to Section 14.3 and Table 14.2 for details

CERDIPs could lose their hermetic seal with
abnormal handling, board insertion, etc.

Extended Thermal Shock (Expected
Safe Performance Levels)

2000 Shocks, 0 to 100'C
1000 Scks, -55 to 125'C
250 Scks, -65 to 150'C

200 Shocks, 0 to 100'C

Extended Temperature (85'C) Humi·
dity (85% R.H.) with 5V Bias.
(Expected Performance)

2000 Hour, 2% Rejects
(4)

Hermetic

For E-DIP, refer to Figure 14-1. CERDIP will
also fail if hermetic seal is lost.

Pressure Cooker, 30 PSIA (15 PSIG),
121"C (Expected Performance)

24 hour, 0% Rejects
96 hour, 2% Rejects (4)

Hermetic

For E-DIP, refer to Figure 14-2. CERDIP will
also fail if hermetic seal is lost.

NOTES
1. Refer to Table 14-1 for an overview of manufacturing factors and encapsulant considerations vs. potential impact on I.C. Reliability. CERDIP packages have a glass seal at
the leadframe and use ultrasonic aluminum wire bonding. The Epoxy DIP packages use
Novolac I encapsulant and thermo-compression gold wire bonding.
2. A November 30, 1970 NASA (MSFC) Report, TMX-64566, showed that 2N2222A
transistors (vendor unknown) with 1 mil alumninum ultrasonic bonded wire can develop
5.8% cumulative bond failures (at the heel of the bond) after 10,000 cycles (0% at
8,000 cycles) of 6 minute power cycles of .lPd = 500mW. ~Ic = 50mA. The aluminum
wire in air can be expected to see a higher temperature than the gold wire which is
surrounded by epoxy. Aluminum wire lead movement caused by Joulian heating (1 R)
and die power dissipation can result in fatigue if excessive microcrack/tool marks
exist.

For E-DIP, concern is bond integrity. Refer to
Figure 14-4 for E-DIP. For CERDIP concern is
hermetic seal loss 3.

3. Signetics packages were tested to and passed 200 cycles of -65°C to +150°C
thermal shock. However, a report by W.T. Fitch, "The Degredation of Bonding Wires
and Sealing Glasses with Extended Thermal Cycling," appearing in the April 1975 13th
Annual Proceedings Reliability Physics, states that O°C to +100°C thermal shock
tests performed on CERDIP packages from 6 vendors showed one vendor having a
50% hermetic seal failure problem after 110 shocks. Seal integrity is related to the
amount of an extended thermal shock testing.
4. Refer to Section 14-4 for an interpretation of these reject levels.

"This information supplied upon request.

Table 14-19 A GENERAL COMPARISON OF EPOXY DIP TO CERDIP APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS
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TABlE or PRODUCTS
AnD
. ORDERinG InrORmATlon

Table of Products and Ordering Information

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS ............................................................................ .
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Low Supply Current) ....................... .
LF155/155A
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Wide Band) ............................... .
LF156/156A
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Wide Band) ............................... .
LF157/157A
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Low Supply Current) ....................... .
LF255
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Wide Band) ............................... .
LF256
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Wide Band) ............................... .
LF257
LF355/355A
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Low Supply Current) ....................... .
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Wide Band) ............................... .
LF356/356A
LF357/357A
High Performance JFET Input Op Amp (Wide Band) ............................... .
High Performance Amplifier .................................................... .
LH2101A
High Performance Amplifier .................................................... .
LH2201A
LH2301A
High Performance Amplifier .................................................... .
Precision Operational Amplifier ................................................. .
LH2108/2108A
Precision Operational Amplifier ................................................. .
LH2208/2208A
Precision Operational Amplifier ................................................. .
LH2308/2308A
High Performance Amplifier .................................................... .
LM101/101A
LM201/201A
High Performance Amplifier .................................................... .
LM301A
High Performance Amplifier .................................................... .
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
LM107
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
LM207
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
LM307
Precision Operational Amplifier ................................................. .
LM108/108A
Precision Operational Amplifier ................................................. .
LM208/208A
LM308/308A
Precision Operational Amplifier ................................................. .
LM124/124A
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
LM158/158A
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
LM224/224A
LM258/258A
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
LM324/324A
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
LM358/358A
SA534
General Purpose Single Supply Operational Amplifier ............................. .
MC1456
High Performance Operational Amplifier .......................................... .
MC1556
High Performance Operational Amplifier .......................................... .
MC1458
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
MC1558
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
SA1458
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
NE/SE515
Differential Amplifier ........................................................... .
SE/NE530
Single High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ..................................... .
SE/NE5530
Dual High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ....................................... .
High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
NE/SE531
NE/SE532/532A
Dual Operational Amplifier Single or Dual Power Supply ........................... .
Operation ................................................................... .
SA532
Dual Operational Amplifier Single or Dual Power Supply ........................... .
Operation ................................................................... .
NE/SE535
Single High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ..................................... .
NE/SE5535
Dual High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ....................................... .
NE/SU536
FET Input Operational Amplifier ................................................ .
NE/SE538
Single High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ..................................... .
NE/SE5538
Dual High Slew Rate Operational Amplifier ....................................... .
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NE I SE5534/5534A
SE/NE5533/5533A
NE5532/5532A
NE5539
JLA709
JLA709A
JLA709C
SA709C
JLA740C
JLA741/741C
SA741C
JLA7471747C
SA747C
JLA748 I 748C
SA748C

Low Noise Operation Amplifier ................................................. .
Dual Low Noise Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
Dual Low Noise Operational Amplifier, Fully Compensated ......................... .
Ultra High Frequency Operational Amplifier ...................................... .
Operational Amplifier ......................................................... .
Operational Amplifier ......................................................... .
Operational Amplifier ......................................................... .
Operational Amplifier ......................................................... .
FET Input Operational Amplifier ................................................ .
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
Dual Operational Amplifier ..................................................... .
Dual Operational Amplifier ..................................................... .
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .
General Purpose Operational Amplifier ........................................... .

VIDEO AMPLIFIERS .................................................................................... .
SE I NE5537
Sample and Hold .............................................................. .
LF198/298/398
Sample and Hold .............................................................. .
NE/SE592
Video Amplifier .............................................................. , .
JLA733/733C
Differential Video Amplifier .................................................... .
VOLTAGE REGULATORS . ............................................................................... .
Dual Polarity Regulator ........................................................ .
NE I SE5551
NEI SE5552
Dual Polarity Regulator ........................................................ .
NE I SE5553
Dual Polarity Regulator ............................... '......................... .
NE/SE5554
Dual Polarity Regulator ........................................................ .
NE I SE5555
Dual Polarity Regulator ........................................................ .
NE/SE550
Precision Adjustable Regulator ................................................. .
Precision Voltage Regulator ....................... , ........................... .
JLA723/723C
SA723C
Precision Voltage Regulator ................................................... .
JLA78L02AC
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L02C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L05AC
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L05C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L06AC
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L06C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L08AC
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L08C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L 12AC
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L 12C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L 15AC
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78L 15C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV05
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV05C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV06
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV06C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV08
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV08C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV 12
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV12C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV14
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV14C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV15
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV15C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV18
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV18C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
JLA78HV24
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator .................•......................
JLA78HV24C
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
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/LA78MHV05
/LA78MHV05C
/LA78MHV06
/LA78MHV06C
/LA78MHV08
/LA78MHV08C
/LA78MHV12
/LA78MHV12C
/LA78MHV15
/LA78MHV15C
/LA78MHV20
/LA78MHV20C
/LA78MHV24
/LA78MHV24C
78HVMGU1
NE5560
SG1524/2524/3524
TL-430

Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Three Terminal Positive Voltage Regulator ....................................... .
Four Terminal High Voltage Programmable Positive Regulator ...................... .
Switched Mode Power Supply Controller Circuit .................................. .
Switched Mode Power Supply Controller Circuit .................................. .
Programmable Three Terminal Shunt Regulator ................................... .

TIMERS ............................................................................................... .
NE/SE555
Timer ....................................................................... .
SE555C
Timer ....................................................................... .
SA555
Timer ....................................................................... .
NE/SE556
Dual Timer ................................................................... .
Dual Timer ................................................................... .
SA556C
NE/SE556-1
Dual Timer ................................................................... .
SE556-1 C
Dual Timer ................................................................... .
Dual Timer ................................................................... .
SA556-1
Quad Timer ................................. '................................. .
NE/SE/SA558
Quad Timer .................................................................. .
NE 1SE 1SA559
COMPARATORS
LH2111
LH2211
LH2311
LM111
LM211
LM311
LM119
LM219
LM319
LM139/139A
LM239/239A
LM339/339A
MC3302
LM2901
LM193/193A
LM293/293A
LM393/393A
LM2903
NE521
NE522
NE/SE527
NE/SE529
/LA710
/L A711

Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Voltage Comparator ........................................................... .
Dual Voltage Comparator ...................' ................................... .
Dual Voltage Comparator ...................................................... .
Dual Voltage Comparator ....................... ; .............................. .
Quad Voltage Comparator ..................................................... .
Quad Voltage Comparator ..................................................... .
Quad Voltage Comparator ..................................................... .
Quad Voltage Comparator ..................................................... .
Quad Voltage Comparator ..................................................... .
Low Power Dual Voltage Comparator ........................................... .
Low Power Dual Voltage Comparator ........................................... .
Low Power Dual Voltage Comparator ........................................... .
Low Power Dual Voltage Comparator ........................................... .
High Speed Dual Differential Comparator 1Sense Amp ............................. .
High Speed Dual Differential Comparator 1Sense Amp ............................. .
Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Voltage Comparator .......................................................... .
Differential Voltage Comparator ................................................. .
Dual Voltage Comparator ...................................................... .

MEMORY INTERFACE
55/75325
75S207

Memory Driver .......................... : .................................... .
High Speed Dual Sense Amplifier for MOS Memories .............................. .
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75S208
7520
7522
7524
7528
75232
75234
75324

High Speed Dual Sense Amplifier for MaS Memories .............................. .
...................................... .
Dual Core Memory Sense Amplifier
Dual Core Memory Sense Amplifier ........................................... .
Dual Core Memory Sense Amplifier ............................................. .
Dual Core Memory Sense Amplifier ............................................ .
Dual Core Memory Sense Amplifier ............................................. .
Dual Core Memory Sense Amplifier ............................................. .
Memory Driver with Decode Inputs .............................................. .

INTERFACE
DS3611
DS3612
DS3613
DS3614
DS7820
DS8820
DS7820A
DS8820A
DS7830
DS8830
MC1488
MC1489/A
UDN5711
UDN5712
UDN5713
UDN5714
75S107
75S108
55/754508
55/754518
551754528
55/754538
55/754548

High Voltage Peripheral Driver ................................................. .
High Voltage Peripheral Driver ................................................. .
High Voltage Peripheral Driver ................................................. .
High Voltage Peripheral Driver ................................................. .
Dual Line Receiver
..................................................... .
Dual Line Receiver
Dual Line Receiver
Dual Line Receiver
Dual Differential Line Driver .................................................... .
Dual Differential Line Driver .................................................... .
Quad Line Driver ............................................................. .
Quad Line Receiver ........................................................... .
Dual High Voltage Peripheral Driver (AND) ................................... , ... .
Dual High Voltage Peripheral Driver (NAND) .............. , .................. , ... .
Dual High Voltage Peripheral Driver (OR) ........................................ .
Dual High Voltage Peripheral Driver (NOR) ....................................... .
High Speed Dual Line Receiver ......................... , ............... , ...... .
High Speed Dual Line Receiver ............... , ................................ .
Dual Peripheral Positive Driver ................................................. .
Dual Peripheral Positive Driver ...................................... , .......... .
Dual Peripheral Positive Driver ................................................. .
Dual Peripheral Positive Driver ........................................... .
Dual Peripheral Positive Driver ......... , ................... , ................... .

TRANSISTOR ARRAYS . ................................................... , ............................. .
NE / SE51 0
Dual Differential Amplifier ................................... , .................. .
NE / SE511
Dual Differential Amplifier ...................................................... .
NE5501
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Array .............................. , ....... .
NE5502
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Array ............... , ...................... .
NE5503
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Array .................... .
NE5504
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Array ...................................... .
ULN2001
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Transistor Array ............................ .
ULN2002
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Transistor Array ............................ .
ULN2003
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Transistor Array ............................ .
ULN2004
High Voltage/High Current Darlington Transistor Array
......... , ..... .
CA3081
Seven Transistor Array
, ......... ' ........ , ............................... .
CA3082
Seven Transistor Array ........................................................ .
CA3183
Seven Transistor Array ................ ' .................... , .................. .
PHILIPS INDUSTRIAL ..................................................... , .................... , ........ .
SAA1027
Stepper Motor Driver Circuit .................................................... .
Triple Active Filter Amplifier .................... ,
TAA960
........................... .
TCA210
Audio Amplifier and Preamplifier ................................................ .
TCA580
Integrated Gyrator .......................................... , ................. .
TCA980
Microphone Amplifier ......................................................... .
TDA1024
Zero Carrying On-Off Triac Control ........................................... .
DISPLAY DRIVERS
DS8880/8880-1
NE580
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High Voltage 7-Segment Decoder / Driver .................. , ............. .
Bar-Graph Logic Circuit ....................................................... .
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NE582
NE586
NE587
NE590
NE591
NE594

Hex Universal Driver. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ......................................
............... .
Bus Compatible, Fixed Current,
Seven Segment LED Driver, Sinking ...
. ...................................
........... .
Bus Compatible, Programmable Current,
Seven Segment LED Driver, Sinking
....................................
Addressable Peripheral Drivers, Current Sink
...............
. ........
Addressable Peripheral Drivers, Current Source .................
. ........
Seven Segment Vacuum Flourescent Display Driver ...................... .

D/A-A/D CONVERTERS ................................................ .
MC1408-7
. ....................
8-Bit Multiplying 0 I A Converter ..................
MC1408-8
. ...........
8-Bit Multiplying 0 I A Converter ......................
MC1508-8
. ....................
8-Bit Multiplying 0 I A Converter ........... ............
NE5007
8-Bit Speed Multiplying 0 I A Converter ..........
. .........................
NE/SE5008
8-Bit Speed Multiplying 0 I A Converter ................
. .................
NE/SE5009
8-Bit Speed Multiplying 0 I A Converter .............. .........
. ............
8-Bit IlP-Compatible 01 A Converter, Voltage Output ....
. ...........
NE/SE5018
NE/SE5118
8-Bit IlP-Compatible 0 I A Converter, Current Output ............................ .
NE/SE5019
8-Bit IlP-Compatible 01 A Converter, Voltage Output, 9 Bit Accuracy ................
NE/SE5119
8-Bit IlP-Compatible 0 I A Converter, Current Output, 9 Bit Accuracy ........... .
NE5034
. ..........
8-Bit IlP-Compatible, Analog-Digital Converter, SAR ...... . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

AUDIO CIRCUITS
LM381/381A
LM382
LM387
NE/SE540
NE541
NE542
NE570
NE571

Dual Low-Noise Preamp
Dual Low-Noise Preamp ....................................................... .
Dual Low-Noise Preamp ................. .
Power Driver ........... .
High Voltage Power Driver
Dual Low-Noise Preamp
Compandor
Compandor

RADIO CIRCUITS
CA3089
CA3089D2
MC1496
MC1596
N5596
NE546
TCA440
IlA758

FM IF System ................................................................ .
FM IF System ................................ .
Balanced Modulator-Demodulator ............................................... .
Balanced Modulator-Demodulator ............................................... .
Balanced Moldulator-Demodulator ......................................... .
AM Radio Receiver Subsystem .................... .
AM Receiver Circuit ............................ .
FM Stereo Multiplex Decoder, Phase Locked Loop ................................ .

TV CIRCUITS
LM1880
MC1327
TBA120S
TBA120T
TBA120U
TBA395
TBA396
TBA1440
TBA 1440G 11441
TDA2541
ULN2211
ULN2212

Sync. Processor ............................................................. .
Chroma Demodulator ......................................................... .
8-Stage Amplifier with Balanced Demodulator .................................... .
FM IF Amplifier and Demodulator ................................................ .
FM IF Amplifier and Demodulator ................................................ .
Chrominance Combination Monolithic Silicon Integrated Circuit ..................... .
Luminance and Chrominance Control Combination ................................ .
TV Video Amplifier-Demodulator ................................................ .
. ............................. .
TV Video Amplifier with Demodulator. . . . .
Video IF System .............................................................. .
. ............................. .
2-Watt TV IFM Sound Channel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...... .. .... .. ...
. ..................... .
1-Watt TV IFM Sound Channel.. ..

GENERAL CONSUMER
NE543
NE544
NE644

Servo Amplifier ............................................................... .
Servo Amplifier ............................................................... .
Servo Amplifier ............................................................... .
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NE5044
NE5045
NE5046

RC Encoder (7 Channel) ....................................................... .
RC Decoder (7 Channel) ................................................. .
RC Decoder (2 Channel) ...................................................... .

PHASE lOCKED lOOPS ................................................................................ .
NE560
Phase locked loop .................................
. .................. .
NE561
Phase locked loop .......................................................... .
NE562
Phase locked loop .......................................................... .
Phase locked loop .......................................................... .
NE564
NE / SE565
Phase locked loop .......................................................... .
NE / SE566
Function Generator ........................................................... .
NE / SE567
Tone Decode / Phase Locked Loop ............................................. .
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Signetics' Analog integrated circuit products may be ordered by contacting either
the local Signetics sales office, Signetics
representatives and/or Signetics authorized
distributors. A complete listing is located on
the back cover of this manual.

PART
NUMBER

CROSS REF
PART NO.

PRODUCT
FAMILY

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

NE535N
ttA741C

MC1741SC
LM741CJ

ANA
ANA

High Slew Rate OP-AMP
General Purpose OP-AMP

L D~";pt;oo

Minimum Factory Order:

Military Product:
$250 per line item per order

ECL Emitter Coupled Logic
DTL Diode Transistor Logic
ANA Analog Products
. . Product Family
MOS Metal Oxide Silicon
' BIM Bipolar Memory Products
MIL Military Products
TTL Transistor Logic
ML2 Military Products

Table 1 provides part number information
concerning for both Signetics originated
products and industry standard products.

I

Table 2 is a cross reference of both the old
and new package suffixes for ali presently
existing types, while Table 3 and 4 provide
appropriate explanations on the various
prefixes employed in the part number
descriptions.
As noted in Table 3, Signetics defines
device operating temperature range by the
appropriate prefix. It should be noted
however, that devices with a SE prefix
(-55° C to +125°C) indicates only its operating temperature range and not its military
qualification status. The military qualification status of any analog product can be
determined by either looking in the Military
Section in this manual and/or contacting
your local sales office.

ot

Product Function

Commercial Product:
$1000 per order
$50 per line item per order

~
~

Package Type-See Table 1
Device Number and Temperature Range Suffix

' - - - - - _ Device Family and Temperature Range Prefix for
Industry Standard and Signetics Originated Products-See Table 2.
Table 1
SUFFIX
Old

New

A,AA
A

N
N-14

B,BA
OA
OB
OC
OE
F

N
OA
OB
OC
OE
F

I,IK

I

K
L

K
L

NA,NX
PN
Q,R

N
PHA
Q

S
SK
T,TA
U
V
W,WJ

S
SK
T
U
N
W

XA
XC
XC
XL,XF

N
N
N
N

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

PACKAGE
DESCRIPTION2
14-lead plastic OIL
14-lead plastic OIL (Selected
Analog products only)
16-lead plastic OIL
2-lead TO-3
3-lead TO-5
4-lead TO-46
4-lead TO-72
14,16,18,22 and 24-lead
ceramic (Cerdip) OIL
14, 16, 18, 22, 28 and 4-lead
ceramic OIL
10-lead TO-100
10-lead high-profile TO-100
can
24-lead plastic OIL
12 + 1 GNO pin OIL
10,14,16 and 24-lead
ceramic flat
3-lead TO-92 plastic
Microprocessor kit
8-lead TO-99
Plastic power TO-220
8-lead plastic OIL
10, 14, 16 and 24-lead
ceramic (Cerpac) flat
18-lead plastic OIL
20-lead plastic OIL
22-lead plastic OIL
28-lead plastic OIL

Table 2 PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS

Si!lDotiCS

PREFIX

DEVICE TEMPERATURE RANGE

NSNESESA
SU

0° to +70°C
-55° to +125°C
0° to +70°C
-55° to +125°C
_40° to +85°C
-25° to +85°C

Table 3

DEVICE TEMPERATURE

PREFIX
CA
OM
JB
JM
LH
LM
M
MC
PA
SO
SP
UA
ULN

DEVICE FAMILY
Linear Industry Standard
Linear Industry Standard
Mil Rei-Jan QualifiedOld Oesignator
Mil Rei-Jan QualifiedNew Oesignator
Linear Industry Standard
Linear Industry Standard
Mil Rei-Jan Processed
Linear Industry Standard
Linear Industry Standard
Linear OMOS
OTL Series
Linear Industry Standard
Linear Industry Standard

Table 4

FAMILY PREFIX
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SPECIAL PROCESSING
Signetics offers two major processing levels: Mil-Spec and Supr II. Following are brief
descriptions of these processes. For further
information in either product availability or
process data, contact your local Signetics
sales office.

SUPR"
Signetics Upgraded Product Reliability
(SUPR) program is designed to provide
industrial manufacturers with integrated
circuits of a higher level of quality and
reliability than is available with standard
commercial product. Improvements in
quality and reliability will result in significant cost savings to the integrated circuit
user. Signetics has maintained a quality and
reliability leadership pOSition via its SUPR-
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DIP program (1972) and SUPR II program
(1975). SUPR II is a two-level program. Level
A boosts the AQL functional guarantee on
all Signetics product families. Level B, for
maximum reliability, includes an additional
100% burn-in to Mil std 883. Condition F.
LEVEL A HIGHLIGHTS
• Thermal shock preconditioning (per Mil
std 883)
• 100% dc testing
• -100% functional testing at 100°
• SEM wafer quality monitor
• Die and preseal visual inspection criteria
(per Mil std 883)
The Analog division is continually expanding the availability list of products processed to SUPR II Levels A and B. For
information concerning the SUPR II status

Si!lDotiCS

of products contact your local Signetics
sales office.

miliTARY

!ii!ln~tiC!i

MILITARY PRODUCTS/
PROCESS LEVELS

JAN
CASE OUTLINE

The Signetics MIL 38510/883 Program is
organized to provide a broad selection of
processing options, structured around the
most commonly requested customer flows.
The program is designed to provide our customers:
• Fully compliant 883 flows on all products.

AND
8-PIN

CB
EB
JB
DB
FB
ZC
GC
IC

-

• Cost savings realized by using standard
processing flows in lieu of custom flows.

10-PIN

-

-

-

Table 1

-

-

F

W

-

-

-

-

-

-

Q

MILITARY PACKAGE AVAILABILITY

JB

RB

RC

Jan
Qualified

883B

883C

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

54LS
54S

82/8T
93XX
96XX
Linear
Bipolar Memory
Microprocessor

JAN Qualified product is designed to give
you the optimum in quality and reliability.
The JAN processing level is offered as the
result of the government's product standardization programs, and is monitored by
the Defense Electronic Supply Center
(DESC), through the use of industry-wide
procedures and specifications.

-

Planned
Planned

-

Table 2

MILITARY SUMMARY

883 Method 5004, and is 100% electrically
tested to industry data sheets. Devices are
selectively available as custom processed
parts with electricals screened to the JAN
Slash Sheets.

MIL-STD-883, LEVEL C

Group B testing, per Mil-Std-883 Method
5005, is performed on each six weeks of
production on each slash sheet for each
package type. Group C, per Mil-Std-883
Method 5005, is performed every ninety
days for each microcircuit group. Group D
testing, per Mil-Std-883 Method 5005, is
performed every six months for each package type.

If you need a Military temp, range device, but
do not require burn in screening performed,
our 883C product is ideal. 883C parts are
the standard full Mil-Temperature range
product to the Signetics data sheet parameters and screened to MIL-STD-883, Class

In addition to the common specs used
throughout the industry for processing and
testing, JAN Qualified products also possess a requirement for a standard marking
used throughout the IC industry.

Signetics has a new program for those customers who require quality conformance
data on their products. This program allows
our customers to obtain reliability information without the necessity or running Groups
B, C and D inspections for their particular
purchase order. It provides for the customer
something that has not been readily available before in the semiconductor industry in
that all Military Generic Data is controlled
and audited by both Government Inspection

MIL-STD-883, LEVEL B

-

F

-

K

54/54H

JAN QUALIFIED (JB)

Processing to this option is ideal when no
JAN slash sheets are released on devices
required. Product is processed to Mil-Std-

24-PIN

-

W

-

T

16-PIN

F

-

-

-

14-PIN

All products listed are also available in Die form.

The following explains the different processing options available to you. Special device
marking clearly distinguishes the type of
screening performed. Refer to Tables 2, 3, 4
and 5.

JAN Qualified products are manufactured,
processed and tested in a government certified facility to Mil-M 38510, and appropriate
device slash sheet specifications. Design
documentation, lot sampling plans, electrical test data and qualification data for each
specific part type has been approved by the
Defense Electronic Supply Center (DESC)
and products appear on the DESC Qualified
Products List (QPL-38510).

DUAL-IN-LINE

LEAD FINISH

• Standard processing flows to help minimize the need for custom specs.

• BeUer delivery lead times by minimizing
spec negotiation time, plus allows cus·
tomer to buy product off·the-shelf or in
various stages of production rather than
waiting for devices started specifically to
custom specs.

SIGNETICS MILITARY PACKAGE TYPES

C.

MILITARY GENERIC DATA

s~nDtics

in the case of JAN data and Signetics Quality Assurance.
Signetics Military Generic Data is compiled
by the Military Products Division based on
data from 1) JAN quality conformance lots,
and 2) Data generated by quality conformance lots run for other reliability programs.
Refer to Table 4.
A Military Generic family is defined as consisting of die function and package type
families.

Military Generic Data
• Allows our customers to qualify Signetics
products based on existing quality conformance data performed at Signetics.
• Allows our customers to reduce costs and
improve deliveries.
• Provides assurance that all Signetics die
function families and packages meet MilM-38510 and customer reliability requirements.
• Provides an attributes summary to the
customer backed by lot identity and
traceability.
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PROCESS LEVEL
AND MARKETING

PRE-CAP
VISUAL

BURN IN

FUNCTIONAL
TEST

DC/AC
@25°C

DC/AC
@TEMP

QPL

OFFSHORE

JB
.JM38510XXXXX
RB
SXXXX883B
RC
SXXXX883C

2010, Condo B

Yes

100%

100%

100%

Yes

No

2010, Cond.B

Yes

100%

100%

100%

No

Yes

2010,Cond. B

No

100%

100% dc
Sample ac

Sample
dc only

No

Yes

Table 3

QUALIFIED
SUB-GROUPS

MILITARY PRODUCTS PROCESSING MATRIX

QUALIFIES

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

A'

Electrical Test

B

Package-Same package construction and lead
finish.

Data selected from devices
manufactured within 6 weeks of
the manufacturing period on the
same production line through finalseal.

Data selected from devices
manufactured within 24
weeks of manufacturing period.

C

Die/Process-Devices representing the same
process families.

Data selected from representalive devices from the same
microcircuit group and sealed
within 12 weeks of the manufacturing period.

Data selected from the representative devices from the
same microcircuit group and
sealed within 48 weeks of the
manufacturing period.

0

Package-Same package construction and lead
finish.

Data selected from the devices
representing the same package
construction and lead finish
manufactured within the 24
weeks of manufacturing period.

Data selected from the devices representing the same
package construction and
lead finish manufactured
within the 52 weeks of manufacturing period.

If specific data not available,
Option 2 will be supplied.
NOTE'
Group A is performed on each lot or sublat of Signetic8 devices.

Table 4
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DEFINITION AND QUALIFYING MANUFACTURING PERIODS
FOR GENERIC DATA
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PROCESSING LEVELS
DESCRIPTION OF
REQUIREMENTS
AND SCREENS

MIL-M-38510 AND MIL-STD883 REQUIREMENTS, METHOS AND TEST CONDITIONS

General Mil-M-38510
1. Pre-Certification
A. Product Assurance Program
Pian
B. Manufacturer's
Certification
2. Certification

The Manufacturer shall establish and implement a
Products Assurance Program
Plan and provide for a manufacturer survey by the qualifying activity, Para. 3.4.1.1

3. Device Qualification

4. Traceability
5. Country of Origin

CLASS
S

JAN
QUALIFIED
(JB)

883B
(RB)

883C
(RC)

-

X

X

N/A

N/A

Received after manufacturer
has completed a successful
survey, Para. 3.4.1.2
Device qualification shall
consist of subjecting the desired device to groups A, B, C
& D of method 5005 to tightened LTPD, Para. 3.4.1.2
Traceability maintained back
to a production lot Para. 3.4.6
Devices must be manufactured, assembled, and tested
within the U.S. or its territories, Para. 3.2.1

-

X

X

N/A

N/A

-

X

X

N/A

N/A

-

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

N/A

N/A

2010, Condo A or B

100%

XA

XB

XB

XB

1008, Condo C Min; (24 Hrs @
150°C)

100%

X

X

X

X

1010, Condo C; (10 cycles,
-65°C to + 150°C)

100%

X

X

X

X

2001, Condo E; (30kg in VI
Plane)

100%

X

X

X

X

There is no test method for
this screen; it is intended only
for the removal of "Catastrophic Failures" defined as
"Missing Leads, Broken
Packages or Lids Off."
1014

100%

X

X

X

X

Condo A or
1O_sCC I Sec)
Condo C2 Min.

100%

X

X

X

X

100%

X

REQUIREMENT

Screening Per
Method 5004 of
Mil-Std-883
6. Internal Visual
(Precap)
7. Stabilization
Bake
8. Temperature
Cycling'
'For Class Band C
devices thermal
shock may be substituted,
1011,
Condo A; (15 cycles,
0° to +100°C)
9. Constant
Acceleration
10. Visual Inspection

11. Seal
(Hermeticity)
A. Fine
B. Gross

B

(5.0

X

12. Interim
Electricals
(Pre Burn-In)

Per applicable device specification

13. Burn-In

1015, Condo as specified
(160 hrs. Min. at 125°C)
Per applicable Device Specilication
Sub Group 1

14. Final Electricals
A. Static Tests
@25°C

100% Optional 100% Read &
Record

X

X

X

Slash Sheet

Data Sheet

N/A

100%

100% 240 hrs.

X

100%

100% Read &
Record
X

Slash Sheet

Data Sheet

Data Sheet

X

X

X

N/A

B. Static Tests
@ +125°C

Sub Group 2

X

X

X

N/A

C. Static Tests
@-55°C

Sub Group 3

X

X

X

N/A

Table 5 REQUIREMENTS AND SCREENING FLOWS FOR STANDARD CLASS B PRODUCTS
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PROCESSING LEVELS
DESCRIPTION OF
REQUIREMENTS
AND SCREENS

MIL-M-38510 AND MIL-STD883 REQUIREMENTS, METHODS AND TEST CONDITIONS

CLASS
S

JAN.
QUALIFIED
(JB)

883B
(RB)

883C
(RC)

Sub Group 4 (for Linear Product Mainly)

X

X

X

X

Sub Group 7

X

X

X

X

Sub Group 9

X

X

X

N/A

10%

5%

X

X

N/A

100%

As Req'd

JM385101
XXXX Slash
Sheet #

S X X X X
883B

SXXXX 883C

100%

N/A

N/A

N/A

100%

X

X

X

X

X

REQUIREMENT

D. Dynamic
Test @25°C

E. Functional
Test @25°C

F. Switching
Test @25°C

15. Percent Defeclive allowable
(PDA)

A PDA of 10% is a normal requirement applied against
the static tests @ 25°C (A1). This is controlled by the
slash sheets for JB & JBX
products. For RBX & RB 10%
is standard

16. Marking

Fungus Inhibiting Paint

17. X-Ray

2012

18. External Visual

2009

Quality Conformance Inspection
per Method 5005 of
Mil-Std 883
19. Group A

Electrical
Tests-Final
Electricals (# 14 above) repeated on a sample basis.
(Sub Groups 1 thru 12 as
specified.)

Each Lot

X

X

X

20. Group B

Package functional and
constructional related test
I.E. package dimensions, resistance to solvents, internal
visual & mechanical, bond
strength & solderability.

Every 6
week per
microcircuit
group

X

X

Generic
Data Available

21. Group C

Die related tests I.E. 1,000
hr. operating life, temperature cycling, & con stand acceleration.

Every 3
months per
package type

X

X

Generic
Data Available

22. Group D

Package related tests I.E.
physical dimensions, lead fatigue, thermal shock, temperature cycle, moisture resistance, mechanical shock,
vibration variable frequency
constant acceleration, & salt
atmosphere.

Every 6
months per
package type

X

X

Generic
Data Available

Table 5 REQUIREMENTS AND SCREENING FLOWS FOR STANDARD CLASS B PRODUCTS (Cont'd)
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LINEAR PRODUCTS
DEVICE
SE521
SE522
SE526
SE527
SE529
LH2111
LMlll
LMl19
LM139
LM1931
193A
f.l A71O
f.lA711

DESCRIPTION
COMPARATORS
Dual Comparalor
Dual Comparator
Analog Voltage Comparator
Analog Voltage Comparator
Analog Voltage Comparator
Dual Comparator
Comparator
Dual Comparator
Quad Comparator
Dual Comparator
Differential Voltage Comparator
Comparator

PACKAGE
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

F
F

K
K
K

T
K

T
T
K

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS
SE510
SE511
SE515
f.lA733

Dual Differential Amplifier
Dual Differential Amplifier
Differential Amplifier
Video Amplifier

LM101A
LM107
LM108
LM108A
LM124
LM158
MC1556
MC1558
SE532
SE535
SE538
f.lA709
f.lA709A
f.lA741
f.lA747
f.lA748
SE530
SE5530
SE5534
SE5535
SE5538
SE5537
SE5539

FET Operational Amplifier
Dual Operational Amplifier
Dual Operational Amplifier
High Performance
Operational Amp
High Performance
Operational Amp
General Purpose
Operational Amp
Precision Operational Amp
Precision Operational Amp
Quad Operational Amplifier
Dual Operational Amplifier
Operational Amplifier
Dual Operational Amplifier
Dual Operational Amplifier
Hi Slew Rate Operational Amp
Hi Slew Rate Operational Amp
Operational Amplifier
Operational Amplifier
General Purpose
Operational Amp
Dual Operational Amplifier
General Purpose Amp
Hi Slew Op Amp
Dual Hi Slew Op Amp
Lo Noise Op Amp
Dual Hi Slew Op Amp
Dual Hi Slew Op Amp
Sample & Hold
Hi Speed Op Amp

DESCRIPTION
PHASE LOCKED LOOPS
Tone Decoder PLL
Phase Locked Loop

F
F

55325

INTERFACE
Memory Driver

F

DM7820
DM7830

LINE RECEIVERS
Dual Differential Line Receiver
Dual Differential Line Receiver

F
F

SE570

AUDIO CIRCUITS
Compandor

F

TIMERS
Timer
Dual Timer
Quad Timer

F
F
F

SE555
SE556

K
K

F

T

F

T

F
F
T
T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
T
F
F
F
F

T
T

T
T

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

T
F
F

F
F
F
F

PACKAGE

SE567
SE564

SE558/559
F
F
F
F

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
LF1551
156/157
LH2101A
LH2108A
LM101

DEVICE

F
T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
K
T
T
K
K
K
K
K

LM109
SE5551
SE5552
SE5553
SE5554
78XX(7)
79XX(7)
79MXX(7)
f.lA723
ty8HVOO(7)

5 Volt Regulator
Dual Track Reg
Dual Track Reg
Dual Track Reg
Dual Track Reg
Positive Reg
Negative Reg
Med Power Reg
Precision Voltage Regulator
Hi Voltage Regulator

DS 1611-1614

DRIVERS
Peripheral Drivers

DA
F
F
F
F
DA
DA
DB
F
DA

L

T

'NOTE
F = Cerdip
KITIL = Metal Can
OA I DB = TO-3 can
Flat pack available-special request

JAN-M-38510
DEVICE

SLASH
SHEET

tJB555
tJB556
tJB2101A
JB10l
JB741
JB747

10901
10902
10105
10103
10101
10102

PACKAGE
F
F
F
F
F
F

T

T
T
K

QUAL.
STATUS
Part II
Part II
Part II
June 1978-Part I
June 1978-Part I
June 1978-Part I

tJAN per QPL M3851O-34 date April 1978
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SIGNETICS

REPRESENTATIVES

HEADQUARTERS

ALABAMA
Huntsville
Alpha Marketing
Phone: (205) 533-0766
Montgomery Marketing
Phone, (205)883-9901

811 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Phone: (408) 739-7700
ALABAMA
Huntsville
Phone: (205) 533-5800
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Phone: (602) 971-2517
CALIFORNIA
Inglewood
Phone: (213) 670-1101
Irvine
Phone: (714) 833-8980

(213) 924-1668

San Diego
Phone: (714) 560-0242
Sunnyvale
Phone: (408) 736-7565
Woodland Hills
Phone: (213) 340-1431
COLORADO
Aurora
Phone: (303) 751-5011
FLORIDA
Lighthouse Point
Phone: (305) 782-8225
ILLINOIS
Rolling Meadows
Phone: (312) 259-8300
INDIANA
Noblesville
Phone: (317) 773-6962
KANSAS
Shawnee
Phone: (913) 631-2499
MASSACHUSETTS
Bedford
Phone: (617) 275-8900
MICHIGAN
Southfield
Phone: (313) 569-8070
MINNESOTA
Edina
Phone: (612) 835-7455
NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
Phone: (609) 665-5071
Piscatawar.
Phone: 201) 981-0123
NEW YORK
Mellville
Phone: (516) 752-0130
Wappingers Falls
Phone: (914) 297-4074
OHIO
Worthington
Phone: (614) 888-7143
TEXAS
Dallas
Phone: (214) 661-1296
UTAH
Centerville
Phone: (801) 290-1292

414

CANADA
Montreal, Quebec
Philips Electronics Industries Ltd_
Phone: (515) 342-9180
Ottawa, Ontario
Phillips Electronics Industries Ltd.
Phone: (613) 237-3131
Scarborough, Ontario
Philips Electronics Industries Ltd.
Phone: (416) 292-5161
Vancouver, B.C_
Philips Electronics Industries Ltd.
Phone: (604) 435-4411
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Philips Electronics Industries, ltd.
Phone: (204) 774-1931
CONNECTICUT
Danbury
Kanan Associates
Phone: (203) 743-1812
FLORIDA
Altamonte Springs
Semtronic Associates
Phone: (305) 831-8233
Clearwater
Semtronic Associates
Phone: (813) 461-4675
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Alpha Marketing
Phone: (404) 231-0534
Marrietta
Montgomery Marketing
Phone: (404) 973-4855
ILLINOIS
Chicago
L-Tec Inc.
Phone: (312) 286-1500

Wauwatosa
L-Tec, Inc.
Phone: (414) 774-1000

MICHIGAN
Bloomfield Hills
Enco Marketing
Phone: (313) 642-0203

DISTRIBUTORS

MINNESOTA
Edina
Mel Foster Technical Sales
Phone: (612) 835-2252

CALIFORNIA
San Diego
Mesa Engineering
Phone: (714) 278-8021
Sherman Oaks
Astralonics
Phone: (213) 990-5903

WISCONSIN

MASSACHUSETTS
Reading
Kanan Associates
Phone: (617l944-8484

MISSOURI
SI. Louis
Advanced Technical Sales
Phone: (314) 567-6272
NEW JERSEY
Bellmawr
TAl Corp
Phone: (609) 933-2600
Phone: (215) 627-6615
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
The Staley Compan~, Inc.
Phone: (505) 292-0 60
NEW YORK
Ithaca
Bob Dean, Inc.
Phone: (607) 272-2187
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Montgomery Marketing
Phone: (919) 467-6319
Charlotte
Montgomery Marketing
Phone: (704) 535-2400
OHIO
Cleveland
Norm Case Associates
Phone: (216) 333-4120
Dayton
Norm Case Associates
Phone: (513) 433-0966
OREGON
Hillsboro
Western Technical Sales
Phone: (503) 640-4621

INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Insul-Reps, Inc.
Phone: (219) 482-1596
IndianapOlis
Insul-Reps, Inc.
Phone: (317) 259-4431

TEXAS
Austin
Cunningham Co.
Phone: (512) 459-8947
Dallas
Cunningham Co.
Phone: (214) 233-4303
Houston
Cunningham com~any
Phone: (713) 683- 231

KANSAS
Overland Park
Advanced Technical Sales
Phone: (913) 492-4333

VIRGINIA
Lynchberg
Micro-Comp, Inc.
Phone: (804) 237-6221

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Micro-Comp, Inc.
Phone: (30ll 247-0400

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Western Technical Sales
Phone: (206) 641-3900

G!!IDl!liCG

ALA.BAMA
Huntsville
Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics
Phone: (205) 837-7210
Pioneer Electronics
Phone: (205) 837-9300
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics
Phone: (602) 275-7851
Uberty Electronics
Phone: (602) 249-2232
CALIFORNIA
Costa Mesa
Avnet Electronics
Phone: (714) 754-6051
Culver City
Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics
Phone: (213) 558-2183
EI Segundo
Uberty Electronics
Phone: (213) 322-8100
Irvine
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (714) 556-3880
Mountain View
Elmar Electronics
Phone: (415) 961-3611
San Diego
Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics
Phone: (714) 279-2421
Uberty Electronics
Phone: (714) 565-9171
Sunnyvale
Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics
Phone: (408) 743-3355
Intermark Electronics
Phone: (408) 738-1111
CANADA
Calgary, Alberta
Cam Gard SUPPI~ Ltd.
Phone: (403) 28 -0520
Downsview, Ontario
Cesco Electronics
Phone: (416) 661-0220
Zentronics
Phone: (416) 635-2822
Mississauga, Ontario
Hamilton/ Avnet Electronics
Phone: (416) 677-7432
Montreal, Quebec
Cesco Electronics
Phone: (514) 735-5511
Zentron ics ltd.
Phone: (514) 735-5361

Ottawa, Ontario
Cesco Electronics
Phone: (613) 729-5118
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (613) 226-1700
Zentronics Ltd.
Phone: (613) 238-6411
Quebec City
Cesco Electronics
Phone: (418) 524·4641
Vancouver, B.C.
Cam Gard Supply Ltd.
Phone: (604) 291-1441
Ville St. Laurent, Quebec
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (514) 331-6443
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Cam Gard Supply Ltd.
Phone: (204) 786-8481
COLORADO
Commerce City
Elmar Electronics
Phone: (303) 287-9611
Oenver
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (303) 534-1212
CONNECTICUT
Danbury
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (203) 792-3500
Georgetown
Hamilton/Avnet Electronics
Phone: (203) 762-0361
Hamden
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (203) 248-3801
FLORIDA
Ft. Lauderdale
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (305) 776-7790
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (305) 971·2900
Hollywood
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (305) 927-0511
Palm Bay
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (305) 725-1480
St. Petersburg
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (813) 576·3930
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (404) 449-9170
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (404) 455-4054
Doraville
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (404) 455-4054

Norcross
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (404) 448-0800

Edina
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (612) 941-3801

ILLINOIS
Chicago
Bell Industries
Phone: (312) 982-9210
Elk Grove
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (312) 593·2740
Schaumburg
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (312) 893-9420
Schiller Park
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (312) 671-6094

MISSOURI
Hazelwood
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (314) 731·1144
NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill
Milgray·Delaware Valley
Phone: (609) 424-1300
Fairfield
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (201) 575-3390

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Pioneer Electronics
Phone: (317) 849-7300

Moorestown
Arrow! Angus Electronics
Phone: (609) 235-1900
Mt. Laurel
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (609) 234-2133

KANSAS
Lenexa
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (913) 888-8900

Saddlebrook
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (201) 797-5800

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (301) 247-5200
Gaithersburg
Pioneer Washington Electronics
Phone: (30ll 948-0710
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (301) 840-5900
Hanover
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (301) 796-1654
MASSACHUSETTS
Burlington
Lionex Corp.
Phone: (617) 272-9400
Waltham
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (617) 890-8484
Woburn
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (617) 933-8130
Hamilto'n! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (617) 933·8020
MICHIGAN
Livonia
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (313) 522-4700
Pioneer Electronics
Phone: (313) 525-1800
Schweber Electron ics
Phone: (313) 525-8100
MINNESOTA
Bloomington
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (612) 887-6400
Eden Prairie
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (612) 941-5280

Somerset
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (201) 469-6008
NEW MEXICO
Albuq uerque
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (505) 765-1500
NEW YORK
Buffalo
Summit Distributors
Phone: (716) 884-3450
East Syracuse
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (315) 437-2642
Farmingdale, L.I.
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (516) 694-6800
Rochester
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (716) 442·7820
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (716) 424-2222
Westbury, LI.
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (516) 333-5800
Schweber EI ectron ics
Phone: (516) 334-7474
NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
Pioneer Electronics
Phone: (919) 273·4441
Raleigh
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (919) 829·8030
OHIO
BeechwDod
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (216) 464·2970

Sjgnl!tiCs

Cleveland
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (216) 464-2000
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (216) 461-1400
Pioneer Standard Electronics
Phone: (216) 587-3600
Dayton
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (513) 433·0610
Pioneer Standard Electronics
Phone: (513) 236·9900
Kettering
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (513) 253-9176
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
Component Specialties
Phone: (918) 664-2820
PENNSYLVANIA
Horsham
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (215) 441-0600
Pittsburgh
Pioneer! Pittsburgh
Phone: (412) 782-2300
TEXAS
Dallas
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (214) 661·8204
Quality Components
Phone: (214) 387-4949
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (214) 661-5010
Houston
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (713) 780-1771
Quality Components
Phone: (713) 772-7100
Schweber Electronics
Phone: (713) 784-3600
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Alta Electronics
Phone: (801) 486·4134
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (80l) 972-4300
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (206) 746-8750
Liberty Electronics
Phone: (206) 453·8300
WISCONSIN
Oak Creek
Arrow Electronics
Phone: (414) 764-6600
New Berlin
Hamilton! Avnet Electronics
Phone: (414) 784-4510

415

FOR SIGNETICS
PRODUCTS
WORLDWIDE:
ARGENTINA
Fapesa J.y.C.
Buenos-Aires
Phone: 652-743817478
AUSTRIA
Dsterreichische Philips
Wien
Phone: 93 26 11
AUSTRALIA
Philips Industries-ELCOMA
lane·Cove, N.S.W.
Phone: (02) 427·0888
Queensland
Brisbane
(07) 277-3332
South Australia
Adelaide
(08) 45-0211
Victoria
Melbourne
(03) 699-0300

CHILE
Philips Chilena S.A.
Santiago
Phone: 39·4001
COLOMBIA
Sadape S.A.
Bogota
Phone: 600600
DENMARK
Miniwatt A/S
Kobenhavn
Phone: (01) 69 1622
FINLAND
Oy Philips Ab
Helsinki
Phone: 1 72 71
FRANCE
R.T.C.
Paris
Phone: 355-44-99
GERMANY
Valvo
Hamburg
Phone: (040)3296

Western Australia
Perth
(09) 277-4199

HONG KONG
Philips Hong Kong, Ltd.
Hong Kong
Phone: 12-245121

BELGIUM
M.B.L.E.
Brussels
Phone: 523 00 00

INDIA
Semiconductors, Ltd.
(REPRESENTATIVE ONLY)
Bombay
Phone: 293·667

BRAZIL
Ibrape, S.A.
Sao Paulo
Phone: 284-4511

INDONESIA
P.T. Philips-Ralin Electronics
Jakarta
Phone: 581058

CANADA
Philips Electron Devices
Toronto
Phone: 425-5161

IRAN
Berkeh Company, Ltd.
Tehran
Phone: 831564

416

ISRAEL
Rapac Electronics, Ltd.
Tel Aviv
Phone: 477115·6·7
ITALY
Philips S.p.A.
Milano
Phone: 2·6994
JAPAN
Signetics Japan, Ltd.
Tokyo
Phone: (03) 230-1521
KOREA
Philips Elect Korea Ltd.
Seoul
Phone: 44-4202
MEXICO
Electronica S.A. de C.V.
Mexico DJ.
Phone: 533·1180
NETHERLANDS
Philips Nederland B.V.
Eindhoven
Phone: (040) 79 33 33
NEW ZEALAND
Philips Electrical Ind. ELCDMA
Auckland
Phone: 867119
NORWAY
Electronica A.S.
Oslo
Phone: (02) 150590
PAKISTAN
Elmac Ltd
Karachi
Phone: 515·122
PERU
Cadesa
lima
Phone: 628599
PHILIPPINES
Philips Industrial Dev., Inc.
Makata·Rizal
Phone: 868951·9

Si!lDlJtiCS

SINGAPORE/MALAYSIA
Philips Singapore Pte., Ltd.
Singapore
Phone: 538811
SOUTH AFRICA
E.D.A.C. (PlY), Ltd.
Johannesburg
Phone: 24·6701-3
SPAIN
Copresa S.A.
Barcelona
Phone: 329 63 12
SWEDEN
Elcoma A.B.
Stockholm
Phone: 08/67 97 80
SWITZERLAND
Philips A.G.
Zurich
Phone: 01/4422 11
TAIWAN
Philips Taiwan, Ltd.
Taipei
Phone: (02) 551-3101-5
THAILAND
Saeng Thong Radio, Ltd.
Bangkok
Phone: 252-7195, 252-7395
UNITED KINGDOM
Mullard, Ltd.
london
Phone: 01-580 6633
UNITED STATES
Signetics International Corp.
Sunnyvale, California
Phone: (408) 739-7700
URUGUAY
Luzilectron SA
Montevideo
Phone: 9143 21
VENEZUElA
Industrias Venezolanas
Philips S.A.
Caracas
Phone: 360-511

!i(gDotiC!i
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

Signetics Corporation
P.O. Box 9052
811 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale , California 94086
Telephone 408/ 739-7700
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